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Reduction of Military Vehicle Acquisition Time
and Cost through Advanced Modelling
and Virtual Simulation
(RTO MP-089 / AVT-090)

Executive Summary
The defense of NATO requires a new paradigm in the development and deployment of weapon
systems. This paradigm is driven by the hard realities of diminishing defense budgets and the emerging
threats of unconventional attacks typified by 11 September 2001. Design simulation tools and
advanced modeling techniques and processes, coupled with a maturing set of virtual manufacturing
tools, are now being applied to this development and deployment. Both military and commercial
companies are rapidly lowering the cost and design cycle times of their products from both a
design/development and recurring manufacturing perspective through this application. Applying these
tools to the development of affordable weapon systems from concept to operation, as envisioned by
both the RTO MSG and AVT Panels, is essential to achieving the cost and time reductions needed to
meet the emerging threats that NATO faces. The multidisciplinary composition and applied vehicle
technology focus of AVT provides an excellent framework for the further development, deployment
and integration of this digital environment, which has tremendous potential to reduce cost and cycle
time of weapon system development. AVT is performing a vital service to NATO by fostering this new
paradigm of development based on electronic simulation by encouraging and enabling technical
information exchange between the Nations.
The Applied Vehicle Technology Panel (AVT) of the Research and Technology Organization (RTO) of
NATO conducted a highly successful Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle Acquisition Time
and Cost through Advanced Modeling and Virtual Product Simulation” on 22 through 25 April 2002.
The objective of the symposium was to determine the state-of-the-art and future direction of virtual
design, simulation, and manufacturing tools that dramatically reduce the cost and design cycle time to
develop or upgrade NATO systems. The symposium included 62 presentations focused on recent and
current research and developments in design, simulation, and virtual manufacturing tools. Modeling
and simulation has been successfully applied to Design Synthesis, Qualification by Analysis,
Manufacturing Simulation, Aerodynamics, Turbo-machinery, Hydrodynamics, Aero-elasticity, Flight
Control, Mesh Generation & Adaptation, and Geometry Fidelity. Specialized topics related to
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) were included in the symposium to address the persistence of cost
overruns and schedule delays that occur with aerodynamic or hydrodynamic performance validation.
This included specific examples of application of the technology to vehicle platforms, space systems,
propulsion, power, and weapon systems by industry and government. Emerging simulation tools offer
the promise of producing more accurate and powerful analyses from the perspectives of
manufacturing, vehicle performance, support systems, and system operations. This will enable the
industry to shift the emphasis on physical tests from a certification role, to a secondary and less costly
role of benchmarking the computational tools needed to certify by analysis.
Three common themes permeated the symposium. First, that modeling and simulation have been
applied to dramatically reduce the cost and cycle times associated with military acquisition. While a
remarkable cross-section of the industry was presented, the symposium did not include as much
simulation in virtual manufacturing, historically an area of significant AVT interest, as expected. Those
papers that addressed the application of Virtual Reality to development and deployment (such as the
CAVE system for US Army TACOM) demonstrated the tremendous integration potential of the
technology to address historically subjective issues, such as ergonomics. Consistent application of
these technologies to product development has resulted in reduced costs and cycle time with the
iii

potential of achieving an overall 50% reduction. It is important to recognize that the most successful
applications used Virtual Reality as the integration tool, both for the simulations and for the team.
Second, that a number of new technologies, such as Knowledge-Based Engineering, are only just
becoming available in the commercial marketplace and hold remarkable promise to enable further
reductions in cost and cycle. Third, that while remarkable strides have been made in the application of
modeling and simulation to replace physical testing, there is much work that remains to be done before
widespread acceptance. The framework for this continued development would be much more powerful
if it leverages both the existing successful examples and the new technologies mentioned herein.
A number of detailed recommendations were made to RTO as a part of the discussion at the end of the
symposium and technical evaluation. These are discussed in depth in the full technical evaluation
report.
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La réduction des coûts et des délais d’acquisition
des véhicules militaires par la modélisation avancée
et la simulation de produit virtuel
(RTO MP-089 / AVT-090)

Synthèse
La défense des pays membres de l’OTAN rend nécessaire la définition d’un nouveau paradigme pour le
développement et le déploiement des systèmes d’armes. Ce paradigme doit répondre à la dure réalité
des budgets de défense en diminution et aux nouvelles menaces d’attaques peu conventionnelles mises
en lumière par celle du 11 septembre 2001. Des outils de conception virtuels, des techniques et des
processus de modélisation avancés, associés à des outils de fabrication virtuels en plein
développement, sont actuellement appliqués à ce développement et à ce déploiement. Les compagnies
militaires et civiles s’efforcent de réduire les coûts et les délais du cycle de conception de leurs
produits, tant du point de vue de la conception/du développement que de celui de la fabrication en
série, à l’aide de cette application. L’adaptation de ces outils au développement de systèmes d’armes
abordables, telle qu’envisagée par les commissions MSG et AVT de la RTO, du stade de la conception
jusqu’à l’exploitation, est indispensable pour atteindre les réductions de coûts et de délais demandées
pour faire face aux menaces émergentes auxquelles l’OTAN se trouve confrontée. La composition
pluridisciplinaire et l’importance accordée par AVT aux technologies appliquées aux véhicules, fournit
un excellent cadre pour le développement, l’intégration et le déploiement plus poussés de cet
environnement numérique, qui offre des possibilités extraordinaires de réduction des coûts et des délais
de développement des systèmes d’armes. AVT rend un service essentiel à l’OTAN en encourageant le
lancement de ce nouveau paradigme du développement basé sur la simulation électronique, par le biais
de l’échange d’informations techniques entre les pays membres de l’organisation.
Du 22 au 25 avril 2002, la commission sur la technologie appliquée aux véhicules (AVT) de
l’Organisation pour la recherche et la technologie de l’OTAN (RTO) a organisé un symposium très
réussi sur le thème de « La réduction des coûts et des délais d’acquisition des véhicules militaires par le
biais de la modélisation avancée et la simulation du produit virtuel ». L’objectif de ce symposium était
de déterminer l’état actuel des connaissances et l’orientation future de la conception virtuelle, de la
simulation, et des outils de fabrication susceptibles de réduire de façon considérable les coûts et les
délais de conception, permettant de développer et de moderniser les systèmes de l’OTAN. Il a donné
lieu à 62 communications sur les travaux de recherche et de développement actuels ou récents dans les
domaines de la conception, la simulation et les outils de fabrication virtuels. La modélisation et la
simulation ont été appliquées avec succès dans les domaines de la synthèse de la conception, la
qualification par l’analyse, la simulation de la fabrication, l’aérodynamique, les turbomachines,
l’hydrodynamique, l’aéroélasticité, le pilotage, la génération des maillages et l’adaptation, ainsi que la
fidélité de la géométrie. Des questions spécialisées concernant l’aérodynamique numérique (CFD) ont
été incluses afin d’examiner la persistance des dépassements de coûts et des retards dans les
programmes qui se produisent dans le domaine de l’évaluation des performances aérodynamiques et
hydrodynamiques. Ces questions comprenaient des exemples spécifiques d’applications technologiques
aux véhicules, aux systèmes spatiaux, aux propulseurs, aux génératrices, et aux systèmes d’armes,
réalisées par l’industrie et par les gouvernements. Les nouveaux outils de simulation promettent la
réalisation d’analyses plus performantes et plus précises en ce qui concerne la fabrication, les
performances, les systèmes de soutien et l’exploitation. De tels développements permettront aux
industriels de changer la priorité qui était accordée aux essais physiques dans leur rôle de certification
vers un rôle secondaire et moins coûteux qui sera l’identification des outils informatiques requis pour
la certification par analyse.
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Le symposium a été dominé par trois thèmes communs. Le premier a pour origine le constat que
l’application de la modélisation et la simulation a eu pour effet de réduire considérablement les coûts et
les délais associés à l’acquisition militaire. Bien que l’industrie ait été bien représentée, il y avait moins
de contributions que prévu sur la simulation de la fabrication virtuelle, un domaine d’intérêt
traditionnel pour AVT. Les communications concernant l’application de la réalité virtuelle au
développement et au déploiement (comme le système CAVE du TACOM de l’US Army), ont démontré
les possibilités d’intégration extraordinaires offertes par cette technologie pour la résolution de
problèmes considérés jusqu’ici comme étant spécifiques à ce domaine, tels que l’ergonomie.
L’application systématique de ces technologies au développement du produit a permis une réduction
globale des coûts et les délais du cycle de fabrication, pouvant atteindre 50%. Il est important de savoir
que les applications les plus réussies ont utilisé la réalité virtuelle en tant qu’outil d’intégration, tant
pour les simulations que pour l’équipe. Le deuxième thème concerne un certain nombre de nouvelles
technologies, telles que l’ingénierie basée sur la connaissance, qui viennent de paraı̂tre sur le marché et
qui promettent des réductions de coûts et de délais encore plus remarquables. En troisième lieu, le
symposium a conclu que bien que des progrès importants avaient été faits dans l’application de la
modélisation et la simulation pour remplacer les essais physiques, il reste encore du chemin à faire
avant que ces technologies ne soient généralement reconnues. Le développement futur devrait être basé
sur les exemples existants et les nouvelles technologies mentionnées ci-dessus. Une importance
particulière doit être accordée à la réalité virtuelle, et AVT devrait créer un groupe de travail sur
l’application de cette technologie à la fabrication et aux mesures de soutien. Un certain nombre de
recommandations plus détaillées ont été proposées à la RTO dans le cadre des discussions et des
évaluations techniques qui ont clôturé le symposium. Ces recommandations sont détaillées dans le
rapport d’évaluation technique.
De nombreuses recommandations détaillées ont été faites à la RTO pendant la discussion à la fin du
symposium et de l’évaluation technique. Elles sont largement commentées dans le rapport d’évaluation
technique.
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Theme
The defence of NATO requires a new paradigm in the development and deployment of weapon systems. The
development and integration of weapon systems modelling and simulation from concept to operation are essential to
achieving the cost and time reductions needed to field new and improved weapon systems. Improved design
simulation tools and advanced modelling methods, coupled with a maturing set of virtual manufacturing tools, are now
being applied by air, land and sea vehicle companies to lower the cost and design cycle times of their products from
both a design/development and recurring manufacturing perspective. The application of these advanced technologies
across all aspects of the product development cycle can reduce these costs by as much as 50%. For example, the early
identification and avoidance of problems currently downstream of the main design processes can dramatically reduce
manufacturing costs, streamline manufacturing and assembly processes, increase supportability and maintainability,
and avoid many operational problems that delay the time and cost effective deployment of modern weapon systems.
AVT can perform a vital service in fostering this new paradigm because of its multidisciplinary composition and
applied vehicle technology focus.
Part A of the Symposium emphasizes the use of advanced simulation to design, manufacture, and support new and
existing NATO systems with reduced total cost and cycle time. This includes methods that allow us to reduce testing
through the application of simulation, as well as methods that help us integrate toolsets together to produce an
overarching concept-to-product simulation capability.
Part B of the Symposium is included to address the persistence of cost overruns and schedule delays that occur with
aerodynamic or hydrodynamic performance validation. Emphasis is given to how CFD analysis and wind tunnel /
hydrodynamic testing can be used together to most effectively reduce costs and developmental risk.
The Symposium will bring together specialists from Industry, Universities and Research Laboratories to review and
report on the state-of-the-art in advanced modelling and virtual simulation. Keynote addresses will highlight the
current use of tools and processes on military systems.

Thème
La défense des pays membres de l’OTAN rend nécessaire la définition d’un nouveau paradigme pour le
développement et le déploiement des systèmes d’armes. Il est indispensable de développer et d’intégrer la
modélisation et la simulation dans le cycle de fabrication des systèmes d’armes, de la conception jusqu’à
l’exploitation, afin d’obtenir les diminutions de coûts et de délais qui permettront de mettre en service des systèmes
d’armes nouveaux et améliorés. De nouveaux outils de simulation et des méthodes de modélisation avancées, associés
à des outils de fabrication virtuelle de plus en plus performants, sont désormais mis en œuvre par les fabricants de
véhicules aériens, terrestres et maritimes dans le but de réduire les coûts et les délais de conception de leurs produits
tant du point de vue de leur conception/développement que de celui des cycles de fabrication. La mise en œuvre de ces
technologies avancées pendant tout le cycle de développement du produit permettrait de réduire ces coûts jusqu’à
50%. Par exemple, l’identification rapide et l’évitement des problèmes actuellement rencontrés en aval des principaux
processus de conception peuvent permettre de réduire les coûts de fabrication de façon considérable, de simplifier les
processus de fabrication et de montage, d’améliorer la capacité de soutien et de maintenance, et d’éviter bon nombre
des problèmes opérationnels qui entravent le déploiement rapide et rentable des systèmes d’armes modernes. AVT
peut rendre un service essentiel en promouvant ce nouveau paradigme, en raison de sa composition pluridisciplinaire
et de ses activités dans le domaine de la technologie appliquée aux véhicules.
La session A de ce symposium mettra en valeur l’utilisation de la simulation avancée qui permet de réduire coûts et
délais lors de la conception, la fabrication et le soutien de systèmes OTAN nouveaux et existants. Elle traitera
également des méthodes permettant de réduire le nombre d’essais par l’utilisation de la simulation, ainsi que des
méthodes qui permettent de combiner des « boı̂tes à outils » pour réaliser une installation de simulation du type « du
concept au produit ».
La session B examinera la persistance des dépassements de coûts et des retards dans les programmes lors de
l’évaluation des performances aérodynamiques et hydrodynamiques. L’accent sera mis sur l’adéquation de
l’association de l’analyse CFD et des essais en soufflerie ou hydrodynamiques pour la diminution des coûts et des
risques de développement.
Le symposium rassemblera des spécialistes de l’industrie, des universités et des laboratoires de recherche, qui feront le
point et rendront compte de l’état actuel des connaissances dans le domaine de la modélisation avancée et de la
simulation virtuelle. Des discours d’ouverture mettront en lumière l’emploi actuel d’outils et de processus dans les
systèmes militaires.
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Summary
The defense of NATO requires a new paradigm in the development and deployment of
weapon systems. The development and integration of weapon systems modeling and
simulation from concept to operation, as envisioned by both the RTO MSG and AVT Panels,
are essential to achieving the cost and time reductions needed to field new and improved
weapon systems. Improved design simulation tools and advanced modeling methods, coupled
with a maturing set of virtual manufacturing tools, are now being applied by air, land and sea
vehicle companies to lower the cost and design cycle times of their products from both a
design/development and recurring manufacturing perspective. The application of these
advanced technologies across all aspects of the product development cycle can reduce these
costs by as much as 50%. AVT can perform a vital service in fostering this new paradigm
because of its multidisciplinary composition and applied vehicle technology focus. It is
important to NATO that the benefits from improved product simulation be realized in future
systems.
The objective of the symposium was to determine the state-of-the-art and future direction of
virtual design, simulation, and manufacturing tools that dramatically reduce the cost and
design cycle time to develop or upgrade NATO systems. Sixty-two papers were presented
which described state-of-the-art from nine member and PEP nations, a very thorough
examination of current practices.

Introduction
The Applied Vehicle Technology Panel (AVT) of the Research and Technology Organization
(RTO) of NATO organized an unclassified Symposium on "Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modeling and Virtual Product Simulation." The
objective of the symposium was to determine the state-of-the-art and future direction of
virtual design, simulation, and manufacturing tools that dramatically reduce the cost and
design cycle time to develop or upgrade NATO systems. This included vehicle platforms,
space systems, propulsion, power, and weapon systems.
The symposium focused on recent and current research and developments in design,
simulation, and virtual manufacturing tools. Specialized topics were specifically included in
this symposium to address the persistence of cost overruns and schedule delays that occur
with aerodynamic or hydrodynamic performance validation.
An expanded plenary session followed the opening ceremonies. The remainder of the
symposium was structured in two parallel streams. The first stream "Design, Manufacturing,
and Support Simulation" included the areas of Design Synthesis, Qualification by Analysis,
and Manufacturing Simulation. Papers sought to contribute to our current understanding of
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methods used to apply advanced simulation to design, manufacturing, and support of new and
existing NATO systems. The second stream considered the "Optimum Blend of Numerical &
Physical Fluid Experiments." Papers sought to articulate our current understanding of the
optimal blend of CFD analysis and wind tunnel / hydrodynamic testing to minimize costs and
developmental risk.
Papers were presented as follows:
Keynote Presentations - 6 presentations
Part A
Prototyping and Simulation - 11 papers
Tool Integration - 8 papers
Qualification by Analysis - 8 papers
Design Synthesis - 14 papers
Part B
CFD Modeling of Non-Linear Phenomena - 5 papers
CFD Validation Procedures and Error Evaluation - 4 papers
Dynamically Coupled CFD - 6 papers
Total Presentations - 62
This symposium presented a comprehensive view of the current applications of advanced
modeling and simulation to achieve cycle and cost reductions in the acquisition of military
vehicles.

Evaluation
In their book Revolutionizing Product Development 1 Wheelwright and Clark note that "Firms
that get to market faster and more efficiently with products that are well-matched to the needs
and expectations of target customers create significant competitive leverage. … The growing
breadth and depth of technological and scientific knowledge has created new options for
meeting the needs of an increasingly diverse and demanding market. The development of
novel technologies and a new understanding of existing technologies increase the variety of
possible solutions available to engineers and marketers… (f)urthermore, the new solutions are
not only diverse, but also potentially transforming. New technologies in areas such as
materials, electronics, and biology have the capacity to change fundamentally the character of
a business and the nature of competition."
These remarks are particularly pertinent to the papers presented in the keynote presentations
and in Part A of the symposium. These papers had a wide range of applications from space
launch vehicles, aircraft, aircraft engines, naval weapons systems - from torpedoes to ships and land vehicles. The primary focus was on the use of advanced simulation to design,
manufacture, and support new and existing NATO systems with reduced total cost and cycle
time.
In some cases (such as "Virtual Prototyping in Naval Ships" and "Simulation of Aircraft
Deployment Support") shrinking budgets were cited as a driver for the application of
modeling and simulation. Market share retention was cited in others ("The Digital Mock-Up
as a Virtual Working Environment within the Development Process"). A number of
significant issues raised during the keynote presentations were supported by the technical
presentations of Part A.

1

Steven C. Wheelwright, Kim B. Clark, Revolutionizing Product Development – Quantum Leaps in Speed,
Efficiency, and Quality, The Free Press(A Division of Macmillan, Inc.), New York, 1992.
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A most consistent issue related to the tools and the architecture. The available tools and
processes are, at the present time, most mature in the area of structural geometry. However,
this represents but a small portion of the total work that goes into any military product.
Seminal work has been done in the application of modeling and simulation to other
engineering disciplines ("Using Modeling and Simulation to Graphically Display the
Interaction of the Fire and the Extinguishing Agent") and to manufacturing processes ("The
Factory is Virtual….The Savings are Real"). Developers of tools and information technology
(IT) architectures may not have a deep-seated understanding of all the information, processes,
and the linkage among them - from all engineering disciplines, suppliers, procurement,
manufacturing, training and support services - which must be managed if shared vision is to
be achieved ("A Data-Centric Infrastructure for Multidisciplinary Analysis Integration and
Management").
All Design Synthesis presentations observed that computer tool developers must understand
the design process and the needs for information at each level as the design progresses if they
are to be relevant. Inappropriate information or good information at the wrong time will have
no effect on risk reduction, product quality or design cycle reduction. Total risk reduction,
simply canceling the design project, is a response to too little information or too much data
that creates more confusion than confidence. Some projects have been quite successful,
despite the need for users to create custom work to address lack of commercially available
integrated tools ("Virtual Development and Integration of Advanced Aerospace Systems:
Alenia Aeronautics Experience").
In addition, varying degrees of maturity exist for acceptance and application of modeling and
simulation. Again, the engineering community is where modeling and simulation have been
most broadly applied, with structural geometry the area in which practices and acceptance are
most mature, although progress has been made in other areas ("Demonstrating the Potential
Use of Virtual Prototype Modelling Techniques for Future AFVs" and "Advanced
Collaborative technologies to Support Systems Integration and Design").
The modeling and simulation technology solutions that have been brought to bear in the
engineering community and those that have been brought to bear in the CAD/mfg/support
solutions have not yet been fully integrated. Where solutions exist in these areas ("Simulation
of Aircraft Deployment Support", "The Factory is Virtual…The Savings are Real", "Haptic
Interfaces for Prototyping" and "Process Modelling of Fabrication of Critical Rotating
Components for Gas Turbine Applications"), the tools and processes range from relatively
straightforward and user-friendly to cumbersome with complex algorithms requiring highly
specialized expertise. This means that industry and customers still bear the cost and cycle
time penalty of waiting for translation of information among the various tools and that run
take on the risk of not having consistent data in both types of systems. There is only
downside risk in this situation. Engineering analysis and manufacturing analysis have only
begun to be linked.
The issue of validating and verifying modeling and simulation as predictors of and
replacements for testing was brought up multiple times ("Exemple d'utilisation des techniques
d'optimisation en calcul des structures", "Multidisciplinary Simulation of Vehicle System
Dynamics", "Virtual Testing with Validated Analysis Tools", "Affordable Evolution: The
Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) 6038 F/A-18 Forward Fuselage Structural Certification",
"Aircraft Structural Design Geared For High Reliance On Analysis for Acceptance",
"Uncertainty Quantification in Airframe Design" and "Analytical Support in Aircraft
Certification". In order to understand, manage, and reduce potential risk associated with the
replacement of full-scale test articles, large amounts of historical data will be needed for
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statistical analysis to correlate analytical predictions with actual test data to the desired
confidence level. Governments' data rights in contracts may limit sharing of this data as well
as the sharing of the best tools and techniques for modeling and simulation
The business jet and regional jet enterprises ("Challenges of Aircraft Design Integration") are
particularly sensitive to schedule length so they have a demanding requirement for short
product design cycles. Companies such as Bombardier, Embraer, Cessna, Raytheon and
others in the business jet and regional jet market must produce new, high quality, products
much like automobile manufacturers who introduce a stream of new models to satisfy the
consumer. The Bombardier presentation was particularly focused on use of CFD to ensure
that aircraft performance targets such as drag were met before the design project was
launched.
Discussion time focused on how have advances in technology have and potential resulting
organizational changes. The author's reply was that the main change was to optimize
information exchange and flow. This was consistent with other observations during the
meeting that the introduction of new information generated by computer codes required it to
be timely and presented in appropriate fashion so that it could influence design decisions, not
simply approve or re-work design decisions made much earlier.
A new torpedo with active ribs for acoustic noise suppression involves radical design where
little database exists ("Undersea Weapon Design and Optimization".) The paper also used the
results generated as input for CAIV (Cost as an independent variable) for risk management.
This type of activity uses computer simulations to generate valuable information for new
concepts with no existing database.
Efforts have been made to link or interface computer software to create a design process for
reusable launch vehicles ("Collaborative Design Environment for Space Launch Vehicle
Design and Optimization”). These efforts could create a "learning organization" to assess
trades between technologies and also assess the impact of requirements on operational
features of systems that require quick turnaround to fulfill mission requirements.
Simulation has been used to create understanding of the effects of decisions made by teams
("Modelling and Simulation in the Design Process of Armoured Vehicles".) The correlation
between advanced modeling and actual test results can be quite good. Formal design methods
to examine choices and their effect on the product effectiveness and quality have been applied
("A Preliminary Engine Design Process for an Affordable Capability".) This study used rapid
data generation to provide better decisions and showed the need to incorporate formal
methods to insert information into the design/development process.
Collaborative research to reduce development time, prioritize concepts, identify critical
technologies and most importantly, define cost studied the application of a cost prediction tool
("Scenario-Based Affordability Assessment Tool"). The effort may lead to increased
confidence levels and risk reduction in product development by developing computer
simulations of the links between product features and cost.
The application of modeling and simulation to a variety of design challenges consistently
demonstrated improvements in the quality of the design, the cycle time to produce the design,
and/or the cost of producing the design. The challenge of inserting new technology into
current or newly designed products ("Multi-scale Modeling & Simulation-Shortening
Materials Transition from Processing to Product") is particularly important to the materials
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community where the time from discovery to transition is measured in decades. An additional
benefit is the creation of a learning organization that can identify new concepts.
Work applied to ship structures ("Impact Flows and Loads on Ship-Deck Structures" and
"Optimal Shape Design of a Surface Combatant with Reduced Wave Pattern") demonstrated
the capability of modeling and simulation to add information to the design process. In the
latter case, genetic algorithms were used to identify surface features of ship's hulls to reduce
drag. Turbomachinery design ("Preliminary Multi-disciplinary Optimisation in
Turbomachinery Design") can particularly benefit from simulation of complex flow fields in
compressors and turbines. An experiment in which accurate information generated by finite
element models from NASTRAN was added to a team design exercise so that the design was
improved and cycle time was shortened ("Improved Structural Design Using Evolutionary
Finite Element Modeling").
Addition of external antennas so that they are effective while minimizing degradation of
aerodynamic performance is another demonstration of the positive effects of modeling and
simulation ("Reduction of Time and Costs for Antennas Integration Through Computational
Electromagnetism").
Aeroelastic effects represent an expensive feature of the aircraft development process. An
aeroelastic problem discovered during flight test can lead to costly changes in the production
aircraft or lead to changes that so drastically reduce the performance that the aircraft project is
abandoned. The CATIA-ELFINI computational code has been used to examine aeroelastic
features of new designs to control risk and cost ("Current Developments in Computational
Aeroelasticity at Dassault-Aviation for the design of Modern Military Aircraft and Business
Aircraft"). This versatile tool is used to identify critical load cases and examine integration of
non-linearities related to buffeting, free play and other effects that can limit the performance
and life of vehicle structures. This type of analytical capability can identify critical tests and
reduce the need for others. The result is a better design and reduced cost.
Part B of the Symposium focused on the persistence of cost overruns and schedule delays that
occur with aerodynamic or hydrodynamic performance validation. Emphasis was given to
how CFD analysis and wind tunnel/hydrodynamic testing can be used together to most
effectively reduce costs and developmental risks. The15 papers presented covered a wide
range of topics:
• Aerodynamics
-Aircraft
-Store Separation
-Helicopters
-Missiles
• Turbo-machinery
• Hydrodynamics
• Aero-elasticity
• Flight Control
• Mesh Generation & Adaptation, Geometry Fidelity
Overall, the papers presented reflected current state-of-the-art in tools and processes of CFD
and a view of the future.
The presentations indicated the parallel computing architectures have become quite
widespread. This is probably the single event that has had the most impact on CFD modeling
and simulation. It appears that almost all CFD applications are now utilizing parallel
platforms with a large variety of computing platforms represented. In addition, MPI
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communication libraries have provided portability. The ready availability of large scale,
massively parallel architectures is a very welcome development that puts tremendous
computing power into the hands of design engineers. These tools reduce turnaround for CFD
work performed by design engineers, thus reducing cycle and cost.
CFD is being integrated with a variety of multi-disciplinary design optimization techniques.
There is clear evidence of the impact of CFD on the design process. Examples were given of
such in the design of air vehicles, turbo-machinery, and hydrodynamics. In short, CFD
applications have begun to migrate toward design support. In addition, CFD is being applied
to problem solving in some non-traditional environments. Examples were presented of
CFD application to MHD flowfield
CFD coupling to CSD and aeroelasticity for flutter, LCO, etc.
CFD coupling to ice formation in wings
Coupling to CSD lends itself to implementation on parallel platforms, permits analysis to
move beyond the limits of aircraft components to a full aircraft. These presentations linked
directly to the emphasis in the keynote presentations - that integration of the tools is key to
achieving costs reductions. Coupling to ice formation allows the assessment of environmental
impact on the aircraft and moves modeling and simulation into the realm of operation support
analysis.
In addition, the use of unstructured mesh CFD is becoming increasingly common. The
advantages of unstructured mesh are: facilitation of interface with CAD, CSD and other
multi-disciplinary simulation tools; the development of a natural framework for mesh
adaptation; and the facilitation of tool integration.
Given the remarkable advances in the application of CFD and modeling tools and techniques,
challenges remain. CFD has not acquired any level of standardization. This means that there
are multiple tools employed during design (structured and unstructured mesh), that there is no
universal turbulence model (e.g. within 0, 1 and 2 equation models there is variability; there
are non-linear extensions; unsteady flows require large eddy simulation). The breadth of
physics encountered in CFD application and maturation is staggering. Lower order CFD
methods will be useful in design and reduced order models have recently emerged. So while
CFD has not yet attained the maturity of finite element modeling, the overall picture is very
encouraging.

Observations
The keynote presentations focused on a high-level view of the application of modeling and
simulation to military vehicles to reduce both the cost and cycle time of acquisition. Market
and political factors are pressuring the military to reduce the costs and cycle of our products, a
fact of contemporary business, placing strains on engineering resources, manufacturing
resources, financial resources, and human resources.
The focus on decreasing the ratio of price for performance and the emergence of cost as the
main parameter for entry into significant markets is a fact of business. All sectors (land, sea,
air) have a similar focus and vision for the application of modeling and simulation and of its
potential to reduce cycle time and cost in the acquisition of military vehicles. Both the
military and contractors see the potential for modeling and simulation to anticipate and
resolve issues in a virtual world that heretofore had been only done in the physical, where
such issues would result in higher costs, longer cycle times, and significant revisions to
products.
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Moreover, the sectors consistently view modeling and simulation as a vehicle that enables,
encourages, and energizes the application of multi-disciplined teams.
State-of-the-art tools (such as the U.S. Army CAVE system) allow groups of people to view
the products both from a design perspective and an application perspective in a digital, threedimensional environment. These systems allow businesses to actively collaborate real-time
with suppliers, customers, and partners over the globe (as discussed by SAAB), working not
just within teams, but also across teams. This brings all the people associated with the
product, from technical engineer to the soldier, into the design process. It allows us (as shown
by Dassault Aviation) to understand not just the individual area or technology for which each
individual or small group may be responsible, but to understand the entire vehicle and how
our customer will use it. It increases the power in the voice of those portions of the
organization (such as manufacturing) that have heretofore lacked quantitative tools to support
their positions and inputs to the design process. The vision, as expressed by Bombardier, is of
a paperless aircraft that can be transported through the entire organization. BAe Systems
vision takes this through the entire life cycle of the aircraft, from initial design stage through
disposal.
Whether in structures or subsystems (as shown by the Air Force Research Laboratory), the
key to reducing development costs is "…to avoid redesign by discovering and correcting
problems at the earliest possible time in the … development process — preliminary and
detailed design". Keynote presentations gave several examples of just how modeling and
simulation work have already achieved significant cost and cycle reductions in land, sea, and
air-based systems. In addition, presentations showed potential enhancements to the state-ofthe art practices through the application of web-based technologies and with the integration of
functional and geometric models (BAE Systems-Sea Systems).
In order to broaden the results achieved, the varying degrees of risk tolerance that currently
exist among both users and customers must be addressed. Acceptance for the technical and
programmatic changes that result from the application of modeling and simulation must be
broad-based across industry, customers, and academia. Some communities continue to insist
upon physical tests and hardware, having less than full confidence in the ability of the models
and simulations to accurately reflect the product and its environment.
Linkage between modeling & simulation techniques and cost/cycle reduction has been
demonstrated, achieving remarkable results in some areas. However, this linkage is not yet
consistent across the industry nor has it been demonstrated for all aspects of the products
(such as tailoring/minimization of test programs, subsystems-hydraulics, electrical). The
industry is not yet able to directly and consistently link reductions in cost and cycle time for
the development of military vehicles with the application of modeling and simulation
techniques described during the conference.
There is broad, but not pervasive, recognition of need to move information up front "frontloading" - to encourage early participation by downstream users of products and
services in a multi-disciplinary team environment in which the team includes not only the
various engineering disciplines, but manufacturing personnel, suppliers, partners, and
customers. The challenges associated with cost models must, in addition, be recognized.
These models and the associated processes suffer the same long cycle times and uncertainties
in output of much of technical product modeling.
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The papers presented in the Design Synthesis session show the fantastic progress that has
been made in modeling and simulation, particularly in the structures and structural dynamics
area. These tools allow design teams to consider in great depth many different design
alternatives and to debate their merits using physics based data and personal experience. In
some cases, there is no personal experience so the availability and accuracy of the physics
based information is vital to low cost, low risk development in a reasonable time.
An efficient organization with experienced, knowledgeable designers and analysts, equipped
with effective analytical tools, is essential to high quality product development. Between
1950 and 1990 two major efforts produced a revolution in aerospace design and development.
The first was military competition between the NATO allies and the Soviet Union. The
second was the introduction of commercial, high capacity transonic aircraft and turbojet/turbo-fan engines into the worldwide air transportation system.
These developments produced numerous innovative airplanes, ranging from Boeing 747's to
high-speed jet fighters and bombers. These efforts also created trained designers at all levels.
The time between initial design inception and final testing was relatively short, while funding
for new projects reached extraordinarily high levels.
Many of the highly qualified people produced by this "golden age" have since retired or are on
the verge of retirement. They have not always been replaced with people who have had wide
design experience. The number of new and projected military and transport aircraft has
declined drastically, while product requirements and complexity, together with the demands
for reduced cost, reliability and fuel efficiency continue to increase. The challenge today is
not just to do things faster, better with less cost, within an allotted time, but also to do it with
fewer people with less experience than before and to provide experience and associated
knowledge for younger engineers. This latter goal is often called "creating a learning
organization" and has traditionally been accomplished by mentoring of the young and
inexperienced by the older and more experienced.
High quality products require a wide variety of analytical methods ranging from simple first
principles to sophisticated structural finite element methods and computational fluid dynamics
codes. These products also require visual simulation - using tools such as CATIA - to foster
integration of the diverse number of pieces that must be designed and assembled. Analytical
and computational methods supported by the computer are essential so that design features
can be selected, scrutinized for adequacy, and then changed when defects or performance
limitations are discovered. As a result, there has been an explosion of software development
at all levels of mathematical complexity.
Some sophisticated software tools have failed to have a large impact on either product cost
reduction or quality. Part of this failure can be laid directly to the unwillingness or inability of
the design and product development organization to use the new products or to evolve and
change as much as analytical technology has changed. Additional blame must be placed at
the feet of software tool developers who do not understand the needs of the design process or
the business enterprise that surrounds the engineering design effort.
Effective product development must involve restructuring of the design and product
development process to take advantage of the information produced by these tools. Gross
points out that companies that have successfully re-engineered their business processes have
adopted a "system oriented approach which focuses on the integration of all disciplines" and
that their business processes are "re-engineered around a flow of information instead of a flow
of tasks." This focus on information flow explains why some tools are regarded as useful
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while others are not. Unless information is appropriate, meaningful and comprehendible, it
will languish within the organization that generated it, having no impact on product
development.
Steward (2) discusses the design of complex systems such as aerospace products and reiterates the need for the timely generation and flow of information. Smith and Eppinger (3)
stress the need for integration within complex processes, including when to connect and when
to disconnect integrated processes so that concurrent design makes sense and is executable.
This involves planning and controlling information flow.
All of the papers presented in this session can contribute to reduced cycle time, development
of a learning organization, and improved product quality if they are integrated into an
organization that uses the information generated in a timely effective manner. Educating the
tool developer remains a primary need of effective organizations. Developing and
understanding requirements for the system and laying out the path to an efficient product that
can use new technology effectively remains an elusive goal. The rapid absorption of new
technology developed by the Science and Technology (S&T) community also remains a
challenge. Today there is an abundance or over-supply of technology when compared to the
demand for systems.
In order to achieve cycle time and cost reductions that could result from the systematic
application of CFD, the tools and processes need to be validated and verified. This is a
critical issue that must be addressed even as focus of the technical community is directed
toward efficient utilization and integration of the tool. There are three requirements to
achieve the improvements in cycle time and cost which are clearly desired by the customer
community:
1)
Standardization of CFD tools. This has not been achieved to date.
2)
Standardization of processes. This includes modeling practices and consistency across
tool performance across design spaces. Currently CFE tools operate best within a narrow
range of validity and cannot support design outside the validated parameter space. In
addition, data interpretation is, at best, an inexact process.
3)
Validation and verification of the tool(s) and process(es). This will require collection
and analysis of sufficient data to support statistical analysis with high reliability. Data from
experiments (wind tunnel) as well as flight test will be required from a variety of vehicles and
a variety of flight regimes to document the predictive power of CFD across the required
parameter space and to enlarge the parameter space. Data need to be collected in a
standardized, non-traditional way to include flowfield data in addition to current surface
measurement techniques. This is particularly important in the areas of turbulence and
transition.
In summary, while CFD has made tremendous progress towards supporting air vehicle design,
much work remains to reach its full potential as an advanced modeling and simulation tool.
For the near future, CFD must be complemented by experimental testing. This is a step that
will contribute to the verification and validation effort discussed previously, increasing
confidence in CFD techniques and tools.

2

Steward, D.V., “The Design Structure System: A Method for Managing the
Design of Complex Systems, IEEE Transactions, Engineering Management, EM-28, 3 (1981), pp. 71-74.
3
Smith, R.P. Eppinger, S.D., “Identifying Controlling Features of Engineering
Design Iteration,” Management Science, Vol. 43, No. 3, March 1997, pp.
276-293.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Modeling and simulation allow the technical community to produce unprecedented amount of
information at incredible speed. Integrated product teams can analyze alternatives and
provide input to management decisions in time spans that are much shorter than ever. One of
the impacts of this is that management decision-making must take place at increasing speed,
lest the teams sit unproductive, awaiting a decision. This potential scenario means that the
speed and accuracy of management decisions is an area for review and development.
While the symposium presented the significant progress which has been achieved in the areas
of product modeling, CFD, and design synthesis, the absence of significant data on
capabilities of modeling & simulation in manufacturing and support indicates an opportunity
for further emphasis by RTO.
The verification and validation of modeling and simulation was discussed in Part A and Part
B. The application of modeling and simulation to achieve the cycle time and cost reduction
potential will require validation and verification of the tool(s) and process(es). This will
require collection and analysis of sufficient data to support statistical analysis with high
reliability. Data from experiments as well as laboratory, ground and flight test will be
required from a variety of vehicles and a variety of flight regimes to document the predictive
power of modeling and simulation.
Data need to be collected either in a standardized, non-traditional way or "normalized" to
establish comparability. This is will allow statistical correlations to be established and
quantify the degree to which modeling and simulation may replace all manner of "test"
articles - for example, full scale structural test articles. In the case of application of modeling
and simulation to manufacturing and support, data will also be needed to verify the predictive
power of the models to anticipate issues and accurately represent conditions in the factory and
in the field.
As much of the software used in these applications is commercial, software suppliers and
developers may have collected much relevant data. Recognition of these correlations will
enable substantial reductions in cycle time and cost by replacing "test" articles for these
processes - for example, first article fabrication and inspection, first assembly build and
inspection, maintenance demonstrations. RTO has the opportunity to set the standards for the
minimum acceptable data set (i.e. correlation and confidence factor) for validation and
verification of modeling and simulation tools and processes.
Acceptance of modeling and simulation as replacement for physical testing, whether for
manufacturing processes or is not yet widespread. There are two apparent major influences in
this scenario. The first is that the application of modeling and simulation has not yet been
validated (per the previous discussion). The second is that stakeholders in physical testing
may be uncomfortable. Overcoming both these factors in the part of both industry and
government customers will require the encouragement of organizations like RTO to accept the
data and achieve the cycle and cost reduction results associated. From a military planning
perspective, this would dramatically improve the collective responsiveness to changes in the
threat environment.
Modeling and simulation tools and techniques hold the promise to greatly enhance trade
studies. These tools and techniques have to potential to provide much more information more
quickly for each of the alternatives within a design space. The result would be a much
thorough investigation of possibilities prior to making the commitment to a specific
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configuration. With linkage of technical modeling and simulation activities to cost modeling
for design space trades, both industry and customers would be able to more effectively
achieve the objectives of any given program. Certainly, additional development work in the
linkage of technical modeling and simulation activities with cost modeling tools will advance
the state of this art and the state of the industry. RTO has the opportunity to provide the postdelivery life cycle portion of life cycle cost data for all the various deployment scenarios of
member countries.
Current contracts address data rights in vastly different ways. These are, in many cases, not
supportive of the sharing data and experiences in order to consolidate data. In order to
achieve the most powerful potential applications of modeling and simulations (those which
will replace full scale test articles and those which will integrate all the potential applications
(manufacturing simulation, cost modeling, reliability based design), large amounts of data
from multiple programs will need to be collected and analyzed. Contractors, agencies, and
governments must support sharing of data, including contractual provisions which will
encourage sharing for the greater gain. RTO could become the vehicle for facilitating this
information sharing.
Investment in analysis techniques that relate engineering (technical analysis) and
manufacturing analysis is an area of enormous importance. Fundamentals of material
properties and manufacturing process characterization are best expressed in statistical terms.
The relationship between technical requirements and the manufacturing capabilities are
clearly enablers to enhanced affordability and to reliability based design. As one participant
noted, "It may cost less to design what you can fabricate rather than try to fabricate …[parts]
with no imperfections". RTO's support for these investments would emphasize the need to
ensure that this potential is realized.
RTO has the opportunity to take an active role in the achievement of the full potential
reduction of military vehicle acquisition time and cost through advanced modeling and virtual
product simulation. Specifically, RTO has the opportunity to
• establish guidelines for acceptance of analysis in lieu of full-scale testing. This
includes the amount and type of data to be analyzed and the confidence levels required
by customers. It will also involve the sharing of technical information described
earlier.
• further investigate reliability-based design and analysis. As a potential area to reduce
cycle time and cost, this is the area with the most leverage. Products would be in
service earlier, with fewer issues (resolved in the digital environment), at a lower cost,
and life cycle cost (resulting from inspections and repairs) would be better managed.
• establish guidelines for multi-disciplined peer review of research projects. The
symposium presented tremendous results from the application of multi-disciplined
teams working within industry and with industry and government. However, the
research projects presented still appear to be very discipline-oriented. Research
traditions are of peer review, yet the results of multi-disciplined approaches are
undeniably strong. Lack of explicit integration of research across disciplines to
produce effective tools and processes will inhibit the maturation of modeling and
simulation to achieve its full potential. RTO should establish guidelines for research
review which include not only technical peers from the particular discipline but from
other disciplines which will, upon application of the research, be impacted by the
resulting tools and process(es).
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•

•

establish guidelines for code/tool/user validation/application which comply with ISO
requirements. ISO certification has become fundamental to the military acquisition
business. These standards represent common understanding and business standards
across industries, companies, and countries. As modeling and simulation are more
regularly applied, compliance with ISO standards will be more
emphasize that improvements in the cost and cycle of our technical efforts should be
accompanied by similar improvements in the associated business processes. Ideally,
we will be able to link our cost modeling to our technical modeling in order to be able
to trade cost as a parameter in the design process and have the same degree of
confidence in the decision that we do in the technical decision.

Technical Evaluation – Part A
Discussor's Name: John Moon
Author's Name: Margaret Holly/Terry Weisshaar
Q: We need to do two things to go along with work developing reliability-based analysis
1) What are the actual benefits (cost/time)?
2) How do we certify and qualify the methods?
A: 1) Actual benefits will be a function of the particular platform to which the techniques are
applied. In a typical military acquisition program, multiple test articles are built and testing
prior to entering into production. For example, if a vehicle costs $20M, requires 18 months to
built and three test articles are required, the savings become $60M and anywhere from 18-54
months for the total program. This gets products into the hands of customers earlier and
potentially allows the customer to purchase more units.
2) Certification will require the collection and analysis of sufficient information to present a
distribution of properties. The techniques applied will be very similar to those currently
applied to subsystems to calculate parameters such as mean time between failures and mean
time between unscheduled maintenance actions. These techniques are widely used in the
electronics industry, in flight control systems, and in systems safety applications. It is their
application to structural analysis and the using the analysis to replace test articles that is new.
Discussor’s Name: John Coyle
Author’s Name: Margaret Holly
Q: Analysis results need to reduce F/A-18 ECP6038 testing points out the potential that
Reliability Based Design brings to the future. However, there is much effort required to bring
this approach to maturity.
A: Absolutely. Bring reliability-based design to maturity will require sufficient amounts raw
data in consistent formats to truly establish the population profiles on which this approach will
be based. This can happen much more quickly if data can be shared across programs, across
customers, across nations so that all will ultimately benefit.
Discussor's Name: Dr. Kam Ng, Office of Naval Research
Author's Name: T. Weisshaar
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Q: Comments on Terry's remark on using modeling and simulation for transitioning products
to customers.--Customers and end users still want to see testing and demonstrations before
accepting the technology and products. Although they believe modeling and simulation, they
consider it as a tool for product development. However, they do have interests for simulationbased acquisition for product planning, assessment and cost analysis
A: Modeling and simulation can only take us part of the way down the development path.
The devil is definitely in the details – many of which depend on cost. However, we can often
get a good handle on the performance of the device and its link to military missions, both
current and new. A good example where simulation may prove helpful is the development of
UAVs where the aircraft have new uses and new geometric forms. Our goal should be to
speed up the virtual evolution of new concepts rather than costly trial and error.
Discussor's Name: David J. Moorhouse
Author’s Name: T. Weisshaar
Q: I would like to refer to a comment made by Prof. Weisshaar about the use of reliabilitybased design. That has been commonplace in flight control systems design for many years.
There is a prescribed probability of degradation due to FCS [Note: Terry, if you can define
what this is, please educate me so it can be included in the final report. Thanks!] failures.
The complete design is based on reliability predictions and probability. There may be lessons
learned by exchanging information between completely different technical disciplines.
A: This is an excellent reminder that while structural design uses factors of safety to improve
and address reliability, the flight controls people must also address reliability but without
factors of safety since they make no sense in their work. This is a point that deserves serious
consideration.
Discussor’s name: Professor Ramana Grandhi, Wright State University, USA
Author’s name: T. Weisshaar
Q: Comments for Professor Weisshaar (paraphrased). Wouldn’t it be better to simply
optimize the number of spars in the beginning instead of taking time to discuss this in a
meeting? (The question referred to one of the activities for the design team that used finite
element results as part of a design process).
A: Yes it would be better. However, when you go to a design team meeting for the first time
you are uncertain of the “sticking points” of other group members. We did not find out that
the number of spars was a serious point of contention until after the first meeting. This was
one of the lessons learned from the project.
Discussor’s name: Dr. Joseph Manter, Air Force Research Laboratory, USA
Author’s name: T. Weisshaar
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Q: Comments on Professor Weisshaar’s paper. Do you think that your new design process
will be used by your client on his next design project? Why?
A: Yes I do because key people in the design process embrace the concept. It allowed
experts from various disciplines to ma ke appropriate design trades and then optimize the
overall design. It also allowed the structural expert to optimize his design with a fuller
understanding of the requirements and constraints not stated formally; for instance, there is a
need for inspectability that cannot be expressed as part of a performance index to
optimization.
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Advances in Product Modelling and Simulation
at Dassault Aviation
Lionel de la Sayette
Senior Vice President Research and Development
Dassault Aviation
78 quai Marcel Dassault
Cedex 300, F-92552 Saint Cloud
France

ABSTRACT
Aerospace industry has always been in the
forefront in relying as much as possible on
modelling and simulation to continuously
increase global efficiency of product
development
and
realization.
A
comprehensive combination of partial tests
and simulation stands as a low-cost
approach to limit the number of necessary
prototypes to design, develop and qualify a
new product.
For more than 30 years Dassault Aviation
has invested large efforts in the field of
product modelling and simulation, as it has
always been considered as an essential
asset in the sustained competitiveness of
the company. The best known offspring of
this policy is the CATIA software initially
developed by Dassault Aviation for its own
needs, and now a world standard marketed
by Dassault Systèmes.
Another significant example of systematic
resorting to simulation is given by the
RAFALE program : the number of
prototypes has been drastically reduced to
only 4, for an airplane in 3 different
versions and due to replace 7 existing
different aircraft of French Forces.
Dassault Aviation field of activity includes
both Military Air Sytems (manned aircraft
and UAV) and Civil Aircraft (the
FALCON line of business jets), and for
both the company acts as an architect of
complex systems and an aircraft designer.
The presentation will lay out what today's
Dassault Aviation specific answers are in
terms of processes and tools as well as the

future challenges to be taken up
considering future combat air systems.
Four main objectives drive the effort to
improve the overall efficiency of every
new product development :
− Initialize the design from valid
requirements.
− Reduce time spent in each
elementary task.
− Parallelize as much as possible
the workflow.
− Set up dynamic risk management
Each one will fully benefit from Dassault's
modelling expertise from preliminary
upstream studies to comprehensive
simulation of the whole life cycle costs.
The overall process developed today is a
"multisimulation process" :
− Multilevel : from the overall
design to the detailed design
− Multidisciplinary : integrated
and based on the same reference
− Multipartner/Multisite
:
developing
global
models
including coherent and relevant
models produced by partner
companies.
Specific emphasis will be brought on
associated
scientific,
information
technology and management challenges.
The key issues leading to efficient
development of appropriate simulations in
a cooperative environment will be
discussed.
--------

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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The Dassault Aviation company field of
activity covers both military and civil
aircraft :

modelising the aircraft components and its
physical behaviour ; the company has
steadily considered as mandatory for its
competitiveness to be able to use the best
possible tools to fulfill two objectives :

PRODUCTION AIRPLANES

− get the best product by way of a better

1. CONTEXT

optimization,
− reduce the development time and cost
M2000-D

M2000-9

FALCON 50 EX

RAFALE M

FALCON 2000 EX

by streamlining the design to
manufacturing process and by reducing
the amount of required tests.

RAFALE B

FALCON 900 EX

CUSTOMERS BENEFIT FROM BEST PRICE / PERFORMANCE RATIO

− Military aircraft :
− manned fighter, maritime patrol

and trainer aircraft. Today the
MIRAGE 2000 and RAFALE are
in production in several versions,
offering optimised solutions to
specific requirements and a
dramatic decrease in operating
cost.

These efforts led to the development of
very efficient codes for Aerodynamics,
Structure design (CATIA and ELFINI),
Flight controls and Performances, and
more lately on Electromagnetic and
Thermal signatures.
In parallel to these developments Dassault
has also invested in Avionics - Flight
Control Systems - Mission and Weapons
Systems modelling, with simultaneous
development of technologies, for example
modular avionics, and methods, taking
advantage of object oriented technologies.
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT :
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

− UAV : studies on UAV and

UCAV
are
in
progress,
specifically directed to meet new
emerging needs with a stealthy
UAV demonstrator already flying.
− Civil Aircraft : the very successful line

of Falcon business jets. Today several
types are in production using improved
methodologies from basic layout to 3D
completion work. The brand new type,
FALCON 7X, is developed taking into
account major advances in cooperative
design.
− Space : Dassault extends its expertise in

reentry vehicle aerothermodynamics
and is producing pyrotechnical systems
for launchers and a wide range of
customers.
The Dassault Company is acting both as an
architect of complex systems and as an
expert in the challenging field of aircraft
design and development.
Since the sixties Dassault Aviation has
devoted a considerable in-house effort in

Two obviously successful examples of the
results of this policy must be highlighted :
PRODUCT MODELLING AND SIMULATION
A LONG STANDING METHODOLOGY
OUTSTANDING SUCESS STORIES :



CATIA SOFTWARE FAMILY:
INITIALLY DEVELOPED IN HOUSE BY DASSAULT AVIATION
NOW A WORLD REFERENCE PROSPERING UNDER
DASSAULT SYSTEMES ’ BANNER



DEVELOPMENT OF RAFALE :
INTENSIVE USE OF ADVANCED PRODUCT MODELLING AND SIMULATION
A SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPMENT OF THREE DIFFERENT VERSIONS :
C : Air, single seater
B : Air, twin seater
M : Carrier based, single seater

With only 4 prototypes
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− The CATIA software : firstly developed

in-house by Dassault Aviation in the
late seventies for its own needs. This
tool set has been then developed by
Dassault Systèmes and became a world
standard.
− Rafale Fighter : systematic use of

advanced product modelling and
simulation did allow to develop the
aircraft with only 4 prototypes.
Compared to other fighter programs
facing cost overruns and delays, this has
to be markedly pointed up for an
aircraft with a fully integrated
"omnirole mission system", developed
in three versions : C = Air single seater,
B = Air twin seater and the very
demanding M = Naval single seater.

2. TODAY'S DASSAULT
ANSWERS
In a customer driven market, customer
needs are fast evolving and the
improvements in product modelling and
simulation must enable the timely and
economic development of potential future
products such as illustrated in this figure :

Four main objectives drive the effort to
improve the overall efficiency of every
new product development :
ACQUISITION TIME REDUCTION
PRAGMATIC APPROACH


START FROM VALID REQUIREMENTS , INCLUDING ECONOMICAL
FEASIBILITY



REDUCE DURATION OF ELEMENTARY TASKS :
INTRODUCE STATE OF THE ART RULES INTO SPECIFIC DESIGN
TOOLS FOR EACH DISCIPLINE





PARALLELIZE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE THE WORKFLOW, TAKING
INTO ACCOUNT TRUSTABLE SIMULATIONS OR COHERENT
CROSSCHECKS WITH PHYSICAL RESULTS



SET UP DYNAMIC RISK MANAGEMENT USING "RED TEAMS" SKILLS
AND TREATING DRIFTS AS SOON AS THEY OCCUR
REDUCE DRASTICALLY REWORK

− Initialize

design
from
valid
requirements : this represents a major
(and often underestimated) ingredient of
a successful design. Product effective
performance simulation is a way to let
the customer test the use of a future
system
and
better
define
its
requirement, with an adequate balance
between cost and performance.
An example is the
economical-operational

START FROM VALID REQUIREMENTS :
TECHNICAL-ECONOMICAL-OPERATIONAL SIMULATIONS

Sensitivity
Sensitivity studies
studies

Operational
involvement

En
ga
ge
me
nts

FI
EL
D
BA
TT
LE

Comparative
Comparative results
results

CAMPAIGN
SIMULATION

Environment

HOW CAN WE NOW AND TOMORROW
ANSWER TO CUSTOMER'S NEW NEEDS

technicalsimulation

VEHICLE AND SYSTEMS
SIMULATION

allowing to show the customer the
global efficiency of the future product
for differents uses and different design
hypotheses.
− Rafale mid life update
− UAVs and UCAVs
− Extended Falcon family
− Supersonic business jet

− Reduce

the duration of elementary
tasks : a classical application of product
modelling. This is being notably done
introducing state of the art rules and
automated checks into specific design
tools needed by each discipline.
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− Parallelize as much as possible the

For mission systems (in this figure)

workflow : to reduce time to market, it
is necessary to allow some overlapping
between the different development
phases without incurring excessive risk.
This can only be done by using high
quality simulations including maturity
criteria.
− Set up dynamic risk management :
− Using the experience and skills of

"Red Teams" formed with senior
managers.
− Treating

drifts,
delays
and
discrepancies as soon as they occur

MULTILEVEL BREAKDOWN
OF SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS

HL REQUIREMENT

GLOBAL SPECS
●

TRACEABILITY

●

FULL BENEFIT OF OBJECT
ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY

●

PROGRESSIVE VALIDATION PROCESS

DETAILED SPECS

− Multilevel

a proper breakdown of high level
requirement to global specification and
detailed specifications is necessary,
enabling impact analysis of changes to the
very end of elementary software
components.

− Multidiciplinary

− Multidisciplinary

Today's improvements are focused on a
"multisimulation" process :

− Multipartners/Multisites
− Multilevel

The modelisation of the product is at
different levels, for example for
airframe in the following figure :

Modelisation must integrate the models
produced by the different technical
disciplines, and this based on common
product definition.
Two significant examples of present
results :
MULTIDISCIPLINARY : WEAPON INTEGRATION

MULTILEVEL

AERODYNAMICS

AVIONICS

STRUCTURAL
MECHANICS

FLIGHT CONTROLS
LOW
OBSERVABILITY
AEROELASTICITY

− One

from complete airframe to detailed
design of subcomponents and primary
parts, keeping in memory associativity
rules and parametric adjustments. It
goes also from product design to
manufacturing in a seamless process.

military
:
weapon
integration : The figure above
shows the launch of an
Apache/Scalp cruise missile
from a Rafale with three drop
tanks. Weapons integration is a
skilful combination of six
disciplines : Aerodynamics,
Structural
mechanics,
Low
observability,
Aeroelasticity,
Flight controls and Avionics.
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− Another

example
of
multidisciplinary modelisation is
a Falcon in manoeuver with a
combination
of
structures,
aerodynamics, flight mechanics
and aeroelasticity.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY : FALCON IN MANOEUVER

− Cabin noise reduction :
MULTIDISCIPLINARY
NOISE REDUCTION IN A/C CABIN : A NEW DESIGN DRIVER


VIBRO-ACOUSTICS



AERODYNAMICS



STRUCTURAL PROPAGATIONS



ADAPTED INSULATION MATERIALS

AERODYNAMICS
FULL APPLICATION TO F7X PROGRAM

STRUCTURE
FLIGHT MECHANICS

Two examples of current significant
strides :
STIMULATING MULTIDISCIPLINARY CHALLENGE
DEVELOPMENT OF FUTURE RAFALE NAVY TWIN SEATER

RAFALE N


DIRECT TRANSPOSITION OF
EXTERNAL STORES INTEGRATION



INTENSIVE USE OF DYNAMIC SIMULATION AND SHOCK
MODELLING ALLOW DIRECT TESTS ON CHARLES de GAULLE
CARRIER WITH A PRODUCTION AIRCRAFT



SUPPRESSION OF GROUND AND FLIGHT TEST ON
DEDICATED CATAPULTING AND ARRESTING
FACILITIES

− The Rafale N : this new version

of Rafale twin seater for the
French Navy will be directly
developed as a production
aircraft. This is only possible by
virtue of the quality of the
modelisation, particularly the
multidisciplinary modelisation
of catapult launching and
arrested landing.

A low noise level in cabins of
business jets is a customer
demand.
Traditionally this was done
mostly experimentally by adding
phonic insulations on existing
airframe. That was both heavy
and costly.
A new multidiciplinary design
method allows introduction of
noise level as a design driver in
a new global optimization of
structure and acoustic insulation.
Multipartner/Multisite
The aircraft being a global product and not
the simple sum of independent subsystems,
product modeling and simulation must
allow to integrate in global models
coherent and relevant models developed by
partnering companies. Both to verify the
behaviour of the subsystem in its
environment, and to check overall
behaviour of the complete system.
Two examples :
− Optimization of on board energy

system.
An
example
of
multipartner studies is given in
the next figure .
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MULTIPARTNER : FRANCE-UK PARTNERSHIP
OPTIMIZED ENERGY MANAGEMENT
INTEGRATED POWER
MODULE
• ADVANCED ECS
• INTEGRATED APU & COOLING
UNIT
• ENGINE AS VEHICLE HEAT SINK

£

£

design phases, to work efficiently in their
own sites "virtualy" colocated. Process
commonality is also necessary to continue
"concurrent engineering" between design
offices as well as production teams in their
plants. The need is there to insure a
universal sharing of up to date data.

£

£

TRW

Development of the FALCON 7X

£

MORE ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

VEHICLE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

• STARTER / GENERATOR

• CONTROL ELECTRONIC INTEGRATION

• ELECTRIC ACTUATORS

MULTIPARTNER :
F7X " IN CONTEXT AIRCRAFT DESIGN "

• CENTRALISED HYDRAULIC
DELETION

TODAY

−

This study is not only
multipartner
but
also
multiobjective as the results
have to be applicable to different
programs : existing combat A/C,
UAV/UCAV
and
future
European Combat Aircraft.

− Technical-operational simulation
MULTIPARTNER :
TECHNICAL-ECONOMICAL-OPERATIONAL SIMULATIONS

Sensitivity
Sensitivity studies
studies

Comparative
Comparative results
results

Operational
involvement

CAMPAIGN
SIMULATION

Gl
ob
al

Th
ea
ter

Environment

Sensors

Air/Air

Logistic

Comm's

Armaments

A/G &
G/A

ECM

Signature

Flight performances

The combination of aircraft
system models from different
origins, environment model
(theater)
and
operational
involvement models permit very
high level campaign simulation
as well as more detailed
simulation of operational phases
(example Air to Air) and
detailed
modelization
(for
example for a sensor in its
environment)

Today's developments including several
companies in several countries force to
rethink IT architecture and develop new
systems enabling several actors, initially
"physically" colocated for preliminary

GLOBAL DESIGN COLOCATED
INTEGRATED TEAMS

VPM1

TOMORROW

"VIRTUAL" COLOCATION

is at present being done by an integrated
design team gathering in St Cloud
representatives
of
18
participating
companies, then is to transition during this
summer to "virtual" cooperative work,
using latest technological development of
VPM1 tools suite.
In the field of systems and software
development, Dassault Aviation has also
set up a wide range of "System and
software
workshops"
for
new
developments of embedded systems :
Flight Control System, Navigation and
Weapon Systems, Utilities Systems.
Systematic use of object oriented
technology among partnering companies
allowed significant benefits and cost
effectiveness derived from generic
architecture and optimised commonality.

3 - TOMORROW CHALLENGES
To continue progression in the field of
product modelling and simulation several
challenges have to be considered :
- Scientific challenges,
- Information technology challenges,
- Management challenges, and
pragmatic limits.
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− Scientific Challenges

and reuse data with a limited
effort.

SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGES


Generalized automatic shape optimization



Non-linear coupling


ex.: transonic aeroelasticity



Distributed control



Low-cost high-performance computing




In the same vein, the company
must be able to easily reengineer
or modify parts of the product
and replace without rupture
engineering, manufacturing and
support tools.
− Knowledge management

metacomputing

Formal verification of large finite state
software modules

There also the timespan between
major programs must be
considered with the problem of
maintaining expertise of the
design team ; a typical example
is the capitalization of safety
critical
information
for
continuous improvement of crew
and passenger safety.

A number of subjects have still to be
improved ; and will benefit from a
coherent long-term investment plan :
− generalized

automatic

shape

optimization,
− non linear coupling (a typical

example
is
aeroelasticity),

transonic

− Management challenge
MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

− distributed control,
− low-cost

high

NEW DESIGN MANAGER'S COMPETENCIES

performance

computing,
− formal verification of large finite

state software modules.
− Information Technology Challenge

IT CHALLENGES


OPEN ARCHITECTURES
TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF COTS PROGRESS AND
EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
Avionics
Engineering and manufacturing frameworks



TOOLS AND DATA PERENNITY
ALONG THE LIFE-CYCLE (30 TO 5O
Intensive data reuse

YEARS )

Seamless re-engineering process


KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
To cope with up to 20 years gaps between major programs
To capitalize safety critical information

Three axes emerge :
− Open architectures to maximise

use of COTS and be able to
integrate new technologies
− Tests and data perennity

As the life cycle of the product
may be 30 to 50 years, it is
mandatory to be able to migrate



DEVELOPMENT OF FINAL PRODUCT'S VISION INCLUDING
PERFORMANCES AND COSTS MODELLING : MAIN SYSTEM AND
SUPPORT SYSTEM



CREATE INTERDISCIPLINARY SYNERGIES TO TIME AND COST
REDUCTION VIA GENERALIZATION OF CONCURRENT ENGINEERING



ANALYSE MASTER AND IMPLEMENT COMPLEX PROCESSES : BE
ABLE TO SPECIFY NEW INFORMATION SYSTEMS TAKING INTO
ACCOUNT CLOSE PARTNERSHIP WITH OTHER COMPANIES

To cope with the demands of the
development of more and more complex
and closely integrated products, managers
with a new set of competences are needed.
They must be able to :
− Develop a final product's vision

(performances and costs) both for the
main system, and support system.
− Create interdisciplinary synergies to

time and cost reduction via
generalization
of
concurrent
engineering ; these managers must
especially
have
enough
multidisciplinary knowledge to be
able to remove "fences" between
disciplines.
− Analyse,

master and implement
complex processes, and specify new
information systems taking into
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account close partnership with other
companies.
− Pragmatic limits
MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
COMMITTING TO BEST PRACTICES


SET UP SIMULATIONS AND MODELLING SUPERVISION USING
FORMALIZED AND STEADILY UPDATED PROCESSES



INSIST ON ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY TO EVALUATE
TECHNOLOGICAL RISKS
IDENTIFY MATURITY LEVEL



CREATE A FULLY REUSABLE DATA BASE AND ASSOCIATED
TOOL SET



KEEP HIGH LEVEL SYNTHESIS REALLY ACTIVE , USING
SIMPLIFIED MODELS

In addition to the limits resulting from
constraints of the scientific tools, a more
fondamental problem is the limitation of
human understanding of the behaviour of a
very complex system. It is still a dream to
believe that a "true" and consequently
detailed representation of highly integrated
complex systems of systems can be
understood and fully mastered by the
engineering team. Tomorrow as yesterday,
high level synthesis will still be carried out
using also simplified behavioural models.

4 - CONCLUSION
Three factors can be summarized as key
points to steadily improve design,
manufacturing and support processes,
permitting an effective enhancement of
methologies and an advanced risk
management of new projects :
1. Intensive use of technical-economicaloperational simulation
2. Smooth communication and parallel
teamwork
3. Implication of the customer from end
to end, starting with preliminary
specifications and including Life Cycle
Cost.

Paper Keynote #2
Discussor’s name John Martin
Author L. de Jessey
Q: In my company we have a problem with level of detail between manufacturing detail and
visualization detail, particularly for parts provided by third parties. Your presentation
suggested that the digital mock-up is not complete until you have all data captured
How do you address the level of detail issue for a complete aircraft?
A: We have a common problem. For example, we buy engines for our aircraft so we can use
a simple version of engine model in the mockup. Also our supplier information is often not of
correct quality and we have a team to create suitable levels of model for our mock up from the
design data
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Abstract
The development of aircraft involves many actors throughout the supply chain. The rationale for forming
partnerships and selecting suppliers ranges from risk sharing, knowledge access to price and reliability of
supply. The product, subject to many design drivers, uses a wide range of technologies in highly optimized
conditions with ever-increasing cost pressure. The lifetime for technologies and subsystems, clockspeed,
ranges over more than an order of magnitude between software functionality and airframe life while the
functional integrity of the product has to remain throughout its life. This is implying a strong need for
efficient collaboration throughout the supply chain supporting product integrity throughout its life.
The purpose of this paper is to show how modelling and simulation, M&S have been applied systematically
as an enabler for Holistic Integrated Product Development at Saab. Early knowledge and understanding as
well as ability to communicate through- out the supply chain play a critical role.
The findings are based on the research program LARP (initially Lean Aircraft Research Program) and the
implementation experiences from Holistic Integrated Product Development at Saab. Studied cases include the
auxiliary power unit development, a collaborative project with challenging integration both on functional and
physical level. Results are demonstrating e.g. the importance of M&S for successful communication and
coordination between integrator and supplier. The findings further high-lights the importance of creating value
at early stages of product development, including New Business Models for Aerospace& Defense, Flexible
Product Development and Supply Chain Innovation. All these subjects are studied in the current phase of
LARP.
Background
Defence budgets have been subject to repeated cuts over a long time, forcing the governments and industries
to act in order to ensure sufficient defence materiel supply as well as profitability for the industry. The self
supply within single countries is reduced and international collaboration becomes a pre-requisite for the
development of complex systems like aircraft. Drivers are both technology supply and competitiveness. This
and other factors have led to a globalisation, where international companies, partnerships and supply chains
are designed and created based on a rationale ranging from cost- and risk-sharing to knowledge access,
technology supply and reliability of supply in general.
Possibilities in modelling and simulation, M&S, and information technology together with improved
development practices support a move towards a focus on early stages of development, where much more
effort is spent on initial studies before a program is started in order to reduce risk and the overall defence cost.
This so called Simulation Based Acquisition, SBA <1>, is changing the business environment as the upfront
investment is growing, while downstream programs could be expected to be in smaller series, less frequent
and require more flexibility and adaptability.
Defence systems are used in an increasingly complex context. A growing flexibility in the type of operations
is important where new types of interoperability is needed in order to be able to combine different defence
Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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systems and achieve the increasing level of integration required to support the operation. Like most complex
systems, the overall life cycle for defence systems is an order of magnitude longer than for some of the subsystems it is composed of <2>. This implies that issues like obsolescence and changing requirements are
driving a need for an easily upgradable system in order to ensure the required functionality and integrity of the
system. Technologies and systems are growing in complexity and the investment for being able to introduce a
new solution is growing.
From the above it is clear that the development of complex defence systems are facing several challenges. The
context is ever changing, the product is growing in complexity, the cost pressure is increasing and the codeveloping supply chain is becoming increasingly complex. In order to meet this situation, and to be able to
continuously adapt, Saab has applied strategies such as Holistic Product Development <3> and Integrated
Product Development <4>, IPD. We have been working together with universities in the Lean Aircraft
Research Program, LARP <5> to support the reengineering of the industrial process. Some important aspects
have been to support early knowledge, communication and teamwork through-out the supply chain. An
important enabler to all these changes have shown to be M&S.
The purpose of this paper is to show how M&S have been applied systematically as an enabler for Holistic
Integrated Product Development at Saab. Early knowledge and understanding as well as ability to
communicate through- out the supply chain play a critical role.
LARP
LARP Overview
In many industries the leading prime contractors have now come to a point where they focus on their role as
systems integrators. They are concentrating their design and production resources on core competencies and
areas of strategic importance for the customers recognition of the brand image and identity of the product.
Some of them will develop partnership relations with several competing manufacturers. In the most developed
stage of partnership relations the supplier will be expected to act as if it was a subsidiary or division of the
buying firm, i.e. almost back to vertical integration or hierarchies again after a wave of outsourcing. The
systems integrators are developing new organizational patterns in order to reach the same or more efficient
structures than if they would incorporate the most important suppliers.
The purpose and goal with LARP was from a systems integrator perspective to develop models,
methodologies and tools for efficient relationships between a systems integrator, customers and its major
suppliers in the aerospace industry. The empirical reality in LARP was two separate systems, APU (Auxiliary
Power Unit) and GECU (General systems Electronic Control Unit), within the JAS 39 Gripen. The systems
have been studied in depth since 1997 by a research group from Linköping university and the two graduates
schools. IMIE (International Graduate School of Management and Industrial Engineering) is an alliance of
thirteen divisions which represent a broad and interdisciplinary competence within management and industrial
engineering. The other graduate school was ENDREA (The Swedish Engineering Design Research and
Education Agenda) which focus is on developing, adapting and implementing theories and methods for
managing and conducting world class product development in the manufacturing industry. Aerospace industry
has been the industrial partner.
From a systems integrators (Saab Aerospace) view four research perspectives (subprojects) were highlighted;
relations to the customer, relations to major suppliers, project management aspects and collaborative product
development. The results from the studies have been presented in several academic thesis (PhD and
Licentiate) and conference papers (see references) and in an edited book version <5>. The major conclusions
from the four perspectives are summarized below.
Relation to the customer
An important aspect in the relation with the customer is marketing and related activities such as offset. Offset,
an advanced form of counter trade is common in the international marketing of large infrastructure and
defence systems. Offsets are activities that benefit the buying country for example in the form of local
content, support of exports, subcontracts and technology transfer. Based on eight case studies of marketing of
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large defence systems <6>, four models are developed to describe the offer, the seller, the buyer and the
buyer-seller interaction. This sub-project is not further addressed in this paper.
Relations to major suppliers
These studies on relations to major suppliers <7,8> covered both existing relations and relations under
transition due to changes in the systems integrators make or buy strategy, i.e transfer of an activity or
outsourcing. They demonstrate the importance of differentiation in the supply base as well as the importance
to continuously revisit the supply base strategy through- out the system life cycle.
The increased focus on lean production indicates a need for breaking each relation into bits and pieces, a
strategy that influences both buyer and supplier. If there is a serious focus on lean supply and supply chain
management, there also should be a focus on how to treat the supplier base. The lean supply strategy indicates
that the entire supplier base should be treated similarly in order to obtain full efficiency. Characteristic of the
lean supply relation is a clearer integration between buyers and suppliers, not necessarily meaning crossownership. The lean suppliers are early involved in product development and are expected, thereby, to
participate actively in the buyer’s development of new models.
When analysing the supplier base in the aerospace industry, we see a broad spectrum of system and
technology levels - from the traditional sub-contractor of components to a sophisticated and closely integrated
systems supplier. The hypothesis is that every supplier and relationship has different characteristics and
therefore a different need for integration. Treating every relationship in the same way is not an efficient
purchasing strategy. Lean production has in numerous studies been presented as “the way of the future” to
handle increased competition. In a sense, differentiation of existing supplier relations could be a way to
achieve efficiency.
Previous research on the phenomenon of outsourcing has mainly focused on strategic considerations.
Nevertheless, the process of carrying out the transfer of an activity from being internally controlled to
becoming externally managed may prove to be equally difficult because of interdependencies at the
operational level. The most important existing outsourcing concepts were criticized for being based on an
overly rational and static view of their core competence foundation, for failing to acknowledge the
implications of strategic level versus operational level considerations, and for being overly deterministic.
An alternative outsourcing process model <8>, explicitly emphasizing the inter-linkage of make-buy decisions
and transfer of control, transfer activities may lead to specific implicit make-buy decisions, i.e. that may not
be perceived of as outright decisions. It was further argued that it is difficult to perceive of the final outcome
of outsourcing when conceiving make-buy decisions, making it difficult to manage and control. Rather, a
process of recurring sets of linked and dependent incremental make-buy decisions transfer activities to be
managed in accordance with the outsourcing vision. Only a direction can be identified, whereas a clear goal
cannot be defined beforehand, suggesting that continuous strategy adjustment and appraisal are necessary
actions, was advanced as a potentially more accurate model of outsourcing.
Project Management
This sub- project <10,11> have studied how to manage complexity in projects initially from an intraorganisational and later from an inter-organisational perspective. It provides tools to analyze and design the
organisation of projects such that team efficiency, concurrency and collaborative structure can be optimised
from a communication perspective.
A collaboration is taking place on several levels (i.e. strategic, tactical and operational). This research is
pointing at the importance of having these levels supported by relevant structural mechanisms and methods.
One of the key difficulties is to achieve a Work Breakdown Structure, WBS, that is suitable for the actual
collaboration scenario and product architecture. A methodology called Dependence Structure Matrix , DSM
<9>, is introduced and applied to support this. DSM allows for analysis of the possible WBS solutions and
architectural decompositions such that e.g. team tasks could be identified and communication need
understood.
It has been shown that the method supports the design of the organisation, the identification of WBS:s that are
more straight forward to assign to different teams, and that communication need will be better and earlier
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understood. The work to establish the DSM- matrix should be participatory as it serves as a catalyst for the
strategic dialogue between the parties and levels of collaboration.
Collaborative Product Development
Model based product development have been studied in a collaborative context <12>. These studies
demonstrates the potential and maturity of functional modelling of specifications and analyses the need for a
project web in collaborative product development.
A good quality, well understood specification is an instrumental prerequisite to efficient product development.
The specification of complex systems have often suffered from the difficulty to express with sufficient
precision and consistency its functional behaviour using natural language. This problem is accentuating in
importance the more parties that are using the specification.
Here functional modelling have been applied as a specification tool and the intended behaviour of a number of
systems have been modelled, both systems being developed in-house and by suppliers/ partners.
The research have shown that functional modelling is mature enough for systematic application. It has been
shown that the use of a modelled specification generated a better specification than the textual one, as it
detected inconsistencies at early stages. Further, in collaborative projects it has been shown that the common
development of the model have accelerated the mutual understanding of the system and its behaviour in the
total system.
In collaborative product development, large amounts of project information is exchanged which is not direct
product documentation. In order to support this, attempts were made to implement a project web that could
support the management of the development project <13>. As this was made in 1996-97 several difficulties
appeared, among these immature internet technology and difficulty to guarantee security of information. A
conclusion is that there is potential for a project web when IT- security can be achieved and approved.
Holistic and Integrated Product Development
The application of Holistic and Integrated Product Development, IPD, have been important approaches to
improve performance and cost effectiveness for the development processes at Saab during recent years <3,4>.
These provide a structured approach on how to improve the development capability, inspired by e.g. <14,15 >.
The implementation of IPD has used an enabling approach with a starting point in maximising the individuals
ability to contribute to and support a rapid convergence to feasible designs in a life cycle perspective.
“IPD is a structured way to maximise the contribution from people, processes and tools to achieve product
optimality”
Where product optimality reflects the balance between cost and performance that best meets customer
demands. In the design of this development process at Saab some aspects have been central:
• Provide easy access to information and knowledge
• Use M&S extensively to provide knowledge support to engineers in early development stages in order to
allow for mature decisions as early as possible.
• Good and well understood specifications.
• Minimise the lead-time from decision to delivery.
• Support and simplify vertical and horizontal communication internally and externally.
• Provide ability for the engineers and experts to utilise their expertise in an efficient manner
• Promote Decision ability
The process is designed to easily and early bring in new expertise and easily start interaction with the purpose
to achieve a possibility to dynamically allocate expertise into projects, e.g. customers, suppliers and shop-floor
people and let them contribute to the product at early stages. This is more extensively reported in <3,4>.
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Development Rooms
The team members are working together and sharing information in order to agree on the best common design
solutions covering all design drivers and constraints. In order to achieve this, the team uses computer based
information and M&S. Current levels of technologies allows for the possibility to support interactivity to a
large extent. Not only can models be selected and viewed within less than a minute in complex products, but
changes can also be introduced in a meeting. Quick interference checks could be performed, linear analysis
could be made, given limited mesh change needs and so on.
Based on the above, a development room has been designed, where two workstations and one PC provide
computer power, two large screen projectors give the ability to view two of the three computers information
simultaneously for the full team. The computers are normal installations on the network with ability to use any
system and data available on the network given that the team have access authority. Following the success of
this tool, a number of these rooms have been built.
This enables the team to work, in the room, viewing the design in its context e.g. from the CAD-system on
one screen and discuss some type of issue or opportunity. On the other screen additional information available
on the network can be viewed depending on the needs. Typical examples are bill of material, BOM, or other
Product Data management Information, PDM, analysis, simulation or scheduling information. Changes can be
introduced and to some extent analysed interactively.
Bringing the use of these development rooms into the team environment provided support for more dynamics
in the meeting. The use of the tools, combined with the goal to improve the ability to reach joint decisions in
the team, lead to the design of a methodology to take “action like” minutes from the meetings. A particular
structure was formed, and tools were developed to support this. Initially the methodology was supported by
standard “Office” software which was found not to be sufficiently efficient in a networked environment. To
improve efficiency an early web-application was created.
This minutes application uses “screen grab” technology to allow users to pick any information from the
computer screen and add it to the web minutes with texts, pictures, annotations as well as action items such as
identification of responsible and date of completion during the meeting. An integrated archiving functionality
is provided with the ability to follow design rationale from specification to released and verified product
definitions. Several generations of the application have been developed and there is a continuous demand for
more information to be handled within the application, e.g. scheduling. A current challenge is to identify
support for easy search in the archive in order to promote reuse of earlier engineering solutions in new
applications.
The Digital Mock Up, DMU, is the most frequently used model to discuss around in the rooms. The current
technology implemented on the IPD-level includes exact solids CAD on workstations, high performance
visualisation, simulation, analysis and retrieval tools and a model structure with one part instance in each
model which allows a flexible and rapid build up of different context scenarios. The PDM support available
in early stages of development is still limited. The weak area in the current solution is the somewhat
cumbersome establishment of models for different product configurations. The requirements on the PDMsystem to make progress in this area includes e.g. being able to master many concepts subject to intense
change and provide good retrieval and analysis capabilities to compare the pro’s and con’s of the different
concepts.
Furthermore, the manning of a team often consist of a core of people from the major disciplines, while they
need to expand the team for particular tasks where additional expertise is needed, such as bringing in suppliers
or customers. It is therefore important to provide good support, not only for the team to understand the
product, but also to give them the ability to easily involve other people. The development rooms, the DMU
and the visualisation tools are playing a significant role for this ability.
Analysis and Simulation
Analysis and simulation in a wide sense covers areas from system functional modelling, concepts, stressing
and aerodynamics to assembly , shop floor simulation and maintenance and mission support. Many areas of
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analysis have improved during the last decades where different performance aspects have become much more
predictable.
The improved predictability has probably influenced the design decisions in the early stages of development
such that it has been easier to justify a solution from a performance or functional point of view, rather than
from a cost or manufacturability view.
Only in the last decade have areas such as assembly simulation and other manufacturing related simulations
been able to contribute with sufficiently short response time to match performance simulations at early stages.
This is a very fortunate development contributing to the balance in the team that has to be taken further, in
order to meet the demand from the continuous movement towards more cost focused design criteria.
If the information provided fails to balance the level of consideration in the design criteria, which normally is
the case, this need to be met through other efforts. One method utilised is the use of the different roles in the
team, and try to strengthen the ability to influence decisions for people from disciplines having lower level of
quality information available .
An example is that in early stages the manufacturing engineer could have difficulties in catching up with the
consequences of design decisions. By making him/ her the one who runs the web based application for taking
minutes from the meetings, he/ she can to some extent control the flow and have all possibility to influence the
design from the very beginning.
Another issue in the same category is that different disciplines are progressing based on different information,
which sometimes makes it difficult to maximise the profits from he concurrent development, e.g. the stress
engineer is approaching the product in a different break-down approach than the systems installation engineer
or the manufacturing engineer. Co-ordination is therefore needed during the evolution of the product in order
to avoid decisions focusing on a limited set of design drivers due to the lack of certain types of information.
In general, models for analysis and simulation are considered as a part of a model concept where the models
are established in early stages of design and maintained throughout the life cycle in order to remain as the
main information carrier for the product aspect concerned. Early models are often mathematical simulations to
be refined and correlated with experimental data or experience from application later on (e.g. ground vibration
test for eigenfrequencies, manufacturing cost for costing or operational properties). The model concept serves
as a strategy to make the best use of available information.
Supplier/ partner Integration
Since a high degree of the aircraft content is developed and supplied by other sources than the system
integrator, it is important to achieve interaction mechanisms which supports co-ordination, where needed.
Obviously this integration is dependent on how decomposable the work is. The first operational step is always
to minimise the interaction needed between the parties. The next step is to identify which information is
important to co-ordinate/ exchange and at what frequency it needs to be co-ordinated. At Saab we have
basically worked with three levels of technology for integration
1: e-mail and file transfer
2: replication of data sets at a certain frequency
3: remote clients with shared databases
Sorting on these levels appear to be sufficient from an IT point of view. The difficulty is almost always to
resolve security issues. The level of technology becomes a prerequisite for the type of methodology and tools
that are needed to achieve a collaborative support. Often, a low technology level is driving increased
complexity in the methodology in order to ensure e.g. configuration management. A practical level is
normally level 2 where the selected DMU and analysis data are replicated at the supplier site with maximum
delay of some hours. The same applies for the project web, as described above, as well as for planning
information and so on. Information produced at the supplier site is released to the data storage at Saab.
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The many supplier and partner relations that follows from the involvement in several aircraft projects with
several partners drive the complexity of the company operations. In order to minimise this complexity and
maintain the ability to optimise the performance of operations a strategy is used where clear interfaces are
applied with limited impact on internal processes.
Concluding discussion
The situation of tomorrow for a systems integrator is characterized by aspects such as a wide range of
integrated technology content with varying clockspeed, many design drivers, late definition of technologies
and adaptability need. The systems integrators ability to handle intra and inter organizational relations,
scalability, ability for growth and adaptability, knowledge management and shaping a value creation culture
are of importance.
The application of lean principles to projects increases the ability to master lead time and cost. In order to
have the right conditions for a lean project it is assumed that fundamental design decisions are taken at an
early stage, ahead of the lean project. The arrival at this starting point, often referred to as having the
architecture or layout of the product and its subsystem solutions and technologies ready for application, is not
supported by the lean paradigm <16,17,18>. These aspects combined with the incentives to focus the effort at
early stages according to SBA are all pointing towards the importance of the ability to make good design
judgements at early stages. Furthermore, much of the innovation field has to be at initial stages as this is
where the design freedom exists such that new values can be created with low cost and project implications,
ahead of the lean projects having a starting point where many fundamental design decisions have been taken.
Constructive lean
The lean paradigm that focuses on up-front value creation through-out the supply chain or value network, we
have chosen to label constructive lean. The challenge for constructive lean is to create the right environment
for the whole supply chain at early stages to generate value and achieve the right conditions for a lean project.
If this fails, there is a clear risk that only the traditional down-stream lean project remains. This could become
a long term threat for the company as it only allows for current systems to generate profit by continuous cost
and resource reduction, but does not stimulate the achievement of new competitive systems supporting the
long term development of the company, a situation we label anorectic lean. The traditional lean project is still
an important component of constructive lean, as the way to bring a new system to completion when it is
through its architectural phase.
LARP Future Direction
The continuation of LARP is based on the constructive lean approach. The redirection of the Swedish defence
into a Net Centric Warfare paradigm means e.g. that systems have to support a more flexible use and
integration with other systems. Furthermore, the whole system of systems will be subject to continuous
change, and all involved systems will need to adapt and be able to federate with a wide range of systems over
time. The continued research will be focusing on the following four topics in order to further develop the
constructive lean approach:
New Business Models
Current Defence acquisition strategies, e.g. Simulation Based Acquisition <1>, are moving in a direction
where the effort both from the customer and from the integrator is increasing at early stages. This is changing
the conditions for defence business. In this project possible business models are studied in order to identify
models providing best incentives for all involved parties.
Flexible product development
The development and use of complex systems, e.g. defence systems, is subject to long life cycles with
changing conditions implying that there is a need for flexibility in the system. The need for flexibility origins
in areas such as new innovations, new requirements as well as obsolescence in high clock- speed subsystems.
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The strong connectivity between the development capability and the resulting system solution is stressing the
need to have a development capability that is promoting these types of flexibilities. This research is focusing
on how to create a framework for flexible product development.

Life cycle value
This project studies what the important aspects are in order to set up a development capability that supports
life cycle value implementation in an optimal way. Case studies have been done together with Massachusettes
Institute of Technology on several aircraft and a framework for life cycle management is proposed <19>.
Studies will continue based on a wider industrial basis.
Supply chain innovation
The main driver in the area of supply chain innovation has its origins in the interaction between prime and
SME. Here are some examples. First, development of more complex projects and systems, often fully
integrated, stresses the importance of early access to technology and innovations. Second, the procurement
strategy is focusing on a small supplier base with fewer and larger suppliers, which hinders the surveillance
and acquisition of new technologies, often driven by SME:s. Third, the difference in size between prime and
SME:s do not support effective risk and profit sharing and transferring of knowledge in early RTD phases of
large projects. Important questions between systems integrators and the supply chain are; what are the
incentives and initiatives? How is the interaction and interdependencies?
Collaborative Product Development
In the implementation of current development practices we have aimed at achieving a constructive lean ability
which is enabling all involved parties to contribute at their best to the system solution in a life cycle
perspective. In order to achieve this, team capabilities, collaboration and ability to achieve qualified design
decisions early in the development cycle have been instrumental.
To improve the team capabilities we have built development rooms using M&S to support the team
communication and allow for interaction with models during meetings. Intranet solutions have been used to
help in decision making. The enabling approach which is focusing on providing value for end users at
different levels such that a demand for the supporting methods and tools is important in order to achieve a
wide implementation. The only obstacle to this approach found so far is when there is a long distance between
people feeding an application with information and the people benefiting from the application.
The involvement of external parties in the team, co-located collaboration, have demonstrated the importance
of models to support communication. As different organisations using different terminology, or even
languages, it is necessary to provide the best support in order to reduce the risk for miss- understandings.
M&S is reducing this risk both between organisations and within one organisation between e.g. design and
manufacturing people. Functional modelling is contributing strongly to a better specification which is also
better understood when developed together between e.g. integrator and supplier.
The integrated use of M&S through- out the supply chain, in distributed collaboration, implies a number of
integration difficulties. Important is to maintain an internal process that is applicable to many projects and can
be interfaced to other processes, such that the possibilities remain to upgrade and optimise the internal process
without having to simultaneously propagate this change through the supply chain. This is supported by the
LARP process for implementation of a collaboration. The results from the sub-projects Project Management
and Collaborative Product Development have together with Saab experiences from collaborative projects
applying IPD served as the basis for the LARP recommended process of implementing a collaborative
development project. This process starts with the analysis of possibilities and constraints in the possible WBS
and its distribution. Then DSM is applied in order to identify best possible WBS minimizing the
communication need between enterprises. Following this IPD support is implemented in order to support the
needed level of communication.
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The early understanding of the consequences of early design decisions is key to the constructive lean
environment. This understanding is a combination of experience from earlier projects, M&S as well as the
teams ability to make the synthesis of the knowledge of its individual members. As M&S contains incomplete
knowledge, it is important to use it together with other available information, such as experience and physical
testing. The above described model concept which is combining the different sources of information
throughout the life cycle provides a mechanism to federate information and also bring it into new projects to
enable the use of earlier experience.
Conclusion
The business environment for complex defence systems is changing in a direction where early value creation
and communication through- out the supply chain is playing an increasingly critical role. M&S is a key
enabler for early value creation and communication through- out the supply chain in collaborative product
development.
Abbreviations
IPD
LARP
M&S
RTD
SBA
SME

Integrated Product Development
Lean Aircraft Research Program
Modelling and Simulation
Research and Technology Development
Simulation Based Acquisition
Small to Medium size Enterprises
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Paper Keynote #3
Discussor’s name S. Woodford
Author Holmberg/Fredriksson
Q: In one of your diagrams, development and production costs increase significantly with time, but
operation and support costs do not. Why is this?
A: SAAB has continually tried to minimize the support requirements for their aircraft. With
Grippen, they support this aircraft with 1 technician and 2 conscripts from a Road_______. This
gives autonomous operation and very low operation and support costs.
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Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product Simulation in the Design and
Build of Warships – A Practical View
Mr. John L Martin CEng. MRINA
Consultant Engineer
Future Engineering Methodology dept.
Building A45 (second Floor)
BAE SYSTEMS Marine
Barrow in Furness
Cumbria LA14 1AF, United Kingdom

Overview
In considering ‘Reduction of Military Vehicle Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and
Virtual Product Simulation’ practical experience spanning five years of ship and submarine design and build
was reviewed to seek quantification of the contribution made to cost reduction. It concluded that advanced
modelling and virtual product simulation must be an integral part of the engineering processes to achieve an
advantageous contribution to cost. This involves an effective design process and an efficient means of access
to the appropriate product data supporting the geometric model/simulation technologies.
The application of Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product Simulation technologies is of limited value when
used independently without the close association between the geometric models and the associated functional
and physical data attributes which describe the requirement and design solution. This notion can also be
illustrated in the traditional case of wood or scaled plastic physical mock-ups of ship or submarine layouts
where modelled components were ‘tagged’ with a label description, or colour coded. i.e. orange to represent
electrical routes, grey for HVAC and pre-defined colour codes for various pipe systems. Thus an advanced
virtual model without any access to underlying data attributes is little more that a ‘pretty picture’

1/5th. Scale Plastic Model - Colour Coded and Labelled
" © BAE SYSTEMS 2002
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the contents of this contribution, BAE
SYSTEMS accepts no liability whatsoever for any errors or omissions therein nor for the use made of
any said contents. All implied warranties and conditions are excluded, to the maximum extent
permitted by the law".

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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The use of Advanced Modelling to capture design layout arrangements and Virtual Product Simulation to
verify the design offer an opportunity to optimise cost effectiveness when they also offer access to the design
specification data, contract standards, rules and conventions, and supplier/vendor equipment information.
Only then can model content and simulation behaviour criteria be specified and used with confidence to
confirm that the functionality and operability of the design and its component systems meets the stated
requirement.
Although the quantification of the cost reduction of products due to the introduction of Advanced modelling
and Virtual Product Simulation is difficult to resolve, it is perhaps significant to note that the company
workforce was reduced from c15,000 staff (in 1990) to c5,000 (in 1995/6). Due to the benefits of introducing
new processes and supporting technologies the workforce has remained at the lower figure during a very busy
period of design and build contracts for three surface warship designs (LPH, LPD ,AO) and the Astute Class
nuclear powered submarine.
Introduction
When asked to present this paper the brief was to describe a commercial example of how virtual design,
simulation and manufacturing tools are currently applied in the development of specific total products in the
maritime sector. The paper thus presents the advanced modelling and virtual product simulation environment
and practices used within BAE SYSTEMS Sea Systems division. BAE SYSTEMS have considerable
expertise across the company in all fields of advanced modelling and virtual product simulation and actively
encourage the appropriate technologies to be adopted across multiple sites through centres of excellence
whenever they may contribute to a high quality product at an efficient cost.
Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product Simulation are often discussed by companies as being worthy of
investigation or evaluation review in line with keeping up to date with the ‘latest’ technologies in a design
environment. Although these technologies have been around in a stable form for several years, they are rarely
accepted as a desirable or essential ingredient in support of the day to day design process and still have a
reputation as a yet to be proven state of the art concept. As a result, many companies tinker with the
technologies in a limited way, often just to show they are up to date with the evolving systems, or to impress
potential customers, and they fail to commit the technologies as a required element of the design process. This
reduces or eliminates any potential advantages that can be achieved with a structured and serious application
of the technologies.
The design or manufacturing process is the key to achieving optimum cost effectiveness. Suitable
technologies and systems can then be selected and applied if and when they are necessary and sufficient to
support the process. Without a process requirement or a clear specification of deliverables and objectives the
introduction of Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product Simulation reduces to the classic situation of chasing
technology and seeking a problem on which to apply the technology solution, often with expensive failure.
Technology researchers and developers need to consider this situation and evolve the technologies to achieve
optimum modelling or simulation functionality, whilst retaining a managed interface to associated product
data attributes. The objective should be to introduce advanced modelling and virtual product simulation as an
integral part of the day to day processes within a company. To achieve this the systems need to be simple to
use by engineers without the need for continued specialist support.
This paper outlines the experience gained since the introduction of Advanced Modelling and continued studies
in Virtual Product Simulation at a Shipyard.
Company Background in Advanced Modelling and Visualisation
In 1993 BAE SYSTEMS Sea Systems in conjunction with Virtual Presence (formally Advanced Robotic
Research Ltd.) and 13 major UK companies carried out research to address the maturity of the evolving
Virtual Reality technologies with the objective of assessing their suitability for engineering use. Following a
comprehensive review and several pilot studies using submarine model data, it was concluded that the
technology was suitable and a system was procured for implemented in August 1997 at the ship and
submarine yard in Barrow in Furness, England. Advanced Modelling and Visualisation technologies have
been applied to all of the ship and submarine design build contracts since 1997 and are an integral component
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of the design process. Engineers have access to visualisation tools on their desktop computing workstations
and a purpose built Virtual Reality Suite was created for use as a design review facility with a capacity of up
to 30 review staff. (a typical formal design acceptance review for a ship or submarine compartment will be up
to 25 people including project engineers, customer representatives and approval bodies such as Lloyds)
The visualisation facilities and their use at the Barrow shipyard have been described as ‘world leading’ due to
their integration into the design and production processes and for their heavy use on a day to day basis by the
project design build teams. Project teams have booked the review room facilities on a constant daily use
during the past five years, indeed during peak periods the facilities were booked from 6-00am to 10-00pm
when the project worked a daily two shift schedule.
The design review facility at the Barrow site has the following facilities:
•

A rear projected flat screen stereo capable display c 2.7m * 2m
− Note: the flat screen display was selected in preference to the trend of curved screen VR projection
display facilities now accepted as the norm. A flat screen was considered superior for reviewing complex
pipe and equipment layout in ship and submarine compartment arrangements.
• Seating for up to 30 staff with acceptable viewing from all seats
• A projection control system to enable projected images from a workstation, a personal computer
(including laptop) the Virtual Reality processor, and video. A sound system in also linked to the controller
and provision is made for a microphone for the speaker (if necessary)
• A Reality Engine SGI processor
• A headset immersion and tracking system with 3-D mouse
In a typical design review meeting, a laptop PC will be used to provide a presentation of the meeting agenda
and specific details or issues on the topic to be reviewed. This is supported by images of the design presented
on the virtual reality visualisation tools and by live access to the product model database through the
workstation. This combination of device displays offers powerful and comprehensive access to the design
geometric layout and the underlying specification data.

Design Review Facility
Visualisation Technologies and their Use or Intent
In order to produce effective and efficient products at optimum build and operational costs, engineering design
processes are evolving to replace traditional 2-D orthogonal drawings with 3-D geometrical models. The
multi-disciplined 3-D geometric models and their associated attribute data used in complex product designs
such as ships and submarines contain a very large volume of information to describe the component parts of
the product and their function and geometric relationship in the layout arrangement of the design.
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Access and recovery of data and information from this product definition model is often difficult and
inefficient. The introduction of advanced modelling and visualisation technologies ensures that the design can
be visualised effectively to verify feasibility and to confirm that the customer requirement has been met.
There are several visualisation scenarios in a design environment each addressing a particular aspect of the
design process. The requirement is to have an efficient, effective and easy to use facility to display and
manipulate high data volume complex 3-D models for comprehensive review at each scenario level.
Functionality available and used at the Barrow shipyard includes:
•

Desktop Processor (Small screen)
The desktop processor visualisation environment is used to allow the engineers to review a model of the
product around a desk with one or two colleagues whilst carrying out design discussions and or resolving
design issues or uncertainties. This is a day to day tool used by all of the detail design engineers and is
available on the 650+ workstations attached to the engineering data network.
• Large screen Projection
A large screen projection facility enables a team of staff to collectively review the design in a formal or
informal meeting and to collectively discuss design problems or issues. The use of projection onto a large
screen in a meeting room has proven to be very effective particularly with a considerable number of review
engineers (25 or more). It is specifically used for design area layout review and verification meetings leading
to customer acceptance and design approval.
• Stereo viewing
The addition of stereo capable projection to the large screen viewing enhances the visualisation capability by
giving a sense of depth to the image that is extremely useful when reviewing complex design areas. The
stereo visualisation when used in conjunction with large screen projection is highly recommended for
inclusion in design review visualisation environments.
• Headset immersion
Headset immersion is a specialist tool with useful functionality once its limits of accuracy are known and
understood. However, it is not a technology used daily in the design process. Design Engineers and the
customer have requested the use of the headset to verify specific design concerns for current contracts, the
headset was then used complimentary to the large screen projection facility in design review situations.
• Rendering
Use of rendering, colour and material textures to enhance the visualisation model is a very useful function
when assessing or developing ship layout design. Rendering has been used to add some ‘realism’ to the 3-D
model when necessary to assess the effect or operability of design issues. Examples include the use of
material rendering such as proposed console displays in operations rooms and stainless steel or patterned
fabrics on compartment bulkheads in operational and domestic areas to assess colour balance, ergonomics
and operational human factor comfort. Texture functionality is also used to visually present optional design
solutions that may be assessed by users (the Royal Navy) and the customer (MOD) where the options can be
reviewed for comparison and discussion.
• Conference viewing
Conference viewing is the ability for two or more engineers in remote sites to communicate and concurrently
review a design model whilst discussing the issues by phone or videoconference. This facility is often
available with visualisation software products and has a high potential in the modern trend to design products
across several sites and/or partner companies.
• Event Simulation
Event based simulation involving the animation of geometric models is a feature of visualisation that is not
readily accepted by design engineers. Occasionally, event simulation behaviours have been added to ship
layout design models to illustrate particular aspects of geometry movement such as opening of doors or
removal of equipment from a complex area. However, the applications to date have been of limited value.
There is potential for event based simulation technology to be used in the design process if the input of the
simulation behaviours can be in simple format (i.e. tabular) or can be imported from the result files from
dedicated simulation tools.
• User Driven
The success of acceptance of the visualisation technologies into the design process is a direct result of the
‘user driven’ philosophy in which the project design engineers are trained and sufficiently competent with the
technologies to use them regularly without the need for specialist support. In addition, a simple and effective
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means of input of design models into the visualisation system enables design review data to be prepared
efficiently in minimum time for use in discussions or meetings.
The design is developed using 3-D CAD models with an associated product database and the visualisation
tools enable the engineers to retrieve the design layout geometry for any selected area of the vessel and
prepare it for design review visualisation and discussion.
It is important to state that models are not created explicitly for visualisation. 3-D Models are created during
the design process and then reviewed using visualisation tools. To create separate models for visualisation or
virtual prototyping is an unacceptable concept in terms of cost, schedule, data integrity and design control.
Practical application of VR technologies
During 1995 a Business Improvement Project identified several areas to be addressed to improve the
effectiveness of the company. They included a considerable change of culture in the existing working
practices and design and build processes. In support of these new processes a number of systems were
implemented to capture, control and manage product information. As a result, the LPD (Landing Platform
Dock) surface warship contract was the first design build project to attempt a 100% digital definition and
subsequently the first to use visualisation technologies for formal design acceptance by the customer. The
significant changes in company practices and the introduction of advanced 3-D CAD modelling, product data
management and visualisation technologies create the difficulty in quantifying the effects of the visualisation
and virtual product model tools on the overall performance of the project.
The LPD ships had a build strategy based on seven large ‘block’ assemblies which were fabricated and outfit
to an advanced state in the shipyard build hall and then moved across site to the launch slipways where they
were connected to the adjacent blocks. This build strategy was supported by a design strategy that converted
the functional design requirement into design areas matching the block breakdown. Design engineers together
with production, procurement, logistics support, systems engineers, specialist professional and the customer
formed teams for each design area. Advanced Modelling and Virtual Reality technologies were used
extensively for formal and informal design reviews on a daily basis as the project design evolved.

LPD Block Breakdown

The design layout is modelled in 3-D geometry based on a product structure tree that can be used to
selectively view a section or the entire area as necessary for the design or review. The design is developed
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with consideration from all aspects of the business and advanced modelling technologies enable the review
teams to assess and influence the design throughout its evolution. In particular, the production engineering
aspects of design are considered to optimise the use of equipment modules, identify when to outfit items for
cost effectiveness and develop an installation plan to suit the build strategy.
The production planning activities carried out during the design process enable the design and production
requirements to be merged to achieve cost effectiveness and efficiency. Any design issues or identified
production problems are resolved using visualisation of the model and simple simulation of equipment
movement, access for the workforce and manipulation of required tools etc is assessed.

HVAC
Equipment
Installable
Modules
Electrical
Cables

Pipes

Typical 3-D Geometry Model

This facility was extensively used in the LPD project for the first time with variable levels of success. In
shipbuilding, a critical consideration of the build and outfit process is the necessity to ensure that all major
items are installed in the structure assembly prior to it being ‘closed’ by installation of the bulkheads and
deckhead. i.e. Major equipment must be installed on the ship prior to the compartment boundaries being
sealed, otherwise large holes need to be cut in the structure to ship these components causing potential
structural weakness of the vessel. The models and associated data enabled these issues to be resolved
successfully.
The following sequence of images illustrate the build process, which had a considerable contribution from the
use of the modelling reviews which ensured the build sequence was optimised for the block build philosophy.

Block Build – All major equipment fitted

Full block build with advanced stages of outfit
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The Build Blocks and their fabricated sub-units are a large complex and heavy assemblies which require
production engineering effort in the provision of temporary supports, jigs and rigs for the build and movement
of the blocks. This is particularly relevant for the extreme forward and aft blocks that often have narrow
structures at the base and overhanging steelwork towards the top of the block. This together with the weight
and centre of gravity considerations involves the design and build of suitable transportation rigs that enable
the block to be moved safely without restricting the access required to line up the block with its adjacent block
in the build hall or at the berth. Advanced modelling can help visualise these issues and solutions.

Block movement from Build Hall to Berth

Block matched to adjacent one on berth
The second surface ship contract, involving two Auxiliary Oil Tankers, also used the developing processes
and the systems applied to the LPD and the visualisation and virtual prototyping tools for internal and external
design reviews.
The Astute class project is the first submarine design to use the technologies. Submarine design in the past has
been supported by physical prototypes of either a full size wood mock-up or a scaled plastic model, both of
which are expensive to produce in time and cost and which have an considerable effect on project schedule.
The scaled prototype physical model was a representation of the design layout with sufficient accuracy for
direct extraction of production details. (to feed Numerical Control Machine tools for pipe bending, for
example). Elimination of the physical prototype will result in considerable cost, time and schedule saving. The
Astute project has declared that advanced modelling and virtual prototype technologies will replace the
physical model.
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Concept Design Studies
The concept design phase of a project is such that 80% of the costs of the design are committed at this stage in
the process.
In addition to the current design build projects, Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product simulation tools are
used in concept design studies for future ships. The use of a product structure tree enables a design to be
developed with several options included and a selection of options chosen as one possible design solution.
Alternative design options can be selected and reviewed as necessary to assess the strengths and weaknesses
of each configuration. If all of the selected design options are then analysed using simulation studies, a
optimum design can be identified from the feasable alternatives.
Advanced Modelling and Virtual Prototype Simulation are particularly useful at the concept design stage and
several studies have been carried out in conjunction with the MOD and industrial partners in the effectiveness
of aircraft carrier flight deck layout and its relationship with aircraft operations. These studies involved use of
flight simulators to control the behaviour of the aircraft and ship sea state simulators to control the behaviour
of the ship in varying conditions. Pilot opinions were sought for the layout of the flight deck for manoeuvring,
take-off and landing. The operation of the aircraft was directed by voice (telephone) contact between the pilot
and a ‘shipboard’ flight controller, who gave permissions for taxiing, take-off landing etc as per normal
aircraft carrier routine at sea.

Aircraft Flight Simulation with Aircraft Carrier Model
A secondary simulation study included analysis of aircraft manoeuvring by ship crew using hangar and flight
deck towing equipment, verification of the refuelling facilities and assessment of the weapons handling and
aircraft preparation activities. These studies used a mix of kinematics simulation and human factor manikin
simulation.

Tow-truck Simulation Model

Actual Tow-truck
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When combined, these simulation studies offer a comprehensive understanding of the aircraft to ship interface
critical to the design of a carrier, and is being done twelve years before the ship is due to be delivered. The
ability to assess the relationship between a developing aircraft design and a ship concept design enables the
critical issues to be resolved at this early stage and will lead to reduced long term cost.
Human Factors - Manikin Simulation.
Human Factor issues are evolving as critical requirements in design contracts. However, the technologies
available in support of human factor design studies are limited, complex to use, and often involve data
conversion processes often causing data inaccuracies. The requirement for human factor studies has been
addressed at the Barrow shipyard in several alternatives. Simple manikin representations of typical human
forms in fixed positions such as standing, sitting, crouching etc. are used to indicate a sense of scale in the 3-D
models of ship compartments and give an early indication of design feasibility. More advanced manikin
representations are used to assess operational positions in the design or the ability to construct parts of the ship
or submarine that may be difficult due to access problems, density of surrounding components or services, or
the need to carry or otherwise ship specialist tools. Both of the above technologies are used regularly by the
design teams.
Additional studies have been made on the use of mathematically accurate manikin systems to evaluate their
functionality and usefulness as aids in the design process. For example, a recent study involved the evaluation
of two maintenance activities on the LPD project. The objective was to understand the feasibility of manikin
simulation tools as an in-service support training aid. The study involved the change of oil filters for the ship
diesel engines, and the more complex task of removal of a cylinder head from the engine. To carry out the
studies, the 3-D models for the design were modified to include the internal component parts used in the
maintenance task as these items are not normally modelled for design layout with experienced Human Factor
engineers from NNC (formally a company subsidiary) carrying out the simulation. The study involved the
manikin locating tools and spares, approaching the work and carrying out a known sequence of operations for
the task. The study was to show access to the work, handling of tools and equipment and the process for the
task. Unexpectedly the study identified design issues affecting the maintainability of the ship including the
lack of secure dry storage for tools and replaceable items such as nuts, washers, spacers etc. and the
difficulties of access to the rear of the cylinder head due to lack of suitable step or platform. The simple study
thus illustrated that the technology potential when used in consideration of design for maintainability.

Manikin Study – Design For Maintenance
Measure of Success
One measure of the success of the application of the advanced modelling and virtual product simulation
implementation at the Barrow shipyard is the decision by the design projects to build similar facilities to
overcome the high demand. Three other facilities are thus in the process of being procured for project use. An
alternative measure of success is the effect of advanced modelling and virtual product simulation in the
consideration of design options in the concept and early stages of design. Issues that were often debated and
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discussed using traditional design methodologies are often now readily accepted from the initial model
visualisation and the design engineers spend their time more productively discussing new issues or proposals
rather than verifying the ‘old’ issues.
The introduction of the technologies to the concept design stage of the design process has been successful in
defining feasible solutions quickly and ensuring that the customer and users can understand the design
concept. Discussions and concerns are considered against optional solutions, and each is assessed against
outline requirements even at this early stage.
On all current projects the use of advanced modelling and virtual product simulation technologies has enabled
the design teams to regularly assess and discuss the design layout and operability through informal and formal
reviews. A key factor in this success is the philosophy of a user driven facility that can be used at any time by
the project teams without the need for specialist support. This has been achieved by incorporation of an
integral data conversion tool, technologies which are easy to use and operate, and integration of the
visualisation facilities as one of the processors on the engineering network giving efficient access to files and
models.
As stated earlier, the quantification of the effect on cost reduction directly attributed to the modelling and
simulation technologies cannot easily be extracted from the general contribution made by improved design
processes and the supporting systems. However, if the application of the technologies was shown to have a
negative effect on the design, manufacturing, schedule or cost of the projects, they would not have continued
to use the review facilities each day over the past five years.
The use of Advanced Modelling and Virtual product simulation has resulted in customer agreement to
formally approve and sign-off the design via visualisation reviews of the models. This is a considerable
success and partially due to the customer access and involvement with the models throughout and design
process, acceptance meetings are now more productive as most key issues have been resolved prior to the
review.
The illustration and verification of build strategies has also been successfully addressed using the technologies
with resulting build sequences being developed and design areas selected to suit build requirements improving
efficiency in the manufacturing process.
The studies into simulation based design have also been a success and have proven the concept and usefulness
of this technology.
A final consideration in the successful application of advanced modelling and virtual product simulation is to
use the technologies as a key element of the design process. It is not acceptable for a design to be developed
using 2-D drawings or other technologies and then recaptured using advanced modelling. This creates rework,
leads to data errors, affects the control of the design, and brings doubts into the quality, maturity and integrity
of the resultant model.
Major Issues
Contrary to the success of the application of Advanced Modelling the following issues must still to be
addressed:
•
•
•

Geometric data is not sufficient to define a product, improved access is required from the geometry to the
underlying specification, functional and component data.
Database contents, data quality, data search and retrieval technologies are critical in the quest to reduce
costs and are constantly being reviewed based on experience from the projects
Geometry models must be controlled at component level for optimum management of the design options,
use in simulation tools, and application throughout the scope of the life cycle.

Improvements
In applying the technologies, the successes outlined above have been realised on real, complex, high volume
design projects. However, there is considerable scope for improvement in the use of the technologies
including further development of user awareness of the functionality available to enhance the work already
being done, improved access for the models to the underlying data attributes and information, and
development of modelling strategies to suit simulation based design.
Simulation although often used in design analysis is still not strongly associated with advanced modelling
visualisation and needs to be progressively introduced into the process following the results of the studies.
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Introducing Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product Simulation technologies as an integral component of the
design lifecycle management process is also being undertaken to help resolve some of the outstanding issues
identified when analysing the lessons learnt from the design build projects.
Summary
The application of Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product Simulation at the Barrow shipyard has been a
considerable success, with the design review and virtual reality visualisation facilities used constantly since
their introduction in 1997. Advanced modelling is a day to day technology used by all design and detail
engineers involved in the design process. The design review facility for large numbers of staff to collectively
review the design layout models has a success measured by its constant demand by the projects, and the
decision for new projects to build similar facilities. The technologies have been applied as a real and useful
design tool on all projects since 1997, including concept designs and future projects bid preparations.
The requirement for improved access to underlying database information from the models is an issue that is
being addressed to improve the use of the technologies.
Simple simulation such as animation of the geometric models and use of simple manikins is used regularly by
the projects, however the development of a strategy for the implementation of further simulation applications
is proposed following the success of the trial studies.
As a practical example of commercial use of Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product Simulation, the BAE
SYSTEMS Sea Systems implementation illustrated above has shown that the technologies can be used
effectively and efficiently, and can become an integral part of the design life cycle.
Conclusion
The requirement for the Reduction of Military Vehicle Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and
Virtual Product Simulation is an objective that is difficult to achieve on its own without improvement of
design processes, lifecycle management, and well structured product databases with effective data access.
However, Advanced Modelling and Virtual Product Simulation can offer a significant contribution to the
optimisation of design solutions. In particular, use of the technologies in the concept and early stages of
design, will influence costs considerably.

Paper Keynote #4
Discussor’s name J. Coyle
Author John Martin
Q: Are you using the visualization data for delivery of information to the factory?
A: Production is very heavily involved in the development process and uses the data directly
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Reducing Military Aircraft Engine Development
Cost through Modeling and Simulation
Charles A. Skira
U. S. Air Force
AFRL/PRTA
1950 Fifth Street
WPAFB, OH 43433-7251, USA
Introduction
By the year 2010, more than half of the Air Force fighter fleet will consist of existing F-15's, F-16's and F117A's -- well beyond their original expected service life. Nonetheless, the need exists to replace our most
aged fleets of aircraft despite the uncertainty of future defense budgets. Cost may be the determing factor
that shapes the look of our military’s future force structure. The goal of today’s military acquisition reform
process is to meet user system and service operational requirements while focusing on minimizing costs
associated with life cycle cost. The term cost as an independent variable (CAIV) has been given to this
process in which consideration is given, up front and early, to minimizing acquisition and deployment costs,
maintenance strategy, reliability, maintainability and availability. Acquisition costs include both the
development process and system production.
One factor that inhibits the introduction of new weapons systems into our future force structure is the
exorbitant cost of developing new systems. Although the development cost for a new system is but a small
fraction of the total systems life cycle cost, it is arguably the most significant element. Development cost is
the first cost incurred for a new system and, in an era of tightening budgets, it tends to dominate all other
system factors, including the performance and capability improvements offered by a new system. Also, there
are fewer practical methods available to adjust the development cost without impacting the ultimate system
configuration. Once a system enters the production or operational deployment phase, there are many means
available to bring costs in line with budgets, such as reducing the number of total system buys, stretching
out the production phase, or reducing the number of flying hours in peacetime operations.
In the past thirty years, weapon systems development costs have been steadily increasing with each
succeeding system costing more than the last one. In fact, the cost of developing a new weapons system may
become a factor in deciding whether a new system is procured or not. Clearly, there is a need to reduce the
cost of developing new military systems. Besides the obvious benefit of saving real dollars at the most
critical point in a weapon system's life cycle, lowering development costs could help tip the scales in favor of
developing a new system as opposed to modifying an existing system. Studies have shown that a new
system usually offers significant capability and performance benefits, as well as cost benefits, over those of a
1
derivative weapons system . Reducing the cost of developing new weapons systems also can mean that
more systems could be developed within a constrained budget, a situation that is most favorable to
sustaining our industrial base. A new weapon system, rather than a derivative or modification also offers
the best opportunity for technology advancement and for technology transition into the hands of the nation's
warfighter.

This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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The Engine Development Process
The acquisition reform process has been an ongoing Department of Defense (DoD) activity since the early
1960's. A formal description of the way the DoD procures new systems is called the Defense Systems
Acquisition Management Process and it is shown in figure 1. The acquisition management process is
characterized by four major program milestones and phases. A new weapons system procurement officially
begins with the establishment of a systems program office, or SPO. This occurs once approval is granted to
conduct concept studies to define a weapon system that meets a required mission need. After conceptual
studies are conducted, the next major milestone is the approval to proceed to the program definition and risk
reduction phase. This phase was formerly known as concept demonstration and validation, or dem/val, for
short. The purpose of this phase is to identify major system alternatives, identify technical risk and
economic uncertainty, and to prove, through demonstration, that the associated technologies and processes
are understood and are attainable.
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3-5 YEARS

5-7 YEARS

IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF
MAJOR SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES
IDENTIFICATION OF TECHNICAL RISK
& ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY
PROVE THAT ASSOCIATED
TECHNOLOGIES & PROCESSES ARE
UNDERSTOOD & ATTAINABLE
COMPETITIVE DEMONSTRATIONS

DESIGN TRADEOFFS
TRANSLATE PREFERRED DESIGN APPROACH INTO
STABLE SYSTEM DESIGN
VALIDATE MANUFACTURING OR PRODUCTION
PROCESSES
DEMONSTRATE THROUGH TESTING THAT THE SYSTEM:
• MEETS CONTRACT SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
• SATISFIES THE OPERATIONAL & MISSION NEEDS

Figure 1. Definition Of Engine Development Program

Once this effort is completed, approval would be granted to move into the next phase of the acquisition
process: the engineering and manufacturing development (EMD) phase. In the EMD phase, design tradeoffs
are completed and a final design is chosen. After that, two significant activities take place concurrently. The
first is to validate the manufacturing processes that will be employed during the production and deployment
phase. The second is to demonstrate through testing that the system meets the contract specification
requirements and satisfies the operational and mission needs. After the EMD phase, approval would be
sought to enter the final program phase, the production and deployment phase. The accepted definition of a
development program is defined as the Program Definition and Risk Reduction and EMD phases of the
acquisition management process and it is the definition used in this paper. The general acquisition
management process shown in figure 1 applies to any military systems procurement. In figure 1, the length
of the Program Definition and Risk Reduction and EMD phases shown are typical of those for a new military
gas turbine engine development program. For an aircraft or other major subsystem, those times will be
different.
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Historical Perspective
Figure 2 represents a historical snapshot of military gas turbine engine development programs for fighter
aircraft over the past thirty years. An analysis of this historical information yielded some interesting insights
into the major program activities and cost drivers that characterize and define an engine development
program. First of all, it is apparent that no two engine development programs in recent history are exactly
alike. In general, the length of each succeeding engine development program has increased, however, the
number of test engines and test hours has decreased. It should be noted that the Navy's F414 engine is
considered to be a low risk derivative of the F404 engine, despite the fact that the F414 is about 25% larger
than the F404. Since the F414 is a derivative engine, it follows that the length of the program would be
shorter. In figure 2, there are two entries for the F119 engine development program. The actual F119
development program was modified shortly after it began to include a prototype demonstration, which
occurred between the Dem/Val and EMD phases of the program. The principal purpose of the prototype
demonstration was to support the aircraft flight test evaluations of the YF-22 and YF-23 prototype aircraft.
The addition of the prototype demonstration added additional time and cost to the original F119 engine
development program. During the time period shown in figure 2, a major change in engine development
philosophy occurred and what is not readily apparent from figure 2 is how this military engine development
cycle has evolved. In the days of the F100, an engine development program concluded with a 150-hour
military qualification test (MQT). After that, the engines were produced and put in the field. Any problems
that were encountered in the field were addressed during what was known as a component improvement
program or CIP. By contrast, the F119 must demonstrate failure free operation within an expected service
life of about 5,000 hours in the EMD portion of the development program. Figure 3 shows a comparison of
the development program requirements for the F100-100, the F100-220, and the F119-100 engines. The
requirements have increased tremendously over this relatively short time period2. Over the years there has
been an increased emphasis on increasing engine reliability and durability, and the benefits are obvious.
Today's engines are better in every aspect of performance and durability than their predecessors. Also,
emphasis on reducing radar and infrared signature, and multi-axis thrust vectoring exhaust nozzles have
introduced additional elements of cost. These are some of the factors that have driven the cost of developing
a new engine upwards.
# DEV.

DEV.

FY96

ENGS

HRS

COST

54

23

9,628

$1.41B

150 HRS

98

14

15,000

$1.05B

4000 HRS

72

14

10,000

$941M

4000/8000 TAC’s

108

11

9,683

$1.47B

4000/8000 TAC’s

156

9

8,677

$2.465B

4000/8000 TAC’s

DEV.
TIME = MOS

F100
MS I

MS II

MS III

F404
MS I

MS II

MS III

F414
MS I

MS II

MS III

ORIG. F119
MS I

MS II

LIFE

MS III

ACTUAL F119
MS I

MS II

MS III

Figure 2. Historical Summary of Military Gas Turbine Engine Development Programs
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F100-100
(CIRCA 1970)
• PERFORMANCE FOCUS
• MINIMAL ANALYTICAL
UNDERPINNING

F100-220
(CIRCA 1980)
• BALANCED FOCUS BETWEEN
PERF. & DURABILITY

• APPLICATION TO ALL
SUBSYSTEMS/COMPONENTS

• MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

• EXPANSION OF PROCESS TO
ALL FUNCTIONAL DISCIPLINES
(PERF, OPER, ETC)

• ITERATIVE TAAF APPROACH
(Test, Analyze and Fix)

• INCREASED EMPHASIS ON
ANALYSIS

• LIMITED INSTRUMENTED
TESTING

• ATTENTION TO ACTUAL
ENVIRONMENT/USAGE

• NON-REPRESENTATIVE
ENDURANCE TESTING (QT)

• REPRESENTATIVE ENDURANCE
TESTING (AMT)

• INSUFFICIENT ANALYTICAL &
EMPIRICAL TOOL SET

• DAMAGE TOLERANCE DESIGN
APPROACH FOR SAFETY
CRITICAL COMPONENTS

• LITTLE ATTENTION TO LIFE
MANAGEMENT

F119-100
(CIRCA 1990)

• FULL LIFE TESTING OF MAJOR
STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

• EXTENSIVE ANALYTICAL RIGOR
IN DESIGN
• COMPREHENSIVE
ENVIRONMENT/RESPONSE
CHARACTERIZATION
• PROOF/MARGIN TESTING
• DAMAGE TOLERANCE
EXTENDED TO MISSION
CRITICAL COMPONENTS
• EXTENSIVE COMPONENT,
SUBSYSTEM, & SYSTEM LEVEL
“SMART” TESTING
• PROCESS DEVELOPMENT &
MATURATION IN EMD

Figure 3. Evolution of the engine development process
Notional Engine Development Program
In spite of the fact that the engine development process has changed significantly over the recent past, an
average, or notional, engine development program can be defined, by taking a weighted average of the F100,
the F404, the F414 and the originally proposed F119 engine development programs. The notional
development program is a ten year, $1.5B effort, involving the fabrication and assembly of 14 test engines, 9
flight test engines and includes over 11,000 hours of engine test. The culmination of this effort is a fully
qualified gas turbine engine ready for production.
Despite some significant differences in program
development cost over the time period depicted in figure 2, the cost distribution among the major tasks of
each engine development program has remained relatively constant. This cost breakout and the schedule for
the notional engine development program is shown in figure 4.
Based on the notional engine development program costs shown in figure 4, it is apparent that in order to
make any significant reductions in engine development cost it will be necessary to attack the largest cost
contributors. Those are the cost of engine hardware (tooling, fabrication and assembly) and the cost of
engine testing. Clearly, both of these factors are not independent, as the number of test articles is a direct
function of the type and number of test hours required in the program. The objective of an engine
development program is to demonstrate through test, including flight test, that an engine meets the contract
specification requirements and satisfies the operational and mission needs for which it was intended. There
are practical limits, in terms of time and cost, on how well a test program can actually emulate operational
conditions. An inverse relationship between the amount of engine testing and the level of risk associated
with meeting the contract specifications has long been recognized. Obviously, there are trade-offs to be
made, but there has historically been, a justifiable reluctance to make any compromises when fielding a
system for fear of not meeting the intended operational and mission needs.
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EMD PHASE

DEM/VAL PHASE
1
QUARTERS

1

2

3

2
3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

5

4
3

4

1

2

3

4

1

7

6

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

9

8
3

4

1

2

3

MILESTONES

1

4

FETT

2

3

IFR

4

10
2 3

1

4

1

11
2 3

ISR

FFR

4

1

12
2 3

4

OCR

• TRADE STUDIES
COMPONENT TEST
–

HPC RIG

–

FAN RIG

–

HPT RIG

–

LPT RIG

–

COMBUSTOR/AUGMENTOR

–

CORE ENG

TEST
16%

FAN

PD
3%

PROJ MGT
14%

HPC

HPT

FINAL DESIGN
13%

LPT
COMBUSTOR/AUGMENTOR
75

50

100

100

100

100

TOOL/FAB/ASSY
54%

CORE FAB/ASSEMBLY
100

E-1 FAN/CONTROL DEV.

400

100

150

FAB/ASSEMBLY
E-2 FUNCTIONAL DEV.
E-3 AMT END

200

125
150

100

100
150

PDR

300

CDR

DESIGN
100

200

100
E-4 AERO MECH

150

200

200

200

5 RIGS

E-5 S/L DEV, TELEM.O/S O/T
150

200

250

175

E-6 OPERABILITY, A/B, ALT STARTS, C&A
500

200

500

150

1 CORE

200

E-7 AMT/ENDURANCE
200

200

14 ENGINES

200

E-8 ALT DEV PERF,WINDMILL STARTS, OIL INTERRUPT
200

50

50

9 FLT TEST ENGINES

25

E-9 FUNCT/ENVIRONMENTAL
250

500

100

11000 TEST HOURS

E-10 AMT/ENDURANCE
500

500

500

500

500

E-11 HOT PARTS LIFE
1000
E-12 LIFE/DURABILITY
300

150

E-13 ALT PERF, OPER, FUNCTION, FLT SUPPORT
200

200

200

200

200

E-14 ALT, FLT SUPPORT

-

NAVY SPECIFIC TEST REQM’T
- TRI-SERVICE TEST REQM’T

Figure 4. Notional Engine Development Program

The Key to Reducing Costs
The objective of any realistic cost reduction effort would be to reduce the amount of engine testing, and
thereby the number of test engines necessary for an engine development program, without adding any undo
risk to the overall program. All new engines under development will experience problems along the way.
Serious problems that arise during the test portion of the development program that which require a major
engine or component redesign to resolve are going to be very costly to correct. The kind of serious problems
that would require such an action would be ones that cause the engine to fall far short of meeting operational
needs or impact flight safety.
One vital key to reducing the cost of an engine development program is to identify and correct problems as
early as possible in the program3. Obviously, the earliest time to do that is during the design process when
engine hardware, the costliest element of an engine development program, is yet to be made. The key, then,
to reducing engine development cost is to develop better simulation and design tools that accurately predict
the physical phenomena occurring within the engine. With better design tools, the engine’s performance,
operability, life, structural integrity and durability can be estimated with greater precision. If the estimation
accuracy can be raised high enough, dedicated engine testing to verify these metrics can be significantly
reduced. This reduction in test hours means that fewer test engines will be required, thus resulting in
further cost reductions. Having better design tools will also impact the other elements of an engine
development program, namely the design activity and program management.
The benefits of advanced, computer-aided design methods have been documented throughout the technical
literature. The most notable and dramatic example to date may be Boeing’s experience using the
Dassault/IBM CATIA (Computer Aided Three-Dimensional Interactive Application) design software during
the development of the Boeing 777 aircraft4. The commercial development of computer aided design,
engineering and manufacturing (CAD, CAE and CAM) software has become an emerging growth industry
worldwide and it’s development continues to evolve dramatically. Figure 5 shows the historical evolution of
CAD/CAM/CAE software in terms of its analytical capability and also attempts to predict the type of
computer aided design tools that might be available in the future.
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5th Generation
KBE
• Knowledge-Based Engineering
• 3-D Multi-Disciplinary Engine
Design System

4th Generation
CAD/CAM/CAE
3rd Generation
CAD/CAM
2nd Generation
CAD/CAM
1st Generation
CAD

•
•
•
•

• Intelligent Simulation Based
Design
• Digital Cell Manufacturing

• Computer-Enabled Engineering
• Focus on Complete Product Level Solutions
• Fully Integrated Engineering, Design
and Manufacturing

Integration of Company Specific Design Tools
Integration to Manufacturing Equipment
Expert Systems Based
Total Product Design Process

• Solid Modeling Added
• Integration to Machine Tools
• More Analysis Capability

• Basic Drawing Functions
• Very limited Analysis Capability

1980

1990

2000

2010

Figure 5. The Evolution of Computer Aided Design, Manufacturing and Engineering Systems

The evolution of computer aided design software has followed the explosive development of microprocessor
technology. Early CAD systems were limited to basic 2D drawing capability. As CAD systems evolved, the
integration with numerically controlled machine tools soon followed, and the era of computer aided
manufacturing emerged. As the evolution continued, more and more analytical capability was added.
Today, detailed two-dimensional aerodynamic, thermodynamic and structural analysis and design software
packages are routinely available to design engineers.
In order to have a major impact on engine development cost, the predictive accuracy of advanced simulation
and design tools will have to improve significantly. The required accuracy of such a design system is shown
in Table 1. To illustrate the level of improvement required, an estimate of the accuracy of today’s current
predictive capability is also shown in Table 1.
PHYSICAL PHENOMENA
Performance (Steady State & Transient)
Operability

TODAY’S
ACCURACY
+/- 2.0 %

REQUIRED
ACCURACY
+/- 0.5 %

+/- 20.0 %

+/- 2.0 %

Aerothermodynamic

+/- 3.0 %

+/- 1.0 %

3D Structural

+/- 5.0 %

+/- 2.0 %

HCF/Fracture Mechanics

+/- 20.0 %

+/- 10.0 %

Performance Integrated with Control

+/- 2.0 %

+/- 0.5 %

Life

- LCF

+/- 25.0 %

+/- 5.0 %

- HCF

+/- 100.0 %

+/- 20.0 %

- Oxidation Resistance

+/- 10.0 %

+/- 5.0 %

- Stress Rupture

+/- 10.0 %

+/- 5.0 %

Material Properties

+/- 10.0 %

+/- 5.0 %

Table 1. Modeling and Simulation Accuracy
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To meet the improved accuracy goals, future, automated design software tools should focus on the
development of highly accurate, three-dimensional, multi-disciplinary engine design systems. Multi
disciplinary, in this context, means the ability to include aerodynamic, thermodynamic, structural and
secondary flow together within the same design package.
The term being applied to this future capability is Knowledge Based Engineering and it implies a higher
level of capability and interaction. These systems would incorporate years of design experience, lessons
learned and knowledge in a rules-based design system, so that moderately experienced engineers could use
them with confidence.
This comprehensive interaction during design is depicted in Figure 6 and it shows that the 3D
multidisciplinary design system is at the heart of the overall process. The mission parameters and engine
cycle requirements become the principal input to the design system. The principal output is a solid
geometry master model of the engine configuration that meets all of the desired performance and life
requirements. The solid geometry master model, in the form of an electronic computer file, will interface
with and facilitate the manufacturing process, including tooling design and fabrication, the engine assembly
and functionality, and the oversight and management of the program.
Mission
Parameters

Fabrication

3-DMULTIDISCIPLINARY
ENGINE DESIGN
SYSTEM

Cycle
Definition

Tooling

Forming
• Casting
• Forging
• RTM
• etc

Aerodynamic
Secondary flow

Thermodynamic
Structural
Boundary Cond.
Material Properties
Meshing Strategy

G
e
o
m
e
t
r
y

CFD Analysis
Model

Structural
Analysis Model

Performance
Operability
Aerothermodynamic
3D Structural
HCF/fracture mechanics
Performance Integrated
with Control
Life - LCF
- HCF (vib stress)
- Oxidation resistance
- Stress rupture

Solid
Geometry
Master Model

Num Control
CMM
Tooling
Cost
Process
Capability

Rough
Machine

Finish
Machine &
Inspection

Parameter

Parameter

Assembly

Parameters

Test

Design Tools
Drawing

Program
Management

Figure 6. The Role of Design System in the Engine Development Process

The Reduced Cost Engine Development Program

What would be the impact of this improved modeling and prediction capability on the cost of an engine
development program? First of all, the new design tools would shorten considerably the amount of time to
arrive at a final engine design and greatly improve the design itself.
Historically, about 3 major redesigns would occur during an engine development program just to correct
design deficiencies uncovered during the test phases of the program. It is anticipated that no major engine
redesigns would be necessary with the advent of these new design tools. Secondly, these design models
would permit the establishment and use of a “virtual engine test cell” whereby the engine’s performance
and operability characteristics could be verified and validated via simulation prior to actual hardware
testing. This would lead to a reduction in the amount of actual engine testing required, and, in turn, would
lead to a reduction in the number of engines needed in the development program. All aspects of an engine
development program would be impacted, including program management. The following section describes
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in detail the cost analysis that was done to determine the impact of advanced design and simulation tools on
a new engine development program.
In order to determine the impact of a “virtual test cell” on the amount of engine testing required in an engine
development program, it is prudent to first examine the purpose of an engine test program. Generally, the
requirements fall into two broad categories: verifying engine performance and ensuring safety of flight. A
typical set of engine test requirements for an engine development program is shown below in Table 2.
-

Fan/Compressor Aeromechanical Performance
C&A Environmental
Altitude Performance
Augmentor Development
Low Pressure Aeromechanical Performance
Envelope Exploration
Stall Margin/Operability
Inlet/Engine Compatibility
Control Optimization
Pressure/Thermal Surveys
Heat Rejection
Oil & Electrical Interrupt
Overspeed & Overtemperature
Accelerated Mission Test
Ingestion: Water/Ice/Birds
Vibration/Critical Speeds
Blade Out/Containment
Windmill/Altitude Start

Table 2. Typical Engine Test Requirements
Table 2 illustrates just how broad the scope of the overall test activity is. Simulated engine testing would
greatly impact some of the test requirements in table 2 and have little or no impact on others. For example, it
would be relatively easy to verify aerodynamic performance with simulation, but quite hard, if not
impossible, to verify blade-out containment with simulation. The type of test hour reductions that may be
realizable with advanced design and simulation tools is shown in Table 3.
This represents an overall reduction in total engine test time of about 30 percent. Accordingly, the number
of engine hardware sets required to support the engine test program would drop from 14 to 9.

Test Activity

Notional

Proposed

Aero/Mechanical

775

400

Functional/Environmental

675

500

AMT/Endurance

3225

2875

Operability (SL)

750

450

(Alt)

2595

1325

Hot Part Life/Durability

3000

2000

Total Test Hours

11020

7550

Table 3. Test Hour Reduction Potential
Secondary cost benefits would also be realizable. As indicated in figure 6, the output of the 3D
multidisciplinary design system is a solid geometry master model. This master model would become an
integral part of a seamless set of software modules that would interface with all other aspects of the program
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operation, from human resources, contracting, finance, manufacturing and planning. The term enterprise
resource planning, or ERP, has recently been coined to describe the aerospace and defense companies efforts
to reengineer and computerize all aspects of their operations as a means of reducing cycle times and costs 5.
The solid geometry master model would become a data input data to computer aided manufacturing
software tools to design the tooling fixtures, casting molds and forging dies with greater precision. Firsttime quality will be greatly improved, reducing rework on manufactured parts by 50%. The electronic data
files describing the solid geometry master model would provide an accurate and seamless interface among
the designers, manufacturing and outside vendors and suppliers, ensuring and enabling integrated product
development (IPD). Form, fit and function could be accomplished electronically, eliminating the need for
mock-ups and reducing the cost and time associated with assembly.
The ability to instantaneously transfer data electronically, and to conduct paperless design and test reviews
will impact the number of support staff and the number of programmatic meetings. Once again, the key
enabler to reducing program management costs is the existence of the 3-D, solid geometry master model that
is created by the advanced design system. Technical and programmatic performance can be tracked daily
with a system that is accessible, flexible and easy to understand. Table 4 describes the groundrules and
assumptions that were used in the cost analysis.
Development Activity

Notional

Proposed

Tooling Cost

$ 90 M

$ 45 M

Fab & Assembly/Engine

$ 45 M

$ 30 M

$ 10 M

$ 7M

Rig: Fab/Assembly/Test
- Fan/Comp, C&A
- Comb/HPT/LPT

$ 4M

$ 2.8 M

- Aug/Noz/Mech Sys

$ 2M

$ 1.4 M

$ 18.5 K

$ 20 K

Ave Test Cost/Hour
- Sea Level

$ 15 K

$ 18 K

- Altitude

$ 25 K

$ 30 K

- AMT/Endurance

$ 10 K

$ 10 K

- Specialized

$ 60 K

$ 60 K

~3

~ 1.2

Ave # of Design Iterations

- All Costs based on FY 90 $’s
- No flight test activity in DEM/VAL
- No significant program redirection & sufficient funds
are available to maintain the program schedule

Table 4. Groundrules and Assumptions
A 50% reduction in tooling cost was assumed due to the impact of automated tooling design based on the
solid geometry master model and a reduction in the number of design iterations needed to achieve a final
product definition. A 33% reduction in the average engine cost in the development program was assumed
due to the reduction in the number of engines required, the anticipated reduction in required rework, the
improved quality, the reduction in manufacturing lead times, and improvements in assembly 6.
Similarly, the cost of fabricating, assembling and testing rig hardware would be reduced by about 30%. In
the analysis of rig costs it was observed that the rig costs varied by component. Fan, compressor and
controls and accessory rig tests cost on the order of $10 M apiece; combustor and high and low pressure
turbine rig tests cost about $4 M; and augmentor, exhaust nozzle, and mechanical systems cost on the order
of $2 M each. There were exceptions to this rule. The F119 engine is a two-spool, counter-rotating engine
with a 2D, thrust vectoring exhaust nozzle. Both the nozzle rig, which used sub-scale hardware which
helped defer some of the cost, and the counter-rotating bearing rig were more expensive. In evaluating rig
costs, a factor that should be considered is the level of technology involved in the new engine design. This
will often times dictate whether a rig test is needed or not.
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2
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6
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E-1 FUNCTIONAL DEV.

FAB/ASSEMBLY
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75

100

100

500

100

350

100

TOOL/FAB/ASSY
47%

100

150

FINAL DESIGN
22%

PDR CDR
DESIGN

150

100

E-4 S/L DEV, TELEM.O/S O/T,
50

E-5 OPERABILITY, A/B, ALT STARTS, C&A

50

200

E-7 ALT DEV PERF, WINDMILL STARTS, OIL INTERRUPT

100

200

9 ENGINES

500

9 FLT TEST ENGINES

200
1000

500

450

E-9 ALT PERF, OPER, FUNCT, ALT. FLT SUPPORT

1 CORE

100

500

500

E-8 HOT PARTS LIFE, LIFE/DURABILITY

100
150

500

250

E-6 AMT/ENDURANCE

5 RIGS

300

100

E-3 AERO MECH, FUNCT/ENVIRONMENTAL

7550 TEST HOURS

1000

Figure 7. Proposed Reduced Cost Engine Development Program

One more thought concerning rig hardware and tests is offered. Some engine manufacturers have discussed
eliminating rig tests because their design systems are so good. In the author’s opinion, that would not be a
wise thing to do. While eliminating rig tests sounds impressive, it violates one of the axioms surrounding
the reduction of engine development cost. That is that cost is dependent on when problems are discovered
and corrected. Rig tests represent a small fraction of a total engine development program’s cost, more
importantly, they offer the first opportunity to verify a design through actual hardware tests, and for this
fact alone, they are a bargain.
Full-scale hardware tests were assumed to increase in cost by about 20%. This is to account for an
anticipated increased level of post-test analysis featuring the improved simulation tools and an increase in
the amount of on-engine instrumentation to support that analysis. This increased cost per test hour will be
more than offset by a reduction in the number of test hours required. Like rig tests, full-scale engine test
costs vary by the type and nature of the test. The costs shown in Table 4 include all costs associated with an
engine test, including engineering support and facilities. Specialized tests, such as FOD tests, blade out
containment, cold soak starting, etc. are very expensive due mainly to the unique test facilities required and
possible hardware losses. Fortunately the total test time for these types of tests is relatively low.
The groundrules and assumptions depicted in Table 4 were factored into the framework of the notional
engine development program shown in Figure 4 to arrive at an estimate of the cost reduction potential due
to improved design tools. Table 5 shows a cost comparison between the notional baseline engine
development program and the proposed, lower cost program that takes full advantage of the improved
design tools and simulation potential capability previously described. The numbers in parenthesis shown in
Table 5, indicate the cost distribution by development activity on a percentage basis for the notional program
and for the proposed program.
Development Activity
Preliminary Design
Final Design
Tooling/Fab/Assembly
Rig
Core/Engine
Flt Test Engines
Test
Rig
Core/Engine
Project Mgt/Other
Total

Notional

Proposed

$ 46 M (3%)

$ 37 M (5%)

$ 198 M (13%)

$ 160 M (22%)

$ 30 M (2%)
$ 481 M (32%)
$ 310 M (21%)

$ 22 M (3%)
$ 164 M (22%)
$ 156 M (21%)

$ 16 M (1%)
$ 202 M (14%)
$ 213 M (14%)

$ 16 M (2%)
$ 126 M (17%)
$ 52 M (8%)

$ 1496 M

$ 733 M

Table 5. Development Cost Comparison
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These percentages are interesting in that they could indicate a shift in the development program philosophy
in favor of increased emphasis on the upfront design activity. From a cost viewpoint, savings on the order of
50% are potentially realizable for a new engine development program.
The cost distribution and a program schedule for the proposed reduced cost engine development program
are shown in Figure 7. With the advanced design tools and simulation capability, a 32% reduction in
program length is possible. This represents a reduction in program length of 39 months. The number of test
hours is reduced by over 30% and the test costs can be reduced by about 35%.
The largest area of cost reduction potential lies in the cost of hardware. Specifically, this includes the cost of
tooling, fabrication and assembly of rig test hardware, engine test hardware and the engine hardware
needed to support a flight test program. The number of flight test engines was fixed at 9 for both the
notional and proposed development programs in this analysis. Moreover, the number of engines directly
involved in the development activity falls by over 36%, while the total hardware costs fall by nearly 60%.
There are three principal factors contributing to this dramatic reduction in hardware cost. The largest
contributor is due to the reduction in the number of major engine redesigns, followed by the reduction in the
number of engines required and, finally, the reduction in tooling costs.
In the proposed program, program management costs are reduced by 70% compared to the notional engine
program. These projected savings are due to the overall reduction in the length of the program, the
reduction in engine hardware, and in test hours. Another factor that will contribute to the reduction in
program management costs is the anticipated impact of enterprise resource planning tools which will permit
effortless, daily tracking of the program’s cost, schedule and technical progress interactively with very few
support personnel.
Summary
The engine is one of the few subsystems that have a positive impact on an aircraft weapons system. For a
given mission requirement, using a high thrust to weight ratio engine translates into a smaller, lighter and
less costly aircraft. In spite of these obvious benefits, the cost of developing a new high performance military
aircraft engine is becoming prohibitively more and more expensive, as the requirements for each new engine
seems to be increasing without bound. Clearly, there is a need to reduce the cost of future military engine
development programs without compromising the basic program requirement to demonstrate that an
engine satisfies all of the operational and mission needs for which it was designed.
An analysis of the engine development process indicates that significant cost reduction potential is possible
if improved computer-aided design tools and simulation techniques can be developed. The predictive
accuracy of these advanced software tools has been defined. With these improvements, the design effort can
be shortened considerably and the number actual engine test hours would be significantly reduced. This
would lead to a dramatic reduction in the number of test engines required to conduct an engine
development program. Subsequently, the length of the development program may be reduced by a third.
All of these factors contribute to the potential cost reduction of an engine development program that is on
the order of 50%.
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Discussor’s name R. McClelland
Author Skira
Q: 1. Is there any hope of reduction of air flight safety test hardware?
2. Are there any actual development programs underway using this vision?
A: 1. No-difficult problem
2. No-not yet
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Prototypage virtuel pour les programmes navals
(Virtual Prototyping in Naval Ships)
Mona Khoury
DGA
Centre Technique des Systèmes Navals
BP 28
83800 Toulon Naval
France

Résumé
Dans ce papier est présentée une méthodologie, basée sur le prototypage virtuel, actuellement en cours
de mise au point en France, pour optimiser les coûts et délais d’un programme naval.
L’idée principale est de fédérer les données industrielles de conception et les outils de simulation dans
une architecture logicielle unique de façon à faciliter l’accès aux résultats de simulation à l’ensemble
des participants d’un programme naval, et surtout à l’équipe de Direction du Programme.
Les différents aspects de cette méthodologie sont décrits et des exemples des premiers résultats sont
donnés.

Introduction
Avec la réduction des budgets de défense dans la plupart des pays occidentaux, la maîtrise des coûts et
délais dans le cadre d’un programme naval est devenue un enjeu vital.
Par ailleurs l’accroissement des capacités informatiques a favorisé le développement d’outils de
simulation très complexes et très complets.
La conjonction de ces deux paramètres – réduction budgétaire et développement de l’informatique – a
naturellement conduit à envisager l’usage de la simulation de façon systématique tout au long d’un
programme naval comme un élément essentiel pour en réduire les aléas techniques et donc les coûts et
délais.
Le développement de la méthodologie baptisée « prototypage virtuel » par la DGA en France s’inscrit
dans ce contexte. Dans ce papier, cette méthodologie est décrite en détails et les premiers exemples
d’application sont donnés.
Abréviations
DGA : Délégation Générale de l’Armement
DP : Direction de Programme
DCE : Direction des Centres d’Expertises et d’Essais
CTSN :Centre Technique des Systèmes Navals
Le contexte :
On se place ici dans le cadre d’un programme naval qui a des contraintes financières et calendaires
bien précises. La Direction de Programme a en charge :
- l’écriture des spécifications du système recherché à partir de l’expression du besoin opérationnel
- la passation du contrat correspondant avec un industriel
- l’évaluation des fournitures de l’industriel

Communication présentée lors du symposium RTO AVT sur « La réduction des coûts et des délais d’acquisition
des véhicules militaires par la modélisation avancée et la simulation de produit virtuel »,
organisé à Paris, en France, du 22 au 25 avril 2002, et éditée dans RTO-MP-089.
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Pour ce dernier point, le DP fait appel à des experts étatiques. En France, c’est la DCE, une des
directions de la DGA, qui joue ce rôle. Pour réaliser leurs tâches d’évaluation, les experts étatiques
s’appuient sur un certain nombre d’outils qui sont essentiellement des essais et des simulations.
Le prototypage virtuel consiste à développer une méthodologie centrée sur l’utilisation des moyens de
simulation. A ce titre il s’inscrit dans le cadre plus large de « l’acquisition fondée sur la simulation »
(simulation based acquisition).

Description de la méthodologie
1. Identification des simulations
La première étape pour utiliser la simulation dans le cadre d’un programme naval est l’identification
des outils de simulation nécessaires. Ceci nécessite qu’en amont au programme, dès la phase de
préparation, un important effort soit fait du côté des experts étatiques pour identifier les outils de
simulation à utiliser pour les travaux d’évaluation et les données nécessaires (avec leur format) pour
alimenter ces outils. Ceci doit bien sûr se faire en cohérence avec les exigences de la Direction de
Programme. En face de chaque exigence, de chaque fonction spécifiée, il faut se poser la question de
l’évaluation. Suivant le cas, la réponse à cette question peut être multiple :
- l’évaluation se fait au moyen d’un essai, une simulation n’est pas ou difficilement envisageable
- l’évaluation peut se faire par simulation mais le temps nécessaire à la mise au point de l’outil de
simulation et à sa validation n’est pas compatible du programme
- l’évaluation peut se faire avec un outil de simulation existant ou dont le développement et la
validation sont compatibles des contraintes calendaires du programme
Dans ce dernier cas seulement, on considère avoir identifié un outil de simulation à utiliser dans le
cadre du programme. Il faut encore s’assurer que cet outil a été validé et que son domaine de validité
est connu avec précision. Ce dernier point est essentiel pour que le DP puisse se fier en toute sécurité
aux résultats des simulations. Toute la crédibilité de la démarche est basée sur la rigueur apportée aux
aspects validation des simulations.

2. Accès aux données
L’un des problèmes majeurs que l’on rencontre lorsque l’on veut utiliser des simulations dans le cadre
d’un programme naval à des fins d’évaluation est l’obtention des données. En effet l’expert côté
étatique doit disposer des données industrielles de conception qui servent de données d’entrée aux
simulations. Or il rencontre souvent des difficultés pour obtenir ces données :
- l’industriel ne veut pas les fournir par souci de propriété intellectuelle
- la fourniture de ces données a un coût
- même quand des données sont disponibles il est parfois difficile de s’assurer qu’elles sont à jour
Ces problèmes vont induire des retards dans la fourniture des résultats et des doutes sur la crédibilité
des simulations. Ces difficultés vont donc freiner le Directeur de Programme dans l’utilisation de la
simulation et l’empêcher de l’utiliser de façon systématique.
La solution à adopter est la suivante : il faut dès le début d’un programme définir les données
nécessaires et leur format et exiger contractuellement de l’industriel la fourniture de ces données et
leur mise à jour régulière.

3. Fédération des données :
L’étape suivante est la mise en place d’une structure informatique, que l’on peut qualifier de structure
d’accueil des données. C’est l’industriel qui alimente cette structure au profit des différents experts
simulation et du prototype virtuel. Cette structure permet :
- de centraliser les données : ceci facilite à la fois l’accès et la mise à jour des données au fur et à
mesure de l’avancement du programme.
- d’extraire facilement, au bon format, les données nécessaires à un outil de simulation donné
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Cette structure informatique a donc les interfaces suivantes :
- interface avec les données de conception (fichiers CAO et données techniques)
- interfaces avec les différents outils de simulation identifiés : il y aura autant d’interfaces
spécifiques que d’outils choisis
Cette structure est organisée de telle façon que l’on puisse garder en mémoire les différentes versions
des données. Cela permet de faciliter la comparaison entre différentes solutions et de mieux évaluer la
progression du programme.

4. Fédération des résultats
Avec les 3 étapes décrites ci-dessus on a optimisé la mise en œuvre des simulations. Il s’agit dans cette
étape, d’une certaine façon, d’optimiser l’utilisation des résultats. Les résultats d’une simulation sont
en général assez complexes. La plupart des outils de simulation destinés à évaluer une fourniture
industrielle sont des outils d’experts dont l’interprétation des résultats n’est pas toujours facile. Le but
de cette étape est double. Il s’agit de :
-

rendre accessible aux différents acteurs d’une équipe de programme l’ensemble des résultats de
simulation significatifs. En effet, jusqu’à aujourd’hui, le DP a accès aux résultats de simulation au
travers des rapports d’experts et au cours de réunions organisées avec chaque expert du domaine
qui présente ses résultats sous forme de courbes ou graphes plus ou moins aisément
compréhensibles par un non-spécialiste. Ceci veut dire, qu’en dehors de quelques cas bien
spécifiques, le DP se penche très peu sur les résultats de simulation quand il se pose une question.
Le fait de disposer au sein de l’équipe de programme d’un outil informatique présentant de façon
conviviale tous les résultats significatifs de simulation disponibles à un instant donné, avec un
certain degré d’intéractivité, devrait largement inciter le DP à faire appel plus systématiquement
aux simulations.

-

faciliter le dialogue des différents acteurs entre eux

-

faciliter le couplage des simulations entre elles, par exemple on peut envisager le scénario
suivant : attaque d’un missile (mise en œuvre outil de simulation guerre électronique) – impact
(mise en œuvre outil de simulation vulnérabilité) – incendie (mise en œuvre simulation
propagation incendie – modèle facteurs humains) – lutte contre les sinistres (mise en œuvre
modèle d’organisation de lutte contre les sinistres). On peut ainsi jouer des scénarios opérationnels
très complets mettant en œuvre un grand nombre d’outils différents de simulation.

La solution adoptée par le Centre Technique des Systèmes Navals de la DCE, en accord avec le
Service des Programmes Navals, est de fédérer l’ensemble des résultats de simulation au sein d’un
prototype virtuel de navire, d’où le nom de prototypage virtuel donné au processus décrit ici.
L’obtention du prototype virtuel et son utilisation dans le programme constituent l’étape ultime du
processus.
Le prototype virtuel ainsi conçu comprendra donc les interfaces suivantes :
-

interface avec la structure de fédération des données pour récupérer les fichiers CAO qui
permettent la mise au point des « objets bateau »
interfaces avec les différents outils de simulation pour intégration de leurs résultats dans le
prototype virtuel. Il existe autant d’interfaces que d’outils de simulation.
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L’ensemble du processus – fédération des données / fédération des résultats - peut être représenté par
le schéma suivant :
DONNEES INDUSTRIELLES

OUTILS DE SIMULATION

Fichiers CAO

Tenue à la mer
Vulnérabilité
Signatures
Manutention
Maintenance
Etc …

T2

Données de conception
(ex. masse, énergie, matériaux, …)

T1

PROTOTYPE VIRTUEL

T3

5. Outils utilisés
Pour bâtir ce PV on utilise les outils informatiques suivants :
- des stations de travail de type SGI, à hautes performances graphiques
- un logiciel « modeleur » qui permet la récupération des données CAO et leur traitement pour
maîtriser le niveau de détail et conserver au prototype virtuel son utilisation « temps réel »
- un logiciel de réalité virtuelle permettant l’intégration des différents résultats de simulation et
l’animation du navire virtuel en temps réel, avec le comportement déduit des simulations.
Notons que la présentation des résultats de simulation sous cette forme vient compléter le travail des
experts et non pas le remplacer, à charge pour les experts d’identifier les cas significatifs qui doivent
être intégrés au prototype virtuel. Notons également que, pour certains domaines techniques, le
prototype virtuel comprend un accès à une visualisation plus classique des résultats de simulation,
sous forme de graphiques ou de courbes.
6. Mise à disposition du Prototype Virtuel
Le prototype virtuel ainsi réalisé est mis à la disposition de l’équipe intégrée de programme à travers
un réseau informatique sécurisé. Cette équipe comprend les membres de la Direction de Programme
mais aussi des opérationnels et des industriels. Le prototype virtuel leur permet différents types
d’analyse :
-

évaluation des performances : tenue à la mer, vulnérabilité, signatures, …
validation de procédures : manutention d’armes, ravitaillement à la mer, …
immersion virtuelle : surtout pour les aspects Facteurs Humains : accessibilité, maintenabilité, …

Une interface spécifique est réalisée pour permettre un accès facile au type d’analyse envisagée et aux
différents domaines techniques et fonctions représentés.
Ce prototype peut être utilisé :
-

ponctuellement, pour examiner de plus près tel ou tel aspect
lors des revues de projets : comparaison avec les versions précédentes, mise en œuvre de scénarios
opérationnels, …
lorsque deux solutions de conception sont envisageables, comme aide à la décision
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Pour la Direction de Programme, le prototype virtuel est essentiellement un outil d’évaluation, ce qui
est son but initial.
Pour les opérationnels, il permet de se rendre compte de la façon dont leur besoin opérationnel sera
rempli, mais aussi de disposer de l’information nécessaire, sous une forme aisément compréhensible,
quand des choix sont nécessaires, pour des raisons de coût par exemple.
Pour les industriels il est un outil d’aide à la conception important.
Pour tous il est un outil de dialogue.

Premiers résultats
Les premiers résultats présentés ici concernent la partie interface outils de simulation – prototype. Une
maquette de prototype virtuel, fondée sur la frégate La Fayette, a été réalisée avec intégration des
simulations suivantes :
-

tenue à la mer, avec et sans avarie, manoeuvrabilité : prise en compte d’une déformation de la
houle autour du navire et intégration de fichiers résultats du code FREDYN utilisé par le Bassin
d’Essais des Carènes de la DCE. Cette partie constitue la brique de base du prototype virtuel
puisque nombre de simulations se font à partir du navire en mouvement.

-

opérations hélicoptère : intégration de fichiers résultats du code IDYNA du Centre Technique des
Systèmes navals, ce code permet de simuler le comportement d’un hélicoptère à l’appontage et
lors des manœuvres sur le pont (calcul des mouvements de l’hélicoptère et des efforts sur les trains
d’atterrissage, les amortisseurs et aux différents points de liaison entre l’hélicoptère et le pont).

-

Vulnérabilité, propagation incendie : intégration de fichiers résultats du code de vulnérabilité
MINERVE développé par le Groupe d’Etudes et de Recherches en Balistique, Armes et
Munitions. Ce code permet de visualiser l’impact d’une agression (extérieure ou intérieure,
comme l’explosion d’une munition en soute) : effet du souffle, propagation des éclats. On peut
visualiser les locaux et équipements touchés et voir ainsi la dégradation fonctionnelle résultante.
Ce code peut être couplé au code de propagation incendie LUCIFER mis en œuvre au Centre
Technique des Systèmes Navals. On peut associer ensuite les aspects lutte contre les sinistres avec
mise en œuvre des moyens automatiques et organisation humaine.

Les outils mentionnés ci-dessus sont les moyens de simulation identifiés comme outils d’évaluation
dans les domaines techniques cités. Les travaux sur cette maquette se poursuivent actuellement avec
les aspects signature et s’orientent également vers une intégration des aspects système de combat.
Par ailleurs, l’aménagement intérieur étant représenté, il est facile d’examiner les aspects facteurs
humains :
- ergonomie
- accessibilité
- maintenabilité
Certaines applications ont également été effectuées dans le cadre du programme HORIZON.
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Conclusion
La méthodologie prototypage virtuel présentée ici s’inscrit entièrement dans la politique de simulation
pour l’acquisition. Elle vise :
- à optimiser l’usage des simulations pour que les programmes retirent les bénéfices des
développements importants menés dans le domaine de la simulation, ces dernières années.
- à exploiter les avantages des techniques de réalité virtuelle en prenant en compte les aspects
facteurs humains (accessibilité, ergonomie, maintenabilité, validation de procédures, …) dans leur
ensemble à un stade très précoce du programme.
Un investissement de départ est certes nécessaire : il faut prévoir contractuellement la fourniture des
données industrielles et un équipement informatique minimal au niveau de la Direction de Programme.
Cependant le gain attendu au niveau de la maîtrise technique du Programme, et donc en terme de coûts
et délais, compensera largement cet effort.
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Paper #1
Discussor’s name F. Kafyeke
Author Khoury
Q: What software do you use to extract 3D CAD data and convert it to numerical data usable
for engineering analysis?
A: We do not use an off-the-shelf commercial code for this. We use software specifically
developed for the purpose by contractors.
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The Digital Mock-up as a Virtual Working Environment
within the Development Process
Steffen Kaun
European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company
Military Aircraft
81663 Munich, Germany
Steffen.Kaun@m.eads.net

0. Abstract
The need for a reduction of engineering time and cost during the last years made an optimisation of
the development processes inevitable. In order to defend their market shares, all companies were
forced to employ more efficient development methodologies and to bring all their software tools up
to date. As a result the CAD world for new projects has essentially changed from the 2D to 3D
world. However, from an early stage it became evident that 3D modelling alone was not sufficient to
achieve the required benefits. It was realised that only with a sensible administration and steering of
all the new 3D data can the advantages of a virtual working environment be fully utilised.
The realisation of a Digital Mock-up (DMU) requires design methodologies and processes adopted to
the companies needs that will ensure that all data is up to date and of good quality.
This presentation will discuss the realisation of a virtual working environment in military aircraft
development. The DMU world with CATIA, 4D-Navigator and VPM at EADS Military Aircraft in
Ottobrunn, Germany is described exemplary.

^^ Typhoon

Fig.1 : Eurofighter with the
structural skeleton of the
German workshare loaded
from VPM

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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1. The Design Environment in the Past
All the military aircraft projects during the last years like Tornado, Phantom, MIG29 used a drawing
based design methodology in which drawing trees, bill of materials and effectivity sheets together
created a configured product structure.
It was the task of the designer to prepare the required design context. By doing this he had to contact
all the affected system developers (fuel, hydraulics, electrics, environment control, ....) and the
personnel from the airframe design. Very often the responsible person was on a business trip, on
holiday or just out for lunch. So a long time was needed just to collect the required information.
And in the end the designer was not sure if he had not forgotten some important details.
Clearance checks were performed either on the drawing sheet with the help of a lot of additional
views or in a hardware mock-up. Installation and deinstallation investigations also needed a
hardware mock-up. But in those wooden or metal mock-ups only one variant was shown.
Also with the old tools it was possible to develop good aircraft, but the effort needed to do all the
design work was labour intensive. A realistic parallel design of structure and all systems was not
possible or at least combined with a lot of difficulties.

2. The Digital Mock-up (DMU)
Necessity
The commission to develop a new series production fighter aircraft a few years ago forced all the
concerned engineering departments in Europe to deliver product data under extreme cost and time
pressure.
This was not possible any more with the “old” design methodologies and tools (like 2D CAD
systems) as used in the past.
A requirement existed to develop a complex product with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a high packing density
whose single components can only originate in their environment
all within a tight timeframe
requiring concurrent development of all systems
an increasing amount of variants (making “real-life” mock-ups unachievable)
an ability to integrate existing processes and tools.

These points led the CAD and PDM departments to find a specific DMU solution that utilises
existing design methodologies along with developing software that is adopted to the companies every
single need.
At EADS Military Aircraft therefore a DMU working environment was created with CATIA V4, 4DNavigator and a customised EnoviaVPM.
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Requirements
In each international military aircraft project tools and processes have to be found or developed that
are able
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To handle around 15000 parts (without standard parts) in the workshare of one participating
partner company
To handle around 50000 parts (without standard parts) in the whole aircraft
To manage up to 200000 CAD models
To cover the versioning process
To navigate in the product structure
To deal with a vast number of variants
To provide all the analyses for an integrated design
To integrate both original and reduced geometry
To enable a new form of data exchange for geometry, product structure and positioning data with
development partners and suppliers because the old way of exchanging microfiches is not able to
cover all the necessary information.

Certainly all provided data must be reliable and up to date. Incomplete or obsolete information more
often leads to non-acceptance of the new system.
Also the performance of the system must be agreeable by all users concerned. Loading of CAD data
from the DMU for example should not take much longer than reading filebased models.

Definition
All requirements can only be met by a definition of the Digital Mock-up as follows:
The Digital Mock-up is a complete virtual product environment for the whole process of 3dimensional development and maintenance of a complex product including configuration and
change management.
All design work has to be done within the DMU world. The designer must fully embrace this new
technology, entering the DMU environment first thing in the morning, thus carrying out all design
tasks in it throughout the entire day.
All the investigations that are done in a separate environment or on a single sheet of paper disappear
sooner or later and are not usable for others.
On the other hand care has to be taken that the designers do not feel intimidated or controlled by the
system. They should not lose their freedom to be creative.

Prerequisites in the Design Process
The purchase of a new software on its own is definitely insufficient to form a Digital Mock-up. Some
prerequisites in the design process must be fulfilled, like
•
•
•

Part based methodology of working
Modelling according to the rule “one part – one CAD model”
The master of the geometry is the 3D model
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•
•
•

Definition of modelling rules, that have to be followed strictly
High level detail modelling needed
All the drawings (if needed at all) have to be derived from the 3D models (see fig.2).

Fig.2: Master 3D model
with derived drawing

Without the fulfilment of these prerequisites it is not possible to obtain all the advantages out of the
new data management systems and the new 3D CAD tools.

3. The New Design Process
The understanding of the Digital Mock-up described above leads to a DMU working process that
starts with the concept and definition phase, which covers pre and detailed design as well as
supporting all development departments during modification phases.
With the introduction of this new working environment the working process of all concerned
departments changes basically. Part based data management is mandatory. Parallel development of
all the systems and the airframe requires the readiness of every single developer to provide data to all
colleagues even before completion of their task.
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Fig. 3: Product
structure in VPM

The DMU working process is implemented very early in the project phase, primarily creating a
‘rough product structure’. This is followed by defining the main components and relating them to
each other (see fig.3). Step by step the first 3D-CAD models are attached to the product structure,
resulting in the growth of the Digital Mock-up (see fig.4).
Fig. 4: Product structure
linked with 3D–geometry ,
EnoviaVPM, 4DNavigator, CATIA V4

The release status of parts and models must be clearly visible for all DMU users. This information is
essential for all departments that work with the provided geometry to evaluate the possibility and
probability of changes.
The management of aircraft variants and effectivities is also absolutely necessary (see fig.5). As
every military aircraft is somehow unique a detailed view on every single aircraft must be possible.
This can only be achieved with a sensible effectivity control module.
As modifications on in-service aircraft are carried out for single aircraft, national fleets or special
serial numbers the designers must be able to filter the needed product structure for the selected
configuration.
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Fig. 5: Product structure
links with effectivities
only for selected aircraft

The daily work in a virtual environment now makes it possible to identify problem areas right from
the beginning when modelling parts. Solutions can be found long before the first activities of
manufacturing have begun:
Volume and neighbourhood queries enable design in context and parallel development. Time
intensive manual searches for the design environment are therefore eliminated.
Let’s take a designer of the hydraulic system for example. A frequent job is to create a hydraulic pipe
from point A to point B. Therefore he needs to know all the surrounding geometry like fuel pipes,
equipment, electrical cables, structure etc. As all those parts belong to different systems they are all
shown in different branches of the product structure and on different installation drawings. Without
the help of the data management system it is nearly impossible to find all the necessary geometry.
Therefore the system must enable queries that search for all parts in a selected aircraft zone and/or in
the neighbourhood of a selected item.

Fig. 6: Result of
neighbourhood
query (box
defining a
hydraulic pipe)
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The result of this neighbourhood query can be loaded into a visualisation tool like 4D-Navigator (see
fig. 6), the important parts can be selected, loaded into the 3D-CAD tool and used as passive models
during design of the part “under construction”.
Again with the help of the visualisation tool, collision checks between one or several selected parts
and all the surrounding items can be performed.
Therefore interdisciplinary collision analysis early on in the design phase will reduce the amount of
occurring problems during manufacturing and assembly. (see fig. 7)
Fig. 7: Result of
interdisciplinary
collision analysis:
Problems found in an
early stage of the
design phase enable
a solution before the
first part is
manufactured

Possible installation and de-installation investigations are invaluable for future maintainability and
reparability purposes.
Certainly, virtual installations are not so easy to perform as “real-life” installations on a hardware
mock-up. But in the DMU environment these checks can be done on any configuration and with
parts that do not yet exist as hardware. (see fig. 8)

Fig. 8:
Disassembly
Analysis
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Design conferences aided by the virtual environment enable quick solution of problems within the
development team. It is no longer required to meet all the affected departments all the time for
problem solving at the aircraft assembly line. This is very helpful especially when the design
departments are located far away from manufacturing. (see fig. 9)
Fig. 9: Design
conference
supported by the
virtual environment

4. Introduction of a DMU Process
Occurring Problems during introduction
The introduction of a new working methodology, coupled with the introduction of ‘State of the Art’
software, like any new technology comes with a lot of inherit problems initially, such as:
➪ Change over to a complete 3D design process initially causes additional work in the design office
as much more data has to be fed into the system
➪ The implementation of a new system for an existing project causes problems during the transition
period:
➪ Because the quality of the old data is insufficient
➪ Existing processes have to be changed without delaying the project
➪ A tight timeframe for the current project leads to a minimum acceptance of failure on the side
of the user
➪ Personnel will require extensive training in order to fully utilise the new system, some more than
others!
➪ Insufficient software maturity and documentation make the required modifications in the new
systems even more complicated
➪ There are only a few software specialists available on the market
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The Implementation at EADS Military Aircraft
EADS Military Aircraft, faced with the problems described above, searched for the optimum
solution. A direct result of this was the foundation of a small team to act as a service provider for the
project as a whole, at the beginning. This team consisted of well accepted colleagues from various
departments, who were responsible for introducing the new process in small steps. Lessons have
been learned from the past that with a process covering multiple interfaces confusion is caused by its
introduction in one step, therefore new functionalities were only invented after all existing features
had been accepted by the users. Step by step the team was supported by “superusers” from all
departments concerned.
The availability of continuous system support during the initial phase and the attempt to clarify the
concepts with various demonstrations, ultimately led to a widespread overall acceptance of the new
system and the new working processes by the users.

The Benefits
The benefits achieved by the introduction of a data management tool in context with a 3D-CAD
system and a visualisation software can be realised in different areas of the process chain:
Reduction of iteration loops by a better first design
Increase of product quality, as the system promotes a ‘Get it Right First Time’ philosophy, thus
avoiding unnecessary changes or repairs before delivery
Improvement of the product by greater consideration given to aspects of maintainability and
reparability
Faster Design due to much more efficient search mechanisms
Avoidance of mechanical mock-ups
Omission of extensive support for departments outside the design office (e.g. product support,
assembly).
Potential for distributed development in an international partnership

Open Problems
Unfortunately no available PDM system on the market is able to meet all the requirements of
paragraph 2. Some tools have their strength in the management of different kinds of product
structures, some in the handling of geometry, others in configuration control. Even with extensive
customising it is not possible to satisfy all the company’s needs with one software. This leads very
often to a coexistence of several systems with the distinct disadvantage of data duplication.
Another topic under discussion is the exchange of data with partners or suppliers. Most PDM
systems offer STEP interfaces that are theoretically able to transfer all the necessary information
from one PDM system to another. Some attempts were already successful. But in general those STEP
processors need a lot of customising. Especially in the data exchange between two big companies
with a lot of different tools, data structures and data items it is hard to find a common basis. Other
difficulties appear in the data exchange with suppliers that have no data management system at all.
A preferable online data access seems also to be complicated as CAD data due to it’s large size,
needs a lot of time to be transferred. Also security problems delay the realisation of data sharing.
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5. Summary
Summing up it can be said that in future the Digital Mock-up will be the backbone of all activities in
the development process of all complex products.
However the purchase of new software on its own is not sufficient to change the working process.
An over all cultural change throughout the organisation is needed to support the technology and new
processes. This coupled with detailed know-how of all tools available (including existing processes)
will assure the overall success of the implementation. Only with this background can a virtual
working environment be created and the enormous possibilities that are on offer by the new tools be
fully exploited.

Paper #2
Discussor’s name Bochenek
Author Kaun
Q: You mentioned that one of the major issues preventing full use of digital design is the “security”
need and requirements. How is EADS handling this?
A: Security is a big issue and currently not resolved
Looking at encryption devices and direct network connection with partners
Discussor’s name F. Kafyeke
Author Kaun
Q: What is the CAD software you use for the digital mockup?
A: CATIA v4
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Simulation of Aircraft Deployment Support
Laurent Bazin de Jessey, Gilles Debache
Dassault Aviation
Military Customer Support Division
78, Quai Marcel Dassault
Cedex 300 92552 St Cloud Cedex
France
Tel.: 33 1 47 11 63 23
Fax.: 33 1 47 11 54 74
Email: laurent.de-jessey@dassault-aviation.fr

Abstract
Dassault Aviation uses different software tools as decision-support system for several goals in the
logistics support simulation area. A great number of such tools are based on complex mathematical methods
that nevertheless required simplification assumptions for the simulated model. They are often irrelevant for
logistics network with very erratic behaviors (small fleets for example) where the “steady state” approach is
not usable. During the last years software providers have disseminated cheap tools based on Monte Carlo
approach which allow to perform, in a very short time, a great number of types of simulation related to
Operations Research. “Simulation of Aircraft Deployment Support” (SADS) was developed by the Military
Customer Support Division of Dassault Aviation to perform simulations for logistics deployment and support
analysis of aircraft sustainment. The SADS tool includes animated visualizations, and is based on the common

used ARENA software (Systems Modeling Corporation) dedicated to modelling and simulation.
1.

A new approach for Simulation of Aircraft fleets support

1.1 The background
The "full support" approach which is more and more common in the sustainment of military aircraft area,
requires a very accurate attention about the commitments to level of services (like availability of fleets or
mission success rate).
Regarding these constraints, different types of simulation (like cost or support and warehouse networks) are
very useful for the following tasks, to make cost effective and relevant proposals for future contracts :
- Integrated Logistics Support approach for design of the aircraft and support concept (warehouses network
and relevant logistics facilities associated with reliability and maintainability studies).
- Dissemination of the Initial Provisioning Lists for the calculation of the initial logistics resources.
- Supply and support Chain Management for the management of the logistics resources (replenishment of
consumables and repair of parts, inventory management) facing a moving context (like new operational needs
or raise of the maintenance costs of geriatric aircraft).
1.2 Features of some existing support modelling tools for behaviour simulation
A great number of "in house" software tools dedicated to these needs were disseminated this last decade. They
use analytical algorithms based essentially on classical mathematics tools like the "Poisson law" methods for
the calculation of level of stocks (theory of replenishment with constant failure rate) and the "Markov Chain"
methods when some parameters, as the lead times or times to repair for example, aren't constant.
Based on average values and on simplification assumptions, their main advantage is their capacity to solve the
equations describing the model and so to find automatically optimized solutions for several given criteria (like
ownership cost or commitment to a given level of service).
For instance, the Initial Provisioning List process for large fleets can often take advantage of thorough but
rapid calculations done by such tools. They are based on simplifications and average values of parameters
without prohibitive impact regarding the required accuracy of the results.
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1.3 The limits of analytical tools as help decision systems
But after Initial Provisioning, for the Supply and Support Chain Management (SCM) during the life of the
fleets, the strategic forecasts and fleets average parameters are, most often, extremely poor predictors of
operational tempo and of the repair/replenishment demand, particularly at the aircraft level (organizational or
intermediate level). Additionally, the users and the manufacturers highlight the lack of systematic feedback
about the existing fleets support. Often, very few historical data are available about operational readiness, cost
of ownership, efficiency of the repair chain, adequacy of quantities of spares parts or health monitoring of
reparable items.
So, the classic analytical methods, based on average values and standard deviations of common probabilistic
functions, aren't always relevant for this kind of need. And the current modelling tools based on resolution of
probabilistic equations aren't efficient for unsteady scenario and process. Indeed, these mathematical models
impose prohibitive simplifications in order to be solvable. And there are numerous examples where these
assumptions have severe impacts on the level of confidence of the results, like small fleets (less than 10
aircraft), logistics footprint for deployment, erratic operational mission schedules and sudden change of the
required availability. Consequently it is very hard, with the existing tools mentioned above, to perform shortterm evaluations of the responsiveness of the support system in a very erratic context.
Regarding the maintenance cost of these tools, an other fact must be underlined : when the user needs to
implement some changes in the input characteristics of the logistics network, the complexity of these
algorithms requires too often unaffordable evolutions. Indeed, they can be performed virtually only by the rare
specialists who own the knowledge about this proprietary tools.
1.4 A new generation of simulation tools based on random replications
Nowadays, a new generation of standard software for simulations and animated visualizations are proposed
for process with deterministic or random behaviours.
These software are based on Monte Carlo replication method. They offer ergonomic and graphical interfaces
which allow to model rapidly, in a realistic way, very complex systems with reusable templates.
Consequently, they are easy to use by non-dedicated persons reluctant to complex algorithms
implementations. These efforts are very gratifying because you can run immediately animated simulations
which show, in an interactive way, the behaviour of the described system whatever the level of its complexity
(logistics network facilities, number of random input parameters). In spite of their inability to perform
automatic optimizations ("What if ?" approach), they can be considered nevertheless as the "best of breed" to
demonstrate the capabilities of complex and random workflow organizations.
These software are often used by manufacturers to model human resources in production facilities or materials
needs in workshop.

More
realistic
models

Random
replication
Monte Carlo
method
(real
simulation)
Analytical method (mathematical
descriptive equation)
More "automatic"
optimizations
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Dassault Aviation uses such software tools, based on random simulation, by different ways in response to its
specific requirements for logistics and support activities. As mentioned above, the aim is to fulfil numerous
needs where the “steady state” approach is not necessarily relevant. One of these tools, named "Simulation of
Aircraft Deployment Support", is specifically dedicated to model aircraft deployment support.
2.

What is SADS ?

2.1 Main features
SADS (Simulation of Aircraft Deployment Support) is a software developed "in house" by the Military
Customer Support Division of Dassault Aviation. It is based on ARENA software tool for animated
simulations (based on Monte Carlo method and visualizations of deterministic or random process). It is
operated on a common PC.
2.2 Goals
SADS is dedicated to operational help-decision for deployment of aircraft (fleet size, logistics footprint,
supply chain network) with model of the random behaviour of aircraft subsystems and of logistics networks
and maintenance organizations (with their human resources).
SADS is particularly relevant to complex logistics and maintenance models where hazard is very present and
where erratic behaviours are relatively unpredictable. It is particularly relevant to studies for full "contractor
assisted support" proposals. So, SADS can be used for a large number of matters like the following : level of
repair analysis (to influence aircraft system design), calculations for support system design (initial
provisioning), business model evaluation (life cycle cost), determination of the best ways for risk mitigation
(lead time coverage, safety level for a given no stock-out probability), comparisons of the supportability of
different types of aircraft, evaluation of the availability of aircraft depending on deployed logistics footprint
during isolated deployments, measurement of the performances of different supply and repair chain
organizations regarding expected service level (missions success rate).
2.3 Limitations and best uses
The simulation with SADS isn't relevant to optimize automatically a support system (the best solutions must
be found manually), or to calculate directly optimum solutions (example : to calculate the more cost effective
level of repair and support network in accordance to a given operational requirement). But SADS is relevant
to size accurately a given logistics support network which was initially roughly calculated by analytic
methods, and to make comprehensive and very realistic validations. This approach is detailed in the following
figure.
Failures Modes Effects Criticality Analysis, Level Of Repair Analysis,
Life Cycle Cost

Steady State approach
Calculations by analytics models :
Assumptions and simplifications
Mathematics Tools : poisson law
(safety level of stocks for lead time
coverage), markov chain ...

Detailed features of the
support system :
level of repair,
maintenance tasks,
level of stocks,
network of repair facilities and
warehouses

Initialization

Validation:
"real" behaviour simulation
Realistic models
random instance of events :
Monte Carlo method
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3.

Detailed presentation

3.1 Main parameters
The main input parameters of the model are the following :
• Size of the fleet (the number of initial available aircraft can be defined).
• Description of the operational context : mission schedule, patrol size, duration of flights.
• Type of aircraft (different types of aircraft can be defined) : breakdown of the aircraft (description of
aircraft elements or subsystems by LRUs (Line Replaceable Unit) characterized by MTBF, parameters for
flight servicing and visits (human resources and time required).
• Maintenance tasks to replace failed LRUs (time to restore).
• Maintenance capacities (human resources) : preparation, flight servicing, visit and maintenance of aircraft
(visit before flight, visit after flight, daily visit, change of configuration, OTR (operational turn around)
air-air or air-ground at the organizational level), repair of LRUs at intermediate level by exchange of Shop
Replaceable Assemblies.
• Logistics network and available resources (intermediate level warehouse, maintenance depot level
activities) : repairability of LRUs, consummations of SRAs (Shop Replaceable Assemblies), replenishment
of spare parts (flow and throughput times of spares replenishment from the depot level to the aircraft).
3.2 Global view of the model
A graphical view of the model is provided in the following figures.

ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL :
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INTERMEDIATE AND DEPOT LEVEL :

3.3 Used scenario and detailed parameters
Note that every value of the following parameters can be easily changed, depending on the needs of the users.
• Aircraft description :
For the aircraft, three subsystems (considered as LRUs) are defined for this simplified use of SADS aimed at
showing the different operational behaviours (engine, WDNS1, aircraft systems).
• For each LRU the following elements are described :
Maintainability : Time to restore (lognormal distribution law with shape parameters "Mu" and "Sigma" based
on extractions of Logistics Support Analysis Record), with a complementary parameter "exchange time" for
the engine only.
Number of required mechanists for the maintenance tasks.
Reliability (Time between failures : exponential distribution with shape parameter "lambda" as the constant
rate of failure).

1

weapons delivery and navigation systems.
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• Example of input Data for each aircraft :
Cumulative distribution of "Time to Restore" (time in minutes) :

Cumulative distribution of Time to Repair
%

WDNS
ENGINE

90
10
0
11
0
12
0

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

AIRCRAFT
SYSTEMS

10

1

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Time

MTBF (flight hours) :
WDNS
Engine
Aircraft Systems

9
50
11

Human resources :
Duration
(minutes)
Visit before flight
Daily visit
Visit after flight
Air-air Turnaround
Air-ground Turnaround
Change of configuration
Engine exchange time
LRU exchange

Number
15
45
15
23
45
45
45

2
2
1
6
6
3
4
3

• Operational needs :
Every day, missions are generated responding to a defined schedule (15 missions per day, one mission every
1.5 hours). Each mission is characterized by the required number of aircraft (random distribution between 2
and 4) and its duration (2 hours).
If the number of available aircraft is insufficient, the mission is canceled ; the number of canceled missions is
recorded.
• At the organizational level :
The preparation tasks of aircraft are characterized by the type of visit and flight servicing on aircraft (visit
before flight, visit after flight, daily visit, change of configuration, operational turnaround); the need of OTR
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and change of configuration is determined randomly (with a fixed average rate) for every aircraft after every
flight.
For maintenance works, the failures of LRUs during flight are randomly generated depending on the
probabilistic law of failure of each type of LRU. Note that for the flight hours count, in case of failure of one
LRU, the time duration of flight is the time preceeding the failure. For the required human resources
(mechanists), time and human resources are required depending, for each task, on the type of LRU as
mentioned for the aircraft parameters. Note that, for the engine, if the time to change the engine is smaller than
the time to restore randomly determined, the time to repair the aircraft is the time to change the engine. The
number of mechanists who are available for all this tasks, can be defined as an input parameter.
• At the intermediate level
The activity of aircraft generates needs for "ready for issue" LRUs, so the intermediate level activities are
modelled with several representative parameters. The number of spare parts available in warehouse for aircraft
is tracked, the warehouse is replenished by the repair workshop. For the maintenance tasks dedicated to the
repair of parts and the replenishment of warehouses, a repairability rate is defined for each LRU; so a certain
quantity of LRUs isn't repaired at the intermediate level and is directly sent to the depot level. The time to
repair at the intermediate level is determined randomly with the probabilistic laws depending on each type of
LRU. Two workshops with limited human resources and waiting queue are defined, "Automatic Test
Equipment" for WDNS, and Repair workshop for engine or aircraft systems. Elimination rate is not yet
incorporated in the model.
Workshop

LRU

ATE
Repair
Repair

WDNS
Engine
Aircraft
systems

repairab Time to repair (random triangular
ility rate law, shape parameters in hours)
80%
18, 24, 30
20%
18, 24, 30
20%
18, 24, 30

human resources required
for repair of one URL
2 mechanists during 4,8 hours
4 mechanists during 20 hours
4 mechanists during 8 hours

• At the depot level :
The activities of depot are described by transportation times, repair times and replenishment of intermediate
level warehouses. The global Turn Around Time is determined by a random triangular law with the following
shape parameters : 144, 168, 192 (in hours).
3.4 Demonstration : output parameters and metrics of the behaviour of the system
The metrics used to evaluate the behaviour of the system (efficiency, proportion of busy technicians, level of
service, operational efficiency…) can be freely implemented in an large number of different ways. Indeed,
every entity of the model can be measured, and the relevant data can be captured and recorded during each
simulation. All sorts of charts and figures can be produced easily, with standard interfaces, to calculate and
show all sorts of synthetic parameters.
But the first way to verify the behaviour or the efficiency of the system is to look directly at the simulation ;
this is particularly relevant for very erratic contexts.
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As an example see the impact on availability of insufficient number of spares in stocks :

Taux d'occupation des
techniciens :

Depending on the chosen output parameters, several instances of use can be performed as the evaluation of a
given sustainment network (obtained level of service), the evaluation of the required size of a fleet for a
determined mission schedule regarding logistics means or to tighten the space of multi dimensional feasible
region (size of fleet, human resources, stocks) for a given rate of missions success. An other way of using
SADS is to compare different types of aircraft, regarding the availability of their LRUs and their Time to
Repair for a given logistics capability.
To illustrate the features mentioned above, the following scenario is provided about the optimization of
logistics resources for a given operational need. The objective is to minimize level of stocks without impact on
the rate of non aborted mission. To meet this requirement several simulations are run (the assumptions for
each parameters are those which were mentioned above)
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• First Simulation :

WDNS
Engine
Aircraft Systems

Initial number of LRU
25
15
30

The results are :
WDNS
Engine
Aircraft Systems

Number of used LRU
107
34
96

Rate of non aborted mission
Cumulative total of hours of flight
Average number of available aircraft

: 81,76 %
:1862,30
:6,50 sur 10

Evolution of quantities of spares parts in warehouse
35

30

25

20
Weapons & Avionics Syst.
Engine
Aircraft Systems
15

10

5

0
0

5

10

15
Time : Days

20

25

30
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• Second simulation :
Initial number of LRU
15
15
25

WDNS
Engine
Aircraft Systems
The results are :

Number of used LRU
106
33
101

WDNS
Engine
Aircraft Systems

Rate of non aborted mission
Cumulative total of hours of flight
Average number of available aircraft

: 80,69 %
: 1822,00
: 6,50 sur 10

Evolution of quantities of spares parts in warehouse
30

25

20

Weapons & Avionics Syst.
Engine
Aircraft Systems

15

10

5

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

Time : Days

So we have demonstrated that a significant reduction of initial quantities of spares parts has no real impact on
the availability of aircraft and missions success rate.
3.5 Convergence criteria and validation of the models
The first step in order to validate the model is to determine convergence criteria. Indeed, the results obtained
by Monte Carlo simulations must be associated with the required confidence level. The confidence interval
must be measured with representative metrics (one or several discriminating output parameters). The
confidence interval of the results for an output parameter is linked with the number of random input
parameters, the probabilistic distribution of each input parameter and the number of replications which were
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run for the simulation. The required confidence interval must be compliant with the number of replications
which can be performed in accordance with the available hardware capacities (time of computation). For
example, with 6 Random input parameters for this model ( 3 probabilistic laws "Times To Repair" and 3
probabilistic laws "Time Between Failures") we have chosen the number of non aborted missions (15
missions are generated every days) and the number of failures per WDNS URL as output parameters ;
simulated duration for each replication is 3 days. So, the following confidence intervals2 (half width at 95 %)
were obtained :
10 replications :
Number of canceled missions
Number of WDNS failures

Half width
1.25
2.15

Average
2.80
10.20

Maximum
7.00
15.00

Minimum
1.00
7.00

50 replications
Number of canceled missions
Number of WDNS failures

Half width
0.49
0.99

Average
3.32
11.2400

Maximum
8.00
22.0000

Minimum
0.00
5.0000

100 replications
Number of canceled missions
Number of WDNS failures

Half width
0.28
0.63

Average
3.34
11.45

Maximum
8.00
22.00

Minimum
0.00
5.00

With these examples we verify how the confidence interval narrows when the number of replications
increases.
Then, the validation of the model can be ended by the following methods :
- compare the reactivity of the SADS simulation system responding to the change of the values of
discriminating input parameters,
- compare the results with other tools (like analytical algorithms).
3.6 Main advantages in comparison with other types of legacy systems
As mentioned above, the main advantages of such common-used information technology (ARENA and
Monte Carlo Simulation Method) are the possibility to build by an interactive and graphical way complex
models of logistics and maintenance networks. So you can show the realistic behaviour (with all required
details) of the system through animations (function of the time) with the ability to perform accurate real life
age tracking of the described system (the convergence criteria are easy to determine).
Additionally, in spite of this ease of use, you have the free choice of probabilistic distribution functions (for
instance whatever their complexity and their features) relevant to the real behaviour of the operational systems
without simplification constraints.

Note that the ownership costs (license for ARENA ) are compensated by the "light" maintenance (open
source, no proprietary contract) of the model.
4.

Conclusion

As said above the model is always scalable, so the following enhancements are scheduled to propose a more
comprehensive model : detailed age track parameters of aircraft activities (number of landing,…) for
scheduled maintenance on LRUs, different or random features of missions regarding the tracking of aging
parameters, multiple LRUs, simulation of forecasting tools and adaptation of the reactivity of the supply or
repair chain (show the added value of pro active support chain).
It is important to note that each user, with a minimum knowledge of the ARENA tool, is able to complement
the model so as to make it relevant to his particular needs. Generally, the goal is to enhance the realism of
input parameters (more realistic probabilistic distribution law, deterministic parameters change by random
data) regarding the modeled context, to complete the core model (functional workflow and logistics network),
and, finally, to add output metrics. But currently, SADS is well suited to accurate comparisons between
different types of aircraft programs, particularly for isolated deployments.
2 This value is interpreted by saying “in 95% of repeated trials, the sample mean would be reported as within the interval sample mean
± half width”.
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Additionally, the Military Customer Support Division may extend the use of SADS. The objective is to
demonstrate and calculate the added value of an adaptable logistics loop (priority, Turn Around Time) which
should be able to adapt his reactivity and his responsiveness in front of, for example, sudden changes of the
customers operational needs or increase of unscheduled maintenance tasks. The aim is to give help decision
data to build a collaborative logistics approach between Dassault Aviation and his customers so as to bridge
the void between planning and execution.
As a final conclusion we could underline that, in comparison with the classical approach based on analytical

3
algorithms which are useful for a large number of needs (see PRICE HL or CESAR for initial conception's
stages or long-term ownership's cost optimisation), the approach based on Monte Carlo random trials is
relevant to short term "dynamic behavior" only but it does it very well. So, software as SADS, could be used
in a very efficient way for the Air Forces or Naval Air Forces as help decision tool.

3 Software tool of the "Direction Générale de l'Armement" (French Ministery of Defense) used at Dassault Aviation.
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Using Modeling and Simulation to Graphically Display the Interaction
of the Fire and the Extinguishing Agent
Robert G. Washburn
US Army TACOM
AMSTA-TR-D/233
Warren, MI 48397-5000, USA
and
Dr. Neal E. Blackwell
US Army CECOM RD&E Center
10125 Gratriot Rd., Suite 100
AMSEL-RD-C2-AP-EE-E
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5816, USA

The U.S. Army Tank Automotive Research, Development, and Engineering Center (TARDEC) uses
state-of-the-art modeling and simulation techniques as an integral part of its Simulation and
Modeling for Acquisition, Requirement, and Training (SMART) effort. This paper will address
how we applied these powerful tools to accurately depict how Halon-alternative agents react in a
military vehicle.
Armored vehicle technology has an order of precedence that must be taken into account in today’s
vehicle designs, they are to not be: detected, acquired, hit, penetrated, or most importantly, killed.
If munitions do make it to penetration, then, in order to protect soldiers from fires inside vehicle
compartments, an extinguishing system must be used. Today’s modern armored vehicles are
equipped with high-speed fire sensors that can, within milliseconds, trigger the valves on the
pressurized fire suppression bottles to quickly extinguish a potentially deadly fire.
The most popular and effective suppression gas has been Halon 1301. However, research has
shown that Halon 1301 is an Ozone Depleting Chemical (ODC). In a search for environmentally
friendly Halon-alternatives many variables must be manipulated such as bottle pressure, nozzle
placement, nozzle design, distribution manifolds, shape of interior space, and exposure time to toxic
gases in order to make the replacement agent as effective and safe as Halon 1301.
An armored vehicle that is penetrated has very little time to keep the fire from expanding. The fire
needs to be suppressed as soon as possible. An adequate time to suppress the fire is approximately
0.2 seconds, which can be accomplished if nozzles are placed optimally. This short time is
necessary to maintain safe concentrations of gaseous agent and toxic gases. It is the job of today’s
modeling and simulation software to help the system designer efficiently place the fire suppressant
agent nozzles.
It was determined that an innovative approach needed to be taken in order to investigate this
problem. As such, subject matter experts from the Communication Electronics Command
(CECOM) and TARDEC were formed. TARDEC brought to the table its extensive program
experience in developing and using Halon alternatives. Programs that accumulated a great deal of
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test data and experience in the performance, characteristics, and behavior of various agents, as well
as toxicology concerns. CECOM’s expertise is in fire suppression modeling. The team determined
that the approach they would use to investigate this problem would be to leverage TARDEC’s
earlier work, and use the numerical techniques used in the model to spin-off of the electronics
cooling modeling that CECOM was conducting. The team felt that the use of today’s state-of-theart visualization tools would facilitate understanding and solving the problem. It was determined
that the CAVE Automated Virtual Environment (CAVE) hardware and software was best suited to
make this happen effectively and efficiently. The team decided to perform four different
configurations of nozzle placement, and then a 3D visualization result of the Halon Alternative
agents would be experienced in the CAVE’s virtual environment. It was determined that FM-200
would be the extinguishing agent with which these experiments would be conducted1.

Figure 1: Interaction of Flame with Extinguishing Agent
The original output was generated using the TASCFLOW computational fluid dynamics code
licensed by AEA Technology. It is a structured, multi-block code that was initially tailored to
predict combustion in gas turbine engine combustors, where a spray of jet fuel (or JP8 in the M1
turbine engine) is ignited in the combustion chamber for gas turbine engines. Enhancements
specific to the Army's needs had to be included. The fire suppression component was another
module that had to be coded. CECOM led this effort.

1

FM-200 is also known as HFC-227ea or heptafluoropropane, while its full chemical designation is 1,1,1,2,3,3,3heptafluoropropane.
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Three years ago (when this data was processed) 200,000 grids took a week of processing with a 500
MHz Alpha CPU. Now a 660,000-grid solution can be solved in 3 days on a high end PC. CPUintense analysis of the fire is necessary due to the large number of 3-D coordinates that must be
processed; those of the fire from ignition to extinguishment and those of the extinguishing agent
from the nozzle until dissipation. For example, the two sections of the fire-extinguishing agent in
figure 1 are comprised of over 17,500 nodes. We proposed a method of taking many consecutive
time-step “snapshots” from beginning to end in order to present this data graphically by showing the
vehicle system, the soldiers, the flame, and the extinguishing agent in separate colors to make it
easy to analyze the interaction of the flame and the extinguishing agent throughout the simulation
(shown in Figure 1; red is flame, blue is the extinguishing agent) by using a Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML) output to translate into our CAVE. VRML was chosen since it was
determined to be the easiest modeling standard to translate the TASCFLOW “spreadsheet data” into
usable graphics data. Tcl scripting language was used extensively in order to remove things like
the texture information inherent in the VRML frames, but not used in our CAVE-formatted files.
The CAVE is a multi-person, room-sized, high-resolution, surround-sound, projection-based virtual
reality (VR) system. The CAVE was designed from the beginning to be a useful tool for scientific
visualization; the goal was to help scientists achieve discoveries faster, while matching the
resolution, color and flicker-free qualities of high-end workstations. The illusion of immersion is
created by projecting 3D computer graphics into a 2.5 meter cube composed of display screens that
surround the viewer on the left, right, front, and bottom (see Figure 2). It is coupled with head and
hand tracking systems to produce the correct stereo perspective and to isolate the position and
orientation of a 3D input device. A sound system provides audio feedback. The viewer explores
the virtual world by moving around inside the cube and grabbing objects with a three-button, wandlike device. Unlike users of the video-arcade type of VR system, CAVE dwellers do not wear
helmets to experience VR. Instead, they put on lightweight stereo glasses and walk around inside
the CAVE as they interact with virtual objects. Multiple viewers often share virtual experiences
and easily carry on discussions inside the CAVE, enabling researchers to exchange discoveries and
ideas. One user is the active viewer, controlling the stereo projection reference point, while the rest
of the users are passive viewers.

Figure 2: a CAVE2
2

Figure 2 illustrates a generic CAVE, courtesy of the CAVERNUS Image Gallery, which can be found at:
http://archive.ncsa.uiuc.edu/VR/cavernus/GALLERY/Gallery.html
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The observer can walk anywhere in this cube and with the 3-dimensional mouse “walk” around the
complete model, in our case a tank that was over 6m long. This gave the engineers and users a
better understanding of how the extinguishing system reacted with the four suppression system
configurations tested. For example, while watching the “playback” of the second configuration it
was at first considered a success since no flame affected the soldiers in the rear section of the
vehicle. But as one “walked” into the driver’s section it was noticed that the bulk of the fire was
pushed into this compartment; this configuration was quickly eliminated.
Figure 3 shows the actual CAVE used at TARDEC. A Silicon Graphics Onyx-2 workstation
powers it. It has eight 300 MHz R12000 MIPS processors. One processor each is devoted to each
view; front, left, right, and floor. The remaining four handle (in parallel) the remaining duties such
as serial data; head and mouse tracking and button input instructions. In this CAVE a user has the
ability to stand within the virtual flame and suppressing agent to further analyze the interaction of
these two. This simulation is only capable while immersed in the CAVE’s virtual world. With a
press of the virtual mouse button the observer could then control the rate at which the simulation
plays out; from a single stop action frame to a continuous “real-time” rate (or any speed between) in
order to study the interactions. An obvious use of this immersion is that one could put themselves
in any of the seated positions and “see” the fire as the soldier would see it. The tools that were
developed during this experiment will be used on current and future combat vehicle studies of fire
extinguishing systems.

Figure 3: Dr. Blackwell and a user in the TARDEC CAVE
The Department of Defense has mandated that the replacement agent must: 1) be as effective as
Halon 1301, 2) minimize space claim growth, 3) maximize use of existing hardware, 4) prevent
second degree burns, 5) allow crewman to stay in the vehicle, and 5) be retrofittable. By using
modeling and simulation software the engineer can more readily eliminate designs that do not meet
the mandated requirements, while iteratively improving and optimizing the system to benefit the
Army and most importantly, the soldier.
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Paper #4
Discussor’s name R. McClelland
Author Blackwell/Bochenek
Q: How effective would the display technology be in 2D in a commercial facility?
A: You of course lose the 3D, but you retain the ability to move around in the 3D CAD model.
That is still a big improvement over Power Point.
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The Factory is Virtual ……The Savings are Real
Robert G. Brown
CEO Advisor
DELMIA Corp.
5500 New King Street
Troy, MI 48098, USA
John M. Caddick
Sr. Manager - Virtual Manufacturing
Space and Communications Division
The Boeing Company
Mail Stop H013-A312
5301 Bolsa Ave
Huntington Beach, CA 92647, USA

Introduction
Modeling and simulation of manufacturability and supportability have been used to different
degrees in the JSF, AAAV, DD-21, Future Frigate, Virginia Class Submarine, and many
lifecycle extension programs. The use of digital manufacturing tools has resulted in
innovative manufacturing techniques to significantly reduce tooling cost and to create
modular build and test methodologies. Supportability studies have impacted designs to
reduce lifecycle costs by reducing manning levels, by eliminating the need for special tooling
and by avoiding un-maintainable conditions. The number of physical product prototypes and
tooling mock-ups has been reduced by proving out tooling and processes in the 3D digital
environment. Based on the learning curves experienced in the digital manufacturing
environment, initial physical prototype builds have been completed with significantly fewer
labor hours than have historically been required, and without the delays and costs associated
with missing un-buildable conditions before the physical build. Reductions in nonconformances during the initial build versus previous programs have exceeded 90 percent.
The modeling and simulation efforts of the IPT during the design and engineering,
manufacturing and development phases are now being used for generating electronic 3D
work instructions and serve as the build-to authority for the shop floor. The same models and
similar processes can be utilized for service and maintenance processes.
The “next step” is to integrate the pre-planning and process planning activities as the front
end of the contiguous digital workflow, and utilize the modeling and simulation solutions for
the ‘process verification’ step. The capture in a digital format and reuse of the corporate
manufacturing knowledge base is now practical. A product, process and manufacturing
resource (PPR) database maintains the relationships between each process activity and the
product data and resource data required to accomplish that activity. It must handle the
variants possible including the differences for each tail number or hull number. Effectivity
must be managed for not only product data, but also process and resource data. Interfaces
with existing legacy CAD, PDM, manufacturing execution and MRP/ERP systems must be
established within each corporate IT environment. The capability and benefits that have been
achieved in the automotive industry with a common, shared PPR database for
conceptualizing, designing, planning, validating, optimizing and executing a lean production

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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system are well documented. Early adopters within the defense industries are now applying
these lessons learned in their operations.

Innovation Focus Moves to Manufacturing & Life Cycle Support
Most major industries have moved to 3D CAD for product design and have realized the
savings in this portion of the product realization cycle.

INNOVATION

INNOVATION
FOCUS
TOMORROW

INNOVATION
FOCUS
TODAY

Concept

Design

Manufacturing

Logistics

Production

Maintenance

Tomorrow's savings

They are now beginning to leverage this investment in 3D CAD downstream in planning,
validating and executing their manufacturing plan for these new products. The ability to
perform thousands of iterations of different manufacturing and maintenance concepts in the
digital environment without the cost and time delays associated with physical mockups has
enabled manufacturers to realize the benefits from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design for fabrication
Design for assembly
Design for maintainability
Factory layout and flow simulation
Innovative product designs and manufacturing processes
Re-engineering the processes and flow for lean
manufacturing
The generation of simulation based, 3D work instructions /
training
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The Digital Factory
The Digital Factory environment uses the input from the CAD and PDM systems on What to
produce, or the Engineering Bill of Materials and uses digital models of the manufacturing
resources such as labor, tools, fixtures, plant layout which is the With what to produce so that
the planners and manufacturing engineers can design the most efficient production system,
and determine How to produce.

PRODUCT

How to produce?
PROCESS

With what to produce?
RESOURCE

The Digital Factory provides the collaborative environment for the Integrated Product Teams
to concurrently develop the product designs, manufacturing tooling and processes, as well as,
maintenance tooling and processes. This parallel development of product and process
decreases the product development cycle and the ability to work with digital mockups of the
product and tooling enables the process engineers to begin at the conceptual phases and
constantly refine their processes as the designs mature. By proving out their tooling concepts
and manufacturing processes in the digital environment they prevent costly engineering
change orders caused by un-buildable conditions during the product launch. Using the 3D
simulations developed during the process validation efforts to create 3D work instructions to
the shop floor greatly enhances the communication of the design intent of the manufacturing
engineer to the mechanics, and minimizes their learning curve.

The Shared Product, Process and Resource database.
Up to 60 percent of the historical effort of using modeling and simulation in manufacturing
has been gathering the correct information to use in the models. Now that the Product,
Process and Resource (PPR) database is inter-connected to the enterprise’s PDM and CAD
data, this problem is minimized for the product and tooling data. Only recently has the
capability existed to maintain a process centric database that maintains the linkages for each
process activity, and the product data the goes into and out of that process step, as well as, the
manufacturing resources that are required by the process activity. This database also
maintains the manufacturing related attributes associated with the product, process and
resources and a library of best practices. Then the initial conceptual process plan can be
developed well before any CAD data is available, reusing best practices wherever possible.
This conceptual plan can be linked to existing manufacturing resources. Then when the CAD
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data for the product is available a 3D verification of the manufacturing concept in the context
of the manufacturing resources and product design can be completed quickly and accurately.

From Concept Design Through Production Ramp Up
As the product, tooling and process designs mature they can be validated against the
constraints and the manufacturing cycle times and costs accurately determined. Ergonomic
simulations will verify that the tasks can be accomplished safely and within the time desired.
Tooling concepts are evaluated and optimized. The plant layout and material flow evolves
from the manufacturing concepts and can be extracted from the PPR database to conduct
trade studies of alternative manufacturing concepts, plant layouts, production rates and
manning levels. Once the production system is finalized, these models can be used to
document and publish 3D work instructions to the mechanics on the shop floor and in the
field for maintenance activities.

Boeing has realized significant saving from Digital Manufacturing
Boeing's Commercial, Space, and Military/Defense business units are using
DELMIA virtual manufacturing, digital pre-assembly and discrete event
simulation tools, to significantly lower production cost and cycle-time on
a number of existing, as well as, new products/programs. Critical to
successfully supporting these product/programs is the ability to identify
potential production problems and design deficiencies during the product
development stage prior to final design commitment. Also critical is the
ability to accurately assess tooling, support equipment and factory
requirements early on. Boeing utilizes the digital manufacturing
tools to provide an effective means of improving Boeings product development, production,
and factory change over processes.
Assembly Simulation

F/A-18EFF
Program
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Assembly simulation has been used on many aircraft and aerospace programs such as the
space shuttle, UCAV and the F/A-18EFF pictured above. Significant benefits have been
realized in the areas of:
• Validating Design/Assembly Integrity Prior to Commitment
• Validating Operation Sequences & Tooling Concepts
• Identifying Assembly Anomalies
• Driving & Validating Design Release Schedule
• Enabling Optimization of Assembly Processes
• Reducing Downstream Production Planning (Assembly)
• Creating Consistent Virtual/Simulation Based Work Instructions
• Capturing Best Assembly Practices
Savings in assembly hours in the range of 40-60% have been realized across multiple
programs. Cost avoidance due to interferences eliminated, ergonomic problems and incorrect
assembly sequences have resulted in 20-55% savings over historical performances.
Resource Planning and Flow Simulation

The planning and simulation of factory operations for military, commercial and space
programs has provided the capability to develop and prove out lean manufacturing operations
first in the digital environment, before committing time and money to the physical
manufacturing facilities. These same simulations have been used to generate 3D work
instructions for the mechanics on the shop floor. Some of the benefits realized include:
• Production Drawing Changes
• Tooling Design & Fabrication
• Planning Hours (assembly)
• Assembly Hours & Cycle time
• Technician Errors/Reworks
• Planning Errors/Reworks
• Technician Preparation

40%
50%
25%
30%
50%
50%
15%

Reduction
Reduction
Reduction
Reduction
Reduction
Reduction
Reduction
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Ergonomic Analysis
Maintenance/Ergonomics

777-ER Program
Ergonomic Analysis has been applied to numerous commercial, military and space related
manufacturing and maintenance tasks. They have dealt with accessibility problems,
serviceability with the required tools, human factors and employee safety. Some of the
benefits derived from these studies include:
•
•
•
•

Identifying Hazardous Operations (Hardware / Personnel)
Validating Serviceability/Operations
Ensuring Accessibility During Assembly / Test / Operation / Maintenance
Highlighting Potential Tooling and Equipment Requirements

Lockheed Martin - “The factory you see may be virtual, but the time
and money savings are real.”

This simulation is for the removal of the engine on the prototype JSF aircraft. Lockheed
Martin made extensive use of manufacturing and maintenance simulations during the
development of their contract winning design. This simulation was also used to brief the
crew that installed the engine into the aircraft. The first actual installation was done in three
hours, which is very quick, and the crew credited the simulation for part of their thorough
preparation. Since simulation enabled the team to consider maintenance issues very early in
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the design cycle, there were numerous instances where the maintainability studies influenced
the design of the aircraft.
Simulation was also used for program a large Gantry Automated Drilling System for drilling
and milling the wing carry-through section. Because the wing carry-through section is the
aircraft’s biggest and most critical structural component, the simulation show an entire
section of the factory including all the material handling that would be required. Through the
use of simulation they were able to develop a process that reduced the task from four persons
for three days, to three people for 30 minutes.

General Dynamics Electric Boat – “Manufacturing Efficiencies Previously
Achieved on the Third Ship Set are now Realized on the first Ship Set”

Starting with the DARPA funded Simulation Based Design project during the second half of
the 1990s, General Dynamics Electric Boat has adopted a Design / Build philosophy that is
heavily dependent on 3D, physics based simulation. Using assembly planning and simulation
to create innovative manufacturing practices they feel that the can reduce the Design / Build
time from 14 years to 7 years. They expect that the revised manufacturing processes will
reduce the cost of the submarine by approximately 30 percent. One of the savings is a 50
percent reduction in change orders since they have already proven out the fabrication and
assembly processes in the digital environment. This will also enable them to have the
manufacturing efficiencies previously achieved on the third ship set on the first ship set.

Conclusion
A great deal has been accomplished through the heretofore, intermittent use of manufacturing
modeling and simulation. Because of the cost involved in gathering and verifying the data to
be used in the simulations, and the lack of 3D data in some industries, it has not yet become
the way of doing business every day for most defense manufacturers. As the industry moves
to 3D design and the digital manufacturing solutions become easier to integrate into the
knowledge management and IT environments, the productivity of the users increases
dramatically. The ability today to share a common database of product, process and resource
data across the enterprise significantly increases the productivity of the manufacturing
engineers. The future savings from the virtual factory will provide the competitive edge in
the aerospace and defense marketplace.
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Paper #6
Discussor’s name G. M. Appleyard
Author J. M. Caddick, R. G. Brown
Q: 1) Are the quoted manufacturing cost/time savings achieved with the same
manufacturing/assembly techniques/concepts?
2) Please can you comment on any synergies you perceive between advanced
manufacturing/assembly techniques/concepts and Virtual Manufacturing simulation?
A: 1) Basic methods used are the same. However, simulation enables significant benefits by
providing assembly sequencing and optimization.
2) DFA (design for assembly) techniques are validated through simulation, thus tools
complement one another.
Discussor’s name S. Kaun
Author J. M. Caddick, R. G. Brown
Q: Are there any interfaces available to transfer the geometrical data from the various PDM
systems to the DELMIA tools? Did any difficulties appear when transferring the geometry
from UNIX to the NT world?
A: A standard interface to the ENOVIA VPM exists. Customer interfaces to Metaphase and
iMAN have been developed. Since every PDM installation is unique, some customization is
required. All DELMIA applications run on NT and can access the CAD data from UNIX
based CAD systems.
Discussor’s name M. Bergamasco
Author J. M. Caddick, R. G. Brown
Q: For assembly testing and/or ergonomics studies, does you company use specific manmachine interfaces such as haptic interfaces?
A: Drivers exist for data gloves, pinch gloves, and major magnetic motion sensor systems.
Users can use the available tool kit to develop their own drivers for haptic devices.
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Virtual Development and Integration of Advanced Aerospace Systems:
Alenia Aeronautics Experience
Marco Delpiano, Marco Fabbri, Claudia Garda, Elena Valfrè
Alenia Aeronautica S.p.A.
Corso Marche, 41
10146 Torino, Italy
mdelpiano@aeronautica.alenia.it, mfabbri@aeronautica.alenia.it
cgarda@aeronautica.alenia.it, evalfre@aeronautica.alenia.it

1. Introduction
The Italian Aerospace Industry has been involved, over the last few years, in a significant evolution which
applies both to design and production processes and to international co-operation with a consequent
improvement of its product and services requiring new professional roles and skill.
In fact, the development of an aeronautical project is based on a specific approach in the technique-scientific
disciplines management: the Concurrent Engineering. According to this methodology, the product is
developed with a multidisciplinary and integrated framework, having as objective the optimization of the
whole aircraft system. A number of examples demonstrates that this approach allowed to reach dramatic
results in reduction of development time and cost.
Practical experience of Concurrent Engineering can be combined with up-to-date Information Technology to
exploit the capability for enhanced design and manufacturing processes. In fact, the management of
advanced project requires an integrated process management with the necessity of defining specific methods
and tools that allow to verify in advance all possible problems of the product in particular with virtual
product management (Digital Mock-Up) and with the integrated product data management (Product Data
Management, Enterprise Resource Management).
Moreover, this process has to be managed in a “Synthetic Environment” that is a combination or “federation”
between a number of models, simulations and real equipment, possibly including human operators in the
loop, into a common representation of the world. Using state-of-the-art networking technology, this
environment is used to provide consistency and concurrency across previously isolated processes. The use of
such networked systems, either within a single company or among partner companies, is also an effective
mean of developing co-operative effort within teams, especially where a Concurrent Engineering approach is
adopted.
Alenia Aeronautica has gained a solid and consolidated experience in this field within a number of past and
ongoing programs. This paper will describe this experience, and will tackle the methods which are used and
planned to be used, so to cross-transfer the above experience to other military as well as civilian programs.
This document is organised as follows: a brief description of the Concurrent Engineering concept as used for
developing aeronautical programmes is provided first. An illustration of tools presently used to implement
the above concept is next, along with examples of its application with respect to some ongoing programmes.
Synthetic Environment development is then introduced; current activities taking place at the Flight
Simulation Department aimed at developing a kernel simulation Synthetic Environment are described.
Finally the path for joint Concurrent Engineering and Synthetic Environment development is explored. Three
noteworthy but more general projects in line with this vision are the participation in European funded
projects on Concurrent Engineering, Distributed and Integrated Configuration Management Process and
Synthetic Environment.

2. Concurrent Engineering
The Concurrent Engineering (CE) is a systematic approach for the integrated definition of the product with
all manufacturing related processes. This approach requires to take into account of all elements of the
Product Life Cycle since the beginning of the project, i.e. from the concept to the disposal.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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In the aeronautical product development this means:
•

to organise the development of the Product/Process in an integrated and simultaneous way in order
to reduce time and minimise the changes verifying the feasibility of functionality/components before
the first release;

•

to satisfy the qualitative requirements of the final product and to reduce Costs in the In Service
Phase;

•

to guarantee the respect of activity schedule.

The CE requires the involvement of Pre-Design, all Design Disciplines, Production, Procurement, Product
Support, Quality and Planning/Control, allowing each member of a specific Function to develop his activities
taking into account in each project phase all elements of the Product Life Cycle.
The 3 key elements of Concurrent Engineering are:
•

Organisation

•

Methods

•

Tools

2.1 Organisation
Organizational aspects are strictly related to the CE approach: a key factor of CE is the Design Built Team.
A Design Built Team (DBT) is an integrated, multifunctional and sometimes also multipartner team defined
in a different composition in relation to a specific phase of the program that is transversal to the hierarchical
organisation structure and that exists only for the time required to the achievement of specific objectives.
The DBT’s are essential for the process, allowing inter-functional communication and the inclusion in the
project of all disciplines requirements before the product release. DBT’s Inter-functionality and multidisciplinarity guarantee that each Function has a global visibility of all activities performed in the different
Phases/Sub-phases of the Process.
Moreover, the Integrated Schedule defined in co-operation by different Functions and the Continuous
Information Sharing allows to reduce errors, changes and repairs, increasing the Productivity.

2.2 Methods
Methods are standards, rules and recommended practices (applicable at international, government and
company level) which have to be followed for appropriate work of the CE.
The “Best Practices” of CE are based on the implementation of an Integrated Process Management that
allows to manage activities not only as a specific aspect of a discipline (figure 1) but also with transversal
and multidisciplinary process (figure 2) allowing a better and integrated vision of the product.

INPUT

INPUT

Activity A

OUTPUT

INPUT

Activity D

OUTPUT

INPUT

Activity B

OUTPUT

INPUT

Activity C

OUTPUT

Discipline Y

Fig. 1 – Process Management by discipline

OUTPUT

Activity B

Multidisciplinary Process W

INPUT

Discipline X

Activity A

Activity C

OUTPUT

Activity D

Multidisciplinary Process Z

Fig. 2 – Integrated Process Management
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2.3 Tools
Information Technology covers a key role in the support of the Concurrent Engineering approach. The tools
that are supporting the digital and sharing of integrated data within a multifunctional, multidisciplinary and
multipartner approach are based on Computer Aided Application (CAE, CAD, CAM and DMU), Product
Data Management (PDM) application, Communication tools, Network, Synthetic Environment, etc..
In this paper we will concentrate in describing tools related to DMU, PDM and Synthetic Environment area.

3. Alenia experience in Virtual Product Management
3.1 PDM and DMU Introduction
PDM is a tool which assures the integration of the information defined by different Functions and controls
the information evolution along the product lifecycle.
One of the most important PDM tasks is to handle the Product Structure by means of a full Configuration
Management. In other words, it assures the management of all product configurations, in several views (as
required, as designed, as planned, as built, etc.), and the distribution of information to other applications.
Engineering

as designed

as required

PDM
as planned

Manufacturing

as maintained

as built

I.L.S.

as delivered

Fig. 3 – PDM for Product Configuration Management
The user access to applications and data is done through PDM. The database shared among applications is
made-up with product and processes data. In other words PDM enables data access and data sharing in
different departments and sites.
With PDM it is possible to manage the correct configuration of the product, as for physical, electrical and
software items, together with standard parts and equipment.
The main features of PDM, as described in the following chapters, are:
•

Multiple View Management

•

Change Process Management

•

Advanced Information Management

•

Multi-site PDM Implementation

•

Configured Digital Mock-Up

•

Visualisation

•

Technical Publication and Training

The adopted Alenia PDM tool is ENOVIA Product Manager Version 3.4 (PM) marketed and customised for
Alenia by IBM. The CAD/CAM tool adopted for Eurofighter Typhoon and A380 programs is CATIA
Version 4.2.2.1 which numbers among its packages the CATIA Data - Product Manager Integration (CDP).
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CATIA is a Dassault Systèmes product, marketed by IBM. The Visualiser used in our Company to allow the
access to CAD data also to the users simply equipped with a PC is the VisMockUp tool, Version 3.1, of
UGS-EAI. This tool was customised by EAI to interface it with PM by means of an interface named “PM
Agent”.
One of the main added value of Alenia PDM implementation is the connection with CAD world, that is the
Configured Digital Mock-Up, so that it is possible to retrieve and visualise the Digital Mock-Up of the
requested configuration. The views covered by actual PDM are just the as designed and the as planned; in
addition there are some information about the as built view. The use of the tool has been extended to all
Alenia sites in 2001.
The first PDM project has been implemented for the Eurofighter Typhoon Project. The implementation of
PDM for the new program A380 has been based on the complete reuse of Eurofighter Typhoon PDM
innovative functionality and architecture with some customisation needed in order to be compliant with the
civil aircraft process and the Airbus France requirements.
In this paper, we will describe the Alenia state of art/experience mainly focussing on Engineering activities.

3.2 Multiple View Management
In Alenia PDM system, in the product structure are managed different kinds of Part Numbers (P/Ns):
•

Detail: a part which can not be split in other finished Parts, with its own CAD model, with additional
information, such as materials codes and protective treatments, for the production.

•

Assembly: a collection of parts forming a self-contained, independently mounted unit. Finished and
storable Part composed by two or more Parts (Details or other Assemblies), with its own CAD
model.

•

Installation: a part composed by two or more parts (Details, Assemblies or other Installations), which
can be realised only during the manufacturing of an higher level Assembly, with its own CAD
model.

•

Standard parts: parts, with or without CAD models, bought by the company from a supplier.

The designed parts pass through a process of validation with a formal signature and with a workflow that
involves different departments in the company, not only in Engineering, so that all the information linked to
a part are validated.
The two views of the product structure, Engineering (as-designed) and Manufacturing (as-planned) are both
contained in the Alenia PDM system and are strictly connected. In particular the Manufacturing Bill of
Material (BoM) is obtained from the Engineering one through the “Accept” process.
When designers have finished their activities on a set of Part Numbers organized in a single Engineering
Release Authority (ERA), this Engineering structure is released (through a validation workflow managed by
the system) and becomes available for Manufacturing acceptance. The acceptance of the ERA by
Manufacturing users makes the new Engineering Structure integrated in the already created Manufacturing
BoM, saving the pre-existent Manufacturing data and indicating if some specific actions are needed to
guarantee structure coherency.
In the Manufacturing View are made all the Manufacturing activities in order to consolidate the
Manufacturing BoM: creation of only Manufacturing Part Number, insert of data and documents,
restructuring actions, etc.. When the structure is ready it is made effective and sent to the Material Resources
Planning tool.

3.3 Change process management
In the Alenia PDM system, the Change Process is managed with a specific workflow. The change of
different Part Numbers is managed with a change document that is called Request For Alteration (RFA),
when the request is originated by Engineering, and Manufacturing Change Alteration (MCA), when the
request is originated by the Manufacturing. These documents are managed through PDM, along all their
lifecycle, their different status and their different issues.
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Moreover, with the Alenia Change Process workflow (figure 4) it is managed the information concerning the
point in the production phase in which the change has to be verified and embodied, and the indication of the
correct embodiment.

Change
Proposal

Change Re-issue
Requirement
RFA
Pre-Planning

fac
e

RFA Definition
& Tech.appoval

PM
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CT
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er

RFA
Approval

Change Item Definition & Release
As-Designed Bom

Change Item Planning

As-Planned
Change Closure

As-Designed
Change Closure

Embodiment
Verification

Fully Embodied Change

As-Designed
As-Designed
Change
Change

As-Planned
As-Planned
Change
Change

As-Built
As-Built
Change
Change

Figure 4 – Change Process Workflow

3.4 Advanced Information Management
PDM tools, and specifically the workflow functionality, can be used not only for releasing data, but also for
Advanced Information Management.
Alenia PDM system has the capability to manage all information that is partially released during the product
lifecycle and before the final part release. Not only the information related to an item have to be managed in
an advanced way, but also the links between the items, so generating a preliminary Product Structure.
Two concepts have to be used in this approach:
•

Maturity Stages

•

Advance Information Release.

3.4.1 Maturity Stages
Maturity Stages represent the different levels of completeness related to the information (geometrical and
non geometrical) which defines a part. The Maturity Stages have to be defined for each specific technology
and incrementally. Therefore the usage of Maturity Stages enables an integrated schedule of the activities to
be performed by the different company departments (Engineering, Manufacturing, Procurement, Quality,
etc.) without waiting the final drawing/model release.
Each time a new issue for a specific maturity stage or a new maturity stage is reached, the new set of
information automatically supersede the older and all the relevant company departments are notified with the
change.
Inside Engineering departments, the Maturity Stages represent a tool which can be used in order to:
•
•

monitor the progress of the Product Development process;
improve visibility about the completeness reached by design information within the other company
departments.
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Inside Manufacturing Engineering, the Maturity Stages represent a way to operate in Concurrent Engineering
and a tool by means of which it becomes possible to verify the level of completeness of the project evolution
accordingly to the integrated schedule agreed inside Design Built Teams.

3.4.2 Advance Release Information
To complement Maturity Stages, another concept has to be used which defines advance but official release of
information from Engineering towards Manufacturing departments.
Advance Release Information are themselves referred to a part being defined accordingly to its technological
class as well as to their different usage in downstream processes (figure 6).
Three main kind of manufacturing activities can be defined which can/must start before the final official part
release, those being:
•

material purchase/supply

•

tooling design

•

Numerical Control part program design

The relationship between Maturity Stages and Advance Release Information can be summarized in the two
following points:
•

a minimum Maturity Stage exists which enables an Advance Information Release; this stage can
vary with the part technological class and with the type of release

•

the content of the package of information being released in advance can be equal to the minimum
Maturity Stage content, a subset of it or a superset of it.

Managing advance information doesn’t mean that data can be modified without any control. Anyway,
procedures used for Advance Information Release as well as for their modifications have to be somewhat
simplified compared to the final release ones.
Advance Information Releases are negotiated between Engineering and Manufacturing and result inside the
Design Built Team schedule.

•Preliminary Part Tree, Item Attributes definition
•Preliminary CAD Models
MFG: Feasibility Study, Make/Buy Plan, Preliminary Ass. Sequence
Not Recurrent activities planning, negotiation of Engineering
Outputs (advance or final)

Design

Preliminary Info

Advanced Info
Final
Info

•Part Tree, P/N attributes and Material Info
•Staged Model release
MFG: Preliminary material requirements,
preliminary tooling design

Pre-Planning
Final
Info

Advanced Info

Planning
Advanced Info

• Final Structure release
• Final 2D 3D Model issue
Final Assembly Sequence, COS, PS Issue
Final
Info

Production
PM (As Designed)
CATIA/CDP (PM integrated DMU)

PM (As Planned)
Vis-View (Visualizer)

Fig. 6 – Advanced Release Information
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3.5 Multi-site PDM Implementation
Alenia Aeronautica is a Company organised on different sites often working on the same programs. This
implies that the same information must be visualised and used in parallel by various users belonging to
different sites in a distributed environment.
To obtain this result a Wide Area Network (WAN) was implemented in the past years (figure 7).
Nevertheless this situations can represent a tremendous problem if the data to be shared comprise thousands
of CAD models with an average size of 1.5 Mb, because this means an unbearable effort for the WAN and a
tremendous slowness for the users.

Figure 7 - Alenia Multi-Site PDM Implementation
The solution adopted, defined as “CAD data replication on remote sites”, is based on the following.
•

Metadata (Part Numbers, material codes, model names, etc..) are stored on a unique master site
(Torino for Eurofighter Typhoon program, Pomigliano for A380 program) and accessed by the users
at each site directly via WAN

•

The CAD models are replicated on three sites (Torino, Pomigliano and Foggia), accessed by the
users on the site nearest to them, avoiding unnecessary traffic on the WAN and limiting it to the
Local Area Network (LAN)

•

The alignment between the three sites is asynchronous and is realised during the night by means of a
replication regarding the CAD models created/updated during the day.

3.6 Configured Digital Mock-Up
The use of Digital Mock-Up (DMU) in Alenia as a basic tool for aeronautic design began in the middle of
the ‘80’s, evolving and growing in terms of quality and quantity in line with the CAD systems and with IT
capabilities. Therefore we moved from the part modeling initially using wire-frame methodology, then using
wire-frame/surfaces or, as alternative, faceted solids, until to arrive to the exact solids. In parallel we passed
from partial DMU’s dedicated only to some critical zones under a system/installation point of view, then to
DMU’s simulating big aircraft components (e.g. an engine nacelle, a fuselage segment or a pylon) till to
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reach the modeling of each single aircraft component, from the screw to the landing gear, generating in such
a way a completely virtual aircraft.
For first and second generation DMU’s we worked on some tens or, in the most complex situation, on a
hundred of big CAD models which acted each one as a collector of the most considerable parts under a space
allocation point of view for a certain aircraft zone or for a specific sub-group, disregarding not dimensionally
significant parts. The preparation and the updating of the above models was entrusted to a Mock-Up
“administrator” and only a small group of people was able to assemble them correctly for visualizing a
certain aircraft configuration (i.e. the models valid only for Twin-seat or Single-seat).
However the above methodology is not applicable anymore in programs like Eurofighter Typhoon or A380,
whether because the number of models to be handled would become in thousands, or because the number of
DMU “clients” in the Company would increase exponentially, being no more limited to Design and
Manufacturing Engineering, but extending to a lot of downstream departments, from the personnel dedicated
to manuals preparation up to shop floor people.
The common requirement for all these new users is to access to DMU data without deep CAD knowledge
and with the certainty of visualizing always the correct data for the required configuration.
Therefore, it appears the demand of a “configured” DMU that should permit the access to the models no
longer as simple models but as virtual representations of physical parts, using as a key the relationships
among the Part Numbers stored and configured in a product structure managed by means of a PDM. In the
same database the PDM handles also the CAD models, viewed as Part Number reference documents, and,
when existing, the part positioning in the space (figure 8).
To make use of a PDM system for managing the product data involves in any case the adoption of precise
rules for data generation and administration, to be able to fully exploit its capabilities.
To cover the above requirement, since 1996 has been run in the Eurofighter consortium the DPA (Digital
Product Assembly) Project, that is an initiative of the four EPC’s (Eurofighter Partner Companies) applicable
to the various phases of the program (development, production, product support), which embodies the usage
of common CAD tools (CATIA, L-Cable) and selected applications as well as common standards and
procedures to ensure data usability throughout the consortium.
The goal is to supply the basis to operate in true Concurrent Engineering, facilitating the information
exchange among the EPC’s and a simultaneous/controlled access to the product data.

CATIA/CDP selection criteria based on PM effectivity

Configured DMU

Fig. 8 – Example of access to the Configured DMU
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With regard to DMU, the DPA key rule for the correct management of design data is “One part, one model,
one drawing”, which means that each Part Number has its dedicated 3D solid model, that the 2D model
relevant to the drawing is separated from the solid model, and that, however, possible other models, when
necessary, are represented in a dedicated file. Therefore it is possible to access to single models or, in case of
3D solids, to groups of tens or hundreds at once, taking into account also the relevant positions in terms of
roto-translations previously stored.
The access to the CATIA models occurs starting from a graph in a bi-directional relationship with the models
themselves. In other words it is possible to select a leaf representing a model on the graph and highlight on
the CATIA window the corresponding solid or, on the contrary, by selecting a solid, to visualise which is the
corresponding leaf on the graph.

3.7 Visualisation
The access to CAD data and to the Configured DMU by means of CDP/CATIA, even if it is precise and
reliable, shows two limitations:
•

the first is that most of the company users only need to consult the CAD data and do not have to
contribute to their generation; consequently it is not convenient to train very many users in the CAD
utilization for consultation purposes (buying also the necessary CAD licenses);

•

the second is that it implies the availability of a quite expensive hardware as a Workstation, which is
also not very much diffused in the company.

The introduction of the Visualiser just permits to eliminate the above limitations, satisfying the demand of
those users which require a simple usage tool, a tool that works on an hardware universally diffused like
Personal Computers.
The technology the Visualiser is based on is called “tessellation”, that permits to reduce the weight of CAD
data up to a magnitude factor, eliminating the CAD model of that information which are useful during the
generation and modification phases but useless for consultation (for example the solid tree) and accepting an
exact solid simplification; in effect the exact solid is treated as a faceted solid with an acceptable error
margin (e.g. 0.2 mm). Through the tessellation the solid models are duplicated in “tessellated” format, while
the 2D models are duplicated in CGM format (or other formats, for example the TIF one).
The Alenia selected tool, VisMockUp (or VisView, its “light” version), was interfaced with the PM/CDP
world by means of a software written ad hoc nominated “PM Agent” (figure 9).

VisMockUp selection criteria based on PM effectivity

Configured DMU via VisMockUp

Fig. 9 – Integration between PDM and Visualiser
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The CAD models generated during the day are tessellated night time maintaining an unambiguous/bidirectional relation between the tessellated data and the metadata related to the original models. In such a
way, the day after all company users can access to the CAD data using a browser on PC, following
essentially two methods:
•

access to data of a single 3D or 2D model, with possibility of superimposing some models of the
same type;

•

access to relevant data for an assembly at whatever level of the product structure, with methods that
are analogous to the CDP ones (but in this situation, the only accessible data are the 3D tessellated
models).

With the second technique, it is really given to the user the possibility of manipulate a Configured DMU
through VisMockUp also on PC.

3.8 Technical Publication and Training
Technical Publication and Training people are an “historical” customer of Product Structure and
Configuration Management data, including all related attributes (e.g. material codes). Also in the past,
starting from these data together with the traditional paper drawings, they were able to prepare
documentation like Part Catalogues, Repair Manuals, Maintenance Manuals etc..
The most important added values given by Alenia PDM/CDP/Visualiser environment are the following:
•

a unique and integrated environment for BoM and related attributes, Configuration Management
information, Configured DMU and 2D Drawing Models;

•

the possibility to use the Configured DMU directly to generate the pictures necessary for generate
thousands of illustrations avoiding the old problem of moving from an “orthogonal projections”
representation to an “isometric view” representation;

•

the opportunity to generate short films to be used for training purposes.

4. Alenia Experience in Flight Simulation and Synthetic Environment
The history of flight simulation at Alenia Aeronautica dates back to 1961. A number of development and
production standard flight simulators has been developed in-house since then, closely following
technological advances in the field of computation, visual systems, and man-machine interfaces that have
taken place since that time. From the first analogue calculators to state-of-the-art super-computers, things
have changed quite dramatically and an ever increasing realism has been brought to more and more
affordable systems.
The concept of Synthetic Environment (SE) was born from the consideration that the real time networking of
several and different simulation systems enables the construction of an operational environment within
which the variety, complexity, realism and inter-dependence of the external world are recreated, with an
accuracy strictly derived by the simulation resources used.
One can generally refers to SE as an integrated simulation system consisting of the ensemble of live human
operators, real systems and virtual models. Its goal is usually a real-time, distributed and interactive
simulation exercise.
The availability of a SE offers several advantages: optimization of design, development, acquisition of
weapon system processes; greater training effectiveness; greater mission rehearsal realism; lesser
environmental impact during development and training.

4.1 Flight simulation facilities
Four flight simulators are available at Alenia Aeronautica in Torino: Eurofighter Typhoon in two versions,
development and production standard, Alenia-Aermacchi-Embraer AM-X ground attack, and Alenia-LM
Aero C-27J Spartan tactical transport aircraft.
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The C-27J Simulator (figure 10) is presently used to support the development activities and flight testing of
this evolution of the G-222 aircraft, and has also been conceived for training aircrew of the customers’ Air
Forces.
The AM-X simulator (figure 11) is the most senior within the department and has been used for training of
more than a hundred Italian and Brazilian Air Force pilots, between 1989 and 1993.

Figure 10 – C27-J Flight Simulator

Figure 11 – AM-X Flight Simulator

The two Eurofighter Typhoon simulators (figures 12 and 13) are very tightly interdependent, since they have
been devised as a twin dome facility able to provide air-to-air combat training capability. Most of the
hardware components within the twin dome are linked by a high-speed optical link, a Versatile Module
Equipment based reflective memory. While virtually all components of the production simulator are part of
the loop, some important elements of the Development simulator remain on the local Ethernet. This is due to
the incremental upgrade of existing simulators, but is not a hindrance to the efficient mutual exchange of
status and position data provided by the optical link between the two simulators.

Figure 12 – Eurofughter development simulator

Figure 13 – Eurofighter production simulator

This type of link remains, in our opinion, a very efficient and cost-effective method to share information and
memory segments at a local level. A similar architecture is also deployed in another optical loop, connecting
the various elements of the C-27J simulator. By including in this loop the host computer for the older AM-X
simulator, a direct exchange of status and position data between the two is possible. This second loop does
enable formation flights, being connected to the twin dome reflective memory loop via high speed Ethernet
link.

4.2 Simulation Synthetic Environment
A first-level SE is being set up within the Flight Simulation Center, formed by all available flight simulators
(Eurofighter Typhoon development and production, C-27J, AM-X) in association with a virtual operational
environment populated by a proprietary tactical scenario and several support tools. As more elements
become available, they can be added to the SE.
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Typhoon Production

C-27J

Typhoon Development
Ethernet
Switch

HLA

AM-X

WAN
Figure 14 – Simulation Synthetic Environment diagram
With the importance of simulator networking in mind, High Level Architecture (HLA) technology is being
gradually introduced by first linking all local resources among them (figure 14). A gradual extension of the
network to external resources was subsequently started, and further projects involving international
extensions are presently in their evaluation phases.
This activity consists in linking available simulators in real time, so that each simulator is aware of the others
and can engage in joint operations with various degrees of interoperability.
Most flight simulators are legacy, i.e. have been designed for stand-alone operation with the main purpose of
support, development and design activities. Typical SE applications require a substantial level of
interoperability; as a consequence, a considerable amount of optimization and integration is needed.
The HLA is arguably the preferred methodology and software architecture used for such links today.
Originated in 1995 by the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO), a US Department of Defense
Agency offering both the software and some minimal documentation free of charge, the HLA was created
first as a fully functional version and disseminated as quickly as possible among the widest user-base
possible.
On September 20th, 2000, the HLA has been voted on and instituted as IEEE 1516 standard, with specific
purposes of promoting resource reuse and interoperability.
Alenia Aeronautica is presently evaluating HLA infrastructure as a tool to extend the local SE to one which
includes distributed simulations.
With this respect, a dedicated machine is going to be included, which will be dedicated to HLA software. It
will run the Run Time Infrastructure (RTI), the basic infrastructure allowing to implement the HLA standard,
and it will host the HLA application responsible for representing the federate constituted by all entities
connected by the ring. Its tasks will include publishing status data to the outside, subscribing to services
available outside of the department, and providing a software layer to use for external interaction, according
to the specifications of HLA.
It is worth to note that these iterative development steps for introducing HLA imply a number of challenges.
•

Different data structure addressed by HLA (Object Oriented) and legacy simulations (structured
programming).
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•

Need of expertise in both legacy systems architecture and new technologies/paradigms with a proper
“system oriented” view.

Additionally, at the present stage of development, the use of DMSO-provided software might imply
complications in that it has been developed with the aim of providing the users community with a workable,
non-optimized mean to implement HLA. Therefore RTI performances have to be optimized towards each
specific federation, either by trials or with automatic tools.

5. Towards a company-wide Synthetic Environment
The Distributed Environment described above is the kernel of a company-wide initiative encompassing
tighter co-operation bonds between all departments in charge of the product design, i.e. weapon system
design. The objective is the exploitation of a company Synthetic Environment intended as a pool of models,
simulations, real equipment, with human actors in the loop, operating into a common virtual representation
of the world. In this respect the SE should act as a common framework for providing consistency and
concurrency to groups of previously detached processes. This environment would enable the visualization of
complex military systems behavior (also considering changes to the systems or to their operating
environment), and provides powerful means of communication between and within teams, therefore attaining
the scope of Concurrent Engineering.

5.1 Development concept
The vision that would serve as a reference to develop the above concept comprises three main outposts that
are also the key factor of Concurrent Engineering (figure 15).
•

Organization: this area comprises organizational matters, functions and roles definition.

•

Methods: standards, rules and recommended practices (applicable at international, government and
company level) which has to be followed for appropriate work of the SE.

•

Tools: Information Technology to support the activities as identified in the Organization area.

ORGANISATION
Organisation
Activities
Functions/Processes
Information flow

TOOLS
Platforms
Data flow
Interfaces/Networks

METHODS
Standards
Rules
Practices

Fig. 15 - Concurrent Engineering and Synthetic Environment outposts
The introduction of the above architecture would imply a number of advantages.
•

Improvement of the product quality and in-service support.

•

Overall reduction of product lifecycle costs.

•

Enhancement of the production process in terms of interfaces both inside the company and with
Suppliers and Customers.
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On the other hand, some issues could weaken or slow down the development of the above structure. One
significant issue is cost: as a matter of fact, setting up of the above organization requires massive investments
in terms of infrastructures, systems and human resources, in order to adapt according to program rules and
industrial consortium rules, if any. This in turn has a significant impact on tools to be used and which shall
allow proper data manipulation, tailoring and exchange. It is therefore evident that the introduction of a
company SE requires balanced evaluation and an iterative development.

5.2 What next? First step: Functional Product Structure
Even if Concurrent Engineering, Virtual Product Management, Simulation and Synthetic Environment are
good basis to move towards a Company-wide Synthetic Environment, the final result can be achieved only
through a gradual approach, removing one obstacle at once.
Following the above philosophy, one of the possible improvements in the Virtual Product Management could
be obtained in the information readability. In other words, using the Configured DMU and the Visualizer we
have now a powerful and easy-to-use tool to navigate the Product Structure (PS) with its related data. The
problem is that PS links are given following a Design/Manufacturing point of view that does not normally
coincides with a functional point of view. For example, a fuel bracket riveted to a fuselage frame, in the As
Designed/As Planned PS is linked to a structural installation regardless of the logical link between the
bracket and the fuel pipe it constrains.
On the other hand, at the moment documents managed by our PDM are mainly related to the existing Part
Numbers, therefore all the Engineering documents related to Aircraft Systems and Sub-systems which are
not directly grouped under a part number, even if they could be managed inside the PDM as simple
document objects, are not manageable in a complex and navigable structure. This means a limited readability
of the system engineering data for non-specialist users and for the Customer.
The solution to the two above issues is the usage of a Functional PS (sometimes named as System Product
Structure) which is defined as follows.
“Product Structure constructed using functional criteria for the classification and grouping of parts, to
obtain a hierarchy of systems and subsystems, i.e. systems elements grouped by system functions (landing
gear, controls, propulsion, radar, hydraulic, fuel, etc.), structural components grouped by structural function
(i.e. fuselage, wings, horizontal tail), etc.. This Product Structure contains all the links with the related
documentation.”
Following this approach, documents like 3D models, drawing models, change records, etc. are managed in
the Physical PS, while software and equipment specifications, qualification documents etc. are managed in
the Functional PS. Zone collectors represent sub-system parts in a particular volume of the aircraft. Also the
readability for Integrated Logistic Support customer is dramatically enhanced (figure 16).
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Figure 16 - Multiple Product Structure
The functional PS is therefore the natural framework through which SE resources can be integrated into the
design process. At this level, entire functional structures within the project database can be accessed and
visualized within the SE, which in turn can provide a physical model describing the behavior of the system
or subsystem at study. Such a model will then be placed into the highly representative environment made
available by virtual resources, and thereby tested under various evaluation criteria. This includes testing in
specific atmospheric conditions, geographical configurations, or operational settings.
Man-in-the-loop mock-up validation is also an interesting possibility, given the real-time characteristics of
most synthetic environments. If networked, this possibility is open also to remote users, with immense
procurement/marketing advantages.
The advantages of the above solution are obvious, but unfortunately we have to take into account also the
negative implications, i.e. the cost for creating and maintaining a conceptually new PS, the training for
additional write access users and, in case of a program like Eurofighter Typhoon, which is already in an
advanced phase, the additional cost for the data entry necessary to recover and reorganize the existing
documents.

5.3 Research activities
While considering the above obstacles, evaluation of proper ways to further develop the vision is carried out
through a number of activities, namely the European funded project ENHANCE, DIECoM and the WEAG
Research and Technology Project 11.13.
•

ENHANCE (Enhanced Aeronautical Concurrent Engineering) is a wide scope 3-year duration research
project supported by the European Commission which started in February 1999 within the activities of
the 4th Research Framework Programme. The main objectives of the project are: reduce the time-tomarket, reduce the development cost and reduce the data management, conversion and transmission cost
of European Aeronautical product development. Main focus of the project is on product engineering and
design in an extended enterprise concept but there is activity devoted to product support, certification,
contracts and multi-site team-working. Results include common processes, methods and tools to be used
and exploited not only by the project partners themselves but also by the Supply Chain to improve
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Concurrent Engineering practice for all levels of the Aeronautical Supply Chain. These take the form of
'Demonstrators' that show how these common processes, methods and tools meet their respective target
requirements in terms of time, cost and quality.
•

DIECoM (Distributed and Integrated Environment for Configuration Management) is a 2-year duration
research project funded by the European Commission which started in September 2001 within the
activities of the 5th Research Framework Programme. The main objectives of the project are:
− to improve European Aerospace and Automotive industries capabilities in the Product and its
associated customers’ services Configuration Management;
− to define an integrated process (procedures and rules) for Product Data Management (PDM),
Software Configuration Management (SCM) and Electrical Data Management (EDM);
− to validate the integrated process with two Pilot Demonstrators based on Commercial On The Shelf
Information Technology tools. These demonstrators will be implemented with Enovia V5 and
Websphere technologies respectively Dassault Systèmes and IBM products.

•

RTP11.13 “Realizing the Potential of Networked Simulation in Europe” is a Western European
Armament Group-funded project developed within Common European Priority Area 11 (CEPA)
“Defense Modeling & Simulation Technologies”. The project, which refers to the European Cooperation
for the Long-term In Defense (EUCLID) framework and involves 22 companies from 13 European
nations, started in November 2000 and has a duration of 36 months. The main goal of the program is to
overcome the obstacles that prevent SE from being exploited in Europe, by developing a process and an
integrated set of prototype tools intended to reduce the cost and time-scale needed to specify, create and
utilize Synthetic Environments for collective training, defense planning, and system acquisition. In order
to achieve this goal, a number of objectives have to be met, and in particular, it is necessary:
− to determine and mitigate obstacles which prevent networked simulations from being exploited in
Europe;
− to provide processes and tools which will reduce the lifecycle of Synthetic Environment generation,
execution and evaluation;
− to set-up a European repository of simulation assets.

The experience described in the previous paragraph aims therefore at providing the basic technical
infrastructure, while the above projects will serve to provide basic, international common-ground to
implement Organization, Methods and Tools areas.

6 List of Acronyms
BoM

Bill of Material

CAD

Computer Assisted Design

CAE

Computer Assisted Engineering

CAM

Computer Assisted Manufacturing

CDP

CATIA Data - Product Manager Integration

CE

Concurrent Engineering

DBT

Design Built Team

DMSO

Defence Modelling and Simulation Office

DMU

Digital Mock-Up

DPA

Digital Product Assembly

EF

Eurofighter

EPC

Eurofighter Partner Companies

ERA

Engineering Release Authority
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EUCLID

European Cooperation for the Long-term In Defence

HLA

High Level Architecture

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

IT

Information Technology

LAN

Local Area Network

MCA

Manufacturing Change Alteration

MRP

Material Resources Planning

PDM

Product Data Management

PM

Product Manager

PN

Part Numbers

PS

Product Structure

RFA

Request For Alteration

RTI

Run Time Infrastructure

RTP

Research and Technology Project

SE

Synthetic Environment

VME

Versatile Module Equipment

WAN

Wide Area Network
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Paper #7
Discussor’s name F. Kafyeke
Author M. Fabbri
Q: You have outlined many tools that help improve the design to manufacturing process. Do you
have any tools that help simulations of technical characteristics of the design (structural or
aerodynamic analysis)?
A: Simulations are performed very early on various components of the designed product to make
sure that they satisfy customer requirements [versus specific package tool identified].
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Demonstrating the Potential Use of Virtual Prototype
Modelling Techniques for Future AFVs
Dr M.A. French
Land Systems
Building 124
DERA, Chertsey
Chobham Lane
Chertsey, Surrey KT16 0EE
United Kingdom

M.J. Lewis
QinetiQ
A7-R2008 Ively Road
Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 OLX
United Kingdom

Abstract/Executive Summary
The need to provide light weight armoured fighting vehicle (AFV) structures while maintaining or
increasing the survivability of these structures has increased the need to develop new materials and
design processes. One way to address this requirement is to use composite materials to increase the
structural and ballistic efficiency of the hull. Composite materials offer a number of advantages including
weight reduction by the elimination of the spall liner and integral stealth protection leading to signature
reductions. QinetiQ in partnership with Vickers Defence Systems, have produced a full-sized composite
demonstrator AFV called the Advanced Composite Armoured Vehicle Platform (ACAVP).
To obtain the maximum benefit from new materials new modelling techniques are being developed by
QinetiQ. These techniques will increase the accuracy of the structural analysis used in the design of
future AFV structures and also provided additional information to assist in the design and integration of
sub components which include the main armament and vehicle suspension systems. The developed
modelling techniques have also been applied to gun systems and a range of vehicle components. In effect
a virtual prototyping tool has been developed.
This paper provides a description of the ACAVP demonstrator, which was subsequently used as the test
bed vehicle to validate the virtual prototype modelling. The paper describes the testing procedure and
compares the results generated from the vehicle and those produced by the model. It is shown that good
agreement can be achieved between the model and test vehicle.

Introduction
The need to provide light weight armoured fighting vehicle (AFV) structures while maintaining or
increasing the survivability of these structures has increased the need to develop new materials and
design processes. One way to address this requirement is to use composite materials to increase the
structural and ballistic efficiency of the hull. Composite materials offer a number of advantages including
weight reduction by the elimination of the spall liner and integral stealth protection leading to signature
reductions. QinetiQ in partnership with Vickers Defence Systems, have produced a full-sized composite
demonstrator AFV called the Advanced Composite Armoured Vehicle Platform (ACAVP).
To obtain the maximum benefit from new materials new modelling techniques are being developed by
QinetiQ. These techniques will increase the accuracy of the structural analysis used in the design of
future AFV structures and also provided additional information to assist in the design and integration of
sub components which include the main armament and vehicle suspension systems. The developed
modelling techniques have also been applied to gun systems and a range of vehicle components. In effect
a virtual prototyping tool has been developed.
This paper provides a description of the ACAVP demonstrator, which was subsequently used as the test
bed vehicle to validate the virtual prototype modelling. The paper describes the testing procedure and
compares the results generated from the vehicle and those produced by the model. It is shown that good
agreement can be achieved between the model and test vehicle.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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Advantages of Composite Materials
The advantages offered by composite materials over metallic materials are now quite well known in
terms of their mechanical properties when measure on a weight for weight basis (Table 1). It is worth
reiterating that the main driver for the utilisation of composite materials in military vehicles is the ability
of composite materials to reduce vehicle hull and armour weights. One way that this can be achieved is
by the elimination of parasitic mass in the form of a separate spall liner, from a composite vehicle. This is
achieved by the composite hull acting both as a spall liner material and as a structural material capable of
carrying all the operational loads associated with the vehicle. However, a major design problem
preventing composite materials from significantly reducing hull weight is the opposing needs to provide
the vehicle with both ballistic protection and mechanical structural performance. The level of ballistic
protection provided normally correlates to the weight of the vehicle’s hull and armour. Consequently,
reducing hull weight can lead to a reduction in ballistic protection, unless the weight reduction is put
back as additional armour mass.
Other advantages of composites : GRP composite is a poor transmitter of sound, its damping capacity
being attributed to the fibre matrix interface. A reduction in radiated noise leads to lower crew fatigue
[1], and a lower acoustic signature for the vehicle. Further work is required in this area before the full
advantage offered by composites can be quantitatively assessed, and this is a subject that is being actively
tackled by the modelling being conducted at Chertsey and will be described later in this paper. A
summary of the additional advantages of composite materials compared to traditional materials used for
AFVs are:
− increased ballistic protection against small arms;
− reduced behind armour damage;
− reduced parts count.
As discussed above, the use of composite materials in military vehicles is not new to the British army,
since it already operates the CAV 100 and the Bv206 vehicles. However, in both these vehicles a metal
chassis carries the structural loads from the running gear, whereas in the case of ACAVP the composite
hull carries all these loads.

ACAVP Demonstrator Design
Vehicle description: The ACAVP demonstrator is based on a future scout reconnaissance vehicle with a
battle weight in the range of 18 - 25 tonnes (figure 1). The engine is situated at the rear of the vehicle,
which, together with radar absorbing materials and IR paints, reduces the vehicle’s signature. The vehicle
has mobility at least equal to Warrior IFV and the hull has been designed to allow for transportation in a
Hercules aircraft. The demonstrator is designed to accommodate a mission module in the centre of the
vehicle and two men sitting abreast at the front. The vehicle has demonstrated complete electro-magnetic
compatibility including radio and EMI features.
Metal appliqué armour appropriate to meet typical light armoured vehicle ballistic threat requirements
has been designed together with the required armour fixings The ability to rapidly deploy an AFV has
been addressed in the ACAVP vehicle by using the armour in combination with the composite hull. The
appliqué does not form part of the vehicle’s load bearing structure and can be easily removed to allow the
vehicle to attain the weight limit imposed by the load carrying capacity of a C130 aircraft.
Vehicle design: Solid modelling design tools were used extensively throughout the development of the
demonstrator vehicle providing an efficient means of managing changes in geometry and vehicle
configuration. Finite element analysis techniques were used to evaluate the performance of alternative
structural concepts and materials with geometry from the solid models being used directly in the creation
of finite element models resulting in close integration between the design and analysis tasks.
Three primary requirements were responsible for determining the design of the vehicle hull structure,
ballistic performance, mechanical properties, and manufacturing process. The hull is required to perform
as a ballistically efficient component in the overall armour system, any compromise to the efficiency of
the system at the threat levels seen by the vehicle would have had a dramatic impact on vehicle weight.
The structure must have sufficient strength and stiffness to carry all automotive loads in both armoured
and un-armoured conditions. The design must also take full consideration of the strengths and
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weaknesses of composite materials unique material properties and the range of available manufacturing
processes.
The primary hull structure consists of two large e-glass/epoxy composite mouldings joined around the
lateral line of the vehicle. The upper moulding forms the roof, glacis, upper sides and rear of the hull. The
roof is one of only three areas of the vehicle not covered by metal appliqué in the fully armoured
configuration and is designed to defeat artillery fragments. Two layers of specialised materials are
incorporated in to the material lay-up of the upper moulding. Under the outer surface there is a layer of
radar absorbent material to reduce the vehicles signature, while under the inner surface there is a layer of
EMC shielding to protect the vehicles radios and other vulnerable equipment. The glacis plate at the front
of the vehicle is inclined at an angle of 60 degrees to take full advantage of the increased ballistic
performance offered by plates at obliquity. The side plates and rear are inclined at 5 degrees to minimise
the vehicles radar signature.
Internal bulkheads are used to isolate the crew from the noise and fumes of the powerpack and
compensate for the reduction in vehicle stiffness caused by the large appetures in the roof.. Stiffness was
a major consideration in the vehicles development as the composite materials considered for the hull
generally had very low stiffness compared to traditional materials such as steel or aluminium. The
composite hull of the demonstrator vehicle provides the same vehicle stiffness as Warrior. Two large
composite transverse bulkheads are positioned in front of the engine bay and behind the crew
compartment, in addition to increasing the stiffness of the vehicle these also help support the weight of
the turret on the roof. Longitudinal bulkheads run down the length of the vehicle closing of the sponson
area. Standard Warrior running gear was used for the demonstrator vehicle as it was readily available and
has proven reliability. The standard equipment was originally designed to interface with the vertical
lower sidewalls of an aluminium hull so was not suited to attachment directly onto a composite hull. The
demonstrator vehicle employs interface plates to provide a suitable mounting surface for the equipment
and transfer load the composite hull. The standard Warrior suspension units employ torsion bars, which
traverse the entire width of the vehicle. These torsion bars are protected by composite torsion bar covers,
which also help react the bending loads induced at the suspension attachments.
The lower moulding forms the floor, lower sidewall, rear, and toeplate. The composite floor offers
broadly equivalent mine protection to existing in service vehicles, with extra protection provided in the
crew compartment by a secondary floor. The lower sidewall includes a draft angle of to aid extraction
from the mould during the manufacturing process and forms part of a spaced armour system which
employs the skirt plate as its outer element. The obliquity of the toeplate is limited by practical
considerations such as space required for the driver and ability of the hull to support the idlers during
severe load conditions such as terrain impacts. The design of each area of the vehicle structure is a
balance between a number of different, often conflicting requirements.

Analysis Design Tools – Virtual prototype modelling
Structural design of ACAVP: An extensive programme of component and material testing supported
the structural analysis of the demonstrator hull. Material tests were carried out at the end of each
development phase of the manufacturing process to ensure the properties used in the finite element
models were as close a s possible to those of the final hull. Testing of larger components such as sections
of the composite hull and hull joint were undertaken as soon as they became available.
The highest risk to the accuracy of the structural analysis results was the absence of reliable load data
defining the worst conditions the vehicle structure would be likely to see in service. Loads used in the
analysis were derived from standard conditions used in the development of Warrior. Measured trials data
and results of ride models suggested that these conditions were over conservative although experience
also shows that the maximum loads experienced by a vehicle is also dependant on the skill and
motivation of the driver and crew.
Traditionally the absence of accurate load data has not been a problem in AFV design as the hulls
consisted of thick steel or aluminium armour plates whose thickness was driven by ballistic rather than
structural requirements. However, the constant development of the weapons used to attack AFV’s has led
to the situation where sophisticated new armour system are required if the weight of modern vehicles is
to be maintained at a practical level. These armour systems employ a combination of different materials
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and air gaps to achieve mass efficiencies of two to three times traditional armour systems. The drawback
of using these systems is that many of the elements of the system do not lend themselves to performing
the role of vehicle structure.
Glass and carbon composites take advantage of the fact that most of these systems employ a spall liner
backing to catch fragments and prevent them entering the vehicle, composite materials have been proven
to be the most weight efficient materials for performing this role. Increasing the thickness of this spall
liner to the point where it can be used as an effective structure provides the opportunity of integrating
highly efficient armour systems with vehicle structure for future AFV’s. The key to designing these
systems is minimising the deviation away from the optimum ballistic configuration which requires that
the areal density of the composite hull structure be kept as close as possible to that of the spall liner in the
optimum system. To do this effectively it has been necessary to develop a range of modelling techniques
capable of accurately predicting the loads on each element of the running gear during simulated worst
case operational conditions. These techniques have now been developed to include representation of the
structural flexibility of the hull, which provides the opportunity of using tem to predict vibration and
provide data for studies into vehicle noise.
Virtual prototype modelling: The techniques developed extend the capabilities of ADAMS mechanical
system simulation software produced by MDI which is widely used by the automotive and aerospace
industries to model complex systems. The development and analysis of system models, often referred to
as virtual prototyping, offers many benefits to the designers and sponsors of new systems. They increase
understanding of the physics of the mechanical system leading to more efficient lighter systems, and help
the designer to make critical design decisions earlier in development. As the project progresses the
simulations become more refined leading to greater accuracy and reducing the need for expensive testing
by getting the design right first time.
The techniques developed for the analysis of tracked vehicles consist of two modules. A pre-processing
module which automates creation of the complex models, assembling the many components of the
system, and creating the constraints and forces which define the interaction of components with each
other and the environment. And an analysis module which supports the ADAMS solver in performing the
simulation, providing specialised functions for complex conditions such as interaction of the track with
the sprocket or the terrain.
The track system is modelled in detail with the mass and inertia of each individual track link and
definition of connections and impacts with other track system components represented. The non-linear
characteristics of a number of different suspension units including Warrior and Challenger 2 have been
defined and successfully simulated in the many models created to date.
Simulation of tracked vehicle systems undertaking extreme manoeuvres in truly three-dimensional
environments has now been conducted. The simulations provide detailed information on almost any
aspect of the system including position, velocity and acceleration of each component or the time history
of the forces at connections and points of impact between components. The force information generated
can be used to undertake detailed finite element analysis of components or aid our understanding of
mechanisms such as the variation in track tension at different positions around the track.
It is also possible to simulate the behaviour of subsystems such as the gun control system of a main battle
tank as it interact with the vehicle. This is achieved by attaching a subsystem model to the vehicle model
and solving the model concurrently with a control package such as Matlab. Virtual prototyping offers to
opportunity of investigating the performance of new equipment such as weapon systems and identifying
any potential problems such as levels of recoil force transmitted to the hull at the design phase.
These techniques have now been successfully validated using data obtained from physical testing of the
demonstrator vehicle. Peak loads at the wheel stations were found to be within 10% of measured values
for a wide variety of different operational conditions. Figure 3 shows the predicted loads on each
wheelstation as the model traverses a gap at 10 kph. A comparison between predicted and measured at
the front wheel station is presented in figure 4.
Confidence in the accuracy of predicted values is very dependent on the type of simulation being
conducted and the quality of the data used to define the systems components and their behaviour. Work
undertaken on light artillery guns has shown that errors of less than 5% are achievable if extensive trials
data is available and the behaviour of individual subsystems is validated through testing.
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A new facility in the ADAMS software now makes it possible to use a finite element model of the hull
structure to produce a flexbody representation of the vehicle structure in the ADAMS simulation that
deforms and vibrates in a similar fashion to the physical hull structure. Work on the validation of the
vibration predicted by models employing flexbody hulls is continuing. Modal testing of the demonstrator
hull shows good agreement with results of the finite element and flexbody models.
Current research is focussing on the detailed characterisation of the parameters that define the interaction
of the components in the running gear and their influence on the overal vehicle characteristics. A longer
term aim is to evaluate the use of the flexible hull to characterise vibration input into the hull at each
source such as suspension and powerpack and feed this information into specialised software for
predicting internal and external noise. Noise is a major problem in military vehicles both in terms of the
effect it has the crew and from a vehicle signature perspective.

Summary
In view of the findings of the ACAVP programme to date, it is possible to state that composite materials
can offer a weight saving over conventional vehicles for future armoured fighting vehicles. Further
reductions in weight could be achieved by the use of carbon fibre composite materials and by the ability
to accurately model and predict the loading regimes encountered by AFVs.
The ability to model the structure of tracked AFV concepts and in service vehicles has been
demonstrated. The successful testing of the produced models compared to the ACAVP vehicle has
demonstrated the applicability of using these techniques. The successful modelling of gun systems has
also increased confidence in their accuracy. These modelling tools have the potential to lead to increased
accuracy in the design load cases for future AFVs leading to optimised structural designs and reductions
in vehicle weight. The ability to model the flexibility of the hull and attached components will allow the
AFV designers to identify vibration problems at a much earlier stage in the design process. This will help
to prevent vibration related crew problems from occurring in the finished vehicle and should increase the
performance of subsystems influenced by hull vibration.

Future
The future design of armoured fighting vehicles is difficult to predict but there is a strong desire to
reverse the ever increasing weight of AFVs, though predictions of a twenty tonne vehicle operating in the
same role as a conventional sixty tonne MBT will be difficult to achieve. Any approach that reduces
vehicle weight is obviously of great interest. Composite materials can help to reduce weight but
composites are not the answer to every question posed by the already diverse and ever increasing
requirements predicted by military doctrine. Composite material solutions must be combined with
synergistic vehicle designs and the tools to accurately design the vehicles to meet the anticipated
performance characteristics and associated loading regimes. Modelling tools to predict structural loading
in vehicles have been developed and studies to identify vibration are on going. The studies have also
demostrated that the loads generated by gun systems can also be accurately modelled. By combining
theses techniques and investigating the potential to identifying noise both within the vehicle and external
to the vehicle would complete the toolset required for a truly virtual vehicle. This is the ultimate aim of
the current study.
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Table 1 : Properties of engineering materials at 20°C
Material

Density

Tensile Strength

3

kg/m (ρ) Absolute
MPa (σt)

Specific (σt/ρ)
MPa/( kg/m3)

Young’s Modulus
Absolute
GPa (E)

Specific (E/ρ)
MPa/( kg/m3)

Steel RHA

7850

775

0.10

210

26.8

Aluminium 7017

2750

425

0.15

70

25.5

Titanium (6Al-4V)

4400

800

0.18

110

25

GRP Vf 0.55
Quasi-isotropic
(0/-45/90/+45)

1902

300

0.16

22

11.6

CRP Vf 0.55
Quasi-isotropic
(0/-45/90/+45)

1520

350

0.23

42

27.6

Vf = the volume fraction of fibres in the composite material. (The numbers in brackets indicate the principal fibre angles)

Figure 1 ACAVP Demonstrator Vehicle
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Figure 2 ACAVP Demonstrator Mouldings

Figure 3 Predicted suspension torque over obstacle

Figure 3 Predicted suspension torque over obstacle

Figure 4 Predicted versus measured torque at front wheel station
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Advanced Collaborative Environments Supporting Systems
Integration and Design
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U.S. Army Tank Automotive and Armaments Command (TACOM)
Tank-Automotive Research, Development, and Engineering Center (TARDEC)
6501 E. 11 Mile Road
AMSTA-TR-N (MS 289)
Warren, Michigan 48397-5000, USA
INTRODUCTION

Engineers at the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development, and Engineering Center
(TARDEC), in cooperation with its commercial and government partners, are combining
emerging computer technologies with simulation within distributed multi-functional teams to
create robust, collaborative lifecycle processes for Army materiel. As part of a continuous
improvement strategy of its simulation-based development and support processes, TARDEC
launched an initiative called Advanced Collaborative Environments (ACE) to better link the
people and information involved in Army processes. They established new processes supported
by collaboration technologies that when employed, help accelerate system acquisition.
The primary objective of this collaborative environment effort is to empower each stakeholder in
a system’s lifecycle with timely, relevant information in “views” that are understandable and
easily accessible.
ACE-enabled collaboration permits multi-functional integrated
concept/product teams to simultaneously enter a virtual product design world, and jointly
evaluate design issues, ideas and parameters, each from their own experience, perspective, and
functional responsibility. To accomplish these objectives, TARDEC has invested in two key
technologies, web-based information technology (WebIT), and immersive virtual environments
(VE), that when coupled together, are catalysts for change.
These tools and organizational capabilities can be applied in any Program Management (PM)
office, whether the product under development is a concept or a fielded system. These tools are
independently accessible from a personal computer, or on a portable laptop, using WebIT, and/or
in a common, shared virtual environment, where an entire evaluation team can come together to
exchange ideas.
This paper will demonstrate the importance of collaboration within today’s global business
environment; will explain the advanced collaborative environment tool set TARDEC developed
and assembled (WebIT and Immersive VE); will outline the benefits of their employment, and
their use to support issue identification and resolution. Further, we will highlight our
experiences, provide insight gained from real applications to the Army’s Brigade Combat Team
program, and show effects on the Army acquisition process, and identify future directions.
NEW SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT METHODS SUPPORTING VIRTUAL INTEGRATION

Traditional methods of system design and acquisition have often been described as serial and
linear. They have also been characterized as a sequence of "throw it over the wall" processes
where functional groups make contributions sometimes independent of other internal and external

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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groups. The problem grows exponentially as a system progresses from one phase or milestone to
the next. At the onset of a new milestone, one often experiences an entire change of people,
information, and models used for design and analysis. As a result, critical decisions, which can
significantly impact overall system design and development, are frequently made without regard
to the effect on or consequences to other functional elements, and are made without the
knowledge gained in previous phases.
The need to overcome some of the limitations of traditional system acquisition practices is
required to meet the challenges of today’s dynamic military environment. The Department of
Defense has begun a strategic technology and innovation management initiative called
“simulation-based acquisition”-- an integrative process designed to promote the rapid and
economical development of quality products through the use of computer-based simulation.
Implementation objectives of this initiative are to encourage and support iterative, crossfunctional team collaboration and early user evaluations. The objectives of this simulationsupported approach are to substantially reduce product design cost, risk, and initial development
time while improving the quality and utility of military transportation, weapon, and support
systems.
Today, timely system acquisition success relies on the ability of cross-functional teams to share
product design information, make informative decisions, and minimize system cycle time. Within
this type of environment, it is necessary for individuals to share information and collaborate in the
decision making process. This collaboration requires the exchange of information for purposes
such as notification and clarification, and the processing of information for monitoring,
negotiating, and decision making (Dhar & Olson, 1989).
Cooperation in the early phases of a system’s lifecycle ensures that everyone impacted by the
design has early access to product specification and relevant information, and has the ability to
influence the final configuration, identifying and preventing future problems. Tools that support
cross-functional team interactivity provide individual team members with accessibility to
information regarding system design versions, soldier operational requirements, system models,
and simulation/analytical data. These collaboration support tools also provide team members
with the ability to collectively discuss system issues, formulate decisions, and respond to changes.
To improve the probability of system success, these tools should allow teams to interact and make
decisions from multiple perspectives in a shared information space using accurate information.
The immersive virtual environments described in this paper represent one form of collaboration
tool that is growing in functionality and use throughout the systems development community.
COLLABORATION TECHNOLOGIES

Many underlying technologies (e.g., modeling and simulation, network computing) form the basis
of simulation-based acquisition practices. Two key technologies which compose TACOMTARDEC’s Advanced Collaborative Environments (ACE) initiative to better link the people and
information involved in Army processes are: (1) web-based information technology (WebIT), and
(2) immersive virtual environments (VE).
Web-based IT makes distributed information accessible in various useable forms and provides
automated tools to assist in its processing. The immersive VE improves communication between
process participants by providing natural shared views of system information that was previously
only available to specialists. Both facilitate the vital collaboration needed in re-engineered life
cycle processes.
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Web based Information Technology (WebIT)
Key to improving acquisition processes is the ability to connect people and information in a
timely and flexible manner. To address this requirement, TARDEC has chosen to use a Web IT
framework developed by Parametric Technology Corp. (PTC), called Windchill. It provides a
web-based enterprise information management system with integrated tools to support automated
workflow. Unlike existing point solutions that focus on a single department or product, such as
data management or PDM, Windchill addresses product and process life cycle management
across the extended enterprise.
Windchill leverages the Web's unique decentralized distribution model to "virtually" connect
together many autonomous information systems, allowing them to behave as a unified whole. It
utilizes existing web environments, leveraging existing investments.
Several automakers are investing in Web-IT and are investigating methods to integrate them into
their processes to streamline their development efforts. For example, FastCar, a Daimler Chrysler
initiative, links the flow of information from at least six of its major information systems that
traditionally have not been able to seamlessly communicate. Focusing on linking finance,
engineering, and purchasing, the initiative provides the organization real-time information and
decision making. They recognize that designers go through hundreds of variations, and WebIT
helps other groups understand what is changing in real-time. Daimler Chrysler refers to this as
the “Single Point of Truth,” or a unified model, so everyone can see and react. For example, a
stamping engineer can watch what’s happening to a design so he can make sure the company’s
stamping plants can actually make the body a designer creates.
One of the unique features of TARDEC’s web-based environment is the desktop visualization
utility. Windchill offers data visualization through its ProductViewTM component, providing
full-featured viewing capabilities for parts, assemblies and drawings. ProductView lets you view
data and perform other tasks without requiring access to the application that originally produced
the data. Figure 1 shows a soldier accessing virtual models from his desktop. Individuals can use
this tool to find data, view it, mark it up for comment and collaboration, analyze it, and take
measurements. Some of the features include: (Parametric Technology, 1999)
• data access for all users in a company to any product data
• view 3-D geometric models of complex products
• view shaded, wire frame, transparent, meshed or sectioned models with accuracy
• zoom, pan, rotate, fly through, and explode components of 3-D models
• create animation sequences and enable collision detection
• measure distances including 2-point distance, point-to-axis, point-to-curve, length,
diameter, and radius
• view a single geometric model of a large, complex product, even if components were
created using different CAD systems
• mark up and analyze any data with dimensions, notes, and sections, and share with others
for design reviews and collaboration.
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Figure 1 Accessing Product Data from the Laptop
Immersive Virtual Environments
Immersive VE technology (often-called virtual reality or VR) is a suite of 3-D graphics-based
visualization software and devices, allowing multiple individuals to concurrently view a virtual
system or product model while maintaining natural, human communication. These virtual
systems operate within a computer-generated environment with real-time user interaction.
These technologies involve stimulating the human senses of sight, sound, and touch, making
users believe they are interacting with real vehicle systems, when in actuality, they are only
interacting with computer-generated replicas.
Using VE systems, a team can visualize and interact with a full system, assemblies, subassemblies, or components in 3-D -- a concept often called virtual prototyping (VP). Several
different but related definitions for this concept exist. Some define VP as a computer-based
simulation of systems and subsystems that facilitates immersion and navigation with a degree of
functional realism comparable to a physical prototype (Garcia, Gocke, and Johnson, 1994).
Others define VP as a mechanism for visualization and testing of computer-aided design models
on a computer before they are physically created (Lee, 1995), while others simply define VP as
an electronic prototype (Dai & Goebel, 1994).
From these definitions, it can be seen that VP is a simulation-based process that can be used to
support the development and acquisition of new products, which is why this technology is of
importance to the U.S. Army and other development organizations.
TARDEC has chosen to invest in two relatively new immersive projection technologies--the
CAVETM and PowerWallTM VE systems. These environments allow multiple individuals to
concurrently view a virtual system or product model while simultaneously maintaining natural,
human communication. As a result, TARDEC researchers and system developers are using this
advanced high-end visualization technology to develop future military vehicle systems and to
support their long-term use.
The Army has begun to establish methods and processes for the routine use of these immersive
projection-based tools in future military procurements. The essence of this strategy is that all
phases of system development, acquisition, and support (“womb to tomb”) would be
accomplished using computer simulation models and VEs.
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CAVETM System Description
The CAVEsystem is a multi-person, 10x10x10ft3 room-sized, high-resolution 3-D video and
audio environment. The CAVE system uses three rear-projected screenwalls, a floor that serves
as a screen, our Mylar mirrors, and four Electrochrome Marquee projectors (Model 9500/P43).
Also required are Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) stereoscopic shutter glasses (one set for each
user), infrared (IR) emitters (needed for stereoscopic glass shuttering), and an Ascension Flock of
Birds electro-magnetic position sensing system (to detect X, Y, and Z coordinates and
orientations of head and hand controller positions). The heart of the system is a high-end capacity
Silicon Graphics Inc. Infinite Reality computer (containing four advanced graphics processors).
Also, included with this computer system are four raster manager boards, 128 Mbytes of texture
memory, eight 195Mhz Model R10000 processors (used to create 1280x1024 pixel resolution
stereo images on each of the four projection screens), and a hand controller (wand). Figure 2 is a
picture of the layout of TARDEC’s CAVE system showing the four projectors and mirror
systems and their orientations. Additional devices integrated into the CAVE system are a 3-D
sound system and force feedback haptic devices, which provide users with the sense of spatial
sound and touch.
As an example, the immersive nature of CAVE technology has been used to support interior
system design and ergonomic evaluations. A primary focus for organizations like John Deere,
Caterpillar, NASA, the U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. Army TARDEC, has been the application of
CAVE technology to support user evaluations of virtual crewstation and operator interaction in
these compartments. Other useful applications include visualization and interactive interrogation
of volumetric varying data as experienced in the oil industry, molecular modeling, and
computational fluid dynamics.
PowerWallTM System Description
Similar to the CAVE system, the PowerWall is a multi-person high-resolution 3-D video and
audio environment. This large-scale visualization environment is ideal for group presentations
and collaborative design reviews. The TARDEC PowerWall system (Figure 3) uses two rearprojected Electrochrome Marquee edge-blended projectors that are used to create a highresolution seamless image. The two-projector system can produce a 2304 x 1024 resolution
image. The system is a 14x10 ft rigid flat vertical surface. Models or environments are displayed
from the floor to the ceiling.
As in the CAVE, stereoscopic shutter glasses and IR emitters are used to create the 3-D
stereoscopic visualization. Most PowerWall systems do not use any position and orientation
tracking systems. The lack of head and hand tracking leaves more processing power for
improved resolution and minimal system latency. However, in contrast to the CAVE, the
PowerWall system does not provide users with a full sense of immersion.
Most applications of Powerwall technology are full 1:1 scale reviews of system or subsystem
exteriors. The automotive industry uses Powerwall technology to support interactive digital
styling reviews (Celsnek, 1989), virtual showroom reviews (Smith & Leigh, 2000), and
aerodynamic flow simulations (Stewart & Buttolo, 1999).
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Figure 2 Soldiers Evaluating Virtual Systems in Figure 3 Exterior Full Scale Vehicle View Using
TARDEC’s PowerWall System
TARDEC’s CAVE System

BENEFITS OF EMPLOYING COLLABORATION TECHNOLOGIES

When employed, the U. S. Army TARDEC’s collaboration technologies allow cross-functional
teams to assemble and solve problems while discussing requirements and design characteristics
with the assistance of web-based and high-end computer hardware and software support. This
capability provides a common focal point necessary, according to some researchers, for
multidisciplinary (managerial, technical, marketing, and manufacturing) groups to resolve issues
by sharpening their viewpoints in support of collaborative system evaluation (Barkan & Iansiti,
1993; Horton & Radcliff, 1995).
Both the web-based and immersive virtual environment systems offer the potential for true team
interaction. They provide multiple individuals within a work environment to simultaneously view
a virtual product or system model. All team members can either simultaneously or independently
enter a virtual product design world, and evaluate system issues, ideas, parameters, and
performance--each from their own experience, perspective, viewpoint, and functional
responsibility. This unique multi-functional virtual system development environment allows all
members to become active participants in the development effort, sharing ideas early, recognizing
functional dependencies, resolving issues jointly, and making more informed decisions. The
design has higher quality and utility because everyone from user to engineer provides meaningful
input from the start. Everyone is involved in the process; therefore, everyone has ownership of
the outcome. Ultimately you lower system development risk because fewer hidden issues will
surface, directly impacting time to field and overall cost. TARDEC’s experience having
organizations use collaboration technologies and processes verifies these communication benefits
and are described later in this paper.
Some of the benefits of employing an Advanced Collaborative Environment approach are:
• Everyone involved in the design and development starts on the same page and stays on the
same page from project inception to completion.
• Consensus can be reached because participants can “see” what the vehicle (or other
equipment) will look like and what it will do. Throughout the process, there is an interactive
on-demand exchange of information, knowledge and experience.
• When used early in the process, changes will have the least impact on cost and schedule, and
the highest impact on performance.
• The ACE facilitates working design reviews. Changes can be proposed and made while the
project team is looking at the same virtual models, and before bending metal.
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•
•

Empowers the warfighters to take a direct, active role in fielding a quality system, thereby
maximizing operational effectiveness.
Expensive waiting for information and delays are virtually eliminated.
TARDEC APPLICATION EXPERIENCE

At TARDEC, earlier application of immersive VE technologies have been applied to conceptual
design, product improvements of fielded systems, and most recently, to the U. S. Army’s Brigade
Combat Team (BCT) program. Over the past year, we have coupled these high-end visualization
methods with our WebIT tools to promote even greater access of participants to system designs.
The BCT program managers have used ACE-enabled collaboration to facilitate and improve
communication between the Program Management Office, soldier user community, safety
experts, testers and contractors. From the outset, the TARDEC ACE Group has supported the
program’s various integrated product teams. This section summarizes TARDEC’s experiences to
date.
Each of the applications involved placing soldiers, engineers, testers, and/or project managers
into a common environment with a virtual representation of a vehicle system, sometimes in its
operational environment. Rather than the traditional review process using briefing charts and text
descriptions, these participants accessed designs from their desktop, or they were immersed inside
the design alternatives and observed the functional behaviors of the systems. The improved
communication facilitated by the collaboration technologies significantly reduced the time to
reach a common understanding of the proposed alternatives, as well as the time to come to a
consensus on many of the evaluation results.
Concept Design Reviews -- soldiers and engineers evaluating and deciding together
Some of the first applications of CAVE technology at TARDEC were its use in exploration and
design review of vehicle concepts. The technology supported the Future Infantry Vehicle, Future
Scout and Cavalry System, and Mobile Surgical Unit programs.
Future Infantry Vehicle (FIV) Concept Evaluations TARDEC engineers and Combat
Developers from the U.S. Army’s Infantry Center utilized the CAVE system to support design
evaluations of the FIV vehicle concepts and to review user requirements. Prior to using the
CAVE, concept development involved frequent site visits to exchange two-dimensional drawings
of CAD models contained in briefing charts and text descriptions of requirements. These visits
often stretched over many months. During each visit, while reviewing the questions/issues from
the last visit, it was clear to the participants that neither group had a common understanding of the
previously proposed concept features. Presentation of the FIV concept designs in the CAVE
permitted soldiers and engineers to stand next to, inside of, and on top of the virtual vehicles and
examine/discuss the various components that surrounded them (Figure 4). Many of the
conclusions, which were mutually agreed to in the CAVE, would not have been found until the
construction of an expensive hardware mockup.
The immersive tools supported tradeoffs between technical vehicle design and soldier operational
requirements. Some of the specific issues the FIV concept review addressed with the CAVE
included the following. The space claims for the squad size, which the user desired, looked
acceptable on paper but after getting inside the vehicle, it was obvious to all participants that the
soldiers were too cramped. Either the vehicle size constraints had to change or the squad size had
to change. The location and remote operation characteristics (e.g., field of view) of a small
turreted weapon at the rear of the vehicle were agreed to. The layout of stowed equipment was a
common discussion topic. The selection of several technologies -- because of their effect on
space claims -- was easily justified inside the virtual vehicle.
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Without exception, participants thought the FIV CAVE design reviews shortened the process in
determining the most promising concept solutions. These are quotes from some of the
participants.
“For a year the combat developers and TARDEC engineers have been going back and forth trying
to down select from five or six concept designs to a more manageable figure of three. After you
guys put these designs in the CAVE, we very quickly (within weeks) had a better understanding,
looking at the requirements versus the design options, allowed us to better understand tradeoffs
that we would have to make.” (Infantry Liaison Officer at TARDEC).
"Now that we have the designs in the CAVE for our collaborative work with TARDEC, we must
now add optional movement within short scenarios. Seeing a draft requirement function within
an operational environment is much better than a large chart presentation. I want one of these at
Fort Benning." (Director, Combat Development Office, Infantry Center, Fort Benning).
“By reviewing the designs in the CAVE with the engineers, discussing characteristics of the sub
components allowed me to very quickly compare my requirements to the concept design
capability. I am interacting with design, engineers and staff simultaneously. Things become
more informal and we quickly get down to business in our tradeoff analysis.” (Combat
Developer, Fort Benning).
Future Scout and Cavalry System (FSCS) The FSCS program is a joint U.S-U.K. effort with
two international teams of contractors developing scout vehicle prototypes. To accelerate the
effort, the program began with delivery of the Army’s in-house developed FSCS concept vehicle
designs. It was important for all participants to clearly understand the concept vehicles already
considered and the rationale behind them. The CAVE was used to present the initial designs to
the two program offices, the contractor teams, and the two sets of user representatives. Future
virtual design reviews using the CAVE of in-process contractor team designs are planned.
For this CAVE application, some functionality in terms of subsystem motion and 3-D sound was
added to the geometric models. The functional simulation was used to help describe the
operational characteristics of the extensive suite of sensors and a novel elevating mast that
supported a sensor pod. Multiple versions of the chassis (e.g., tracked and wheeled) and multiple
versions of the weapon system were presented (Figure 5). All were configured in the CAVE to
be easily switched interactively so the full spectrum of alternatives was presented and dialog
about trade studies supported.

Figure 4 Soldier in Virtual FIV

Figure 5 Two FSCS Vehicle Concepts and
C130 Aircraft
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In this application, the TARDEC concept engineers matched the support of the other participants
because the CAVE reduced the level of effort needed to explain many of the new vehicle
technologies, which had been rather difficult during concept development reviews. These are
quotes from some of the participants.
“Letting the soldiers see the mast operate and then go up to the top of the mast and actually see
what the sensor sees, makes my job of explaining the design and getting their buy-in a lot easier.”
(TARDEC Concept Team Leader).
“Can the corner of the driver seat be removed so I can see the driver’s hands? How long would it
take to make that change?” (Noncommissioned officer, Fort. Knox, U.S. Army).
“I can see where the gear is stowed but can I pull the duffel bags and other equipment out of the
hatch using the CAVE so that I can assess this design in operation?” (Soldier, U.K. Army).
“What do we have to do to use this technology to conduct our own design reviews during
development and for formal reviews?” (Project Manager from one of the FSCS Contractor
Teams).
Product Improvement Reviews – program managers and engineers finding the best
solutions for field issues
Some recent applications of CAVE technology at TARDEC have involved the evaluation of
alternative solutions to fielded system upgrades. The technology supported the Family of
Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMTV) program.
Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles (FMTV) In support of TARDEC's ongoing engineering
efforts to the Program Manager (PM), FMTV, the CAVE was used to conduct the evaluation of
vehicle system upgrades by PM engineers, the PM, and TARDEC design engineers. A specific
case involved the assessment of several new tailgate configurations that incorporated an integral
ladder. Some of the proposed alternatives that included mechanisms for automatic deployment
would have been difficult to describe using only 2-D drawings.
These are quotes from some of the participants.
“It gives us the opportunity to visualize functionality of concepts when reviewing Engineering
change proposals.” (Chief Engineer, PM FMTV).
"It allows the engineers to see potential interference/integration problems and how items interact
together." (FMTV engineer).
"We looked at 5 or 6 solid models of tailgate alternatives in the CAVE. In one review we picked
two alternatives that we are now developing detailed prototype drawings for fabrication of
hardware to get to the field for evaluation. " (FMTV engineer).
"I would like to defer to my lead engineer's comments but yes, seeing the designs and their
movements helped speed up the decision making process. " (PM, FMTV).
Impacting Real Army Programs – Program management office uses collaboration to
support integrated product teams and system familiarization
Brigade Combat Team (BCT) The BCT Program involves the development of ten vehicle
variants, with the first system being delivery 18 months after contract award. A condensed
schedule and minimal or incomplete physical prototypes means soldiers would not have access or
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exposure to the system until it rolled out of the factory. Therefore, the ACE strategy is key to
meeting the BCT’s aggressive schedule. Using collaboration tools, soldiers have become familiar
with the designs and are an integral part of the design process. For the past nine months, using
ACE tools, the BCT Management Office uncovered a variety of issues for each BCT vehicle
configuration, including hard to detect integration issues, safety, and operator-specific issues.
They have set a standard for future simulation-based acquisitions -- using ACE, they familiarized
key distributed stakeholders with virtual designs, they resolved integration issues early,
brainstormed potential configurations, and extended the capability to hundreds of people at their
desktops.
System familiarization. In the past design reviews were conducted using traditional 2-D
multimedia packages like Microsoft PowerPoint. These methods were the only means of
communicating system designs to the Army warfighter. These 2-D representations provided
limited understanding of the system and its functionality. Normally one had to wait until a
physical prototype was delivered to have real access to the system. Today we don’t rely on
formal, paper-based reviews. We can use these collaboration technologies to foster real
interaction with real contractor designs and have meaningful discussions. For example, vehicle
integrated product teams using TARDEC’s immersive CAVE system were able to see, crawl
around, and begin to understand the operation of a Norway-built remote weapon station four
months before the prototype was delivered or before the prime contractor completed the
subsystem integration). Soldiers were able to become familiar with the design and were able to
begin developing operational instructions and plans for its use.
ACE improves overall system understanding. Adding system or subsystem behaviors to the
virtual models makes it clear to all how a system works, functions, and operates. We can show
animated sequences of events like the tasks involved in breaking down the remote weapons
station for C130 aircraft transportability, or the cycling of a round with an autoloader. Contractors
participating in the session easily answer soldier questions like, “Once we remove the six bolts
where do we store them?” Since models are 1:1 scale, soldiers can stand in the commander’s
station and check fields of view for out-of- hatch operation, scan placement of the commander’s
displays, or evaluate the placement of stowage items. This interactive method of communication
forms consensus sooner, which differentiates between concerns users can accept within program
constraints and budget.
Resolving Integration Issues. ACE technology helps identify integration problems up-front,
eliminating as many problems as possible, thereby reducing risk because fewer hidden issues
exist. During a recent virtual design review, the lead engineer from General Dynamics Land
Systems, responsible for overall system integration of the Mobile Gun System variant, discovered
an orientation problem with the manual elevation and transverse handles of the gun system, and
an inaccurate wind sensor placement. These were quickly identified and resolved. Integration
problems like these would have been discovered much later in the process, where fixes are more
expensive.
Brainstorming Alternatives. ACE supports early brainstorming of potential alternatives. Ideas
can be mocked up virtually, reviewed by the team -- allowing many design alternatives to be
explored. For example, the Product Manager for the Mobile Gun System was able to brainstorm
possible designs for operational doors that house the automatic rounds for the mobile gun system,
a real safety concern (Figure 6). The warfighter, product manager, safety, expert and prime
contractor were able to discuss possible options in the virtual environment and jointly make a
decision on the best design that addresses both performance and operational needs.
Access from the Desktop. Using TARDEC’s web-based system, anyone within an organization
can access distributed data, search and find information, respond to tasks more quickly, and most
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importantly, everyone in the process has the same valuable information at their fingertips. From
the desktop, anyone can access the same design data that is used in the high-end VE simulations.
Directly from e-mail, someone can easily access the same BCT variant models; they can rotate
and view them from any perspective. The WebIT technologies allow participants to examine the
issues, make accurate measurements, mark up the design, add comments to help facilitate
solutions to problems and make individual inputs part of the entire organization’s collaborative
environment so that all the parties in the collaboration share the same information.

Figure 6 Brainstorming Autoloader Configurations
FUTURE VISION AND SUMMARY REMARKS

Our current global environment is confounded with complexities associated with linking
distributed data, distributed information, distributed tools, and distributed human expertise. In
some respects it can be considered the “Acquisition Battlefield” of today. Gaining efficiency
within this type of distributed environment is the challenge. It is becoming increasingly more
important for all stakeholders in ann Army system’s acquisition to have visibility into the same
information so that they can share a common understanding of the information and the issues, and
are thus able to make more knowledgeable decisions in concert with all those involved. An
acquisition strategy that focuses on collaboration promotes early and frequent involvement from
all participants. Changes made to a design can be quickly assessed, and its impact to various
aspects of a program to include cost, training, to logistics can be evaluated in real-time.
The U.S. Army TARDEC has chosen to establish an Advanced Collaborative Environments
program and to invest in web-based information technology and new VE technology--the CAVE
and PowerWall systems. Over the past two years, TARDEC established a functional immersive
virtual simulation-based environment, and more recently, coupled it with information
management tools to facilitate a truly integrated business environment. The ACE strategy has
been applied to several real Army vehicle programs, involving real Army soldiers to resolve real
Army challenges. This capability promotes the assembly of cross-functional teams to identify
and resolve potential system problems early in the system development/upgrade process, where
the cost of changes is reduced. Importantly, this technology allows multiple individuals to have
access to early system designs and information so that all the voices of a system integration and
design effort are heard. This technology supports the U.S. Army’s need to significantly improve
present acquisition activities and to move into a simulation-based acquisition era. However, some
challenges still exist. Cultural acceptance in system processes and developing capable and
trained technical people to implement these concepts still remains.
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Paper #9
Discussor’s name R. McClelland
Author G. Bochenek
Q: 1) What is the cost to set up a CAVE?
2) Will it come down?
A: 1) $700,000-800,000 US plus the cost of the computer
2) Yes. In the future, PC’s will replace the high cost computers and the cost of the
projectors will come down.
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Abstract
This paper presents the overall architecture of the VADOR application framework. The
purpose of the VADOR framework is to enable the seamless integration of commercial and in-house
analysis applications in a heterogeneous, distributed computing environment, to allow the
deployment of automatic design optimisation algorithms and to provide a comprehensive datamanagement infrastructure for design and analysis data. The emerging database will then provide the
basis of a future knowledge-based engineering system and will allow IT links with other IT systems in
the enterprise. A multi-tiered client-server architecture has been devised, which comprises a client
GUI for interactive data definition and execution launching, separate data and execution servers, and
autonomous remotely executable application wrappers.

1.0 Introduction
Computational-based design, including computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and
computational structural dynamics (CSD), to name a few, are key technologies in the aerospace
industry and are now part of the daily work of engineers. However, such a highly complex
computational-based design environment, composed of a mix of commercial and "in house" programs
tailored to the specific requirements of the design and analysis tasks, the application of
multidisciplinary analysis and optimisation (MDO) practices faces a number of significant challenges,
including integration, collaboration and data sharing and management. In this context, there is a need
for a software infrastructure which will integrate heterogeneous applications, enable data sharing and
collaboration, and insure proper data management.
In addition to these requirements for MDO applicability, there is currently a broad effort in
organisations to leverage information technologies in order to enhance the access to information at all
levels in the enterprise. Large companies are deploying ERP and PDM systems to better organise
their information. At the technical engineering level, information is often residing in the engineers’
experience and a system which could capture this information could be of a great benefit for the
engineering departments as well as for the enterprise.
These two needs are at the heart of the VADOR (Virtual Airplane Design Optimisation
framewoRk) project, and the specific objectives of the project are:
•
To develop a state-of-the-art software framework capable of supporting an MDO paradigm
in a collaborative design environment.
•
To develop a comprehensive data-management infrastructure allowing to closely follow the
design data used and shared by the design team and which will provide the basis of future knowledgebased engineering systems and IT links with other IT systems in the enterprise.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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2.0 Framework Design and Architecture
The VADOR framework is an object-oriented infrastructure which manages files, groups of files,
programs and processes and maintain a database which stores the links between these basic objects.
The next section presents the main characteristics of the framework.

2.1 Data files
Objects called DataComponent, or DC encapsulate the data files in the framework. An AtomicDC
encapsulates one data file of a given type. The description of more complex groups of files is
performed by allowing user-defined hierarchical composition of DataComponents. The definition of
Composite DataComponent, or CDC, contains a list of AtomicDC types or CompositeDC types. DC's
and CDC's encapsulate the file references (URL) and a large set of attributes required for data
management which are all stored in a relational database.

2.2 Programs and processes
VADOR provides a model for the encapsulation of the programs and processes used to create the data
and provide mechanisms to logically link data and processes at an abstract level. A program, which
can be any piece of software requiring some data files as input and producing some data files as
output, is encapsulated in an object called AtomicStrategyComponent A process, which is an
assembly of programs to be executed in a controlled sequence of operations, is encapsulated in a
CompositeStrategyComponent. Programs and processes are fundamentally defined in relation with
the type of DC that they produce and the type of DC they require as inputs.

2.3 Distributed Architecture
The distributed architecture of the VADOR system is illustrated on Figure 1. The main elements of
the system are: the Graphical User Interface (GUI), the Librarian Server, the Executive Server, the
CPU Servers and the Database Management System (DBMS).

Figure 1 The distributed architecture of the VADOR system
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2.4 Graphical User Interface
The VADOR GUI, shown in Figure 2, is a Java program running on the user's machine which
provides an interface between engineers and the VADOR services. VADOR provides two main
classes of services: the first class of services concerns the data and process definition and the tools
registration. This is performed via four different tools called BUILDERS. The second class of
services include data management services, automatic execution of processes and data inspection
tools. These two classes of services are described below.

Figure 2 The VADOR Graphical User Interface

2.4.1 Builders tools for data and process definition
The GUI provides tools to define DataComponents type and to define StrategyComponents. The tool
used to define an AtomicDataComponent type, called the AtomicDCBuilder, is illustrated on figure
4. A different dialog box, called the CompositeDCBuilder, illustrated on figure 5, is used to construct
a hierarchical composition of data into a tree structure. The tool used to encapsulate programs into
AtomicStrategyComponents is called the AtomicStrategyBuilder and is shown on figure 3. A
separate window, called the Composite Strategy Builder is used to describe processes including loops
and if constructs. A view of the Composite StrategyBuilder is given on figure 6. On this figure, a
strategy consisting of three sequential programs is modelled, each program having its own inputs and
producing an element of a hierarchical DataComponent shown in a tree view on the left. The
complete strategy is producing a Composite DC.
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Figure 3 The Atomic Data Component Builder

Figure 4 The Atomic Strategy Builder

Figure 5 The Composite Data Component Builder Dialog Box

2.4.2 Data Management, Automatic Execution and Inspection Services
The data management services provided by VADOR includes a data classification layer and an
automatic naming scheme for DataComponents and data files created under the system. A view of
the VadorExplorer, the GUI window giving access to the classification layer, is shown on the figure
below.
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Using the information encapsulated in the DataComponent attributes, VADOR allows users to trace
the upstream history of a given piece of data including the creator of the data, the programs used to
create the data and the input data used. Users can also be informed on the downstream influence of a
given piece of data by asking which data has been produced using a given piece of data as input.
These services results in a comprehensive documentation about data dependencies and data
influences.
Design and analysis work is performed in the system by first selecting the type of data to create in a
user-defined list and then by selecting a strategy to create the data. Only the strategies which have
been defined in the definition phase for the type of data to be created will be presented to the user.
Once the data type and strategies are known, the system will generate a new instance of data, pointing
to empty data files, and will ask the user to complete the definition of input data files to the programs.
Again, files will be requested for various types, as described in the integration phase. After the
selection of input files, the process is ready for execution and the user can select machines where the
programs are to be executed and launch the execution. The control will then be passed to the
executive server until the process execution terminates.

Referring to Figure 2, the upper half of the main window provides a graphical representation of a
DataComponent, where a tree representation is used to display on the left the composition of a
hierarchic DataComponent. The leaves of the tree represent the actual data files and their type can be
easily identified by the corresponding icon. Individual rectangles shown in the right window identify
individual DataComponent, enabling selection and queries to be made on their contents. Utility
programs, defined in the DCBuilder tool, can be invoked from the menu or the mouse in order to edit
or visualise the contents of the encapsulated data files.

The lower half of the main window provides a graphical representation of the StrategyComponent,
where a tree representation is used to display the composition of a hierarchic StrategyComponent.
The complete StrategyComponent is graphically represented by recursively including
StrategyComponent within each other.
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2.5 Librarian Server
The Librarian Server is the central Component server in the VADOR system. The Librarian is
providing services for the handling and archival of Components. The Librarian stores permanently the
components in a relational database using the JDBC driver. Details about the organisation of the
database are given below.

Figure 6 A view of the Composite Strategy Builder used to define processes

2.6 Executive Server
The Executive is a Java server program that manages the execution of StrategyComponents to create
DataComponents on a distributed network of heterogeneous computers. It answers the needs of
process automation in an heterogeneous distributed environment. The Executive is a multithreaded
server capable of handling multiple tasks. The Executive interacts with the Librarian to retrieve
DataComponents to be created and to update the database contents after execution. The Executive
usually receives simple requests from the GUI to create DataComponents and it communicates with
the Librarian to retrieve the DataComponent object. It traverse the Strategy Tree to generate the data
creation sequence and it communicates with the CPU Servers on different hosts to run the analysis
programs. During the execution process, it notifies the Librarian server after execution of each
program in order to update the status of the components in the database.

2.7 CPU Servers
CPU servers, also called wrappers, are Java server programs waiting for requests on machines where
analysis programs are to be run. The CPU servers wraps any scripts or executable programs on
specific machines. The CPU Servers have the responsibility to run analysis programs with a list of I/O
files and flags transmitted by the Executive Server. The result of the execution of the programs are
the creation of the data files encapsulated in the DataComponents. The CPU Servers also have the
responsibility to get the input files required for the execution and put the output files to required
locations after execution. File transfers are performed under the control of the CPU Servers using
standard web servers for downloading and uploading files. The analysis programs are usually
executable legacy programs to be executed on a specific machine, or a few machines, on the network.
Note that the execution time required to run these programs can vary from a few milliseconds to
many days, depending on the specific engineering analysis to perform.
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3.0 Process example
A process in the VADOR framework is a controlled sequence of program execution which is used to
produce complex data. Processes are encapsulated in Composite StrategyComponents objects which
are defined by the users using standard elements of structured procedural programming languages:
sequential blocks, parallel blocks, if constructs and controlled loops. The figure shows a typical
process which will be used to illustrate the definition of a Composite StrategyComponent used to
create a Composite DataComponent. In the figure, parallelepipeds indicate files and rectangles
indicate programs.
First, we need to define the data produced by
the process. This is done by defining the
Atomic DC types A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H. We
also need to define a composite data type CPLUS-D to encapsulate the output of the
program P1. Considering the fact that the A
and B types are not part of the process but are
rather inputs to the process, we need to define
a composite DC type C-TO-H containing one
C-PLUS-D, and one E,F,G and H respectively
to encapsulate the output of the complete
process. The composite DC type C-TO-H will
encapsulate 6 data files.
The process is modelled as a sequential
process composed of three blocks. In the first
block of the sequence, the program P1
produces a C-PLUS-D type DC using an A
type DC and a B type DC as input. In the
second block of the sequence, the programs
P2 and P3 are executed in parallel, the P2
program producing an E type DC using a C
type DC as input and the program P3
produces an F type DC using a D type DC as
input. The third and last block of the sequence
contains an if construct with its associated
True and False branches. The test uses input
data contained in either or both the E and F
DC types to branch. In the FALSE branch, the
P4 program produces a G type DC using a E
and a F type DC as input while in the TRUE
branch, the P5 program produces a H type DC using the same input. It is clear that at the end of the
process, either the G or the H type DC will be pointing to a non-existing data file.
Note that there is clear separation in the system between the sequence of execution and the
dependencies. For example, the system allows one to describe a process which will use as input a file
which will be produced later in the process. This provides flexibility in the description of complex
process. However, at execution time, the process may not be able to execute and appropriate
messages will be generated.

4.0 Relational Database
VADOR make use of a standard Database Management System (DBMS) to store and access
information describing the various Components. The DBMS currently used by the framework is the
MySQL DBMS, a publicly available system which stores information using a relational model using
the standard SQL language for database queries. A view of the various tables and their relations is
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reproduced using the UML representation on figure 7. It is important to emphasise that the present
data model separates the engineering data usually contained in data files, from descriptive
information. Only the descriptive information, or metadata, is stored in the relational database. The
users’ data files (potentially large files) will usually reside where they have been created by the
application programs.
Devising a schema for a relational data model is not a simple task and the tables contents and their
relations as currently described in figure 4 are the results of a few iterations and will probably require
adjustments in the future. The final schema, or data model, will be one of the main results of the
VADOR project since it defines the core of the system on which everything else is built. It also
defines the information that the system will be able to provide to other IT systems through
appropriate APIs.

4.1 Data and Process Definition Tables
Referring to figure 4, the first table, called the DCDefinition Table stores the definition of Atomic and
Composite DataComponents Types. When the DC type is Composite, the elements of the
composition are listed in the Table DCElements. The DCDefinition table identifies each type of data
in the VADOR system by a unique typeID, known as the Primary Key (PK) of the table and
associates with this typeID a typeName, a typeIcon, an IsAtomic field and a Description field. The
typeName is given by the user and is required to be unique. The typeIcon refers to an icon file
managed by the system which will be used by the GUI to provide visual recognition of the
DataComponents based on their type, as shown in figure 2. The IsAtomic field allows to distinguish
between Atomic and Composite DC types. The Description field is a string given by the user at the
moment of the type definition which will be later accessible through the GUI for information on
types. Composite DC are defined in the table DCElements. Every element appearing in a composite
DC type has a unique dcElementID, has a dcElementName, has a ChildID, has a counter and has a
typeID. The typeName should be chosen carefully to match engineering practices and an Icon should
be designed for visual support.
Programs and processes are defined in the table named StrategyDefinition. A relation is present
between the StrategyDefinition Table and the DcDefinition Table, indicating explicitly the DC Type
that the strategy can create. A Composite StrategyComponent is described by its elements stored in
the StrategyElements Table.
The above described four table are the core of the data and process definition in the VADOR
framework. Note that users will not in general need to deal with the database tables but only with the
GUI presented previously.

4.2 MetaData Tables
The central table for metadata storage and management is the DcInst table which stores instances of
DataComponents. DC Instances encapsulate single data file or groups of data files and attach to these
files metadata information. The table has two fundamental links with the Definition tables. First, the
DcInst table has a relation with the DcDefinition table in order to uniquely define the type of data
described by the instance. Second, the DcInst table stores the strategy used to create the data through
a relation with the StrategyDefinition table. The DcInst table contains general descriptive information
about the instance required for data management. For a composite DC type, the elements instances of
the composition are listed in the DcElementsInst table.
The DcInst table also has numerous relations with various tables in order to provide additional
information and control on the data. Relations with the DcAccess table enable a flexible control on
access permission to the data on a user base. Relations with the ExternalInputDcInst table allow to
uniquely identify the data used as input to processes and thus provide comprehensive forward and
backward dependencies capabilities. The ExecutionInfo table will store information about the
execution statistics and will enable future deployment of load balancing capabilities. Relations with
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the DcFolder enables the efficient classification of the data based on user's defined projects through
the VADOR Explorer.

5.0 Conclusion and prospective
The object-oriented methodology has been used in the development of a data-centric
framework. The implementation is done using the JAVA computer language. Collaboration and
data-sharing are enabled through the usage of the concept of Components and through data
standardisation. Two kinds of components have been defined: DataComponents and
StrategyComponents. DataComponents encapsulate the design-and-analysis data while
StrategyComponents encapsulate the design-and-analysis workflow. In order to provide data
management capabilities, the components have a set of attributes, including the owner, access
permission, history, comments, status and more. In order to promote standardisation, user defined
data types are introduced, which are then used for validation and documentation. DataComponents
and StrategyComponents are hierarchically arranged, i.e. they may contain other components, giving
the capability to describe the most complex problems. The leaves of this composition are called the
atomic components. The atomic DataComponents encapsulate exactly one data file, while the atomic
StrategyComponents encapsulate one program or script.
The VADOR system results from the assembly of distributed servers, allowing scalability in
a multiple users environment. The Librarian server provides access and storage services for
DataComponents and StrategyComponents. The Executive server controls the execution of sequences
of analysis programs. The CPU servers, or wrappers, run analysis programs. File transfers are
performed via standard Web file servers. A relational database stores data references and attributes as
well as data creation strategies. VADOR uses standard SQL databases for portability.
The current version of the VADOR framework is a flexible and configurable
software, adaptable to the needs of every engineer. It is capable of representing information, including
data and methods, uniformly from the enterprise work flow charts to the detailed engineering tasks. It
allows process execution automation on a distributed network and enables sharing of data and
methods while providing critical information to all users on the location and owner of data and
methods, the methods used to produce the data and the status of data and tasks. The integration of
data and processes into the framework enforces documentation of data formats and methods, and as a
result promotes standardisation.
The VADOR team is currently implementing various additional services in the framework,
including a load monitor and balancing facility, a data register where users can indicate their interests
on specific events related to data or strategies, and the generic implementation of optimisation
strategies. Future directions include a comprehensive support of generic design strategies, including
formal decomposition methodologies for MDO problem formulation and optimisation. Efforts will
also be deployed to define and use standard data descriptions for seamless data exchange between
heterogeneous applications.
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Figure 7 Relational Database Tables and relations
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Paper #10
Discussor’s name M. Stevenson
Author J. Y. Trepanier
Q: 1) How is geometry handled in the system?
2) How do you handle computational requirements vs. database complexity?
A: 1) The system is managing files. Geometry files, such as CATIA files, can be referenced
by the system as external input files. Then, specialized translation programs are used to
extract data from CAD files and produce the files required for analysis work. In some cases,
the process of preparation of input files for analysis from the CAD files is manual.
2) The system will store computational requirements for each task performed under the
control of the system based on information gathered during execution. This information will
constitute a rich database enabling the correlation of computational requirements with data
and process attributes. This will then be used to estimate CPU requirements for a given task
and to feed a load balancing facility.
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Abstract
The fabrication of rotating components for a gas turbine engine requires a number of
different manufacturing processes: casting, thermal-mechanical shaping (from ingot or
powder), heat-treatment, machining and joining. Numerical algorithms and advanced
computer hardware/software are being used increasingly to simulate these manufacturing
processes and the materials behaviour resulting from them that controls the service
performance. The purpose of this paper is to provide the reader with a flavour of the range of
research that is being carried out, the benefits that it confers and its current limitations.
Finally, some challenges for the future are identified.

1. Introduction
The fabrication of critical rotating components for the hot sections of gas turbine engines,
from premium grades of nickel-base superalloys that have been designed specifically for
their excellent mechanical behaviour at elevated temperatures, requires a number of different
manufacturing processes. These include melting and investment casting, thermal-mechanical
working (including forging and rolling), heat treatment, machining and welding (see Fig. 1).
The manufacturing stream is complex and normally involves a number of specialist
suppliers. Among the characteristics of the manufacturing cycle are: (i) the period required
for processing and hence delivery can take many months and involve international transport
between various stages, (ii) these delays tie up capital with obvious costs which can be
exacerbated by material losses, (iii) the complexity of the manufacturing process can lead to
fragmentation and loss of data certifying the quality of material and its susceptibility to
performance-limiting defects, and (iv) there is a barrier to responding quickly to changes in
specification and the requirements of the end-users, i.e. the gas turbine manufacturers.
Computer modelling is currently being used for the simulation of different stages of the
manufacturing process in an effort to deal with these difficulties. In fact the accuracy, speed
and sophistication of the computation are improving to such an extent that very significant
benefits are now being derived. In the present paper, a number of case studies will be
presented which are representative of the UK's state-of-the-art in this field, termed process
modelling. In the past decade or so, progress has been made at coupling treatments of the
macroscopic characteristics of the processes to the response of the material on the
microstructural scale. This is an important stage in relating the process to eventual service

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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Vacuum Induction Melting
(VIM)
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(EB or Inertial)

Vacuum Arc
Remelting (VAR)

Machining

Heat Treatment

Cogging

Forging

Fig. 1. The manufacturing processes used for the fabrication of turbine discs
arrangements.
performance. An important characteristic of the UK process modelling has been extensive
collaboration with the gas turbine manufacturers and materials suppliers, who have provided
access to manufacturing facilities on the factory floor; these have been instrumented for
targeted trials designed to test and calibrate the models. In the final part of the paper some
challenges for the future are identified.

2. Background
In order to appreciate the value of process modelling in this context, it is helpful to consider
some of the processes in a little detail. Consider first a ‘secondary’ melting process such as
vacuum arc remelting (VAR). Its main purposes are to improve the chemical homogeneity of
the ingot by eliminating the gross segregation, which is inherited from ‘primary’ vacuum
induction melting (VIM), and to produce a sound defect-free ingot for subsequent thermalmechanical processing. The aim of the modeller will be to help the manufacturing engineer
to achieve this homogeneity and material soundness by control of the process variables
under his control. In practice, the modeller will make predictions of: (i) the location of the
fusion boundary, and any alteration to its location due to changes in processing conditions,
(ii) the fraction of the billet that is not subject to steady-state or stationary conditions, (iii)
the typical average microstructure that results from the process and (iv) the likely occurrence
and stability of defects such as white spot or freckles, which occur when pieces of the
electrode remain unmelted after entering the molten pool or there are convectional
instabilities in the melt. Computer modelling represents a very powerful tool for the analysis
of these effects.
The use of process modelling for the simulation of the subsequent thermal-mechanical
shaping processes can also be contemplated. A typical VAR ingot needs to be worked
repeatedly in a ‘cogging’ press in order to refine the as-cast grain structure through repeated
sequences of recrystallisation and deformation, which have the further effect of reducing
microsegregation. An accurate treatment of these phenomena is the challenge to the
modeller. Predictions of the rate of recrystallisation are potentially valuable, so that
excessive cost is not incurred due to unnecessary stages in the process. Closed-die forging
operations are also amenable to modelling; predictions which might be required include the
manner in which the die cavity is filled, so that the deformation sequences can be designed
in an optimal fashion, and so that the susceptibility to forging defects can be assessed.
Finally, an elastic-plastic analysis of the heat treatment of the blank turbine disc forging is
necessary, since residual stresses result from the significant thermal stresses which originate
from the quenching operation. These must be known so that any subsequent machining
sequences can be chosen appropriately.
Finally, there are examples of assembly processes such as joining, which are highly
amenable to modelling and simulation. Consider for example the high-pressure (HP)
compressor sections of the aeroengine, which are now often manufactured from superalloys,
since the operating conditions are beyond the temperature capability of titanium alloys. The
assemblies require joining, often by electron beam welding. Process simulations are useful
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for the prediction of weld-induced distortions which can sometimes be so large that they
exceed the pre-defined tolerances, leading to excessive non-conformance and scrap. Higher
strength superalloys are joined by inertia welding, and here significant advantages have been
gained through the use of modelling for the optimisation of tooling and jigging
arrangements.
In the past, there has been a tendency to treat each stage of the process cycle in isolation.
However, the major challenge now facing researchers and industry is to address the complete
manufacturing chain to produce compatible and interacting models that can optimise the
production of critical components, both in terms of quality and cost. To this end, a multiinstitutional initiative is under way in the UK, within the EPSRC’s Materials Processing for
Engineering Applications (MAPEA) initiative, to develop and validate models for turbine
disc manufacture. The aim is to track the structure, including possible defects, from the
initial cast ingot to the final product in order to minimise unnecessary scrap in late stage of
the manufacture.

3. Process Modelling of Manufacturing Processes
It is beyond the scope of this paper to give a rigorous analysis of all of the various
approaches to process modelling. Rather, we give some examples of recent developments
and of work in progress to illustrate the progress that is being made.

3.1 Solidification Processing
Nickel-base alloys are often produced by a combination of primary and secondary remelting
processes followed by thermal mechanical processing or an investment casting operation to
produce varying complexity of rotating parts. Control of structure and avoidance of defects
in both process routes requires a detailed understanding of the solidification processes.
Modelling of these processes can help predict both the average structure, the deviation about
this average, and can give insight into the conditions causing defects (both intrinsic and
extrinsic) which often limit the performance of the material in service.

VACUUM ARC REMELTING
VAR is one of the principal secondary-melting technologies used to produce nickel-base
superalloys for the manufacture of turbine-discs in aero-engines. It operates on either a
Vacuum Induction Melted (VIM) ingot or VIM barstock that has been Electro Slag Refined
(ESR) to remove unwanted inclusions. VAR is used to produce a sound ingot that is free of
macroscopic segregation and has a relatively fine and homogeneous grain structure. An arc
is struck between the starting ingot (VAR or VAR/ESR) and a water-cooled crucible; the
ingot progressively melts and drips into the crucible where it solidifies in a controlled
manner. The intense heat in the arc and melt pool helps to further reduce the number of
inclusions. However, a number of types of defect that can be generated in the VAR process
and be carried through to later process stages. These include inclusions that originate from
ceramics used in VIM processing, white spot that is associated with fall-in from the electrode
or alloy skull (illustrated schematically in Fig. 2) and freckles that are localised
macrosegregate caused by convection instabilities. A numerical model is being developed to
simulate the VAR process that allows the process control parameters and alloy properties to
be related to the formation of a range of microstructural features and defects. This will help
enable the processing conditions for new alloys to be optimised with a minimum of timeconsuming trial and error experimentation.
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A multiscale model was
developed to simulate the VAR
process, with different spatial
and temporal modelling scales
being used depending on the
problem being addressed. The
fluid flow and heat transport in
the melt pool and mushy zone of
ingot are described by the
incompressible form of the
Navier-Stokes equations and the
accompanying
energy
and
electromagnetic
conservation
equations. These equations are
solved simultaneously using an
Fig. 2. Schematic of the potential origins of white
in-house transient finite volume
spots in VAR.
model with a moving mesh.
This allows the influence of even small process perturbations to be studied at almost any
stage of the process. Fig. 3a shows the predicted flow field for one set of conditions, whilst
Fig. 4a shows both the flow and thermal fields near the melt pool when the ingot has reached
half its final length for typical conditions. Validation of the model is ongoing against
instrumented trials on both laboratory scale and using an industrial VAR furnace.
One important application of the model has been the prediction of inclusion survival. Fig. 2
schematically illustrates the most common sources of intrinsic and extrinsic inclusions,
including: various types of white spot (a zone lean in niobium), splash, and the extrinsic
defects such as tungsten carbide and steel shot. White spot can arise from dendrites in the
shrinkage pipe of the VIM electrode or from the first solid fraction that forms as the shelf or
skull in contact with the water-cooled mould falling through the molten pool and being
entrapped in the mushy zone before completely melting. If the solid debris is melted or
dissolved in the VAR molten pool then it is likely to be innocuous. If it falls to the bottom of
the pool and is incorporated in the semi-solid region, it can either survive as a foreign
inclusion or as a white spot compositional heterogeneity.

Fig. 3. (a) Simulated fall-in trajectories for three initial spherical particles sizes. (b) Process
map illustrating the remaining volume percentage of a dendrite-cluster as a function of drop
height H, shaded area is white spot free.
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The consequences of various types of solid-matter falling into the VAR melt pool have been
considered. Simulations of particle cluster trajectory, temperature distributions and
dissolution were performed for alloy and process parameters relevant to industrial VAR
processing of INCONEL 718 (Fig. 3a).[1, 2] Operational safety windows for the avoidance of
white spot were plotted as a function of the cluster size and composition for each variable.
The drop height, composition and the initial particle temperature all had a significant
influence on the potential for white spot formation. However, the operational safety window
was most sensitive to the composition and drop height. Process maps were produced to
indicate the potential for white spot formation as a function of the principal process variables
and particle characteristics. Fig. 3b shows the importance of the drop height of dendrite fallin on the dissolution rate. Such maps offer the potential to tailor the process conditions to
specific alloys in order to avoid the formation of detrimental white spot.
The model was also used to determine which types of extraneous particles, such as steel
shot, tungsten carbide tool tips, etc, have the potential to pass through the molten pool
without completely remelting, producing an inclusion in the final ingot.[2] Steel shot particles
were found to present little risk of forming inclusions in the VAR process. The similar
densities of steel and superalloy lead to long residence times in the melt; a melting time of
1.5 seconds for the largest particle considered indicates that a steel shot particle will not be
able to reach the mushy zone before dissolving. Tungsten carbide particles, however, have
little buoyancy in the superalloy melt and rapidly drop to the semi-solid region, presenting a
high risk of forming detrimental inclusions. This model was used to reduce VAR costs by
determining when shot peening was not required between melts.
The thermal and fluid flow conditions in the melt have a profound effect on the
microstructures produced in the solid ingot; this in turn determines the subsequent behaviour
during forging and in service. One objective of the multiscale models has been to predict the
development of grain structure throughout the entire processing chain, including VAR
processing. The thermal profiles as a function of time generated by the macromodel were
passed to a mesoscale model to predict the different microstructural features. This
mesomodel is a cellular automata (CA) model, that tracks not only the average grain sizes
and their distributions, but also their morphology and texture indicating; for example, the
conditions leading to a transition from columnar to equiaxed grain growth. The predicted
grain structure is compared to the experimentally observed structure in Fig. 4. The model
also predicts how strong of a perturbation in processing conditions is required to produce
areas of discontinuous grain morphology (and hence how tightly the process must be
controlled). One such discontinuity is termed a tree ring structure, and has been linked to the
onset of freckle. Tree rings are zones of fine equiaxed grains interrupting the continuity of
the columnar grain structure that predominates over the outer half of VAR ingots. The model
also predicts these discontinuities, as shown by the highlighted squares in Fig. 4b&c. The
duration and magnitude of perturbations required to form heterogeneities in the grain
structure was systematically investigated, allowing process windows to be determined for the
prevention of these defects.[3]
In summary, the combination of experiments at the industrial and laboratory scale and the
development of a multi-scale model have provided detailed insight into the VAR process.
This potentially provides a process optimisation tool that can reduce the expensive and timeconsuming commissioning of VAR processing of new alloys. By linking mesoscopic models
to the continuum VAR model, key features that limit the final performance can be predicted,
including grain development (such as tree-rings) and the dissolution/melting of exogenous
particles in the melt pool. This has allowed the production of process maps that link the
occurrence of tree-rings and white spot to the major process variables. Application of these
maps to prevent defects has a massive financial impact, especially for defects that may not
be detected until further downstream in the process.
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Fig. 4. (a) Macromodel predicted temperatures and fluid flow near the melt pool.
Comparison of (b) multiscale model predicted and (c) experimentally observed (optical
macrograph) grain structure. The melt pool shape is shown as a black line, predicted by the
macromodel in (b) and calculated from the tree rings in (c).

Fig. 5. Process model of the investment casting of high pressure turbine blading. (a) Thermal
model. (b) Predicted grain structure.

3.2 Investment Casting
Process simulations of the investment casting of directionally solidified and single crystal
turbine blade aerofoils are now also possible[4], as indicated in Fig. 5. Heat transfer during
solidification of shaped castings in furnaces with complex baffle-geometry can be calculated
using appropriate radiation factors to allow the shape of the mushy zone, the temperature
gradients and the rate of solidification to be estimated with some precision. The heat transfer
analyses have been coupled with grain structure calculations based upon the cellular
automata technique, such that stochastic calculations of grain density can be made. The
analyses are suitable for the evaluation of novel designs of grain selector, and also the
evaluation of the susceptibility to stray grain formation around re-entrant features such as
shrouds. These kinds of computational tools have been used to identify the optimal
processing conditions required for the production of new types of turbine blade, with
significant savings in costs and time via reductions in the number of design/make iterations.
In a typical foundry, the probability of any given casting being defective is significant;
modelling represents a powerful tool for dealing with this situation. Indeed, it is claimed by
one industrial concern with which the authors have worked that costs running into many
millions of pounds have been saved.
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The effectiveness of
numerical
models
requires
that
they
incorporate
an
appropriate knowledge
of
the
physics
controlling the process
under
consideration.
The
characteristic
range of orientations
produced
and
the
propensity to stray
grain formation in
single crystal castings
varies
very
significantly between
alloys
with
small
compositional
Fig. 6 (a) Predicted and (b) experimental results (after ref. 2)
differences.
The
of competitive growth for two diverging grains, A and B, with
modelling techniques
misorientations of 25° and 1°, respectively.
are
now
being
extended to include full
tracking of the solute profiles at the micron scale and simulation of the dendritic
morphologies. This allows the competition between dendrites growing at an arbitrary angle
of misorientation to be simulated. Due to the increase in tip undercooling, for constrained
growth in a constant thermal gradient, dendrites with a preferred growth direction will grow
faster than those that are misoriented, with the preferred orientations overgrowing
misoriented ones. This effect was shown experimentally by Wagner et al.[5] for two
bicrystals crystals of CMSX4 superalloy grown with different misorientations, one with
converging and the other with diverging dendrites. The experimental conditions of Wagner
et al.[5] were simulated using a cellular automata-finite difference (CA-FD) model two grains
of 1° and 25° misorientation grown in divergent directions (see Fig. 6(a)). The highly
misoriented grain must form ternary dendrite arms to maintain its growth in the direction of
the gradient, showing excellent qualitative agreement to the experiments of Wagner et al
(Fig. 6(b)). The challenge is to understand why alloys with marginal differences in chemistry
behave so differently and to define the process conditions required for optimum single
crystal processing.

3.3 Simulation of Thermal-Mechanical Working and Heat Treatment
During the manufacture of high integrity superalloy disc components for gas turbines, the
forgemaster carries out a series of forging operations to shape a pre-forged billet to within as
near the required component shape as possible, in order to minimise costs associated with
machining and excessive waste of material. Most usually, stringent limits will be placed on
the grain size induced by processing; this is to ensure adequate mechanical properties and a
capability for non-destructive testing (NDT). In practice, successful processing requires the
optimum amount of deformation to be imposed at the correct temperature within the right
time-scale. The relationships between the processing parameters, the flow-field and the
metallurgical structure are time dependent and strongly temperature dependent. Historically,
great reliance has been placed on the skill and experience of the forgemaster to determine
optimum processing conditions.
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Nowadays, finite-element (FEM) based models are being used routinely to enable forging
procedures to be designed and analysed before resorting to trials on the factory floor, see
Fig. 7. However, before the simulations can be made, it is necessary to quantify the
rheological behaviour of the material using laboratory-scale compression tests and to carry
out data reduction to determine the appropriate mechanical and structural constitutive
equations, which are usually viscoplastic in nature.[6] Within the computer these manifest
themselves as datasets which are read by the software and materials subroutines which
estimate the evolution of metallurgical structure, i.e. the fraction of grains recrystallised,
grain size.[7] In practice, the simulations prove very useful for (i) estimating whether the load
capacity of the press is likely to be exceeded, usually at the latter stages of processing (ii) the
evolution of the temperature
field, which is influenced by the
balance of heat lost by
convection to the surroundings,
lost by conduction through the
dies and created by adiabatic
heating (iii) the rheological
flow, and related defects such as
cold shuts and (iv) determining
whether excessive grain growth
occurs due to the solvus
temperature being exceeded,
most commonly due to a large
contribution from adiabatic
heating.
The
computations
represent a rational way of
Fig. 7 Closed die forging of INCONEL718 turbine
choosing the die geometries and
disc. (a) Etched forging illustrating dead zone. (b)
forging sequences, which is of
Predicted
extent
of
recrystallisation
and
course the primary role of the
corresponding flow lines.
forgemaster.
After processing, the forgings
are subjected to heat treatment
followed by a series of
machining
operations.
A
number of advantages are
conferred by carrying out a
thermal elastic-plastic process
simulation[8] of this stage of
processing, see Fig. 8. These
relate to the estimation of the
residual stress field, which
arises due to the differential
thermal contraction of the metal
upon cooling, such that the local
yield stress is exceeded.
Quantification of the stress field
allows the subsequent sequence
of machining operations to be
chosen optimally; problems can
otherwise occur due to the
relaxation of the stresses as
machining
proceeds,
since

Fig. 8 Predicted radial component of residual stress
in an IN718 V2500 aero-engine disc, quenched in
oil from 980°C. Cross-section through an
axisymmetric finite element mesh of the disc with
its axis vertical and centre of symmetry at x=0mm.
Regions of high tensile and compressive stress
(yellow and blue, respectively), approaching the
assumed room temperature yield stress of 300MPa,
are clearly visible.
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movement of the metal can mean that tolerances can be exceeded. In practice, an accurate
estimate of the residual stress field requires an accurate knowledge of the heat transfer
between metal and quenching medium; thus heat transfer coefficients must be well
characterised. The calculations[8] indicate the plasticity occurs first on the outside surfaces,
such that the regions near the free surfaces end up in compression; balancing tensile stresses
exist away from the peripheral regions. The stresses are large, and usually a significant
fraction of the uniaxial yield stress; the hydrostatic component of the stress field is large too.
Recently, we have used neutron diffractometry to confirm the size and extent of the stress
field, and so far, the simulations are consistent with the experimental information which has
been acquired.

3.4 Simulation of Joining Processes
Joining processes are used widely in the fabrication of turbine engines, particularly for
compressor and combustor sections. Often high integrity processes such as electron beam
welding (EBW) are employed. The components being assembled are a very long way down
the manufacturing stream, so that their value to the turbine manufacturer at this stage is
considerable. Thus techniques which help to minimise scrap and non-conformance, e.g.
computer modelling and simulation, tend to have great emphasis placed on them.
Fortunately, much progress with regard to the analysis of welded structures has been made in
recent years. The aim here is to understand and predict the macroscopic transient fields of
temperature, displacement, strain and stress, by employing the equations of continuum
mechanics. The research[e.g. 9, 10] has reached the point where it is possible to make useful
predictions of residual stresses, distortion, cracking and buckling phenomena - the most
critical issues from an industrial viewpoint.
The first step is to solve some form of the energy equation, usually with the finite element
method; this is because the thermal strain computed from the heat transfer analysis can be
considered to provide the driving force for weld-induced distortions. Care must be taken
when deciding how to model the heat source, since the physical effects occurring in the
molten zone, particularly for processes such as electron beam welding, are not well
understood and are subject to debate; thus a balance must be struck between the desire to
appeal to all the physical phenomena at play and the practical need to keep the
computational cost to within reasonable limits, whilst keeping in mind the numerical
answers which need to be generated. The second part of the analysis involves carrying out
thermal stress analysis which typically involves large strains and large rotations. The most
popular constitutive equation has been elastic-plastic, i.e. creep is not usually accounted for.
The basic equations are the conservation of linear momentum, angular momentum, the
constitutive equation and the compatibility equation. The chief difficulty arises almost
entirely in decomposing the deformation into a translation, rotation and stretch on the one
hand and then decomposing the deformation into contributions due to elasticity, plasticity
and thermal expansion on the other.
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Fig. 9 illustrates a practical
example which relates to the
electron beam welding of
the high pressure compressor assembly of a modern
civil aeroengine.[11] This
consists of a number of
discs which are joined by a
weld of length greater than a
metre,
with
secondary
(cosmetic) passes added for
the purpose of removing
weld bead undercut which
would otherwise affect the
fatigue properties. As a
consequence of welding,
large residual stresses are
set up and these can be
estimated for the as-welded
state
and
with
an
appropriate creep model,
after
stress-relief
heat
treatment. The analysis
confirms that it is the hoop
component of the stress
field which is the most
significant; thus the weld
acts in the same manner as a
tourniquet.[11] The transverse (axial) component is
smaller, but it is this which
is responsible for increasing
the separation between the
machined disc bores, in

Fig. 9 (a) Predicted thermal field during EB welding of a
superalloy compressor assembly. (b) Corresponding
residual hoop stress (MPa) after welding.

Fig. 10 Simulation of inertia welding of superalloy
compressor assembly. (a) Initial jigging arrangement. (b)
Modified jigging.

Fig. 11 Digital model of supply chain.
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such a manner that the assembly ceases to be exactly radially symmetric; the situation
worsens when cosmetic passes are added. The results from these calculations have been
compared with measurements made on real assemblies, using needle-probe metrology and
neutron diffractometry.[12] These comparisons have convinced us of the power of computer
modelling for the anticipation of residual stresses and distortions in welded assemblies such
as this. These also provide guidance for the remedial action that needs to be taken when
problems arise.
A final example relates to the simulation of the inertia welding of compressor assemblies,
see Fig. 10.[13] The temperature capability required of superalloys for hot-end compressor
applications is now such that new disc alloys such as RR1000 are being contemplated.
Unfortunately, conventional joining processes such as EBW cannot be used since the higher
alloying content renders them prone to solidification cracking. Instead, inertia welding must
be used. One half of the assembly is accelerated to a significant rotational speed before
placing it against the other half, with the aid of an axial load; the heat generated is sufficient
to cause a bond without significant melting at the bond. Our calculations indicate that the
extent of the bond-line mismatch depends heavily upon the manner in which the two halves
of the assembly are held in place during welding; this is consistent with experience.[13] Since
the capital cost associated with the jigging arrangement is considerable and it takes up to six
months to have it fabricated and delivered, computational modelling has a role to play in the
development and application of this joining technology.

4. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the application of process modelling to support the
fabrication of the critical rotating components required for the gas turbine engine. A number
of examples have been given. In this field, one aims to build mathematical models of the
phenomena occurring during the manufacturing processes. Macroscopic phenomena such as
heat flow and continuum mechanics should be included; however, it is becoming
increasingly possible to include simulations of microstructure evolution using sophisticated
metallurgical models. The emphasis should always be to include as much as possible of the
underlying theory, without making the simulations unwieldy, intractable or lengthy. Usually
it is necessary to avoid losing sight of the reasons for pursuing a modelling approach.
The major advantages of a building a process model include
•

considerable predictive capability, provided that the modelling is sufficiently accurate;

•

the provision of an ability to study the effects of changes in the process variables (such
as withdrawal rate, geometry, quench rate, welding speed) without resorting to
experimental trials;

•

the possibility of optimising the processing route in order to reduce and even eliminate
manufacturing waste;

•

during component prototyping, a potential reduction in the number of design/make
iterations which prove necessary; and

•

the instilling of greater confidence in a process derived from a better understanding of
the physical principles at play.

Future challenges relate to the incorporation of better metallurgical models for
microstructure evolution, e.g. solidification, grain growth and texture, which will enable an
improved coupling of phenomena occurring on the macro- and micro- scales. Furthermore,
more development needs to be carried out to link together the models of the different
processes (e.g. casting, forging, heat treatment, welding); this will facilitate the storing of
information that characterises the risk of defects being present. We envisage a digital model
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of the supply chain, see Fig. 11, which allows the appropriate information to be stored,
operated upon, and retrieved at various points along the manufacturing route.
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Paper #11
Discussor’ name: Prof. Xiao Guo
Author Trepanier
Q: How are the periods between processes simulated, since the microstructure can
change during this time as well as during each processing operation?
A: Most of the changes in the microstructure between process steps occurs with
relatively slow kinetics and over large scales, and hence relatively coarse meshes and
long timesteps can be used, reducing the computational cost of simulating these
transitional periods between the main processing operations.
Discussor’s name: Prof. Glyn Davies
Author Trepanier
Q: “You showed some excellent examples of multiscale models for the predictions of
properties in metallic systems; is there any similar work on polymer composites?”
A: “I am not aware of any groups simulating the complete manufacturing chain for
polymer composites, but individual groups are applying multiscale modeling separately
to each step in the processing chain, such as the recent work on the multiscale simulation
of Resin Transfer Moulding at Imperial College. This work does need to be brought
together and extended to the prediction of properties.”
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Abstract
This paper analyzes the general requirements of Haptic Interfaces (HIs) for Virtual Prototyping
operations. In particular two different paradigms of interaction with virtual objects are presented,
respectively based on an anthropomorphic and a desktop Haptic Interface. The main aspects of
mechanical and control system design of HIs and force rendering in Virtual Environments are
discussed too. The experimental results of the simulations conducted with a force feedback arm
exoskeleton are presented, pointing out the current limits of the existing devices and outlining
the future developments.

1

Introduction

Virtual prototyping technologies can reduce the time and costs necessary to develop and
construct new products and bridge the disciplinary and distance gaps among different
collaborators working on the same project [3].
Virtual Prototyping is based on the simulation in a realistic three-dimensional Virtual
Environment of the functionality expected from the new product. Before the real construction of
the first prototype, it enables designers to evaluate the fulfillment of ergonomics, engineering
and design requirements, and the feasibility/adequacy of the product to the foreseen usage [2].
One of the key issues in Virtual Prototyping applications is the capability provided to the
operator of interacting in an efficient and sensorially sufficient way with the virtual model of the
object.
The sense of touch appears to be fundamental to assess the properties of the prototype of a
complex system, such as a vehicle. Although CAD systems are becoming widespread, there is
still some important information that a CAD program alone cannot supply. The designer cannot
see from the CAD how the operator will fit into cab or assess how the controls will feel during
operation. During the development of new vehicles the designer must still wait until a mock-up
or a prototype is built to find out how the controls feel and whether or not they are easy to use
[1]. Vehicle simulators immersed in Virtual Environments [6][4] (see Figure 1), where either the

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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contact or the inertial forces are replicated to the operator, have been successfully employed for
the evaluation of ergonomics aspects in the cockpit.

Figure 1 The MORIS motion simulator realized by PERCRO

During the design process of military vehicles, inertial motion simulators could be employed
for assessing the injury potential to the truck or tank occupants, in case of explosion of antivehicular mines. The explosion of anti-vehicular mines represents one of the most common
battlefields threats, which can cause serious injuries to the occupants, particularly to the cervical
spine and legs. Possible solutions for reducing the injury potential are currently under study.
One possible solution is the equipment of vehicles with mechanically damped seats, capable of
suppressing the huge vibrations induced by mine explosion. According to this approach,
mechanical dampers can be employed for connecting the seat to the vehicle frame.
Inertial simulators represent a potential mean for testing and improving the design of seats with
mechanical dampers. A parallel manipulator, e.g. the one shown in Figure 1, can be used to
simulate the high accelerations produced by the blast pressure consequent to the explosion of 3-4
kg TNT mine. The prototype of the seat can be placed on the upper platform of the simulator,
either with a dummy or a human person seated on it. Experiments may be conducted on
dummies by reproducing acceleration fields of the same magnitude of real ones. Moreover
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reduced acceleration fields can be replicated on human operators seated on the experimental
mock-up, in order to carry out a medical assessment of the system, by evaluating the injury
potential to the human body. The results of the medical protocol conducted on the human body
can be extrapolated, in terms of induced injury, to the case of higher acceleration vector fields.
Conceptually the rendering to the human operator of the sensation of a physical interaction with
a virtual environment can be achieved by utilizing appropriate interfaces capable of generating
adequate sensory stimuli to the operator. Such interfaces, called Haptic Interfaces (HIs), are force
feedback devices that can exert a controlled force on the operator’s limb as if he was touching a
real object.
HIs can greatly enhance the realism and the sensation of immersion perceived by the operator in
the Virtual Environment, while using CAD tools for the design/assessment of new products.
The most important characteristics that an HI must fulfill are high backdrivability, low inertia
(related with the transparency during the motion of the device), absence of mechanical plays,
mechanical stiffness greater than 5 N/mm, isotropic force response in the workspace (necessary
to avoid vibrations and penetration into virtual objects). The low-level control system needs to
run with a frequency up to 1KHz and to maintain the coherence with the graphics representation
of the simulation.
HIs, can be usefully employed for the simulation of virtual assembly and maintenance
procedures, with the aim of studying the feasibility of some particular mounting operations in
mechanical assemblies and verifying the level of operator’s tiredness induced by the task.
In particular in order to evaluate the execution of such procedures in complex mechanical
assemblies, it is necessary to use HIs with a workspace close to the real one of the human arm
and with multiple contact points on the operator’s arm. Force feedback anthropomorphic arm
exoskeletons, which can be worn by the operator in a natural way with a reduced encumbrance,
are the ideal candidate solutions for the simulation of such complex tasks.
The possibility of exerting contact forces on different points of the operator’s arm allows
assessing the feasibility of mounting procedures in huge assemblies. For instance it would be
possible to evaluate the reachability of a screwed hole in a motor housing by the operator’s arm
holding a wrench and to find the interference with other parts along the wrench path.
This paper describes two different Haptic Interface systems, which can be employed for the
execution of operations of virtual prototyping. The underlying issues related both to the control
and the design of such systems are also presented.

2

Characteristics of Haptic Interface systems

Some basic features of Haptic Interface systems can play a relevant role in the execution of
Virtual Prototyping operations:
•

Number of Points of contact: Haptic Interfaces providing multiple point of contact allow an
enrichment of the experience in the virtual environment. Both the time necessary to identify
the shape of an object in a virtual environment and the adopted exploratory procedure are
directly correlated to this number [10]. Exoskeletons systems generally allow replicating
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multiple points of contact. In Virtual Prototyping applications this provides the possibility of
simulating operations such as assembling and maintenance, by taking into account also the
encumbrance of the operator’s arm during the execution of operations.
•

Grounded vs. Portable Haptic Interfaces. Portable Haptic Interfaces allow the operator to
perform a free motion and to touch virtual objects within a large workspace. Grounded
Haptic Interfaces have the main advantage of being generally characterized by a reduced
encumbrance, which allows to locate them on a desktop, while, as a drawback, the reachable
workspace is reduced.

•

Capability of replicating torques: Capability of replicating torques is important when
operations of assembling have to be replicated. Typically in the case of inserting a peg in the
hole, the reaction torques generated by the misalignment of hole/peg axes provide the
indication of correct fitting to the operator.

•

Mechanical properties of Haptic Interfaces: Haptic Interfaces are traditionally designed
according to the following general guidelines: low moving masses and inertia, low friction,
high back-drivability, adoption of smooth, low play transmission systems, high structural
stiffness, high force and position bandwidth. The fulfillment of such requirements is
generally achieved by the adoption of tendon transmissions for remote actuation together
with grounding of motors.

3

The arm force exoskeleton

The PERCRO arm force exoskeleton [7] (see Figure 2) is a 7 degrees of freedom (DOF) HI,
tendon actuated with DC brushed motors. The system can be configured with 5 DOF only, with a
handle or a glove fixed to its last link. The kinematics of the first 5 DOF of the system is shown
in Figure 3.
The exoskeleton is equipped with optical encoders at each joint and three force sensors, based
on a strain gauge architecture that can measure the torque on the last three joints of the system.
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Figure 2 The arm force feedback exoskeleton

Figure 3 The virtual environment and the Arm-Exoskeleton worn by the operator in the 5DOF set-up
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Figure 4 Representation of the contact in the Virtual Environment

In the following the results of some haptic experiments that have been conducted on the arm
exoskeleton are presented.
In the Virtual Environment a full-body avatar of the operator is represented as it is shown in
Figure 4, while the contact forces are displayed as solid arrows. The operator can observe the
movements of his arm on a wide screen, on which all the computer generated Virtual
Environment is projected. Several objects with different geometrical shapes have been
represented, such as a sphere, a wall, a cube and polyhedral objects, according to the scheme
illustrated in Figure 3. The operator can move freely his arm in the space, without feeling the
weight of the exoskeleton, since gravity and friction forces are compensated by the action of
motors.
A measure of forces and displacements of the contact point during the simulation allows to
assess the performance of the system, i.e. the capability of providing the correct perception of the
contact to the user.
When the hand enters in contact with an object, forces are generated against the operator’s hand
in order to impede it to penetrate in the object.
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Figure 5 Plot of position vs. time during the simulation of the contact with a virtual wall at x=-0.2 mm

Figure 6 Plot of force vs. time during the simulation of the contact with a virtual wall at x=-0.2 mm

Figure 5 and Figure 6 respectively show experimentally measured position and force during the
contact between the operator’s hand and a virtual wall. The haptic cues are displayed to the
operator by simulating virtual mechanical impedance at the contact point. The calibration studies
of the controller have permitted to set up the optimum value of the impedance, in order to avoid
the onset of vibrations or the sensation of a very soft surface. As it can be observed in the plots,
after a transient peak due to the collision with the surface, the reaction force reaches a stable
value of about 15 N.
The optimum parameters of the simulated mechanical impedance that determine the best
performance during the contact have been estimated as a mechanical stiffness of 80 N/mm and a
viscous damping of 0.3 N/(s⋅mm).
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Anthropomorphic force-feedback exoskeletons can be suitably employed in Virtual Prototyping
applications, where a full immersion of the operator can be realized by wearing such devices in a
natural and comfortable way.
In order to extend the capability of PERCRO arm exoskeleton system, a portable device for the
hand has been recently designed at PERCRO for the force-feedback on user's fingertips during
grasping.
Such a device will be worn by user's forearm and integrated with the arm exoskeleton on its
terminal link that will support its weight. While the micro-system will allow enhancing the
stiffness and the perceived inertia of the systems where a manipulation task is performed with
the fingers, the macro system will allow reaching a greater workspace with the hand.

Figure 7 The pinching haptic interface

Such a system will allow the simulation of grasping and moving objects in the space, with the
correct feeling of interaction forces/torques generated by the contact with other objects.

4

The Desktop Haptic Interface system

Another paradigm of interaction with a virtual environment can be realized with desktop HIs.
HIs with reduced number of degree of freedom can be employed for the three-dimensional
exploration and navigation in the Virtual Environment enriched with the sensation of contact
with the virtual objects. Low DOF HIs represent an alternative choice, when it is not requested to
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sense the posture of the entire human arm and the nature of the performed task can be carried out
with a single contact point.
An example of such a device is the desktop two Haptic Interface system realized at PERCRO,
shown in Figure 8. Such a 2 DOF HI [5] is actuated by a novel transmission system, which
allows increasing the isotropic behavior of the system force response. The HI can exert forces up
to 10 N in its plane. Although the system possesses a plane geometry, it can be used for
rendering 3-dimensional shapes too, by exploiting vector fields of lateral forces: a force resistant
to the motion of the operator’s hand and lying in the plane of motion is perceived as a positive
slope, while a force pushing along the motion direction as a negative slope. This effect has been
exploited in numerous investigations [11] to display virtual features, such as holes or bumps. The
main advantage of a desktop device is the reduced cost with respect to higher DOF HIs.

Figure 8 The desktop 2 DOF HI

The system is controlled in real-time through a control system based on two main treads
running with different clocks, according to the architecture shown in Figure 9. Two different
nodes manage the execution of the two threads. The Haptic Module is executed on a DSpace
Control Board, while the Graphics Module is executed on a Pentium III 1GHz equipped with
NVidia GetForce3 Graphics Card.
HAPTIC MODULE:
GENERATION OF
FORCES

10 KHz
Local Model and
Interface
Controller

Operator

Haptic Interface

DSpace Control Board

GRAPHICS MODULE:
REPRESENTATION OF
SCENE

50 Hz
Global Model:
Collision
Detection of
Primitives
Pentium III 1GHz +
Graphics Accelerator
NVidia GetForce 3

Figure 9 Block representation of system architecture

Virtual Environment
Dynamics
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The thread that manages the graphic representation of the overall virtual environment is
executed at each 30 msec and, detects primitives that are in contact each other in the Virtual
Environments by means of a collision detection algorithm.
In the case of the planar kinematics, it has been adopted a collision detection algorithm based
on the generation of Voronoi diagrams and distance fields of colliding primitives using graphics
hardware. Such an algorithm, developed for Computer Graphics purpose only [8], has been
integrated with a hierarchical collision detection algorithm and adapted in order to fulfill the
requirements of force feedback generation.
Figure 10 shows the concept underlying the collision detection algorithm in a simple case of
contact between a point and a circle, represented by means of polygonal representation. When
the point is closed to the circle, Voronoi diagrams are computed in a square area surrounding the
point. Such an area is divided in sub-areas with different colors, each different color identifying
the polygon edge that is closest to the point.

Figure 10 Example of Voronoi Diagram associated to the contact of point with a circle

On the basis of the contact primitives, a local model of the virtual environment is extracted by
selecting neighbors of the primitives that are in proximity of the contact point. Such local model
is then sent to the Haptic Module, which generates the force feedback at a refresh rate of 10
KHz. The Haptic Module is based on a Fast Collision Algorithms incorporating a God-Object for
the computation of forces, according to [9].
Figures 10,11,12 show a sequence of different frames of a virtual simulation of insertion of peg
in the hole. When the peg is pushed against a boundary of the yellow housing, a reaction force is
computed in real time, which avoids the penetration of the two bodies.
The peg in the hole represents a paradigm of assembling operations. In such a case the contact
forces allow to feel whether the correct relative position of the two bodies has been addressed for
the insertion task.
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Figure 11 Peg in the Hole task: non colliding objects

Figure 12 Peg in the Hole Task: The peg is colliding with an edge of the yellow housing

Figure 13 Peg in the Hole task: The peg is colliding with an edge inside the hole
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5

Conclusions

Haptic Interface systems present a great potential for applications in virtual prototyping.
Although multi-degree of freedom systems are preferable for complexity of tasks that can be
simulated, low degree of freedom haptic interfaces could constitute a valid alternative, in term of
cost and encumbrance of device.
During the design phase of military vehicles, inertial motion simulators can be suitable
employed for the assessment of protection/safety adds-on, e.g mechanically damped seats for the
reduction of potential injury to the occupants, both from a technical and medical perspective.
Beyond the assessment of occupant safety in case of mine detonation under armoured vehicles,
another issue worth of investigation is the assessment of the stress conditions, which a pilot of
fighting aircraft is subjected to during flight. As a concluding remark, the usage of HIs is a
meaningful tool for the design of military vehicles that allows great economy of time and money,
especially when it is requested to assess the relation between human and machine under extreme
conditions of work.
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Exemples d’utilisation des techniques d’optimisation
en calcul de structures de réacteurs
Christian Paleczny et David Monteiro-Fernandes
Snecma Moteurs
Centre de Villaroche
77550 Moissy Cramayel
France

Introduction
Le contexte général de la compétition sur le marché militaire de l’aéronautique oblige les différents acteurs à
réduire leurs coûts et à augmenter les performances de leurs produits. Cela implique un effort dans tous les
domaines qui doit se traduire notamment par la réduction des cycles de développement, la diminution du
nombre d’essais et la réduction du coût de fabrication.
Dans cette optique, les outils de simulation sont devenus indispensables pour prédire le comportement des
pièces. Cela a permis de diminuer le nombre d’essais de manière significative, tout en concevant des pièces de
plus en plus performantes et fiables.
L’évolution importante des capacités des ordinateurs permet désormais d’envisager des analyses de plus en
plus complexes et de plus en plus nombreuses en phase de conception. Cela permet également de diminuer
encore plus les risques technologiques.
Le dimensionnement mécanique des pièces et des structures pèse pour une lourde part dans ces coûts de
développements. C’est le dimensionnement mécanique qui garantit l’intégrité physique du moteur.
A ce titre, les concepteurs sont tenus à une grande rigueur dans le travail effectué et au respect des procédures
qualité. L’optimisation, c’est-à-dire l’atteinte d’un objectif donné (un niveau de contrainte, une fréquence)
tout en respectant un certain nombre de critères (variation de forme, durée de vie, …) est un domaine qui
prend une importance croissante dans tous les bureaux d’études aéronautiques.
En optimisation de structures, nous distinguons différentes catégories :





optimisation à base de connaissances (avant-projets)
optimisation topologique (forme non définie par une CAO)
optimisation de dimensionnement (épaisseurs de coques, caractéristiques matériau)
optimisation géométrique (architecture figée)

A la différence du secteur automobile et des avionneurs, la plupart des composants des réacteurs nécessitent
une optimisation géométrique dès le début de la phase de conception. L’optimisation géométrique est une
catégorie assez complexe car sa mise en œuvre nécessite, dans un bureau d’études, le couplage automatique
d’un logiciel de CAO paramétrée, d’un logiciel de maillages, d’un solveur élément finis et d’un logiciel
d’optimisation. Certains logiciels intègrent toutes ces fonctionnalités de façon « transparente » et ont donc des
performances très intéressantes. Néanmoins, ils ont des limites que les modélisations des composants des
réacteurs atteignent de façon très fréquente.
C’est pourquoi, ces dernières années, se sont développés des logiciels d’optimisation ouverts permettant de
gérer tout type de modélisation. Ces logiciels apportent des possibilités de couplage avec des logiciels de
CAO, des solveurs éléments finis ou des logiciels développés en interne.
Après un bref chapitre détaillant les principales étapes permettant de bâtir un problème d’optimisation, cet
article présentera quelques exemples d’utilisation de ces logiciels dans un contexte de bureau d’études
mécaniques.

Communication présentée lors du symposium RTO AVT sur « La réduction des coûts et des délais d’acquisition
des véhicules militaires par la modélisation avancée et la simulation de produit virtuel »,
organisé à Paris, en France, du 22 au 25 avril 2002, et éditée dans RTO-MP-089.
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Processus d’optimisation
Le dimensionnement classique dans un bureau d’études repose encore souvent sur une approche essaiserreurs. C’est à dire, pour réaliser un composant, le concepteur doit:




réaliser un modèle CAO initial à partir d’un cahier des charges, de son expérience et de
l’environnement général où se situe sa pièce
réaliser ensuite des modélisations (statique, dynamique, etc) permettant de vérifier les critères de
dimensionnement
itérer en modifiant sa conception de manière à respecter son cahier des charges

Le principe de base des logiciels d’optimisation est de pouvoir reproduire de façon automatique ce qu’un
concepteur réalisait auparavant manuellement, en y ajoutant de nombreuses plus-values:





possibilité de balayer un espace de conception plus large
calculs automatiques
possibilités de réaliser des plans d’expériences et de créer ainsi des fonctions d’approximation
atteinte d’optimum grâce à des algorithmes de plus en plus performants

Pour le concepteur, les étapes-clefs en optimisation de forme sont donc:
 la réalisation du modèle de CAO paramétrée
 la détermination des analyses à effectuer (statique, dynamique, non linéaire, etc)
 la réalisation d’un modèle paramétré éléments finis et associé à la géométrie
 la définition des critères de dimensionnement associés à la pièces (contraintes maxi, plage de
fréquence interdite, masse, déplacement maxi, etc)

R

H

L
Figure 1 – Modèle CAO paramétré

Figure 2 – Maillage paramétré

Figure 3 - Résultats

Le logiciel d’optimisation va être chargé de reconnaître et de gérer ces modèles (Eléments Finis, CAO, etc),
de permettre à l’utilisateur d’identifier les paramètres sensibles, de piloter automatiquement le processus
complet de calcul et de traiter les résultats en fonction des paramètres.
Le plan d’expériences se contentera de permettre la création de fonction d’approximation des fonctions (mais
possibilités d’erreurs importante entre la fonction estimée et les points réels), tandis que l’optimisation directe
utilisera les valeurs réelles des fonctions et en général les sensibilités (influence des paramètres sur les
fonctions = dérivée des fonctions par rapport aux paramètres) pour atteindre des valeurs optimales.
D’autres utilisations sont possibles : analyses probabilistes ou de Monte-Carlo, recalage de modèles (calculsessais), etc.
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Sans entrer dans les détails techniques (notion de perturbateur de maillage, gestion du calcul d’erreur, etc),
dans le cadre de l’optimisation de structures, le logiciel d’optimisation va effectuer en batch le processus
itératif suivant :

Logiciel d’optimisation
- Plan d’expériences
- Optimisation
- Monte-Carlo
- etc

Mise à jour des paramètres par le logiciel

Mise à jour du modèle de CAO : ex. CATIA
à partir des paramètres géométriques fournis

Récupération de la géométrie en cours dans
le logiciel de maillage : ex. PATRAN
formats natifs, format IGES, STEP

Mise à jour automatique du Maillage
Ex : fichier session PATRAN

Génération du fichier Eléments finis
Ex : fichier SAMCEF

Exécution des analyses Eléments finis
Ex : statique linéaire ASEF

Fin
d’étude ?

Lecture des résultats / calculs éventuels des
sensibilités semi-analytiques ou différences
finies

Post-traitements permettant
au concepteur les prises de
décision

Ce processus se représente en général sous
forme de schéma intégrant chacun des modules
et des actions à exécuter.
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Optimisation d’un disque à l’éclatement
Le premier exemple illustre un cas que les logiciels d’optimisation de base ne savent pas traiter, car il
nécessite d’utiliser un code de mécanique non linéaire et porte sur un critère (rupture de pièce) rarement
implémenté. L’exemple a servi dans le passé à valider l’utilisation de plan d’expériences et d‘études
d’optimisation au sein du bureau d’études.
La pièce concernée est un disque de réacteur. Le rôle essentiel des disques est la rétention des aubes de
compresseur ou de turbine et le maintien des jeux en bout d’aube. Ce sont des pièces tournantes « à
défaillance catastrophique » pour l’avion. Le dimensionnement de ces disques requiert donc le respect des
règles imposées par les autorités certifiantes et le respect d’un ensemble de critères issu du savoir-faire de
Snecma Moteurs.
Déplacement
du disque

Rupture
du disque

Ω éclatement

Figure 4 – modèle de disque

Vitesse de
Rotation Ω

Figure 5 – détermination de la vitesse d’éclatement

L’expérience a montré que les disques éclatent dès que l’on dépasse une vitesse de rotation critique, à cause
de l’augmentation rapide des charges centrifuges. Cette vitesse d’éclatement peut être obtenue par essai, par
formules analytiques ou estimée par des modèles éléments finis. A titre d’information, le modèle numérique
que l’on réalise utilise des lois de comportement matériaux non linéaires ainsi que des hypothèses de grands
déplacements.
L’étude d’optimisation consiste à minimiser la masse du disque tout en respectant une vitesse de rupture
supérieure à une limite imposée (ex : 1600 rad/s). Pour cette étude, nous avons modélisé un disque simple et
décidé de sélectionner trois paramètres qui influent sur la rupture : l’épaisseur de la toile du disque E1, la
hauteur L3 et la largeur L2 d’alésage. Le modèle réalisé est un modèle 2D. L’aube est modélisée par un
ensemble de masses ponctuelles situées au niveau de la jante.
Modélisation
Eléments Finis

Paramètres géométriques
sélectionnés pour le disque

. Modélisation 2D simple
. Hypothèse axisymétrique

E1 : toile du disque

. Modélisation simple des aubes
L3 : hauteur de l’alésage
. Matériau élasto-plastique
. Analyse non linaire grand déplacement

Figure 6 – paramétrage et maillage du disque

L2 : largeur de l’alésage
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Le problème d’optimisation que l’on se propose d’étudier est donc :
 minimiser la masse du disque,
 vérifier que la vitesse d’éclatement de la pièce est supérieure à la vitesse limite.
Afin d’explorer l’espace de conception et d’étudier le comportement des fonctions, une étude paramétrique a
été menée. Cette étude permet de déterminer l’évolution de la vitesse d’éclatement et de la masse en fonction
des paramètres. Cette étude permet aussi de trouver une position approchée de l’optimum et de valider
l’optimum trouvé par la méthode directe.
Y(/L2)
2.2

Un exemple d’application numérique est donné ciaprès. L’espace de conception est défini par les
plages de variation des paramètres suivantes:
2*E1 : 4.4 à 6 mm par pas de 0.4 mm (5 valeurs),
2*L2 : 30 à 40 mm par pas de 2.5 mm (5 valeurs),
L3 : 15 à 20 mm par pas de 1.25 mm (5 valeurs).

3.0

20.0

15.0
15.0

Z(/L3)
20.0

X(/E1)

Toutes les combinaisons des paramètres ont été étudiées, soit 125 calculs non linéaires dans un domaine de
conception cohérent avec l’objectif. Une fois ces calculs obtenus, nous avons créé une surface de réponse,
nous pouvons donc avoir une représentation de l’évolution des critères dimensionnants en fonction des
paramètres géométriques.
La même étude a été ensuite lancée en vue d’une optimisation directe en utilisant un algorithme classique
(linéarisation convexe). Le logiciel a convergé en une dizaine d’itération vers un point optimum très proche de
ce que l’on trouve en analysant les résultats du plan d’expériences.
Surface Ωéclat.=1600. rad/s : sur cette surface, tracé de la masse

Zone où se situe le minimum
de la masse dans l'étude
d'optimisation

Zone du minimum de la
masse trouvé à partir de
l'étude paramétrique

Figure 8 – Surface de réponse et optimum direct
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Optimisation de brides festonnées
Un réacteur est constitué de nombreuses brides de liaison. Elles sont présentes aussi bien sur des pièces en
rotation que sur des carters structuraux.
L’opération de festonnage des brides permet de gagner de la masse, ainsi que de diminuer les niveaux de
contrainte au fond des trous de vis (contrainte générée par le flux des contraintes tangentielles). Le bon
dimensionnement de la géométrie des festons permet d’absorber une partie de ces contraintes.
L’étude que nous présentons a permis :
 de valider la chaîne complète d’optimisation intégrant le logiciel de CAO (CATIA), le logiciel de
maillage (PATRAN) et le solveur éléments finis (SAMCEF)
 de mieux appréhender la problématique « qualité de maillage » et « optimisation », lorsque l’on ne
dispose pas de techniques de « perturbateur de maillage » (re-localisation automatique des nœuds du
maillage en fonction des variations de géométrie), ni de calculs de sensibilités semi-analytiques.
Le modèle de bride paramétrée est décrit dans les figures suivantes. En utilisant les symétries, on ne se
préoccupe que d’une demi-période circulaire de cette bride.

Figure 9 – Bride complète

Figure 10 – Modèle CATIA & Paramètres

Cet exemple permet de montrer les différences de résultats à travers différentes stratégies de maillage et donc
d’illustrer l’impact sur une éventuelle optimisation de la bride. En effet, l’optimisation nécessite le calcul des
sensibilités qui, dans ce cas, sont calculées par différences finies.
Trois stratégies sont étudiées :




un maillage libre (figure 11),
un maillage réglé (figure 12),
un maillage hybride (figure 13).
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Figure 11 – Maillage libre

Figure 12 maillage réglé

Figure 13 maillage hybride

Modélisation
Eléments Finis
. Visualisation des contraintes de Von
Mises aux bords de la bride

Figure 14 Visualisation des contraintes dans la bride
La figure suivante montre l’évolution de la contrainte de Von Mises maximale atteinte en fond de trou, en
fonction du rayon de fond de feston.

Contrainte en Fond de Trou
850

800

Mixte

Libre

Réglé
750

700

650

600
316

316,1 316,2 316,3 316,4 316,5 316,6 316,7 316,8 316,9 317

317,1 317,2 317,3 317,4 317,5 317,6 317,7 317,8 317,9 318

Rayon de Fond de Feston

Figure 15 Evolution des contraintes maxi en fonction du rayon de feston
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Ces courbes permettent de constater que les résultats obtenus sont très sensibles au type de maillage employé.
Le niveau moyen de la contrainte est différent pour chacune des courbes. Cela s’explique par le fait que les
mailles sont de tailles différentes suivant le type de maillage. Les pentes sont aussi très différentes. Cette
différence s’explique par la variation de l’élément le plus contraint. Cette variation est d’autant plus grande
que l’on utilise un maillage libre.
Cette étude montre qu’en l’absence de perturbateur de maillage une optimisation ne peut être réalisée sur un
maillage libre. En effet, les sensibilités sont fausses et empêchent les algorithmes d’optimisation de converger.
Cependant la complexité des pièces étudiées rend parfois délicat la réalisation d’un maillage réglé. Combinant
les avantages de l’une et de l’autre, la stratégie de « maillages hybrides » est un bon compromis pour être
appliquée dans une chaîne d’optimisation.

Conclusion
Les deux exemples proposés illustrent qu’en quelques années les techniques d’optimisation ont évolué de
façon importante et permettent désormais de traiter des problèmes d’optimisation de forme de plus en plus
complexes. Ainsi, il est possible d’utiliser tous les types d’analyse mécanique et également de coupler les
logiciels de CAO, les logiciels de maillage et les solveurs éléments finis.
Néanmoins, ces exemples illustrent également certains dangers dans l’utilisation des logiciels sans réellement
en maîtriser tous les aspects (calcul des sensibilités erroné par une qualité de maillage insuffisante, absence de
pertubateur de maillage, fonctions en « escalier » non continues et conduisant à des sensibilités nulles,
problèmes des minima locaux, problèmes multi-objectifs, approximation insuffisante des surfaces de réponse,
etc ).
Nous avons noté d’autres freins d’utilisation de l’optimisation qui sont liés, non pas à l’optimisation en ellemême, mais à la difficulté de réalisation des modèles paramétrés (CAO ou maillage automatique
complètement associé à la CAO) et à la difficulté de poser correctement un problème d’optimisation.
Nous travaillons pour lever ces quelques imperfections et il nous apparaît également nécessaire de former et
d’aider les ingénieurs d’un bureau d’études afin qu’ils acquièrent « un niveau de culture en optimisation » .
Pour conclure, nous sommes convaincus que la facilité d’utilisation des futurs logiciels de CAO paramétrés
comme CATIA v5 et l’intégration de la plupart des logiciels de maillage dans ces environnements vont
permettre de multiplier de façon importante les études d’optimisation et de rendre plus industrielles les études
multi-disciplinaires.

Paper #13
Discussor's name: Kirit Patel
Author’s name: Mr. Girard
Q: In your pre-optimization process, you spent some time in the design of the disc you showed. How
much improvement in design time has resulted from your new optimization method?
A: The optimization techniques allow us to explore a much larger space in the design area for the
same amount of time as traditional techniques. Consequently, the main improvement is not in design
time, but in quality of the final design. This results in direct reduction of time and cost in the global
design process: it helps to reach the 'Best Design at first time' and reduce non-quality & re-design,
therefore reducing cost and delays on a program
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Integrated Design and Analysis of an Aircraft Fuel System
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Summary
Using an aircraft fuel tank as an industrial case-study, the paper describes some recent research developments
at BAE SYSTEMS that allow the airframe and systems life-cycles to become better aligned. In particular, the
paper demonstrates that the design and analysis of the fuel system can be integrated with the airframe
structure. This will reduce qualification times in the future and enable Simulation Based Acquisition (SBA),
that is, the procurement of aircraft based on synthetic results rather than physical testing.

Introduction
The current generation of military aircraft requires a prolonged and costly activity to develop and qualify the
fuel system. This involves a combination of performance analysis, fuel rig and flight test programmes,
culminating in system qualification. There is a requirement therefore:
•
•
•
•

to improve the qualification process by complementing the physical testing with fully-integrated analysis
and simulation capabilities within a Synthetic Environment (SE);
to reduce the need for physical testing by taking into account the real world functional and operational
characteristics of the fuel system within the SE;
to lever the optimum trade-off, i.e. enabling Multi-Disciplinary Optimisation (MDO), during the early
development phases of the aircraft life-cycles;
to calibrate the synthetic fuel system with actual fuel rig and flight test results.

These requirements can be satisfied by integrating the physical and functional design of the fuel system,
thereby aligning the airframe and systems life-cycles. If successful, then this becomes an enabler for SBA.
The qualification includes gauging analysis of tank contents, one-dimensional network analysis for pressure,
flow and thermal distributions, as well as the selective use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for threedimensional flow analysis. Each of these analyses is currently performed separately and the results are
summarised in a form suitable for simulation of the overall fuel system. This is used as a means of
demonstrating system capability and predicting performance. Subject to appropriate validation, operational
scenarios can be investigated in detail on an engineering workstation. This reduces the uncertainty in design
and the amount of (expensive) system testing.
The Flight Control System (FCS) requires the continuous estimation of fuel mass and centre of gravity (CG).
These can be derived from the mass and CG of individual fuel cells for any combination of aircraft pitch and
roll angles. For a specific cell, this is constructed as a relationship between the volume of fuel and the height
of the equilibrium-free fuel surface, as illustrated in Figure 1. Currently, CATIA V4 solids representing the
fuel in each cell are first constructed. An in-house software application then repeatedly splits each fuel cell
solid with gauging planes which take into account the aircraft pitch and roll angles and percentage divisions
along the length of the gauge probe. The application analyses the remaining fuel solids for their volumes and
CGs and produces text file output. This is applied to each gauge probe and typically considers 55
combinations of pitch and roll angles and 21 equally-spaced percentage lengths, i.e. a total of 1155 solid split
operations and analysis interrogations. Inevitably, this analysis provides no information beyond the physical
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extremes of the gauge probe. A fuel cell can fill above 100% of the wetted probe length, in which case, the
excess fuel is ungauged. In addition, it can drain below 0%, in which case, all the fuel is ungauged. Note that,
although undesirable, this is not a restriction of the functionality in CATIA V4.

FIGURE 1. Gauging parameters
The paper first reviews the current process at BAE SYSTEMS for designing and analysing an aircraft fuel
system using the case-study illustrated in Figure 2, i.e. the wing nacelle tank for Nimrod. The construction of
an integrated assembly of solid models, i.e. a Digital Mock-Up (DMU), representing the airframe structure
and fuel system is then described. This is followed by the development of a software application for remote
modification and analysis of the constructed model. In particular, the application automates the gauging
analysis and produces percentage cell volume and CG output in the required format for simulation. The
general structure of this simulation is described and sample results presented.

Wing nacelle tank

FIGURE 2. Fuel tank case-study
The research developments described in this paper have been achieved using recent advances in computing
technology, such as CATIA V5 from Dassault Systèmes and its associated Application Programming Interface
(API). The challenge for BAE SYSTEMS now is to develop the corresponding integrated processes to support
this technology and to establish a SE that can provide credible qualification evidence.
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Review of current process
During conceptual design, the initial external shape of the aircraft is first specified by a set of oversize
surfaces. A key diagram then specifies the internal structural layout. Although it can be a set of 2D drawings
containing reference lines and curves, the key diagram is usually a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model
containing reference planes and surfaces: the planes correspond to the neutral axes of the spars, ribs, frames
and floors. At this stage of the design process, the parts are represented by oversize surfaces constructed on
the reference planes and then trimmed back to the external surfaces. From this information, simple solids
representing the fuel cells can be constructed by first assembling adjacent faces into volumes and then closing
them. Figure 3(a) illustrates the conceptual model of the wing nacelle tank containing a single surface
representing the external shape of the nacelle and three solids representing the fuel cells within the tank.
The fuel cells are initially gauged over their extreme dimensions using a virtual gauge probe. This involves
constructing a geometric line representing the probe and a series of gauging planes at particular aircraft pitch
and roll angles. These planes are then positioned at percentage lengths along each probe to represent the fuel
surface. The fuel cell solids are split with these gauging planes and the resulting solids representing the fuel
are analysed for their volumes (as a percentage of the total cell volume), CGs and heights from the xy plane.
This helps the fuel engineers to provide first estimates of the fuel mass and CG, which then impacts on aircraft
performance, controllability and structural layout. In addition, the initial fuel system can be designed, i.e.
pumps, pipes and gauge probes can be positioned and frame cut-outs can be located and sized. The part
designers build this information into the assembly of models, i.e. the DMU.
The definition of the airframe and fuel system matures during preliminary design. Internal surfaces are
designed, possibly allowing for the complex architecture of Carbon-Fibre Composite (CFC) skins, and the key
diagram is finalised. The parts are now represented by simple solids, which possibly contain large cut-outs but
do not yet contain pockets and fillets. Complex fuel solids are constructed by subtracting the assembly of
structural parts, e.g. skins, spars, ribs, frames and floors, and systems parts, e.g. pumps, pipes and gauge
probes. For performance reasons, however, simple skin solids with constant thicknesses are used instead of the
complex ones with architectured internal surfaces. Note that these simple skin solids have larger volumes than
the corresponding complex ones since they include the volume of the numerous stringers that strengthen the
skin and will eventually be included within the DMU during detailed design. Figure 3(b) illustrates the
preliminary model of the wing nacelle tank containing a single external surface, three fuel solids and multiple
solids representing the structural and systems parts.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3. (a) Simple and (b) complex fuel solids for the wing nacelle tank
This time the fuel cells are gauged using physical gauge probes, rather than virtual ones, i.e. they are
represented by cylinders of fixed diameter and length. Based on the gauging analysis, the fuel engineer
modifies the probe positions in order to minimise the amount of ungauged and unusable fuel. Fuel is ungauged
if the fuel surface is outside the length spanned by the probe electrodes, although the term usually implies that
the surface is below the probe. Fuel is unusable if the fuel surface is below the level at which the pumps can
operate wet. One solution is to use lightweight inserts to occupy the dead space, which is satisfactory provided
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the dead space is not too large. In addition, the complex fuel solids can be exported to third party tools, such
as FLUENT, for detailed three-dimensional CFD flow analysis.
The part solids are fully detailed during detailed design, i.e. all cut-outs, pockets, fillets and stringers are
explicitly modelled. However, the complex fuel solids are not modified to reflect this additional detail in the
DMU. Instead, the existing values of the volumes and CGs are calibrated using proportionate scaling. The
scaled values are used to populate look-up tables embedded within the airborne software. Fuel contents and
CG can then be calculated using the current aircraft pitch and roll angles (determined from inertial data) and
percentage probe lengths (determined from the wetted probe points). This determines the range of a particular
mission and imposes restrictions to the flight envelope if the overall aircraft’s controllable CG range is
exceeded.
Finally, physical tests are performed to verify the synthetic results and calibrate the estimated volumes and
CGs from the preliminary solids. The goal is to reduce costs and lead times by minimising the dependence on
physical test rigs. This implies the need to host the bulk of the fuel system design and analysis within a SE. It
is clear from the above review that the systems life-cycle is dependent on the airframe life-cycle, which
traditionally means that the two are sequential. The next two sections will describe some research
developments that make the two life-cycles more concurrent. This could either reduce the lead times for the
same output quality, or improve the output quality for the same lead times through more design iterations.

Model construction
This section describes the construction of the CAD model using CATIA V5. This will be compatible with the
application for gauging analysis described in the next section. Recall that parametrised and associative solids
are constructed representing the fuel in each cell. The individual fuel cell solids are first assembled together to
form a simple fuel solid. An assembly of solids representing the airframe structure and fuel system is then
subtracted from this to leave a complex fuel solid. A single parametrised gauging plane is now constructed
corresponding to specific aircraft pitch and roll angles and percentage lengths along a gauge probe. This splits
the complex fuel solid to leave a solid representing the corresponding fuel in the cell. Figure 4 illustrates one
of the fuel solids using aircraft pitch and roll angles of 0° and a percentage length of 100% along a physical
gauge probe, whose axis is shown as a line. It is clear that there is a significant amount of ungauged fuel, with
the actual gauging limited to approximately 97% of the total cell volume. This suggests the probe position
could be improved.
All of the driving (input) and driven (output) parameters are constructed individually and linked to geometry.
Driving parameters include the cell and probe for analysis, aircraft pitch and roll angles, and percentage probe
length; driven parameters include the percentage cell volume, CG and height from the xy plane. The model
contains two types of probe. The first is virtual and gauges over the extremes of the tank, while the second is
physical and corresponds to a standard part of fixed diameter and length. The physical probes are initially
positioned vertically within the DMU on specified bottom points and then the fuel engineer pitches and rolls
them into appropriate positions. Therefore, the model contains additional driving parameters corresponding to
the probe bottom points and probe pitch and roll angles, and additional driven parameters corresponding to the
(offset) distances of the probe end points from the inside of the tank and the probe top points. Alternatively,
the top point rt could be calculated from the bottom point rb for each probe using

0
1

rt = rb + l  0 cos φ
 0 sin φ


0  cosθ

− sin φ  0
cos φ  − sin θ

0 sin θ  0 
sin θ




 
1
0  0  = rb + l  − cosθ sin φ  ,
 cosθ cos φ 
0 cosθ  1 



where l, θ and φ correspond to the probe length, the pitch angle and the roll angle respectively. Note that, by
convention, the pitch rotation matrix is always applied before the roll rotation matrix when manipulating an
aircraft part within the DMU. However, for gauging purposes, the CAD model orients the fuel surface and not
the fuel solids, which means the roll rotation matrix must be applied before the pitch rotation matrix.
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FIGURE 4. Graphical window for a fuel cell gauged by a physical probe
Rules are used to ensure the CAD model, i.e. the fuel solid, is correctly constructed using the input parameters
specified by the fuel engineer. The rule for constructing the fuel solid activates and de-activates the Boolean
operations used to assemble the individual fuel cell solids. The de-activated operations for constructing one of
the fuel cells are visible in the graphical window (Figure 4). Since the probes have been constructed using
geometric lines and not Boolean operations, then the rule for constructing the probe uses a weighted average
of all (virtual and physical) gauge probe end points, i.e.
rb = w v rbv + w p1rbp1 + w p 2rbp 2 + ... + w pn rbpn
and
rt = w v rtv + w p1rtp1 + w p 2rtp 2 + ... + w pn rbpn ,
where r v , r pi and w correspond to the virtual probe, the ith physical probe and the weights respectively.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 illustrate the effects of gauging a fuel cell using the virtual (extreme) and physical gauge
probes at various aircraft pitch angles. A fixed aircraft roll angle of 0° and percentage probe length of 25% is
assumed. Figure 5 illustrates that the analyses can provide similar results when the lengths of the virtual and
physical probes are the same. However, the analyses can provide significantly different results when this is not
the case (cf. Figure 6) due to the virtual probe being variable, i.e. dependent on the aircraft’s attitude, while
the physical probe is fixed. This is further exacerbated during inverted flight, e.g. for a combat aircraft.
Consider when the fuel surface corresponds to 25% of the probe length, then the CAD model should suggest
that the fuel occupies approximately 75% of the cell volume. This is true for the physical gauge probes, but
not for the virtual one. The correct fuel solid can be constructed using another rule, which recognises the
inverted flight condition and positions the gauging plane accordingly, i.e. at the same percentage but measured
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from the other end of the virtual probe (cf. Figure 7). Note that identical simulation data can be determined
using either gauging strategy by considering the height of the fuel surface from the xy plane.
Gauge probe

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5. Gauging of a fuel cell using (a) virtual and (b) physical probes at an aircraft pitch angle of 0°

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6. Gauging of a fuel cell using (a) virtual and (b) physical probes at an aircraft pitch angle of 90°

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 7. Gauging of a fuel cell using (a) virtual and (b) physical probes at an aircraft pitch angle of 180°
Since the assembly of models is parametric and associative, then all solids can be modified and automatically
updated by the modelling system. In addition, external and internal surfaces can be replaced and the reference
planes defining the key diagram can be re-positioned. Having constructed the fuel solid, corresponding to the
fuel engineer’s specifications, then it can be analysed for its percentage cell volume, CG and height from the
xy plane. Recall that the gauging analysis typically considers 1155 solid split operations and analysis
interrogations for each probe in each cell. Clearly, this is a time-consuming and labour-intensive process if
performed interactively by the fuel engineer.

Application development
This section describes the development of an application using the CATIA V5 API that allows the fuel
engineer to perform side-studies on the fuel system and automate the gauging analysis on the CAD model.
Through its user interface, the developed application will access the CAD model remotely and produce a C
header file (.h) in the required format for simulation, together with a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (.xls) and
text file (.txt).
Initially, the fuel engineer starts CATIA V5 from the application and selects either the local or a remote server
containing the CAD software and licences. This creates a process on the selected machine where the analysis
is to be performed. A model is then selected in which one or more fuel cells reside and opened in the CAD
window (Figure 4). The specification tree is reproduced within the application window so that the fuel
engineer can specify any driving (input) parameters that were built into the CAD model by the part designer
and select the fuel cell for analysis. The fuel engineer can then force the CAD model to update the geometry
and any driven (output) parameters. Note that the fuel engineer cannot save these modifications against the
model: he is only able to perform a side-study and would have to submit a traditional Engineering Change
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Request (ECR) form to the part designer. Figures 8(a) and (b) display the application’s specification windows
for a fuel cell analysed with virtual and physical gauge probes respectively. Note that the application displays
the probe end points and the (offset) distances from these points to the inside of the tank. Figure 8(a)
corresponds to conceptual design, where the distances are zero and a percentage probe length of 100%
corresponds to a percentage cell volume of 100%, i.e. all of the fuel is gauged. Figure 8(b) corresponds to
detailed design, where the distances are positive and a percentage probe length of 100% corresponds to a
percentage cell volume of approximately 97%, i.e. some of the fuel is ungauged.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8. Specification window for a fuel cell gauged by (a) virtual and (b) physical probes
The default analysis considers single aircraft pitch and roll angles of 0°. The fuel engineer can either modify
these individual values, specify a range of equally-spaced values, or specify a set of distinct values. By
default, for each combination of aircraft pitch and roll angles, 5 equally-spaced planar splits are made between
percentage probe lengths of 0% and 100%. Again, the fuel engineer can either modify the number of equallyspaced values or specify a set of distinct values. Alternatively, the fuel engineer has the option of opening a
text file which specifies the CAD model to be analysed and the gauging parameters, i.e. the aircraft pitch and
roll angles and percentage probe lengths. The fuel engineer can choose to de-select the CG calculation which
significantly improves the performance of the analysis interrogations.
Four types of output are available. Figure 9 illustrates the application’s graphical output using 3 aircraft pitch
angles, 3 aircraft roll angles and 11 percentage lengths along a physical gauge probe. The graph displays
polylines of percentage cell volume plotted against percentage probe length for particular combinations of
aircraft pitch and roll angles, together with individual analysis points. The fuel engineer has the option of
saving the gauging results to either a text file (.txt), a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (.xls) or a C header file (.h)
in the required format for simulation. The graph displays that the fuel occupies approximately 97% of the total
cell volume when the wetted point is 100% along the probe length and the aircraft pitch and roll angles are 0°.
Similarly, there is ungauged fuel for many other combinations of gauging parameters.
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FIGURE 9. Graphical window for a fuel cell gauged by a physical probe

Use of application within fuel system simulation
A significant use within the systems life-cycle is the provision of high quality data for fuel simulation. In
order to represent the internal distribution and dispersal of fuel between cells, it is necessary to accurately
represent the relationship between fuel height and volume in all cells. This has to be updated dynamically as
fuel enters and leaves a cell. The rate of fuel transfer between cells is a function of the height difference across
inter-cell frames and the shape and position of frame cut-outs. Early in the systems life-cycle, it may be
sufficient to approximate an inter-cell transfer by a semi-permeable surface which offers a notionally uniform
restriction to fluid flow. Later, it will be necessary to investigate detailed flow phenomena in areas where
problems have been found, such as unacceptably slow transfer, puddles of unusable fuel and sloshing of large
fuel masses.
The simplest functional model for representing inter-cell flows is a network model, comprising nodes and
connections. In a classical nodal network, these concepts are applied to pipes, pumps and valves. The nodes
act as small accumulators for the fluid in the pipes and, given the bulk modulus of the fluid, they provide a
calculation of pipe pressure. The problem for fuel simulation is that the working fluid is assumed to be
incompressible and so the bulk modulus has to be relaxed in order to facilitate a computationally efficient
process. This is reasonable for bulk transfers, but may be unreasonable for the investigation of specific
phenomena such as water hammer.
Fluid nodes, as used in fuel tank simulations, contain height-volume information that is driven by the mass
and heat content of each cell at each simulation step. Mass and heat content determine fuel temperature and
density, which are both assumed to be homogeneous properties of a cell. Thus volume is calculated and
converted into a height, using data similar to that presented in Figure 9. This height information is then
transmitted to interface components, e.g. faces and pumps. Note that a face is a generic term for an aircraft
structure that permits flow. Pumps inlets and pipe inlets/outlets are described functionally between interface
co-ordinates for the flow paths together with flow control relationships, i.e. pump curves and valve curves.
The co-ordinate geometry is critical to what happens at the tank boundaries since the submergence of
interfaces determines pressure at those interfaces. The component geometry is important in establishing exact
fuel volumes for the FCS, but approximate volumes, such as space envelopes, suffice for simulation.
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A typical architecture for fuel simulation is shown in Figure 10. It is a bond graph representation of the wing
nacelle tank used in the case-study showing 3 fuel cells, 2 inter-cell faces and 3 interfaces between the fuel
cells and pipes. A bond graph is a conceptual notation for defining energy flow around a system. Bonds are
shown as “harpoons” pointing in the assumed direction of energy flow. Two complementary variables are
defined for each bond, in this case pressure and flow, the product of which is power. These models are
inherently power-conserving and internally consistent. In addition, they are quick to construct and suited to
network modelling.

FIGURE 10. Bond graph representation for the wing nacelle tank
Bond graph tools translate diagrams (plus component specifications) into sets of equations that can be solved
and compiled into simulation code. The substantial benefit of an integrated approach to airframe and systems
modelling is that network models of this type can now be readily applied to systems that have a large amount
of geometrical data associated with them. The application described in this paper makes this data available in
a form suitable for direct inclusion in large simulations within the traditional burden of manual preparation.
The end result of this type of work is to be able to predict fuel performance over time. Sample results from a
refuel simulation are shown in Figure 11, giving the change in cell mass and height over about half an hour as
part of a complete aircraft refuelling exercise. These results are indicative of the general behaviour of fuel in
tanks. However, the value of an integrated approach is clear. It shows the fuel engineer how the fuel system
works under operational conditions and shows the part designer how the airframe needs to be configured in
order to be able to move fuel around.
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FIGURE 11. Sample results from refuel simulation
Having achieved this link between airframe and systems, immediate possibilities exist for visualising the
simulation. These are based on fuel solids within the CAD model accessing the same height-volume data that
was exported for simulation. This would provide feedback from the system design process to the airframe
design process and, in addition, offer a route into SE presentation (through movie clips and possibly
interactive graphics). The value of this capability is potentially enormous, enabling fuel engineers and part
designers to view and manipulate their product in advance of it actually being built.

Conclusion
The paper has successfully demonstrated that the design and analysis of the fuel system can be integrated with
the airframe structure. This integration will clearly reduce qualification times and enable Simulation Based
Acquisition. The key developments of the proposed integrated process over the current one include:
•
•
•

the construction of a single parametrised gauging plane, rather than multiple isolated ones;
extreme gauging analysis using a percentage of the overall cell volume, together with the physical probe
length;
formatted output for the simulation, i.e. a C header file (.h), together with Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
(.xls) and text file (.txt) output.

The main benefit is that the application is run independently of CATIA V5 as a remote process. This allows
the fuel engineer to perform “what if …?” and “how to …?” side-studies without committing any design
changes to the solid models and the manufactured parts. In addition, the dependence of the fuel engineers on
specialist CAD knowledge and modelling skills has been removed. However, effective communications are
required between the part designers and fuel engineers to establish the correct CAD models and manage the
change process.
The process is limited in that without visual feedback, the fuel engineer cannot determine whether the solid
models have updated correctly, i.e. without introducing clashes between the different parts within the DMU.
Furthermore, parts cannot be inserted or removed from the model: they can only be modified. However, with
careful specification of the fuel system, the fuel engineer should only need to introduce minor modifications
and thus the visual feedback may be unnecessary. When these limitations have been addressed and a new
integrated process has been implemented within a production environment, then clearly the airframe and
systems life-cycles will become better aligned. It is worth noting that similar integrated processes could be
applied to the design and analysis of other aircraft systems for power and thermal management.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new integrated methodology for the optimisation of turbomachinery blade shapes
coupling a user interface, a blade geometry generator to an automatic CFD solution process and an
optimisation algorithm.
The methodology relies on the interaction between a genetic algorithm, a database and user generated
objective functions and constraints. The latter includes aerodynamic, geometrical and structural constraint
functions, while future developments will extend these to aero-acoustic optimisation objectives.
Several examples, covering gas turbine configurations are presented.

1. Introduction
Designing turbomachinery blades is a complex task involving many different objectives and constraints
coming from various disciplines. In order to help the designer in this complex task, various complex codes
are now available to define complex blade geometries (CAD system), compute the flow field inside the blade
channel (CFD codes) and the mechanical stresses inside the blade metal (structural codes). Although the CFD
software are getting more accurate, fast and user-friendly they do not provide algorithms able to automatically
optimize the performance of a geometry. As a consequence, blade designers often start from an existing
geometry and try to adapt and improve it based on a trial and error procedure. In this procedure, the designer
modifies the blade manually based on his own experience and computes the flow field on the modified blade.
However, the very short design time schedule, often imposed by the market, do not allow the designers to test
many modifications and therefore can not take full advantage of the huge potential and huge amount of
information provided by the CAD, CFD and structural codes.
Further improvement of this design cycle is probably one of the main challenges of the next decade in the
turbomachinery community. Major improvements are expected in terms of reduced design time, reduced
engineering time, better optimum and increased design complexity. This challenge can only be tackled by
selecting and further developing general and efficient design algorithms integrated into a software dedicated
to this specific design task.
Today, several other design methods are available such as gradient methods based on finite difference [1] or
more recently based on the sensitivity and the adjoint equation [2], genetic algorithm [3], simulated annealing,
response surface methods, inverse design [4] or expert systems [5].
Generally speaking it is hard, if not impossible, to state the superiority of one method over the others for every
type of design problems. All these methods have advantages and disadvantages and are therefore limited to
some class of problems and cannot cover the whole field of design problems.
An ideal design method should satisfy a number of criteria :
•

Generality of the formulation : ability to treat various kind of design or optimization problems
(aerodynamic, structural, ...) and various ways to evaluate the system performance (computer codes,
experiments, correlations, ...),

•

Multi-objective : ability to treat simultaneously various objectives from different fields,
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•

Reduced computational resources : ability to use a reduced number of calls to expensive computer
codes,

•

Robust and automatic : ability to avoid local minimum and to run without any human intervention and
expertize during the design cycle,

The solution to the definition of an ideal design method seems to combine the advantages of many design
techniques into a single design method. A design method has been developed that is based on the concept of
function approximation and that combines other very popular techniques such as artificial neural networks,
genetic algorithm, database and CFD analysis tools [6], [7].
A completely new commercial package (FINETM/Design3D) has been developed at NUMECA International
that offers more flexibility, improved performance, graphical-user interface (GUI) and full automatization of
the design cycle. This new software incorporates various very popular and efficient techniques such as
artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms, databases and CFD analysis tools.
FINETM/Design3D offers a fully automatic coupling to the NUMECA fast and high fidelity CFD simulator
FINETM/Turbo that contains a mesh generator IGGTM/Autogrid, a flow solver EuranusTurbo and a post
processor CFViewTM. EURANUS [8] is a finite volume discretization code based on explicit time marching
algorithms. The explicit Runge-Kutta time stepping procedure is used to advance the solution to steady state.
A centered space discretization is applied and scalar local time stepping is used to advance the solution in
time. Acceleration techniques such as implicit residual smoothing and multigrid are used systematically.

2. FINETM/Design3D
2.1 General Principle of the Design Method
The basic idea of the present method, of which a flow chart is shown in Figure 1, is to accelerate the design of
new blades using the knowledge acquired during previous designs of similar blades.
The core of the design system is a database containing the results of all Navier-Stokes computations
performed during the previous and present design processes. The database contains three kinds of data :
•

The fluid properties and flow-field boundary conditions used by the Navier-Stokes solver which are
the inlet flow angle, the pressure ratio, the Reynolds number, the ratio of specific heats.

•

The parameters defining the geometry

•

The aerodynamic performance characterized by the aerodynamic efficiency, the outlet flow angle and
the isentropic Mach number distribution on the blade surface.
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Figure 1 : Blade Design Algorithm
The blade design algorithm encompasses five components :
•

The design starts with the aerodynamic, geometrical and mechanical requirements imposed by the
user, namely : the inlet and outlet flow angles, the ratio of the outlet static pressure over the inlet total
pressure, the Reynolds number, the blade cross-section area, the moments of inertia (Imin and Imax),
the leading and trailing edge radius, and various other mechanical and geometrical constraints.

•

The second step is the construction of the approximate relation between the parametric geometry and
aerodynamic boundary conditions on one side, and the aerodynamic performance on the other side.
An artificial neural network contains free parameters that have to be adapted in order to fit the
database samples. The fitting or identification process is done by back-propagation of the errors and
in the context of neural networks, is called "learning process". After the mapping of the database
samples, the neural network is able to generalize; meaning that it can predict the aerodynamic
performance of blade geometries under given flow-field boundary conditions that are not inside the
database.

•

The aim of the third step is to find a new optimized geometry that will be analyzed by the flow solver.
This is realized using an optimization procedure such as: a genetic algorithm (GA) or simulated
annealing (SA); the aerodynamic performance being evaluated by means of the trained neural
network. The global blade performance is evaluated through an objective function, which translates
all the user-imposed constraints into a single number.The result of this optimization is a point in the
design space which is expected to be the optimum of the real problem.

•

In the fourth step, the new geometry provided by the optimization is evaluated by means of the flow
solver and this new sample is added to the database.

•

Finally, the performance is compared to the imposed one. If the target performance has not been
achieved, another design iteration is started, and the same process is repeated until the optimum blade
is obtained.
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A new design iteration always starts with the neural network learning. As the design proceeds, the database
grows, leading to improvements of the approximate relation and therefore to a better localization of the real
optimum.

2.2. The Parameteric Blade Modeler (AutoBlade)
The geometry parametrization is a critical element in the success of any shape optimization method. Ideally,
the parametrization of the geometry should be able to generate a large variety of physically realistic shapes
with as few design variables as possible.
AutoBladeTM is a geometry modeler developed and tuned for turbomachinery applications. Turbomachinery
designers are accustomed to work with two-dimensional sections that are then stacked to the threedimensional blade geometry. AutoBladeTM offers two design modes for the two dimensional blade sections.
The first one constructs the blade by independent suction and pressure sides. The second mode first defines a
camber line and adds a symmetric thickness to obtain the suction and the pressure sides. The blade edges can
be rounded or blunt. Splitter blades are also supported allowing various definitions of splitter blades. The
tangential lean and meriodional sweep of the 2D sections stacking can be controlled independently using
various types of curves and parameters.
AutoBladeTM provides several methods to construct the endwalls : Bézier curves, C or B-spline curves with an
arbitrary number of control points.
AutoBladeTM also offers the possibility to analyze the 3D blade shape. It can compute various quantities:
•

Blade angle/curvature/thickness distributions,

•

Channel width distribution,

•

Throat area and location in 2D/3D,

•

LE/TE wedge angles,

•

Unguided turning,

•

Maximum thickness and location,

•

2D section area, moment of inertia, torsional inertia,

AutoBladeTM is integrated into the NUMECA FINE environment and offers a simple, interactive, userfriendly and multi-windows graphical user-interface.
AutoBladeTM is able to treat various types of turbomachinery blades such as : centrifugal/axial compressors
and turbines, pumps, fans, return channels, blowers, inducers, ... Figures 2 to 5 represents some examples of
blade geometries obtained with AutoBladeTM.

Figure 2 : axial turbine with a highly twisted blade

Figure 3 : centrifugal compressor with splitter blades
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Figure 4 : fan with a significant tangential lean
and meridional sweep

Figure 5 : hydraulic Francis turbine

2.3 The approximate model
The basic principle of the method is to build an approximate model of the original analysis problem (the threedimensional Navier-Stokes equations). This approximate model can then be used inside an optimization loop
instead of the original model. In this way the performance evaluation by the approximate model is not costly
and the number of performance evaluations performed by the approximate model for the optimization is no
longer critical.
Among the large number of possible techniques able to construct the approximate model, artificial neural
network (ANN) has been selected. Although the initial motivation for developing ANN was to develop
computer models that could imitate certain brain functions, ANN can also be thought of as a powerful
interpolator. Artificial neural networks are non-linear models that can be trained to map functions with
multiple inputs and outputs. The recent increase in neural network research results from the observation that
neural networks have powerful mapping and pattern recognition capabilities, surpassing those of other
techniques in many applications (both in accuracy and/or in computational speed).
Typical applications of neural nets are speech recognition, handwritten character recognition, image
compression, noise filtering, nuclear power-plant control, automobile auto-pilot and medical diagnosis.
However, this list is far from complete, and new applications seem to appear every day.

2.4 The optimization algorithms
The goal of the optimization is to find the minimum of the objective function using the simplified analysis
model. Here, an essential issue is the robustness of the numerical optimization algorithm.
The choice of the optimization algorithm is mainly based on the following two considerations :
•

Many local optima may exist in the design space and therefore a global optimization technique is
required.

•

The evaluation of the blade performance using the approximate model is very fast (a few ms).
Consequently, the number of required function evaluations is now of far less importance than if a
detailed Navier-Stokes computation was needed at each step.

Based on the first consideration, the straightforward application of numerical optimization techniques that rely
on derivatives are questionable because they are only local optimization techniques. On the contrary,
stochastic techniques such as the genetic algorithm (GA) or simulated annealing (SA) are global optimization
techniques that do not get stuck in local minimum and therefore offer an alternative to conventional gradient
methods for optimization problems where the function evaluation is very fast.
Genetic algorithms were designed by Holland in the 70s, and improved and made well known by Goldberg.
A genetic algorithm is summarized as follows (Figure 6). An initial population is generated by randomly
selecting individuals in the whole design space. Then, pairs of individuals are selected from this population
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based on their objective function values. The performance of an individual is measured by its fitness. Then,
each pair of individuals undergoes a reproduction mechanism to generate a new population in such a way that
fitter individuals will spread their genes with higher probability. The children replace their parents. As this
proceeds, inferior traits in the pool die out due to lack of reproduction. At the same time, strong traits tend to
combine with other strong traits to produce children who perform better.

Figure 6 : Genetic Algorithm

2.5 The objective function
Among the design objectives of the detailed aerodynamic shape optimization, efficiency is only one of the
many considerations. A good design must also satisfy the mechanical and manufacturing constraints as well as
the aerodynamic constraints (turning, separation safety margin and good off-design performance).
The problem we are faced with is the minimization of an objective function (loss coefficient) in function of
several variables (the geometrical parameters) subject to several constraints (mechanical, manufacturing and
aerodynamic constraints), the objective function, and the constraints being non-linear. The general approach
to this problem is to transform the original constrained minimization problem into an unconstrained one by
converting the constraints into penalty terms that are increasing when violating the constraints. A pseudoobjective function is then created by summing up all the penalty terms and the original objective

3. Optimization Results
This section presents two optimization results obtained with FINETM/Design3D.

3.1 Design of an axial turbine blade
Secondary flows are known to have a more significant impact on turbine than on compressor blades due to the
higher turning angle. The purpose of this optimization case study is to demonstrate that FINE/Design3D is
able to automatically optimize the stacking lean of a turbine blade in order to maximize the aerodynamic
efficiency. In this case a high-pressure turbine nozzle is considered. The incoming flow enters axially and the
outlet flow angle is –71 deg. Realistic total pressure and total temperature profiles are used at the inlet.
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The tangential lean and meridional sweep of the blade stacking laws are defined by 3 parameters each. The
goal of this optimization is to improve the aerodynamic efficiency while keeping the shape of the 2D sections
unchanged.
Figure 7 shows the convergence history of the design process. The efficiency has been improved from 97.6%
(radial stacking) to 98.0 % after only two optimization cycles (2 CFD computations).

Figure 7 : Convergence history of the turbine stacking optimization.

Figure 8 : Initial radially stacked blade (static
Figure 9 : Optimized blade geometry (static pressure
pressure contours)
contours).
Figures 8 and 9 show the initial and final blade geometries. The final blade shape has a large lean near the
end walls, which is in agreement with the secondary flow reduction guidelines found in the littérature.

3.2 Design of a transonic axial compressor blade
Shock waves in turbomachinery are known to have a large impact on the overall loss coefficient as well as on
the boundary layer stability. The purpose of this optimization case study is to demonstrate that
FINE/Design3D is able to automatically optimize the blade shape of a transonic compressor rotor blade in
order to maximize the aerodynamic efficiency by reducing the shock intensity. Another critical aspect of this
type of rotor blade is to ensure good mechanical properties. This is performed by imposing strong mechanical
constraints during the optimization.
The well-known NASA rotor37 compressor blade is considered in this study. The most critical section for the
shock point of view (the tip section) is modified during the optimization. The inlet flow angles and inlet total
conditions are imposed as well as the static pressure at the outlet. The objective is to maximize the efficiency.
Constraints are imposed on the outlet flows angles, the cross section area of the 2D sections and the
momentum of inertia of the 2D cross sections.
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Figure 10: Pressure distribution around the blades for
the original (left) and the optimized (right) geometry.

Figure 11 : pressure distribution along the blade wall
for the original (dashed) and the optimized (solid)
blade geometry.
The efficiency has been improved from 84.8% to 85.7% after only three optimization cycles. Most of this
efficiency improvement is obtained from the reduced shock wave intensity impinging on the suction side
(Figure 10). One can notice on the blade wall pressure distributions presented in Figure 11 that the intensity of
the shock has been significantly decreased.
The final outlet flow angle at the tip is very close to the imposed one (0.6 deg difference). Finally, all the
mechanical constraints are respected within 5 % of the original geometry.

4. Conclusions.
This paper presents a new design environment for turbomachinery blade design (FINETM/Design3D), based on
the concept of function approximation, artificial neural network, genetic algorithm and CFD computations.
Application of this new environment to the design of typical turbomachinery blades has shown the
effectiveness of the method in designing new and efficient turbomachinery blades with only a very limited
number of calls to the CFD analysis code while satisfying mechanical and geometrical comstraints.
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Summary
Modeling and computer simulation play an important role in all engineering disciplines. As specialized
simulation tools have become very sophisticated and, at the same time, the simulation of complex
systems and phenomena showed the limits of mono-disciplinary approaches, multi-disciplinary
simulation has gained wide acceptance.
For the coupling of different simulation tools interfaces are necessary, including both aspects of physics
and numerics as well as of software engineering. This paper tries to give a general classification of
interfaces between simulation tools. Following, the multibody simulation approach is presented. With a
great number of interfaces to other engineering disciplines like FEA, CAD, CFD, and control design
engineering, multibody simulation programs are true multidisciplinary tools which can be used from the
pre-design phase to trouble shooting on a production vehicle. As an example, the MBS tool SIMPACK
and its integration in the concurrent engineering loop will be presented along with two applications
from automotive and aerospace design.
1

Multi-Disciplinary Simulation

Vehicles, i.e. ground vehicles (cars, trucks, trains) as well as air, space and water vehicles, today are
complex systems. Requirements of shorter development times, greater safety, longer life time, greater
comfort and lower costs have made computer based simulation a necessary tool of the development
process. As manufacturers as well as civil and military customers try to incorporate multidisciplinary
design methods in the conceptual design phase, a systematic approach needs to be introduced.
Modeling and computer simulation have become tools in all engineering disciplines. Two modeling
philosophies for multidisciplinary simulation exist, Fig. 1:
• In one approach, all model components are implemented in a single modeling or simulation tool,
using common libraries or a common modeling language, and creating a single model comprising
elements of all involved disciplines.
• In a second approach the coupling of specialized tools by the means of interfaces is performed. This
is especially suited for systems where sub-models already exist in specialized tools and where those
models are too large and complex to be transferred into a single simulation tool.
This paper will deal only with the second approach, i.e. with the coupling of tools via interfaces.
Complete model in one tool / one language
electrical systems

3D mechanics

Modeling in specialized tools + coupling of models
3D mechanics model

interfaces

hydraulics

control systems

control systems model

model
power systems

state charts

CFD model

Figure 1: Approaches to multidisciplinary simulation
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The most widely used computer aided engineering (CAE) tools are computer aided design (CAD), finite
element analysis (FEA), control design (often called CACE - Computer Aided Control Engineering),
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). A mediating role between these disciplines is taken by the
multibody simulation (MBS) approach. It aims at the simulation of the total vehicle dynamics and
offers a good compromise between “fast”, “robust”, and “exact” simulation [1].
The models used in the engineering fields differ considerably depending on application and the
complexity of the task. As an example, in “classical” flight mechanics the aircraft was often represented
as a point mass (the coupling of flight mechanical and structural oscillations, of course, today demands
a more detailed modeling). Contrary to that, the methods of the finite element analysis and
computational fluid dynamics decompose structure and surface of the aircraft in millions of small
computational units, a development that has been made possible by the powerful improvement of
computer hardware and software in the last decades. In addition, modern CAD programs allow the
design of a virtual prototype before a single component is in production. However, this large versatility
of models requires an enormous, sometimes redundant modeling effort, and makes it difficult to
exchange the obtained results.
Cheap, small and powerful electronics and actuator technology enabled the development of mechanical
devices closely interacting with control facilities. For such “mechatronic” systems, an integrated design
of mechanical structures and control is indispensable. Multibody simulation is well suited for this
procedure and is therefore an important tool in the concurrent engineering process. Multibody
simulation allows model simulation and analysis using the know-how of all engineering disciplines
mentioned above. To be able to perform these tasks, the program needs intelligent bi-directional
interfaces to tools of neighboring disciplines like CAD, FEA, and CACE which allow a continuous
comprehensive data exchange. Multibody simulation is suitable both for the pre-design and for the analysis of existing systems, and can be applied for stability and comfort analysis, aircraft response on
certain maneuvers, for ground and gust loads, and for life-time prediction. A further advantage for the
design process is the possibility to perform parameter studies on a complex simulation model and to
optimize free parameters (“design-by-simulation”). Finally, an MBS program is used to calculate
system response in a large number of critical operational cases automatically which is of advantage for
certification cases. A multibody simulation tool which fulfills these requirements is an essential part of
the integrated design process.
2

Interfaces for Coupled Simulation

2.1 Classification of Interfaces
Simulation tools have usually been designed as stand-alone applications in a prescribed work flow. Any
two tools rarely use the same native model description or data structure. Interfaces provide a means of
communication between two or more coupled applications.
Interfaces are implemented in a variety of ways, and several possibilities for the classification of
interfaces exist. When looking at interfaces it is important not only to take into consideration the
implementation issues but also their mathematical and physical background. The classifications
presented in the following section are therefore based on functionality and work flow, mathematical and
physical properties, and software and hardware implementation aspects. It should be noted that a
classification cannot always be unambiguous. Other aspects as those mentioned exist, and interfaces can
belong to different categories at the same time.
2.2

Functionality / Work Flow

Uni-Directional vs. Bi-Directional Interfaces
Interfaces can be categorized in terms of work flow aspects. Here, a distinction can be made between
uni-directional and bi-directional interfaces, Fig. 2. An uni-directional interface is needed if one
program is used as a pre-processor for a second program. Typical examples are grid generators for finite
element analyses. Bi-directional interfaces handle the flow of information between two running
simulations. Typical examples are co-simulation interfaces.
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Figure 2: Uni-directional and bi-directional interfaces

2.3

Mathematical / Physical Aspects

Model Description
Depending on application and software, simulation models are described in various ways. For the
classification of interfaces it is helpful to distinguish between different model descriptions.
First, simulation models are often described in application specific parameters, Fig. 3a. In this case,
only the class of a model element, often represented by a number, and values for pre-defined variables
are given in an input file. An example is the input file of the MBS code SIMPACK (see Sec. 3) where a
certain library element, e.g. a joint type or a force element type is described by its number, and for each
element a different set of input values are pre-defined. Other simulation codes, e.g. FEA codes, use the
same principle to describe models.
Such a description has the advantage that parameter-based input files are relatively short and of low
complexity. However, the parameters in such input files do not give a lot of information about the
underlying physical element definition. Interfaces are often based on such native model descriptions,
and especially in the case of commercial packages changing the input file is often the simplest way to
access these programs in an automated way.
In a second class of models, the so-called descriptive models, Fig. 3b, the physical properties of the
systems as well as the parameters are defined. This includes particularly models described by
differential equations where a solution in time space can only be obtained by the use of an additional
solver. In the general case those models can be a function of an arbitrary number of parameters; a
special case often used for model exchange are state-space matrices, i.e. linear time independent
models. The solvers used for generating solutions for descriptive models depend strongly on the form
and numerical properties of the systems.
A third class of models is formed by the so-called operational models, Fig. 3c. The output of an
operational model is directly the requested response, e.g. in time space. Thus, operational models can
either be differential equations with a solver or analytical models where a response can be calculated
directly from the input. An operational model can be a 'black box', meaning that the actual model
properties are hidden from the user and only well-defined responses on single inputs are given.
Therefore operational models are common for interfaces, especially for co-simulation purposes, see
Fig. 3.
Model description level
a)
application
specific
parameters
b)
descriptive
models

Interfacing by
system
parameters

dynamic
model

c)
operational
models

system
topology

algebraic
model

solver

editing of native
input file data

exchange of model
equations
exchange of equations
and solver

results

Figure 3: Levels of model description (acc. to [2], modified)
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Numerical Integration
Another classification of interfaces is based on their numerical integration schemes. The numerical
integration of the coupled system can be performed in one tool by a common numerical integrator; this
method is often called tight or close coupling, Fig. 4a. In this case, the sub-models have to be connected
into one complete model and all the states of that model have to be accessible by the numerical
integrator. Furthermore, the integrator must be able to handle all types of model behavior and equations
used by the included models. The performance of the numeric integration of the coupled system should
remain acceptable. Performance and numerical stability can have limits if the numerical properties or
the dimensions of the sub-models differ widely.
The numeric integration can also be distributed. In this case the coupled tools use each their own
solvers and only inputs and outputs are exchanged, most often at pre-defined communication time
points, thus using explicit overall time integration methods. This scheme is often called weak or loose
coupling, Fig. 4b. The states of one sub-model are hidden from the integrators of the other model the
disciplines, hence the common name co-simulation, the calculation performance can be increased.
However, the communication intervals have to be chosen carefully for reasons of performance and
stability. Furthermore, it can be shown that some systems, e.g. with closed kinematic loops, do not
converge at all with an explicit loose coupling scheme [3].
It should be noted here that both close coupling and loose coupling can be achieved independently from
the selected implementation method. However, in practical applications the word co-simulation is often
used exclusively for loose coupling in combination with a multi-process or IPC solution. In the
following, the term co-simulation will be used as a synonym for loose coupling in general.

model 1

model 2

a) close coupling

model 1

model 2

b) loose coupling

Figure 4: Numerical integration for close and loose coupling

Model Size Adaption
Often models of different complexity are coupled. Differences are either the model size, e.g. the number
of degrees of freedom, or in the type of system description. Many physical problems can be described,
e.g., dimensionless, in one, two, or three dimensions. If models of different complexity are coupled,
solutions have to be found to either reduce the complexity of a sub-model to that of the main model or
to interpolate between the sub-models. An example for model reduction are the use of modal
representation of flexible bodies or the mathematical model reduction techniques used in control design;
an example for the need of interpolation is the simultaneous use of 1D, 2D and 3D models in a turbine
simulation.
2.4

Software / Hardware and Implementation Issues

Programming
From the programming implementation point of view the interface can be realized as a single process or
a multi-process solution. This classification is independent of the selected numerical integration aspect.
Single processes can be obtained on the source code level or on the object code level. In the first case,
source code is transferred and all sub-models or programs are compiled and linked into a single
executable. This solution makes the interface platform independent.
On the other hand it is possible to interchange pre-compiled objects and link them into a common
executable. This can only be done, however, if all code modules have been compiled for the same
platform and operating system. In a multi-process solution all models are simulated in their own
executables.
Data Transfer
In a coupled simulation data has to be transferred between the sub-models. Data transfer can be
performed inside a code by defined parameter lists of subroutine calls or between codes by file transfer,
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inter process communication, or a mixture of both. The choice between the methods depends on the
amount of information exchanged, performance, and the simulation environment available.
File interfaces are often used if models are results of pre-processors, have to be portable across
platforms, and if a large amount of data has to be transferred between simulations. They are exported
from one program and imported by the partner program. Inter process communication (IPC) can be
chosen if the processes run in parallel, the amount of data is not too large, and the processes can be
connected by a network.
Inter process communication in itself is a large field, and the selection of soft- and hardware is based on
the requirements. Communication can be achieved by using directly basic functionalities of operating
systems as shared memory or sockets, or by using more comprehensive commercial or public-domain
packages which supply communication libraries as PVM, MPI, or CORBA.
When large amounts of data have to be exchanged, e.g. in a coupled simulation of CFD and FEA
programs, often file interfaces and IPC are used in parallel. Communication routines are used to
schedule the process, but the bulk of the data describing a model is exchanged by files.
Platform Dependence
The coupling of simulations can be realized either on a single CPU single platform, single node, several
computers of the same type (e.g. clusters) or on different nodes of the same computer single platform,
multi-node, or on different computers of different types and/or operating systems multi-node. All these
variations require different solutions for simulation interfaces.
Evidently, a single process solution (see above) as a rule runs on a single node. 1 However, a multiprocess solution can, and often will, also be limited to a single node. For this limitation there are a
number of advantages. First, often the coupling effort is smaller for non-distributed calculations,
because all developments can be made in the same environment, network problems are avoided, and
some types of coupling methods (e.g. shared memory) are only accessible this way. Additionally, only
one implementation of coupling software is necessary. However, all codes have to be available for the
same platform, and questions of available computer memory and computational power for the coupled
simulation have to be taken into consideration.
Multi-node solutions of single processor types address this problem by multiplying the power of the
hardware while using the same working environment for all nodes. In addition to a single-node solution
a scheduling scheme to distribute work load on the nodes is necessary. A multi-node solution is used
when many parallel computations of similar structure are required, e.g. in multi-block CFD analyses
and in simulations for optimization.
In many cases programs are specialized for different environment, e.g. MBS programs for workstations
and CFD programs for high-performance computers. In other cases, programs might be limited to
special computers for reasons of (non-)portability or licensing. In these cases, a multi-platform solution
has to be achieved. Interfacing routines have to be available for all included platforms, different
scheduling systems, e.g. cuing vs. have to be integrated
For complex work flows comprising several programs on distributed networks a number of specialized
coupling libraries (e.g. CORBA) and work flow managers, addressing the questions mentioned above,
have been developed.
3

MBS as a Basic Element of Interdisciplinary System Dynamics Analysis

3.1 Multibody Systems
Originally, MBS software was designed for the analysis of purely mechanical rigid body systems,
sometimes added by force laws from other fields such as hydraulics or electronics, mostly included as
source code. Since rigid body MBS is not relying on the exact structure and geometry of its components
its main applications were principle dynamic investigations in the early development phase of a project.
Today the request for the features of MBS-software, in particular for vehicle system dynamics, is much
more demanding. Modern MBS software packages enable interdisciplinary modeling and analysis,
either by own enhancements of the MBS functionality or via interfaces to other CAE tools. As a rule,
the individual extensions of MBS programs are well adopted to the needs of MBS computation but
limited in their facilities and performance. Interfaces to other CAE software on the other hand not only
1
Depending on the structure of the program scheduling algorithms might be able to distribute work load even of
single process simulations to different nodes of a computer.
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offer the entire possibilities and functionality of proven software tools but widely reduce the modeling
effort as most of these models already exist anyhow, e.g. for CAD drawings or FEA stress analysis, and
only need the appropriate conversion.
3.2 SIMPACK
The MBS program package SIMPACK, [4], has been developed at DLR (German Aerospace Center) as
a tool for the simulation of complex dynamic systems in aerospace, transportation (vehicle) systems and
robotics applications. Consequent upgrading has matured SIMPACK from a typical MBS-code for
analysis of specified systems into a mechatronic simulation and design tool. The basis of SIMPACK are
its multibody formalisms, i.e. the algorithms which automatically generate the equations of motion. In
SIMPACK CPU-time-saving O(N)-algorithms (the number of operations grows only linearly with the
number of the degrees-of-freedom) are establishing the equations of motion in explicit or in residual
form. The equations of motion of the MBS are set up in the form of ordinary differential equations
(ODE) or - particularly in the case of closed-loops - optionally in differential-algebraic form (DAE).
Adequate solvers, i.e. numerical integration algorithms, were incorporated or developed, some of them
in close correlation with formulating the equations of motion. Beyond the “normal” solvers for timeintegration (i.e. the narrow sense of simulation) a variety of special numerical analysis methods, in
particular for linear system analysis (linearization, eigenvalues, root locii, frequency response,
stochastic analysis in time- and frequency-domain) were modified for their special use in vehicle
dynamics and integrated. Moreover, computational procedures for stationary solutions (equilibria,
nominal forces) respectively for kinematic analysis were developed and implemented.
SIMPACK has developed and is maintaining bi-directional interfaces to a variety of CAE program
packages, Fig. 5. The most important interfaces are presented in the following sections - including
elastic bodies from FEA, defining controllers in a CACE environment and improving the dynamics with
a multi-objective optimization tool, importing CAD data and coupling of rigid and elastic multibody
systems to aerodynamics and CFD calculations.

Figure 5: Multibody simulation in the integrated design environment

3.3 Modeling of Elastic Bodies for MBS Analysis
The representation of elastic bodies deriving from FEA modeling in MBS simulation requires adequate
pre-processing efforts. A simple transfer of data between FEA and MBS, e.g. for co-simulation, will
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result in unacceptable calculation times. In SIMPACK, the pre-processor FEMBS (from FEA to MBS)
converts FEA analysis results to an adequate elastic MBS body, Fig. 6.
FEMBS
- Modal reduction:

FEA-Model

MBS-Model

Selection of significant
eigen- and static modes

- Marker set-up:
Determination of nodes
adopted as MBS-markers

FEA-Calculation

MBS-Simulation

- Calculation of
coupling terms:

FEA-Results

Large body motions and
small elastic deformations

Figure 6: From FEA to MBS: defining elastic bodies in MBS

The spacial motion of an elastic body is divided into a global motion, characterized by the movements
of the body reference frame, and its elastic deformation which is expressed by the displacements of all
(infinite) body points in relation to the body reference frame, Fig. 7.
body fixed
reference frame
undeformed body

r
e.g.
inertia
frame

P(t=0)

u(r,t)

s(t)

P(t)
deformed body

Figure 7: Separation of global motion and deformation

The global motion equals the rigid body motion of a classical rigid MBS body. The location and time
dependent body deformation vector u(r,t) is split by a separation function often referred to as “RITZ
approach” into a location dependent displacement matrix Φ(r) and the corresponding time dependent
elastic states q(t):
u ( r , t ) = Φ ( r )q ( t )

The displacement matrix consists of mode shapes of eigenvalue and static load analyses. The eigen- and
staticmodes as well as the stiffness matrix are computed in FEA; additionally, geometric stiffening
effects, e.g. due to centrifugal forces, can be included. FEMBS enables the user to select only those
modes which are necessary to represent the body flexibility for the individual load case. With these
data, the equations of motion of the multibody system can be extended:

where s denotes the “rigid” MBS states (translational and rotational), k gyroscopic terms, h external
forces and K the stiffness matrix. The mass matrix M is enlarged:

The body mass matrix mE remains unchanged while the inertia matrix I and the STEINER terms mcT are
now dependent from the deformation. The additional “elastic terms” are volume integrals of matrices
deriving from M, K, Φ and are approximated by TAYLOR expansions.
This so-called “close” coupling of FEA and MBS enables the user to calculate the elastic deformation
of flexible bodies fast, in good accuracy and in a form which harmonizes with SIMPACK‘s MBSoptimized numerical integrators. For a more detailed explanation we refer to [1], [5].
3.4 Control System Design and Analysis
A number of interfaces between SIMPACK and Computer Aided Control Engineering (CACE)
software, most notably to MATLAB and MATRIXx, are well established [6].
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MATLAB and MATRIXx are tools for control design and system analysis which form a design chain
with their block-oriented simulation environments MATLAB-Simulink and MATRIXx-SystemBuild
and the code generation tools Real-Time Workshop (MATLAB) and AutoCode (MATRIXx). The
packages are similar in structure and complexity which is no coincidence since both programs evolved
from the same roots, the original Matlab by Little and Moler (cf. [7]). The tools offer analysis methods
in the time and the frequency domain as well as many basic control design functions. They offer
different interfaces for model import and export; the interfaces between SIMPACK and MATLAB or
MATRIXx are called SIMAT and SIMAX, respectively.
Model Transfer from SIMPACK to CACE
Linear System Interface
SIMPACK models can be linearized and exported in the form of linear system matrices in a MATLAB /
MATRIXx-readable format. The model is represented in the following form:
x· = Ax + Bu
y = Cx + Du

where x can consist of rigid-body motion states, states of elastic bodies (in modal formulation, see Sec.
3.3), and states of force elements; the input u can be any kind of excitation, prescribed motion or
external force. The models can be the basis for linear system analysis and for control design in
MATLAB / MATRIXx. Inside Simulink or SystemBuild the model can be used directly in a state-space
block. The interface allows a very fast model export, is platform independent and universal. Restrictions
are, as the name suggests, the limitation to linearized models and the one-way data transfer of the MBS
environment to the CACE program. The Linear System Interface is an example of a uni-directional
interface for close coupling of the systems.
Symbolic Code Interface
Models with non-negligible nonlinear effects can also be exported from SIMPACK in a platform
independent way in the form of so-called Symbolic Code. While generally the Symbolic Code is
capable of exporting any kind of mechanical system, only models described by ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) can be used by the SIMAX Symbolic Code Interface. Here, the model has the
following form:
x· = f ( x, u, t )
y = f ( x, u, t )

SIMPACK generates model dependent, portable FORTRAN code which can be connected to Simulink
as an S-function or to SystemBuild as a UserCode Block. With a suitable converter the symbolic code
can also be transferred into C to be used in a Hardware-in-the-Loop environment. However, the code is
model dependent, i.e. if the multibody system is modified, the FORTRAN code must be generated,
compiled, and linked again. Furthermore, no re-transfer of simulation results into SIMPACK is
possible. The Symbolic Code Interface, too, a uni-directional interface for close coupling of the
systems.
Communication between SIMPACK and CACE
Function Call Interface
The maximum communication between SIMPACK and the CACE tool can be reached by the use of the
Function Call Interface which allows to include SIMPACK in MATLAB or MATRIXx in its full
functionality. As a bi-directional interface, it also works using the S-function / UserCode Block,
forming one simulation module from MATLAB / MATRIXx and SIMPACK routines. The numerical
integration is performed in the CACE tool which calls SIMPACK subroutines for the right-hand-side of
the equations of motion (close coupling). The interface is restricted to models which can be described
by ordinary differential equations. While in MATLAB / MATRIXx only the elements selected for the
y-vector as defined in that equation are visible, all the results of the simulation, including the graphical
animation of the multibody system, can afterwards be plotted and animated in SIMPACK. It has to be
noted, however, that for the Function Call Interface both the CACE tool and SIMPACK have to be
available on the same platform since a common executable is formed. Furthermore, for large systems,
the integration might become slow when compared to a simulation purely inside SIMPACK because the
MATLAB and MATRIXx integrators are not optimized for the solution of mechanical models.
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Co-Simulation Interface
If SIMPACK and MATLAB or MATRIXx are available on different platforms, a combined simulation
can be performed using co-simulation via inter-process communication (IPC). In that case, each
package forms its own executable which communicate by the means of sockets, i.e. a network link
providing a two-way communication channel between processes, either user-programmed or based on
commercial or public-domain IPC libraries. Data exchange is performed in discrete time steps. Since all
MBS model components are solved inside SIMPACK, taking advantage of the optimized integrators, no
restrictions to modeling apply. The interface is capable of using models in the differential algebraic
equation formulation (DAE):
0 = f ( x·, x, u )
y = f ( x· , x, u )

where x includes rigid body states, elastic body states, force element states, holonomic constraints and
other algebraic equations to determine additional auxiliary conditions (e.g. for the on-line determination
of accelerations and of friction forces). As in the Function Call Interface all simulation results are
available for post-processing in both MATLAB / MATRIXx and SIMPACK. Restrictions are a longer
simulation time since due to sequential (“step-by-step”) co-simulation stability can often only be
reached by very small communication intervals.
Transfer of Systems from CACE to SIMPACK
All the interfaces described above can be used to make an MBS model available for control design
tools. However, once a control structure is established, it is essential that the complete model can be
simulated in the MBS environment for evaluation and optimization purposes. For this reason, two ways
have been developed to export a defined control loop from the CACE tool to SIMPACK.
Inverse Symbolic Code Interface
After a control design concept is set up in Simulink / SystemBuild, any chosen parameters can be
defined as free parameters and the control structure can be exported. For this kind of model export,
MATLAB offers the Real-Time Workshop, MATRIXx the module “AutoCode” which generate
portable C code from block diagram models. The code can be used as a user-defined control force
element and connected to the multibody simulation via the SIMPACK programmable interface (see
Sec. 3.8). However, the Real-Time Workshop and AutoCode are separately licensed which can lead to
considerable additional costs.
MBS Syntax Interface
Sometimes not all elements defined in the block diagrams can be exported as source code. Furthermore,
sometimes the result of a MATLAB or MATRIXx calculation is only a gain matrix for which the code
export would be too cumbersome. In this case it is possible to save the results of the control design in
the syntax of single SIMPACK force elements. An element thus defined is then placed in the data base
from which the simulation model is assembled, a process which has been automated by the
development of special MATLAB and MATRIXx script files.
3.5 Parameter Variation and Multi-objective Optimization (MOPS)
In its analysis toolbox, SIMPACK offers an automized parameter variation which is used to get an
overview over system performance as a function of parameter changes. The user defined set of “free”
parameters may include mechanical values or force law coefficients as well as control parameters.
The free parameter set cannot only be investigated for its sensitivities: the optimal system configuration
can be found with SIMPACK’s multi-objective optimization tool MOPS (Multi-Objective Parameter
Synthesis), [8]. MOPS is an independent optimization tool whose complete functionality can be
operated with the SIMPACK GUI (graphical user interface). The simulation evaluated within the
optimization loop can include static, linear and nonlinear simulations of multiple MBS-models,
characterized by the same free parameters (Multi Model Optimization). A data handling module is
added for structured control of the interactive optimization design process, where design parameters,
model and simulation scenarios are varied, starting out from the first optimization test to the final
optimal system.
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The free system-parameters pi varied within their given limits until an “optimal compromise” is found.
In doing so the criteria ci(p) (performance indices) are weighted by user-defined factors di and the
optimization strategy tries to minimize ci(p)/di working always at the (present) maxi(ci(p)/di ), i.e.
ci ( p)
α∗ = min max  ------------
di
p
i

with α* denoting the maximum preference function. The optimum is always a point (depending on di)
on the PARETO-optimal boundary, [9].
3.6 CAD-Interface
Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems are a central part of the design process. Modern CAD systems
allow the definition of 3D models from single parts to complex virtual prototypes. The dynamic
analysis of such a system can be done either by including a dynamic solver in the CAD program or by
importing CAD data in an MBS program. Both ways have been implemented in SIMPACK. Models
from CATIA, Pro/ENGINEER and I-DEAS can be imported in SIMPACK, i.e. the geometric and mass
properties as well as the 3D visualization are taken from the original CAD model. SIMPACK can also
be completely included as a module in Pro/ENGINEER where all the functionalities are available in the
CAD environment and a consistent data handling between CAD and dynamic simulation is achieved.
3.7 CFD-Interface
Aerodynamic forces on rigid bodies can be included in the MBS calculation by simple force elements,
e.g. using standard methods of aerodynamic derivatives. Distributed aerodynamic forces on elastic
bodies can be included as close coupling, i.e. by introduction of the aeroelastic equations in the MBS
model, or by loose coupling, i.e. co-simulation between the MBS code and a computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) code.
The close coupling enhances the non-linear equation of motion of the hybrid multibody system by
“aerodynamic terms”, which are computed in a pre-processing step to the multibody simulation. The
approach allows to consider the effects of time-dependent, distributed airloads on the flexible aircraft
structure without affecting the simulation efficiency. The pre-processing software tool AeroFEMBS
uses standard codes, e.g. three-dimensional potential flow methods, to analyze the aerodynamic loading
of the aircraft in high-lift configuration and prepares the corresponding aerodynamics input file for the
multibody simulation. Thus, AeroFEMBS allows to include realistic aerodynamic effects into
multibody simulation, including distributed airloads on elastic lifting bodies, effects of elastic body deformation on the aerodynamic load distribution, consideration of control surface deflections, velocitydependent unsteady airloads resulting from elastic deformation and ground effects [10].
For the loose coupling a co-simulation between SIMPACK and a CFD code is established. In general,
the MBS representation of the elastic structures and the CFD representation of the surface use different
grids. Main points of interest are therefore the data transfer between the codes and the interpolation
between the different grids. In recent applications the MPI-based coupling library MpCCI (Mesh-based
parallel Code Coupling Interface, [11]) has been used both for data transfer and for grid interpolation
[12].
3.8 Programming Interface
A much-used interface for the development of user-defined modules and coupling of external code is
the so-called User-Force-Element, a programming interface which allows the introduction of
FORTRAN and C elements into the SIMPACK simulation. Various sub-systems can be included,
among others controllers (as done in the case of the SIMAT “Inverse Symbolic Code” interface),
actuators, tyre models, hydraulic elements. The CFD coupling with MpCCI has also been established by
using the programming interface.
3.9 Co-Simulation Interface
In addition to the programming interface SIMPACK offers a standard, open IPC co-simulation
interface. The co-simulation is the basis for one of the SIMAT and SIMAX interfaces, another
established link exists to the hydraulic simulation tool AMEsim. However, any code which meets the
data definition for the interface can be coupled, using either built-in communication libraries or those
supplied by the user.
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4

Application Examples

4.1 Control Design and Optimization: Semi-Active Truck Suspension for Reduction of Ground
Loads
Road Friendly Suspension Design
The following example presents the use of the interface between SIMPACK and MATLAB for the
design of semi-active suspensions of trucks in order to fulfil the conflicting demands of road
friendliness and comfort. The spatial decomposition approach is used to design the suspension structure.
The contribution of the semi-active suspension is verified by experiments including cornering and
braking with a complex truck simulation model.
The maintenance of the road networks becomes a very expensive task for road repair authorities.
Furthermore, damaged roads cause additional deterioration of the vehicles and also of the road.
Controlled automotive suspensions, in particular active and semi-active damping, have been studied for
a long time particularly with the comfort objectives. The influence of semi-active suspensions to the
decrease of road loads has been already proven by many simulation and field experiments, [13].
The vehicle generated road damage is caused by static and dynamic forces between road and tyre, [14].
Estimations indicate that a fully loaded truck deteriorates a road in the order of magnitude of 104 times
more compared to the passage of a passenger car. Since presently only the static values of the road-tyre
forces are regulated by national and international standards, further investigations must be focused to
the reduction of the dynamic forces. The dynamic loads can be reduced by proper suspension design,
but passive design has been almost driven to its limits.
The increasing demands on suspensions together with relatively cheap and powerful electronics and
actuator technology enable a wide investigation of mechatronic suspensions, active or semi-active, with
suitable, road friendly oriented, control laws.
Truck Simulation Model
The simulation model of a heavy duty platform truck is used in this study. The vehicle is designed for
long-distance transport on hard-surface roads.
The model is equipped with a steerable front axle and a steering mechanism including a simple driver
model. Furthermore, the vehicle brakes as well as a drive train with a velocity controller are
implemented. The cabin is fully suspended.
The vehicle model has two basic versions, passive and controllable. The controllable version is
equipped with semi-active dampers Mannesmann Sachs CDC N 50/55 on the axles and semi-active
dampers in the cabin suspension. The total mass of the model is 16 tons. The MBS model of the truck
consists of 41 bodies and has 64 states in the passive version. 36 outputs are defined for control and
evaluation purposes.
For the design of the controller the SIMAT co-simulation interface is used. The SIMPACK solver
numerically integrates the mechanical part of the model while the control part is integrated in the
MATLAB/Simulink environment. The co-simulation sampling frequency is set to 200 Hz. This
approach enables to apply models with closed kinematic loops. Fig. 8 is a 3D representation of the
SIMPACK model.

Figure 8: Truck Model
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Semi-active Suspension Controller Design
The spatial decomposition approach resolves the contradictory demands on the controller by the
structure of the system, thus this method can be also called more generally spatial distribution of
control tasks. The controlled system is divided into two or more subsystems with different objectives
for each control. Each system is then optimized using less conflicting criteria or even only one criterion
for one specific task. Certainly, such decomposition is not possible to be applied to all dynamic
systems.
The suspension systems of a heavy duty vehicle consist of independent suspensions, such as axle
suspensions, which are mounted between the vehicle axles and the frame, and suspensions of the
vehicle cabin, which support the cabin on the frame. The vehicle in Fig. 8 has four independent
suspension systems: (i) front axle suspension, (ii) rear axle suspension, (iii) cabin suspension, and (iv)
seat suspension. The strategy is to optimize the axle suspensions exclusively for the objective of road
friendliness (minimization of road-tire force fluctuation) and the cabin and seat suspension for the ride
comfort.
The controller parameters have been designed by simulation with a Multilevel Coordinate Search global
optimization algorithm. The controller parameters are optimized subsequently. The axle controllers are
optimized in the first sub-process and then the axle controller parameters are fixed and the comfort
controllers are optimized. The semi-active dampers are controlled by well established control laws. The
axle suspensions, which are designed as road-friendly oriented, are controlled by the extended ground
hook concept. The comfort oriented cabin suspensions are controlled by the skyhook law. The strategy
of the controllers and of the optimization is described in detail in [16].
The optimization of the axle suspension for minimization of road-tire force fluctuation can result in an
increase of vertical acceleration of the heavy duty vehicle. However, while there are some limits for
acceleration transferred to the vehicle cargo, those limits are expected to be fulfilled. A resulting
deterioration of the comfort for the driver is solved by optimizing the cabin suspension and the
suspension of the seat.
The spatial decomposition method can be applied to active, semi-active and passive suspension
systems. Nevertheless, controllable suspension systems can profit from the decomposition significantly
more.
Simulation Results
The simulation scenario consists of an S-shaped track with a curve radius of 120 m. The vehicle is
excited before the curve entrance by a deterministic ramp. The ramp is 0.08 m high and 5.8 m long,
ascent and descent lengths are 2.5 m. The vehicle intensively brakes between 3.5 s and 7.5 s from a
speed of 22 m/s down to 4 m/s. The total simulation time is 12 seconds and the initial vehicle velocity is
set to 80 km/h.
The simulation results for the truck equipped with a passive suspension compared to the semi-active
system are presented in Fig. 9. The peaks at time 0.5 s are caused by the ramp.
Fig. 9a presents the vertical acceleration of the driver. The comfort increase is very significant in this
case. The passive suspension of the cabin is relatively soft and moreover the vehicle frame, which is the
base for the cabin suspension is better suspended.
The road-tyre forces are presented for the outer right tires of the rear axle in Fig. 9b. The influence of
braking is visible at the time 4 s. A reduction of road-tire forces is observable.
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Figure 9: Cabin acceleration and road tire forces of truck

The simulation results indicate that the vehicle equipped with a semi-active suspension designed with
the spatial decomposition control profits from a decrease of vertical acceleration and vertical road-tire
forces. Generally, the simulation experiments have proved the potential of improvement of road
friendliness by semi-active damping for vehicle maneuvers.
4.2

Interaction of Aircraft and Landing Gear

Conventional Design Process
A landing gear of a large transport aircraft has to accomplish a variety of functions. Among others, it
has to:
• dissipate the energy of the vertical velocity at touch-down,
• suspend bumps from uneven runways/taxiways and provide a satisfying rolling comfort.
Modern transport aircraft are complex constructions. Their development requires a high level of special
knowledge and experience on a multitude of disciplines. Therefore, many aircraft manufacturers
confide a specialist with design and fabrication of the landing gear. As a rule, a basic design data set is
defined at an early development stage containing, for example, mass and geometry data, configuration,
specifications and operating envelopes. Provided with these basic data, the landing gear manufacturer
designs a landing gear appropriate for the defined aircraft. Parallel to the work on the landing gear, the
“airframer” develops and manufactures the airframe according to the ground load cases set up in
cooperation of both partners. The limited knowledge about the partner‘s part often leeds to calculation
and certification cases where simple models represent the other component, e.g. the “drop-test”-model
with an equivalent single mass representing the airframe for the design of the landing gear shock
absorber. This parallel strategy has the advantage that the development process can rely on fixed data;
iteration loops caused by alterations of the basic design data due to optimization results of the partner
are avoided.
On the other hand, the dynamic behavior of the combined system which is, in case of high structural
flexibility, decisively influenced by dynamical interactions cannot be evaluated. A simple example shall
illustrate this effect [17]: A large transport aircraft is rolling, at high velocity, over two sinusoidal
bumps of a height of 3.8cm (1.5in), 21m (70ft) apart, Fig. 10. If this case is calculated with a
conventional rigid airframe model, we receive a result for the applied vertical acceleration in the
cockpit of 0.2g, Fig. 10, curve 1. Including the elasticity of the airframe, the maximum acceleration of
the cockpit triples because of resonance phenomena, Fig. 10, curve 2.
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Figure 10: Comparison Between Rigid and Elastic Modeling

Integrated design
The later problematic interaction effects between airframe and landing gear are detected, the smaller is
the available design freedom for alternative solutions - with progressively climbing costs. Preventive
efforts should therefore take effect as early as possible to implement necessary adoptions to the design
quickly, efficiently and without loss of performance.
Consideration of component interactions due to structural elasticities influences the entire design
process. Neither airframer nor landing gear manufacturer can rely on a fixed set of basic design data;
the level of detail of the basic design data set necessary to assess the most important influences on the
system dynamics enforce the inclusion of data which are subject to permanent changes during the
development process. This requires alterations on the level of design strategy, e.g distribution of
responsibility or data handling, as well as modifications of the computational methods.
Compared to the conventional design strategy where the manufacturers develop their product in a
widely independent development process, Fig. 11, left, the so-called “Integrated Design” strategy leads
to a close cooperation [18]. The final solution matures out of the development and optimization process
of both manufacturers, Fig. 11, right. Unfavorable lay-outs are detected early and can be corrected with
comparatively small effort.
Basis for such a coupled design process is an aircraft/landing gear model comprising data from both the
airframer and the landing gear manufacturer.

Figure 11: Conventional and Integrated Design Process

Fig. 12 shows an example of such an integrated model for dynamic analysis of airframe / landing gear
interaction. A multibody simulation model is assembled, using the interfaces described in Sec. 3. The
data comes from a number of different sources – for the airframe, usually a FEA model exists; CAD
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models are used to build the simulation model of the landing gears; measurement data enters the
simulation for the modeling of the runway and the tires; controllers are imported as code from a control
design tool; finally, force laws describing the dynamic behavior of the shock absorbers are programmed
and introduced via the programming interface. Simulation runs cover the whole operational envelope on
the ground, i.e. touch-down, taxiing, cornering, push-back, and take-off. After the evaluation the results
are passed back to the relevant disciplines, most notably forces for stress calculation and certification
purposes. Such an integrated design has been performed in the German Flexible Aircraft project [17].

Figure 12: Multidisciplinary simulation model of transport aircraft

5

Summary and Outlook

Numerical simulation is an invaluable tool for the integration of system components. It allows the user
to analyze his system up to any chosen degree of complexity, to determine physical variables at any
given point of the system, to change design parameters and perform numerical optimizations, and, by
doing so, to keep the costs of the vehicle design down.
While the simulation tools have become very sophisticated in their own domains, the simulation of
complex systems calls for multidisciplinary simulation. This can be achieved by the coupling of the
existing codes. For this purpose, interfaces between the codes have to be developed. These interfaces
have to take into consideration the nature of the description of the physical model, numerical properties
of the respective simulation methods, and software and hardware implementation issues.
Multibody system analysis is a powerful tool for multidisciplinary analysis of mechanical and
mechatronic systems. For the efficient employment of an MBS analysis, a multitude of engineering
disciplines have to be considered in the simulation. Combinations of different CAE (computer aided
engineering) tools, like MBS, CAD, FEA, and CACE, allow the computation and evaluation of a
complex system with the desired accuracy and in affordable computation times. MBS as the analysis
tool of the overall system behavior can form the center element of this multidisciplinary design
environment.
6
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Summary
Driven by a need to explore and develop propulsion systems that exceeded current computing
capabilities, NASA Glenn embarked on a novel strategy leading to the development of an
architecture that enables propulsion simulations never thought possible before. Full engine 3
Dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamic propulsion system simulations were deemed
impossible due to the impracticality of the hardware and software computing systems required.
However, with a software paradigm shift and an embracing of parallel and distributed
processing, an architecture was designed to meet the needs of future propulsion system
modeling. The author suggests that the architecture designed at the NASA Glenn Research
Center for propulsion system modeling has potential for impacting the direction of development
of affordable weapons systems currently under consideration by the Applied Vehicle Technology
Panel (AVT).
This paper discusses the salient features of the NPSS Architecture including its interface layer,
object layer, implementation for accessing legacy codes, numerical zooming infrastructure and
its computing layer.
The computing layer focuses on the use and deployment of these
propulsion simulations on parallel and distributed computing platforms which has been the focus
of NASA Ames. Additional features of the object oriented architecture that support MultiDisciplinary (MD) Coupling, computer aided design (CAD) access and MD coupling objects
will be discussed. Included will be a discussion of the successes, challenges and benefits of
implementing this architecture.
Numerical Propulsion System Simulation
Today, propulsion engineers use what are called preliminary and conceptual design codes to
numerically create and analyze commercial, military and rocket propulsion systems. Most of
these computer codes were written in the 60’s and 70’s and many, if not all, are written in
FORTRAN.
For some time now, analyzing and building propulsion systems has been
prohibitively expensive due largely to the iterative nature of designing, analyzing and testing of
hardware before a final configuration is achieved. In order to reduce cost, risk, time to market,
expand capability, assure accuracy to mission requirements and increase confidence in designs,
innovative ways have to be found to numerically create propulsion systems that bring the design
closer to the final configuration before hardware is ever built and tested.
The NASA Glenn led Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) is a project funded by
and partnered with NASA Ames targeted at impacting this need. NPSS set out to advance the
Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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state of the art in propulsion modeling as well as create a common architecture to numerically
model propulsion systems. NASA Ames embarked on developing the parallel and distributed
computing platforms needed by such simulations.
The current state of the art in propulsion modeling centers on the use of 0 Dimensional
preliminary and conceptual design methodology. However, NPSS wanted to look beyond the
current ways propulsion systems were designed and created. NPSS dreamed of a system that
allowed an engineer the flexibility to numerically assemble an engine using 3-Dimensional
components or any combination of 0,1,2,3 Dimensional component codes. The “plug-n-play” or
“substitute at will” concept captures the essence of this goal. Figure 1 embodies this concept.

Numerical Zooming in the NPSS
Plug ‘n Play Environment
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Figure 1.
With this in mind, an object-oriented architecture was designed and laid out to fulfill this vision.
The NPSS object-oriented architecture allows an engineer to numerically assemble a propulsion
system comprised of differing dimensionality component codes (Numerical Zooming), different
disciplines (MD coupling), all irrespective of the computing platforms these codes execute on
while producing results on cost effective computing platforms overnight. The first deliverable
within the NPSS Architecture is NPSS V1.0. Although V1.0 preserves the traditional
preliminary and conceptual design methodology for designing engines that is the state of the art
today, it was created to move the state of the art in propulsion system modeling into the future.
As such, NPSS V1.0 is an object oriented preliminary and conceptual design code used by
aerospace engineers to predict and analyze the aero-thermodynamic behavior of commercial jet
aircraft, military, and rocket engines. However, it is more than this, as it has designed into it the
infrastructure supporting Numerical Zooming to higher dimension codes and coupling to
differing discipline analysis.
As the state of the art in propulsion modeling moves into the
future away from a strict adherence to 0 Dimensional analysis towards a mixture of 0,1,2,3
Dimensional codes, the same NPSS’ architecture exists to support this maturity in modeling.
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The NPSS architecture is pictorially represented by figure 2. The architecture is open and
extensible. To this end, the architecture exploits the capabilities of object-oriented programming
(inheritance, polymorphism, and encapsulation) as well as modern object-oriented concepts
including frameworks, component objects, and distributed object standards.

NPSS Object Oriented Architecture
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Figure 2.
Design Philosophy
The NPSS Architecture was designed following a hybrid object oriented design philosophy. The
early work by I. Jacobson and G. Booch were followed where appropriate and extended by
experiences known within the NASA culture. An overall philosophy for NPSS was to view the
architecture from a leap-frogging approach, purchase from the commercial sector what you
could, minimize commercial licensing and build from scratch that what you must. Whatever
benefited the project from new and innovative hardware or software was to be incorporated into
the architecture as quickly as possible without a huge development effort and without disturbing
the quality and stability of the current system. To make the advances in propulsion design, time
could not be wasted on re-checking answers, re-writing code and re-designing entire sections of
the architecture. This was the fundamental reason the object-oriented paradigm was chosen.
Beliefs then, and proven now, demonstrate that the object oriented design methodology was
correct.
NPSS Architecture
Referring to figure 2. above, there are fundamentally three main areas of the architecture. These
are: the Interface Layer, Object Layer and the Computing Layer. Within the Interface Layer, a
command and a visual interface exist. The Object Layer contains the fundamental engineering
specifics for propulsion systems and the appropriate support objects needed by propulsion
systems such as access to geometry and legacy FORTRAN codes used by many, if not all,
propulsion companies. Last but not least, the Computing Layer exists on which to deploy
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propulsion system simulations. This last layer, Computing, is and has been the most dynamic
over the last ten years and continues to change about every 18-24 months.
Interface Layer
From the beginning of the architectures’ development, the priorities were to get the engineering
and physics right and then add a visual interface later. Given this, the main interface to NPSS
has been a command line. However, do not assume that this is a simplistic interface to NPSS.
On the contrary, the command line and its suite of syntax are quite elegant, mature and
sophisticated. Two versions of the command interface exist:
Batch:
npss [-options]file1 file2 . . .
Interactive: npss [-i][-trace][-options]file1 file2 . . .
Contained within the file1 is the actual NPSS syntax that defines the propulsion system to be
designed and analyzed. The language used here is C++ like but not pure C++. Early exposure to
pure C++ as the syntax changed the direction to create a C++ like syntax. This change allowed
an easier and early adoption of NPSS. While most engineers wanted a FORTRAN language,
many of the concepts envisioned fell victim to FORTRAN’s language syntax. The syntax itself
has many features of a programming language and indeed, a feature we’ve added is an NPSS
syntax to C++ converter. This feature allows code first developed with the syntax to be later
compiled as part of an executable library available for later use. A sample of the syntax looks
like the following.
Model BWB {
Element FlightConditions AMB0 {. . .}
Element Inlet Inlet {. . .}
Element Fan Fan{…}
Element Compressor Compressor{..}
Element Combustor Combustor{…}
Element Turbine Turbine {…}
Element Nozzle Nozzle(…}
linkPorts (“FlightConditions.Outlet”, “INLET.F1_I”, “FL0”,……);
}
The syntax has programming constructs such as: The ability to declare new variables that are
combinations of other variables, comments, If-then-else, do while’s, arithmetic functions: *, /, +,
-, exponentiation, logicals, >, <, =,...., etc.
Recently, a visual front end to NPSS has been under development. The visual front end
communicates with the NPSS system through the command interface as just described. An early
view of this interface is included as shown in figure 3. Visually speaking, NPSS provides the
ability to assemble and connect a propulsion system together and then execute this simulation as
well as store or archive it as necessary. It is the author’s belief that in order to maintain
flexibility, maturity of NPSS and advancement to its capabilities, a visual interface and a
command interface must always exist separately. Once the visual interface becomes part of a
code, a violation to the integrity of the original intent of the code has occurred and can never be
recovered. Even as future interfaces emerge such as voice activation, screen sensing and even
optical movement or heads up displays, in order to break off the current visual interface and
make use of the futuristic interfaces, a command interface will need to exist.
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Figure 3.
Object Layer
The development of the object layer has garnered the most attention and development. This is
where all the propulsion objects exist both for airbreathing and rocket engines. Additionally, this
is where all the infrastructure objects are for moving information from one element to another,
for accessing object codes (FORTRAN, C, C++,…) through CORBA on other machines and
other address spaces. The numerical zooming, code coupling and security infrastructure also
exists here as well.
Propulsion and Rocket Objects
NASA Glenn has populated this layer with airbreathing, rocket and to a lesser extent ground
based power objects. What is marquee about this architecture is that the infrastructure contained
within the NPSS syntax is the same for airbreathing, rocket and ground based power objects.
While the NASA Glenn led team came together to define what a common set of airbreathing,
rocket and ground based power objects are and defined their numeric behavior, this does not
mean that the objects’ behavior and characteristics cannot be changed on demand. On the
contrary, the ability to change or extend the objects behavior is central to the use of the objectoriented paradigm. The objects provided can be used as they are or can be changed based upon
appropriate need. Additionally, the developer is assured that the object has been tested and
proven to be accurate. So, any abnormal behavior is due solely to the new features just
introduced by the developer. The basic objects used within the NPSS Architecture for 0
Dimensional and 1 Dimensional analysis are:
•Elements

–Primary building blocks connected together via Ports
–Perform high-level calculations
•Subelements
–Interchangeable secondary building blocks that plug into Elements or other Subelements
–Perform detailed calculations
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•Flow Stations
–Responsible for thermodynamic and continuity calculations
–Access the thermodynamic packages
•Ports
–Used to connect Elements together
–Five types (Mechanical, Fluid, Fuel, Thermal, Data)
–Directional in nature (i.e., outputs connect to inputs)
•Tables
–Organized set of numbers that relate n-dimensional inputs to one or more outputs
–Support linear and second or third order LaGrange interpolation
–Support fixed value end-points or extrapolation (linear/2nd/3rd order LaGrange)
–May be used at any location a function is called and vice-versa
Of particular note, in this object definition, is that there isn’t a reference to anything related to
propulsion. The NPSS Architecture’s object structure, as defined, has allowed its general usage
amongst airbreathing, rocket, fuel cell and ground based power propulsion by the writing of the
appropriate functional objects. The author believes there are more applications to come.
Zooming, Code Coupling
In order to recover the wealth of investment in current FORTRAN, C, or other codes, NPSS has
adopted and developed a Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) interface to
make it appear as though these codes are actually C++ objects within the architecture. While
NPSS cannot gain complete control over these codes, it does provide three common procedures
for integration. These procedures are currently GET a variable, SET a variable, and EXECUTE
and are available no matter what the particular focus of the code you are accessing or in NPSS
terms “zooming” to. The zooming infrastructure has been successfully demonstrated between
an NPSS turbofan model and a 1 Dimensional high-pressure compressor code as pictorially
represented by figure 4. A similar zooming accomplishment has also been completed between
an NPSS Expander Cycle Engine model and a 1 Dimensional Pump code called PUMPA.
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Figure 4.
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Distributed, Parallel Computing
The basic internal communication scheme used by the NPSS Architecture for moving data across
address spaces and separate machines is through its CORBA interface. This is a point-to-point
concept of distributed computing and coupling of codes. Leveraging CORBA and its associated
Security (CORBASec) software has proven quite useful. From a parallel processing sense, the
NPSS Architecture has adopted the NASA Ames’ Grid Computing software called GLOBUS.
The GLOBUS software can be thought of as a scheduler of schedulers since it is ‘aware’ of
scheduling software such as Load Sharing Facility (LSF,Platform Computing), Portable Batch
System (PBS,NASA Ames), Load Leveler (IBM). The NPSS Architecture makes an
assumption that any 3 Dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code, structures codes
that will be integrated into an NPSS Simulation, already uses one of the above schedulers as well
as a particular message-passing library such as Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM), Message
Passing Interface (MPI) or some derivative of these. For NPSS’ needs, the Grid Computing
software GLOBUS, needed to be aware of CORBA based simulations in the same way that it is
aware of LSF, or PVM based simulations. The NPSS team has developed a CORBA interface to
the GLOBUS services to support the NPSS Architecture. NPSS’ goal has been to deploy
complex propulsion simulations that can be solved in an overnight timeframe in less than fifteen
hours on cost effective computing platforms. The corresponding Architecture goal is to deploy
these subject simulations on any computing cluster with minimal to no changes to the codes.
Coupling of Codes & Geometry Application Program Interface (API)
In developing the appropriate objects to support code coupling both from a single discipline and
multi-discipline perspective, a prototyping activity was set forth through a contract. The contract
specified to prototype the needed objects to couple a 3 Dimensional structures code with a 3
Dimensional fluids code and thereby provide guidance to a design that would encompass most of
the objects needed to support coupling of these codes. Once the NPSS project understood what
made sense to do, the team could then begin the formal development of the C++ objects and
make this part of the NPSS Architecture. While this work is continuing, current objects include:
single precision variable object, structured grid object, structured interface object, meta variable
object, FORTRAN character object, FORTRAN callable API, and a CORBA Object called
ForeignElement.
The NPSS Architecture needed a common geometry API that interfaced to the current suite of
commercial CAD vendors. It was already known that differing 3 Dimensional codes acquired
their respective geometry in different ways which introduced the potential for errors in the
analysis as the geometry was not interpreted the same way by all authors of codes. To address
this issue, an activity was started with Massachusettes Institute of Technology (MIT) to create a
common interface for reading geometry from Unigraphics, ProE, CATIA as these represented
the most common CAD systems within the propulsion community NPSS worked with. The
result of this work is a library/API called CAPRI. If the code developer adopts the CAPRI API
then geometry from UG, ProE, CATIA and other CAD systems can be read directly. Work is
ongoing to implement the Write function. No status is provided here on the Write function.
Computing Layer
The High Performance Computing and Communication Program that funded NPSS had as one of
its goals the development of massively parallel computers with high speed networks. Knowing
this and realizing that early computing platforms of this type would be volitale, the NPSS
Arhitecture was designed to ‘leap-frog’ this computing technology with no or minimal penalty to
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the NPSS applications. Where it was necessary for an application to port to an architecture,
NPSS intended to use CORBA to reach that application. The developers of the NPSS
Architecture wanted minimal proprietary computing presence so as to be able to jump from one
parallel or distributed computing platform as needed. The thought of porting codes to particular
architectures and then port them again all the while re-validating these codes was to be avoided.
NASA Glenn’s participation in the development of parallel computers and networks focused on
cost effective clusters. Originally, a thirty-two node cluster of IBM 560’s with multiple
networks was assembled from commercially available UNIX machines. These systems were
ugraded to IBM 590’s but never grew beyond the original 32 nodes. Following this cluster came
a 128 node Pentium PC cluster comprised of 64 dual processor Pentium 400 Mhz systems
running LINUX. Both these systems were batch oriented with the resources controlled by
Platform Computing’s Load Sharing Facility (LSF). A partnership arose between NASA Glenn,
Platform Computing and a commerical propulsion company to support parallel applications
within LSF and to develop a multi-cluster capability. Both these features exist within LSF today.
Currently, the NPSS project is moving to adopt the GLOBUS software that can co-exist with
LSF and has support for scheduling applications built on differing batch schedulers such as the
Portable Batch Scheduler (PBS).
Software Engineering Principles
NPSS made an assumption that in order to see its Architecture and code used within the US
Industry, adherence to an identifiable and recognizable software development process was
mandatory. Even within a research center, software engineering principles have a place. In
many research efforts, software engineering practices are a ‘post development’ activity. Many
developers always seem to have time to go back and fix what they didn’t have time to design for
or around from the beginning. This was not the case with NPSS. From the start, software
development plans, configuration management plans, and verification and validation plans and
design plans were developed and used. At a minimum, any software development effort should
have configuration management and some form of verification and validation at the subsystem
and full system level. Without these phases, research codes never become anything but single
user research codes. Any development effort sponsored by the AVT should include a presence
of software engineering practices as appropriate for this community.
Along with a sophisticated yet manageable software development process, NPSS adopted an
incremental release process by which bug fixes and urgently needed enhancements found their
way into smaller or incremental releases rather than waiting for full releases of the software.
Regression testing and documentation are still maintained within this incremental release process
and in fact are more manageable.
Benefits to Date of NPSS
Early indicators on the benefits of using NPSS reveal a 55% reduction in the time to perform
engine system simulation throughout the product life cycle. Additionally, expectations include a
50% improvement in business processes with partners and customers.
From zooming, a reduction factor of 10 was achieved by using the NPSS architecture to integrate
high-fidelity compressor code into a system model. What normally took two days was achieved
in two hours making a simulation do able whereas before it was possible but not practical.
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Summary & Appropriateness to AVT
The words used in the theme of this AVT meeting are very similar to the words used in the goals
and approach in the development of NPSS. The AVT theme states, “The defense of NATO
requires a new paradigm in the development and deployment…”, “ essential to achieving the
cost and time reductions needed to field new and improved…”. NPSS’ goal is to reduce time
and cost in development of new propulsion systems while increasing confidence and reducing
risk in achieving a final design. The NPSS Architecture emerged to impact airbreathing
propulsion in the ways mentioned above. However, soon after its first incremental release,
NPSS’ potential use to impact space propulsion and ground based power also was realized. The
NPSS architecture was re-used to model rockets, ground based power systems and even fuel
cells by populating only its object layer with the behavior needed for space propulsion, ground
based power and fuel cells. The remaining architecture was reused.
The process by which
NPSS was built is noteworthy. Designing a system that combines a production phase with
prototyping and deployed on an incremental release schedule, provides for early access to fixes
and new features that ultimately lead to the stated goals of reducing risk and reducing the time to
final design. It is the opinion of the author that similar gains to AVT are available in building
Affordable Weapons systems for NATO as are now being realized within NPSS’ propulsion and
power community.
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Executive Summary
Airframe companies have performed numerous studies over the years that conclude the overwhelming
percentage of cost to manufacture a new aircraft, is set during the development phase. The majority of
this development cost is set during conceptual and preliminary design, typically occurring at the aircraft
OEM. If these costs are to be dramatically reduced, the development process must include the expertise
of the entire extended enterprise as early as possible in the development cycle. Technology exists today
that allows this extended team to collaborate in the design decision-making process. Suppliers, partners,
and customers can participate by concurrently performing their own initial development activities, while
the OEM team performs their preliminary design work. On the technology side, one of the keys is the
integration of state-of-the-art CAD, KBE, and PDM tools such as EDS’ Unigraphics,
Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion, and I-man. The challenge is developing processes that use these
tools to allow the entire extended team to work concurrently, using a common database, to quickly iterate
the design to meet aggressive performance and cost reduction goals.
A new System Engineering approach, made possible through an EDS tool called Unigraphics/WAVE,
enables true concurrent engineering throughout the extended enterprise. At the same time that detail
design aspects are being worked, the global, or system-level trade studies can progress. When global
changes are finalized, all work progressing within the extended enterprise is updated, rather than lost.
This includes work started by partners and suppliers. Through this approach, great strides can be
accomplished in the reduction of design cycle time because all work is done in parallel rather than in
series. In addition, everyone in the extended enterprise is always working with the same controlled data,
which is accomplished through the I-man PDM system.
Performing trades studies and what-if studies using this new process is very rapid, which results in many
more product iterations in a reduced development cycle. Also, aggressive performance and cost goals can
be met. Even though these system engineering tools and processes are not forms of analysis per se, they
greatly aid in the incorporation of mature and late-stage analysis results. For instance, strength analysis
can progress late into the design cycle, and still be incorporated into the design because the team’s work
will be automatically updated. These late results are sometimes not incorporated in the more traditional
design process due to schedule concerns, and this can result in increased vehicle weight.
Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE) enables a richer and more robust design database by including the
rationale behind why certain alternatives were chosen for the final product configuration. To decrease the
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Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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design cycle time, KBE automates many repetitive tasks. External databases and spreadsheets can also be
tied into the KBE process. KBE also enables consistency of engineering data and the enterprise-wide
reuse of that data.
The EDS tool Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion, a merging of KBE and CAD, enables product and process
to exist in the one system. With Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion, a KBE language (Intent!) has been
deeply embedded into a high-end product development system (Unigraphics). Intent! is an industryproven language from Heide Corporation. Many companies have been using Intent! for years to provide
KBE benefits to their engineering processes. One of the biggest benefits of this deep embedding is that
the output from the KBE system does not have to be translated to a CAD system. With
Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion, the KBE and CAD are one system. The benefits of this merging to the
development process include the creation of customized and proprietary applications or “wizards” that
guide the user through the automated facility. The KBE data is stored in the I-man PDM system for easy
retrieval and use by the extended enterprise. Cycle time is shortened by design reuse and a consistency of
process is achieved.

Abstract
A classic airframe development problem is the disconnect between initial layouts/trade studies of
structural arrangements and the detail designs that emanate from these layouts. Hence, the process of
communicating design change has been time consuming, inefficient, and prone to errors.
This paper describes new methods now available that enable the linkage between system-level layouts
and the digital master models. Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE) tools can now be directly linked to
preliminary CAD models to refine concepts. Product Data Management (PDM) manages both the KBE
and CAD data. As system-level definition and knowledge evolve, changes are automatically propagated
down the hierarchy of airframe definition. The result: cycle time reduction and achievement of
aggressive performance targets.

Challenges of the Airframe Design Cycle
To address the challenges of reducing design cycle time and cost in the design engineering process, we
must look not only at the technology used, but also at the processes themselves. Due to the complexity of
the airframe, it must be broken down into subsystems, which can be designed independently within the
context and requirements of the overall aircraft - one example being the wing torque box. This subsystem
can be designed in relative isolation, but must adhere to the design requirements of the overall wing
subsystem. Subsequently, the wing must adhere to the requirements of the total aircraft system to
accomplish design requirements such as performance and cost. A major problem exists in that much of
this high-level design intent resides only in the minds of the engineers. One of the challenges is how this
design intent can be captured and reused to produce superior designs.
The traditional engineering process is drawing-based, either by manual means or electronically through
the use of CAD. Looking at the technology side, parametric design is a production-proven capability in
most high-end CAD systems today. This capability allows for definition of hundreds to thousands of
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design variables within a detail part. Any of these variables can be modified, with the part being
automatically updated. However, one of the limitations of parametrics is the relative inability to handle
topological changes. To exacerbate the problem, some CAD systems require the user to parameterize
everything in the geometric model. These parametrically driven detail parts, often in the thousands, make
up the subsystems that define the aircraft. Another challenge to the design process, is whether engineers
can grasp how these parts will behave as a result of high-level design changes.

System Engineering Approach
These challenges necessitate a new approach to the engineering process that takes advantage of the power
of parametrics, and captures design intent and allows engineers to exercise a system engineering
methodology. Much of the traditional design approach focuses on the parametrics of the detail parts.
This is very much a “bottom-up” approach in that the low-level requirements combine to form the overall
design. The reason the new approach is called “System Engineering” is that the requirements of the
overall aircraft system drive the design in a “top-down” fashion.

Figure 1
Example of parametrics in a detail part

Parametric design, allows for every design detail to be defined in terms of a parameter. These parameters
can be edited at a later time, with the part adjusting automatically to that edit. Figure 1 illustrates these
detail part parameters. This technology has been a huge boost to productivity, especially in aerospace.
Structural parts are analyzed for strength requirements and the number of analysis/design update
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iterations is often quite large. Even though parametric modeling is not an analysis tool by itself, it enables
many more analysis/design update iterations to occur in a shortened development period. This allows for
earlier incorporation of analysis results, which in turn provides the attainment of aggressive performance
goals. The biggest benefit to detail part parametrics is the ability to incorporate mature analysis results
late in the part release cycle. In more traditional processes, a design change due to mature analysis results
may not be incorporated due to schedule constraints. This often results in the part weighing more than it
needs to, with overall subsystem or vehicle weight targets not being achieved. With parametrics, the
ability to incorporate last-minute analysis results is very achievable, with the design remaining on
schedule.
The challenge posed by parametrics is that even in small parts, the number of parameters can be in the
hundreds or even thousands. This can be overwhelming for the engineer attempting to analyze how
system-level design changes will affect the thousands of detail parts and the thousands of parameters in
each part. In addition to the complexity of the numbers of parameters, another challenge is understanding
how the model was constructed in order to effectively make changes. The manner in which the
parametrics are applied to a part can be different with every engineer. This can especially be a problem
for an engineer looking at a model that they did not construct. Adding part-to-part relationships to the
mix, results in a “parametric spaghetti”, in which it is difficult, or nearly impossible, to know what a
change to one area of the design will have on other areas. Figure 2 illustrates many of the interpart
relationships, which can be present in a product assembly. This issue calls for a systematic approach to
the construction of parametric models and assemblies.

Parametric Spaghetti

Figure 2
The complexity of interpart relationships

Top-Down design methodology is another key component in this new approach. Whereas a focus on the
parametrics of the detail parts tends to lead to a Bottom-Up method, a focus on the overall aircraft
requirements and subsequent subsystems tends to drive a Top-Down method. Top-Down is now possible
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due to advances in the technology that create a systematic approach to building such a structure, and also
provides the ability to control the change propagation at every step in the process.
The system engineering approach is the merging of the Top-Down design methodology with the power of
parametrics. The advantage to the design process is the ability to greatly shorten development cycles
while attaining aggressive performance goals. The Unigraphics CAD system offers this system
engineering approach and is named Unigraphics/WAVE.
To start the new process, one needs to identify the major subsystems that make up the entire product. In
the case of an aircraft, the major subsystems include the fuselage, wing, and empennage. These major
subsystems can then be further broken down into components of greater detail and function. The entire
structure forms an aircraft hierarchy of product requirements and functionality. The concept here is that
there are “global” requirements and relationships that tend to drive “local” requirements and relationships
(such as those contained with subsystems and subsequent details). The segregation of these global and
local relationships is the key to the process. In the well-defined structure of product requirements, only
those relationships that pertain to that particular level need to be defined. The upper level relationships
need to control only the relationships of those levels directly beneath. This is the mechanism that limits
the number of parameters required at each level, thus greatly reducing the complexity at any level.
An example of this hierarchy is the aircraft level and the immediate sublevels of fuselage, wing, and
empennage. In the aircraft level, one needs to define only the parameters that control the interfaces
between the major subsystems as well as any global requirements, such as the optimal Center of Gravity
(CG) for the aircraft. The requirements for the wing and the key design parameters for wing design need
to be defined only at the wing level. The parameters that define interfaces to the fuselage, or the design of
a leading edge machining, would be defined in lower levels.

Aircraft

Fuselage

Wing

Empennage

Landing
Gear

Figure 3
The control structure

The Unigraphics/WAVE Control Structure is the key to controlling the massive quantities of parameters
generated in parametric design. For example, at the wing level, a very small number of key parameters
drive the total wing design. Often, 20 to 40 key parameters in an upper level, are able to establish control
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of the thousands of detail design parameters that make up the entire subassembly hierarchy. Another
function of the Control Structure is the definition of interfaces between subsystems and between major
elements within the subsystems themselves. The Control Structure assumes the role of system-to-system
negotiator when conflicts arise regarding the interfaces. Again, the Control Structure approach captures,
electronically, what used to be a manual process of design team communication that may not have
occurred.
The Unigraphics/WAVE Control Structure offers a rich set of capabilities to do “what-if” trade studies at
a high level. At the wing level, one could study high-level changes to wing plan form shape, including
changes to the moldline. Because of the isolation between “global” and “local” relationships, the
extensive detail design work progresses unaffected by these trade studies, until that time as the studies
have produced a new set of design criteria to be propagated down the design hierarchy (Top-Down
design). This approach offers a hard link between high-level layouts, and the master digital models that
emanate from those layouts. The traditional approach handles this communication in a manual fashion
that is often very ineffective.
The critical element that enables this new process to work, is the ability to finely control change
propagation throughout the process. The timing of when and where Top-Down changes are propagated
throughout the product structure is tightly controlled. In the above example, the wing plan form and
moldline shape are being manipulated in a series of design trade studies. This could potentially cause
hundreds or thousands of detail parts to need updating. The person iterating the wing design can isolate
these high-level changes from the rest of the team, which produces two major advantages: 1) the rest of
the design team keeps working, concurrently, in an uninterrupted fashion, and 2) the person doing the
design trades can limit the parametric updates to his set of key parameters. By limiting the set of
parameters to a small number, one is able to iterate through a much larger number of trades versus the
time it would take to update the entire team through every trade cycle. The fact that the entire team is
able to work concurrently, both the high-level aspects in conjunction with the more detailed work, results
in shorter overall design cycle times and increases the team’s chances of achieving challenging
performance goals.
Product Data Management also plays a crucial role in the process. The entire Unigraphics/WAVE
Control Structure as well as the complete assembly hierarchy, is contained in, and controlled by the EDS
PDM system named I-man. Product structure in Unigraphics and in I-man is always kept up-to-date and
synchronized. In fact, for a team member, partner, or supplier to view the hierarchical structure, they do
not have to be in Unigraphics – this can take place in I-man.

Knowledge-Based Engineering
Many companies today employ a Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE) system to:
•

Decrease cycle automating repetitive design tasks.

•

Capture and re-distribute critical company knowledge typically residing only in the minds of
engineers, designers, and manufacturing personnel

•

Ensure engineering rules and best practices are adhered to from design all the way through
manufacturing.
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•

Protect loss of enterprise expertise due to employee turnover.

•

Store knowledge in a format that is reusable and easily transportable by the design team.

Fundamentally, the key is re-use – the recycling of company knowledge and best practices that exist in
several forms and that are present in every phase of the product life cycle. The various forms of
knowledge are many: CAD datasets, CAM datasets, analysis data, text documents, company manuals,
spreadsheets, databases, and rules of thumb. Engineers spend huge amounts of time simply searching for
the information they need. An important question is the accuracy and relevancy of the data they do find –
is the information current, is it the right information for the particular application at hand?
Clearly, a tool that addresses many of these information-type questions is Product Data Management.
Robust and mature PDM tools, such as the EDS I-man product, enable the engineer to search for data and
know that the data is current and applicable to the task at hand. I-man is capable of managing the many
varied forms of data in the enterprise and to manage the life cycle of that data including engineering
release. A key is capturing all the above company knowledge and best practices electronically, and
making it available to the enterprise under PDM control. When all stages of a product’s life cycle has
immediate access to this data, cycle time and cost can be reduced significantly.

The Merging of KBE and CAD
Traditional KBE systems tend to be programming tools and are not very graphically oriented. This is
typically where CAD systems shine. Designers enjoy the graphical interaction and ease of use of CAD.
Creating, editing, and managing parametric features is also a strength of CAD, while being a weakness on
the KBE side. Conversely, CAD systems do not handle non-geometric attributes exceptionally well.
Non-geometric attributes are handled robustly with KBE. With CAD, you really are seeing the “end
result” of an engineering process with limited description of the rationale and history of trade studies that
went into that configuration. KBE on the other hand, is geared toward defining and recording processes
as well as describing the rationale. CAD can vary a set of features already present in an efficient manner,
but KBE is very robust at executing just the unique set of features needed for a set of specified design
requirements. Most KBE systems recognize when whole sets of features need to be swapped for other
features due to different requirements.
Until recently, the benefits of KBE have been isolated from the CAD environment. With the EDS tool
called Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion, the benefits of a fully merged CAD/KBE capability are now
realized. With this merging, a Knowledge-Based Engineering language (Intent!) has been deeply
embedded into a high-end product development system (Unigraphics). Intent! is an industry-proven KBE
language from Heide Corporation. Many companies have been using Intent! for years to provide KBE
benefits to their engineering processes. The term “embedded” needs to be emphasized, as apposed to
“integrated” or “loosely associated”. One of the biggest benefits of this deep embedding is that the output
from the KBE system does not have to be translated to a CAD system. With Unigraphics/Knowledge
Fusion, the KBE and CAD are one system.
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Aircraft Floor Beam Example

Figure 4
Automatic generation of an aircraft floor beam using a Knowledge Fusion program

Figure 4 shows a part called up from PDM which contains system routings in the under-floor area. Using
a Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion program, a floor beam is generated at the station 0 location. This
example demonstrates several advantages of the process:
•

A generative approach. A complete floor beam design was created in CAD using a textual KBE
program.

•

The resulting CAD geometry did not have to be translated from KBE to CAD.

•

The resulting geometry in CAD is completely parametric.
comprised of features, which are fully editable at a later time.

•

The program was called from the PDM database. In PDM, a library exists of available programs.
A particular program can be found using a query on the database.

•

The new floor beam is saved in the I-man PDM database. The new Item in the database can be
found by queries and contains not just the geometry, but also the KBE rules that govern its
construction, and later editing.

•

Using I-man, if changes are later made to the program, the user can find out which parts and
assemblies have made use of that program and would potentially be affected.

In Unigraphics, the geometry is
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Figure 5
Edits to an existing model that uses a Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion program

Figure 5 shows the result of editing the previously created model. The station parameter has been edited
from 0 to 50, and the non-geometric parameter of “aircraft type” has been changed from “passenger” to
“cargo”. This editing demonstrates these advantages:
•

The geometric and non-geometric rules that govern the creation and subsequent editing of floor
beam parameters, are now stored in the Unigraphics part. These KBE rules become an integral
part of a CAD file, which can be edited by the user at a later time.

•

Editing of geometry parameters in Unigraphics automatically updates the Unigraphics/Knowledge
Fusion rules (which now reside in the CAD file). This demonstrates 2-way associativity - KBE
updates CAD, and changes to CAD update the KBE rule base.

•

A capability of the floor beam program is to create a set of pad-ups around a system penetration,
as well as a through hole, and a support stiffener. A separate program was written that creates this
specific set of features. This technique highlights the modular nature of Unigraphics/Knowledge
Fusion in that a program can consist of calls to other pre-existing programs. This cuts down on
time to create automation programs.

•

Figure 5 shows, that at station 0, a set of pad-ups exist for the near system run, but does not exist
at the station 50 location since a penetration for the system is no longer required. A look at the
feature list in Unigraphics shows that those pad-up features no longer exist in the model. This is a
differentiator with pure parametrics. Only those features that are required are built in the CAD
model.

•

We also see from Figure 5, that an additional vertical stiffener has been added to break up the long
distance between stiffeners. This could be the result of an analysis routine that calculates
minimum distance between stiffeners based on loading, gauges, etc. This analysis routine could
be either built into the program or an external program that Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion
communicates with.

•

Finally, we see that at station 50, we have also toggled the non-geometric attribute “aircraft type”
from a “passenger” to “cargo”. Because of higher loading conditions, the basic beam shape has
changed from a “C” section to a more capable “J” section.
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Aircraft Stringer Example
The following example takes Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion one-step further to develop a custom
application or “wizard” dialog to perform a specific design task. In this case, a wizard dialog has been
created for designers and engineers to quickly create aircraft stringers.
The creation of the custom dialog or “wizard” is an easy process. The user is prompted along the creation
process by a series of dialogs that guide the connection of the Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion program to
the wizard. An “Instructions” button can be added to the wizard that takes the user to documentation. In
this case, the instructions created are a series of web pages that offer step-by-step instructions, including
images, on how to create stringers using the facility. Figure 6 shows the initial web page presented to the
user showing the hyper links to other pages.

Instructions For Using Stringer Wizard
STEP 1: Review instructions and documentation
STEP 2: pick items on-screen
see Screen Picks
STEP 3: Choose the stringer type
see Stringer Cross Section Images
STEP 4: Choose the material
STEP 5: Choose the stringer plane orientation

STEP 6: Edit the stringer parameter values
see Stringer Cross Section Dimension Input Info

Figure 6
Web-based instructions for using stringer wizard

Figure 7 shows the before and after screen shots of using the Stringer Wizard. The before shot shows a
portion of the “given” geometry which is the aircraft loft IML (inner moldline) surface. These items are
picked from the screen using the applicable buttons on the wizard. The stringer type chosen for this
example is a “Z” section. The material chosen was 6061-T6 Aluminum. The stringer plane orientation
selected was normal to the moldline surface.
A crucial benefit of wizard creation is the incorporation of proprietary techniques and standards that are
unique to the company. In this way, the most valuable aspects of a companies’ intellectual resources and
methods, can be used over and over again in a controlled fashion, to uphold standards and improve design
quality.
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Figure 7
Before and after part creation using the stringer wizard

The Merging of Technologies and Processes
Another capability of Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion is being able to query external databases and return
values. An example of this was the wing, where the system engineering approach to design was used.
KBE can add another capability to the approach previously outlined. If there was a database that
contained aerodynamic test data, that database could be queried and return values that could help drive
the Control Structure of the wing. Once the new values are back in the Control Structure, the hierarchy
updates according to the rules already existing in the structure. The update process is governed by
controls that have already been put into place. This ensures that the “what-if” process a rapid one. New
configurations can be saved as design revisions in the PDM database and serve as a design history. This
is an example of the marrying of a number of technologies: KBE (Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion), the
system engineering Control Structure approach (Unigraphics/WAVE), communication with external
databases, parametric design, and PDM (EDS I-man).
Real-time cost analysis of design alternatives and trade studies is also possible using this merging of
technologies. The governing formulae that determine product cost can be hard coded into a Knowledge
Fusion program. These cost formulae are tied to the actual geometry in CAD parts and also tied to
external databases that contain large quantities of cost-related data. Some examples of cost data include:
•

In the CAD file, the length of welds between parts or the amount of material removed for a
machining.

•

In an external database, tables that would list the cost per inch of weld given the type or form of
material.

As different design alternatives, such as material choices or product shape and size, are examined, the
cost of that alternative is returned in real time. This feedback can dramatically lower total product cost by
providing the capability to arrive at cost-effective design decisions quite early in the development process
while still achieving the design goals.
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Conclusion
The majority of the cost of developing a new aircraft is set during conceptual and preliminary design,
typically occurring at the aircraft OEM. If these costs are to be dramatically reduced, the development
process must include the expertise of the entire extended enterprise as early as possible in the
development cycle. Technology exists today that allows this extended team to collaborate in the design
decision-making process and remain associative at all levels in the process. Suppliers, partners, and
customers can participate by performing their own initial development activities, while the OEM team
concurrently performs their preliminary design work. If the OEM makes a major change, all team
members are kept up-to-date. On the technology side, one of the keys is the integration of state-of-the-art
CAD, KBE, and PDM tools. These tools allow the entire extended team to work concurrently, using a
common database, to quickly iterate the design to meet aggressive performance and cost reduction goals.
Aircraft design organizations have demonstrated the savings of these tools and processes in demanding
production environments.
A new System Engineering approach (Unigraphics/WAVE) enables true concurrent engineering
throughout the extended enterprise. At the same time the detail design aspects are being worked, the
global, or system-level, trade studies can also progress. When global changes are finalized, all work
progressing within the extended enterprise is updated, rather than lost. Through this approach, great
strides can be accomplished in the reduction of design cycle time because all work is done in parallel
rather than in series. Everyone in the extended enterprise is always working with the same controlled
data, which is accomplished through Product Data Management (I-man).
Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE) enables a richer and more robust design database by including the
rationale behind why certain alternatives were chosen for the final product configuration. To decrease the
design cycle time, KBE automates many repetitive tasks. External databases and spreadsheets can also be
tied into the KBE process. KBE enables the capture and re-distribution of critical company knowledge
that typically resides only in the minds of engineers, designers, and manufacturing personnel. KBE also
enables consistency of engineering data and the enterprise-wide reuse of that data. A merging of KBE
and CAD called Unigraphics/Knowledge Fusion enables product and process to exist in one system.
Benefits to the development process of this merging include the creation of customized and proprietary
applications or “wizards” that guide the user through a particular design task. The result is not only a
significant reduction in cycle time and cost, but also a great improvement in engineering and final product
quality.
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Abstract
Collier Research Corporation is working with Lockheed Martin Aeronautics (LM Aero) under United States
Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) funding to develop a “certification-by-analysis” process to reduce
unexpected failures during experimental testing that will, in turn, accelerate Air Force structural
certification. The goal is early identification and avoidance of conceptual and preliminary design problems
on new and sustaining aircraft programs using a “design-by-analysis” process that includes the commercial
structural sizing software called HyperSizer®.

1. Introduction
Aerospace structures are certified with a combination of tests and analyses. Traditionally, and in the
foreseeable future, tests serve two primary purposes:
• For certifying a specific hardware architecture that can support its identified worst case design-to loads
• For certifying the analysis methods and tools, which are then used to certify the untested load cases
Unlike unique hardware architectures, analysis tools benefit from a history of testing in that all previous test
correlations can and should collectively contribute to increased confidence of their use. Analysis tools have
and will continue to play an essential role in structural certification. This paper suggests a way to improve
reliability of analysis tools so that eventually the aerospace industry will be able to reduce specific
architecture testing which accounts for 25–30% of product costs.
This paper is not focused on the evaluation of analysis methods, but rather on how to increase confidence in
the predictions made with any given analysis method and the software that implements it. Described is an
analysis building-block approach for verification and validation (V&V), which parallels conventional
building-block testing processes. A building block analysis verification process is a systematic way to
validate specific analysis method cases, verify implementation in the software tool, calibrate prediction to
test data, and establish failure data scatter as PDF’s (probability density functions) from tests for
probabilistic analyses.
Also described is a process for gaining more benefit from analysis tools by automating their use in
conceptual and preliminary design phases. This aspect of minimizing design cycle time is most important
since it accounts for 40–50% of product development costs. The objective is to deploy analysis tools as soon
as reasonable in the design phase to make the biggest impact on the design progression. Referred to as
design-by-analysis, this process provides beneficial early identification and avoidance of conceptual and
preliminary design problems that could become extremely expensive to remedy in the final design cycle. In
this way, Virtual testing is continuous throughout the design progression, and confidence is maintained in
being able to successfully certify structure at time of testing - with no unpleasant surprises.
Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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Connection to HyperSizer
It is necessary to include a background description in this paper of the HyperSizer analysis tool to be able
define how it can contribute to the certification by analysis process. HyperSizer [1] provides aerospace
industry accepted standard engineering analysis methods, physics based solutions, empirical data, and plugin capability for industry and government specialty analysis codes. These analysis methods are automated
with their I/O seamlessly integrated (thereby reducing human error), linked with leading FEA packages and
FEM modelers, and deployed in a modern Windows product where data integrity is maintained with an
internal database management system. The software is also provided as an object model that can be
customized and integrated into customer’s structural analysis software. HyperSizer was originally developed
as a research code at NASA Langley Research Center. Since 1996, it has been commercially developed and
supported by Collier Research. An important aspect toward validation is HyperSizer’s data entry safeguard
for unforeseen use by a non-developer. That is a relatively experienced engineer in the subject field, who is
not the tool developer, can reliably obtain with the tool the correct result. In addition to analysis, HyperSizer
performs automated structural sizing to find the lightest combination of design concept, material, and cross
sectional dimensions for specific vehicle architectures. Referred to as robust sizing, the goal is to identify
designs that are more likely to prove successful at time of test certification.
Content of this paper starts with a background into current practices for structural certification, and proceeds
with the scope of our current research, an identification of the problems and solutions pursued, a connection
to HyperSizer structural sizing and finite element analysis (FEA) software, and then ends by illustrating
these structural certification software processes in a cause and effect diagram.

2. Background on Structural Certification
The term, “certification” is essentially an endorsement or sanctioning of the entire air vehicle design and
analysis process by the customer. Typically, structural design and development of an aircraft proceeds
through a “building block” series of analyses and tests beginning with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

specifications for materials, quality assurance, and manufacturing processes
definition of fundamental material physical and mechanical allowable properties
understanding of often complex physics via element tests
confirmation of failure modes via subcomponent tests
prediction of built-up full-scale component level tests
verification of global response predictions via full-scale airframe ground and flight tests

These tests and supporting analyses form the basis for certification of the structural integrity of the airframe.
Currently, most of these varied tests are used to validate analysis predictions, or in some cases to provide the
sole means of certification by test. Confidence and risk reduction are key attributes of the process that are
achieved through structural testing following a deterministic approach.
“Certification” of an air vehicle is achieved with acceptance by the certifying agency of results from ground
and flight-testing coupled with successful correlation to predicted structural behavior. The certifying agency
works with the manufacturer to tailor the structural integrity plan. The manufacturer and the certifying
agency agree on all of the structural materials and associated manufacturing processes, as well as the
verification methodology used to demonstrate compliance with the design requirements. The word
“certification” indicates that someone has issued a certificate, a written testimony to the truth of any fact.
For a new aircraft, the word certification is an appropriate term since the authorities issue an airworthiness
certificate. However, certification can also be described as a process of risk management. In environments
such as that of the US Air Force, which acts as both a customer and a certifying agency, the certification
agency acts throughout the entire process of developing the air vehicle, from defining the requirements to
designing and developing the system to insuring that everything is in place and the personnel are trained for
the operational environment. It is this process of risk management that undergirds the certification by
analysis program.
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3. Scope of Research/Approach
Analyses for structural certification determine that a structure is capable of supporting all required loadings.
This is accomplished with two primary data: applied loadings and allowable loadings. An allowable loading
is due to a combination of the material’s strength and the response of the structural design based on details
such as panel concept, shape, size, etc. Reliability of a structure is defined as the probability that the
allowable load is greater than the applied load [2,3]. Potential failure occurs when the curve tails overlap, as
indicated in the middle of Figure 1.
µ a -µ r
R eliab ility

xr

xa

A llow able load
(ca pab ility)

R eq uired lo ad
(A pp lied )

L oad
µr

µa
P oten tia l
failu re

Figure 1. Reliability of a structure is defined as the probability that the allowable
load is greater than the required load, or alternatively as R=1-PF.

In Figure 1, the required load is that resulting from applied external loads such as aerodynamic pressure.
The allowable load is the load carrying capability of the structure. External flight loads are resolved into
internal loads using FEA such as MSC/NASTRAN, and allowable loads are computed with analysis
methods that predict failure modes such as HyperSizer.
 Experiment 
Mean = Avg 
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Allowable Load
3σ
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The emphasis of our research is on the
allowable load distribution, indicated as
the curve on the right hand side of Figure
1, which portrays how a structure of the
same shape, size, and material will exhibit
a range of allowable load capability. That
is, seemingly identical test articles will not
fail at a one given load, but instead fail
within a range of loads due to natural data
scatter/stochastic response. Figure 2
illustrates this as a histogram of
occurrences, with the highest frequency of
failure centered around the mean value,
and the range quantified as a statistical
deviation, σ. From a design and
certification perspective, the material
allowables, manufacturing tolerances,
uncertainties in boundary conditions, and
analysis inaccuracies all come into play.
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4. Problems Identified and Solutions Pursued
After being fabricated and assembled following a tightly controlled manufacturing process, what appear to
be identical aircraft structures will have different load carrying capabilities. These differences can be
dramatic in some cases, and slight in others. The issues are not unique to aerospace. Other industries such as
automotive, shipbuilding, and civil construction all struggle with the same issues. In short, industries that
produce many copies of a particular design, such as the automotive industry, can afford many full scale tests
of their product and reduce their conservatism in safety factors. Industries such as civil construction that
make one-of-a-kind designs (think of the golden gate bridge) cannot economically perform full scale tests,
and thus have to rely completely on analysis, usually with very conservative safety factors. The aerospace
industry, being performance driven and extremely weight sensitive, cannot afford highly conservative safety
factors, nor afford to perform multiple full-scale aircraft failure tests. As a result, a one shot, full-scale static
strength test is usually performed.
Manufacturing full scale hardware is invaluable for proving out fabrication and assembly techniques. Full
scale tests are invaluable for quantifying service fatigue and for calibrating strain gage readings to the
internal load paths predicted with the “loads FEM”. Full-scale ground tests also demonstrate that hundreds
of predicted flight loads can be sustained with an additional 1.5 factor of safety. However, full-scale
airframes are not usually tested to failure, and if they are, the test only tells us the critical failure mode and
location for that one selected worst case load. There are thousands of loading conditions the airframe must
survive, and even though hundreds are tested, there are untested loads that will control the design and sizing
of at least some parts of the airframe. As a consequence, “too much credence is given to deterministic tests”
[4], and aerospace design will continually be dependent upon analysis for structural certification.
Certification by analysis must start with an analysis building block approach. As such, it is necessary for
the suite of analysis methods and tools to demonstrate an ability to accurately predict a series of smaller and
well-defined problems that collectively make up the larger problem that has many response interactions and
boundary condition uncertainties. We refer to this as a building-block analysis tool validation and
verification. The premise is if a suite of analysis tools can predict each block of the building-block process,
then, taking into account boundary condition interaction, they together will be capable of simulating the
entire part. And since element and subcomponent tests are much less expensive than full-scale components
to test, many more of them can be economically tested to obtain statistically significant data, and more
importantly, as the name implies, their test results and corresponding analysis methods can be reused as
building blocks for other structural designs. To meet a level of robustness reusability requires the analysis
building block approach will address precision, reliability, and accuracy of Figure 3, with probability
density function (PDF) signatures.

PDF Signatures Described
The differences in load carrying strength in
seemingly identical structures may be
partially attributed to manufacturing
anomalies. In the case of curved panel
buckling, which is particularly susceptible
to imperfections and historically has
proven to occur at loads substantially
below
theoretical
predictions,
manufacturing signatures [5] have been
proposed to account for the amount of
imperfections expected for a given
manufacturing process. The manufacturing
signature would be a measure of the
imperfection for use in the analysis and
thus allow a reduced buckling knockdown
factor [6].

Precision

Reliability

Accuracy

(Provided by high
fidelity analysis)

(provided by
probabilistic methods)

(provided by
test calibration)

Figure 3. High fidelity analyses provide precision,
defined as an ability to hit a bull’s eye but not ensuring
that all results fall within the target. Probabilistic
methods reliably bring the scatter into the circle, and
calibration is required to accurately hit the target.
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Steel cyl. buckling, 1987

12

Aluminum cyl. buckling, 2001

Composite curved buckling, 1973

10

Composite beam strength, 1998
Density

It seems conceivable to categorize the types of
structures and loadings that will have responses fall
within tight bands of results, and those that have a
large amount of scatter in their behavior. These
response PDF distributions can be categorized into
what we call PDF signatures. By definition, PDF
signatures are unique, repeatable, and, as
demonstrated next, crucial for reliability based
structural certification.

8
6
4
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PDF Signature Example

0
0.6

1

1.2

1.4

Failure Load / µ

.911

.7

14

1.17

1.95

12
10

Density

Figure 4a shows normalized PDFs for four separate
kinds of tests to ultimate failure: 1) 32 steel beer cans
compression tested in 1987 and reported in [7], 2) 14
aluminum diet Pepsi cans compression tested in 2001,
3) 74 composite curved laminates compression tested
in 1973, and 4 composite beams flexural strength
tested in 1998. Note the very close match in PDF
curves for the two metallic can buckling tests,
indicating the same PDF signature. The curved
laminate test is slightly more stochastic than the
metallic cylinder test, and both PDF signatures are
drastically different than the composite beam bending
strength PDF.

0.8

8
6
4

Figure 4b illustrates how two different PDF
signatures indicate the amount of additional safety
factor required to meet prescribed structural integrity
reliability. In the case of cylindrical buckling (flatter
PDF) requires a substantial buckling knockdown
factor of (0.7/1.95 = 0.375) [6,7] for a deterministic
analysis that then would include an additional 1.5
ultimate load factor. In contrast, beam strength
analyses (narrow PDF) are not typically knocked
down, but if they were in this case it would be by the
ratio of (0.911/1.17 = .78) to achieve the same safety
as a 0.375. cylindrical buckling knockdown.

2
0
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0.8

1
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1.6

1.8
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Failure Load / µ

Allowable

Predicted

Theoretical

(1-Kγη)·Predicted

γµ ·Theoretical

Computed

Density

Figure 4c represents a typical PDF signature derived
from test data that can be used for accurate prediction
of mean (µ) failure load, and choosing the level of
risk. This is accomplished with two factors. The first
factor, γµ, is used to calibrate theoretical solutions to
typical measured test values. The calibration is usually
a reduction of the theoretical as indicated by the arrow
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
moving to the left. The second factor, coefficient of
Fa ilure Load
Failure Load / µ
experimental failure load variation, γη, is a measure of
the statistical deviation. Once the predicted mean Figure 4a, 4b, and 4c. PDF plots normalized to
buckling load is obtained (failure load/µ), where µ is the mean failure load.
(the dashed line), the user
Reliability
may scale the level of reliability using any K value, some of which are shown in
90%
1.41
99%
2.512
the table. Thus, a specific PDF signature for a given structure and loading type
84.13%
1
permits more reliable prediction of both expected failure load and allowable load.
99.86%
3
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5. Connection to HyperSizer Structural Sizing Software
Currently, HyperSizer is used by the aerospace community for product development (PD). This is due to its
ability to perform rapid structural analysis and design sizing that includes many failure analyses for all load
conditions at all areas of an airframe. We are moving beyond the conceptual and preliminary design phases,
to mature HyperSizer’s usability for final design. HyperSizer contributes in several ways to the certification
by analysis initiative. Many analyses required for airframe certification are included in its controlled
software environment, which in itself is a framework for plugging-in user defined validated analysis codes.
As an automated sizing tool, it will soon be able to produce robust designs using the PDF signatures as
described in the previous section. As an example, the typical building block honeycomb failure analyses
shown in Figure 5, are intended to be defined with PDF signatures and made an integral part of
HyperSizer’s reliability based analysis and design sizing.

Failure analyses
HyperSizer provides many different types of strength and stability analyses, such as beam and panel
buckling, cross section local buckling and crippling, local post-buckling, frequency, deformation, stiffness,
and material strength based on detailed stresses and strains throughout a built-up shape on a ply-by-ply
basis. Some of HyperSizer analysis methods are physics based, and others come from time honored and
accepted standard engineering practices and empirical data. HyperSizer’s purpose is to automate all of these
approved methods for reliable and consistent use by the stress engineer. In short, our intent is to “validate
the method’s physics - verify the method’s software implementation – calibrate the methods accuracy – and
assure the method’s correct engineering use.”
Failure Analyses Delivered with HyperSizer

Figure 5. A HyperSizer screen shot of the failure mode margin-of-safety GUI for a honeycomb
sandwich panel. Each failure analysis is summarized with a margin-of-safety (MoS) for limit and
ultimate loads.
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Customer Failure Analysis Plug-ins
Each aerospace company usually has analysis methods
and associated programs to solve problems in their
own unique way. For this reason, there is a capability
for the users of these companies to integrate their
proprietary and legacy codes into HyperSizer.
HyperSizer provides an engineering environment
where user developed or company proprietary analyses
codes can be “plugged-in.” This Input/Output
integration provides more reliability by reducing
possible human error for legacy analysis programs that
typically require tedious manual data input. The
programs can be written in either Fortran, C, or C++
languages. Legacy codes are invaluable for providing
certification-by-analysis because of their validation and
verification (V&V) history. Therefore the purpose is to
connect in an automated fashion the legacy codes into
the data flow stream of other tools and processes,
Figure 6.

1

hm,

-r-

T

_ f^
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HyperSizer
1 -—1.-'.:!^-".

3

Figure 6. In the illustration, two legacy programs are plugged into the HyperSizer structural analysis and sizing
optimization software. The first program is a much used Raleigh Ritz analysis for buckling. The second program is
the BJSFM composite unloaded and bolt loaded hole laminate analysis. All of the data associated to these types of
programs, including the HyperSizer generated graphical images shown, are completely integrated within the
structural analysis and sizing optimization process. This structural analysis and sizing framework along with plug-ins
can then be made part of a larger design system by use of its open and flexible object model. This level of tool I/O
automation greatly reduces potential human error.
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Sizing Optimization
Making available analysis tools in an automated sizing process to be used during conceptual and preliminary
design phases provides a design-by-analysis capability for increased structural reliability. HyperSizer can
concurrently optimize panel and beam concepts, material selection, cross sectional dimensions, and layups.
In doing so, it can handle complete vehicle systems modeled with many FEM grids and elements and ensure
that optimum designs pass all available structural integrity analyses. Its results include accurate weight
predictions and multiple equivalent weight designs for manufacturing trades. The design-by-analysis
capability is able to find the best combination of all:
•
•
•
•

Panel/beam concepts- optimum concept found from a library of commonly used designs: Z shape,
mechanically fastened panel vs. blade shaped, integrally machined stiffened panel
Design dimensions and thicknesses- facesheet, flange, and web sheet thicknesses and widths,
heights, stiffener spacings
Material selection- All isotropic metallic, orthotropic composite, foams, and honeycomb cores are
available as candidates
Layups- Thousands of pre-defined or user-defined layups are available as candidates for any panel
or beam segment

Figure 7. Illustrated is the process of directly sizing the design by permutation of all continuous and
discrete variables. This is accomplished by specifying each variable’s minimum and maximum
bounds, and its number of permutations. Then for variables that have material associated to them,
such as the stiffener web, many different composite and metallic materials can be assigned to the
variable. Finally, different types of concepts can be explored such as I, T, blade, and Z stiffened
shapes.
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6. Connection to Finite Element Analysis Software
As indicated with the left
curve of Figure 1, applied
external loads are mapped
onto the FEM and resolved
into computed internal
loads (load paths) of the
airframe. HyperSizer reads
the FEA computed internal
loads and updates the FEM
materials properties with
new design sizing data.
HyperSizer post-processes
the computed FEA element
forces by applying
statistical analyses to each
individual loading
component (Nx, Ny, Nxy,
Mx, My, Mxy, Qx, and Qy)
and to each individual load
case. This process resolves
inconsistency in
determining proper designto loads.

compute internal loads accurately as accomplished with finely meshed 3-D
discrete models. This allows the design-by-analysis process to determine the
best panel design for all vehicle locations, using the same loads model mesh.

Structural Certification

Present

Present Process Sequence

The entire
process, as
depicted in
Figure 9, is
being
implemented
by Collier
Research using
HyperSizer,
FEA such as
NASTRAN
for global
loads models,
StressCheck
for local
models, and
other discipline
tools.
Lockheed
Martin
Aeronautics
will apply this
integrated
process and
tools to ongoing new designs
and redesigns of
military aircraft.

Determine
best panel
concept and
material
selections
for all
vehicle
internal and
external
Figure 8. HyperSizer’s approach is to generate FEM properties
surface for shell
finite elements using a planar, 2-D coarse mesh, permitting
the FEA solver to
areas

Proposed Future

FEA loads

Statistically processed FEA loads

Designer sizes for
minimum weight

Designer sizes for minimum
weight using
Robust Design-by-Analysis

Stress Engineer performs margin-ofsafety checks with traditional and
accepted analytical methods

Stress Engineer performs margin-ofsafety checks with traditional and
accepted analytical methods for
Reliability with Probablistic Methods

Less
Testing

Some
Testing
Certified Structure

Certified Structure

Figure 9. The overall process for structural certification by analysis. The present
process shown in the left box is one-way and loosely connected. Proposed on the right
side is a two-way, highly integrated process with tight I/O communication.
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7. Cause and Effect of the Proposed Software Process
Reliability quantified using
Probabilistic Analysis Methods

Reliabilty determined statistically
for FEA computed Design-to loads
Good
modeling
techniques

Starting with robust
optimization

Uncertainty PDF for
each design variable

Balanced
load sets
FEA
computed
internal loads

Appropriate grouping
of elements for each
structural component

Statistical
post process

Software certified
by building-block
approach

Input variable
bound checks
High reliability with
little weight growth

Reliability assigned to each
analysis method

Fewer Tests

Certification
by Analysis
Design robustness
Commonality in optimum
design variables found from
multiple optimization solutions

All analysis methods
used during the
sizing optimization
No failure
mode surprises

Less design
variable sensitivity

Reliability designed-in using
robust optimization

Figure 10. Cause and effect of proposed process. An important concept of this process is that
certification-by-analysis starts with design-by-analysis.
To quantify and capture each of these individual processes, I/O data must be consistently passed to each
level of analysis and design. This consistent and reduced human error process is part of the roadmap and is
envisioned to be implemented by Collier Research and demonstrated by Lockheed Martin on their on-going
projects. A key objective is achieving a building block validation and verification (V&V) documented
process. Without such documentation the product customer will not have the basis available for certifying
the methods used.

Reliability Determined Statistically for FEA Computed Design-To Loads
Red items in figure 10 cover the generation of FEA computed internal loads. Good modeling techniques
include proper mesh density, correctly defined material axes and element normals, and beam element
orientation vectors. Balanced load cases ensure that the summation of external loads such as flight pressures
and control surface forces are in equilibrium with inertia loads caused from the time dependent mass (fuel
burn) and trajectory event acceleration. Once this level of model check-out has been achieved, the resulting
FEA computed internal loads (running loads) are fairly reliable. However, before using these loads for
sizing and analysis, a grouping of elements that define manufacturable parts of the structure must be
defined. These groupings of elements are referred to in HyperSizer as structural components. It is important
that structural components are modeled with a fine enough mesh to capture the load gradient. One of the
strong points of HyperSizer is that it is capable of quite accurately representing the stiffened shape of a
panel with a planar and coarsely meshed set of shell finite elements, see figure 8. In addition to the
definition of structural components, HyperSizer also post-processes the computed FEA element forces by
applying statistical analyses to each individual loading component. This process has been included to
overcome the uncertainty used by industry stress analysts in determining the proper design-to loads.
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HyperSizer provides a more reliable way to establish the proper magnitude of forces, and attempts to
account for possible FEA solution non-convergence due to a lack of mesh refinement.
Reliability designed-in using robust optimization
Yellow items in figure 10 cover sizing optimization of the structure. A primary concept of this proposed
process is to use nearly all of the available analyses during sizing optimization so that no new failure mode
surprises will occur when going to the final analysis step. Another primary concept for achieving a reliable
and robust optimization is that design variable sensitivities are minimized and a commonality in optimum
design variables is found from multiple optimized solutions. HyperSizer accomplishes this by performing a
statistical optimization on the found optimum designs. Since multiple, equally performing optimum designs
are found, if one particular design is later discovered to have difficulty in certification, alternate fall back
designs are readily available and can easily be substituted. The ultimate objective is to find a robust design
to manufacture and certify.
Reliability Quantified Using Probabilistic Methods
Blue items in figure 10 cover the final analysis and margin-of-safety reporting. The bulk of our research is
intended to focus on this aspect of the process. Starting with a robust optimum design, the objective is to
define the uncertainty PDF for each variable input. For design dimensions, this would include
manufacturing tolerances. Once a robust optimum design is found, then high reliability can be quantified
with little weight growth using the V&V analysis methods together with probabilistic methods (PM).
Various PMs would be implemented including perhaps full Monte Carlo simulations of rapid analyses.
To address human error, checks would be applied to each input value that would define an envelope of
applicable lower and upper bounds for given analysis methods. Such checks would also catch and filter out
inappropriate variable combinations generated by the automated optimization process.
Key to quantifying overall structural reliability is to assign a reliability factor to each analysis method and to
each potential failure mode that accounts for natural scatter in physical response. Knowing which analysis
methods and corresponding tests have tight bounds on data scatter is necessary for quantifying joint
probability of failure caused by failures of independent design details. A side benefit of implementing PM is
that unknown physics have a less detrimental impact on reliability.

8. Conclusion
Certification tests for aircraft structures are necessary to ensure load carrying capability and performance of
each component. However, hardware testing is costly and unpredicted failures can delay product
development. In current certification procedures, a limited number of tests are performed, especially at fullscale. The solution is to augment experimental testing with automated analysis with PDF signatures for the
goal of increasing structural reliability. This process is called “certification-by-analysis.” Collier Research
is working with Lockheed Martin Aeronautics to develop a certification-by-analysis process using finite
element analysis (FEA) and the commercial aerospace structural analysis software HyperSizer.
A key aspect to this effort is attempting structural certification by analysis for a specific architecture by fully
leveraging commonality in building blocks. That is to take into account appropriate existing building block
test data via PDF signatures for more reliable analyses. The rapid and more reliable analyses form the basis
for a design-by-analysis process to be used during conceptual and preliminary design. This will enable a
higher probability of successful certification. This motivation is depicted in Figure 11.
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Locked In
Reliability
(Probability
of successful
certification)

Cost
Commitment $
80%

PD
Product
Development

Design Phase
in Time

PD
Product
Development

Design Phase
in Time

Figure 11. The left chart is often used to depict that a development project’s cost commitment occurs
early in the design phase. The right chart depicts that a locked in reliability (probability of successful
certification) is also locked in during the early phase of product development. This gives rise to the
need in designing-in reliability early in the conceptual and preliminary phases of a design.
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=\ D4f+N 13;4H4G f+5>= = ?jMFf+54H4H4D4`kYF131354?jl3Y \ MFY8m.1354`454132 RSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D42YFRY MFY^B4541354R`4f+54;41sKdeDG NOB]
MFNO13Q4f+NOQ4135>=4`4D4RSG I4H54H4`f+D413N G aOG f+54N G ;4Hf+;4RSNOR(B45>_4Dg4D4D4H ;4L4NOG f+RS@f+;4;4= G H4I\ = G H4D4RS@deG 13D4@54H4`NOf+; ;:H4ac13`4Q>Q4G N G G N;4Hf+;4G Q4NOR= `aOG RSg4NOD4G = 1 =
KG N G I454NOD4`g4?(RSG KQ4= 54N G ;4H54H4`54H454= ?+RSG RS2:ACB4D4RSDD4aOac;413NOR 3Q4RSN(acG N(G HNOB4DRSL454f+DL413;>_4G `4D4`RS;4KD?+D45413Rg454f+6+2
= 54Q4H4f+B4D4`nD45413= ?oG HnNOB4DnL413;4I41354K D4RSNO54g4= G RSB4D4` 9<;4d<D>_4D413@ acQ>NOQ413D]I413;4deNOBtde5:RW_4D41c?/f+;4H4RSNO1354G H4D4`42
H4aOG `4D4H4f+DpNOB454NqRS;>KDp13D4r4Q4G 31 D>KD4H>NORS@qNO1354`4G NOG ;4H45>= = ?
co
`4D4K;4H4RSNO1354NOD4`sg4?NOD4RSNO@(f+;4Q4= `sG H4RSNOD454`sg4DsR+54NOG RSaOG D4` VCdeG G I4NOBQ413H4D ;4H4Z D13D4;4L4a:13NOD4B4RSDD4RSH4NONc13RQ4f+NOB4NOQ4D13DUac;41313D4deL45413D413`RSD4acH4Q4NORSD4D4`4= 542 I4DRS?>RSNOD4KR
deG NOBB4G I4BUaOG `4D>= G NO?%K;4`4D>= G H4I54H4`RSG KQ4= 5>NOG ;4H42
MFNO13Q4f+NOQ4135>=13D4f+D413N G aOG f+54N G ;4Hf+;4RSNOR B:5>_4Df+13D454NOD4`5
g4541313G D41%NO;f+B454H4I4D G HNOB4D L454RSNO2^YFNeNOB4D RS5>KD N G KD>@
54G 13f+135>aONtL413;4I41354KRuac54f+DoL413D4RSRSQ413DoNO;oG KL413;>_>D
L4D413ac;41cK54H4f+D>@j54f+f+;>KK;4`45>NODWH4D4dv54_>G ;4H>G f+R^54H4`
D4r4Q4G L4KD4H4N @eD>w>L454H4`L454?+= ;454`4RS@ef+;41313D4f+Ne`4D>acD4f+NORq54H4`
G KL413;>_>Dx5>aOac;413`454g>G = G NO?+2 \ H4I>G H4D4D413G H4IxJ<B454H4I4D
yF13;4L4;4RS54=zl \ J<yFme{4|4} [ 5:Q4NOB4;413G ~+D4R5]f+B:54H4I4DNO;NOB:D
XVbVC;413de5413`^VCQ4RSD4= 54I4D42 5413= ?B4G I4BaOG `4D4= G N ?
F/A54H454= ?+Z!RS[4G \ R 54H4`RSG KQ>= 54N G ;4H4R g4Q4G = Ns\ Q4L4;4HNOB4Dt= 5413I4D
ac;4Q4H4`454N G ;4H;>a `454NO5I454NOB4D413D4``4Q413G H4INOB4D
54H4`-054H4Q>ac54f+NOQ41cG H4I-<D>K;4H4RSNO1354NOG ;4H
\l H40I4G <H4D4m%D4L413B4G H454IS
R
D
;4a<NOB4D V+XY XVsL413;4I4135>KtL413;>_>G `4D4`
NOB4\ Df+;4H>acG `4D4H4f+DNOB454Nz`4D4RSG I4-HZ![4I4\ ;454= R(f+;4Q4= `g4DKD>Nz54H4` C 443 4C4843UC4+4 44F+SO4 OUFFF
NOB454N:NOD4RSN G H4If+;4Q4= `g4D(KG H4G KG ~+D4`42
f+13G N G f+54=FD4?+D de54Rf+54RSN<Q4L4;:H NOB4D D4w>G RSN G H4Iac;413de5413`
ACB4DD>w>f+D4= = D4H4NCK54NOf+B>G H4I;>a \ 0NOD4RSNF`454NO5de54RH4;4N Y
c
a
4
Q
S
R
D4= 54I4DpRSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D42qACB>G Rf+;4KL4;4H4D4H4Nq;>aqNOB4DpV>XY ;4H4= ?s5K5!3;41q54f+f+;>KL>= G RSB4KD4H4N;>aNOB4D \ J<y/{4|4} [
NO; G NO R
NOD454K2oONo54= RS; D4RSNO54g4= G RSB4D4R5 f+;4H4f+D4L4Nj;>a Y:Z![4XE:\ XXJzVX 5>G 1cac54135>H4Kf+D4D RSNO;413D>13RSNO542 G H4D4YF`/H KG Q4H4f+NOD4B I413RS54G NOKD4` G = 5413G NONO?b
4
D
4
5
K
K;4`4Q>= 5413G ~+5>NOG ;4HG HNOB454Nz513D>= 54N G _>D4= ?(= 5413I4Df+;>KL4;4H4D4H4N `4D4RSG I4H4D41RS@xRSNO13Q4f+NOQ41354=¡54H454= ?+RSNORS@x`4?+H454KG f+G RSNO;>RSa@
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RS?+RSNOD4KRÊG H4RSNO54= = D413RS@tNOD4RSND4H4I4G H4D4D413RÊ54H4`jf+;4RSN
54H454= ?+RSNOR RSNOQ4`4G D4`NOB4Dac;413de5413`acQ4RSD4= 54I4Dac;41qH4G H4D4N ?
`454?+RUG HqVCD4g413Q45413?NO;q054?;4a Z!Ë4Ë4Ë 2CACB4D4?f+;4H4f+= Q4`4D4`
5`4G aOaOD413D4H4NF`4D4RSG I4Hf+;4Q4= `g4Dg4Q4G = N8ac;41<= D4RSR13D4f+Q41313G H4I
f+;4RSN54H4`bRS?+RSNOD4KRs13;4Q4NOG H4If+;4Q4= `^g4DpD4H4B45:H4f+D4`42
\ J<yv{4|4} [ G KL4= D>KD4H>NORpNOB4D/f+;4H4f+= Q4RSG ;4H:Rp;4a NOB4G R
study. ÌeÍ
ÎÏÐ%ÑsÒzÓCÔzÕÐ(ÖF×FØÙOÚFÛFÜÝCÞÙOÖF×
ACB4D \ J<yi{4|4} [ f+;4H>aOG I4Q41354N G ;4H¡13D4L4= 54f+D4RnNOB4D
D4w>NOD4H4RSG _>DoQ4RSDo;4aRSB4D4D4N]KD4NO54= 54H4`oRSK5>= = D41
K54f+B>G H4G H4I4RdeG NOB f+;4KL4;4RSG NOD K;>= `4= G H4D RS6+G H4RS@<B4G I4B4= ?
Q4H4G N G ~+D4` K54f+B4G H>G H4I4R 54H4`s5= 5413I4Ds54= Q4KG H4Q>KRS54H4`
f+54RSNOG H4IsG HsNOB4DsG H aO= G I4B4N(13D>acQ4D>= G H4IsL413;4g4Ds5413D4542(ACB4D
L45413NFf+;4Q4H4NF13D4`4Q4f+N -G ;4HG RD>_>G `4D4H4NFg4?NOB4Df+;>KL4541cG RS;4H
;4aVCG I4Q413D4R%ß54H4`}42

deB4G = D G H4NOD4I41354N G H4I D4r4Q4G L>KD4H>Nj54H4` L413;>_>G `>G H4I
54`4`4G NOG ;4H45>=>RS?+RSNOD4K^13;4Q4N G H4IL454NOB4Rac;41zacQ>NOQ413DI413;4deNOB42
ACB4DRSf+;4L4D;4a \ J<y {4|4} [ f+;>KL>= D4NOD>= ?13D4`4D4RSG I4H4RNOB4D
ac;413de5413`acQ4RSD4= 54I4Dac13;>K ê Z ß [ 2Oë54NUNOB4D1354`4;4KDNO;
êF} [ }54N:5K54H4Q>ac54f+NOQ41cG H4IRSL4= G f+D42:05!3;41zac;413de5413`54H:`
54aON13Q4H4H4G H4IKD>Kg4D413R]deD413Dv13D4NO54G H4D4`vac13;>KkNOB4D
;413G I4G H45>=CRSNO13Q4f+NOQ413DL413D4R+D41c_>G H4INOB4D= ;454`L454NOB:R;4aeNOB4D
L413D>_>G ;4Q4R `4D:RSG I4H42 YF= NOB4;4Q4I4BD>w>NOD4H4RSG _>D4= ?sf+B454H4I4D4`
NOB4G Rf+;4H4aOG I4Q41354N G ;4HK5>G H4NO54G H4Rf+;>KK;4H454= G N ?deG NOB NOB4D
;413G I4G H45>=8f+;4H>acG I4Q41354N G ;4H54NeNOB4D;4Q4NOD41K;>= `>= G H4D4@eL>G = ;>NO R
D4?+D4@]G H>aO= G I4B4N 13D>acQ4D4= G H4Ih13D4f+D4L4NO54fS= D4@ I4Q4H4@]H4;4RSD
= 54H4`4G H4IsI4D45413@(f+54H4;4L4?+@%54H4`sNOB4Ds5>acNK54H4Q>ac54f+NOQ41cG H4I
RSL4= G f+D424ACB4D4RSD5413D454R%5413DR+B4;:deHG HVzG I4Q413Dì42
ACB4DH4D4d \ J<y/{4|:} [ f+;4H4acG I4Q41354N G ;4HB454R 54f+B4G D>_4D4`
ac;41cNO?L4D413f+D4H4NFacD4deD41L45413NORS@eaOG aONO?;4H4DL4D413f+D4H4NacD4deD41
ac54RSNOD4H4D413RS@<54H4` NcdeD4H4NO?RSG wL4D413f+D4H4NeacD4deD41(RSNO54H4`4541`
54R+RSD4Kg4= ?]B4;4Q413RS2sACB4DaOG 13RSNs5413NOG fS= DNO;g4Dg4Q4G = N @
`4D4RSG I4H454NOD4`bVCACí4{b54H4`bRSD41c_4G H4Ib54RNOB4DpacQ>= =RSf+54= D
RSNO13Q4f+NOQ41354=NOD4RSN541cNOG fS= D4@`4D>K;4H4RSNO1354NOD4`/D4G I4B4NO?paO;4Q41
L4D413f+D4H4NzacD4deD41F`4D4acD4f+NORUNOB454Hq54G 1caO135>KD4RUl \ ß4|qNO; \ ß4ë4m
f+;4H4RSNO13Q4f+NOD4`;4azNOB4D;413G I>G H454=>f+;4H>aOG I4Q41354N G ;4H42:OHUacQ>= =>1354NOD
L413;4`4Q4f+NOG ;4HqNOB4Dq54R+RSD4Kg4= ?f+?+f+= DqN G KDqG RUD4w>L4D4f+NOD4`qNO;
RSB413G H46(g4?(NOB>G 13NO?%;4H4DL4D413f+D4H4NO2

C 443à48áe3 4 â44+>ã - ä44ãqC4Å843UC4+4 44
Substructure

Fi

443å4:%æCçè4é4å4äC4Å843UC4+4 44
Substructure

OH54`4`4G NOG ;4HNO;NOB4D;4g>_>G ;4Q4R(L45413Nzf+;4Q4H4Nz13D4`4Q4f+NOG ;4H4@zNOB4D
54R+RSD4Kg4= ?s;>aNOB4D4RSDL45413NcR G R acQ413NOB4D41qRSG KL4= G aOG D4`g4?
f+;4;413`4G H454NOG ;4H ;>a<L45413NFacD454NOQ413D4RRS; NOB454N<NOB4DH4D4D4`ac;41
54R+RSD4Kg4= ?NO;4;>= G H4IsB454R g4D4D4H`41354K54N G f+54= = ?13D4`4Q4f+D4`
54= ;4H4IdeG NOBNOB4DuL45413N/f+;4Q4H4N 2WACB4D4RSDRSNO13Q4f+NOQ41354=
K;4`>G aOG f+54N G ;4H4RqNO;NOB4Dac;413de5413`acQ4RSD4= 54I4DG KL413;>_>DNOB4D
54aOaO;413`454g4G = G NO?W;>aNOB4D/V>XY - Z![4\ XVtac;>13de5413` acQ4RSD4= 54I4D

C 4Ìe4Í 3î4>ã - ä4q%æCçè4é4å4äï<4+ 4âÍ æC4â4+O34 â4O
ÎðÞÜÛ8ñCÞÛFÜÝCòzÐ(ÎCÜÞÙOØÙOñCÝCÞÙOÖF× Ð ÝCòOòOÎC×FÚFÎ
ACB4D V+XY [4\ XV \ J<y{4|4} [ VC;413de5413` VCQ4RSD4= 54I4D
G KL>= D>KD4H4-NOZ!R5Ê13D4`4D4RSG I4HÊ;4a NOB4DÊRSNO13Q4f+NOQ413DaO;41
K5>w+G KQ>K5>aOac;413`454g4G = G NO?54H4`WRS?+RSNOD4KR^I413;:deNOB42ON
K5>G H4NO5>G H4RNOB4D;>_4D41354= =eRSNO13Q4f+NOQ41354=F= ;454`L454NOB4R;4a%NOB4D
D4w+G RSNOG H4I \ XVac;413de5413` acQ4RSD4= 54I4D g4Q4NKG H4G KG ~+D4RL45413N
f+;4Q4H4NeNOB413;4Q4I4BQ4H4G NOG ~+5>NOG ;4H>2eACB>G RqRSNO1354NOD4I4?L413D4R+D41c_4D4R
NOB4D54L4L4= G f+54g>G = G NO?;>a%deB454NB454Rg:D4D4H= D45413H4D4`G HNOB4D
54H4`k054H4Q4ac54f+NOQ41cG H4Ik<D>_4D>= ;4L>KD4H4N
\l H40I4G <H4D4mUD4L413B4G H454Ik
S
R
s
D
;4a(NOB4D L413;4I41354K2%ACB4D = D4I454f+? RSNO54NOG fS@
`4\ ?+H454KG fÊ54H4`oaO= G I4B4NtNOD4RSNt`454NO5oG H4f+= Q4`4G H4IoNOB4D
54R+RS;4f+G 54NOD4` = D4RSRS;4H:R = D45413H4D4` B454_4D g4D4D4H
f+;4KL413D4B4D4H4RSG _4D>= ?54L4L4= G D4``4Q413G H4IsNOB4DRS?+H4NOB4D4RSG R;4a
NOB4D \ J<yt{4|4} [ f+;4H>acG I4Q4135>NOG ;4H42qACD4RSNOG H4IbB454Rg4D4D4H
KG H>G KG ~+D4`54H4`NOD4RSNz54RSR+D4NOR(5413Dg4D4G H4I13D4Q:RSD4`qdeB4D41D
possible.
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YFRuL413D>_4G ;4Q4RS= ?-KD4H4N G ;4H4D4`4@]NOB4DhH4D4d acQ4RSD4= 54I4D
L413D4RSD413_4D4RNOB4D= ;454`L454NOB4R;4aNOB4D;413G I>G H454=%`4D4RSG I4H42
ACB4G R/de54R/5tf+13G NOG f+5>= RSNO1354NOD4I4?+2AC;tL413D4RSD41c_4D]NOB4D
54R+RSQ4KL4NOG ;4H NOB454N NOB4D]D>w>NOD413H454== ;454`4RW54H4`]RS;4KD
G H4NOD413H454=q= ;454`4Rp;4a NOB4D/ac;413de5413`/acQ4RSD4= 54I4D/`4G `/H4;4N
f+B454H4I4D4@(G N(de54R G KL4;413NO54H4N(NO;sf+;4H4NO13;>=NOB4Ds`4?+H45>KG f
f+B4541354f+NOD413G RSNOG f+Rp;4a NOB4D/54G 1cac135>KD/54H4`/RS;4KD/= ;4f+5>=
G H4NOD41cac54f+DRSNOG aOaOH4D4RSRS2UACB4D4RSDd<;4Q4= `g4Df+;4H4NOG H4Q4;4Q4RS= ?
K;4H>G NO;413D4` NOB413;4Q4I4B4;4Q4NiNOB4D RS?+H4NOB4D4RSG R 54H:`
K5>NOQ41354N G ;4H;>a:NOB4D`4D4RSG I4H42
G I4B4N4K54H4D4Q>_4D41z= ;454`4R%54R+RS;4f+G 54NOD4`
\dew+G NONOB/D413H4K54Q>=>= P4N G ;4L454= D/`4R RS-NO;4VC13=D/
13D4= D454RSD4RbdeD413D/;:H4D/NO?+L4D/;4a
= ;454`4G H4IdeB4G f+Bf+;4Q>= `5>aOaOD4f+N(NOB4Dsac;>13de5413`acQ4RSD4= 54I4D42
9<;4d<D>_4D413@NOB4DnK;4RSNG KL4;413NO54H4Nv= ;454`4RjdeB4D41D
54R+RS;4f+G 54NOD4`bdeG NOBbf+54NO54L4Q4= N54H4`b541313D4RSNOD4`b= 54H4`4G H4I4RS2
ó = ;4g45>=(g4D4H4`4G H4IRSNOG aOaOH4D4RSR 54H4`= ;4f+54=(H4;4RSD= 54H4`4G H4I
I4D4541Cg454f+6+Q4LRSNOG aOaOH4D4RSR%;4azNOB4DUacQ4RSD4= 54I4D5413DG KL4;41cNO54H4N
NO;NOB4D4RSDNO?+L4D4R%;4a:= ;454`>G H4I42
ACB4DtRSB4;4f+6 = ;454`4R/54N NOB4DtNOD41cKG H45>= L4B454RSDt;4a 5
f+54NO54L4Q4= NWdeD413DuL45413NOG f+Q>= 541 f+;4H4f+D413H42bACB4G R D>_4D4H>N
G H4`4Q4f+D4RB4G I4B54f+f+D4= D41354N G ;4H4R;4HNOB4Dq= ;4f+54= = ?UK;4Q4H4NOD4`
D4r4Q4G L4KD4H4N854H4`NOB4Dqac;413de5413`acQ4D4=:NO54H46+28OH4f+13D454RSD4RG H
NOB4DRSD4_4D41cG N ?];>aNOB>G R L4B4D4H4;4KD4H4;4Hf+;4Q4= `5>aOacD4fSN
D4r4Q4G L4KD4H4Nr4Q454= G aOG f+5>NOG ;4H]= ;454`4RS2ACB4D]NO54H46 de;4Q4= `
Q4H4`4D413I4;D4w>NOD4H4RSG _4DQ4H4G N G ~+54N G ;4H54H4`NOB4D`4D4RSG I4HNOD454K
H4D4D4`4D4` NO;L454?54NONOD4H4NOG ;4H NO; NOB4G RD4_4D4H4N<G H NOB4D NO54H46
design.

D4= 54RSNOG f]M8NO54g4G = G NO? Y8= NOB4;4Q4I4BaO= Q4N NOD41G R H4;4N
Q4RSQ454= = ?sL45413N G f+Q4= 541c= ? RSD4H4–RSG NOG _>DNO;sac;413de5413`acQ4RSD4= 54I4D
`4?+H454KG f+RS@CNOB4DqV+XY - Z![ B454RU5qr4Q4G NOD= ;4H4Iq54H4`qH4541313;:d
ac;413de5413`hacQ4RSD4= 54I4Dof+;4H>acG I4Q41354N G ;4H42]OHhNOB4DoD45413= ?
Y:XE:XJzX K;4`4D>= R(NOB4DqdeG H4IP4D:54`4G H4I \ `4I4D \ w>NOD4H4RSG ;4H
l3P \Fô m B454`W;4H4= ?p5Wf+;4Q4L4= DW;>a`4G RSf+13D4NODWRSNO13Q4f+NOQ4135>=
f+;4H4H4D4f+NOG ;4H4RpNO;/NOB4D/acQ4RSD4= 54I4D42OH/NOB4D:RSD/K;4`4D4= RS@
ac;413de5413` acQ4RSD4= 54I4Ds= 54NOD4135>=g4D4H4`4G H4IsRSNOG aOaOH4D4RSR L4= 54?+D4`
54HkG KL4;41cNO54H4N13;4= DnG HkRS;4KDk;4a NOB4DnaO= Q4N NOD41

Aero-

mechanisms.

ACB4D \ XV f+;4H>aOG I4Q41354NOG ;4HbB454R5bKQ4f+Bb= 5413I4D41P \eô
deB4G f+B G Rf+;:H4NOG H4Q4;4Q4RS= ?54NONO54f+B4D4` NO; NOB4DRSG `4D ;4aNOB4D
acQ4RSD4= 54I4D42zACB4D413D>ac;413D= 54NOD4135>=>acQ4RSD4= 54I4Dg4D4H4`4G H4IG RUH4;4N
54RqL413D4`4;4KG H454H4NFG HNOB4Dac= Q>NONOD41eKD4f+B454H4G R!KR5:RqdeG NOB
NOB4DD45413= G D41K;4`4D4= RS2 MFN G = = NOB4D \ J<y.{4|4} [ NOD45>K
H4D4D4`4D4`tNO;t54R+RSQ413DtNOB454N NOB4G R/f+B4541354f+NOD413G RSNOG f de5:R

preserved.

YFD413;4RSD413_4;4D>= 54RSNOG fUl3Y8M m8MFNO54g>G = G NO? ACB4DaOG 13RSN:_>D413N G f+5>=
g4D4H4`4G H4I ac13D4r4Q4D4H4f+?W;>\ aNOB4D/acQ4RSD4–= 54I4D 54aOacD4fSNORbNOB4D
= ;4H4I4G NOQ4`>G H454=CRSNO54g4G = G NO?q;>aeNOB4DaO= G I4B4NFf+;4H4NO13;4=CRS?+RSNOD4K2F a
NOB4G Rac13D4r4Q4D4H4f+?sf+B454H4I4D4`g4?sKQ4f+B4@H4D4d]RS;4acNOde5413D
54H4`H4D:d_45>= G `454N G ;4HUNOD4RSNOR%K54?(g4DU13D4r4Q4G 13D4`42

êF} [ }p054H4Q4ac54f+NOQ41cG H4IpMFL4= G f+DpP4;454`4R – J<;:H4NO54G H4G H4I
NOB4D D4w>NOD4H4N%;>a%NOB4D 13D4`4D4RSG I4H4D4` 5413D:54Rde5:R5 K5!3;41
f+;4H4f+D413H;4a<NOB>G RqL413;4I41354K2FACB4D13D4RSNe;4aeNOB4D54G 1caO135>KD
de5:Rj54= 13D454`4?nf+D413NOG aOG D4`42J<B454H4I4D g4D4?+;4H4` NOB4D
Q413G H4I RSL4= G f+D de;4Q4= ` f+= D45413= ? g4D4I4G H
manufact
G H4f+13D454RSG H4INOB4DH4;4H413D4f+Q41313G H4IG KL>= D>KD4H4NO54N G ;4Hf+;4RSNORS2
ACB4D413D>ac;413DG NUNOB4DRSL4= G f+DB454`NO;13D>K5>G HNOB4DRS54KD
g4;4NOBuL4B4?+RSG f+54= = ?.54H4`udeG NOBu13D4RSL4D4f+NWNO;-= ;454`4G H4I
distributions.

T(NOB4D41 J<;>KL4;4H4D4H4NOR – ACB4DWf+54H4;4L4?+@deG H4`4RSf+13D4D4H4@
H4;4RSDs= 54H4`4G H4I I4D4541RS?>RSNOD4K@%54H4` I4Q4Hsd<D413D H:;4N%NO;
f+B454H4I4D42FACB4DRSNOG aOacH4D4RSR54NFNOB4DG H4NOD41cac54f+D4RqdeG NOBNOB4D4R+D
G NOD>KRqB454`NO;g4Df+;4H4NO13;>= = D4`RS;NOB454NeG H>NOD41cac54f+D= ;454`4R
NO;deB4G f+BNOB4D4RSDG NOD>KRd<D413Dr4Q454= G acG D4`de;4Q4= `13D4K5>G H
NOB4DRS54KD42
õ D>G I4B4Nzö<D4Q4NO1354= G N ? – ACB4Dac;>13de5413`qacQ4RSD4= 54I4Dqf+B454H4I4D:R
deD413DNO;g4DdeD4G I4B4NzH4D4Q4NO1354=4G HNOB4D413DG KL454f+NzQ4L4;4HNOB4D
54G 13L4= 54H4D42:YFR%L413D>_>G ;4Q4RS= ?(RSNO54NOD4`4@:NOB4Dg4D4I4G H4H4G H4I;>azNOB4D
\deX5:V RbL4G 13H4;4f+I4= 13Q45>`4K D4` NOB4GDH 54NO`4B4`4D D4``4D:deRSD4G GI4I4H4B42 Ne;>yFa<D45413acH;41cYK\ 54M8H4f+YD 135454`4H454` 1
= ;454`4Rf+54= f+Q4= 54N G ;4H4RG H4f+= Q4`4D4` NOB4G R5>aOacD4fSN<54H4` deD4G I4B4N
54H4`g454= 54H4f+Dde5:RL413D:RSD413_4D4`qG HNOB4DD>w+G RSNOG H4I5>G 13f+135>aON
NOB413Qg454= = 54RSNzG HNOB4DH4;4RSD42zACB4DH4D4dacQ4RSD4= 54I4Dde5:R(H4;4N
NO;G KL454f+N4NOB4Df+;>Kg>G H4D4`RSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D!Xg454= = 54RSN:deD4G I4B4NO2
ACB413D4DP4G acD4N G KD4R – ACB4D;:H4= ? D4w>f+D4L4N G ;4HNO;deD4G I4B4N
H4D4Q4NO1354= G NO?^de54R54Hb54= = ;4f+54N G ;4HbNO;b`4D4RSG I4HbNOB4DbH4D4d
54G 1cac135>KD]NO;]NOB413D4D]= G acD4N G KD4RWl \ G I4B4NOD4D4H]NOB4;4Q4RS54H:`
B4;4Q413R;4aWRSL4D4f+NO13Q4Kxac54N G I4Q4D4m32pACB4D-54G 1caO135>KD-G R
G H4NOD4H4`4D4`NO;B45>_4DU5RSG wUNOB4;4Q4RS54H4`B4;4Q41C= G acD>2:ö<;41cK5>= = ?
NOB4Dac54N G I4Q4DNOD4RSNG RG H4NOD4H4`4D4`NO; `4D4K;4H4RSNO1354NODNOdeG f+D
NOB4D `4D4RSG I4H = G acDNO; 54f+f+;4Q4H4NaO;41UH4;41cK5>=e_>541cG 54N G ;4HG H
K5>NOD413G 5>=4L413;4L4D413N G D4R(54H4`_>5413G 5>NOG ;4H4R%G HNOB4DRSD>_4D>13G NO?U;>a
aO= D4D4N4Q4RS54I4D42
ACB4D1354NOG ;4H454=Cg4D4B>G H4`NOB4DNOB413D4D= G acD4N G KD13D4r4Q4G 13D>KD4H>N
de5:RNOB4D`4D4RSG 13DNO;K546+DNOB4D5>G 1cac135>KD54R13;4g4Q4RSNF5:R
L4;4R+RSG g4= D42^ACB4D \ 0oac5>NOG I4Q4D NOD4RSN^B454Rv54= 13D454`4?
D4w>NOD4H4`4D4`G NOR-13D4r4Q4G 13D4`ÊNOdeD4= _>DNOB4;4Q4RS54H4`ÊB4;4Q:1
`4D4K;4H4RSNO1354NOG ;4H NO;4de5413` 5I4;454=F;4aNOB413D4D = G acD>N G KD4RS2< a
= G acD4N G KD4RdeD413DQ:RSD4`5:R5 I4;454=eac;41%NOB4D J<y
three
{4|4} [ `4D:RSG I4H4@<G N<G H4f+13D454RSD4RL413;4g45:g4G = G NO?;>a54f+B4G D>\ _>G H4I
G NOR13D4r4Q4G 13D4` KG H4G KQ>K]NOB4D NOde;= G acD>NOG KD4R54H4`B4;4= `:R
NOB4D L4;4R+RSG g4G = G N ?;>aD>w+NOD4H4`4G H4I NOB4D= G aOD g4?54H454= ?+RSG R;>a
NOB4DNOD4RSN:13D4RSQ4= NORS2
ðÙO÷ÛeòOÝCÞÙOÖF×ø%ùFùFÜÎCúzúzÎCúÏÝCÜòOûüUÙOúzýCú
XVsG RG HL413;4`4Q4f+NOG ;4H42< aG H4NO13;4`4Q4f+N G ;4H;>a
ACB4DV>X
NOB4D H4D:d^A-acZ!Q4[4RS\ D4= 54I4DdeD41D `4D4= 54?+D4`Q4H4NOG =F54= =FNOB4D 13G RS6+R
f+;4Q4= `^54= =Ug4D^KG NOG I454NOD4`^deG NOB^NOD4RSN G H4I4@NOB4D^g4D4H4D4aOG NOR
de;4Q4= `g4DK;4;4NO2MF;NOB4D413Dde5:R5L41354f+NOG f+54=e13D454RS;4H
ac;41%KG H4G KG ~+G H4INOD4RSN%13D4r4Q4G 13D>KD4H4NOR54RSG `4Dac13;>KNOB4D>G 1
H4;4H413D4f+Q41313G H4If+;4RSNORS2/YnRSNO1354NOD4I4?-;4a/f+;>Kg4G H>G H4I
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RSG KQ>= 54N G ;4H4@zNOD4RSNOG H4I54H4`13D4Q:RSG H4ID4w>G RSNOG H4INOD4RSNz54R+RSD4NcR
de5:R D4w>L4= ;413D4`42õ B454Ni13D4r4Q>G 13D>KD4H4NOR f+;4Q4= `
RSQ4g:RSNO54H4NOG 54= = ?g4D^RS54NOG R!acG D4`^g4?54H454= ?+RSG Rs54= ;4H4D^54H4`
deB454N13D4r4Q4G 13D4KD4H4NOR¡54g4RS;4= Q4NOD4= ?13D4r4Q>G 13D4`þNOD4RSN
verification?

YFHÿ<H4`4D41354L4L413D4f+G 54NOD4`YFRSR+D4N ACB4Dg4G I4I4D4RSNU54R+RSD4N
NOB4D \ J<ys{4|4} [ f+Q4RSNO;4KD41 Xf+;4H4NO13-54f+NO;41eNOD454K B454`de5:R
NOB4Dd<D454= NOB;4ae`454NO5NOB454NFB454`g4D4D4Hf+;4= = D4f+NOD4``4Q413G H4I
\I4540I4<D4@F2:AC`4D4B4acD4= 13D4DfSNOdeG ;45:HR(I4RS54NO54I4NODG f+@:54acH454`N G I454Q4f+Df+D454= D4H413`;4`4K?+D4H4NO54D4K1<`4G f(54RSNO5NO1354ac;4G H 1
NOB4;4Q4RS54H4`:R;4aI413;4Q4H4`54H4`aO= G I4B4NUNOD4RSNUL4;>G H4NORS2Uy8= Q4R
NOB4D413Dod<54RÊNOB4Do6+H4;:de= D4`4I4DndeG NOB4G HoNOB4DoNOD45>K
f+;4KL4;4RSNOD4` ;4a<V - Z![ _>D4NOD41354H4Rf+;4Kg>G H4D4` deG NOB RSNO54NOD
;4a:NOB4D5413N:`4D>_4D>= ;4L4D413R%;4azdeB454N:B454`de;4136+D4`54H4`d<B454N
`4G `H4;4NO2
ACB4Df+;4H4f+D413H4R(;4_4D41CD>w>NOD413H454=+= ;454`4RS@:ac= Q>NONOD41c@:YFM \ 54H4`
f+;4KL4;4H4D4H4NG H>NOD41cac54f+Dv= ;454`4R]54= = 13D>_>;>= _>Dv5413;4Q4H4`
acH4D4RSRS2(MFNOG aOaOH4D4RSR f+;:Q4= `sg4Ds`4D4NOD413KG H4D4`sg4? aOG H4G NOD
stif
D4= D>KD4H4NeK;4`4D4= G H4I42<OH NOB4D = 54RSN<`4D4f+54`4D4@<f+;4KL4Q4NOG H4I
f+54L454g4G = G NO?B454` G H4f+13D454RSD4` g4?;413`4D41R;4aK54I4H4G NOQ4`4D42
ACB4D413D>ac;413D_4D41c?sf+;>KL413D4B4D4H4RSG _4DK;4`4D>= R f+;4Q4= `g4D
g4Q4G = NO2
T(H4DK53;41qf+;4H>aOG `4D4H4f+Dg4Q4G = `4G H4IKD454RSQ413D^de5:R NO;
g4Q4G = `5f+;>KL4= D>NOD4= ?(H4D4d aOG H4G NODD4= D>KD4H4N4K;4`4D>=>l3V \ 0m
;4azNOB4D \ 0ac;413de5413`acQ4RSD4= 54I4D54R(`4D4L4G f+NOD4`G HVzG I4Q413D
ë42(ACB4DsH4D4dWV \ 0vde54R NOB4D4Hs13G I4;413;4Q4RS= ?f+;41313D4= 54NOD4`
deG NOBtNOB4DtNOD4RSN `454NO5t54f+r4Q4G 13D4`t`4Q413G H4ItNOB4DtRSNO54N G fS@
ac5>NOG I4Q4D 54H4` I413;4Q4H4`_4G g41354N G ;4H NOD4RSNOG H4I42eACB4D V \ 0];>a
NOB4D H4D:d \ J<y {4|4} [ f+;:H4aOG I4Q41354NOG ;4H de;4Q4= `
G H4f+;413L4;41354NOD54H4?+NOB>G H4I= D45413H4D4`G HNOB>G RL413;4f+D4R+RS28õ G NOB
NOB4D4RSD Ncde;K;4`4D4= RNOB4D413Dde5:R5 f+;4H:RSG RSNOD4H4Nde54?NO;
D>_45>= Q454NOD NOB4D 13D4= 54N G _>D `>G aOacD>13D4H4f+D4Rbg4D4NcdeD4D4H g:;4NOB
configurations.

C  4434:<8ï C â4 OF 44â4444
õ B45>Nzf+;4H4RSNOG NOQ4NOD4R(I4;4;4`f+;41313D4= 54NOG ;4HACB454Nzde54R(H4;4NC5
RSNO1354G I4B4Nac;413de5413`r4Q4D:RSNOG ;4H42OHvNOB4DRSNO54NOG ftNOD4RSNORS@
Q4= N G K54NOD= ;454` de5:R;4H4= ?13D454f+B4D4` ;:H4f+D42<ACB454N<13D454= = ?

f+;4Q4= `WH4;4Ng4DWf+;4H4RSG `4D413D4`W5WRSNO54NOG f+54= = ?pRSG I4H4G aOG f+54H4N
RS54KL4= D42þACB4D]ac54N G I4Q4DtNOD4RSNOR/L413;4_>G `4D4`t5tg4D4NONOD41
RS54KL4= D^RSG ~+D^deG NOB^RSNO1354G H^RSQ41c_4D>?+Rsg4D4G H4I^13D4L4D454NOD4`
NOB413;4Q4I4B4;4Q4NNOB4DbNOD4RSNO2ACB4G RH4;4N;4H4= ?^L413;>_>G `4D4`b54H
5>_4D41354I4DW13D4RSL4;4H4RSD42ON54= RS;WL413;>_>G `4D4`W5bRSNO54H4`45413`
`4D>_>G 54N G ;4H42 F541cG 54N G ;4Hde5:RR+;4KD4NOB>G H4INOB454NUB454`H4;4N
13D454= = ? g4D4D4Htf+;4H4RSG `4D413D4`tQ4H4NOG = NOB4DtNOD45>KnRSNO5413NOD4`
54RS6+G H4IuB4;:dnNO;uG KL>= D>KD4H4NbNOB4DuL413;4f+D4RSRS2WACB4D
RSNO54H4`45413`o`4D4_4G 5>NOG ;4HoL413;>_>G `4D4`o54HoD4RSNOG K5>NODo;>a
RS?+RSNOD4K54NOG fs_>541cG 54N G ;4H^G H^NOB4D^NOD4RSNORS2MF;4KD4NOB>G H4Iac;41
deB4G f+BNOB4DV \ 0f+;4Q4= `UH4;4N:g4DB4D>= `13D4RSL4;4H4RSG g4= D42

C  443è4: ïC4  -+4 F  O34>4+
YF= NOB4;4Q4I4B/54H/G H4`4G _>G `4Q454=B4?+`41354Q4= G fbfS?+= G H4`4D41 KG I4B4N
B45>_4DU_>D413?%= G N NO= DUG H4`4G _>G `4Q45>=+_>541cG 54N G ;4H4@:deB4D4Hf+;4Kg4G H4D4`
deG NOB NOB4D ;4H4D B4Q4H4`413D4` 54H4` D4G I4B4NO? ;4H4D ;4NOB4D41U= ;454`
f+;4H4NO13;4= = D413R(G HNOB4DaOQ4= = -RSf+54= DaO54N G I4Q4DNOD4RSNz54R(RSB4;:deHG H
VCG I4Q413D{>@:I413D454NOD41:_45>13G 5>NOG ;4HUG R%g4;4Q4H4`NO;;4f+f+Q41c2
ACB4G RRSNOQ4`4?q;4aFNOB4Dac54N G I4Q4DNOD4RSNFRSNO1354G HRSQ41c_4D4?q13D4RSQ4= NOR
ac;41RSD>_4D4H4NO?paOG _>D/I454I4D4Rb54H4`/NOB4G 13NOD4D4H/f+;4H4`4G NOG ;4H4R
RSB4;:deD:`NOB4DRSNO1354G HI454I4DRSNO54H4`45413``4D4_>G 54N G ;4HNO;g4D
54g4;4Q4Nzí42O{ Wac;41CKD454RSQ41354H4`:R(L4= 54f+D4`H4D45418NOB4DK5!3;41
KD>Kg4D413Rv`4Q413G H4I.NOB4D.13D4L4D454NOD4`.RSNO1354G H.RSQ413_4D4?+R
f+;4H4`4Q4f+NOD4` D>_4D413?b;4H4D NOB4;4Q4RS54H4` RSL:D4f+NO13Q4KÊaO= G I4B4N
B4;4Q413RS2 VC;41RSD4f+;4H4`:5413? KD>Kg4D413R/NOB4Dt_4541cG 54N G ;4H4R
deD413DB4G I4B4D41C54= NOB4;4Q4I4BRSNO13D4R+R%= D>_4D>= R%deD413D= ;4deD4132
054H4Q4ac54fSNOQ413G H4I_4541cG 54N G ;4Hf+;4Q>= `G H4NO13;4`4Q4f+D54`4`4G NOG ;4H45>=
_>541cG 54N G ;4H^G H^5^H4D4d]NOD:RSN5413NOG f+= D^deB4G f+B^RSB4;4Q4= `^g:D
f+;4H4RSG `4D413D4`sG HsL413D4`4G f+NOG H4Is13D4RSL4;4H4R+D4RS2tAC546+G H4IsNOB4G R
_>541cG 54N G ;4HÊG H4NO;Ê54f+f+;4Q4H4N @ 54= =WNOB4DÊRSNO1354G HÊI454I4D4R
54R+RS;4f+G 54NOD4`deG NOBsNOB4DsRSG I4H4G aOG f+54H4N%= ;454`sL454NOB4RG HsNOB4D
V 0 K5>NOf+B4D4`^NOB4D^NOD4RSN`454NO542-ACB4D^K;4`4D4=
\`4D40aO= t
D4f+N G ;4\ H4R^deD413DbG H4`4G RSNOG H4I4Q4G RSB454g4= Dbac13;>KNOB4DbNOD4RSN
5413NOG fS= D 54RdeD4= = 2eM8G KG = 541NO;NOB4D NOD41cKG H4;>= ;4I4?Q4RSD4` G H
K54H4Q>ac54fSNOQ413G H4INO;`4D4RSf+13G g4D5`4D:RSG I4HNOB454NF54f+f+;4Q4H4NcR
ac;41K54H4Q>ac54fSNOQ41cG H4IL413;4f+D4R+R_4541cG 54N G ;4H4RS@ \ J<yW{4|4} [
13D4acD413RNO;NOB4DV \ 0t54Rg4D4G H4If+;41313D4= 54NOD4` deG NOB4G HNOB4D
L413;4f+D4R+R%f+54L454g4G = G NO? ;>a:NOB4DUNOD4RSN:`454NO542
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YF= NOB4;4Q4I4B NOB4Dac;413de5413` acQ4RSD4= 54I4D B454` 13D4= 54N G _>D4= ?aOD4d
L413;4g4= D4KR^`4Q413G H4IWNOB4D \ 0NOD4RSNL413;4I41354K@NOB4;4RSD
54H4;4K;4= G D4RqNOB454Ne`4G `;4f+f+Q41%deD413D RSNOQ4`4G D4``:Q413G H4INOB4D
RSNO1354G Hf+;41313D4= 5>NOG ;4Hde;4136+2CACB4D4RSD13D4RSQ4= NORRSQ:I4I4D:RSN8NOB454N
D>_4D413?UL45413Nz;>azNOB4D_4D4B>G fS= DNOB454NzB454R(513D4K;4NODf+B454H4f+D
;4azL4G f+6+G H4IQ4L= ;454`g4?URSNO1354G H4G H4IRS?+KL454NOB4D4N G f+54= = ?(deG NOB
NOB4DsRSNO13Q4f+NOQ413DsRSB4;:Q4= `sg4Ds13D4L413D:RSD4H4NOD4`sG HsNOB4DsV \ 0
D>_4D4HbNOB4;4Q4I4BbL454RSNL41354f+NOG f+D4RNOD4H4`4D4`bNO;b`4G RSf+;:Q4H4N
 H4;4H4RSNO13Q4f+NOQ41354= CL45413NORS2
OH4NOD41cac54f+DP4;454`4R(54NzêF} } Y `4D4NO54G = D4`f+;4KL4541cG RS;4H;4a
NOB4D_45>= G `454NOD4` \ 0baOG H>[ G NOD - D4= D>KD4H4N<K;4`4D4=<deG NOB NOB4D
K;4`4D>=z;>aFNOB4DH4D4dsRSNO13Q4f+NOQ413DR+B4;:deD4`5I:;4;4`K54NOf+B
;4aNOB4DG H4NOD41caO54f+D= ;454`4Rtac;41^NOB4Df+13G N G f+54=s`4D4RSG I4H
f+;4H4`4G N G ;4H4RS2ACB4D^K5!3;41qKD>Kg4D413RsK54NOf+B4D4`^deG NOB4G H
ë-deG NOBH4;54NONOD>KL>NUNO;NOQ4H4DNOB4D13D4RSQ4= NORS2YFR NOB4D
K;4`4D>=K5>NOQ413D4`4@pNOB4D.`4G aOacD413D4H4f+D4Rvg4D4NOd<D4D4H.NOB:D
K;4`4D>= R H4541313;:deD4`sNO;s54g:;4Q4N(ß42Oë q@(deD4= =deG NOB4G HsNOB4D
RSf+54NONOD41^;4aNOB4DvNOD4RSN`454NO542VC;41^5>= =G H4NOD4H4NOR]54H4`
L4Q413L4;4R+D4RNOB4DpG H4NOD41cac54f+D^= ;454`4RdeD413Dp`4D4D4KD4`  H4;
f+B454H4I4D CdeG NOB13D4RSL4D4f+N:NO;NOB4D13D4RSN:;>a:NOB4D(_4D4B>G fS= D42
YFH4? 13G RS6+Rf+;4Q4= `H4;4d/13D454= = ?g4Df+;4H4RSG `4D413D4`NO;g4D
f+;4H4NO54G H4D4`deG NOB4G HsNOB4Ds13D4`4D4RSG I4H4D4`5413D4542UMFG H4f+DsNOB4D
RSNO54NOG f(NOD4RSNz5413NOG f+= D>@z`4Q4g4g4D4`MFAë4|4@:de54RURSNOG = =45>_>5>G = 54g>= D
l3VCG I4Q413D{4m8deG NOBG NOR(f+;4KL>= G f+54NOD4`NOD4RSNzRSD4NzQ4LG HL4= 54f+D4@
NOB4Df+;4RSNcR(;4aC5ac54N G I4Q4D54H4`qRSNO54NOG fUNOD4RSNz;4aCNOB4Dac;413de5413`
acQ4RSD4= 54I4DdeD413D13D4= 54NOG _>D>= ?R!K54= =8f+;4H4RSG `4D413D4`NOB4D13G RS6
13D4`4Q4f+NOG ;4HG Nf+;4Q4= ` L413;>_>G `4D42YF= NOB4;4Q4I4Bac;41bH4D4d
RSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D54H4`NOB4D54H454= ?+RSG R f+54L454g4G = G NO?]5>_>5>G = 54g>= D
NO;4`454?;4H4D^KG I4B4Nq5413I4Q4D^ac;413D4I4;>G H4Ip5^NOD4RSNqde5:R5
= D4I4G NOG K5>NODL4;4R+RSG g4G = G NO?+@:G HNOB4G R(f+54RSDG Nzde5:RU`4D4f+G `4D4`NO;
NOB4D H4D4db`4D:RSG I4H Q4RSG H4I NOB4D ;4= `NOD4RSN%RSD4N%Q4L NO;
test
KG N G I454NODpNOB4Dbf+;4RSNO2qVC54N G I4Q4DpacG 13RSNO@5>aONOD41deB4G f+BbNOB4D
RSNO54NOG fqQ>= N G K5>NODNOD4RSNORde;4Q4= `g4Df+;4H4`4Q4f+NOD4`;4aF5H4D4d
ac;413de5413`acQ4RSD4= 54I4D;4HNOB4D13D4Q:RSD:`54acN:RSD4f+NOG ;4H;4azRSNO54NOG f
NOD4RSN:5413NOG f+= D>2
ó = ;4g45>=q<?+H45>KG 
f <D4RSL4;4H:RSD õ G NOBW5Wf+;41313D>= 54NOD4`
RSNO54NOG fq13D4L413D4RSD4H4NO54NOG ;4H;>aFNOB4DRSNO-13Q4f+NOQ413D4@8NOB4D`4?+H45>KG f
13D4RSL4;4H:RSDde5:Rf+;4H4NOD4KL4= 5>NOD4`H4D>w>N 2YF= NOB4;4Q4I4BNOB4D
NOB4G f+6+D41Uf+;>KL4;4RSG NOD ;4Q4NOD41(K;4= `>= G H4D RS6+G H4RK546+D NOB4D
ac;413de5413`]acQ4RSD4= 54I4D]RS= G I4B4N = ?/RSNOG aOaOD41 NOB454H]NOB4D \ 0
f+;4H4aOG I4Q41354N G ;4H4@:G Nzde54R(G KL4;413NO54H4NzNO;54RSRSQ413DNOB4DI4= ;4g454=
K;4`4DRSB454L4D4R5413DD:R+RSD4H4NOG 54= = ?NOB4DRS54KDNO;L413D>_4D4H>N
I413;4R+Rf+B45:H4I4D:RG HNOB4Dac= Q4NONOD41KD4f+B454H>G RSKR;4aNOB4D
_>D4B>G f+= D>2YRS= G I4B4NtaO13D4r4Q4D4H4f+? G H4f+13D454RSDjd<5:R
D4w>L4D4f+NOD4`42
MFB4;4Q4= `WNOB4DWRSNOG aOacH4D4RSR^G H4f+13D45:RSDWL4;:RSD/5WL413;:g4= D4K@
de54?>R;4aRSNOG aOaOD4H>G H4IpNOB4DpRS6+G H4RdeD413Dpf+;4H4NOD4KL>= 54NOD4`
NOB454N<de;4Q4= ` = D4RSRSD4H NOB4D acQ4RSD4= 54I4D G KL454f+N 2<EFQ4NeNOB4D4RSD
54L4L413;454f+B4D:Rqde;4Q4= `f+;:RSNFK;413D42FJ<;4H4N G H4Q4G H4IdeG NOBNOB4D
RSNOG aOacD41eaOQ4RSD4= 54I4D54H4`D>_45>= Q454NOG H4INOB4D135>KG aOG f+54N G ;4H4RG H
L4Q413RSQ4G N%;4a%f+;4RSN%RS5>_4G H4I4Rde5:RNOB4D f+;4Q413RSD ac;4= = ;4deD4`42
ACB4D`4D4NO54G = D4`aOG H>G NODD>= D>KD4H4NFK;4`4D>= RqdeD413DQ:RSD4`NO;

RSQ4L4L:;413N NOB4Dt54H454= ?+N G f+5>= D4RSNOG K5>N G ;4Ht;>asI4= ;4g45>= 5>G 1
_>D4B>G f+= D H454NOQ4135>=FaO13D4r4Q4D4H4f+G D4RS2pJ<;4KL454NOG g>= D deG NOB NOB4D
`4D4NO54G =4G H4f+= Q4`4D4`qG HqNOB4DqV \ 0RUac;41FRSNO13Q4f+NOQ41354=:54H454= ?+RSG RS@
NOB4D K54RSRbL413;4L4D413NOG D4RWd<D413D `4G RSNO13G g4Q4NOD4` NO; NOB4D4R+D
K;4`4D>= R G H5_>D413?s`4D>NO54G = D4`ac54RSB4G ;4H42UACB4D`4D4NO54G = D4`
K;4`4D>= Rsd<D413D^D4w>f+D413f+G RSD4`^`4?+H454KG f+5>= = ?54= ;4H4I^deG NOB
= D4RSRU`4D4NO54G = D4`qg4D454K 13;4`q`4?+H45>KG fUV 0RUNO;qD>_>5>= Q454NOD
NOB4D13D4RSL4;4H:RSD:R%;4a:NOB4-DH4D4d f+;4H4aOG I4Q41354\ N G ;4H42

a

b

C 443!<4 4C4+4 44c:43O +4 44O434+4â4
>43+ 4â44+FO Oâ44+æC4
 443 +4â4
õ G N B4G HNOde;K;4H4NOB4R;4aeNOB4DL413;4I41354K 6SG f+6+;>aOaFNOB4DaOG 13RSN
D4RSNOG K5>NOD4Rs;4aac13D4r4Q4D4H4f+?`4G aOacD413D4H4f+D4Rsg4D4NOd<D4D4H^NOB:D
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I4Q41354NOG ;4H4RsdeD413Dpg4D4G H4I
\`4D40NOD4t13K54G H4H4`D4`]\ J<54H4y `]{4L4|413} D4[ = G Kf+G ;4H4H454ac13G ?W
G KL454fSNORW;4H]aO= Q4NONOD41c@
YFM \ 54H4`nRSNO;413Dn13D4= D454RSDn= ;454`4RodeD41Dng4D4G H4I
54R+RSD:R+RSD4`42 \ _4D4H deG NOB RSNOG aOacH4D4RSR`4G aOacD413D4H4f+D4RdeD4= =<G H
D4w>f+D4RSRn;4a-NOB4D4RSD¡G H4G N G 5>=D4RSNOG K54NOD4RS@.13Q4H¡54R
B4?+L4;4NOB4D4NOG f+5>=8de;41RSNef+54RSDRSf+D4H45413G ;4RS@eNOB4D54aOacD4f+Nede5:R
g4D4H4G I4H42zVCG I4Q413Díf+;>KL45413D4R(NOB4D_4D413N G f+5>= @:= 54NOD41354=454H4`
NO;413RSG ;4H454=<RSNOG aOaOH4D4RSR`4G aOacD413D4H4f+D4RNOB4D \ 0W54H4` \ J<y
{4|4} [ f+;4H4aOG I4Q41354N G ;4H4RS2

>4  :çF4+4â48æC44â44 âF  :44 + 
Frequencies

õ G N BqNOB4DRSNOG aOaOH4D4RSRG H4f+13D454RSD:R`4D4NOD413KG H4D4`qNOB4D4?deD413D
RSQ4g:RSD4r:Q4D4H4NO= ?Q4RSD4`qNO;q`:D4NOD413KG H4DqH454NOQ41354=4ac13D4r4Q4D4H4f+?
f+B454H4I4D:R54H4`acG H45>= = ?NOB4D G KL454f+N<;>aNOB4D4RSD f+B454H4I:D:R
;4H/ac= Q>NONOD41 KD4f+B454H4G R!KRp54H4` RSL4D4D4`:RS2AC54g4= D Z 2
RSB4;:d<RUNOB4Df+B454H4I4DG Hqac13D4r4Q4D4H4f+G D4RU;>_4D41F5_45413G D>NO?;>a
G H4NOD413H454=aOQ4D4=q54H4`WRSNO;413DWf+;4H>acG I4Q41354N G ;4H4RS2ACB4DbaOG 13RSN
_>D41cNOG f+5>=g4D4H4`4G H4I ac13D4r4Q4D4H4f+?kG H4f+13D454RSD¡1354H4I:D:R
g4D4NOdeD4D:H5ß42Oë bNO;{>2O{ pG H4f+13D454RSD42
VC;41K;4RSNUNOB4DsaO= Q4NONOD41KD4f+B454H4G R!KRNOB4D4RSDRSNOG aOacH4D4RSR
f+B454H4I4D:RG H4f+13D454RSD4`NOB4DaO= Q4NONOD41%RSL4D4D4`:RS2T(H4Df+= D454H
deG H4IpKD4f+B454H4G R!Ku`413;4L4L4D4`pg4?|42 Z 54H4`p;4H4Dp;>a
D4G I4B4NOD4D4Hqf+13G N G f+5>=:RSNO;413D4RUf+541313G 54I4Dqf+;4H4acG I4Q41354N G ;4H4RU= ;4RSN
ßq2zACB4D4RSDd<D413Df+;4H4RSG `4D413D4`54f+f+D4L4NO54g4= D42zMFNO13Q4f+NOQ4135>=
K;4`45>=OH4NOD41354f+N G ;4H]l3MF0OmsdeG NOB]NOB4D ac= G I4B4Nf+;4H4NO13;>=
RS?+RSNOD4Kpde5:R(H4;4N:f+;4H4RSG `4D413D4`5g4541313G D41CNO;L413;4f+D4D4`4G H4I
either.

CA ;f+;4H4aOG 1cKWNOB4DL4D413ac;41cK54H4f+D;>aFNOB4DH4D4ds`4D:RSG I4H5:H
K;4`4D4=>54G 13f+135>aON:deG NOBg4DI413;4Q4H:`_>G g41354N G ;4HNOD4RSNOD4`;:H
ENOB413D4D.f+= D454H.deG H4I.acQ4D>=RSNO54NOD4Rv54H4`.Ncde;-RSNO;413D
f+;4H4aOG I4Q41354N G ;4H4RS2CYFHqV K;4`4D>=:fS= D454HqdeG H4IqdeG = =:5>= RS;qg4D
NOD4RSNOD4`42(YFHsMF0(NOD4RSNU- deG = =g4DsL4D413ac;41cKD4`s;4Hs54H \ K;4`4D>=:54G 13f+135>aONO2CVC541FRSB4;413NC;4a85qf+;4KL413D4B4D4H4RSG _4DaO= G I4B4N
NOD4RSN:L413;4I41354K
J<54NO54L4Q4= NzMFB4;4f+6 <D4RSL4;:H4R+D ACB4DqRSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D54H4`NOB:D
RS?+RSNOD4KRÊf+;4H4NO54G H4D4`jG HjNO–B4Dnac;413de5413`jacQ4RSD4= 54I4D
Q4H4`4D413I4;= 5413I4D RSB:;413Ne`4Q41354NOG ;4H54f+f+D4= D41354NOG ;4H4Rq`4Q413G H4I

f+54NO54L4Q4= NOR54H4` 541313D:RSNOD4` = 54H4`4G H4I:RS2<YFRG = = Q4RSNO1354NOD4` g4?
NOB4D= ;454`_4D413RSQ4RNOG KDB4G RSNO;413?qf+Q41c_>D;>aef+54NO54L4Q4= NFNO;4d
ac;41cf+DhG HhVzG I4Q413D [ @]NOB4Dhac;413f+DhQ4H4`4D413I4;4D4R5
K;4`4D41354NOD>= ?q1354L>G `1cG RSDNO;54g4;4Q4NFß4ë4|4@O|4|4|L4;4Q4H4`:R54N
NOB4Dg4D4I4G H4H4G H4I428 NFRSQ4RSNO54G H4RNOB4G R= ;454`4G H4IaO;41<5L4D41cG ;4`
;4azN G KD42:ACB4D4HG Nz54g413Q4L4N = ?U`413;4L4R(NO;H4;4NOB4G H4IdeB4D4HNOB4D
RSB4Q4NONO= D;>aNOB4Df+54NO54L4Q4= NB>G NORtNOB4Dde54NOD41pg413D4546+@
= 54Q4H4f+B4G H4INOB4DU54G 13fS135>acN 2

C 443ä4FæC4O44 4C4+:4c+4!> 
ACB4D54g413Q4L4NFD>_4D4H4NF54NFNOB4DD4H4`;4aFNOB4DRSNO13;46+Df+54Q4R+D:R
= ;4f+54= = ?qKD454RSQ413D4`_4D41cNOG f+54=854f+f+D>= D41354N G ;4H4Rq;4a<54RqB4G I4B
54Rì4|4I G H = ;4f+5>=<L4;413N G ;4H4R;4a%NOB4DaO;413de5413` acQ4RSD4= 54I4D42
ACB4DH4D4d`4D:RSG I4Hf+;4Q4= `H4;4N:g4DL4D413KG NONOD4`NO;UG H4f+13D454RSD
NOB4DRSD4_4D413DD4H>_>G 13;4H>KD4H4N:54RSRS;4f+G 54NOD4`deG NOBNOB4G R%D>_4D4H4N 2
0Q4f+B;>azNOB4DD4r4Q4G L>KD4H>N4G HUacQ4RSD4= 54I4Dde5:R%r4Q454= G aOG D4`NO;
NOB4G R(RSL4D4f+G acG fUD4H>_>G 13;4H>KD4H4Nz54H4`5acQ4D>=>NO54H46UG R%= ;4f+54NOD4`
G HNOB4D5413D45K;4RSNURSQ4g!3D4f+NOD4`NO;NOB4D= 5413I4Ds_4D413N G f+5>=
acceleration.

ACB4DRSNO13Q4f+NOQ41354=%13D4RSL4;4H:RSD`4Q413G H4INOB4Dg4D4I4G H4H4G H4I;4a
NOB4Dsf+54NO54L4Q4= N(RSNO13;46+DsG R 5s`4G 13D4f+N(13D4RSQ4= N(;4aUNOB4Ds= ;454`
54L4L4= G D4` deG NOB 5 RSK54= =h`4?+H45>KG fi;4RSf+G = = 54N G ;4H
RSQ4L4D413L:;4R+D4`42e<Q413G H4INOB4D13D4= 54N G _>D>= ?qaO= 5>NeL4= 5>NOD454Q4@eNOB4D
54G 1cac135>KDRSNO54g4G = G ~+D4RdeG NOB5`4D4aO= D4fSNOD4`RSB454L4D RSG KG = 541
NO;NOB454NsL>G fSNOQ413D4`G HtVzG I4Q413D Ë @s54HD>w>54I4I4D41354NOD4`
13D4L413D4RSD4H4NO54NOG ;4H ;4a(NOB4D aOG H>G NOD D4= D>KD4H4NK;4`4D>=<Q4H4`4D41
f+54NO54L4Q4= N4= ;454`4RS2
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C  443ä4FæC4O44 :ï< SO43O4UC4843UC4+4 44
ACB4D`4D4aO= D4fSNOD4`RSB454L4D;4aCNOB4DRSNO13Q4f+NOQ413DfS= D45413= ?URSB4;:d<R
B4;4dsNOB4Dq`41354Ig41354f+Dq;4a8NOB4DqH4;:RSDq= 54H4`4G H4IqI4D4541eL4Q4= = R
ac;413de5413`q54H4`q`4;4d<H:de5413`q;4HqNOB4Dq= ;4f+54=:RSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D42zACB4G R
RSNO1354G HD4H4D413I4?UG R(54g413Q4L4NO= ?U13D>= D454RSD4`54NzNOB4DD4H4`;4azNOB4D
D>_4D4H4N 2ACB4DB4G I4B= ;4f+54=e`>G RSNO;413NOG ;4HH4D4541(NOB4Dg454f+6;4a
NOB4Dh`41354Ihg41354f+Dh13D:RSQ4= NORuG Hh5h= 5413I4Dh_4D413N G f+5>=
54f+f+D4= D41354N G ;4H ;4a(NOB4D D4r4Q4G L>KD4H4N%g454? 54H4` acQ4D4=<NO54H46
`4G 13D4f+N = ?(54g4;>_>DUNOB4D`41354Ig41354f+D42
ACB4DacQ4D>=eNO54H46de54R;4H4D ;4a%NOB4D5413D454R;4a%L45413NOG f+Q>= 541
f+;4H4f+D413Hg4D4f+54Q4RSD;4aNOB4Dsf+;4H>aOG I4Q41354NOG ;4Hsf+B454H4I4DNO;
NOB4DaO= ;4;41<;>aeNOB4DNO54H46qNOQ413H>G H4IG N8ac13;>K 5H4G H4D4NO?qL>G D4f+D
f+;4Kg>G H454N G ;4Hs;4aURSB4D4D4N%KD4NO54=54H4` K54f+B>G H4G H4I4R G H4NO;
NOde;WB4G I4B4= ?pG H4NOD4I4135>NOD4`bK54f+B4G H>G H4I4R^g4Q413G D4`WG HWNOB4D
B4D45413N(;4aUNOB4Ds54RSR+D4Kg4= ?S2(ACB4Ds`4D4RSG I4HsNOD454KB454`sNO;
f+;4H4aOG `4D4H4N:NOB454NzNOB4D4?UQ4H4`4D413RSNO;4;4`NOB4DacQ4D4=>NO;RSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D
G H4NOD41354f+N G ;4HW`4Q413G H4IWNOB4G R^B4G I4B4= ?p`4?+H45>KG fpD>_4D4H>NNO;
5>_4;>G `UacQ>NOQ413DL413;4g4= D>KRS2
AC;]acQ>= = ?/Q4H4`4D413RSNO54H4`]NOB4Dt13D:RSL4;4H:RSDt5]H4;4H4= G H4D4541
NO1354H4RSG D4H4NFRSG KQ>= 54N G ;4H;>aeNOB4DNO54H46q`4Q413G H4INOB4D_>D413N G f+5>=
54f+f+D4= D41354N G ;4H de5:RL4D413ac;41cKD4` deG NOB acQ4D4=FNO; RSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D
G H4NOD41354f+N G ;4H424ACB>G RK;4`4D4=+G R%`4D4L4G f+NOD4`UG HUVzG I4Q413D Ë 2

C 443"44C44 -FO3+O43 â4O43+O 4â444

ACB4DqL413D>_>G ;4Q4RS= ?UKD454RSQ413D4`qNOG KDqB>G RSNO;413G D4R(ac13;>K \ 0
aO= G I4B4NNOD4RSNRSG KG = 541(NO;NOB4D;4H4DRSB4;:deHG HVCG I4Q413D Z |42
deD413D5:L4L4= G D4`NO;NOB4DK;4`4D>=C;>aeNOB4DacQ4D>=CNO54H46S2F NFde5:R
G KL4;413NO54H4Nf+54L4NOQ413DpNOB4Dp13D4RSL4;4H:RSDpNOG KDpB4G RSNO;413?54R
deD4= =%54RNOB4DL4D4546sRSNO13D4R+R= D4_4D>= RNO;`4D4NOD413KG H4DNOB4D
54= = ;4de54g4= D ac5>NOG I4Q4D RSNO13D4R+RSD:Rbac;41 NOB4G RbL45413N ;4aNOB4D
RSNO13Q4f+NOQ413D42%ACB>G RNO1354H4RSG D4H4N%13D4RSL4;4H:RSDsde5:Rf+;4Kg4G H4D4`
deG NOBNOB4D;4NOB4D41<aO= G I4B4Ne54H4`I413;4Q4H4`= ;454`4RqNO;f+13D454NOD5
f+;4KL4;4RSG NOD = ;454`4G H4I¡RSL4D4f+NO13Q>K 13D4L413D4RSD4H4NOG H4I¡5
f+;4KL413D4B4D4H4RSG _4DRSD4Ne;4ae= ;454`4G H4ID>_4D4H4NORq;4HNOB4Dac= ;4;41
ac;41z`4D4RSG I4H54H4`54= RS;NO;54RSRSQ413D13D4L454G 1354g4G = G NO?S2

C 443 é4:F 3+O43 #+4 434O 4â> < SO43
õ G N BpNOB4DpRSQ4f+f+D4R+RSacQ4=f+B4541354fSNOD413G ~+54N G ;4Hp;4aqNOB4DpNOB4G R
= ;454`4G H4ID>_4D4H4N8G NFde54RqH4;4NFacD4= NFH4D4f+D4RSRS5413?NO;L413;4_>G `4D
54`4`4G NOG ;4H45>=(NOD4RSNOG H4I;>aNOB4DRSNO13Q4f+NOQ413DNOB413;4Q4I4BRS;4KD
RS;413Nb;4abf+;>KL4;4H4D4H4NbNOD4RSN G H4I42bOH4RSNOD454`4@pNOB4D.aOG 13RSN
54G 1cac135>KDde;4Q4= `g4DKD454RSQ41D4`deG NOB5RSK54= =zH4Q>Kg4D41
;4a(54f+f+D>= D413;>KD4NOD413R54H4` RSNO1354G H I454I4D:R`4Q413G H4I 5 acQ4= =
RSf+54= DþRSD413G D4R¡;4aÊf+54NO54L4Q4= NOR¡NO;þf+;4H>aOG 1cK NOB4D
f+;4H4f+= Q4RSG ;4H4R%;4a:NOB4DRSG KQ>= 54N G ;4H4RS2
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J<;4H4RSG `4D413G H4INOB4D RSf+;4L4D ;4a%NOB4D \ J<y^{4|4} [ ac;413de541`
acQ4RSD4= 54I4Df+B454H4I4D4@D4541c= ?s54H454= ?+RSG R 54H4`RSG KQ>= 54N G ;4H4R
B45>_4Dg4Q4G = Nf+;4H>aOG `4D4H4f+DG HNOB4DQ4H4`4D413RSNO54H4`4G H4IG a<NOB4D
H4D4ds`4D:RSG I4HqNO;q6+D4D4LNOB4DqK54I4H4G NOQ4`4Dq;4a8NOB4Dq13D4r4Q4G 13D4`
L4B4?+RSG f+54=NOD4RSN`4D4K;4H4RSNO1354NOG ;4H4R54Q:RSNOD413D42Ytac54N G I4Q4D
NOD4RSNeNO;NOde; = G acD4N G KD4Rq54H4`RSNO54NOG fNOD4RSN<deG = =8g4D13Q4H;4H
NOB4D RS54KD 54G 1caO135>KD 13D4Q4RSG H4I NOB4D 5>acN%RSD4f+NOG ;4H ;>a%NOB4D
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Q: How do you perform static tests, especially with mixed structures?
A: Mixed composite/metallic structure present a certification challenge. It is uneconomical to
perform tests at temperature plus it requires an extremely long time to saturate a structure with
moisture to represent the environment properly. Therefore, even in the most test intensive of
programs, it is usually necessary to rely on analysis to combine and evaluate the full-scale
results, correcting for thermal and environmental factors. The environmental effects should be
determined by coupons and thermal stresses would be determined by finite element modeling.
The full-scale article, if taken to failure, would help to determine the magnitude and
mode of failure, then analytical corrections would be applied. If the mode of failure was
precipitated by buckling, the analysis becomes nonlinear and complex.
In the end it is nearly impossible to certify a structure solely by testing.
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Abstract
The results of an initial study of key structural areas for the design of a state-of-the-art composite fighter wing
are used to highlight the fundamental changes that can be expected when aircraft acceptance considers
analyses as a prime tool for demonstrating that the structure is safe for flight. For analyses to become the
primary basis for accepting an aircraft structural design, a high level of confidence must be developed for the
analysis methods used. The strategy investigated here is to maximize this confidence level in the use of
probabilistic aircraft structural design methods rather than conventional deterministic methods. In a recent
advanced lightweight aircraft structure development program, an advanced design of composite materials was
created, using the latest deterministic design and manufacturing features. This composite fighter design effort
provides a good benchmark for exploring the potential differences in design and testing that can be expected if
probabilistic design methods are used to establish high confidence in design analysis. This present study chose
two key aspects of the wing on which to investigate these differences. First examined is a local model of the
cobonded joint attaching the wing box cover to the wing spars. For the second, the post-buckled design of the
wing box cover is examined while subjected to the most severe maneuver load case.
Introduction
A significant level of interest has developed in recent years in the possibility of developing analysis
capabilities with sufficient fidelity that they could be evolved into the primary source of information leading to
the qualification or certification of a new aircraft structure for flight. In this design and acceptance
environment, structural testing would evolve to a role of assuring correct analytical evaluations, rather than
providing final clearance for flight using the traditional full-scale structural article limit load/ultimate load
testing approach, especially of large final articles.
In this environment, testing would evolve into a new role of developing a sufficient database to model the way
structure could vary over a production run. Testing would be used to fine-tune the analysis methods and
models. These analyses would then provide the final check for clearance of a new design. The key to success
is developing various procedures to raise analysis precision to this level. This effort explores the use of
probabilistic methods in aircraft structural design to achieve the needed analysis precision. Examination is
made of how test programs supporting the analyses would be restructured and, hopefully, reduced in cost when
restructured to support analyses-based clearances.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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Use of probabilistic methods in design has long been considered an intriguing way of introducing the
unavoidable uncertainties in the characterizations of all our physical descriptors of aircraft structure. They
allow the characterization of the uncertainties in modeling, materials, structural geometry, loads, etc. in the
analyses such that the uncertainty of the analyses can be observed and addressed. The primary technical
drawback to the use of probabilistic methods, for a long time, was the Monte Carlo methods traditionally used
for calculating the probabilities of occurrences.
By their very nature, aircraft structures must have very low probabilities of failure in order to be acceptable for
flight. Thus, the use of traditional Monte Carlo methods demanded a large number of analysis evaluations
corresponding to all the variations needed for the design variables. Many evaluations were needed to generate
enough failure cases to adequately define the "tail" of the probability of failure curve where acceptable values
of aircraft structural failures reside. This would now be further aggravated by the large increases expected in
analysis model complexity such as structural finite element analysis (FEA) models as the fidelity is increased
to meet the objective of analysis carrying the burden of clearance for flight.
Developments in probabilistic methods have changed the analytical environment needed to calculate
probabilities of failure of very reliable structure such as that found on aircraft. These methods, outlined in this
paper, have the ability to project functional representations of the probability of failure with few analytical
evaluations, as compared to that required by the older Monte Carlo methods. These methods, as shown in this
paper, make the concept of characterizing structural failure in terms of probability of failure a practical reality.
The New Design Process
As the concept of probabilistic methods-based design is now computationally practical, the whole structural
design process can be reconsidered. One outcome, examined here, is the restructure of the design process
around assessment of structural viability, by reducing the analytical projection of failure probability to an
acceptably low value. The traditional test program to support design acceptance can now be changed. Rather
than demonstrate structural adequacy by overloading single test articles with test programs using excessive
loads, the tests can be geared to develop adequate understanding of the variations in the design variables and
quality of the analytical modeling. Using that understanding, a probability of failure can be designed into the
structure that can account for both modeling errors and design variable errors. Use of this concept is examined
by applying probabilistic design methods to the key design variables of an example wing.
To understand how the structural design process may be restructured, a design research program led by
Southwest Research Institute, Structural Engineering Department, with Boeing - Military Aircraft and Missile
Systems, was executed to examine, using a state-of-the-art wing design as a benchmark for comparison, how
restructuring can be formulated. This paper documents some of the observations and findings of that program,
and some of the implications they offer in moving the burden of structural acceptability to analyses. The
aircraft structure used was a composite wing designed under an advanced aircraft structures development
program, whose purpose was to identify structural design concepts and manufacturing processes that could
lead to more unitized design, and assess their payoffs in application. This structure was deemed a good
candidate because it represents the state-of-the-art in aircraft design, has high quality state-of-the-art
computational models available, and has available key experimental component test data.
The reformulation of structural design into a form geared for high reliance on analyses uses probabilistic
methods as its basic building block for characterizing the acceptability of the analyses. Testing supports the
development of the probability of failure calculations. The design process then becomes an evolution of
details and basic models into analytical models of increasing detail and sophistication, with each level of
model evolution building on the previous level.
Two levels of design detail in wing structure were investigated. First studied was the local behavior of a
cobonded joint representing an attachment concept that could be used between substructure and wing skins of
modern composite wings. This represents an early level of detail that defines the basic elements of an overall
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wing design. This was followed by a probabilistic design study of the wing box skin while carrying, in a postbuckled mode, a high g airload case that was pivotal in the advanced structures development wing skin design.
This represents the higher levels of assembly and complete design analyses that would ultimately describe the
probability of failure for the aircraft structure.
Investigations into Analyses of Structural Details
To illustrate how structural design can rely heavily on elemental analyses bolstered by support testing as the
basic building blocks for acceptance of structural concepts, a cobonded joint was analyzed as one of the basic
building blocks of the new wing structural design later used in this investigation. The cobonded joint is
representative of the structure that connects the lower wing skin to the spar, as shown in Figure 1. This
cobonded joint was chosen as a basic design element because it is a key structural link for many areas of the
wing structural box used in modern composite wing design. It also had failure test data available, although
limited, from the advanced structures development effort that provided the baseline for this program. This
failure test data represents the kind of support testing that should be typical of this new probabilistic approach
in design.
In current practice, structural certification of this kind of attachment area requires multiple test elements
representing the significant details of the joint. Deterministic design allowables for these joints would be
determined semi-empirically, using a combination of joint test data and analysis. This traditional approach
requires significant amounts of time and resources. Also, the tests could require as much as a year and a half
to complete, due to tooling and environmental conditioning requirements. In addition, if the design changes,
the tests have to be redone, since the test articles have to reflect the final joint geometry. The probabilistic
analyses of this effort demonstrate that a new approach is available. This approach allows safe prediction of
the structural performance of these types of structural elements from basic data sets. In addition, since these
sets are basic in most composite wing designs, they can be used without retest, as the design evolves. That is,
the variability in performance of basic structural elements due to the combined variations of material
properties, manufacturing processes, and environmental effects are analytically predictable based on
experimental building blocks of the basic elements. This permits the testing of classes of elements to be
considerably reduced or eliminated, the cycle time to be cut by 50 - 70% for future programs, and the
avoidance of many retests as the geometry changes.

RTM Carbon/Glass Hybrid Spars
Cobonded To Fibersteered Lower
Wing Skin
RTM Composites
Fiber Placed/Steered
FM300 Adhesive
HIP’d Titanium Castings
Aluminum Sheet Metal
Titanium Machining
HSM Aluminum

Figure 1 Wing and Cobonded Joint Structure
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Boeing has performed destructive testing on joint specimens at cold, room, and elevated temperatures. Three
replicate test structures were used at each temperature. The test procedure consisted of clamping the left and
right edges of the flanges, and applying a pull-off load (P) until failure, see Figure 2. The value of the pull-off
load was recorded.
P

M

Skin Ply 1
Skin Ply 2
.
.
.
Skin Ply n

hbl

Left Flange Ply 1
Left Flange Ply 2
.
.
.
Left Flange Ply n
Nugget

Right Flange Ply 1
Right Flange Ply 2
.
.
.
Right Flange Ply n

r

hbr

Adhesive

ta

lsl

lfl

lfr

lsr

Figure 2 Schematic of Cobonded Joint Blade Model

The probability distribution function of the pull-off load was computed, using the Southwest Research Institute
NESSUS™ probabilistic analysis software in conjunction with the THELMA nonlinear finite element
software and the BLADEM preprocessor to THELMA. NESSUS™ is a general-purpose probabilistic analysis
software that contains a library of statistical distributions, a selection of probabilistic analysis methods, and
facilities for interfacing with deterministic mechanics programs.1 THELMA is a nonlinear finite element
analysis program specialized for generalized plane strain analysis of composite structures.2 BLADEM is a
preprocessor for THELMA that is specialized for composite joints such as that shown in Figure 2.3 THELMA
and BLADEM are proprietary Boeing codes.
The probabilistic model consists of 20 independent random variables, shown in Table 1. Dependent random
variables are derived from the independent random variables. The dependent random variables are: for the
Tape (E3, G23, G31, Nu31), and for the Cloth (E3, G23, G31, Nu31, Nu23). The coefficient of variation
(COV) equals the standard deviation divided by the mean value. Material property data are available at cold,
room, and elevated test temperatures. The data indicates that a truncated normal distribution is a good model.
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Table 1 Independent Random Variables for Cobonded Joint Test Structure (75°°F)

Composite Tape
COV (%)
Modulus of Elasticity (E1)
3.2
Modulus of Elasticity (E2)
2.0
Shear Modulus (G12)
5.0
Poisson’s Ratio (Nu12)
11.9
Ply Thickness
10.0
Interlaminar Tensile
7.8
Strength (S3)
Interlaminar Shear
8.7
Strength (T)
Composite Cloth
Modulus of Elasticity (E1)
6.9
Modulus of Elasticity (E2)
5.0
Shear Modulus (G12)
5.4
Poisson’s Ratio (Nu12)
41.5
Thickness
1.5
Interlaminar Tensile
4.6
Strength (S3)
Interlaminar Shear
8.4
Strength (T)
Adhesive
Initial Shear Modulus (G)
12.8
9.1
Tau Ultimate (τult)
22.9
Gamma Ultimate (Γult)
Nugget Radius (NR)
3.0
Ply Thickness
10.0
Interlaminar Shear
3.8
Strength (T)
*TNORM = truncated normal (at ± 3σ)

Distribution*
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
LOGNORMAL
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM

Failure is predicted computationally when the failure index exceeds 1.0. The failure index is defined as

 σ 3  (τ ) + (τ
  +
T
 S3 
2

2

FI =

31

2
23

)

( 1)

2

where
σ 3 = tensile stress,

τ 31 & τ 23 = shear stresses,
S 3 = Interlaminar tensile strength (composites),
Flatwise Tensile strength (adhesives),
T = Interlaminar shear strength (composites),
Shear strength (adhesives).
The 1, 2, and 3 subscripts represent the axes of the plies. The first, 1, represents the local x direction. The
second, 2, represents the local y direction, and the third, 3, represents the local z direction. In the case of the
composite plies, fibers run in the 1-2 plane. The third direction, 3, is perpendicular to this plane.
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The failure index is a random variable. The probability of failure of the structure is the probability of the
failure index being greater than 1.0. The distribution of the pull-off load at failure was determined
computationally, and compared with experimental results. This is a basic change in the way the failure is
viewed, with respect to more conventional design practices. In conventional design, factors of safety on
applied loads and reduced property allowables for structural material strengths are built into all aspects of the
structural calculations. These tend to mask or sidestep the uncertainties included in the various contributors to
the failure calculations. Unfortunately, in conventional margins of safety calculations, all insight is lost into
how the actual failure numbers should vary over a production population. Typically, the lack of insight
demands that the full-scale articles must be subjected to extensive testing, with extra load built in to account
for the accumulated uncertainties. Conversely, probabilistic methods-based design is geared to study the
uncertainties, starting at the basic levels such as this bonded joint, as illustrated by the following evaluation.
Failure in the joint can be caused by failure in any of the locations: skin, left or right flanges, nugget, or the
adhesive. The results indicate that failure of the joint at 75 degrees is governed by failure in the flange. The
nugget does have a small contribution to the system probability of failure, but was not included here. The
probability results are shown in Table 2 below, and the probability density function is shown in Figure 3.

Table 2 Probablity Results for Cobonded Joint Test Structure

Load
300
325
350
360
372
385
400
405
410

Pf
0.0002
0.006
0.079
0.119
0.238
0.348
0.559
0.587
0.607

Figure 3 Probability Density Function of Pull-Off Load
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Table 3 shows the comparison between the predicted (computational) and experimental results for the failure
load. The results indicate the predicted spread in the failure load is much larger than that obtained by test.
The most likely reason for this is the scatter used for the random variables during the computations is much
larger than that experienced by the test articles. This highlights a fundamental difference that testing support
for probabilistic methods-based design should demand.

Table 3 Comparison of Computational and Experimental Results

Experimental*
COV (%)
2.15
*Based on three test results

Computational
8.02

The test articles are manufactured as a single structure, from a single batch of adhesive, tape, and cloth, then
sectioned into three test articles, whereas the scatter used for the random variables is obtained from material,
over several years. The scatter is unknown for a single batch of the materials tested. It is comforting,
however, that scatter from the computational results is of the same magnitude, and larger than the test results.
A smaller scatter would indicate a problem with either the computational model or the random variable inputs.
One important conclusion is that one should obtain statistics for the variables of the test articles in order to
calibrate computational and experimental results. In addition, some processes of building-block test programs
might be displaced by probabilistic analysis, thereby reducing test complexity and cycle time. This can result
in significant savings of cost and time, during the development process.
The sensitivity factors, in terms of the change in probability with respect to a change in the mean or standard
deviation of the random variables, are given in Table 4 below. Insight into these sensitivities is one of the
major benefits of design procedures based on probabilistic methods. These sensitivities are by-products of the
processes of building the functional-based probability density functions, but provide major insight into the
robustness and weaknesses of the design process, at each level of progression towards the full structure
analysis.
The sensitivities are normalized and given in percent. The results indicate the tape thickness, nugget radius,
cloth tensile, and cloth shear strengths are important variables, with tape thickness being the most dominant.
The nugget radius is a manufacturing issue, and the others are material performance issues. The large values
of the important sensitivities, such as tape thickness, indicate which design variables are most influential in
preventing failure of the structure being developed.
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Table 4 Sensitivity Results for Cobonded Joint Test Structure*

Random Variable
Cloth E1
Cloth E2
Cloth G12
Cloth Nu12
Cloth Thick
Tape E1
Tape E2
Tape G12
Tape NU12
Tape Thick
Adhesive Goct
Adhesive Tau-ult
Adhesive Gam-ult
Adhesive Thickness
Nugget Radius
Cloth Interlaminar Tensile Strength
Cloth Interlaminar Shear Strength
Tape Interlaminar Tensile Strength
Tape Interlaminar Shear Strength
Adhesive Shear Strength
* Corresponding to a load of 300 lbs./in.

dprob/dmean
(Normalized %)
1.0
0.2
0
0
3.1
2.1
0.1
0.4
0
50.7
1.5
0
0
0
26.4
7.7
6.9
0
0
0

dprob/dstdev
(Normalized %)
0.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55.6
1.5
0
0
0
5.9
14.2
22.6
0
0
0

Development of Analyses of Assemblies and Complete Structure
Analyses of the collection of basic elements of the structure that form the models for the large assemblies, and
ultimately the complete aircraft structure, will ultimately provide the basis for accepting the structure is safe
for flight. While some larger article testing will be desired, the costs of these articles will make untenable the
testing of a population of them necessary to experimentally define their probability of failure. Thus, when the
design reaches the level of complexity of this class of analyses, the basic probabilistic characterization of their
structural capability will rely on the roll-up or buildup of probabilities of the smaller elements, as just
examined. The following represents the large model probabilistic design evaluations that are expected at the
culmination of structural design, wherein the acceptance for flight is primarily based on analyses that have
good smaller element testing.
The wing structure to be considered, from which the basic blade joint structural element of the previous
section was derived, is that shown in Figure 1. Specifically, the following analysis focuses on the wing
structural box covers, or wing skins, and their performance when subjected to a defining load condition that
puts this skin in a highly compressive stress state. This is a lightweight composite wing structure with syncore
sandwich stiffened wing skins, and was chosen for analysis due to its criticality in flight performance, flight
safety, and cost. The analysis focused on the cobonded joint, which attaches the wing box lower cover to the
wing spars. Variations in material properties were explored to assess the reliability of the wing at the critical
wing-spar interface, and to determine the important material inputs.
The specific design case is the highest down-bending limit load case, and was chosen since it gave the greatest
deflection of the wing for all of the down-bending cases. The lower wing skin is the principle structure to be
examined because skins and flanges were bonded together on the lower wing skin; the upper surface of the
wing skin was bolted to the substructure.
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The finite element model of the wing skin is shown in Figure 4, and the deformed model is shown in Figure 5.
The fuselage and the outer wing were not included in the model, but were simulated using interface loads
applied to the inner wing model using the freebody option in PATRAN. The removal of elements saved on
computation time for results not needed in those areas.

Spar 3
Location of Load Extraction

Figure 4 NASTRAN Wing Model

Figure 5 Deformation Plot of Wing Model at Ten Times Actual Deflection
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The critical areas of the lower wing consisted of laminated composite material. Each of these laminates had
multiple plies varying in orientation. However, the lay-up orientations were not varied for this probabilistic
analysis; only variations in material properties were considered.
A structural analysis model has been developed that couples a global post-buckled wing analysis with a local
blade analysis. This represents the high degree of complexity that is needed in the large-model probabilistic
evaluations for failure. NASTRAN is used for the wing analysis, and BLADEM/THELMA is used for the
local blade analysis.
A sequence of steps in the analysis procedure is shown in Table 5 below, and summarized in Figure 6. The
steps are repeated each time NESSUSTM requires a deterministic solution. In Figure 6, bdf refers to
NASTRAN bulk data file and op2 refers to the NASTRAN output 2 file. FREEBODY.EXE is a code
developed by Boeing that converts NASTRAN freebody output loads into BLADEM/THELMA loads. Failure
is predicted computationally when the failure index exceeds 1.0, as shown in equation 1.
Table 5 Wing-Blade Analysis Procedure

1) Run NESSUS to generate input files for the wing NASTRAN model and the BLADEM model.
2) Run PATRAN to generate detailed input file for NASTRAN. This inputs the correct material
properties for the composite tape and cloth into the database.
3) Run a geometric non-linear NASTRAN analysis to generate stresses, strains, and deformations of the
wing structure.
4) Run PATRAN to extract displacements from the large-scale wing model and place the displacements
on the small section of the wing model that encompasses the blade region.
5) Run NASTRAN on this small model to obtain freebody forces, using a geometrically linear run
(freebody forces are not available in non-linear NASTRAN models).
6) Run PATRAN to extract the results from NASTRAN.
7) Run FREEBODY.EXE to convert the NASTRAN output loads to BLADEM/THELMA loads.
8) Run the BLADEM/THELMA Model to solve for stresses/strains on a fine-meshed detailed model of
the blade.
9) Read the BLADEM/THELMA results back into NESSUS, and compute the failure index. Exclude
regions near the boundaries of the blade to avoid boundary condition effects.

NESSUS 1
2
Material
property
input

3
Non-linear
bdf

Patran

4
Non-linear
op2

Nastran

5

6
7

Freebody
exe

Freebody
data

Bladem
input

Bladem/
Thelma

Linear
op2

Patran

8

9
Thelma
Results

Patran

NESSUS

Figure 6 Wing-Blade Analysis Procedure
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The random variables considered in this analysis are shown in Table 6. There are 18 independent random
variables. Values are for 75 degrees Fahrenheit. Variables in italics are dependent variables.
Two different composite tapes were used. Tape 1, designated “Tape” in Table 6, was used only in the skins.
Tape 2 was used to calculate properties in the cloth flange plies.

Table 6 Random Variables for Wing-Blade Analysis

#
1
2

Mat’l
Tape
Tape
Tape
Tape

Variable
Modulus of elasticity - E1 (tension & compression)
Modulus of elasticity - E2 (tension & compression)
Modulus of elasticity - E3 (= E2)
3
Shear modulus - G12 (tension & compression)
Shear modulus - G23 (tension & compression) =
Tape
E2/(2*(1+Nu23))
Shear modulus – G13 (tension & compression) =
Tape
G12 = G31
4
Tape
Poisson’s ratio – Nu12
Tape
Poisson’s ratio – Nu23 = 0.3
Tape
Poisson’s ratio – Nu31 (=E2*Nu12/E1)
5
Cloth
Modulus of elasticity - E1
6
Cloth
Modulus of elasticity - E2
7
Cloth
Modulus of elasticity - E3
8
Cloth
Shear modulus - G12
9
Cloth
Shear modulus - G23
Cloth
Shear modulus - G31 (=G23)
10
Cloth
Poisson’s ratio – Nu12
11
Cloth
Poisson’s ratio – Nu23
12
Modulus of elasticity - E1 (Cloth Nu31 =
Tape 2
E3*Nu23/E1 Tape 2)
13
Adhesive Modulus of elasticity – E
14
Adhesive Shear modulus – G
15
Tape
Interlaminar Tensile Strength
16
Tape
Interlaminar Shear Strength
17
Cloth
Interlaminar Tensile Strength
18
Cloth
Interlaminar Shear Strength
*TNORM = truncated normal (at ± 3σ)

COV (%)
1.3
4.5

Distribution*
TNORM
TNORM

2.7

TNORM

5.1

TNORM

5.8
6.2
6.2
1.8
2.2

TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM

62.5
7.3

LOGNORMAL
TNORM
TNORM

2.7
9.1
9.1
6.1
4.7
6.9
8.2

TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM
TNORM

The structural deformation of the blade using the nominal (mean) values for the random variables is discussed
in this section. The deformed structure of the local blade model is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Deformed Blade Structure
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A stress plot of the critical sigma 3 tensile stress component and the high stressed region is shown in Figure 8.

Highly stressed region

Figure 8 Sigma 3 Blade Results

Probability of failure calculations were performed for the major structural components of the blade (nugget,
adhesive, skin plies, left and right flange plies). Table 7 below summarizes the results. The largest probability
of failure is in the first ply of the left flange, at the high stressed region shown in Figure 8. This probability is
denoted Ω. The probabilities of failure in the other locations of the blade are shown relative to Ω.
Table 7 Probability of Failure Results for Blade Locations

Blade Region
Adhesive
Nugget
Skin Plies (1-35)
Left Flange
Ply 1
Ply 2
Ply 3
Ply 4
Ply 5
Ply 6
Right Flange
Ply 1
Ply 2

Probability of Failure
Relative to Ω
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0 (Ω)
0.53
0.32
0.22
0.08
0.05
0.07
1.7E-4

A by-product of the probabilistic algorithm used to determine the probability of failure is deterministic
sensitivity results. NESSUSTM computes a first order Taylor series expansion of the Failure Index, with
respect to the random variables, e.g.,
N

FI ≅ a 0 + ∑ ai X i*
i =1

( 2)
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where a 0 and ai are the coefficients determined from the analysis, and X i* are the random variables values
about which the Taylor series is computed. In effect, the Taylor series coefficients are the deterministic
sensitivity factors, e.g., ai =

∂FI
∂X i

.
X i*

The relative importance of each random variable can be determined from the equation

γi =

ai X i*

,

N

∑a
j =1

j

X

( 3)

*
j

then normalized such that the largest value of γ i equals one. The values indicate the relative change in FI due
to a change in random variable i. The normalized sensitivities are shown in Table 8.

Table 8 Deterministic Sensitivities

Random Variable
Tape E1
Tape E2
Tape G12
Tape Nu12
Cloth E1
Cloth E2
Cloth E3
Cloth G12
Cloth G23
Cloth Nu12
Cloth Nu23
Cloth Nu31
Adhesive E
Adhesive G
Interlaminar Tape
Tensile Strength
Interlaminar Tape
Shear Strength
Interlaminar Cloth
Tensile Strength
Interlaminar Cloth
Shear Strength

Normalized
∆RV
∆FI/∆
Sensitivity
0.09
-0.08
0.03
-0.03
0.11
-0.11
0.05
-0.05
0.18
-0.18
-0.49
0.47
-0.11
0.11
-0.02
0.02
-0.22
0.21
0.00
0.00
-0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.07
0.07
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

-0.97

0.00

0.00

Another sensitivity study is to assess the percent change in FI, given a percent change in each random variable,
for example, 1%. That is, compute

∆FI
* (1% X i ) .
∆X i

( 4)
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The third column of Table 9 gives the results, which indicate that a 1% change in the cloth tensile strength
yields approximately a 1% drop in FI. The negative sign on the cloth tensile strength indicates that an increase
in its value yields a decrease in FI. The sensitivities clearly show the cloth interlaminar tensile strength is the
dominant variable, with the Cloth E2 variable also important, followed by the Cloth G23 variable.
Probabilistic sensitivities consider both the deterministic sensitivities and the scatter of the random variable.
These results can be used to determine the expected changes in the probability of failure, due to modifications
in the mean value or standard deviation of the random variables. The results shown in Table 9 are similar to
the deterministic sensitivities, and clearly indicate the Failure Index is most sensitive to the mean value and
standard deviation of the cloth tensile strength, and somewhat sensitive to the Cloth E2 variable.

Table 9 Probabilistic Sensitivity Factors for Left Flange 1st Ply

Random Variable
Tape E1
Tape E2
Tape G12
Tape Nu12
Cloth E1
Cloth E2
Cloth E3
Cloth G12
Cloth G23
Cloth Nu12
Cloth Nu23
Cloth Nu31
Adhesive E
Adhesive G
Interlaminar Tape
Tensile Strength
Interlaminar Tape
Shear Strength
Interlaminar Cloth
Tensile Strength
Interlaminar Cloth
Shear Strength

d prob/
d mean
-1.77E-08
-1.21E-07
-7.47E-07
-7.52E-01
-1.02E-07
2.76E-07
4.13E-07
1.23E-07
1.50E-06
2.97E-01
2.45E-01
-9.37E-10
1.46E-07
6.21E-06

Normalized
(%)
1
0
1
0
2
17
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0

d prob/
d stddev
-3.35E-10
-2.07E-09
-1.17E-08
-1.13E-02
-3.76E-09
-2.85E-08
-6.47E-09
-2.89E-09
-2.96E-08
-1.05E-01
-4.70E-03
-1.55E-10
-6.36E-09
-1.56E-07

Normalized
(%)
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.21E-12

0

-1.64E-06

0

9.96E-14

0

-1.12E-07

0

-8.15E-04

74

-1.88E-04

95

-2.17E-07

0

-8.77E-08

0

One can assess the reduction in the probability of failure as the failure index is modified and, also, how much
must one decrease the failure index to lower the probability of failure to a target value. A study was
performed, using the solutions of the left flange first ply. The study assumes the sensitivity of the failure index
to the random variables remains constant, but the constant term, i.e., a 0 is reduced. This approach is easy to
do, and does not require any additional finite element solutions.
The results are shown in Table 10, again relative to a probability of failure Ω. The results indicate that a 20%
reduction in the failure index leads to a reduction in the failure probability of 300 times. Using this
information, the designer can determine appropriate deterministically-based design targets of the failure index.
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Table 10 Probability of Failure as a Function of the Failure Index

FI
1.0
0.95
0.9
0.85
0.8
0.7

Probability of Failure
Relative to Ω
1.0 (Ω)
0.57
0.22
0.05
3.3E-3
1.7E-6

A system reliability analysis, considering failure in all locations and plies of the blade, was completed. In
other words, the probability of failure of the blade is defined as failure of any location of the blade. The
locations considered were adhesive, nugget, left flange, skin, and right flange. Failure in all plies was
considered.
The system reliability is determined mathematically as

P[blade] = P[ failure in any region] =
P[ Fnugget ∪ Fadhesive ∪ FSkinPly1  ∪ FSkinPlyN ∪
FLeftFlangePly1  ∪ FLeftFlangePlyN ∪

( 5)

FRightFlangePly1  ∪ FRightFlangePlyN ]
where the symbol ∪ denotes a “union” of events.
The system reliability methodology used makes no assumptions regarding the independence or correlation of
the failure locations. The analysis uses Monte Carlo or Importance Sampling, using the approximate limit
state derived during the component probability calculations.
The results indicate that the failure modes are fully correlated. That is, failure will always occur first in the left
flange 1st ply, for any realization of random variables. For example, there are no situations where failure will
occur in the second ply of the left flange without already having failed in the first ply of the left flange.
Therefore, the probability of failure of the blade is the probability of failure of the left flange 1st ply.
The probability of failure results of the blade, i.e., Ω, was larger than desired. As such, a redesign of the wingblade was undertaken. A series of modifications to the design was carried out. The quality of the redesign
was estimated deterministically by examining the computed failure index, using nominal values of the random
variables. After a good candidate was discovered from these deterministic analyses, a probabilistic analysis
was run to assess the probability of failure.
Three modifications were found that significantly reduced the failure index, two involved a geometric
quantity, and one involved a material property. The modifications were to eliminate one ply layer from the
right flange, to increase the nugget radius, and to reduce the Young’s modulus of the cloth in the 2 direction,
i.e., the E2 variable. The random variable statistics for E2 were modified such that the mean value was
one-half its previous value, and the COV was unchanged. The importance of the magnitude in nugget radius
can be seen in the sensitivities shown in Table 4.
The softening of the spar, by reducing E2 of the cloth, reduced the loads and moments in the wing. This, in
turn, lowered the failure index. The knowledge that a significant reduction in the failure index could be
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obtained by modifying E2 of the cloth and changing the nugget radius was discovered by evaluating the
probabilistic sensitivity factors, i.e., Table 9 and Table 4. This information would not be straightforward to
determine, without the sensitivity analyses. It may not be possible to implement this solution in an actual
aircraft, as softening the spar may have adverse effects on wing stiffness and aeroelastic performance.
Nevertheless, the design trade identifies a simple approach to significantly increasing safety for such a wing.
Informed managers, aware of the consequences, can make the appropriate decision.
The distribution of the failure index for the redesign is shown in Figure 9. The mean failure index equals
0.6835, the standard deviation equals 0.049, and the probability of failure is less than 10-30. Thus, the
probability of failure of the wing blade was reduced many orders of magnitude, to approximately zero.

Figure 9 Probability Density Function of the Failure Index after Redesign

Observations for Reliance on Analyses for Acceptance
The details of key elements of a state-of-the-art composite wing airframe were used to identify and explore
issues arising from an approach relying primarily on analysis for acceptance of airframe structure. A
centerpiece of the analysis process, identified as needed for this reliance, is the application of probabilistic
methods to the design and analysis process. The approach used was to develop high confidence in analysis of
small pieces of the problem, and then building a large and complex analysis from these building blocks. In
this, the approach taken is similar to the iterative design/test approach currently in common use. This roll-up
of complexity allowed the uncertainties of the large analysis to be developed from those developed in the
smaller and simpler analyses. The performance of the post-buckled wing box cover relied on a local model of
the cobonded joint modeling the attachment of the wing box cover to the wing spars. The failure margin of the
cobonded joint, whether it is thought of in terms of reliability or margin of safety, was critical to the structural
safety of the wing. In this way, the buildup from simple analysis models to the final complex models needed
for design acceptance was represented.
The analysis of the cobonded joint test article revealed a coefficient of variation of the pull-off load several
times larger than that computed from three test results. The larger scatter predicted is most likely due to the
fact that the scatter used for the material properties in the analysis was larger than the scatter found among the
three test articles. This is because the test articles are manufactured as one structure, from one batch of
materials, then sectioned. The material properties used in the analysis, however, were based on statistics of
material properties collected over several years. This study reinforced the fact that realistic statistics of the
random variables representing their variations expected over the production runs of the full structure be used in
the test articles and in the probabilistic analysis, in order to accurately correlate calculations with tests.
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This is significant because it indicates that using traditional element tests may not give a reliable prediction of
the production population. Traditionally, strong measures are taken to assure maximum uniformity in the test
articles. If one relies solely on pull-off tests from the same batch of material, then the actual population may
have a larger scatter, making the results unconservative. Therefore, the use of probabilistic methods can
anticipate variabilities for joints when it is not affordable to run the number of tests necessary to characterize
all the effects of independent parameters that enter into this analysis. Thus, even in the small element stages of
analysis buildup, the use of realistic design variable variations in a vigorous probabilistic design process
should produce basic analyses that are equal to but likely better than what limited testing can suggest.
The probabilistic analyses of the structure described in this effort demonstrate that a new approach is available,
one that allows safe prediction of the structural performance of these types of structural elements from basic
data sets that can be used without retest, as the design evolves. That is, the variability in performance of basic
structural elements due to the combined variations of material properties, manufacturing processes, and
environmental effects are analytically predictable, based on experimental building blocks of the basic
elements. This permits the testing of classes of elements to be considerably reduced or eliminated, and some
retests that arise from geometry, manufacturing process, or material change may be eliminated. Cycle time for
future programs is likely to be reduced by a substantial amount. An additional benefit could be a more
effective design, as detail improvements thought of after initial testing may be more effectively implemented.
This same benefit may eventually apply to the introduction of design changes in production or service.
A global-local probabilistic analysis of the wing-blade structure was performed to quantify the probability of
failure, and to identify the random variables to modify that would most cost-effectively achieve a safer
structure. Based on these findings, a redesign was carried out. In this case, two geometric and one material
property change were sufficient to reduce the probability of failure by many orders of magnitude, such that the
probability of failure of the redesigned structure is, basically, zero. Recognize that this design guidance
provided a better design than could have been achieved by attempting to guide the redesign by limited testing.
For the larger analysis model of the wing, observations can be taken that reflect how complete structure would
be treated. Traditional methods of acceptance rely on scaled-up loading of single test articles, to determine if
the structure is adequate for its expected use. Variations and unexpected loadings are accounted for in the
up-scaling of the loading. If probability of failure (POF) methods are used for acceptance, typically the
analyses are used to project POF values, and the testing establishes the adequacy of the analyses. These are
fundamentally different programs, with different conclusions to be drawn.
If POF analysis methods are used for acceptance, the degree of change in the way aircraft structure would be
developed cannot be underestimated. The conclusions, in general, focus on the fundamental change in
philosophy that every design variable must be represented by a distribution, rather than a single value. All the
methods, then, must account for this. Note that the fundamental response analyses do not change. Force will
always be equal to mass times acceleration; force will always equal to stiffness times deflection. However,
over the production run of an aircraft structure, its stiffness will vary some, and the forces applied to it will
vary some. Thus, its deflections will vary some. These variations cannot be captured by traditional test
methods for acceptance, and cannot be exploited for improved overall design performance.
Design acceptability is measured by an acceptable probability of performance. POF approaches require
probabilistic design methods to be useful analytical tools. It appears there are cost and schedule benefits from
probabilistic design, when it is evaluated with the entire program taken as a whole. The ability to eliminate
some testing, avoid some retesting, and define design refinements, using the sensitivity analyses, should make
the probabilistic design approach less expensive and faster in the long run, and provide the high confidence
analysis needed for structural acceptance.
Testing plays a different role with this approach. Testing provides distributions in how the design variables
may vary, but the real change is that hardware testing is aimed more at refining the analyses than certifying the
structure is safe. Safety evaluations through POF define structural safety. This fundamental change is the
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largest and most pervasive change in the structural design process, and dictates much of the following
observations.
While the same analysis models used in deterministic approaches are also used with probabilistic design
approaches, the analysis steps in probabilistic design are much more demanding than before. Where, before,
the response of a configuration was calculated to determine if selected values of the design variables provided
adequate strength, in probabilistic design there are ranges and distributions of these variables. This means that
in the simplest deterministic approaches, a multitude of response evaluations are required based on the
important combinations of the design variables. Fortunately, the probabilistic analysis tools have evolved to a
degree where the multiplicity of these evaluations is minimized. Still, there are many more evaluations with
probabilistic methods.
The probabilistic analysis process demands more skills than the traditional deterministic approaches of the
design engineer. Higher resolution response analyses are used earlier in the design cycle, often requiring
insight into such subjects as nonlinear, temperature dependant procedures. The nonlinear buckling response
example of the wing may be more typical than past experience would suggest. In fact, this investigation
suggests that a good team for design would consist of engineers familiar with best modeling schemes to
produce high quality idealizations. They would complement more traditional structural engineers, who have
great insight into structural solutions for new aircraft configurations. Added to these engineers would be
engineers who have a focus on the basic mechanics of probabilistic analyses, models, and statistics. Each of
these members brings needed depth to the design process that may not have been needed before.
While identifying the problem areas and extremely sensitive design variables may be easier with probabilistic
methods, the selection of the corrective or improving modification may rely on traditional approaches. These
would likely be evaluated using deterministic methods to define the selection of a nominal value for the
modified design value that needed changing. In this effort, for example, the selection of general direction of
change in the design variables identified by sensitivities was first examined with deterministic dry runs. Once
the correct direction is identified, these new values can be examined to determine if they are successful, using
the probabilistic methods.
The large amount of data required to perform these response evaluations, and the equally large volume of
results, highlight the data management challenges associated with probabilistic methods. Where once there
existed single assumed values for the design variables, now there are many. Where once there existed a single
response prediction, now there are many. This is further complicated by the fact that in building from simple
models/analyses to complex ones, it is important to assure the correct distributions are passed on to the next
level of analysis complexity. This suggests that some of the deterministic procedure-based structural
optimization codes may still be useful in identifying design solutions for problems identified with probabilistic
methods.
More detailed information is needed for the design process, and this information is needed earlier in the
process. Material value distributions are needed at the outset. Geometry variations are needed before any
geometry variations can be measured. While this implies that more is then known about the design, it occurs
at a time when little can be known in some area because it is just being conceived. Thus, reliance on design
information databases that document past histories in the distributions of materials and geometries become
crucial. However, this means someone must be willing to invest in gathering and storing this information after
the design is set and has been sold. It is important that the integrity of the data be ensured, as is the case in
present deterministic analysis approaches. More use of online database management systems that can be used
to better ensure data integrity and consistency is certainly in order.
There are long-term implications built into this data. Changes or improvements in manufacturing processes or
material capabilities must be addressed with reanalysis of the probabilistic results, since assumed
improvements in any single factor may not always combine in a beneficial way. It also means that testing
must include the realistic changes that should be expected over a long production run with different suppliers
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of the materials and process hardware. This was illustrated with the results of the local blade stiffener
calculations. The analysis of the cobonded joint test article revealed a coefficient of variation of the pull-off
load several times larger than that computed from three test results. The predicted larger scatter is due to
several differences between the model and the way the test specimens were manufactured. The test articles
were manufactured as one structure, from one batch of materials, and then sectioned into three specimens. As
a result, the test did not reflect the full variability of the material properties that would be seen between
different batches of material, nor did it reflect the differences in geometry that would be present between
different manufacturing runs.
Early design insight is greater and more complete with the probabilistic approach. The sensitivity analyses
available with probabilistic analyses are of great value in many ways. They can tell you what variables are
important, which ones must be held to close tolerances, where detailed testing is needed, and can suggest
which variables can greatly improve the performance of the structure with little or non-obvious changes. The
insight to soften the E2 values of the composite cloth in the blade is a prime example of the latter. Without the
insight of the sensitivity studies available in the new method, this design solution most likely would not have
been examined.
There appears to be the opportunity to tailor the POF of all the components of a structure to provide a better
risk balance and, thus, remove unnecessary overdesign. Since the building-block approach forms up the POF
of each component from those elements it is made of, probabilistic design offers the ability to tailor these
building blocks so that all contribute equally to the overall POF. It also allows the designer to better identify
the crucial elements needing design attention.
With greater specificity in the way a structure fails, by knowing the probability of each failure mode, the
designer can work toward supplying more graceful failure modes for the structure. This "leak before massive
rupture" structural response can be most useful in saving aircraft from sudden catastrophic failure modes that
provide little warning or opportunity to safely return.
The testing approach outlined here in support of probabilistic design is changed, fundamentally, from
traditional approaches. More details are needed early, but testing done on other programs using similar
materials and fabrication methods can provide much of that. The detail of the measurements taken for a range
of loads is much greater than the traditional method of determining rupture loads. Subcritical strain and
deflection data are key to fine-tuning analysis models. The probabilistic analyses allow safe prediction of the
structural performance of these types of structural elements from basic data sets that can be used without
retest, as the design evolves. That is, the variability in performance of basic structural elements due to the
combined variations of material properties, manufacturing processes, and environmental effects are
analytically predictable, based on experimental building blocks of the basic elements.
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Abstract
Multiple configurations in various stages of aircraft design have to be experimentally tested and
validated to study the performance of various systems subjected to non-deterministic design parameters.
These tests are expensive and time consuming, increasing the acquisition cost and time for military
aircraft/equipment. Therefore, analytical certification aims at reducing/eliminating the expensive prototype
testing during these intermediate design stages by propagating the input variance through the design.
Analytical certification involves modeling the variance/uncertainties in the design parameters and
estimating the variance in the component/system performance.
Based on the nature and extent of uncertainty existing in an engineering system, different
approaches can be used for uncertainty propagation. If the uncertainty of the system is due to imprecise
information and lack of statistical data, the Possibilistic theory can be used. During preliminary design,
uncertainties need to be accounted for and due to lack of sufficient information assigning a probability
distribution may not be possible. Moreover, the flight conditions (loads, control surface settings, etc.)
during a mission could take values within certain bounds, which do not follow any particular pattern. The
uncertain information in these cases is available as intervals with lower and upper limits. In this case, the
fuzzy arithmetic based method is suitable to estimate the possibility of failure. The use of surrogate models
to improve the efficiency of prediction is presented in this paper. Various numerical examples are
presented to demonstrate the applicability of the method to practical problems.

Introduction
Aerospace structural design involves analyzing various disciplines like structures, controls,
aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, electromagnetics, etc. The design process requires integration of multiple
disciplines to model the actual behavior of the system. This complex design process usually becomes
challenging with the presence of uncertainties in material properties, loads, boundary conditions, geometric
properties, manufacturing processes, environment, and mathematical models. Incorporation of these
uncertainties into the design enables the prediction of the aircraft performance variation in the presence of
uncertainties and more importantly their sensitivity for targeted testing and quality control.
The traditional way to propagate the uncertainty is to use safety factors in the design, which
essentially ignores the source of a given uncertainty. This safety factor approach produces designs that
satisfy all the requirements but not optimum for the given conditions. Moreover, the safety factor based
approach is suitable and applicable for situations where the new design is a derivative of an existing
design. It becomes impractical and expensive to apply the safety factor based design to new systems
because this procedure requires extensive testing to assign a safety factor that produces a conservative
design.
As the complexity of the multifunctional structure increases, the cost of manufacturing the prototype
to validate the designs and determine the level of safety would increase alarmingly. Thus, the need for
analytical certification of components is compelling. Uncertainty quantification techniques are tools that
aid in analytical certification. Uncertainty quantification and their effects are not unique. They depend on
the amount of data engineers incorporate about a particular event or variable. Depending on the
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information available, the designer has to choose the quantification technique that would propagate the
uncertainties through the system. Depending on the nature of information available, various techniques are
appropriate for propagating the uncertainty through the system integration and design process.
In engineering design, the designers often have to deal with uncertainties in structural loads, material
properties, initial conditions, control system settings, etc. The uncertainty can be classified as random and
non-random. The random uncertainty can be dealt with by using the existing probabilistic methods and the
safety of the design can be quantified [1-6]. In situations where the information required for assigning the
probability distribution to a variable is not available, the non-randomness comes into picture. The
impreciseness of the parameter is available as a bound. Various interval analysis techniques are available
to deal with variables that have bounds. However, these techniques provide one bound for the response
compared to the fuzzy approach that provides the bounds on the response at various confidence intervals.
From the literature available on fuzzy arithmetic approach, fuzzy set models, which require little data,
appear to be well suited to deal with design under uncertainty when little is known about the uncertainty.
Interval data might be available from the sparse output of instrument measurements; the mean of a
normal distribution could be available from many experts; parameters of another distribution fit with high
precision from a large collection of measured point data; and finally, the mean of another distribution may
only be presumed to lie within an interval. Also, in real situations, the uncertainty in a given input
parameter might be independently estimated from several completely different sources and thus have
completely different mathematical representations.
Fuzzy theory provides a means by which incomplete or subjective information can be represented in
an analytical form. This kind of uncertainty can arise during design and manufacture, where a geometric
parameter, x can be subjected to tolerances as x ± ∆x . Moreover, no additional information is available
to assign a probability distribution within the interval. Then the parameter can be treated as a fuzzy
number. The main advantage of the fuzzy theory is that it can accommodate the confidence levels of
variables and as the design progresses, the design need not be reevaluated to obtain the new bounds on the
response due to change in confidence levels of the design parameters. These bounds will be available for
any confidence level from 0 to 1 , once the design is analyzed using the fuzzy theory. The technique used
to construct the fuzzy number for the uncertain variable is discussed in the later section.
In 1965 [7] Zadeh provided the first tools, i.e. fuzzy sets, specially devised for dealing with
vagueness. Since then various researchers have advanced the subject and its recent applications are in areas
like artificial intelligence, image processing, speech recognition, biological and medical sciences, decision
theory, economics, geography, sociology, psychology, linguistics and semiotics. Literature has shown that
it is indeed a useful tool to quantify the impreciseness and vagueness present in real-life problems. Most of
the engineering applications have been in controls, decision-making and optimization. Kaufmann and
Gupta in Ref [8] reviewed the area of fuzzy arithmetic. Buckley and Qu [9], Sanchez [10], and Zhao and
Govind [11] investigated the mathematics of fuzzy equations and their solutions. These solution methods
are applicable to problems with explicit response functions and inapplicable when the response is implicit.
Vallipapan and Pham [12] introduced the use of fuzzy information in the finite element analysis of
geotechnical engineering application. In their work, the authors used fuzzy sets in the finite element
formulation to model the elastic soil medium. They introduced the lower and upper fuzzy bounds values
for the input parameters at a particular membership level, or α cut, and solved the resulting deterministic
model.
Fuzzy finite element analysis can be broadly classified into two categories, namely, explicit and
implicit techniques. In explicit techniques, the solution of the response is explicitly obtained by operations
on an α level representation. The advantage of this method is that the interval equations as a function of
α are solved only once and the bounds on the response at any α level are readily available. However, this
method has its practical problems including the possibility of obtaining unbounded, unrealistic and nonunique solutions to the response bounds. Moreover, these methods are still being developed and they have
not been well tested since they do not use the legacy finite element software.
The second category is the implicit formulation where all the binary combinations of the extreme
values of the fuzzy variables at a particular α level are explored and the bounds of the response are
obtained. At each combination of the variables, one finite element simulation is required and the
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computational effort involved is exponentially related to the number of variables. The implicit methods
result in exact bounds (provided there is no maxima or minima within the bound) at a considerable cost.
Braibant et al [13] presented non-deterministic possibilistic approaches for structural analysis and
optimization. If the system is fuzzy, it is possible to establish a connection between the interval method
and the fuzzy analysis by using the concept of membership level or α -cuts. α is actually the level of
satisfaction, which changes from 0 to 1. At the level of satisfaction α , the variation domain of the variable
x is given by the interval [ Iα , Iα ]. By representing the design parameters using α -cuts approach, all the
interval expressions involved in the analysis can be evaluated at different fuzzy levels or α values. In
practice, the fuzzy response of a structure is computed in three steps. First, the fuzzy members describing
the parameter uncertainties are sampled for different degrees of membership in which each parameter is
given an interval. This is what is called “fuzzification”. Second, the finite element equilibrium equations
are solved at each level, leading to the corresponding variation intervals of the structural responses.
Finally, putting the intervals together for each structural response, the interval related to different degrees
of membership allows the fuzzy response to be built. Difficulty arises when solving the discretized interval
equilibrium equations.
In order to improve the efficiency of the above solution algorithms involving fuzzy data, the
Hansen Algorithm [14], Neumann Approximate Vertex Solution and Vertex Solution [15] were introduced
in Ref. [13]. The Vertex Solution is considered as the most robust but the computation cost could be
prohibitive when the number of uncertain parameters is very large. The Hansen Algorithm is one of the
most popular explicit direct algorithms and the iterative algorithms of the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi family
have to be used as a basis to solve the interval linear equation system. For the Hansen Algorithm, two
modifications were introduced to limit the occurrence of unbounded solutions in the basic algorithm.
These methods are applicable for implicit problems whose response behaves in a linear fashion. However,
in most engineering problems, the response is highly nonlinear and a linear approximation at the central
values could lead to erroneous results. For the Neumann Approximate Vertex Solution, the linear
approximation is used for the stiffness matrix and the load vector with respect to uncertain parameters. The
number of numerical simulations for Neumann is 2 n , where n is the number of uncertain variables.
However, the “Vertex Solution” requires 2 n number of simulations. The cost involved in vertex method is
exponential and it is not a viable solution to large-scale engineering problems.
Akpan [17] et.al presented response surface based fuzzy analysis. In their work, they have
constructed a second-order response surface model and used this response surface to evaluate the function
value in the vertex method. This method is applicable to problems with a limited number of uncertain
variables since the cost of building the response surface increases with the number of uncertain variables.
Moreover, the vertex method fails to capture the accurate bound when the function has maxima or minima
within the range of the input parameters.
The above-mentioned difficulties in dealing with the fuzzy based analysis of structural systems are
dealt with in the current study. In this current study, fuzzy set theory is applied to quantify the non-random
uncertainties. The ability to efficiently handle large-scale implicit problems with high degree of accuracy is
a salient feature of this method. The imprecision or fuzziness in the response of interest is calculated by
using the Zadeh’s extension principle. The computational implementation of the extension principle on
implicit functions like a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model or the Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) model is performed with the use of high quality function approximations. These function
approximations reduce the cost involved in actual function value evaluations. Examples are provided to
demonstrate the solution procedure and the applicability of the method.
Using the definition of the fuzzy number, the available uncertain information can be used to
construct the fuzzy number. The present method is used to model the uncertainty when the available
information about the uncertain variable is limited. The following section discusses the technique used to
model the fuzzy number using the available information.

Triangular Membership Function
In structural engineering it is often possible to acquire knowledge about various parameters in the
form of low, probable and high values. Based on this information, the membership functions can be
constructed. Following the concepts of fuzzy set theory the parameters are modeled as fuzzy numbers,
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where the information is imprecise due to vagueness. In this work we have adopted the suggestion found in
Ref [12] to define a linear membership function.
The two extreme left and right fuzzy members L ′ and H ′ respectively, at µ ( x) = 0 are defined
as

 P − 2( P − L), P ≥ 2( P − L)
L′ = 
P ≤ 2( P − L)
 0,

(5)

H ′ = P + 2( H − P )

(6)

where L, P, and H are the expert’s estimates of low, probable and high values, respectively.
The following triangular membership function is obtained:

0

 x − L′


′
µ ( x) =  HP ′−−Lx

H′ − P

0

x ≤ L′
L′ ≤ x ≤ P
(7)

P ≤ x ≤ H′
x ≥ H′

Several different shapes of membership can be used for different types of imprecision. This
methodology permits the solution of problems involving imprecisely defined geometry, external loads,
initial conditions, etc.

Multi-Point Approximation
The approximation technique used in this paper is the Multi-Point Approximation (MPA)
technique. The multi-point approximation can be regarded as the connection of many local
approximations. With function and sensitivity information of limit-state already available at a series of
points, one local approximation is built at each point. All local approximations are then integrated into a
multi-point approximation by the use of a weighting function. The MPA can be written using the following
general formulation:
~
F(X ) =

K

∑W

k

~
( X )F k ( X )

(8)

k =1

~

where k is the number of local approximations, Fk ( X ) is a two-point local approximation and Wk is a
~

~

weighting function that adjusts the contribution of Fk ( X ) to F ( X ) in Eq. 8. The evaluation of this
weighting function involves the selection of a blending function and a power index “m”. The procedural
details for evaluating the weighting function are discussed in Ref.18.
The weighting function is given by the equation

Wk ( X) =

φ k ( X)
K

∑φ
j =1

j

(9)

( X)

where φ k ( X ) is the blending function. The blending function used in this paper is given by:

φk ( X ) =

1
hk

(10)
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This blending function combines the local approximations into one MPA and controls how fast the
MPA adapts to the local approximation at a particular design point. The local approximations considered in
this paper are TANA2 and they are of the type,
1− p
n
∂F ( X 2 ) xi , 2 i p i
1 n
~
F(X ) = F(X2) + ∑
( xi − xip, 2i ) + ε ∑ ( xip i − xip, 2i ) 2
∂xi
pi
2 i =1
i =1

(11)

where X2 is the expansion point for the approximation. X1 and X2 are two design vectors at which
the function and gradient information of F(X) are used to build TANA2 model. This equation is a secondp
order Taylor series expansion in terms of the intervening variables y i ( y i = xi i ) , in which the Hessian
matrix has only diagonal elements of the same value ε . Therefore, this approximation does not need the
calculation of the second-order derivatives.
The construction of MPA requires sampling (D-Optimal design) in the entire domain represented
by the uncertain variables. Design of experiments technique is used to efficiently select the data points
required for the construction of MPA.
These types of designs are always an option regardless of the type of model the experimenter
wishes to fit (for example, first order, first order plus some interactions, full quadratic, cubic, etc.) or the
objective specified for the experiment (for example, screening, response surface, etc.). Given the total
number of treatment runs for an experiment and a specified model, the computer algorithm chooses the
optimal set of design runs from a candidate set of possible design treatment runs. This candidate set of
treatment runs usually consists of all possible combinations of various factor levels that one wishes to use
in the experiment.

Uncertainty Quantification Method
The problem dealt with here is the estimation of the membership function of the response subject
to uncertain input parameters. The uncertainty is non-random and it is defined using the fuzzy set theory.
The estimation of the fuzzy membership function for the implicit response requires the use of interval
analysis at each α level. The interval analysis techniques available in the literature as discussed earlier use
linear approximation at the central values or evaluate the function at all the vertices formed by the lower
and upper limits of the uncertain variables. These methods require a significant number of function
evaluations and sometimes fail to capture the bounds of response for non-monotonic response functions.
Therefore, a method using the nonlinear function approximations to reduce the computational effort
involved in the analysis is presented. The UQ method has two main tasks: (1) Fuzzification; and (2)
Computation of fuzzy response based on extension principle. These are discussed below:

Fuzzification
A fuzzy set is an imprecisely defined set without a crisp boundary and it provides a gradual
transition from ‘belonging’ to ‘not belonging’ to the set. The process of quantifying a fuzzy variable is
known as fuzzification. When the input parameters are uncertain then they have to be fuzzified. This is
done by constructing a membership function (possibility distribution) for the variable. In the present work,
convex normal triangular membership functions are used to characterize the fuzzy input variables.

Fuzzy Membership Function Estimation
In order to employ the extension principle, the membership function of the response is obtained
from the surrogate model of the response, using multi-point approximations. Then this approximation is
used along with the numerical estimation method for estimating the membership function of the response.
The following are the main steps involved in the approximation of the response
1. Use design of experiments to obtain the location of design points that are used to approximate the
response
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2. Perform actual analysis and obtain the function value and gradients of the response at the above
selected design points
3. Construct TANA2 at the design points and blend them into a single approximation using the MultiPoint Approximation (MPA) techniques
Uncertain Input

Fuzzification
Define fuzzy membership functions for the
input variables

Evaluate the function value at the
randomly sampled data points using
MPA

Design of Experiments to obtain the data
points

Construct local TANA2 approximation in the
vicinity of maximum and minimum function values

Construct Multi-Point Approximation

Determine the minimum and
maximum of the response using an
optimization technique

Discretize the fuzzy input membership
functions

At each discrete interval, perform the numerical simulation to
obtain the membership function of the response

Figure 1 Possibilistic Structural Analysis Algorithm

Once the fuzzy input variables and the approximate response function are available, the vertex
method can be used on the approximate response function to obtain the bounds on the response. However,
the vertex method is computationally expensive and does not produce accurate results when the response is
non-monotonic. Therefore, a more robust method to accurately estimate the bounds of the response at
different possibility levels is presented in this work.
The following are the steps involved in estimation of the bounds on the response:
1. Discretize the membership function of the input parameters at various α cuts (possibility levels). At
each of these discretized level the maximum and minimum of the response are calculated to construct
the membership function of the response.
2. Evaluate the approximate function value at randomly sampled data points for each discretized α level.
The data point that results in a minimum function value is used as a starting point of the optimization
process. The data points are selected by using uniform distribution for sampling. This assumption of
uniform distribution does not affect the final result because it is used only to sample the data. Use of a
different distribution would assume bias towards a certain region in the entire design space and would
result in erroneous results.
3. Use TANA2 approximation during the search process to reduce the computational cost. The TANA2
approximation is constructed using new data points in the vicinity of the data point determined in step
2.
4. Repeat step 2 to obtain a maximum value of the response by constructing new TANA2 approximation.
Once the minimum and maximum values of the function are obtained, the membership function of the
response can be determined. Using this membership function the possibility of failure for the structure can
be determined using the possibility theory. Figure 1is a pictorial representation of the UQ method. The
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process in the dotted lines, in figure 1 is the numerical technique used to determine the membership
function of the response.

Flexible Wing Example
Figure 2 shows the structural model of the flexible wing whose membership function for the
frequency response is considered. The structure represents a fighter wing model with all the dynamic
characteristics. There are 118 nodes in the wing section, 12 nodes in fuselage part and one reference node.
The connection of the wing to the fuselage is modeled using simple beam elements. The upper and lower
skins are modeled using quadrilateral and triangle membrane elements. The rib and spar webs are
represented by shear panel elements, while the rib and spar caps are represented by rod elements. The
vertical stiffness is supported by rod elements.
The wing structure is composed of 562 elements, which are classified as skins, ribs, spars, rib caps,
spar caps, and posts. The weight of the whole fuselage is 16,000 lb and due to symmetry, each wing carries
8,000 lb. In addition to the load, 1,600 lb of nonstructural mass is distributed among the free nodes. First
natural frequency of the structure is considered as the response in this example. The structure is analyzed
using the finite element software ASTROS [20].
The response function considered in this example is as shown below:

G( X ) =

(2 π f ) 2

λ1

−1

where f is the lower limit on the fundamental frequency that is 3.0 Hz. and λ1 is the fundamental
eigenvalue. The vector X represents all the uncertain variables defined as triangular membership functions.
Table 1 shows the lower and upper limits of the uncertain variables along with the central value used to
construct the triangular membership functions.
The uncertain variables are obtained by using physical linking of the design parameters in order to
reduce the size of the 562 element problem. Physical linking facilitates the reduction of number of
uncertain variables, so that manufacturing and assembly issues are represented in modeling. At the same
time, the computational schemes can be applied to practical large-scale problems. Upper wing skin is
modeled to have the chord wise element thickness as uncertain variable. This linking results in seven
uncertain variables for the upper skin since there are seven rib sections excluding the root. The lower skin
properties are matched to the properties of the upper skin. The upper and lower spar caps are assigned one
uncertain variable. The leading edge spar web is assigned one uncertain variable and the upper and lower
spar caps are assigned one variable. Seven variables are used to model the spars. There are seven rib
sections that are assigned one uncertain variable each. The upper and lower rib caps are modeled as one
variable. The smart actuators are modeled as one variable and the vertical stiffeners are modeled as another
variable.
The values of the uncertain variables are taken from an optimization study. The optimization study
was performed using the weight of the structure as the cost function and this is minimized subject to a
frequency constraint. A lower limit of 3 Hz was used as a constraint on fundamental frequency. The
structure was optimized with this frequency constraint and the final design is selected as the central design.
The initial weight of the structure was 13,000 lb. and the final design had a weight of 9833 lb. Figure 3
shows the iteration history for the above optimization problem. Once the central design is selected,
uncertainty is modeled as deviation from the central design. This type of modeling would be suitable when
dealing with designs that have tolerance information.
D-optimal design technique was used to select 512 data points to construct MPA for the response
function. Local TANA2 approximations were constructed using the data points and these were blended
using a blending function to obtain one MPA. Once the approximation is constructed random sampling is
performed in the uncertain space and the maximum and minimum for the function are determined. These
maximum and minimum points are perturbed and new simulation is performed at the perturbed data points.
This additional information is used in constructing a new TANA2 approximation that is used to determine
the lower and upper limit of the response.
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Figure 2. Flexible wing structural model

At every data point, the function value and gradients are estimated using ASTROS. The gradients
are available analytical at every data point. A total of 572 simulations were performed to obtain the
membership function of the response. Each of these simulations is a computationally expensive finite
element analysis. Among these, 512 simulations are performed at each of the data points from the Doptimal design, 40 simulations were required to construct the TANA2 approximation, used in optimization
to find the maximum and minimum. Finally 20 simulations were performed to obtain the actual function
value at the optimum points for minimum and maximum values.
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Figure 3: Iteration History

These lower and upper limits are obtained at each of the possibility levels to produce the
membership function of the response as shown in Figure 4. The membership function determines the
bounds on the response at various confidence levels. For example, the response value would be equal to –
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0.00153 if the structural parameters were deterministic and assumed the central value. However, the
uncertainty in the input data would result in the bounded response depending on the bounds of input
parameters.
The possibility of failure is equal to the maximum value of the confidence level in the range of
response values considered. For example, from the plot of the membership function of frequency, the
possibility of failure that the frequency would be less than -0.1 is 47%. This is obtained by considering the
interval from –0.1 to the lower limit when the confidence level is 0 and taking the value of the maximum
confidence level for all those values. The possibilistic analysis method is an efficient technique to estimate
the possibility of failure of the response. The efficiency of the method is achieved by using the high
fidelity surrogate models for the response.
Uncertain Variable

Lower Limit (in.)

Central Value (in.)

Upper Limit (in.)

1

0.10

0.130

0.15

2

0.06

0.080

0.10

3

0.05

0.070

0.09

4

0.04

0.056

0.08

5

0.02

0.036

0.05

6

0.01

0.020

0.03

7

0.01

0.020

0.03

8

0.01

0.020

0.03

9

0.01

0.020

0.03

10

0.01

0.020

0.03

11

0.01

0.020

0.03

12

0.01

0.020

0.03

13

0.01

0.020

0.03

14

0.01

0.020

0.03

15

0.02

0.026

0.031

16

0.01

0.015

0.02

17

0.03

0.040

0.05

18

0.01

0.020

0.03

19

0.01

0.020

0.03

20

0.01

0.020

0.03

21

0.01

0.020

0.03

22

0.01

0.020

0.03

23

0.02

0.030

0.04

24

0.02

0.030

0.04

25

0.035

0.045

0.055

26

0.01

0.020

0.03

27

0.01

0.020

Table 1: Bounds on the Uncertain Structural Parameters

0.03
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A value of possibility equal to zero means that there is no possibility and a value of one indicates
maximum possibility. The above membership function describes the relationship between the possibility
level and frequency. The membership function can give information about the possibility for a range of
frequencies. In this technique, the structure can be designed to operate in the range of response values that
satisfy certain confidence level requirements.
Therefore, when designing a structure such as this fighter wing, the designer must decide what level of
confidence has to be achieved for the design. Once that confidence level is decided, the problem boils
down to controlling the various uncertain parameters in order to obtain a required membership function.
These uncertain parameters can be controlled by posing this as an optimization problem where the
objective could be minimization of weight of the structure and the constraint is that the possibility of a
particular value (say frequency less than a certain limiting value) is less than a predetermined level of
confidence. This optimization task would produce a design whose frequency is within the acceptable range
at a particular level of confidence and also the structure would have least weight.

Possibility

0.80

0.47

0.40

Response

0.00
-0.2

-0.1

0

0.2

0.4

Figure
Bounds
on Res pons
e
Figure 4:11:
Bounds
on Frequency
Response

Summary
The uncertainty quantification method presented in this paper aims at reducing or even eliminating
the testing on prototypes during the intermediate stages. These methods can be used to determine the
variance in the response analytically and the design can be updated according to this information. This
reduces the cost and time for military vehicle acquisition considerably. Moreover, these methods can also
be used to develop a targeted testing procedure for the final design prototypes thereby, reducing the
number of actual tests.
In this paper a methodology for dealing with vague information is presented. In the presence of
vague information, usual practice is to assign some distribution information that closely matches the
available information. However, this practice would introduce more uncertainty into the system and the
results obtained can be orders of magnitude away from the actual failure probability.
Therefore, the presented method uses the available information without assuming any additional
information and predicts the possibility distribution for the response. This possibilistic analysis is useful in
the preliminary design stage where very less data is available for the design parameters. The efficiency of
the UQ method is evident when dealing with the implicit response functions that require expensive FEA
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simulations to obtain the function values. Therefore, the use of function approximations is emphasized to
reduce the computational cost involved in the analysis procedure.
In possibility analysis a membership function has to be assigned for the uncertain variable. This
membership function can be constructed when the intervals information at various confidence levels is
known. However, this information is usually unavailable, therefore, a distribution is assumed that best
represents the available data. In this paper, a triangular membership function is assigned to the uncertain
variables because it is assumed that the data is dispersed around a central design. The membership function
of the response depends on the assumption of a distribution for the individual uncertain variables.
Therefore, assumption of an invalid distribution would produce results that do not represent the actual
problem. However, the values of the response at zero percent confidence are not dependent on any kind of
distribution information. Therefore, when there is absolutely no information about the uncertain variables
the analysis is performed at zero percent confidence.
The possibilistic analysis method discussed here would estimate the bounds on the response
subject to uncertain intervals. These bounds give an insight into the problem and they can be used to
design structures that are less sensitive to the uncertainties in the input parameters. These bounds can be
used in an analysis procedure that adjusts the bounds of input parameters to determine a configuration of
these parameters that would result in the narrowest bound on the response. Moreover, the worst-case
bounds on the response can be forced to fall in the safe operating zone to obtain a highly reliable
component or system. These design configurations produce structures that are robust and perform safely in
an uncertain operating environment.
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Q: Your presentation concentrated on how input uncertainty propagates through models to produce levels
of uncertainty in the output properties. Equally important are levels of uncertainty in the model itself.
Have you considered/completed model dependability analysis in you research?
A: Uncertainties in simulations come from many sources such as input parameters, finite element models,
type of elements, numerical analyses selected, nonlinear solution techniques chosen, initial conditions,
assumptions in solvers, and soon. This presentation concentrated on input parameters and we are in
preliminary stages of research in model uncertainty and including them. The key factor is how to
characterize model uncertainties and then choosing a proper method for propagation in simulation.
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1 Abstract
The high cost of designing a new airplane enforced engineers to look for new cheaper methods. One method
for the cost reduction is wide use of computer simulations in designing and certification process. From many
different methods of analysis, FEM appears to be the best, but in spite of all improvements, present level of
fidelity is still too low to completely eliminate experiments in the designing process. This explains why
Building Block Approach is still the main method for designing, but certification process, which is only
verification one, is more suitable for use computer methods only. Results of static tests and FEM analysis for
two airplanes designed in the Institute of Aviation will be shown in this presentation. To allow for
comprehensive insight of the problem of fidelity of analysis, two different airplanes were selected. First one is
the metal jet trainer I-22 Iryda designed according to the AP970 regulations and the second one - four places
all-composite aircraft designed and certified according to the FAR.23 regulations.

2 Iryda I-22 and PZL I-23 Manager Aircraft
The I-22 and I-23 Manager aircraft are the newest products of the, operating for the last 70 years in Warsaw,
Institute of Aviation (ILot). Founded in 1926, the Aviation Institute initially concentrated on testing and
issuing certificate of airworthiness. After the WW2, it has broadened its scope of activity onto the design of
flying apparatus of sorts. The successful designs of the first Polish, Gil (1946), and Zuk (1959) helicopters,
were created here. A few training-fighter jets were designed as well, one of which, namely TS-11 Iskra won a
set of world records to its name. A reconnaissance airship, and the line of rescue hovercraft vessel designs,
were also successfully undertaken. The mentioned above training-fighter jets, were equipped with the series of
the jet engines designed by the Institute, of which the most noteable are the SO3 and K16.

Fig. 1 Last M96 version of training - fighter jet I-22 Iryda

Fig. 2 Personal & Business aircraft PZL I-23

Herein the latest version of the I-22 Iryda aircraft is presented. This is a highly maneuverable development
version, where, in comparison to the previous one, the new wing with the Fowler flaps and LERX slots has
been introduced, as well as the fin lengths increased, in order to provide additional stability at large angle of
attack. The I-23 Manager is a single jet engine, low-wing monoplane provided with the classical tail units and
tri retractable landing gear. The airframe structure is almost exclusively composites. Thanks to that and a
thorough aerodynamics the 1200 km extreme range of the plane has been reached.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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3 Design computations
The Institute of Aviation (ILot) customarily applies the three stage computational process, wherein increasing
accuracy models are analyzed, for the designs of military and transport aircrafts.

First stage of analysis - choice of load cases for strength calculations.
The MEWA system worked out by the ILot is utilized at this stage. The idea of this being to use the
superimposing of simple structural and aerodynamic models.

Fig. 3 PZL I-23 aerodynamic loads model

PZL I-23 structural loads model

The modified Multhopp's method is applied to determining aerodynamic loads. It yields very good results to
the wings of moderate to high aspect ratio. The modification of the classical Multhopp's method entails
complementing the Multhopp method by the calculations of the potential flow over once bent thin plate, so
that the characteristics of the pitching moment, determined in aerodynamic tunnel, can be achieved.
The load, defined in such a manner, is later applied to the simplified by beams, model of the plane's structure.
The resulting from the above distributions of moments and forces in the beams allows selecting critical load
cases, dedicated for further analysis. Around a thousand different load cases are analyzed. For instance, for
the PZL I-23 aircraft 14 mass variations were considered. This permitted to separate a certain group of load
cases for further more detail strength calculations. In the concrete case of PZL I-23 aircraft 67 load cases were
chosen for further computations.

Second stage computing model - general strength analysis
In this phase the Finite Element Method is usually used for analyzing of an aircraft as a whole or any of its
main systems. To permit these models to be effectively utilized they have to be small. The upper limit of the
FEM models built in the last decade of twentieth century, in ILot did nor exceed 20 thousands elements. At
present, thanks to the technical progress, the models can go up to 200 thousand elements. The twenty
thousands number limit caused the global models to have low mesh density, roughly from 1 to 6 elements per
one skin panel. The adopted accuracy, not permitting for in depth modeling of a plane detail, was not a
problem, because adopted models served solely for determining the distribution of internal forces in members.
It was so, because only in the third stage, the detail local analyzing of strength was performed.
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Fig. 4 Global FEM model of the I-22
aircraft vertical tail

Fig. 5 Global FEM model of the wing, without the top
skin, of the I-22 Iryda aircraft

Third stage computing model - local strength analysis
The internal loads determined in the previous stage serve now for the purpose of the strength analyzing of
particular aircraft structural elements. Various calculating methods are applied at this stage - the mix of FEM
and analytical methods, depending on the degree of complexity of the real object.

Fig. 6 PZL I-23 aircraft engine
shock absorber seat.

PZL I-23 aircraft wing's flap
fitting

I-22 aircraft
component

flight

controls

Because the PZL I-23 has been classed as the tourist aircraft, in order to save costs of designing process, some
simplifying approach was adopted in combining the two and three stages. In so doing a global computational
model of increased accuracy was arrived at.
Size of the model rendered it impractical for
calculations. It was therefore divided into
separate models
1) Fuselage with engine frame
2) Wing
3) Horizontal Tail
4) Rudder
5) Flaps
6) Ailerons

Fig. 7 PZL I-23 aircraft Global FEM model.
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A choice of models is presented below

Fig. 8 Fuselage model of PZL I-23 aircraft

Wing model of PZL I-23 aircraft (view after top skin
removal)

Strength calculations were performed using system MSC.Nastran in the case of PZL I-23 aircraft linear
calculations were predominantly performed: linear static and linear buckling. In the case of metal made I-22
Iryda, non-linear calculations in full range of both geometry and material were performed.
The fact that the calculations for the PZL I-23 aircraft were limited to the linear bracket only, stems from the
properties of composites are linear and for this type of structure one resigns off the structure work, once the
stability has been lost.
The program RCS, devised by the ILot, permits to analyze vast number of load cases thanks to "the automatic
charging the model with load cases". For example, in the computations of the PZL I-23 aircraft, in total 67
cases of loading were taken into account. The fuselage was computed for 25 load cases, and the wing for 32
cases, engine frame for 13, horizontal tail for 6, rudder for 3, and the flaps for 2 loading cases.
In cases of laminated and composites structures to assess the strength the First Ply Failure hypothesis was
applied. The strength of each ply was adjudicated by means of Tsai-Hill hypothesis. The allowable level of
stress were determined as a result of material tests. On the PZL I-23 aircraft joints were predominantly glued
and then screwed together to ensure the correct pressure in assembling. While assessing strength, the
calculated intensities of the shear and normal forces in the joint were compared with the forces determined in
the materials tests. A novelty being that in the calculations normal forces were allowed for, and not only shear
forces.

Fig. 9 Distribution of failure indexes in bottom
skin of the horizontal tail of PZL I-23 aircraft

Distribution of failure indexes the wing skin of
PZL I-23 aircraft

The metal structure strength was analyzed by checking the magnitude of von Mises stresses, found in the way
of non-linear computations, with allowance for plasticity phenomenon.
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Fig. 10 Distribution of von Mises stress in
wing of I-22 Iryda aircraft; load case –
point D of the maneuvering envelope.

Distribution of von Mises stress in the junction of
vertical tail with the bodywork of I-22 aircraft.

The performed computations not only allowed to design the structure, but to substantially decrease the number
of load cases to conduct, during the static tests. Utilization of computer methods in aircraft design process,
allows considering the influence of those cases on the design in question, which are not yet required by the
regulations and standards in force. In the design of the structure of PZL I-23 aircraft, the results of the
dynamic simulation of the whole vessel hitting the ground were taken into account, although the amendment
42 of FAR23 regulations, calls only for the dynamic check of the pilot - pilot's seat system.

Fig. 11 Crash analysis of the PZL I-23 aircraft

Analysis performed on two levels, global i.e. by analyzing mode
of aircraft destruction, and local, by analyzing pilot's reaction in
the crash
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4 Certification Process
For brevity sake, and also because the Iryda I-22 plane having been a military product, undergoes the different
cycle of qualifying tests, we will here concentrate in some detail on the certification process of the composite
aircraft PZL I-23 only. Because of the materials used in its construction, the PZL I-23 is not a typical aircraft,
and for that reason the certification process must not completely resign from static tests. The FAR 23.307
regulation allows to apply - in the proving process of aircraft structures - analytical methods, provided that
experience has already proved, these methods. In the case of PZL I-23 aircraft the computations performed
allowed only to substantially reduce the number of load cases called for in the static trials.
Tab 1 Summary of strength tests of the PZL I-23 aircraft
No
1

Element investigated
Horizontal Tail

2

Pilot's seat

3
4
5
6
7

Aircraft controls
Wing flap
Aileron
Rudder
Engine frame

8

9

10

Fuselage

Wing

Landing gears

Critical load case
A Man Upd 950 30 091
Hasym091 950 30 099P
ELDC – 3 cases
C GUST UP 630 15 018
Crash Test – 2 cases.
41 load cases
FL H GUST
C AIL 950 30 052
AV MAN 950 30 058 Mod
9 load cases
AV MAN 950 30 058 Mod
A MAN UPd 950 30 091
Hasym009 825 21 078 L
A 1150 Mod
LL2P25 1117 28 103
ELC Complete turnover
A 1150 Mod
SL 950 30 109
LL2P25 1117 28 103
LL2P25 1117 28 103
SL 950 30 109
Dynamic testing

Notes
FAR 23.423(a), - A sudden deflection of the elevator
controls
Emergency landing condition
Positive Gust load FAR 23.333(c)
Emergency landing dynamic condition – FAR 23.562 (b)
Lage number due to the lack of analysis
A head-on Gust FAR 23.345 (c) (1)
Sudden aileron deflection - FAR 23.349 (b)(d)
A Sudden rudder deflection FAR 23.441(a)(1)
Sudden rudder deflection. FAR 23.441(a)(1)
Sudden elevator deflection FAR 23.423(a)
Point A of the man. envelope. FAR23.333 (b)
Level Landing - FAR 23. 479(a)(2)(ii)
Complete turnover - FAR 23.561 (d) (2)
Point A of the man. envelope. FAR23.333 (b)
Level Landing - FAR 23. 479(a)(2)(ii)
Level Landing - FAR 23. 479(a)(2)(ii)

Fig. 12 PZL I-23 aircraft in
the course of static tests –
load case A 1150 Mod.
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Depending on needs the testing were carried under two types of climatic conditions:
- room conditions ( temp apprx 18 deg C, RH normal)
- hot conditions ( temp apprx 55 deg C, RH elevated)
Due to the fact that PZL I-23 aircraft has been made of composites, two additional ultimate load factors were
allowed.
υdm allowing for random distribution of material properties, and equal:
υdm

1.19
1.10

For manually saturated elements. Determined on the ground of strength variability
coefficient, in bending test of W-3 helicopter rotor blade coupons (WSK Swidnik)
For elements made by vacuum forming of prepregs in autoclave. Determined on the
grounds of the manufacturer, CIBA, delivered data.

υdk - allowing for strength drop due to temperature and humidity
υdk = 1.18

For the whole structure, both for elements made of glass fabrics delivered by Interglass
(fuselage) and for delivered by CIBA prepregs (wing). The coefficient value was determined
no strength of the tests of material samples, conducted in ILot. The drop in value of dynamic
shear modulus was taken as a criterion.

Furthermore the special coefficients given by FAR 23.619 and FAR 23.785 remain in force. Finally the
following magnitudes for the ultimate load coefficient were taken:
Tab. 2 Coefficients of ultimate loads required
Element investigated
Metal elements: engine frame, ribs, landing gears
Metallic seat fittings
Metal fittings ( isolated tests )
Composite elements made by hand resin saturation: fuselage,
empennage, seats
Composite elements made from prepregs in autoclave: wing,
ailerons, flaps

Test conditions
Room temperature temp. 55deg C
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
1.725
1.725
2.11
1.78
(1.5 ∗ 1.19 ∗ 1.18)
(1.5 ∗ 1.19)
1.95
1.65
(1.5 ∗ 1.1 ∗ 1.18)
(1.5 ∗ 1.1)

As can be seen from the table, the two different values for ultimate load coefficients for the metal and
composite components, render the static testing complicated. Subject to need this problem was handled in
different manner:
- by using metal substitute elements in static testing conducted with the load exceeding 150% of limit load,
- over sizing fittings, so that they could take increased load.
- conducting static test up to the load level corresponding to the load capacity of metal component. The
strength of a composite construction, for the missing load level was proven by calculations. The models take
for such calculations were scaled from the results of static tests.
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5 Verification of calculations
Majority of the static tests were simulated in calculations; in this way the information on the accuracy of
calculations was gained. In course of the static tests the following were analyzed:
- strains in extreme layers of laminate and metal skin in the places where stresses concentration was expected
- inner forces in components eg: the engine frame rods, components of control system
- reaction forces in joining nods, eg: wing-fuselage fitting
- structural displacements
- The beginning of instability were monitored
Due to space limitations only few chosen case with the closest to experimental results will be presented.

verification of strains in extreme layers of laminates
the measurements of the strains in the frame #1, performed during testing of the engine frame and the fuselage
nose will serve as one verification example.
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Fig. 13 Principal strain curves in composite
frame #1 of PZL I-23 aircraft. Load case to C
GUST UP 6
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As can be seen, strain determined by strain gauge
2G, placed on where stress is high but gradient is
small very well correspond with the calculation
results. Bottom strain gauge 2D shows far worse
correlation.
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Verification of strains in metal skin
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Fig. 14 Comparison of calculated results ( + denoted lines), with measured values during static
testing, (smooth lines), in the wing strake (LERX slot) of the Iryda I-22 aircraft. The model for
calculations was presented with the top skin "taken off", hence presenting the internal structure.

The comparison performed allowed to determine the calculation error, found from the formula:
∆=

test _ results − calculated _ results
⋅ 100%
test _ results

Tab 3. Verification of calculation summary
No Criterion
1
Strains in the laminate
2
Strains in the metal skin
3
Internal forces in components
4
Reaction forces in connections
5
Deformation

Error
62 %
56 %
24 %
15 %
23 %

The tests conducted allow to draw following conclusions:
1) The presented global models of metal and composite aircrafts do not differ much in the quality of
obtained results. The errors in determined internal force and deformation and stresses and strains are
similar.
2) The origin of relatively large, 60% error is simple. In static tests one searches for places of highest stress,
and to this purpose strain gauges are glued in places of parameters discontinuity or disproportion, like
small holes, rigidity changes etc. the global models by their very nature do not allow for them, allowing
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for presenting the overall work of structure. If gauges were glued in regular areas then the results would
remind those for internal forces.
3) The plastic properties of metal structures, which composites lack, decide that the stress determination does
not pose bigger problem in strength calculation of metal structures. The influence of plasticity is best
shown while contemplating a simple tension of a notched plate. Otherwise regular stress distribution
changes its character near the hole. In some areas the stresses increase and in other decrease. The ratio of
the maxim undisturbed stress to disturbed is called stress concentration factor. Its value depends not only
on the sample's geometry but also from the stress (strain) magnitude.
Stress conc. factor K

Secant modulus E [MPa]

Sigma proportional
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2.0
1.8

8.0E+4
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5.0E+4

0.8
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stress concentration factor K
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The graph presents that stress concentration factor
decreases as yield stresses increases. On reaching ultimate
tensile stress level the notch influence is negligible - the
factor is close to 1.0
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Average net-section stress [MPa]

The presence of this phenomenon compensates
inaccuracies of models used to assess the strength of
metallic constructions. In case of composites their
characteristics is linear. Stress concentration near notch
exists in the whole regime of structure working, demanding
detail, local models, similar to those used in fatigue
calculations. Optionally, additional safety factors should be
used in calculations.

Fig. 15 Stress concentration factor

6 Conclusions
The works conducted in ILot allow for following conclusions:
1) The state-of-the-art computational techniques do not yield the sufficient accuracy of results, so that the
static tests could be abandoned.
2) In spite of relatively large stress determining errors static tests of metal structures generally run without
major surprises, contrary to composite structures. The forgiving lack of failure in metal structures, in spite
of not accounting for most of stress concentrations, is largely due to the plasticity phenomenon, absent in
composites.
3) The application of additional safety coefficients for composite structures renders static testing complicated
and more expensive. To avoid over sizing of metal components, computational proving of their strength
sufficiency is necessary.
4) Necessity to use very particular computational models for composite structures, requires creating
additional management systems for local models, so that very complex strength calculations might be
more effective
5) Because still insufficiently developed theory of laminated materials, it seems mandatory to apply for the
calculations additional safety factors, thus wasting possible mass benefits.
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Analytical Qualification of Composite Structures
G.A.O. Davies, D. Hitchings
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Abstract
The feasibility of replacing substructure and component testing by analytical “virtual
testing” is addressed here for composite structures. The special difficulties in estimating the
failure loads of composite structures are described, especially when initiation starts from a
local stress concentration. Damage may initiate and then propagate, but final failure can
occur at a load significantly higher than that for initiation. The separate modes of in-plane
(fibre-dominated) and delamination (matrix dominated) are shown to need different strength
and fracture strategies. Several examples are chosen of realistic structures, ranging from
notches through to stiffened compression panels, starting with the easiest ( in-plane
dominated) and finishing with the most difficult mixed in-plane and debonding case.

1. INTRODUCTION
The need to replace expensive structural testing by theoretical simulation is no longer a
contentious issue. It is accepted. In fact it was first explored in 1990 by an AGARD workshop
“Analytical Qualification of Aircraft Structures” [Ref 1]. Amongst its conclusions twelve
years ago was that “composite structures are more sensitive to secondary effects than metallic
structures and, as a result, require more detailed local analysis than is used for metallic
structures to model critical failure mechanisms and predict failure reliably”. However no one
doubts that full-scale static and fatigue tests will always be obligatory for both civil and
military aircraft. The use of real or virtual testing for substructures and components is a choice
that can be left to the designers and manufacturers who need to save resources and time-tomarket, but also need to ensure that the full scale test will confirm the design safety factors.
Why then are we certain that full scale tests will always be obligatory, when modern finite
element software can quite quickly create models starting from the digital pre-assembly? (or
electronic mock-up) One reason is the uncertainty in predicting the fatigue life of safetycritical metallic primary structures. A FE model may miss out highly local stress
concentrations which initiate cracks and which can then become unstable. This is one reason
why full scale tests are not insisted by the airworthiness authorities for later versions of aircraft
which may be “stretched” significantly from the original prototype. At least the stress
concentrations will be the same even if the loading may be different.
Composite structures are even less likely to escape full scale tests for a reason similar to
the above. Laminated high performance composite structures are ultra sensitive to local stress
concentrations which give rise to 3-D stress fields having components in the “throughthickness” direction: the Achilles heel of composites structures. The sensitivity to local stress
concentrations has led to excessive caution in defining the reliable stresses and strains. For
example the design allowable compressive strain is often taken as 0.3% to 0.4% whereas a
coupon test should survive at least twice these figures. Ironically the superior fatigue
performance of composite structures may be due more to these conservative safety factors than
to the durability of the basic material.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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How then has industry managed to design reasonably safe and light composite
structures? Basically the usual FE analysis is reliable enough to deliver local
stresses/forces/moments in a global solution. However if there is any doubt about stress
concentrations somewhere, a very local experimental test will be designed, such as a stiffener
pull-off in a compression panel as illustrated in Figure 1. The loads causing failure will then
be compared to the theoretical internal loads in the global FE solution.There are countless
examples of detail and component tests being used as part of the design process for a new
aircraft. It is the purpose of this paper to examine the capability of theoretical and software
tools in evaluating the allowable loads in a local model, and so avoid the expensive testing of
many such generic features.
One issue to be considered is whether the local allowable loads are valid anyway. The
initiation of failure may lower the local stiffness so that the interface loads are themselves
lowered. Thus can we ignore the coupling between the local and global structures? We will
show that the use of local loads, not changing, is closer to the truth than using interface
displacements, i.e. the surrounding structure has a very large reservoir of strain energy. Of
course the initiation of failure in brittle composite structures may be unstable anyway and no
local redistribution will save it. We will show that damage propagation away from the local
stress concentration may be either unstable and rapid, or stable and then arresting, depending
on the nature of the surrounding structure.
It should be mentioned that this local/global approach for composite structures is already
being marketed by at least three commercial code developers.
•
•
•

Alpha Star Corporation (GENOA) use strategies developed at NASA Ames.
MERL use strategies developed at NASA Langley.
ESI (PAM series)

Anecdotal evidence from industry is that these codes have limitations, and require
considerable skill to use, that is the failure simulation is far from being an automatic routine.
We will look at the problems of simulating failure and suggest the way forward.
2.

FAILURE MECHANISMS
Restricting ourselves to laminated structures we have to differentiate between in-plane
fibre-dominated failure and out-of-plane matrix-dominated (delamination or debonding). Inplane failures due to stress concentrations are not strictly amenable to fracture mechanics since
in tension no sharp cracks develop: there is much blunting of a potential crack front with
matrix cracking delamination and fibre bridging. In fact, unlike metals, a sharper crack front
can develop under compression and the use of energy release rate criteria has been successful
in estimating the compressive failure load in plates with circular holes [Ref 2]. In the absence
of sharp cracks it is feasible to use a strength criteria, based on laminate stresses or strains. It is
not the purpose of this paper to discuss the many empirical failure criteria, usually a
polynomial in the various stress components for a uni-directional laminar. We assume that
some criteria can be applied to a single ply in a laminated stack, and as the load is increased
some first ply failure occurs at which the local stiffness in (say) a finite element, is put to zero
or reduced to a negligible value. The load is then increased further and the pattern repeated so
the damage propagates through the thickness and away from the source until eventual failure.
The damage propagation is analogous to plasticity and limit loads in metallic structures. This
approach has been successfully demonstrated for simple coupon tests [Ref 3] and we here show
how it works for realistic structures.
The other failure mode is delamination and this is much more difficult to simulate in
realistic structures. It does mean coping with a sharp crack and singularity, so strength criteria
will not work. Fracture mechanics in some form has to be used, and the most direct way is to
evaluate the strain energy release rate (SERR) by opening a crack or closing it, and comparing
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with a known critical value determined by test. The main problem here is that the delamination
crack front has to be moved and monitored. This is computationally expensive and the FE
mesh size may have to be fine to evaluate the SERR accurately and capture the shape of the
crack front as the applied load is increased. An alternative strategy is the use of interface
elements, which may be dimensionless with zero thickness but whose force/displacement law
captures the physics of crack propagation. We have used the model shown in Figure 2 for a
crack of unit length. The slope of the rise could be a measure of say resin stiffness, and the
strength a measure of allowable stress in tension (mode 1) or shear (mode 2). We have used a
linear decay over the so called “process zone” but the important feature is that the area
enclosed is equal to the critical SERR G IC or G IIC . The big advantage of interface elements is
that no "flaw" is needed to start propagation, and no crack front is needed to monitor. The user
of course has to insert complete areas of interface elements where delamination or debonding is
thought likely.
Whether the failure is in-plane or delamination we recognise that the material is
softening with a global stiffness change that may be negative-definite. This always causes
numerical problems. It can even happen elastically in the case of compression panels taken
beyond initial buckling when a mode change occurs. The structure may snap-through or even
snap-back. We have therefore adopted the technique of simulating all failure events as
dynamic, and using explicit integration. For static problems, even non-linear, it can be
expensive to load incrementally and solve the dynamic response at each increment. It is
therefore necessary to use fictitious mass and damping so that the static solution is reached as
quickly as possible, thus a critically damping behaviour is aimed for. Consider the equations
of motion for the displacement vector r.
Mr'' + Cr' + Kr = 0
We choose proportional damping C = α M + β K, but it is impossible to choose the two
parameters α and β to achieve critical damping over the full range of eigenfrequencies for
large M and K. One strategy which works well is to put M = K. All undamped eigenvalues
are then unity and critical damping can be achieved. However an even simpler strategy is to
put M = 0 and C = K. The single eigenvalue is now real and negative and we and if we have
not achieved convergence in (say) 20 iterations, the step size is doubled.
Some examples of failure simulation are now illustrated, starting with the easiest pure in-plane
fibre-dominated failures and proceeding through to the most difficult debonding in
compression panels.
3.

STRESS CONCENTRATIONS DUE TO CIRCULAR HOLES

This example is taken from a research program undertaken by a UK Industry/MoD
Consortium, and aimed at evaluating the best criteria for predicting failure in carbon fibre
panels with various sizes of circular holes and subjected to a biaxial stress field. It was known
that strength would decrease with hole size, but, unlike brittle metals, linear elastic fracture
mechanics will not work. We show here results for a biaxial field of equal tension (in the “x”
direction) and compression (in the “y” direction). Attempts to explain failure using the local
stress field and various “failure” stress criteria were not very successful as Figure 3 indicates,
the experimental values being roughly twice those of the popular “point stress” criteria. The
notched plates were surrounded by a reinforced structure leading to the load input points,
details of which are actually confidential. However the net result was that damage initiation at
the hole edge did not propagate in an unstable fashion, but the surrounding reinforcements
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acted as effective crack inhibitors until final failure occurred at a later loading stage. The
explicit degradation algorithm shows in Figure 4 the first loss of stiffness occurring at a load of
100kN, and eventually leading to total failure at a load of 138kN. (The small residual stiffness
above this loading is due to assuming any ply stiffness retains 10% of its elastic value after
failure, and is a device simply to avoid expensive convergent times.) The plots of damage in
Figure 5 show an initial propagation along the x axis due to the lower compressive strength of
the material but eventually the damage extends over the whole plate. (The patchy displays are
due to the plotting routine!). Figure 6 summarises the effect of hole size and the agreement
between test and prediction is satisfying. Delamination was not modelled in this exercise,
although it does occur at the hole boundary, but it did not lead to buckling and propagation.
The next example is also uninfluenced by delamination.
4.

COMPRESSION AFTER IMPACT (CAI) STRENGTH OF SANDWICH PANELS

This example is a sandwich panel having carbon fibre skins and an aluminium alloy
honeycomb core. This ductile core is a very good energy absorber of low velocity impact. The
CAI behaviour depends on whether the skin is stiff enough, and the core interface weak, so that
the skin recovers as shown in Figure 7 leaving an invisible void which makes the panel
vulnerable. Compression loading can cause the unsupported skin to buckle which will then
propagate in a mode 1 fashion. However if a strong core can hold the indentation, then applied
compression will cause the indentation to push further into the core and increase the local
bending strains. A point will eventually be reached when these strains reach the allowable
strength values and the indentation will propagate rapidly as a narrow band right across the
panel. Delamination plays no role in this history, and, to simulate the rapid propagation across
the entire panel, we found it necessary to combine the local and global behaviour from the very
start, simply using a refined mesh in the region of the impactor. Traditional Mindlin plate
elements were used for the skins but individual plies were degraded by 90% when the ChangChang failure criteria was exceeded. The core was idealised as a homogenous elastoplastic
medium with properties in compression, tension and shear found from experimental tests. The
explicit routine was used to simulate the impact event and create damage and residual
deformations, and then the same routine was used for the CAI strength simulation.
Figure 8 shows the force histories for an impact of 120J energy, confirming the validity
of the model. The residual indentation was also predicted well. The model was then subjected
to incremental compressive loading and at a value of 480kN the damage and deformation
propagated suddenly in a narrow band right across the panel as shown in Figure 9. The
predicted fibre damage map in Figure 10 shows this band on the damaged side which then lead
to the panel pivoting across this "hinge" and starting to cause failure in the other skin. This
damage band can be compared with the experimental C-scan in Figure 11 which shows the
signal from the crushed core. The failure of 480kN compares with the test value of 505kN;
and a value of 770kN for the undamaged panel.
5.

COMPRESSION AFTER IMPACT STRENGTH OF CURVED PANELS

We now proceed to a problem where delamination cannot be ignored. If flat plates are
subjected to low velocity impact it can be shown that the internal delamination is driven
primarily by the magnitude of the impact force [Ref 4] which is greater the stiffer the plate. On
the other hand fibre damage is driven mostly by the bending strains which will be large if the
plate is very flexible. It has been common to assume that delamination does not affect the
flexural stiffness much so that the impact force can be predicted allowing only for loss of
stiffness due to fibre failure. Figure 12 shows how necessary it is to include this flexural
stiffness degradation. However if a curved shell is impacted it will have a significantly higher
stiffness and therefore impact forces, so it was necessary to see if delamination should be
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included in the impact simulation, and also whether both flexural degradation and delamination
should be included in the CAI simulation. The rigs chosen (Figure 13) were modifications to
the standard Boeing impact and CAI test rigs. It was found that, for a thin 2mm curved panel,
an impact of only 1.86J energy produced 900mm2 delamination. (900mm2 is a circle of
diameter 340mm or 17 times the plate thickness). This compares with an area of only
300mm 2 for a flat plate subjected to a much larger 7J energy impact. The importance of
recognising the loss of stiffness due to delamination was quickly established. In Figure 14 the
force histories for 1.86J impact on the curved panels, are shown for the test results and the FE
predictions. By modelling both fibre damage and delamination the maximum force of 1200N
and the half-period of 3ms was captured well. However by ignoring delamination the stiffer
structure has a half-period of only 2ms and the maximum force rises to 1800N.
Having created the internal damage by the FE code FE77, it is then possible to load in
compression the damaged structure once more. It should be mentioned that it is important to
start applying loading to the damaged but static structure, and it was found necessary to
increase the artificial damping once the impact mass had left the structure, to avoid a long
computational time for the free vibrations to disappear. Figure 15 shows the FE model and the
history of displacements as the compressive load is applied. The load is expressed as a
multiple of the initial buckling load. The displacements shown are those of the two surfaces of
the shell at the impacted point. They show clearly how these surfaces, even separated by a
central delamination, stay together and do not “open up” as is often assumed for flat plates.
This is characteristic of cylindrical shells which always buckle “inwards” to decrease the local
curvature, and the FE predictions mimicked the tests exactly. As the load is applied there is an
outward displacement due to Poisson effect but at 0.6 of the buckling load there is a snapthrough in stages into the post-buckled region and then a “snap-back” at a load factor of 1.3.
This corresponds to a mode change as indicated in the figure, and confirms the utility of using
a dynamic explicit strategy.

Simulation condition
Eigenvalue
Initial buckling

Failure Load kN

No delamination

208.2

Delaminated

158.2
186.9

Incremental

Impact damaged, no
delamination

compressive

Delaminated

124.5

loading

With fibre degradation

65.4

Table 1. Failure loads for curved panel, 2mm thick.

One of the advantages of a numerical model is that the separate effects of the various
failure mechanisms can be assessed as indicated in Table 1. The first eigenvalue gave the
buckling of the perfect panel as 208.2kN. If the central delamination is included the increased
flexibility reduces this to 158.2kN. Simulating the CAI loading of the impact damaged panel
shows a failure load of 186.9Kn, but by including the delamination this is reduced to 124.5kN.
Now when the panel is loaded, due to the damage producing an eccentricity, there is further
local bending and fibre failure before panel failure at a load of 65.4kN. The only omission in
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the simulation was propagation of the delamination front during loading, and this is currently
being worked upon.The experimental failure load was 51kN. This is a fairly massive reduction
from the undamaged failure load.

6.

FAILURE OF COMPRESSION PANELS DUE TO STIFFENER DEBONDING

The success in modelling the previous example was somewhat fortuitous since the
delamination propagation was clearly unstable under compression loading. This may not
always happen, so we have looked at the pros and cons of evaluating SERR directly or by
using interface elements, especially for geometrically complex configurations. The example
quoted here is that of a post-buckled compression panel with “J” stiffeners. It was decided to
use the global/local approach, i.e. use a fairly crude FE model to buckle the panel and then find
local internal forces and moments to be applied to a 2-D plane strain section at either the nodal
lines or the buckled crests of the panel. Figure 16 shows that the twisting moments for
example peak at the node lines whilst the bending moments and axial forces peak at the
buckled crests as shown more clearly in Figure 17 where the compressive stresses have been
shed to the stiffeners as the panel buckles. These local membrane forces were then applied to
the very fine mesh section shown in Figure 18 to see if failure could be predicted. This
particular stiffener design had used tapered flanges to eliminate the through-thickness shear
stresses at the flange edge, and which would cause failure at the node lines. Failure this time
originated in the base "noodle". The SERR was found directly by using virtual crack extension
at selected points. In this case we had been able to take a test panel and section it after failure
showing that the stiffener debonding had started in the triangular noodle region at the base of
the stiffener. We have therefore evaluated the SERR along the experimentally observed line
shown in the figure and using forces/moments at the applied load which caused failure in the
test. In this case no coupling between the global and the local displacements was allowed. The
SERR increases dramatically as the crack opens, reaching the critical values of G IC in 5mm.
Thereafter the value for soft loading (load control) soars to more than 1250J/m2 whilst the hard
loading (displacement control) peaks at 700J/m2 which is still three times the critical value.
The soft loading does decrease the SERR after the peak but never becomes lower than the
critical value even when the debond is complete. The other curves in the figure shown were to
investigate the effect of using a high or low value of filler in the noodle insert. It turned out not
to be a sensitive parameter but the shape of the noodle is much more influential, showing that
a precisely machined insert is necessary.
The mesh used in this local model is probably much finer than needed, but we wished to
see how high the tensile (mode I) stresses were at the flange/noodle interface. They turned out
to be 40Mpa maximum in the region of the crack starter. This is lower than the expected resin
strength of 50-55Mpa. This is one disadvantage of the direct method used in a true fracture
mechanics strategy, i.e. how do we start the crack. We should also admit that the selection of
the virtual crack zone is a non-trivial exercise, certainly it is difficult to make it an automatic
procedure based solely on local stress concentrations. We therefore advocate the use of
interface elements, which have the initiation routine embedded in them, but with a word of
caution in conclusion
In any structure where a localised zone undergoes softening, the usual implicit
algorithms may not converge, even when the “arc-length” method is used. To illustrate this we
show the very simple double cantilever beam test specimen loaded to precipitate a mode 1
unstable fracture. If the chosen FE mesh is too coarse then an element sitting astride the
loading/unloading ridge of Figure 1 may have two Gauss points, one on the stiffening side and
the other on the softening side. It is possible for the structure to temporarily unload back
towards the origin before returning to the current branch as shown in Figure 19. The only way
to avoid this is to use a fine mesh so that more than two Gauss points are situated in the process
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zone. This is a high price to pay for the implicit strategy which needs to satisfy equilibrium at
every load increment. We would therefore advocate the robust explicit method which does not
need to satisfy equilibrium at every stage. This research is ongoing.

7.
•
•
•
•
•

8.

CONCLUSIONS
In-plane failure (strength criterion) and out-of-plane failure
( delamination) need to be treated differently (but simultaneously
if necessary.)
Both forms may initiate and then propagate before structural failure, so any initiation stress
or initiation fracture criterion will be conservative.
Failure routines and location of sources will need to be virtually automatic to be accepted
as a design tool.
Explicit solvers and interface elements lend themselves
naturally to automation.
Virtual testing of components and substructures needs to establish credibility, or at the
very least pin-point essential tests
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Fig. 5. A 1/4 of plate with circular hole subjected to bi-axial stress field.
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Using High-Fidelity Analysis Methods and Experimental
Results to Account for the Effects of Imperfections on
the Buckling Response of Composite Shell Structures
James H. Starnes, Jr. and Mark W. Hilburger
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-2199, USA

ABSTRACT
The results of an experimental and analytical study of the effects of initial
imperfections on the buckling response of unstiffened thin-walled compression-loaded
graphite-epoxy cylindrical shells are presented. The analytical results include the effects
of traditional and nontraditional initial imperfections and uncertainties in the values of
selected shell parameters on the buckling loads of the shells. The nonlinear structural
analysis results correlate very well with the experimental results. The high-fidelity
nonlinear analysis procedure used to generate the analytical results can also be used to
form the basis of a new shell design procedure that could reduce the traditional
dependence on empirical results in the shell design process.
KEYWORDS: high-fidelity nonlinear structural analysis, composite shells, shell
stability, initial imperfections
INTRODUCTION
With the increasing need to produce lighter-weight aerospace structures,
advanced composite materials are being used in new structural designs to reduce
structural weight. One of the contributors to the high cost of developing new designs for
aerospace structures made of composite materials is the cost of developing material
properties and structural design allowable values. To reduce this cost, improved design
methods appropriate for advanced composite materials are needed. The present paper
describes a verified high-fidelity nonlinear structural analysis procedure that has the
potential for reducing the traditional dependence on empirical results in the structural
design process for composite structures. Reducing the traditional dependence on
empirical results in the design process means that the more than ten thousand structuraldesign-allowable-value tests that are commonly conducted today could be reduced to,
say, several hundred carefully selected tests needed to verify the design at various
dimensional levels (e.g., coupons, structural details, panels, etc.). A reduction in the
number of tests needed to support the current empirically based structural design process
should reduce some of the costs associated with developing a new structural design.
Today, designers often use a design-level analysis procedure with empirical data
to develop new structural designs for strength and buckling critical structures. The
traditional approach to designing thin-walled buckling-resistant isotropic shell structures
is to predict the buckling load of the shell with a deterministic linear bifurcation buckling
analysis that is usually based on nominal structural dimensions and material properties of
an idealized, geometrically perfect shell. The results of this analysis are then reduced by
an empirical “knockdown” factor (e.g., Ref. 1) to account for the difference between the
predicted buckling load and the actual buckling load of the shell determined from tests.
The knockdown factor used in the design of buckling-resistant shells is often based on the
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“Lower Bound” design recommendations reported in such sources as Reference 1. This
design philosophy can potentially result in overly conservative designs for these
structures. While it is generally recognized that initial geometric shell-wall imperfections
are a major contributor to the discrepancy between predicted and experimentally
measured shell buckling loads (e.g., Ref. 2), the traditional sources of design knockdown
factors do not include data or information related to the sensitivity of the buckling loads
to initial imperfections, or information for composite shell structures. Recent studies
(e.g., Refs. 3-4) have shown that traditional geometric shell-wall imperfections, and other
nontraditional forms of imperfections or variations in geometric and material parameters,
loading conditions, and boundary conditions can significantly affect the buckling load of
compression-loaded composite shell structures. The effects of these traditional and
nontraditional classes of initial imperfections on composite shell buckling are generally
not well understood by structural designers. Modern high-fidelity nonlinear analysis
procedures (e.g., Ref. 5) offer the opportunity to improve some of the engineering
approximations that are used in the shell design process, and to provide insight into the
effects of traditional and nontraditional imperfections on the buckling response of
composite shell structures.
The present paper describes a high-fidelity nonlinear structural analysis procedure
that can be used for the design of buckling-resistant composite shell structures. The
results of an experimental and analytical study of the effects of initial imperfections on
the buckling response of graphite-epoxy cylindrical shells are presented. The results
identify the effects of traditional initial geometric shell-wall imperfections and several
relatively unknown and nontraditional imperfections, such as shell-end geometric
imperfections, shell-wall thickness variations, variations in loads applied to the ends of
the shells, and variations in the boundary conditions, on the buckling loads of these
shells. The effects of manufacturing anomalies caused by small gaps between adjacent
pieces of graphite-epoxy tape in a shell-wall layer or ply of graphite-epoxy material are
also discussed. The high-fidelity nonlinear shell analysis procedure accurately accounts
for the effects of these traditional and nontraditional imperfections on the shell buckling
loads. The analysis results are compared with the experimental results, and this
comparison suggests that the analysis procedure can be used for determining accurate,
high-fidelity design knockdown factors for predicting shell buckling loads in the design
process. This analysis procedure can be used to form the basis for a shell design
approach that should make it possible to reduce the need for empirical knockdown factors
currently used in design, and to reduce the cost of developing buckling-resistant shell
designs. Once this high-fidelity analysis-based design procedure is established for
bucking-critical composite shell structures, it could be generalized to form the basis of an
analysis-based design procedure for other composite structural design applications.
TEST SPECIMENS, IMPERFECTION MEASUREMENTS, AND TESTS
Test Specimens
The specimens tested in this study were fabricated from 12-in.-wide, 0.005-in.thick AS4/3502 graphite-epoxy preimpregnated unidirectional tape material made by
Hercules, Inc. The nominal unidirectional lamina properties of a typical 0.005-in.-thick
ply with a fiber volume fraction of 0.62 are: longitudinal compression modulus E1 = 18.5
Msi, transverse modulus E2 = 1.64 Msi, in-plane shear modulus G12 = 0.87 Msi, and
major Poisson’s ratio ν12 = 0.30. The material was laid up on a 15.75-in.-diameter
mandrel and cured in an autoclave to form six shells with different shell-wall laminates.
These shells include 8- and 16-ply shells with either [45/02]s, [45/902]s, [45/0/90]s,
[45/02]2s, [45/902]2s, or [45/0/90]2s laminates. The resulting shells are referred to herein
as shells or specimens C1 through C6, respectively. These specimens had a nominal
length of 16.0 in. and a nominal radius of 8.0 in. The 8- and 16-ply specimens had
nominal shell-wall thicknesses of 0.04 in. and 0.08 in., and shell-radius-to-thickness
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ratios of 200 and 100, respectively. Both ends of the specimens were potted in an
aluminum-filled epoxy material to prevent the ends of the specimens from failing
prematurely. The potting material extended approximately 1.0 inch along the length of
the specimens at each end resulting in an exposed length that was approximately 14.0 in.
long. The ends of the specimens were machined flat and parallel to facilitate proper load
introduction during the tests. A photograph of a typical specimen and the specimen
coordinate system used to represent the corresponding geometry is shown in Fig.1. The
shell length, test-section length, radius, and thickness are designated as L, LT, R and t,
respectively.
Imperfection Measurements
Three-dimensional surveys of the inner and outer shell-wall surfaces of the
specimens were made prior to testing the specimens to determine their initial geometric
shell-wall imperfection shapes and shell-wall thickness distributions. Measurements
were taken over a uniform grid with increments of 0.125 in. in the axial direction and
0.139 in. (approximately 1º of arc) in the circumferential direction over the exposed
surfaces of the specimens. The inner surface measurement was used to determine the
initial geometric shell-wall imperfection shape of a specimen, and the difference between
the outer and inner surface measurements was used to determine the shell-wall thickness
distribution. A contour plot of the nondimensionalized initial geometric shell-wall midsurface imperfections for specimen C3 is shown in Fig. 2. The measured shell-wall
imperfection wo is nondimensionalized by the average measured shell-wall thickness
tave = 0.0381 inches. These results indicate that the initial geometric shell-wall
imperfection is periodic in the circumferential direction and has slight variations in the
axial direction. The amplitude of the imperfection varies from +1.341tave to -1.535tave.
A contour plot of the nondimensionalized shell-wall thickness variation for specimen C3
is shown in Fig. 3, where the measured thickness values to are nondimensionalized by
the average measured shell-wall thickness tave. These results indicate that the shell-wall
thickness, and hence the laminate stiffnesses, varies significantly over a short distance.
The thickness varies from 0.928 to 1.321tave. Most of the thickness variation is due to
local variations in the resin content of the laminate associated with the fabrication
process. However, the darker angular pattern in Fig. 3 is due to small gaps between
adjacent pieces of graphite-epoxy tape in some of the laminate plies that were generated
during the lay-up and curing processes. Such a region is referred to herein as a lamina
ply-gap or a ply-gap. These locally thin shell-wall regions have a significant shell-wall
mid-surface eccentricity, and have reduced stiffnesses relative to the rest of the shell wall.
Lamina ply-gaps with gap widths as large as 0.15 in. have been observed in some of the
specimens. The lighter angular patterns in Fig. 3 are caused by locally thickened regions
of the outermost plies of the laminate that develop during the curing process to form
outer shell-wall surface ridges. Typical magnified cross-sectional views illustrating the
microstructure of typical ply-gaps and outer surface ridges in a laminated shell wall are
presented in Ref. 3.
Measurements of the specimen top and bottom loading surfaces were made every
degree around the circumference of the specimens to determine the variation in the shellend or loading-surface geometry. Typical top and bottom shell-end geometry variations
are shown in Fig. 4 for specimen C3 and are denoted by δtop(θ) and δbot(θ), respectively.
The maximum amplitude of this shell-end variation is approximately 0.0015 in., or
approximately 0.01% of the specimen length.
Test Apparatus and Tests
The specimens were instrumented with electrical resistance strain gages, and
direct-current differential transducers (DCDT’s) were used to measure displacements.
Three non-collinear DCDT’s were positioned at three corners of the upper loading platen
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of the test machine and used to measure the end-shortening displacement ∆ and the
rotations φy and φz of the loading platen as illustrated in Fig. 1. The specimens were
loaded in compression with a 300,000-lb hydraulic universal-testing machine by applying
an end-shortening displacement to the shell ends. The upper loading platen was aligned
with the loading surface of the specimen as well as possible before the test by adjusting
leveling bolts in the corners of the upper loading platen until strains measured by selected
strain gages indicated a uniform axial strain distribution in the shell wall. The shadow
moiré interferometry technique was used to observe the shell-wall radial (perpendicular
to the shell outer surface) deformation patterns. All data were recorded with a data
acquisition system, and the moiré patterns were recorded photographically and on
videotape. The specimens were loaded until buckling or failure of the shells occurred.
FINITE-ELEMENT MODELS AND ANALYSES
Nonlinear Analysis Procedure
The shells considered in this study were analyzed with the STAGS (STructural
Analysis of General Shells) nonlinear shell analysis code.5 STAGS is a finite-element
code developed for the nonlinear static and dynamic analysis of general shells, and
includes the effects of geometric and material nonlinearities in the analysis. The code
uses both the modified and full Newton methods for its nonlinear solution algorithms,
and accounts for large rotations in a shell by using a co-rotational algorithm at the
element level. A pseudo arc-length path-following method is used to continue a solution
past the limit points of a nonlinear response. The transient analysis option in STAGS
uses proportional structural damping and an implicit numerical time-integration method.
The responses of the shells were determined using the following analysis
procedure. The prebuckling responses were determined using the geometrically
nonlinear quasi-static analysis capability in STAGS. The pseudo arc-length pathfollowing method was used to compute the initial shell response until just before
buckling occurred. The unstable buckling response of the shell was predicted using the
nonlinear transient analysis option of the code. The transient analysis was initiated from
an unstable equilibrium state close to the limit point by incrementing the end
displacement by a small amount. The transient analysis was continued until the kinetic
energy in the shell had dissipated, which indicated that the transient response had
attenuated. Once the transient analysis had attenuated to a near-steady-state solution, the
load relaxation option of the code was used to establish a static equilibrium state.
Conventional linear bifurcation buckling analysis results were also determined with
STAGS for comparison with the nonlinear response results.
Finite-Element Models
A typical finite-element model of a specimen is illustrated in Fig. 1. The STAGS
410 quadrilateral element was used in the models. The elements of the finite-element
mesh are approximately 0.2-in. by 0.2-in. square. Each element has four integration
points, which are distributed in such a way as to provide a modeling resolution of
approximately 0.1-in. by 0.1-in square. This integration-point spacing is on the order of
the measurement-point spacing used when measuring the initial geometric imperfections
of the specimens. This highly refined mesh is necessary to model rapidly varying
geometric and material parameters such as nonuniform shell-wall thicknesses and lamina
stiffness properties.
Geometrically perfect and imperfect shells were analyzed in the present study.
Nominal shell geometry, laminate thickness, lamina mechanical properties, and boundary
conditions were used to model the geometrically perfect shells. The nominal boundary
conditions consist of setting the circumferential and normal displacements v and w
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equal to zero in the 1.0-in.-long potted boundary illustrated in Fig. 1, setting u(L/2, θ) =
0, and applying a uniform end-shortening u(-L/2, θ) = ∆. The geometrically perfect
finite-element models were modified to include the effects of the measured shell
imperfections in order to model the geometrically imperfect shells. These modeling
modifications include the effects of the measured initial geometric shell-wall
imperfections, shell-wall thickness variations, local shell-wall lamina ply-gaps, thicknessadjusted lamina properties, boundary stiffness conditions, shell-end geometric
imperfections, and nonuniform end loads.
The initial geometric shell-wall imperfection wo(x,θ) is included in the finiteelement models by introducing an initial normal perturbation to each node of the mesh by
using a user-written subroutine with STAGS for that purpose. A linear interpolation
algorithm was used to calculate the value of the imperfection for the coordinates of each
finite-element node based on the measured shell-wall data. The shell-wall thickness,
mid-surface eccentricity, and lamina material properties are adjusted at each integration
point of each element in the finite-element models. The shell-wall eccentricity is
calculated relative to the average shell-wall mid-surface. The lamina properties are
adjusted by using the rule of mixtures. In the rule-of-mixtures calculations, it is assumed
that any variation in the lamina ply thickness from the nominal thickness is due to a
variation in resin volume only, and that the fiber volume remains constant for each ply.
Details of modeling the ply-gap regions and results from a numerical parametric study of
the effects of ply gaps on the buckling loads of these composite shells are given in Ref. 3.
To provide a better simulation of the elastic boundary constraints provided by the
potting material at the ends of the specimens, effective axial and radial potting-support
stiffnesses were determined for each shell specimen using a two-dimensional generalized
plane-strain finite-element analysis of the potting-material–shell-wall detail. The
predicted results indicate that the effective axial potted-shell stiffness range from 1.1 to
2.4 times the nominal shell-wall stiffness and the nominal effective radial potting-support
stiffness was predicted to be approximately equal to 1.0E5 lbf/in. In the present study
the nominal effective axial potted-shell stiffnesses are equal to 1.2, 2.0, 1.3, 1.1, 1.4, and
1.2 times the nominal shell-wall stiffness of shells C1 through C6, respectively. The
predicted results also indicate that the increase in the effective axial potted-shell stiffness
is inversely proportional to the nominal shell wall stiffness. Details on the boundary
stiffness analyses and effects of the boundary stiffness on the response of the shells are
given in Refs. 3-4.
Nonuniform specimen end loading is due to initial specimen-end or loadingsurface imperfections and to upper loading-platen rotations that are measured during the
experiment. First, the measured upper and lower specimen-end imperfections δtop(θ) and
δbot(θ) were included in the finite-element model by introducing an initial in-plane axial
perturbation to the nodes at the loaded ends of the shell. Then, the compression load was
applied to the shell in two parts. The nonuniform specimen-end imperfections, -δtop(θ)
and -δbot(θ), were applied as displacements to the upper and lower ends of the shell,
respectively, at the beginning of the analysis to simulate a full contact condition between
the shell ends and the loading platens. Then, the experimentally measured endshortening displacement ∆ and upper loading-platen rotations φy and φz were applied
to the upper shell end while holding the lower shell end fixed as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Failure Analyses
A conventional Tsai-Wu tensor failure criterion was used to predict material
failure in the shells. Two additional failure criteria were used and include a delamination
failure criterion and an in-plane failure criterion. The transverse shear stresses were
assumed to be distributed parabolically through the shell-wall thickness. The material
allowable values used in the criteria are: longitudinal strength = 124.0 ksi, transverse
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strength = 8.4 ksi, and shear strength = 11.6 ksi. When either failure criterion is equal to
or greater than one, the material is assumed to have failed. Each stress component of the
failure criteria is examined to determine the mode of failure. The failure criteria were
used to indicate the possibility of material failure and to establish failure trends
associated with the composite shells.
PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY CHARACTERIZATION
Several shell parameter values have a significant amount of uncertainty, and an
attempt to characterize the effects of these uncertainties was made. The shell parameters
with uncertainties considered include uncertainties in geometric imperfection
measurements, lamina fiber volume fraction, fiber and matrix properties, applied endload distribution, and boundary condition stiffnesses.
Imperfection measurement uncertainty is due to the accuracy tolerance of the
coordinate measurement device used to measure the shell-wall geometry and end-surface
imperfection, and this tolerance is equal to ± 0.0006 in. This tolerance corresponds to
less than 0.01% uncertainty in the shell-wall imperfection measurement (e.g., Fig. 2).
The measurement tolerance corresponds to a ±3.0% uncertainty in the thickness
measurement (e.g., Fig. 3), and approximately ±6% uncertainty in the shell-end
imperfection measurement (e.g., Fig. 4). The uncertainty in fiber and matrix properties
and fiber volume fraction was based on published data contained in Volume 2 of the MIL
17 Handbook for composite materials and from the material manufacturer. The nominal
fiber and matrix properties can vary ±5% and the nominal fiber volume fraction can vary
±3%. The nominal fiber properties used in the present study are: longitudinal modulus =
31.19 Msi, transverse modulus = 3.49 Msi, shear modulus of 1.81 Msi, and Poisson’s
ratio = 0.27. The nominal matrix properties used are: Young’s modulus = 0.53 Msi,
shear modulus = 0.22 Msi, and Poisson’s ratio = 0.35. The nominal fiber volume fraction
is equal to 0.62.
The applied load distribution uncertainty is due to the shell end-surface
imperfection uncertainty and the uncertainty in the orientation of the loading platen with
respect to specimen shell-ends while the load is being applied during the test. Applied
load distribution uncertainties are characterized indirectly by comparing the measured
and predicted axial strains at selected points near the shell top and bottom loading
surfaces. A correction to the applied displacement distribution was determined from the
differences in the measured and predicted strains as follows. A user-written program
external to the STAGS code was used to analyze the differences in the measured and
predicted strains for a specified applied load value. This program used an iterative
predictor-corrector method to determine a correction to the applied shell-end
displacements. A new finite-element analysis was conducted with this displacement
correction included in the model. This process was repeated iteratively until the
difference in the predicted and measured strains reached a predetermined tolerance. A
typical predicted displacement correction is presented in Ref. 3 and the amplitude of the
displacement correction is on the order of ±0.0005 in.
Boundary condition stiffness uncertainty is due to uncertainties in the potting
material stiffness and in the integrity of the bond between the potting material and the
shell wall. Visual inspection of the specimens before and after testing indicated that the
potting material has a tendency to separate from the shell wall. This boundary condition
stiffness uncertainty was not rigorously characterized. However, results from several
numerical experiments indicate that variations in the boundary stiffness can have a
significant effect on the displacement and strains near the shell ends, and can affect the
character of the collapse response of the shells, e.g., Ref. 4. Therefore, it was arbitrarily
assumed that the effective axial and radial boundary stiffnesses could vary ±10%.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analytically predicted and experimentally measured results for the six graphiteepoxy shells considered in this study are presented in this section. The predicted results
were obtained from finite-element models of geometrically perfect shells and shells that
include initial geometric shell-wall imperfections, shell-wall thickness variations and
thickness-adjusted lamina properties, local shell-wall lamina ply-gaps, boundary support
conditions, and nonuniform loading effects. In addition, uncertainties in geometric and
material properties, loading distribution, and boundary stiffnesses were included in the
analyses. These results are presented to illustrate the overall behavior of compressionloaded graphite-epoxy shells and the effects of imperfections and parameter uncertainties
on their response. First, results illustrating a typical nonlinear response of the quasiisotropic 8-ply shell are presented. Then, comparisons between selected analytically
predicted results and experimentally measured results for the 8-ply and 16-ply shells are
presented. The results include predicted and measured load–end-shortening response
curves, predicted prebuckling, buckling and postbuckling deformation response patterns,
and predicted material failures.
Typical Nonlinear Response of an Imperfect Compression-loaded Cylindrical Shell
Results from a nonlinear analysis of the imperfect 8-ply [45/0/90]s shell C3 are
presented in this section. The nonlinear analysis results are from a shell model that
includes the effects of the measured initial shell-wall geometric and thickness
imperfections, thickness-adjusted material properties, measured loading variations, and
elastic radial support conditions. The predicted load-shortening response of shell C3 is
shown in Fig. 5a. The axial load P and end-shortening ∆ are normalized with respect to
the linear bifurcation buckling load of the geometrically perfect nominal shell, Pbif =
42.59 kips, and the nominal shell-wall thickness, t = 0.04 in, respectively. The load–endshortening curve indicates a linear prebuckling response. General instability occurs at a
normalized axial load of P/Pbif = 0.977, marked by the letter A. The general instability
response is followed by a sudden reduction in the axial load supported by the shell and is
associated with the transient collapse response of the shell. The corresponding load-time
history of the transient collapse response is shown in Fig. 5b. The load-time history
curve has a sudden reduction in axial load until the collapse response attenuates and the
axial load achieves a steady-state value. The kinetic energy in the shell obtains a
maximum value during the transient collapse response, dissipates over time, and the shell
reaches a stable postbuckling equilibrium state after approximately 0.007-0.008 seconds.
The effective axial stiffness of the specimen is reduced in the postbuckling load range as
indicated by the reduction in the slope of the load-shortening response curve.
The transient deformation responses for selected time steps during the transient
collapse response of shell C3, indicated by the letters A through F in Figs. 5a and 5b, are
presented in Fig. 6a through 6f, respectively. Just before buckling occurs, the shell wall
deformations are characterized by several localized ellipse-like buckles as indicated in
Fig. 6a. The localization in the deformation pattern is caused by the combination of a
local geometric shell-wall imperfection that is in the form of a significant variation in the
shell-wall mid-surface geometry, and the intersection of a helical ply-gap and a
circumferentially aligned ply-gap in the shell at x/LT = 0.25 and θ = 210º. The localized
deformations occur in regions with destabilizing compressive axial and circumferential
stresses. After approximately 0.0012 seconds have elapsed in the transient response, a
single ellipse-like buckle has grown in amplitude and couples with the destabilizing
stresses in the shell wall to cause the general instability and collapse of the shell. The
magnitude of the shell-wall radial displacement varies between ±0.5 times the shell-wall
thickness. After additional time has elapsed, additional local buckles have formed around
the circumference and along the length of the shell as indicated in Fig. 6c, and the
normalized axial load has decreased from 0.974 to 0.759. The magnitude of the shell-
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wall radial displacement varies between +2 to -4 times the shell-wall thickness. As the
buckling process continues, the normalized axial load has decreased further to 0.554, and
the deformation pattern in the shell wall continues to evolve and additional ellipse-like
buckles have formed around the circumference of the shell as indicated in Fig. 6d. In
addition, some of the buckles in the shell begin to coalesce into larger diamond-shaped
buckles. The magnitude of the shell-wall radial displacement varies between +3 to -7
times the shell-wall thickness. After approximately 0.01 seconds have elapsed, the
kinetic energy in the shell has dissipated to a negligible level indicating that the transient
response has attenuated, and the shell has deformed into the stable postbuckling modeshape indicated in Fig. 6e. As loading continues, the diamond-shaped buckles increase in
size and the magnitude of the radial deformations of the buckles and the outer-surface
ridges increase to between +4 and -9 times the shell-wall thickness as shown in Fig. 6f.
Predicted and Measured Response Comparisons
Selected results from nonlinear analyses of the six composite shells are compared
to the experimentally measured results in this section. The nonlinear analysis results are
for shell models that include the effects of the measured initial geometric and thickness
imperfections, thickness-adjusted material property variations, measured loading
variations, elastic radial support conditions, and selected specimen parameter
uncertainties. The specimen parameter uncertainties considered include uncertainties in
the imperfection measurement accuracy, fiber and matrix properties, fiber volume
fraction, applied load, and boundary stiffness. Upper and lower response bounds were
determined based upon the results of a traditional combinatorial analysis of the effects of
the selected parameter uncertainties. Predicted and measured load–end-shortening
response curves are presented in this section.
Eight-ply shells.- Three sets of analytically predicted and experimentally
measured load–end-shortening response curves for the 8-ply shells C1, C2, and C3 are
shown in Fig. 7. The axial load P is normalized by EA, where E is the effective axial
stiffness of the shell and A is the nominal shell cross-sectional area. The end-shortening
∆ is normalized by the nominal shell length L = 16.0 in. The solid and dashed lines in
the figure represent experimentally measured and analytically predicted results,
respectively. Each shell has two predicted response curves representing predicted upper
and lower bounds to the response based on specimen parameter uncertainties, and the
regions between the response bounds are shaded for clarity. The measured buckling load
of each shell is marked by a filled circle and the ultimate failure load of each shell is
marked with an X. In addition, each shell has one or more analytically predicted failure
boundaries represented by the dark gray solid lines in the figure. Each failure boundary
is labeled with the number 1, 2, or 3, which denote matrix failure initiation, fiber failure
initiation, and delamination failure initiation, respectively. The measured results indicate
that the prebuckling responses are linear up to the general instability load. General
instability occurs at normalized loads of P/EA = 0.00122, 0.0044, and 0.0022 for
specimens C1, C2, and C3, respectively, and are 7.8, 13.7, and 17.6% lower than the
predicted linear bifurcation buckling loads for the corresponding geometrically perfect,
nominal shells, respectively. The general instability loads are followed by a sudden
reduction in the axial load supported by the specimens, which is associated with the
unstable transient collapse response of the specimens. During collapse, the specimens
buckled into the classical diamond-shaped general instability mode-shape, and the
collapse response was accompanied by an audible snapping sound. In addition, no
significant visible failures were observed in the specimens as a result of the collapse
response. The specimens achieved a stable postbuckling equilibrium state and had
additional load carrying capacity in the postbuckling load range. Additional audible
popping sounds were heard during the loading of the specimens in the postbuckling load
range, which suggests that a progressive accumulation of material failures is occurring in
the specimens. The accumulation of material failures continued until the ultimate failure
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of the specimens occurred. The results in Fig. 7 indicate that, for the most part, the
measured responses fall within the analytically predicted response bounds. In particular,
the results indicate that the measured response curves tend to correlate with the mid-point
between the upper and lower predicted response bounds. The predicted results indicate
that, in most cases, material failure in the specimens is likely to occur at load levels near
the general instability load and in the postbuckling load range. More specifically, matrix
compression failure is predicted to occur in specimens C2 and C3 near the general
instability point, followed by fiber compression failures and delamination type failures in
the postbuckling load range. In contrast, the analytically results predict that matrix and
fiber compression failures occur in specimen C1 in the postbuckling load range. These
failure predictions correlate well with the failure trends observed in the tests. Predicted
initial post-collapse radial displacement contours and the corresponding observed moiré
fringe patterns for these specimens were observed to correlate well, as shown in Ref. 4.
Sixteen-ply shells.- Analytically predicted and experimentally measured load–
end-shortening response curves for the 16-ply shells C4 through C6 are shown in Fig. 8.
The axial load P is normalized by EA, where E is the effective axial stiffness of the
shell and A is the nominal shell cross-sectional area. The end-shortening ∆ is
normalized by the nominal shell length L = 16.0 in. The solid and dashed lines in the
figure represent experimentally measured and analytically predicted results, respectively.
Each shell has two predicted response curves representing predicted upper and lower
bounds to the response based on specimen parameter uncertainties, and the regions
between the response bounds are shaded for clarity. The measured buckling load of each
shell is marked by a filled circle and the ultimate failure load of each shell is marked with
an X. In addition, each shell has one or more analytically predicted failure boundaries
represented by the dark gray solid lines in the figure. Each failure boundary is labeled
with the number 1, 2, or 3, which represent matrix failure initiation, fiber failure
initiation, and delamination failure initiation, respectively. The measured results indicate
that the initial load-shortening responses are, for the most part, linear up to the limit-point
load for each specimen as indicated in the figure. However, the load-shortening
responses for specimens C5 and C6 have a slight nonlinear behavior at end-shortening
values greater than ∆/L = 0.004. General instability occurs at normalized loads of
P/EA = 0.0027, and 0.0049 for specimens C4, and C6, respectively, and are 16.8, and
18.4% lower than the predicted linear bifurcation buckling loads for the corresponding
geometrically perfect, nominal shells, respectively. The results show that the general
instability loads of specimens C4 and C6 coincide with the ultimate failure loads of the
specimens, and these specimens do not have postbuckling load carrying capacity. More
specifically, experimental results indicated that, upon collapse, specimens C4 and C6
have a significant amount of material failure including fiber and matrix compression
failures and delamination failures, which caused the ultimate failure of the specimens.
The predicted results indicate that, in most cases, the initiation of material failure is likely
to occur during the initial portion of the transient collapse response as shown in Fig. 8,
and these results explain the observed failure trends in specimens C4 and C6. In contrast,
specimen C5 does not have a general instability load, rather, this specimen fails
completely at a load of P/EA = 0.0062, which is 43.9% lower than the predicted linear
bifurcation buckling load for the corresponding geometrically perfect, nominal shell. The
overall failure of this specimen is characterized by a significant amount of delamination
failures and fiber and matrix compression failures around the entire circumference of the
shell. Post-test inspection indicated that the overall failure of the shell might have been
initiated by a material failure near an axially aligned ply-gap in the shell wall. Predicted
initial post-collapse radial displacement contours and the corresponding observed moiré
fringe patterns for specimen C4 were observed to correlate well. Similar results were
obtained for specimen C6 and indicate similar failure trends.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results of an experimental and analytical study of the effects of imperfections
on the nonlinear response and buckling loads of unstiffened thin-walled compressionloaded graphite-epoxy cylindrical shells are presented. Numerical results for the
nonlinear prebuckling, transient buckling, and postbuckling response of shells with
measured imperfections are presented. The numerical results include the effects of
traditional initial geometric shell-wall mid-surface imperfections and the effects of other
nontraditional imperfections. These nontraditional imperfections include shell-wall
thickness variations, material property variations, shell-end geometric imperfections,
local shell-wall ply-gaps associated with the fabrication process, variations in loads
applied to the end of the shell, and elastic boundary support conditions. In addition,
upper and lower bounds to the nonlinear response of the shells are presented, which were
determined from a combinatorial analysis of the effects of uncertainties in the values of
several shell parameters. The uncertainties considered in the present study include
uncertainties in the geometric imperfection measurements, lamina fiber volume fraction,
lamina fiber and matrix properties, boundary condition stiffnesses, and applied load
distribution. A high-fidelity nonlinear shell analysis procedure has been used to predict
the nonlinear response and failure of the shells, and the analysis procedure accurately
accounts for the effects of these traditional and nontraditional imperfections and
parameter uncertainties on the nonlinear response and failure of the shells. The analysis
results generally correlate well with the experimental results indicating that it is possible
to predict accurately the complex nonlinear response and buckling loads for compressionloaded composite shell structures.
The numerical results indicate that the effects of the traditional and nontraditional
imperfections, and uncertainties in the values of selected parameters considered in this
study can be important for predicting the buckling loads of composite shells since they
can significantly affect the nonlinear response and buckling loads of the shells. The
results indicate that, for the most part, the measured response of the shells falls mid-way
between the predicted upper and lower bounds to the response that are associated with the
uncertainties or variations in the shell parameters considered in the study. These results
indicate that the nonlinear analysis procedure used in this study can be used to determine
accurate, high-fidelity design knockdown factors and response bounds that can be used
for predicting composite shell buckling and failure loads in the design process. The
traditional and nontraditional imperfections considered in this study could be used to
formulate the basis for a generalized imperfection signature of a composite shell that
includes the effects of variations or uncertainties in the shell-geometry, fabricationprocess, load-distribution and boundary stiffness parameters. The high-fidelity nonlinear
analysis procedure used in this study can be used to form the basis for a shell analysis and
design approach that includes this generalized imperfection signature and addresses some
of the critical shell-buckling design criteria and design considerations for composite shell
structures. This high-fidelity nonlinear analysis procedure could be used in the shell
design process without resorting to the traditional empirical shell design approach that
can affect the cost of developing new composite shell designs.
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Fig. 1 Typical specimen, finite-element model geometry and loading conditions.
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Fig. 2 Typical measured inner-surface imperfection shape for shell specimen C3.

Fig. 3 Typical measured wall thickness variation for a shell specimen C3.

Fig. 4 Typical measured shell-end or loading-surface imperfections for a shell specimen C3.
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Fig. 5 Analytically predicted nonlinear response of an imperfect, compression-loaded, quasiisotropic shell C3.

Fig. 6 Analytically predicted prebuckling, buckling, and postbuckling response of an imperfect,
compression-loaded, quasi-isotropic shell C3.
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Fig. 7 Analytically predicted and experimentally measured load–end-shortening response curves
for 8-ply compression-loaded shells; predicted results represent response bounds.

Fig. 8 Analytically predicted and experimentally measured load–end-shortening response curves
for 16-ply compression-loaded shells; predicted results represent response bounds.
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1

ABSTRACT

A new procedure for calibrating on-board gauges on the blade assemblies of turbomachines is proposed in this
paper. The calibration of an engine gauge, determined a priori during a component dynamic test, makes it
possible to establish the levels of dynamic stress on the entire instrumented airfoil (based on the readings
output by the gauge during the engine test). The method proposed is based on the use of holographic dynamic
measurements enabling the qualification of a finite element model in relation to the component test. The
calibration relations are then determined based on the qualified model. The procedure proposed enables an
increase in the reliability of the calibration relations by making it possible to take into account in the model
the real conditions of the engine test (thermal, centrifugal and aerodynamic loads, and the shapes of dynamic
modes of the complete blade assembly). Similarly, it enables a drastic reduction in the costs relating to the
component tests required to establish these relations.
2

INTRODUCTION

The procedures for designing blade assemblies for turbo engines use different types of analysis, in particular
to guarantee the safety of the engine. With regard to dynamic considerations, these analyses are based both on
the results of tests and on the results of calculations. Whatever the design approach, the certification
authorities require engine tests in order to qualify the machine before use.
Qualification tests consist in measuring the levels of dynamic stress during operation of every flight envelope,
in particular for all rotating parts. To do so, strain gauges are installed on the stators or rotor wheels of the
qualification engine. These on-board gauges are called engine gauges. Based on the measurements made
during operation, the dynamic stress status is determined for the entire blade assembly based on calibration
factors, i.e. the relations governing the transfer of strain or stress between engine gauges and the gauges
distributed over the airfoil. These relations are established during component dynamic tests carried out
beforehand. After the qualification test (during operation), the maximum stress on the airfoil (deduced from
the engine gauges using the calibration factors) is then compared with the admissible dynamic stress
determined by numerical means: the real dynamic margin is then estimated.
This procedure for determining the real dynamic margin requires data on:
• the static stress field obtained by finite element calculation,
• the distribution of dynamic stress per mode, obtained by component testing or by finite element
calculation,
• the measurements concerning dynamic engine stress during operation output by the engine gauge.
The engine qualification test is carried out at the end of the design cycle. At this point in time, if the dynamic
margins are insufficient, re-design is required as well as a new qualification test, thereby increasing the cost of
design of the engine.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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The quality with which calibration factors are evaluated is thus vital. This implies expensive, in-depth
component dynamic testing. In this paper we propose to reduce the time and the costs involved in determining
these calibration factors, and to increase the precision and the frequency band of validity, by using dynamic
field measurements of holographic type [SMI.99] and results obtained by finite element calculation.
3

DESIGN CRITERIA OF BLADE ASSEMBLY FOR HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE : BASIC
PRINCIPLES

Here we briefly review a few basic concepts to make it easier to understand our paper.
Consider a blade of a rotor wheel in a fluid flow, with steady and unsteady components (whose angular
frequency is similar to that of the fundamental mode of vibration of the blade), rotating at a given speed.
The steady component is due to the difference in the downstream and upstream pressures of the wheel in
question. The unsteady component is mainly related to the wake of the stator wheel located upstream of the
rotor wheel in question, as well as to the other obstacles in the aerodynamic flow, upstream and downstream
of the wheel in question.
For a given temperature, the blade is therefore subject to a static load caused, on the one hand, by the
centrifugal force resulting from the rotation of the wheel around the axis of the engine, and on the other hand,
by the steady component of the aerodynamic pressure. The unsteady component of the aerodynamic pressure
generates a purely dynamic load on the airfoil (see Figure 1).

Centrifugal force

Steady and
unsteady
aerodynamic
forces

Stream of flow

Disk

Engine CL
Figure 1: Loads applied to a blade rotating in a fluid flow

The blade is designed for high cycle fatigue such that it has an infinitely long service life. This means that the
level of stress obtained on any point of the blade under the combined static and dynamic load does not exceed
the fatigue limit criteria [LEM.96]. The fatigue limit is experimentally obtained by dynamic tests on a test
piece with a static preload. The fatigue limit stress pairs are sought for various static/dynamic load ratios
(Woehler curves). Based on these limit values, a Goodman diagram is established for a given number of
cycles (a cycle corresponding to a period of the dynamic load) and defines the area of the admissible static and
dynamic stress pairs corresponding to an infinite service life (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Goodman diagram

The Goodman curve makes it possible to relate an admissible dynamic stress σ 1D to a given static stress σ S .
In the dimensioning phase, the static stress factors are correctly evaluated by finite element calculation, since
the related load is correctly characterised. On the other hand, characterising the dynamic stress generated by
the unsteady aerodynamic pressure is a more delicate matter. This is because parameters are involved that are
difficult to evaluate, such as the characterisation of the unsteady pressure fields caused by the different
obstacles upstream and downstream of the wheel in question, as well as their periodicity, mechanical and
aerodynamic damping, and the shape of the high-level modes of vibration. This is why these dynamic stress
factors must be measured during the qualification test. These measurements are the subject of a special
procedure described in the following paragraph.
1

4

CURRENT CALIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR ENGINE GAUGES

Consider a blade of a given stator or rotor wheel. In the case of blades formed by sectors for certain stator
wheels and of blisks, the calibration principle is similar. The calibration phase for engine gauges is carried out
on the basis of component dynamic tests. This operation breaks down into two types of tests: stress
distribution measurement and calibration tests of the engine gauges.
In the 2 types of tests, the airfoil to be characterised (rotor or stator wheel) is fastened into position with a test
jaw (which in turn is fastened onto a test bench). The jaw is designed in order to reproduce as faithfully as
possible the boundary conditions during operation. The blade is instrumented with strain gauges (see Figure
3). The excitation applied is of scanned sine-wave type, obtained by means of an electrodynamic vibrating
table, an electrodynamic shaker, a piezoelectric shaker, or a siren type shaker (a jet of pulsed air). For each
resonance frequency, the signals output by the strain gauges are processed using a spectrum analyser.

4.1

Stress distribution measurement

This measurement is carried out on a single reference blade, for which the measurements are designed to
precisely define the stress distribution on the blade for each excited mode of vibration. Although only carried
out once, this test is extremely expensive because of the high density of gauges used. The instrumentation of
the airfoil can comprise more than a hundred strain gauges: some are located in the middle of the airfoil (lowfrequency modes) while most are located along the edges where strains mainly appear on high-frequency
modes (see Figure 3). This measurement makes it possible to determine for each mode a strain transfer
relation between the instrumented points (and directions). This relation is defined based on the strains d jν
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observed at point j on mode ν. These values are combined in the strain transfer matrix D defined by
expression (1).
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This strain transfer matrix can be normalised in relation to one of the instrumented points and forms the
transfer matrix D j , normalised in relation to point j, defined by expression (2).
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This transfer relation, characterised by matrix D j enables the expansion of the strain values for each point
instrumented during the distribution test, based on the value of strain at point j, at right angles with an engine
gauge or a reference gauge for example.

Figure 3: Measurement of stress distribution by strain measurement
on a HP compressor blade - excitation by a jet of pulsed air

4.2

Calibration of engine gauges

This test is carried out for each airfoil instrumented with engine gauges. The instrumentation for these
component tests can be limited to a few engine gauges and a dozen reference gauges. All these gauges (engine
and reference gauges) are placed in positions chosen from among those used when stress distribution is
precisely measured. This calibration test is necessary because engine gauges are subject to a special
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instrumentation procedure. Engine gauges must be capable of meeting criteria of thermal resistance and static
load resistance of the levels caused by the rotation of the wheel. To do so, they are fastened onto the airfoil
and protected by a bonding agent. Because of the fastening method and the position of the gauges, this type of
instrumentation requires on-site calibration. Calibration is carried out in relation to reference gauges with a
known level of sensitivity. The calibration relation is defined between the engine gauge (measurement of
strain d jm ) and a reference gauge (measurement of strain d jr ) using the calibration coefficient α :

d jr = α ⋅ d jm
4.3

(3)

Calibration factors

Calibration factors are established, based on distribution factors (defined by relation (2)) and the calibration
values for the engine gauges (relation (3)). In this way, for a mode ν of angular frequency ων , the dynamic
strain values d (ων ) are deduced for the airfoil (where are located the gauges instrumented during the
distribution test), based on the value measured on the engine gauge d

jm

(ων ) , by means of relation (4):

 d 1 (ων ) 
 d (ω ) 
 2 ν 
d (ων ) =    = Dν jr ⋅ d jr (ων ) = Dν jr ⋅ α ν ⋅ d jm (ων )
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The calibration procedure is performed for all the blades instrumented with engine gauges and for the blade
that was used to measure the distribution of dynamic stress. After this procedure, the blades are installed on
the qualification engine. Based on the calibration factors (i.e. the calibration coefficients for the engine gauges
as well as the strain transfer relations) and on the static stress calculated by the finite element method, the
allowable dynamic stress (scope limit) is determined for each mode of vibration and for each engine gauge.
During the engine qualification test, the levels measured by the engine gauges are monitored to guarantee the
integrity of the structure. These dynamic levels are then analysed and the safety margins are deduced for all
the instrumented wheels. The engine is qualified if these safety margins are large enough. If not, a new design
is required for the components in question.
5

PROPOSED CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

The calibration phase comprises two types of component tests: measurement of stress distribution (an
expensive test requiring a high level of instrumentation) and calibration tests of the engine gauges. In this
paper, we propose to use holographic measurements of field type (Figure 4) in order to qualify the finite
element model. This qualification of the FE model is based on a quantitative comparison of the modal
displacement fields both measured and calculated. The qualified model is then used to determine the stress
distribution in the airfoil.
Holographic measurement techniques are frequently used in industry and are the subject of research work
dedicated to improving identification and correlation procedures [FOL.00] [HUM.99] [LEP.01]. The
technique for acquiring dynamic data by this means of measurement is based on the principle of holographic
interferometry. The surface to be measured is illuminated by means of a continuous or pulsed wave laser. The
acquisition of optical data is obtained by a CCD video camera (Figure 4). A hologram of the structure is
obtained by interference between the reflected laser beam and a reference laser beam. Based on the
interference of two holograms of the structure at 2 different instants in time, the requisite displacement data
can be obtained.
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CCD camera
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Figure 4: Dynamic measurement by laser holography
This new procedure has a number of advantages:
• The behaviour of the blade is not modified by the instrumentation since measurement is made by optical
readings.
• Since stress distribution is obtained by finite element calculation, maximum modal stress can be obtained
and the effects of steady centrifugal, thermal and aerodynamic loads can be precisely taken into account in
dynamic stress transfer relations, at the operating level of the engine in question, as well as the shape of
the normal mode with nodal diameters appropriate to the excitation.
• A component dynamic test of quantitative holography type is relatively inexpensive in relation to a stress
distribution test, since the blade is not subject to lengthy, pains-taking instrumentation.

5.1

Mathematical model hypotheses

In general, blade assemblies are structures with little damping (damping is limited to around 1% at most). For
this reason, within the framework of a component test under periodic excitation, it is legitimate to consider
only the contribution of the excited mode in the dynamic response of the blade near the resonance frequency.
Given the hypothesis of a material with linear behaviour and small displacements, the dynamic equilibrium
equation for the blade formulated for the sinusoidal excitation of angular frequency ω results in relation (5) :

[K + jω B − ω M ] y(ω ) = f (ω )
2

(5)

where K, B, and M are respectively the stiffness, damping and mass matrices for the structure, and y(ω) and
f(ω) are the vectors of harmonic displacement response and harmonic force applied to the structure.
After conventional breakdown of the harmonic response of the structure on a truncated basis of m fundamental
modes of vibration for the conservative system (relation (6)), the dynamic equilibrium of the structure is
governed by relation (7):

y (ω ) = Ym c(ω )

[Λ

m

]

+ jω β m − ω 2 I m c(ω ) = YmT f (ω )

(6)
(7)
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in which Λm , Ym are respectively the spectral and modal matrices of the m first fundamental modes of

vibration of the conservative system, normalised per unit of generalised mass, c(ω ) is the vector of the
generalised co-ordinates and β m the generalised damping matrix.
Based on the hypothesis that the only contribution is that of the excited mode ν (characterised by its angular
frequency ων and its eigenvector yν ), the harmonic response of the structure near resonance angular
frequency ων is given by relation (8):

y (ω ) =

yν yνT f (ω )
ων2 − ω 2 + jω βν

(8)

where βν = 2 aν ων is the generalised damping of mode ν and aν the reduced damping coefficient.
At resonance angular frequency ( ω = ων ), the harmonic response during displacement of the structure is
defined by relation (9):

y (ων ) =

yν yνT f (ων )
jω ν β ν

(9)

The dynamic stress field σ is deduced from the dynamic displacement field y of the structure by means of a
relation of linear dependence. At angular frequency ων , it is defined by relation (10):

σ (ων ) = D ε (ων ) = D B y (ων )

(10)

where D is the elasticity matrix of material, B is the derived matrix of the shape functions, and ε (ων ) the
dynamic strain field at angular frequency ων .
6

RESULTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN CALCULATION AND TEST

In order to illustrate the interest of the proposed procedure, two results of correlation calculations/tests are
presented for an HP compressor blade (not illustrated in this paper). First of all, we compare the modal stress
fields calculated and measured by strain measurement. Secondly, we compare the modal displacements
calculated by finite elements and measured by holography. It should be noted that the blades are of the same
type. The same finite element model is used in both cases for numerical prediction. Only the boundary
conditions are different.

6.1

Correlation criteria

Two comparison criteria are used here in order to compare the calculation results with the results of tests at
the instrumented points (in the direction of measurement). One criterion is based on the relative error E f
committed when predicting eigenfrequencies, and a second criterion quantifies the colinearity (or similitude of
shape) of the vectors measured and calculated ( MAC criterion). Matching between the predicted and observed
modes is evaluated by this shape criterion.
•

Relative error on frequency E f

Ef =

f cal − f mes
f mes

(11)
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where f mes ( f cal ) is the measured (calculated) eigenfrequency.
•

Modal assurance criterion (or matching) on displacement MAC y , on stress MACσ :

MAC y =

(y

T
cal

y cal

⋅ y mes
2

)

y mes

2
2

, MACσ =

(σ

T
cal

σ cal

⋅ σ mes
2

)

σ mes

2

(12)
2

where y mes ( y cal ) and σ mes ( σ cal ) are the measured (calculated) displacement and stress eigenvectors.
Remark: the value of the MAC criterion is 1 for two colinear vectors, 0 for two orthogonal vectors.

6.2

Strain measurement

Dynamic strain distribution is measured using single-direction strain gauges distributed over the entire airfoil.
The excitation of the airfoil is of siren type in the low frequency band and of piezo-electric type in the medium
frequency band. 25 modes were measured. The amplitude and the phase of strain were read for each gauge
and each mode of resonance.
The result of matching the measured modes and calculated modes, obtained by the criterion MACσ , is
presented in Figure 5 for the 13 first modes. Only 47 gauge values were used in estimating this criterion. The
relative error on the corresponding eigenfrequencies is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Matching matrix ( MACσ )
between measured modes and calculated modes

Figure 6: Relative error (%) in frequency ( E f )
between matched measured and calculated modes

As can be seen in Figure 5, 8 modes are matched with significant MACσ values, higher than 0.7. Mode nos. 2
and 5 (corresponding to the first twists of the blade) were not correctly observed by the measuring gauges
selected. The relative errors in eigenfrequency obtained with the matched modes are around 12% at the most.
The stress modeshapes calculated and measured are presented in Figure 7 for mode no.10. For guidance,
gauges 1 to 47 describe the contour of the blade.
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Figure 7: Stress modeshapes calculated and measured for mode no.10
The matching criterion value for mode no.10 is 0.86.

6.3

Holographic measurement

Holographic measurements enable the characterisation of 26 fundamental modes of vibration. Excitation is of
piezo-electric type. Holographic images comprise 250,000 measurement points (or pixels). After identification
of the geometric transformation between the measurement locator and the calculation locator, the adaptation
between measured and calculated data is carried out by projecting the measurement values onto the
corresponding partition of the finite element meshing. This operation implies reducing the number of data
measured to the number of nodes in the model, i.e. between a hundred and a few thousand nodes. This
adaptation operation uses a procedure of geometric smoothing, in which a measured displacement projected
onto a node in the mesh is obtained by a combination of the values of the pixels in the vicinity of the node in
question.
The entire adaptation procedure for the measurement and calculation data, as well as the calculation of the
correlation criteria, are performed using an in-house Snecma Moteurs operational tool.
The result of the matching between measured and calculated modes, obtained using the MAC y criterion, is
presented in Figure 8 for the 26 modes measured. The matching criterion is calculated for all the nodes of the
mesh of the airfoil corresponding to the surface measured. The relative error on the corresponding
eigenfrequencies is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Matching matrix ( MAC y )

Figure 9: Relative error (%) in frequency ( E f )

for measured and calculated modes

between matched measured and calculated modes

Examination of the modal assurance criterion indicates that the correlation between the calculated and
measured modes is excellent. 17 modes are matched with a MAC y value higher than 0.7. Given the number of
nodes on which the criterion is evaluated, these results reflect the aptitude of the mathematical model to
correctly represent the shapes identified by measurement.
Only two measured modes have a MAC y value of less than 0.5, i.e. measured mode nos.14 and 22. The
relative errors in eigenfrequency obtained on the matched modes are around 11% at the most.
For guidance, Figures 10 and 11 show the measured displacement fields on the airfoil (projected onto the
nodes of the mesh) and calculated in relation to mode no.20.

Figure 10: Measured displacement field
of mode no.20, projected onto the nodes of the model
The corresponding MAC y value is 0.83.

Figure 11: Calculated displacement field
of mode no.20
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7

CONCLUSIONS

Comparison between the model and stress distribution tests based on strain measurement enables the correct
correlation of 8 modes of vibration. For uncorrelated measured modes, it is difficult to relate the modes output
by calculation with any certainty.
The comparison between the model and holographic measurements makes it possible to correctly correlate all
the modes. The wealth of information available via dynamic field measurements (in this case measurement by
holographic interferometry) enables non-conflicting matching between model measurement and prediction.
The difficulty in correlating modes 10 to 25 observed in the stress distribution test by strain measurement is
due to several factors:
• Modification of the characteristics of the structure: a gauge bonded onto the structure and its connector
technology introduce local disturbances of stiffness, mass and damping that are not taken into account in
the mathematical model. This structural modification, which is proportional to the density of
instrumentation, has no effect on the first global modes but has a considerable impact on the eigen-shape
of the high-level modes of vibration.
• Dispersion in gauge sensitivity (dispersion due to instrumentation, and to sensitivity tolerances).
• Errors in adaptation between measured and calculated values: calculated stress values are sensitive to the
size of the elements. A variation in the position between a gauge and the element of the corresponding
mesh introduces an additional error, in particular in areas of the airfoil with high stress gradients.
Optical measurement by holography enables the characterisation of modal displacement fields without
disturbing the structure and provides a dense quantity of data, of much greater wealth than that produced by
calculation. Using this information requires an adaptation procedure in order to condense measurements onto
the nodes of the model. This special operation has proved to be extremely robust.
The results presented clearly show the advantage in using optical field measurements, which, because of the
quality and wealth of the data output, enable clear, non-conflicting matching between measured and calculated
modes of vibration.
The use of a qualified model for component tests based on optical measurements makes it possible to take
engine operating conditions into account in estimating modal stress factors, i.e. the influence of thermal,
centrifugal, and steady aerodynamic loads. Similarly, these stress factors can be calculated in the case of
normal modes with nodal diameters (which can be excited by the identified harmonics of the engine speed),
which is difficult to reproduce in a component test. Access to the maximum modal stress is another advantage
of the calibration method using a model validated by component tests. This is because in the case of strain
measurement, the maximum stress measured is determined only at instrumented points.
The procedure proposed to estimate the distribution of dynamic stress is based on the qualification of a finite
element model by correlation with holographic interferometry measurements, which increases the reliability
of the calibration factors of the engine gauges. In addition, the costs incurred and the time spent in the
component tests related to this procedure are considerably reduced compared with a conventional procedure
based on strain measurement.
This approach of calibration methodology contributes to improve the quality of prediction of dynamic
behaviour, particularly the fatigue life prediction of highly loaded components, and therefore to increase the
safety of flights.
8
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Bird Impact Analysis on a Bladed Disk
D. Chevrolet, S. Audic, J. Bonini
SNECMA MOTEURS
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77550 Moissy Cramayel
France
E-mail : david.chevrolet@snecma.fr

ABSTRACT
A Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method has been developed to provide a transient structural analysis
of fan blades during bird strikes [1], [3]
The bird is modeled by a set of lagrangian particles and a specific state of equation evaluates the pressure in
the projectile. The SPH method has been coupled with the Finite Elements method by a contact algorithm and
implemented in the fast dynamic code EUROPLEXUS [2], [4].
Unlike the classical Lagrangian formulations, this model avoids the severe distortions of projectile mesh
during impact phase. An uniform bird slicing by the rotating blades is not assumed prior to the calculation.
The method has been applied to compute the response and the residual deformations of a bladed disk.
1. INTRODUCTION
Bird strike in a turbofan engine is a phenomenon which can occur at each flight’s stage and principally during
take off and landing. These impacts generate severe loads on the fan stage and sometimes the strains
undergone by the structure can lead to failure.
Prior to the final certification test, some expensive spin tests are usually performed to validate the initial
design choices. A failure during a bird ingestion will be very expensive because of the necessary re-design of
the blade (costs, delays). To reduce the number of these tests and to avoid any delay during the certification
tests the manufacturers perform analyses with non-linear transient structural codes.
The task lies then in the development of a convenient and suitable industrial strategy to demonstrate the
reliability of a Finite Element (FE) modelling to predict the impact loads and damage.
The classical Finite Elements method do not allow to treat completely this problem. The Lagrangian
formulation is too tricky to handle for the bird because of large deformations. The coupled Euler-Lagrange
method creates a significant numerical dissipation despite difficult remeshing in the case of rotating structures.
Moreover, CPU time widely increases for these last calculations because a large area has to be meshed to
anticipate fluid deformations and blades rotation. So, all these methods present major drawbacks to model bird
the slicing by a rotating structure.
To avoid all this problems, SNECMA calculates bird strike with a SPH method. This formulation has been
implemented in the fast dynamic analysis code EUROPLEXUS developed jointly by the French
“Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique” and by the JRC of the European Community at ISPRA.
2. THE SPH METHOD
The SPH [5] method has been defined by astrophysicists during the 70’s. But at the beginning of the 90’s,
some mechanical scientists have adapted this method to treat impact at very high velocities [6], [7], [8].
The SPH method is well-suited to simulate problems that present mesh distortions and large displacements.
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2.1. Mathematical principles
The discrete field f ,scalar or not, defined in a domain Ω can be approached and regularised by a field family
f h , defined by :
f

with W
h

h

=

∫

Ω

f ( y ) ⋅ W ( x − y, h) ⋅ dy

(1)

Kernel or weight function
smoothing parameter which determine the volume Ωi around x where W takes its greatest values.
This parameter h defines the regularity of f h

The field f can be the velocity, the density, the pressure …
The volume Ωi is smaller than the domain Ω and the kernel W generally verify the following properties :
1. W ( x − y, h) > 0 in Ωi with Ωi ⊂ Ω
2. W ( x − y, h) = 0 ∀ y ∉ Ωi
3.

∫ W ( x − y, h) ⋅ dy = 1 (consistent condition)
Ω

4. W ( s, h) is monotonous and decreases with s = x − y
5. W ( s, h) → δ ( s ) with h → 0 where δ (s) is the Dirac distribution
The most common kernels W are the Gauss, cubic or quadratic fonctions.
If the values of the field f are known for a finite number N of points xi, the integral (1) can be approximated by
a directe sum :
f

h

( x) ≅

N

∑m

i

⋅

i =1

f (xi )

ρ(xi )

⋅ W ( x − x i , h)

The mass mi is associated to the particles x i and the ratio

mi

ρ(xi )

(2)

represents the volume of the domain Ωi

connected to xi.
The equation (2) looks like form functions in the finite element formulation.
The approximation of the field f can be easily applied to the fundamental equations of Mechanics. At the node
number k :


continuity equation :
dρ ( x k , t )
= ρ (x k , t) ⋅
dt



N

mi

∑ ρ ( x , t ) ⋅ (v ( x
i =1

k

, t ) − v( x i , t )) ⋅ ∇ k W ( x k − x i , h)

(3)

i

momentum equation :
d v (x k , t)
dt

=−

N

∑m
i =1

i

 p (x i , t)

p (x k , t)
⋅
+
+ π ij  ⋅ ∇ k W ( x k − x i , h)
2
2
 ρ (x i , t) ρ (x k , t)




(4)

The pressure P is given by a state equation p ( x i , t ) = p( ρ ( x i , t ) and π ij is an artificial viscosity proposed by
Monaghan and Gingold [9].
Two general remarks can be add to the presentation of the SPH method :


The continuity equation avoids the boundary effects because the density evolves only when the distances
between particles change.



Corrections have to be introduced in this formulation to take into account the space and the time variations
of the smoothing length. The time variations of h are described by the law of Benz [10] :
N
mj
dh( x i , t )
1
= − ⋅ h( x i , t ) ⋅ ∑
⋅ (v( x i , t ) − v( x j , t )) ⋅ ∇ k W ( x i − x j , h)
dt
3
j =1 ρ (x j , t )

(5)
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The space variations of h are obtained by the scatter approximation : h( x, y ) =

h( x ) + h( y )
.
2

This relation should be reintroduced in all the previous mechanical equations.
2.2. Application of the SPH method to the bird strike
The projectile is modeled by a set of Lagrangian particles arranged in a compact hexagonal system. Each
particles is initially connected to twelve other particles but the connectivity is time dependant.

Figure 1 : projectile mesh

The mass of each particle is concentrated at the centre of the outer sphere. The bird material model is based on
the studies of J. Willbeck [10]. He has developed a synthetic bird model which is composed of commercial
gelatin and 10% of phenolic micro-balloons.
The state equation is based on the pressure-density relationship of each constituent. But to improve the
calculation, this law distinguishes a shock and a reduction in pressure. This model gives very accurate loading
including the Hugoniot peak and the stagnation pressure.
The SPH method used the cubic kernel with compact support [1], [11] :

2
3
3 ⋅ 2 −  r  + 1 ⋅  r  






2 3  h 
2  h  



1 
3
W ( r , h) = 3  1 
r
πh  ⋅  2 − 
h
4 

0



0≤

r
≤1
h

1≤

r
≤2
h

(6)

r
≥2
h

The contact algorithm realize the coupling between SPH and the classical Finite Elements Methods. This
interaction is treated as the shock of two spheres : one is a particle (bird) and the other is a factitious node
representing the nodes of an element (blade).

Figure 2 : contact detection

The global momentum is conserved in the normal direction whereas possible friction forces are not taken into
account in the tangent direction [12] :
me v~ e + m d v~ d = me v e + m d v d (7)

e
particle
d
defending node
tilde stands for ‘before impact’
The bird presents an hydrodynamics behaviour during impact, so the normal velocities after the shock are
chosen equal (shock without rebound) :
ve = vd

(8)
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These equations (7), (8) allow to calculate the velocity and the acceleration of the bird particles. This method
gives accurate results only if the diameter of the particles and the size of the elements are equivalent.
3. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION
Bird strikes are today currently simulated on civil fan using SPH method. The results for all kinds of blades
(wide chord solid blades, hollow fan blades, shrouded blades …) are very close to experimental data
[2],[4],[12].
This method has been applied to anticipate the mechanical behaviour of blades under different impact
conditions than fan blades : the blades dimension and the rotation speed are different from fan civil
applications. The nominal rotation speed is around 13.600 rpm and the seagull is fired with an axial velocity
of 197 m/s.
To limit CPU time, only the impacted part of the rotor is represented. Each blade is meshed with shell
elements and the disk with brick elements. The structural mesh approximately includes 33.000 degrees of
freedom (cf. figure 3).
To compute accurately the bird slicing, the blades must be in motion in the global frame. A procedure was
defined to describe the rotation of the impacted structure. This procedure follows three steps :
 calculation of the centrifugal stresses
 determination of the bird slicing
 deceleration of the rotor.
The first step is essential because the dynamic behaviour of the blades are widely influenced by this additional
strength.
The boundary conditions must take into account the cyclic symmetry of the disk to model the effect of the
rotor which is not meshed. The centrifugal forces are determined in the rotating frame. They are applied on
every node and tend to expand the structure in the radial direction. Thus, it is necessary to impose the
displacement continuity for each node of the lateral disk faces located at the same radial position (9).
v r1 = v r 2
vθ 1 = vθ 2

(9)

radial velocity
vθ
tangential velocity
(The mark 1 refers to one face and the mark 2 to the other face)
vr

The calculation is conducted until the stresses are stabilised (the structure is damped on the first bending mode
of a blade).
The bird impact appends on the global frame to represent correctly the slicing and the centrifugal stresses of
the deformed structure. Numerically, the rotation is introduced by prescribed displacement on the nodes
located on the lateral disk faces. The initial velocities is automatically determined by the code from the radial
position of each node and from the rotation speed of the rotor.
The objective of this simulation is to anticipate the mechanical behaviour of the blades, so the outer shape of
the projectile does not represent a real geometry of bird but a right circular cylinder (cf. figure 1).
The material behaviour of the blades is described by a dynamic elastic-plastic law. Contact conditions are
imposed between each blade and the bird but also between blades to avoid penetrations under high bending
moments.
The results are presented on a sector of three blades (figure 3-4). Snecma does not have test data to validate
the computations, but the first results seem to predict realistic behaviour of blades. The deformation under
impact is more severe than impact on a civil engine. During the bird slice, larger deflections occurred at the
leading edge. The bird slice cut by each airfoil is not regular (even if the bird density is constant) because
blades and projectile interact (figure 4).
No active element failure criteria is implemented in the code. The predicted maximum dynamic strain and its
location indicate the possible cracking and material loss. The value of this criteria is determined with
experimental data.
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This simulation provide useful data to validate the design and the load definitions under impact. The global
response of the structure under impact depends on the initial geometry and the simulation determines the
mode which is excited (torsion or bending). For example, a torsional deflection can lead to peak strain
response at the airfoil root region and failure.
Furthermore, the predicted response allow to validate the engine design. The computation provide information
about the possible contact between the impacted blades and :
 the fan casing (radial deflection – figure 5)
 the following blades (tangential deflection – figure 6)
 the other compressor stage (axial deflection – figure 7)

4. CONCLUSIONS
The bird slicing is especially well-predicted without any assumption. The results confirm the major interest of
the SPH method.
The calculations were not validated by experimental data but the global and local deformations seem to be
well predicted : the blades interact with the bird and the results are coherent with the higher speed impact in
such conditions.
The SPH method has demonstrated its ability to be used as an efficient analytical tool for predicting impact
loads and damages due to bird ingestion. Since the analysis does not require important computer resource and
CPU time, it can be used during the conception iterations and the qualification tests are performed on the final
optimised geometry. The computations contribute to improve the quality of prediction of the dynamic
behaviour of the blades under impact and therefore to increase the safety of flights.
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Figure 3: Pre-stresses field in the bladed disk

Figure 4 : bird slicing
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Figure 5: Blade tip leading and trailing edge radial deflection

Figure 6: Blade tip leading and trailing edge tangential deflection

Figure 7: Blade tip leading and trailing edge axial deflection
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Q: How do you apply the solid boundary conditions for the SPH method?
A: We are simply using conservation of the momentum at the boundary.
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Use of RANS Calculations in the Design of a Submarine Sail
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Abstract
The application of a Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) code in the design of an “Advanced
Sail” for a submarine is discussed. To validate the code on similar sail shapes calculations are compared with
experimentally obtained data at 1/35 scale from a wind tunnel and 1/17 scale from a water channel. This data
comparison includes flow visualization, axial velocity and surface pressures. The agreement demonstrates
that RANS codes can be used to provide the significant hydrodynamics associated with these sail shapes. To
improve the design several modifications to a sail are evaluated using the RANS code. Based on the predicted
secondary flow downstream of the sail as well as the drag a new design is chosen, without having to build and
test the inferior shapes, reducing time and cost for the program. This improved sail was then built at 1/4 scale
and demonstrated on the U.S. Navy’s Large Scale Vehicle.
Introduction
The U. S. Navy is investigating the benefits of an “Advanced Sail” for improved effectiveness in
littoral regions while minimizing the impact on performing traditional missions. The canopy-like shapes, Fig.
1, provide a significant increase in payload over conventional sails. The increased volume, on the order of a
factor of four over conventional airfoil shaped sails, can be used for special operating forces stowage, high
data rate antennae, countermeasures, littoral warfare missiles, and other payload systems while maintaining all
current systems and capabilities, Dozier et al [1]. To minimize impact the Advanced Sail designs cannot
significantly add to the drag of the submarine or degrade the flow into the propeller over conventional designs,
despite the increased size.

Fig. 1 Submarine configured with an Advanced Sail.
Submarines are basically axisymmetric bodies with appendages to offer a minimum of resistance so
that the vehicles can be economically powered and move efficiently through the water. Appendages provide
an opportunity for wakes and vortices to be generated which can impact drag and quiet operation of a
submarine, which are critical in its design. Any protrusions from the surface will tend to increase the drag, due
to pressure gradients, increased wetted surface area, and energy spent in vortex generation. Vortices typically
consist of necklace vortices from hull/appendage junctions, tip vortices from the appendages, and vortices
generated directly from the hull due to angles of attack. The vortical flow generated from the hull and
appendages can also significantly influence the maneuvering characteristics of a submarine. Spatial flow
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distortions into the propeller created by upstream wakes, vortices or flow separations can contribute to noise
generation as well as propeller vibration. The largest appendage on any submarine is usually the sail and
consequently its drag and wake are important considerations in a design. Increasing its size by a factor of four
over conventional sails, while minimizing impact on drag or propeller inflow, requires streamlined shapes due
to the much larger wetted surface area. Additionally, longitudinal vortices are created downstream of canopy
sails, such as these, even with their streamlined shapes, Gorski [2]. To minimize these secondary flows, as
well as the drag, created by these large sails requires a large amount of building and testing of models or
computations of candidate shapes for evaluation.
To reduce schedule and cost the Advanced Sail program has relied heavily on computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) tools to help in the hydrodynamic evaluation of the sail shapes. The main hydrodynamic
considerations for the Advanced Sail shapes are minimizing drag and secondary flow created by them.
Because of the viscous nature of these areas inviscid calculations are of limited value and Reynolds Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) codes have been the focus of the computational effort. Perhaps the first fully appended
submarine RANS calculation was done by Gorski et al [3] for the SUBOFF configuration, which was
extensively measured [4] to provide a data-base to test CFD methods. At the time of the SUBOFF program it
was shown that RANS calculations could predict the pressures quite well and some of the mean flow, but
generally under predicted the strength of necklace vortices. Since that time there have been considerable
efforts directed at submarine RANS calculations, Gorski [2]. Modern RANS codes take advantage of the large
parallel computers and provide calculations on much finer grids than at the time of SUBOFF. This allows for
better flow predictions, in a timely manner, and RANS codes are accurate enough and have matured to a point
where they can be used for submarine design [5].
In general a new paradigm for surface ship and submarine design is evolving which uses a mix of
experiments and computations. The days of the old series tests, where systematic variations of a hull form are
built and tested experimentally, are fading due to time and cost considerations and since computations are an
attractive alternative. In particular, viscous calculations are becoming faster and more affordable as gridding
improves and computers get more powerful. However, confidence needs to be built up in the predictions.
Despite the successes of RANS predicting drag and detailed flow into the propeller may still be an issue,
depending on how much detail is needed. Consequently, model tests are often done to provide conventional
data for hull form evaluation as well as validation data for the computations. The current program involves
experiments on a variety of sail shapes including: 1/35 scale models in a wind tunnel, 1/17 scale models in a
water channel, and a 1/4 scale demonstration. The experiments can often run through a variety of speeds and
operating conditions once a model is built for shape evaluations. The computations provide a fast means to
evaluate shape alternatives for sail redesign. Thus, less model construction and testing is required of shapes
that can be rejected based on the computations. As more confidence is gained in the computations it may be
possible to reduce model construction and testing to the final shape or shapes. The current paper demonstrates
how the RANS calculations compared with some of the experimental data as well as how RANS computations
are used in the redesign process for the Advanced Sail.
CFD Process
It should be pointed out that to perform good flow calculations is not simply a matter of turning on a
particular piece of software, particularly for complicated geometries or flows. The computations, with either
RANS or potential flow solvers, involve a process not completely unlike that of doing a model experiment. A
test of whether a particular code can predict certain measured physics is dependent on all pieces of this
process. An idea of what this process is like is shown in Fig. 2. The validation of the calculation against
experimental data depends on all of the steps in the process. A problem with any one of them can lead to
differences in the computed and measured data.
Prerequisite to generating computational grids is the satisfactory specification of the actual geometry.
Details, such as ensuring there are no gaps in the geometry and trimming surfaces, must be taken care of
before the geometry can be used easily with grid generation software. For the actual definition of the
geometry, a single B-spline surface for each component is preferred. B-splines can model the most complex
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shapes and provide smooth, continuous definition with well-behaved intersections. In the IGES format, they
can be transferred between most CAD and grid generation software packages.

Fig. 2 CFD Process
When generating the computational grid, a surface grid must first be generated on the body and all
surrounding boundaries where boundary conditions are imposed. This surface grid breaks up the smooth Bspline surface into discrete points and one must make sure the grid conforms to the actual geometry.
Additionally, these surface grids must be clustered in areas of high geometry gradients or where the flow is
expected to change rapidly to help provide accurate predictions. It is very important in shaping or sculpting
a geometry that enough attention to detail is done so that changes in the actual geometry are properly
represented in the discretized geometry. A volume grid is next generated providing discrete points in the
entire flow domain where the Navier-Stokes equations are solved. A computed solution can only be as good
as the grid on which it is computed. If there are high gradients in the flow, such as in boundary layers, wakes
and vortices, it is necessary to have enough grid points in these areas to resolve them. If enough grid points
are not present the computation will diffuse these high gradients. Once a flow feature is diffused in this, or
any other way, its impact and interaction on the surrounding and downstream flow cannot be predicted
accurately. For viscous calculations, and drag comparisons in particular (Gorski [6]) attention must be paid to
these details to insure one is predicting flow differences due to actual geometry changes and not differences
due to computational changes. In practice it is sometimes difficult to achieve good grid quality, a sensible
amount of time spent, and a practical grid size all at the same time. For the current computations which
consist of the sail and bare hull approximately 1.2 million points are used for half the body with port/starboard
symmetry assumed. With these streamlined sails, it is possible to have the grid conform to the overall surface
much like a bump as shown in Fig. 3. Here 191 points are along the length of the body, 65 extend outward
away from the hull and 97 wrap around it with some clustering toward the top for better sail wake definition.
In the design cycle a new grid could often be generated in a few hours to days depending on the extent of the
modifications.
Obviously flow solutions also depend on the RANS code used. In the current effort the
incompressible Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved using the Mississippi State University
code UNCLE [7,8]. The equations are solved using the pseudo-compressibility approach of Chorin[9] where
an artificial time term is added to the continuity equation and all of the equations are marched in this artificial
time to convergence. Only steady state computations are performed for this effort. For the present
calculations a third-order upwind biased discretization, based on the MUSCL approach of Van Leer et al [10],
is used for the convective terms. The equations are solved implicitly using a discretized Newton-relaxation
method[11] with multigrid techniques implemented for faster convergence[12]. An important factor in being
able to compute and evaluate the hull modifications and operating conditions of interest is the implementation
of a parallel version of the UNCLE code[13]. The code uses MPI for message passing due to its portability.
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To run in parallel the computational grid is decomposed into various blocks, which are sent to different
processors. Load balancing is obtained by making the blocks as equally sized as possible. For the present
calculations 18 processors are used which allowed for new solutions in a few days depending on computer
load. More details of the solver can be found in the various references provided.

Fig. 3 Computational grid on the surface and at a single axial plane.
Another issue affecting accuracy is the turbulence modeling used. Two-equation models have become
the standard for practical applications. In the current study both a k - ε and q - ω model are used. The k - ε
model is that developed by Liou and Shih [14] which is a variant of the model developed by Shih and Lumley
[15]. The variation from the original model is the inclusion of a variable Cµ based on the mean strain rate.
This is a low Reynolds k - ε model in the sense that the equations are solved right to the wall without the use
of wall functions for the mean flow. The q-ω model used is that developed by Coakley [16]. With this twoequation model, q, which is the square root of kinetic energy, is solved for rather than kinetic energy. Also,
rather than solving for the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, ε, here the specific dissipation rate of
kinetic energy, ω, is solved for. The two dissipations are related through the relation ω = ε/k. One advantage
of the ω formulation is that it replaces the ε2/k source term of the ε equation, which is problematic near walls
and other locations where kinetic energy approaches zero, with a better behaved term which adds to stability of
the solution. The q-ω equations are also solved directly to the wall with q and the normal derivative of ω both
set to zero. For solving directly to the wall it is generally preferable to have the first point off of the wall well
within the viscous sub-layer and a value of y+ around 1 is used here. Going to higher Reynolds numbers
requires the relative distance of the first point off of the wall to become smaller.
Validation Effort
The computed solutions cover the entire flow field, whereas experimental data is available only at
specific locations. Consequently, computations can provide much information not available in an experiment.
To gain confidence in the calculations, particularly when doing unconventional hull forms, it is desirable to
have some experimental data to validate the computations.
For the Advanced Sail effort extensive
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measurements have been obtained, both for design evaluation and code validation efforts. Models of several
sails at 1/35 scale were tested in the Subsonic Wind Tunnel at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock
Division (NSWCCD). Measurements consisted of forces and moments, surface pressures, wake surveys and
flow visualization. This provided some data for code validation as well as information to help down select to
two sail shapes. Models for these two candidate shapes were built, at 1/17-scale, and tested in the Navy’s
Large Cavitation Channel (LCC) in Memphis, TN. Measurements consisted of wake surveys and pressure
measurements. To some extent this involved the traditional build and test philosophy of old although
computations were used extensively to down select to the shapes tested in the wind tunnel from a large group
of candidate sail shapes. However, the calculations were further used to refine the selected sail shape to a
final design, which will be discussed in the redesign effort.
RANS calculations have been performed on
several of the wind tunnel tested models, but only the two sails also tested in the LCC are shown here.
The first sail shown here is the canopy shape of Fig. 1. Computed surface streamlines over the sail are
shown in Fig. 4 and those on the hull around the sail in Fig. 5. Also shown are oil paint dot flow
visualizations from the wind tunnel test, which the computations agree well with. The flow goes smoothly
over and around the streamlined sail without any necklace vortex being formed. However, as discussed by
Gorski [2], longitudinal vortices are still formed downstream of the sail as seen in Fig. 6, which shows
secondary flow streamlines at two locations downstream of the sail. This pressure driven secondary flow, also
referred to as secondary flow due to curvature, is a result of the flow turning around the sail. Transverse
vorticity is generated in the hull boundary layer as the boundary layer on the hull approaches the sail. As the
flow streamlines curve around the sail a longitudinal component of vorticity develops which flows
downstream around the sail producing a pair of vortices similar to the necklace vortex of a wing/body junction.
Although no necklace vortex is formed the large turning of the flow around the sail can lead to strong
secondary flows. Enhancing this pressure driven secondary flow is flow down the back of the sail which has a
component inward which impinges on the hull and can produce vortical flow of the same sense as that
generated from turning around the sail. A similar effect was documented by Walter and Patel [17] for a
surface mounted ellipsoid which had a very weak necklace vortex, but a strong spanwise component of flow
from the tip inward to the wall at the trailing edge of the ellipsoid creating longitudinal vortices similar to a
necklace vortex. This overall secondary flow causes the streamlines behind the sail to move outward away
from the centerline, Fig. 5. Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) measurements were obtained in the LCC at
various axial locations. Shown in Fig. 7 is the measured axial velocity at X/L = 0.825 as compared to the
calculations with both turbulence models. There is a significant bulge in the axial velocity due to the
longitudinal vortices, which convect high velocity flow in toward the hull along the centerline and low
velocity boundary layer flow away from the hull outboard from the centerline. The k - ε prediction has
smoothed out the bulge considerably where as the q - ω model predicts it nicely. To insure this is a turbulence
modeling issue a finer grid was also run with 129 points wrapping around ½ the body and more clustering
toward the centerline, but the finer grid provided little difference in the predicted flow field. This shows the k ε model is damping out the vortex too much, which is not unusual for the k - ε model in general, Gorski [18].
Computed and measure surface pressures on the sail are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 4 Wind tunnel oil flow traces and computed surface streamlines for canopy sail.
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Fig. 5 Wind tunnel oil flow traces and computed surface streamlines around the canopy sail.

Fig. 6 Secondary flow streamlines downstream of the sail.
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a)

b)

Fig. 7 Comparison of measured and computed axial velocity at X/L = 0.825 a) k-ε model b) q-ω model.

Fig. 8 Cp on the sail as compared with LCC measured values.
A second shape tested in the LCC is considerably different than the first. The height of this second
shape rises more quickly than the first, but still has a large fillet at the leading edge. It is rounded over the top
and has a rather blunt trailing edge, which probably is what leads to greater drag for this configuration than the
first. The flow goes smoothly around the sail with a downward component over the back end of the sail. The
blunt trailing edge leads to a separation at the back end as shown in Fig. 9 for both the computation and wind
tunnel flow visualization using a liquid crystal coating, which reacts to changes in shear in the boundary layer.
Shown in Fig. 10 are streamlines on the hull around the sail. Again no traditional necklace vortex is generated,
but there is significant flow turning. Streamlines behind the sail again have an outward component due to the
secondary flow created by this sail. Comparisons of the computed axial velocity with that measured in the
LCC are shown in Fig. 11. The bulge out of the flow from the hull is weaker than seen for the first sail due to
a weaker vortex generated around the sail. This vortex bulge is considerably outboard from the centerline
also. With this weaker vortex the k-ε model does a good job of predicting the flow, better than it did for the
first sail. The q-ω model again produces a stronger vortex than the k-ε model, but again is in reasonable
agreement with the data.
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Fig. 9 Surface streamlines on the 2nd sail shape.

Fig. 10 Hull streamlines around the second sail.

a)

b)

Fig. 11 Computed and measured axial velocity contours at X/L = 0.825; a) k-ε model; b) q-ω model.
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Redesign Effort
The above computations demonstrate that RANS calculations can predict the significant flow features
due to these sail shapes as well as differences between them. Additionally, the computations are able to
predict the relative difference in drag between the two shapes. The second sail creates more drag than the first
sail, possibly due to the blunter stern and leading edge. The first sail has more internal volume, but produces
stronger secondary flow, which will convect downstream into the propeller. To try to combine some of the
benefits of both a redesign effort is pursued to see if the shape can be improved. The first sail is chosen as the
starting point due to its greater volume and less drag. To minimize changes to the sail only the back end is
changed in effect retaining the drag reducing properties of the first sail. Also, it is believed that the blunter
stern of the second sail helps reduce the strength of the secondary flow. Three different modifications are
shown here. These changes involve increasing the trailing edge steepness of the spine. Efforts are also made
to maintain the same length so as not to lose internal volume. A side view of these three shapes is shown in
Fig. 12 and referred to as Mod-A, Mod-B, and Mod-C. Surface streamlines for the three shapes as well as
axial velocity contours as compared to the original sail are shown in Fig. 13. Mod-A is the smallest change
and provides a small knuckle at the back end. This knuckle creates a blunter trailing edge to the sail which
leads to a slight flow separation there with a 0.8% increase in drag over the original sail. However, this small
change produces a significantly weaker vortex as evidenced by the much smoother axial velocity contours.
This smoother flow entering the propeller is very desirable. Mod-B is a very blunt stern with significant flow
separation at the stern, which increases the drag 3.2% over the original sail and leads to an even stronger
vortex than the original sail. Obviously, this very blunt stern does not work with the streamlined shape of this
sail. Mod-C has a higher profile than the other modifications with some bluntness toward the back end. This
sail shape also reduces the secondary flow over the original shape and provides an axial velocity field similar
to Mod-A. It larger size leads to a 1.2% drag increase over the original sail. This effort has demonstrated two
alternatives to the original sail shape, which provide significantly smoother flow into the propeller with a
modest drag penalty. Subsequently, Mod-A was chosen, based largely on these computations, and efforts
proceeded to build and test a 1/20 scale model at the LCC. This new sail, designated AS98, was then built and
tested on the Large Scale Vehicle (1/4 scale) at the NSWCCD Acoustic Research Detachment in Bayview
Idaho, Fig. 14.

Fig. 12 Side view of modified sail shapes.
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Fig. 13 Surface streamlines and axial velocity contours for the redesigned sail shapes.
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Fig. 14 Advanced Sail installed on the Large Scale Vehicle, from Dozier et al [1].
Summary
Over the last decade there has been increased emphasis on the use of computational tools to evaluate
submarine flows and guide their design. In particular, with the advent of parallel computational capabilities,
viscous RANS simulations have seen a larger role in predicting these flow fields. The shift to a more
computational based design and analysis approach leads to the possibility of better designs in a shorter amount
of time. Such computations allow for the rank ordering of designs as well as providing the entire flow field,
which can lead to better understanding of the flow physics. The current effort demonstrates the use of a RANS
code in the design of an “Advanced Sail” for a submarine. The code is validated on similar sail shapes by
comparing with experimentally obtained data from a wind tunnel and a water channel. This data comparison
includes flow visualization, axial velocity and surface pressures. The agreement demonstrates that RANS
codes can be used to provide the significant hydrodynamics associated with these sail shapes. Modifications
to a sail are evaluated computationally providing drag differences as well as the secondary flow downstream of
the sail. This allowed for the development of an improved shape, which was subsequently built and tested at
1/4 scale with plans for future implementation on the Virginia Class of submarines. Such computations
provide a cost effective way to evaluate various shapes, that may improve a design, without having to build
and test them. In this way computations will eventually reduce many design oriented tests, such as the series
tests of old, which will be replaced with more comprehensive tests of the final design to fully evaluate and
understand it.
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Paper #33
Discussor’s name M. Bernard
Author J. J. Gorski
Q: Is it possible to take into account the free surface in your RANS calculations around submarines
(sometimes, submarines are near the free surface, even if they are totally submerged)?
A: We are doing both linearized and non-linear free surface calculations with this same code for
surface ships.

Discussor’s name K. Orlik-Rukemann
Author J. J. Gorski
Q: 1. Are your calculations mainly applicable to the static case?
2. Are maneuvering dynamics of submarines of much interest?
A: 1. Yes, static only
2. Yes, it may be, especially for extreme cases.
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Abstract
This paper presents progress in a three-year Challenge Project, begun in 2001 and
led by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), with the objective of demonstrating a
capability to simulate time-dependent six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) motions of
ships in waves and the associated near-field flow using unsteady Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) codes. Challenge Projects are sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Defense’s (DoD) High Performance Computing Modernization
Program (HPCMP) Office. Two unsteady RANS codes are used in a progression of
building-block simulations at both model and full scale and for practical
configurations including detailed resolution of propulsors and appendages. The RANS
codes are UNCLE, developed at the Mississippi State University (MSU), and
CFDSHIP-IOWA, developed at the University of Iowa. The team members for this
project are K.-H. Kim (ONR, team leader), R. Miller and J. Gorski (Naval Surface
Warfare Center, Carderock Division), R. Wilson and F. Stern (University of Iowa), L.
Taylor (MSU), and M. Hyman (Naval Surface Warfare Center, Coastal Systems
Station). Computations are presented for increasingly complex bodies. Bilge-keel
forces on a three-dimensional rolling cylinder were accurately predicted. Detailed
flow and force characteristics were calculated for an unappended naval combatant hull
in prescribed pitch and heave. Initial calculations for a fully appended combatant hull
gave good qualitative predictions for surface pressure and free-surface elevation.
Calculations for a rudder-induced turn led to evaluation of improved methods for
representing a free surface.

Introduction
The traditional U.S. naval ship design methodology of repeatedly building and testing various hullforms
for surface combatants is rapidly being changed by successful implementation of advanced computational
tools and by availability of massive computational resources primarily through U.S. DoD HPCMP. Future
surface ship designs will undoubtedly rely more heavily on computations than in the past. The new process
will enable a variety of design decisions and trade-offs based on computations. Furthermore, naval ships of the
future will be radically different from those currently in the fleet, in order to meet emerging requirements and
to accommodate emerging technologies such as electric drive as the main propulsion system. A preceding
Challenge Project (1996-2000) entitled “Time-Domain Computational Ship Hydrodynamics” [1], and the more
recent “ONR Surface Combatant Accelerated Hydrodynamics S&T Initiative” (1999-2000), made a significant
contribution to establishing this new surface ship design paradigm.
The current Challenge Project begun in 2001 is focusing on demonstrating the capability of simulating 6DOF maneuvering and seakeeping of full-scale ships using unsteady RANS codes. The first year’s efforts
were summarized in [2]. The technical challenge is to predict the high-Reynolds number turbulent flows to
adequately simulate the interaction of large-scale waves and motions of the ship with small-scale turbulence
Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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and associated forces and moments. One of the major stumbling blocks has been an inadequate capability for
computing the nonlinear turbulent free-surface flow about a hull. A major first step was made under the
previous Challenge Project where state-of-the-art unsteady RANS methods were used to simulate flow
characteristics around an unappended U.S. Navy combatant, DDG-51 hull in regular head waves. Those
accomplishments paved the way for prediction of 6-DOF motions of a fully appended ship in a seaway. In this
current Challenge Project, two unsteady RANS methods will be applied to simulate time-dependent 6-DOF
motions of surface ship in waves, with particular emphasis on roll motion. The two RANS codes to be used are
UNCLE, developed at the Computational Simulation and Design Center (SimCenter), Mississippi State
University and CFDSHIP-IOWA, developed at the Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research, University of Iowa.
This effort will perform increasingly demanding simulations of propelled surface ship motion, progressing
from model to full scale. The ship hullform chosen for the computations is a conventional transom-stern U.S.
Navy destroyer (DDG-51) and its scale model (1/24.8-scale Model 5415), including propeller shafts, support
struts, rudders and rotating propellers. A tiered approach is being pursued in which high-fidelity calculations
are performed on simpler geometries, for comparisons with experimental data at model scale, in conjunction
with highly sophisticated complete-geometry simulations up to full scale.
In this paper, computational results are presented that include prediction of roll motion of a simple threedimensional cylinder with bilge keels; comparison of the predictions with experimental measurements in a
circulating water channel; computations of coupled pitch and heave motions of Mode 5415; and computations
of flow around fully appended Model 5415 in straight-ahead motion and rudder-induced maneuver in the
horizontal plane.
Future computations will demonstrate the capability to simulate 6-DOF ship motions, maneuvers, and
near-field wake, including propeller and viscous effects. The predictions will be one of the first-ever such
calculations, which include detailed modeling of the viscous effects on complex interaction of pitch, heave,
and roll motions. The product of this research will provide a simulation-based design environment for Navy
surface ship hull design, including surface-combatant and other future hullforms.
The study seeks to develop a validated predictive capability for the influence of viscous effects on ship
motion for use in conjunction with existing design tools, and to perform large-scale detailed predictions for
selected cases identified as critical or of high importance in the design-iteration process. It will introduce the
most advanced tools into acquisition and fleet applications. In particular, scalable parallel computing is greatly
advancing the complexity of problems for which analysis and design based on large-scale complex flow
simulations are becoming feasible.

Computational Tools
The SimCenter at Mississippi State University has developed scalable flow simulation software for both
multiblock structured grids having arbitrary block connectivity [3] and for multi-element unstructured grids
[4], known as UNCLE and U2NCLE, respectively. The current parallel algorithm in UNCLE and U2NCLE
combines multiple-iteration implicit schemes, characteristic-based finite-volume spatial approximations, and
numerical flux linearizations with Block-Jacobi Gauss-Seidel relaxation for the innermost iteration to provide
scalable concurrency [5]. Nonlinear free surface [6], general grid motion [7] and moving control surface [8]
capabilities have also been incorporated into this algorithm. All tetrahedral and multi-element meshes have
been generated with an advancing normal methodology for the boundary layer elements, and with an
advancing front/local reconnection (AFLR) methodology for the isotropic elements as given in [9]. This
procedure allows generation of high-quality unstructured grids suitable for simulation of high Reynolds
number viscous flows with sublayer resolution. All geometry preparation and surface grid generation is
performed using SolidMesh [10] with AFLR surface grid generation [11].
The University of Iowa has developed an unsteady RANS code, CFDSHIP-IOWA, for general ship
hydrodynamic problems, including resistance, motion, and propulsor. It is a general-purpose parallel code that
solves the unsteady RANS equations in either time-accurate or steady-flow mode [12]. The code is written in
Fortran 90/95 and has been designed with a modular open-source architecture that supports model
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development from outside users without detailed knowledge of data structure and procedures for processor
communication required for parallel computing. Version 3.03 is based on a structured multiblock grid
approach utilizing higher-order finite difference discretization with collocated flow variables and a pressureimplicit splitting of operators (PISO) algorithm for velocity-pressure coupling. The free surface is modeled
using a free-surface tracking algorithm where a two-dimensional kinematic free-surface boundary condition is
solved for the wave elevation and the computational grid is dynamically conformed to the hull and predicted
free surface at each time step. The surface-tracking approach becomes problematic for free-surface flows with
large wave steepness and/or large differences between the unconformed and conformed grid. Such problems
could potentially arise for simulation of ships with moderate to large motions. In an effort to increase
robustness for such simulations, a fixed-grid approach based on the level-set technique has recently been
implemented and tested for simulation of steady free-surface flow around the Wigley and Series 60 ship
geometries.
The CFDSHIP-IOWA data structure allows the code to be compiled and executed on either serial or
parallel platforms and provides a high level of portability. Large-scale parallel computing is achieved using a
multi-level approach where the Message Passing Interface (MPI) is used to distribute computational blocks
onto separate processors in coarse-grain mode and OpenMP is used for fine grain loop-level parallelism. This
algorithm permits load balancing by allocating threads based on relative block size. The code was extended to
allow prescribed and predicted 6-DOF ship motions with incident waves. Chimera overset gridding capability
was added recently. This new capability was successfully implemented in the code using Pegasus 5.1 software
- developed at NASA Ames through the DoD HPCMO Common High Performance Computing Software
Initiative (CHSSI) program - as a pre-processor which automatically creates hole boundaries from boundary
condition data and interpolation coefficients for setting boundary values at overlapping block interfaces. The
new capabilities will enhance the robustness, fidelity, and efficiency of the current structured-grid approach for
applications with fully-appended surface ship configurations with motions.

Viscous Roll Motion of a 3-D Cylinder with Bilge Keels
Roll motion limits ship operability, affects crew performance and ship habitability, and affects dynamic
stability and ship capsize. Viscous roll-damping prediction is one of the critical but difficult parts of the
motion prediction process. Consequently, current ship-motion prediction methods, mostly potential-flow
methods, account for roll effects based on empirical databases obtained primarily from model-scale tests [13].
An initial focus of this project is computation of roll motions for validation of the codes. Using two simple
three-dimensional cylinders with bilge keels undergoing a forced roll motion, the accuracy of RANS codes is
being determined by comparing the predictions with experimental data for the flow field around the bilge keel
and the resulting forces.
The roll motion of a ship is largely influenced by viscous effects. Bilge keels significantly increase the
damping of roll motions as well as generate a lift force if any forward motion of the ship is present. Predicting
roll effects analytically has been difficult because of the significant viscous effects, even with bilge keels
present. As demonstrated by Sarpkaya and O’Keefe [14] bilge-keel damping is a result of the vortices shed
from the edge of the keel; damping coefficients from flat plate tests in a free stream are not necessarily
accurate for wall-bounded bilge keels. Consequently, roll effects have largely been included in flow
predictions empirically, requiring numerous model-scale tests to define coefficients that describe the roll
motion. Model-scale coefficients do not necessarily relate well to full-scale behavior due to the differences in
Reynolds number. Few viscous computations of roll motions have been reported in the recent past. Yeung, et
al. [15] recently presented two-dimensional computational results. The current effort simulates roll motions of
a 3-D cylinder with bilge keels. These calculations will provide an indication of the accuracy that can be
obtained with RANS codes for predicting viscous roll damping. Such predictions are vital to accurately
predicting the seakeeping and maneuvering characteristics of surface ships.
Experiments were recently carried out in the Circulating Water Channel at NSWC, Carderock Division
using 3-D cylinders with bilge keels (see Figure 1). That water channel has a 6.7 m (22 ft)-wide and 9.1 m (30
ft)-long square test section with a free surface. Four cylinder/bilge keel configurations were tested, including a
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19-inch diameter cylinder with 1 and 2 inch-wide bilge keels and a 35 inch-diameter cylinder with 2 and 4
inch-wide bilge keels. Measurements were made with the models fully and partially submerged in calm water
and circulating water simulating forward speed. The cylinders were 13 feet long with an elliptical nose; forces
were measured over a 2-foot section of the keels as roll motions were imposed at different frequencies and
amplitudes. Forces and pressures were measured on the cylinder. The vortical flow field, including the vortices
shedding from the bilge keels, was measured using a Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system attached to the
rolling cylinder.
Computations were made using the structured UNCLE code. The roll cycle was divided into 360 time
steps. Six subiterations per time step were used in most of the calculations. The calculations were performed
using 84 processors on Maui’s IBM-SP3 computer. The solution for 10 cycles of roll motion took
approximately 24 hours with 6 subiterations per time step. Forces on the bilge keels and pressures on the
cylinder were computed at every time step. Velocity and vorticity at selected axial locations were also
computed at each time step. A fully 3-D structured computational domain consisting of 3 million grid points
was created using GRIDGEN, with y+ of 1 for the point closest to the wall. The computational domain
extended one body length forward and to the sides, and two body lengths downstream of the body. It was
divided into 84 equally sized (33x33x33) blocks for parallel processing.
Initial computations were made for the partially submerged cylinder (35-inch diameter with 2-inch wide
bilge keel) undergoing a prescribed roll motion in a steady onset flow at 2 knots, assuming a pure sinusoidal
roll motion. The computations were made with a zero Froude number approximation for the free-surface
boundary condition using the assumed sinusoidal roll angle as input. Figure 2 shows the computed axial
velocity contours. Growth of contours due to convected and locally created vorticity can be seen along the
bilge keels. Figure 3 compares the forces on the bilge keel as a function of time. The agreement is qualitatively
good. The measured force showed large fluctuations during one cycle of motion. Detailed examination of the
measured roll motion revealed that the motion was not smooth and sinusoidal, but fluctuating due to a nonsmooth rolling motion of the body caused by the chain drive mechanism that rotates the cylinder.
New computations were subsequently made using the actual, non-smooth angular velocity as input to the
RANS solver to account for the actual cylinder motion. Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison of the predicted
and measured forces on the bilge keel, with and without forward speed, respectively. The computations are in
excellent agreement with the measurements. The computations were able to capture the measured force
fluctuations caused by non-smooth angular velocity of the cylinder.

Pitch and Heave Motions of Unappended Model 5415
The problem of prediction of unsteady surface ship hydrodynamics with general 6-DOF motions and
incident waves is being investigated using a building block approach in which simulations with either
horizontal or vertical plane motions are performed separately before more-complex coupled motions are
investigated. Simulations performed in the first year (2001) of the project employed Model 5415 undergoing
horizontal plane motions with uniform forward speed and prescribed sinusoidal roll motion [2]. The results
showed that the rolling motion resulted in unsteady asymmetric axial velocity contours and a serpentine
motion of the vortices emanating from the sonar dome.
Recently, vertical-plane motions were investigated for Model 5415 with combined pitch and heave
motions using the CFDSHIP-IOWA code. The simulations were performed for the unappended Model 5415
with double-body geometry at Re=12x106. A 16-block structured grid system with 894,504 total grid points
was utilized for the simulation that required 16 processors and 525 total CPU hours on the SGI Origin 3000 at
Army Research Laboratory in Aberdeen, Maryland. Figure 6 shows the time history of the prescribed heave
distance and pitch angle normalized by maximum heave amplitude AH=0.01L and pitch angle AP=5 degrees,
respectively. Time t is non-dimensionalized with a time scale T defined by T=L/U where L and U are the ship
length and forward speed, respectively. The period of the prescribed sinusoidal motions was specified as 0.5T.
The prescribed motions modeled a surface ship that is free to pitch and heave while encountering incident head
waves. A converged steady-state solution for Model 5415 with uniform forward speed restrained from motions
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was used as an initial condition for the unsteady simulation. During the first period and a half (0 < t/T < 0.75),
the amplitudes of the sinusoidal pitch and heave motions were gradually increased to their maximum values.
The resulting solution underwent a transient response for the first two periods after which the transient died
out and a periodic response was achieved for t > T. Results are shown for one typical period of the periodic
response, 1 < t/T < 1.5.
Figure 7 shows a time sequence of axial velocity contours at every quarter period. For t=1.125T (Figure
7a), the ship was pitching counterclockwise (bow up) at zero pitch angle, so that the boundary layer thickness
was reduced along the afterbody while flow separates under the sonar dome due to its upward vertical motion.
One-half period later at t=1.375T (Figure 7c), the ship was pitching clockwise (bow down) at zero pitch angle,
resulting in a dramatic thickening of the boundary layer and the initial development of a pair of outboard
rotating vortices along the afterbody. The downward vertical motion of the bow resulted in the formation of a
wake above the sonar dome. At t=1.5T (Figure 7d), the ship reached maximum negative pitch angle and the
upward vertical motion of the stern resulted in strengthening of the afterbody vortices.
The time history of the total axial force (CT) and pitch moment (MT) is shown in Figure 8 along with
frictional (F) and pressure (P) contributions. The response of the axial force was mainly second-harmonic,
while that of the pitch moment was purely first-harmonic.

Maneuvering Simulation of Fully Appended Model 5415
Computations of the nonlinear turbulent free-surface flow about a ship hull, particularly at full scale, are
extremely demanding. Small-scale appendages and other geometric details such as control surfaces, rotating
propulsors, propeller shafts, struts and bilge keels are important for roll-damping predictions. As complexity
increases, it gets increasingly difficult to generate good structured grids, and unstructured grids become more
attractive. For the present computations using the unstructured U2NCLE code, the geometry of the fully
appended Model 5415 was discretized with a high-resolution multi-element unstructured grid, with viscous
sublayer resolution on all components. Extensive experimental data for the unappended Model 5415 has been
reported [16], and recently experimental data was presented for a rather complete configuration, including
rudders, propeller shafts, support struts, and propellers [17].
A free-surface capability was demonstrated during the first year of this Challenge Project [2]. First-ever
nonlinear free-surface simulations with a surface-tracking approach for fully appended Model 5415 with
rudders, propeller shafts, support struts and rotating propellers were performed at model-scale Reynolds
number for steady ahead motion in calm water using the unstructured U2NCLE code. The unstructured mesh
used consisted of over 5.7 million nodes, with over 7.7 million prisms and 9.6 million tetrahedra. The flow
conditions were Re = 12.02 x 106 and Fr = 0.28, an especially difficult condition due to the partially wetted
transom stern. The propeller rotation was outboard over the top at 436 RPM. The surface-pressure distribution
and the free-surface elevation are shown in Figure 9. The surface pressures indicate the complexity of the
flow field, and the expected trends are apparent on the struts, shafts, rudders, and hull. In addition, the effect
of the propeller wash on the rudders is apparent from the rather strong low-pressure region on the outboard
side of the rudder and a relatively benign pressure distribution on the inboard side. Comparison of
experimental [16] and computational results for the free-surface elevation immediately aft of the stern is also
shown in Figure 9. Qualitative agreement with the experimental data is good overall, including the maximum
free-surface elevation. It should be noted that the computed results are shown at a particular instant of time
and the experiments showed the flow in this region to be quite unsteady. The solution for this fullconfiguration Model 5415 was run with 1440 time steps per propeller revolution. Each propeller revolution
required 48 hours on 75 IBM-SP3/512Mb processors (3600 processor hours).
A maneuver was initiated by a rudder deflection for the same configuration and grid, initially with zero
Froude number, i.e. a rigid free-surface condition. That essentially reduced the simulation to a 3-DOF
maneuver. Using the solution in Figure 9 as an initial condition, a maneuver was initiated by rotating the
rudders, leading edge to port, at a rate of approximately 11 degrees per second. Surface-pressure distribution
as well as axial velocity distribution in the cutting planes are shown in Figure 10 for the initial stages of this
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maneuver. The rudders had deflected approximately 6 degrees at that point and the asymmetry in the pressure
distributions on the port and starboard rudders is evident. Axial velocity is displayed on a vertical cutting plane
through the center of the propeller shaft in the upper left-hand corner of this figure. Axial velocity is also
shown on a horizontal cutting plane through the propellers and rudders in the lower right-hand corner of
Figure 10. The asymmetry in the axial velocity contours due to the movement of the rudders is clearly shown.
A rudder-induced maneuvering simulation with a non-rigid free-surface condition encountered difficulties
associated with free-surface robustness. Improvements in the free-surface robustness are currently being
pursued in two ways. One entails modifications to the free-surface fitting (or tracking/conforming) approach
used in Figure 9, and the other is a surface-capturing approach in which the free surface is not fit, but is
captured within a region of thickness of a few grid points. These two approaches have now been demonstrated
and validated for a Wigley hull in straight-ahead motion, as shown in Figure 11. The predicted free-surface
elevations along the hull using the surface-tracking and -capturing methods are compared with the
experimental data. The agreement is good. This surface-capturing technique appears very promising in terms
of robustness. Using this technique, the flow around the unappended Model 5415 in ahead motion was also
computed and is shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 compares the wave elevation along the Model 5415 hull for
different methods. The surface-capturing technique performs as well as the previous surface-tracking
technique. Improvement and validation of a robust free-surface-capturing technique is currently being done for
the maneuvering simulations. Future simulations will be undertaken for maneuvering with the nonlinear freesurface capturing technique.

Summary and Future Efforts
Computations are presented for increasingly complex bodies. Bilge-keel forces on a three-dimensional
rolling cylinder were accurately predicted. Detailed flow and force characteristics were calculated for an
unappended naval combatant hull in prescribed pitch and heave motions. Initial calculations for a fully
appended combatant hull gave good qualitative predictions for surface pressure and free-surface elevation.
Calculations for a rudder-induced turn led to evaluation of improved methods for representing a free surface. A
surface-capturing technique appears very promising in terms of robustness.
A rudder-induced maneuver with the surface-capturing method will be computed for the fully appended
Model 5415. Integration of the computed viscous stresses and pressure distribution on this configuration will
provide the hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the ship. Integration of the 6-DOF equations using
these forces and moments will yield the time evolution of the ship's velocity and rotation rate. The sensitivity
of the computed trajectory with respect to the free surface will also be examined by comparing this
maneuvering solution to the one obtained at Fr=0.
Future efforts will also include unsteady simulations of Model 5415 in incident waves with both forced
and free roll motions. Initial free roll simulations will include prediction of roll decay after the model is
released from some initial angular displacement at t=0 and will allow for comparison with experimental
measurements to be performed at University of Iowa. Planned simulations for Model 5415 with forced and
free roll motions will be considerably more complex and computationally demanding.
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup for Roll Experiments in the Circulating Water Channel

Figure 2. Axial Velocity Contours – Partially Submerged Cylinder (D=35 in.)
(f = 0.32 Hz, Amp = 15 deg, Fwd Speed = 2.0 knots)
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Figure 3. Force on Bilge Keel - Submerged Body (f = 0.32 Hz, Amp = 15 deg, Fwd Speed = 0 knots)

Figure 4. Force on Bilge Keel - Submerged Body (f = 0.32 Hz, Amp = 15 deg, Fwd Speed = 0 knots)

Figure 5. Force on Bilge Keel - Submerged Body (f = 0.32 Hz, Amp = 15 deg, Fwd Speed = 2 knots)
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Figure 6. Time History of Pitch and Heave Motions for Unsteady
RANS Simulation of Model 5415 using CFDSHIP-IOWA

Figure 7. Time Sequence of Axial Velocity Contours for One Period of Prescribed Pitch and Heave
Motion from Unsteady RANS Simulation of Model 5415 Using CFDSHIP-IOWA

Figure 8. Time History of Axial Force and Pitch Moment of Model 5415 with Prescribed
Pitch and Heave Motions from Unsteady RANS Simulation Using CFDSHIP-IOWA
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Figure 9. Nonlinear Free Surface Simulation for a Fully Appended Model 5415 Using U2NCLE

Figure 10. Rudder-Induced Propelled Turning Maneuver with Rigid Free-Surface Condition
Using U2NCLE
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Figure 11. Wave Elevation Using Surface Fitting and Capturing Approaches (Wigley Hull)
Using U2NCLE

Figure 12. Free-Surface Contours using the Surface Capturing Approach on Model 5415

Figure 13. Comparison of Free Surface Elevation on Model 5415 Using U2NCLE
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Paper #35
Discussor’s name Dr. B. Oskam
Author Dr. K. H. Kim
Q: Your simulation of the fully appended model 5415 is based on the unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations with 7 revolutions per second of the propeller. How do you separate the
propeller-induced unsteadiness (7 revolutions per second) from the turbulence unsteadiness in, say,
the hull boundary layer?
A: Code is based on assumption that the two time scales are sufficiently different.
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1

Summary

The focus of the present work is on the numerical simulation of steady flows with spilling breaking
waves. In particular, the breaker is modeled through a hydrostatic pressure and a shear stress exerted
on the free–surface. Many elements of the exposed model are derived by Cointe and Tulin’s theory
of steady breaker. The model has been implemented in a RANSE code in a simple but effective way
through a modification in the free–surface boundary conditions. At present, the resulting code is valid
for two–dimensional flows, and has been accordingly tested against the experimental data obtained
by Duncan for the flow generated by a hydrofoil towed under the free–surface at different velocities
and depths.

2

Introduction

Breaking waves are often encountered when dealing with ship flows. The appearance of a breaker
on the bow wave is generally associated to a strong dumping of the following wave train and to the
inception of a turbulent shear flow just under the free–surface. These effects have been experimentally
studied by several authors (Dong et al., 1997; Roth et al., 1999), but despite the important changes
that a breaking wave induces on the flow around the hull, the presence of a breaker is often overlooked
in numerical codes.
This is due to some major difficulties: the choice of a criterion for the onset of breaking, the detection
of the points where breaking take place, the calculation of its strength from the wave geometry and/or
from the flow variables, the effects on the underlying flow, the description of the turbulent wake that
follows the breaker below the free–surface, and so on.
The study of a two–dimensional flow such that described in (Duncan, 1981, 1983), and sketched in
figure 2, greatly simplifies the problem, from both the experimental and the numerical point of view.
A two–dimensional hydrofoil moving at speed U under the free–surface is considered. Depending on
the speed and the depth of the foil, the resulting wave–train can feature an almost steady breaker on
the forward face of the leading wave. This experimental set–up has been studied by Cointe and Tulin
(1994), who provide useful hints for the calculation of the breaker geometry and the modelization of
its influence on the wave–train. The breaker is seen as an eddy riding on the forward face of the
breaking wave, exerting ‘suitable’ pressure and friction on the wave–breaker dividing streamline. To
our purposes this theory has an attractive aspect, i.e. it yields some boundary conditions to model
the breaker which are simple but effective and readily applicable.
The implementation of Cointe and Tulin’s ideas in an existing RANSE code (described in Di Mascio
et al. (1998, 2001)) required some further work. The main distinguishing features of the proposed
model with respect to Cointe and Tulin’s (1994) is the way in which the geometry of the breaking
region is related to the wave height. Moreover, the breaking region is not modeled as a sharp triangle,
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but rather as a smoothed geometrical shape in order to mitigate the abrupt transition in the free–
surface dynamic boundary conditions and, hence, to enhance convergence to steady state. Finally,
we implement the dissipative effects of the breaker through a boundary conditions on the velocity
field along the wave–breaker dividing streamline. In particular, we set the normal derivative of the
tangential velocity, on the basis of local equilibrium considerations and classical solutions of the mixing
layer.
In order to validate the algorithm, we performed a simulation of Duncan’s experiment and the results,
together with some implementation details, are described in the following.

3

A breaking model for steady viscous flow simulations

According to Cointe and Tulin’s theory, the breaker is imagined as an almost stagnant eddy lying on
the forward face of the leading wave. Consequently, it exerts on the underlying flow both a pressure,
due to its weight, and a shear stress, that keeps the breaker in its position withstanding the gravity
force.
From a numerical point of view, this means that we can simulate the presence of the breaker through
a slight modification of the boundary conditions and, in particular, by adding a suitable hydrostatic
pressure and a shear stress on the breaker–wave dividing streamline.
z

b
ζ

h

x
h*
θ
a
ab

s

Figure 1: Geometry of the breaking wave.
Referring to figure 1, the model is turned on when ab > 0.69 Fr2 (Tulin and Cointe, 1986), where ab is
the crest–trough distance of the first wave and Fr the Froude number.
Once the model is activated, we first detect the location of the crest (i.e., the top of the breaker) and
the trough of the leading wave. Then, the breaker height is computed from
h∗ = 0.64 ab

(1)

in accordance with experimental findings by Duncan (1981). This expression was preferred to the one
found in (Cointe and Tulin, 1994)
Fr2
h∗ =
− ζb
(2)
2
because the latter holds only once the flow has attained its steady state, but it is not useful within
the iterative algorithm to reach the steady state itself.
On all points of the free–surface between xtoe and xtop , the pressure is enforced to be
p(x) =

ζ(x) + ρb h(x)
Fr2

(3)
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where h(x) is the top–flat function, smoothed in order to improve convergence, and ρb is the density
of the breaker, which we assume, as in the Cointe and Tulin’s model, equal to 0.6. For the velocity
we assign the normal derivative of the tangential velocity:
∂q t
1−χ
=δ
∂n
1+γχ

with

χ=

x − xa
xb − xa

(4)

which resembles the solution of the Tollmien mixing layer in the nearby of the toe.

4

Discussion

We have applied the model to the simulation of the wavy flow past a submerged profile, in the same
conditions as the experiments reported in (Duncan, 1981, 1983) and illustrated in fig. 2. A NACA 0012
profile, whose chord is 20.3 cm, is towed in a tank at a speed of 0.8 m/s, with an angle of attack of 5◦ .
As in the towing tank experiments, the depth is varied by changing the water level, whereas the profile
is kept fixed with respect to the bottom. For the sake of brevity, we consider here only the immersion
d=18.5 cm, which is the first depth considered by Duncan for which breaking spontaneously occurs,
and still is not so strong to spoil completely the following wave train.

5

Re = 1.423 x 10

8

U = 0.8 m/s
depth

o

angle of attack = 5

Fr = 0.5672

17.5 cm

20.3 cm

Figure 2: Experimental setup
We use a multi-grid approach with the finest grid consisting of about 60,000 cells, and each coarser
grid obtained by halving the finer one.
The L2 -norm of residuals and non-dimensional resistance histories for the simulation without breaking
model (fig. 3a) are good for the coarser grids but on the finest one the residuals oscillate around a
small but constant value. In fact, the physical solution features a breaker, whereas the first wave of
the wave–train in the simulation is too step and its shape is simply due to the fact that the code
cannot cope with multivalued surface height (fig. 3b).
Using the breaking model dramatically improves the solution in terms of both convergence (fig. 4a) and
wave pattern (fig. 4b, with error bars for the numerical data calculated as suggested in (ITTC Quality
Manual, 2001; Roache, 1997)). Although the first wave height is not well captured, the following train
shows a very good accordance with experiments in both height and phase.
The major difference with respect to the experimental results is located on the first trough, which is
not as deep as in the measurements by Duncan. This same problem is shared by other Navier–Stokes
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Figure 3: No breaking model; (a) residuals and resistance histories, (b) computed wave pattern vs. experiments.
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Figure 4: Simulation with breaking model; (a) residuals and resistance histories, (b) computed wave pattern
vs. experiments.

simulations, especially at relatively low Reynolds’ numbers (Mori and Shin, 1988; Hino, 1997; Rhee
and Stern, 2001).
In fig. 5 the velocity profile is shown near the free–surface under the second trough after the breaker.
Duncan’s results are shown both with symbols corresponding to actual measurements and with the
fitting curve computed in (Duncan, 1983). Numerical results mirror the expected trend, that is the
profile for a Stokes’ wave, up to the wake of the breaker. The velocity values out of the wake are slightly
overpredicted, within 1% from the experiments, whereas the wake thickness is underestimated, as can
be evinced from the experiments which are, in this respect, rather spread.
Finally, we have verified that the height of the breaker computed through eq. (1) is in accordance with
that yielded by eq. (2). The two values, h∗(1) ' 0.105 and h∗(2) ' 0.101, are in very good agreement,
thus validating the use of eq. (1) within the iterative algorithm.
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5

Conclusions

A numerical model for steady spilling breakers simulation with RANSE codes has been proposed. The
basic ideas for the model are derived from Cointe and Tulin’s theory. Nevertheless, important changes
were found to be necessary in order to get a stable iterative algorithm when coupling the model with
a steady state computation of wavy flow with breaking waves.
Even if the underlying theory is somewhat over–simplified with respect to the physics of the problem
(see Lin and Rockwell (1995) for a more accurate description of a two–dimensional flow in presence
of breaking) the model can be implemented straightforwardly and yields excellent results for the test
case considered.
The proposed model will be generalized and extended to three–dimensional flows past ship hulls in a
future work.
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ABSTRACT
The prediction of unsteady flow field in turbine blades as well as in the turbomachinery stages is
now an affordable item, and is required by the reduced margin for increasing efficiency, stability
and life of propulsion components. The numerical tools are now capable to run within reasonable
time 3D unsteady calculation for full stage, and the new techniques on the computation and parallel
computer allow the improvements of results in terms of cost and accuracy. Despite these advantages
many questions remain open and the physical modelling joint with the numerical improvements is
still a challenge if it has to produce usable results, compared with the experiments. On the other side
the huge amount of data extracted from experiments require care and skinless to become useful
tools for design. The two activities interact and support each other in the attempt to improve design
quality. Aim of this paper is the report on some experience and the attempt to give some answer on
that challenge, presenting results of a recent activity on modelling side compared with experiments
as well. A full-3D unstructured solver based on an upwind TVD finite volume scheme has been
developed and applied to the simulation of an unsteady turbine stage. The development of the
numerical strategy is discussed with particular concern on the validation of the unsteady model
through a comparison against experiments, NISRE approach and a 3D steady stage computation.
The present work considers the application of the fully unstructured hybrid solver for internal
viscous flows, as well. The multiblock version of the solver developed for turbine is considered,
because of the highly improved performance as compared to the single domain version of the code.
Moreover, the high numerical costs involved in 3D unsteady computations required the
development of a new parallel single program multiple-data version of the numerical solver. The
results compare favourably with a set of time averaged and unsteady experimental data available for
the turbine stage under investigation, which is representative of a wide class of aero-engines.
Nomenclature
f,g,h
f
J
Q
p
P0,T0
R
S
t
V
s
W
x,y,z
W

Convective fluxes
Frequency
Implicit residual Jacobian
Conserved variables vector
Static pressure
Total pressure and temperature
Residual vector
Source term residual
Physical time
Element volume
Curvilinear abscissa
Mass flow rate
Space coordinate
Mass flow rate

Greek symbols
ρ
Density
τ
numerical time
ω
Rotational speed
Subsripts
1,2,3
NGV inlet, interstage and rotor
outlet planes
Acronymous
GMRES
Generalised Minimal Residual
Method
ILU
Incomplete LU factorisation
NISRE
Not Isoentropic Simple Radial
Equilibrium
PE
Processing Element of a Parallel
Architecture
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has become an effective tool in the analysis of
complex flows and the design of more efficient machinery components, thanks to its versatility in
the investigation of different working conditions and to the capability in analysing overall and
detailed information about the flow. The simulation of a transonic turbine stage requires both
efficiency and accuracy in order to forecast the stage performances and the realistic representation
of the unsteady stator/rotor interaction. In this regard many applications of structured codes for 3D
turbine investigations have been reported in literature.
A basic assessment considering the research activity and the main impact of unsteadiness
phenomena is given by Sharma et al., (1992). Among all the approaches proposed some authors use
implicit ADI factorisation schemes for the simulation of quasi-3D stator-rotor interaction, while
others apply an explicit multi-grid technique. Both the unsteady approaches are based on a dualtime stepping extension of the basic time marching procedure developed for steady state
computations. Giles, (1990) describes a similar numerical scheme with the application of a different
approach for a generic not even stator-rotor blade count ratio. A recent work of Dorney et al.
(1997), compares accuracy and efficiency of different predicting models with increasing
complexity, ranging from fully unsteady simulations to loosely coupled methods, for stage
performances prediction. Other computational studies for turbine row interaction have been carried
out by several authors among which Haa et al. (1993), Gallus et al. (1994), Dawes (1994), He
(1996) and Walraevens et al. (1998). More recently von Hoyningen-Huene and Jung, (2000) have
reported the application and comparison of different unsteady approaches for structured grids. The
comparison considers an explicit method, a time consistent multi-grid and a dual-time step with
multi-grid on structured grids.
A common drawback of all the structured approaches is the crude way required to improve
accuracy in confined region of rapid gradient which also implies a costly grid refinement in a large,
and not necessary, portion of the flow domain. A more sensible approach would instead refine the
mesh locally only in regions where a sharp variation of the solution is expected. The first examples
of unstructured codes for compressible simulations come from the external aerodynamics while
more recently viscous extensions have been reported by Kwon and Hah, (1995) and Mavriplis,
(1995). The more rational mesh refinement and the higher geometrical flexibility are the most
attractive aspects of the unstructured approaches, allowing complex configurations to be
represented and easily handled by the solution algorithm.
The main drawback is, undeniably, the high CPU and memory demand, which can rapidly
waste the advantages offered by the increased geometrical flexibility. In this regard very few
general applications have been documented in literature on the use of unstructured solvers for
unsteady stator rotor interaction. An example is reported by Sayma et al. (2000), using semistructured grids with a dual time step approach. A different strategy is proposed by Rai (1989)
aiming to improve the geometrical flexibility through the use of patched structured grids.
The present work considers the application of a fully unstructured hybrid solver (HybFlow,
Adami et al. 1998) for internal viscous flows. The multiblock version of the solver developed for
turbine rows (Adami et al., 2000) is considered, because of the highly improved performance as
compared to the single domain version of the code. Moreover, the high numerical costs involved in
3D unsteady computations required the development of a new parallel single program multiple-data
version of the numerical solver. This improved version of HybFlow is applied to the simulation of
the BRITE HP turbine stage experimentally tested in the compression tube facility CT3 of the Von
Karman Institute (Dénos et al. 1999, 2000).
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2. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The basic numerical scheme of HybFlow code solves the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations cast in strong conservative form (Adami, 1998). For the simulation of the flow field
conditions inside turbine rotor rows, the conventional condensed formalism has been adopted:
∂Q ∂f ∂g ∂h
+
+
+
=S
(1)
∂t ∂x ∂y ∂z
The governing equations have been extended to cope with a moving frame of reference
rotating together with the rotor row. The same formalism of governing equations can be retained for
both the fixed and the rotating frame adding the centrifugal and Coriolis terms in S, provided that,
when applied to the rotor row, the velocity vector and all total quantities are referred to the relative
frame (Belardini et. al 2000). The perfect gas state equation is finally used for the closure of the
mathematical model.

3. THE NUMERICAL METHOD
The spatial discretization
The
solver
HybFlow
is
specialised
for
the
computation
of
internal
compressible/incompressible flows with and without chemical reactions. A brief description of the
basic numerical scheme follows, while more details can be found in Adami et al. 1998, Adami et al.
2000, Belardini et. al. 2000. The spatial discretization is based on a finite volume approach for
hybrid unstructured grids. Roe's approximate method is used for the upwind scheme. A linear
reconstruction of the solution inside the elements provides a second order discretisation, and
monotonicity is ensured through the TVD slope limiter proposed by Barth, (1991).
Two possible time accurate discretization are available:
◊ The explicit approach; the time accurate solution is computed using a five-step multistage Runge-Kutta scheme, with the classical scheme.
◊ The implicit dual-time stepping discretization;
The dual-time stepping approach adds an extra numerical time derivative to the physical
unsteady equation (1):
∂Q  ∂Q

+
+ R(Q) − S (Q) = 0
(2)
∂τ  ∂t

The physical time derivative can be expressed using a second order back-ward finite
difference:

∆Q
∆t

(k )

phys

3Q (k ) − 4Q n + Q n −1
=
2∆t

A classical time marching approach is then recovered to drive to convergence the numerical
unsteady term. The time marching procedure is based on the approximate implicit Newton method
for systems of non-linear equations. The physical time derivative is discretized with second order
backward approximation and, collecting together the terms of the implicit Jacobian matrix, the
classical formalism of the implicit method is recovered as follows:
 I
(k ) 
(k )
(k )
*
*
 + J (Q )∆Q = R Q
∆
τ



( )
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where
*

( )

J Q

(k )

∂  ∆Q
=

∂Q  ∆t

(k )
phys


+ R(Q ( k ) ) − S (Q ( k ) )


(3)
(k )


∆Q
+ R Q (k ) − S Q (k ) 
R* Q (k ) = −
∆
t


phys
When the selected convergence criterion is satisfied ∆Q (k ) ≈ 0 and the physical solution at time

(

)

(

) (

)

level n+1 is updated: Q n+1 = Q (k )
Stability of the numerical algorithm is provided by the time-marching relaxation term
appearing in the implicit operator and resulting from the numerical time derivative I ∆τ . The
matrix of the implicit method is computed numerically by finite differences expressions of the
residual vector R with respect to the solution (see Adami, 1998), while the contribution from the
source terms is computed through analytical derivatives of S. The linear system stemming from
equation (3) is solved at each integration step by the same iterative method GMRES (Saad, 1994)
used for the steady state simulations. The efficient convergence of the linear solution requires
preconditioning. The preconditioning matrix is computed performing an incomplete ILU(0)
factorisation of the implicit matrix (Saad, 1994). It is worthwhile remembering that the whole
procedure GMRES-ILU(0) makes use of a condensed storage format which accounts for matrices
with non-zero elements only.
As proved in Fig. 1-a the implicit dual time stepping strategy shows an effective behavior in
terms of robustness and stability. In fact the numerical time marching converges to the unsteady
physical solution within 10 numerical sub-iterations with about 3 orders reduction of the initial
residuals.

4. THE
PARALLEL
COMPUTATIONS

MULTI-BLOCK

APPROACH

FOR

STAGE

The multi-block and parallel strategy
Although basic solver provides an accurate description of internal flows at different Mach
numbers, when dealing with complex geometry the simulation can require high CPU time and
memory storage. A significant memory saving and reduction of the overall CPU cost has been
obtained by means of different numerical tools. Firstly a multi-block strategy implementation
allowed a significant reduction of memory usage, thanks to the reduced dimensions of the linear
system matrix during the implicit marching of the solution. The multiblock approach had a positive
effect on computing time also. In spite of the loss in robustness of the solver due to the additional
new internal explicit boundaries created, the overall computational cost is considerably reduced.
Besides the domain decomposition technique represented an essential step, in view of the
implementation of the code on parallel architectures. The parallel version of the code is based on
the standard MPI message passing libraries to ensure high portability. The neighbouring elements
residing on the local memory of different CPUs require the explicit activation of a communication
procedure among processors to satisfy the physical flow continuity. The increase in the number of
processors leads to a considerable decrease of computational costs. Nevertheless, communications
amongst different processors represent a computational overhead, which can grow rapidly with the
number of processors involved if the computational activity is incorrectly shared.
The present parallel approach distributes individual portions of the overall grid among different
CPUs (data partitioning). In this case all processors perform the same set of operations solving the
flow field inside the sub-domains assigned to each CPU: the distribution strategy, aimed to
guarantee almost the same number of elements inside each block and a quite uniform distribution of
blocks to different Pes, thus allowing a global load balancing.
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In this regard the histogram of Figure 1 reports the early time profiling of the parallel solver
(percentage of the different computational activities with respect to the total CPU time), during the
solution of a test case. The test run on 16 processors on CINECA Origin 3800, a shared memory
multiprocessor system based on Processing Elements (PEs) R12000 running at 400 MHz. Although
physically distributed, the memory can be logically shared by the hardware able to address a unified
global space.
In the porting of scalar solvers to parallel architectures a crucial feature in the estimation of code
performance is the communication cost which is strictly related to the structure of the code and the
algorithm. Usually for an implicit solver the system matrix storage and inversion require around
75÷80% of the total computational time. During this time the algorithm does not require interprocessor communications.
Early analysis of the scalar solver performance showed that, despite the use of efficient
numerical strategies and of a compact storage method (Adami et al., 1998), the implicit system
required about 88% of the code memory demand. Overall, the time spent for residuals assembly and
system matrix inversion was more than 90% of the total elapsed time. A more recent profiling of the
parallel solver shows that matrix inversion is still the most time consuming activity requiring about
65% of the global CPU time, followed by communications (15%), flux assembly and I/O
management. The distribution of these percentages is obviously dependent from the particular
processor but the maximum difference remained below 3% demonstrating an acceptable load
repartition. In view of these features of the solver all the optimisation strategies performed on the
parallel code were mainly focused on the reduction of system inversion CPU time and
communication strategy Among these the use of the most advanced compilers options ( such as the
better exploitation of pipeline mechanism, fast improved math libraries and the optimisation of the
cache use) brought a 16% global CPU time reduction on numerical experiments performed in
simpler configurations. Beside the Fortran routines managing the message passage MPI standard
where implemented with the introduction of Fortran 90 dynamic allocation to reduce the dimension
of the data packages to be sent or received during communications. This allowed another 3% CPU
time reduction on a local 4 CPUs workstation. A different storage of system matrix lead to a
limitation of global primary ‘cache miss’ and thus a further 6% reduction of the global CPU time.

Figure 1 Time Profiling of the Solver on 16 CPU

To face the greater and greater dimensions of the flow problems and the management and storage of
the amount of the data involved, attention can not be focused only on the optimisation of the flow
solver itself but should take into account even all the routines of the so called pre and postprocessing phases which had to be revised and improved. In this respect Figure 2 reports the main
phases of a multi stage CFD computation which starts from the solid modelling and grid generation
of the single stator and rotor rows using commercial software (CentaurTM). The complete grid
geometry of the stage is then assembled in a unique domain which is divided in smaller blocks
trough a fully automatic domain decomposition technique (see Fig. 2). Finally the multiblock
domain is distributed amongst the different processors and the processing of the data for unsteady
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computation is performed (Parallel and unsteady treatment in Fig. 2). At this point the inlet data set
is ready for the CFD simulation which will produced the basic flow features at various time steps of
the simulation. Finally the data produced will be processed and synthesised to produce variables
easy to be understood and interpreted to capture the basic flow physics of the problem such as time
averaged pressure on the blade surface, unsteady pressure fluctuation in some interesting points or
for the comparison with experimental data, pitch -wise time averages for secondary flow description
and movies. With simpler flow configurations the pre and post processing phases where not critical
but with the increasing of the problems dimension all these routines had to be revised and
improved. In fact with increasing grid dimensions the CFD solver is surprisingly not the crucial
phase of the whole approach while the most memory demanding step is the domain decomposition
and the most CPU intensive step is the computing of unsteady information for the sliding mesh
nterface (see next paragraph). The reason for this behaviour can be explained remembering that
with increasing grid dimensions a larger CPU’s cluster may be used to tackle the computational cost
increase during the CFD application having a fully parallel structure. Conversely the same does not
hold for the pre and post processing routines which naturally retain a scalar character required to
manage the whole physical domain.
This problems has been presently reduced, keeping the same structure of the pre processing
routines, with a proper use of the memory space through the Fortran 90 standard which allows a
flexible dynamic memory allocation and de-allocation of unused matrices. With regard to the
unsteady treatment the main problem was represented by the length of the interpolation searching
techniques which required more than 48 hours to complete the final set up of the data for the
unsteady simulation of the viscous grid made of 1.8M elements. In this case a more efficient
searching strategy for the interpolation technique and a rationale use of the I/O management have
been introduced to obtain a significant reduction of total required time (about ten times).

Figure 2: Pre and Post ProcessingTreatment
Boundary Conditions Sliding Interface
Inlet conditions are given at the stator inlet plane using the nominal total pressure and total
temperature profiles as also the inlet flow angle. In the exit plane, hub static pressure is imposed
and the radial equilibrium equation is applied to evaluate the static pressure distribution assuming
an axially developed flow field. Solid surfaces are assumed to be adiabatic with zero normal mass
and momentum fluxes. Periodicity is ensured with an exact point to point correspondence between
elements belonging to the periodic boundaries. On the rotor stator interface a local interpolation has
been developed to account for the relative rows movement and for the change of reference frame.
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Figure 3: Interpolation Strategy in Sliding Interface

The grid close to the rotor-stator boundary is fully three-dimensional and unstructured to allow
simple and efficient grid generation in the inter-stage gap. Thus, elements with triangular and
quadrilateral faces from both stator and rotor grids need to be interfaced at varying angular
positions (Figure 3). In such situations, the map of neighbouring elements and the definition of a
simple matching strategy for the two rows poses serious difficulties, also because of the continuous
displacement of the two moving blades during the unsteady computation. This geometrical problem
has been overcome by the implementation of a crude, but general interpolation scheme between the
two rows, as summarised in Figure 3. The interpolation strategy guarantees the continuity of static
variables (density, pressure and temperature), while velocity components are discontinuous,
according to the relationships between absolute and relative frames. Although the present method is
not strictly conservative, the computations revealed that the mass imbalance is always well below
1%. A substantial reduction in the computing time to complete the full unsteady simulation (made
up of several periodic revolutions), can be obtained with the storage of all information pertaining to
the sliding interface interpolation in a look-up table accompanying the grid file. In this way the
parameters for corresponding time periodic positions can be computed once for all time steps,
avoiding time-consuming recalculations.
Grid Sequencing Strategy
In a CFD simulation usually an initial guess solution is used to start the computation. This rough
solution is updated till the solver reaches the final exact numerical solution of the physical problem.
When a complex domain and different physical aspects are involved, such as coolant injection
mixed with the coupling of rotating and stationary parts, rarely this initial guess solution can be
chosen close to the real one and thus stability problems may arise while several time steps can be
required before the final convergence is obtained.
The number of this numerical steps has been strongly reduced, mainly in the viscous
computation, using the grid sequencing strategy. The basic idea beyond this method is the creation
and use of a family of grids with progressively increasing element number. An unsteady unviscous
computation can be performed on the coarser grid to capture the fundamental flow physics or the
basic frequency spectrum of the unsteady pressure fluctuations which are both almost independent
from viscous phenomena. In the present application the coarse unviscid grid is made up of 360000
elements, of which 24000 on blade surface and 5700 on the sliding surface dividing the NGV from
the rotor rows.
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Figure 4. Coarse Grid for Unviscid Computations

Figure 5: Refined Grid for Viscous Computations

The final converged numerical solution for unviscid simulation still requires a large number of
steps but the CPU time is reduced in view of the smaller dimensions of the grid. Once the solution
is obtained on the coarse grid a viscous and turbulent computations can be carried out on the second
refined grid (Figure 4a) to capture the effect boundary layers development on the performance and
efficiency of the stage. The initial guess solution can be represented by the unviscid solution
obtained on the coarse grid which can be transferred to the refined simulation through an automatic
grid adaptation technique. A general unstructured 3D routine has been ad hoc developed to
interpolate the solution from the coarse to the second refined grid which is reported in Figure 4. A
further refinement step has then performed using a third viscous grid shown in Figure 5. Grid
refinement is evident in the radial section at midspan (Figure 5) where 10 prismatic layers have
been introduced all around the NGV and rotor blade surfaces to capture the basic features of the
boundary layer. Node elements have been also added in the rotor vane passage flow and mainly in
the coolant injection area (slide (a) in figure 5) of the NGV which is thought to be responsible,
together with the shock detaching from the TE of the stator blade, for the unsteady pressure
fluctuations measured on the rotor blade. A strong grid refinement is also applied all over the pitchwise direction ahead the rotor blade (slide (b)) in order to accurately capture the effect of the NGV
wake for all relative positions of the two rows. Numerical computations performed demonstrated
that this refinement requires a soft smoothing toward the trailing edge of the rotor to avoid the
effect of the grid sensitivity of the solution on the different sizes of neighbouring cells which can
strongly affect the accuracy/stability of the flow solution. Despite the refinement the global grid has
a still feasible number of elements (1.8 Ml elements, 41000 on solid surfaces and 20000 on the
sliding plane) owing to the high flexibility of the unstructured approach.

5. APPLICATION TO THE 3D VKI ANNULAR STAGE
Stage description
The present investigation is carried out on the first stage of the HP turbine with prismatic stators
and fully three-dimensional rotor selected in the frame of the TATEF project. The project is devoted
to gain a better understanding of the stator-rotor interaction phenomena for transonic annular
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cascades. A brief description of the cascade is presented here, while more details about the
experimental test rig and the data can be found in Denos et al. 1999.
A detailed measurement campaign provides data in several different operating conditions. In the
present work nominal unsteady flow field conditions will be analysed. The main mid-span
parameters of the test case at the nominal pressure ratio and for the nominal reference Reynolds
Number (≈ 106 ) are:
Mis(exit NGV)=1.08, M(exit rotor)=0.42.
Cooling air injection is provided in the experimental configuration at the nozzle trailing edge
through a pressure side cut of the blade..
Numerical simulation
The 3D unstructured grid topology used to perform the in viscid numerical simulation is shown
in figure 4. Applying a slight stretching (about 0.8%) to the rotor vane geometry, an exact pitch
ratio is obtained using 2 stator blades and 3 rotor blades. This modification to the geometry was
positively tested by Michelassi et al. (1999).
The unviscid and viscous (first refinement) computations have been performed using the
parallel version of the code on a cluster of four DEC ALPHA-XP1000-666 Mhz workstations. The
coarse unviscid grid has been divided using 24 blocks equally distributed amongst the 4 CPUs with
a memory request of the implicit procedure of 55 Mb.
The unsteady periodic solution has been reached starting from the rest condition and keeping the
rotor blades fixed. The starting static pressure distribution has been established using a linear law
between the inlet prescribed total pressure and the outlet measured static pressure. During the
computation the rotating speed of the blades is gradually increased until the nominal velocity of
6500 RPM is reached in a physical period (three rotor passages). The physical time step is
computed by dividing the natural periodic angle in a suitable number of steps able to guarantee both
stability of the numerical procedure and an acceptable time resolution of the unsteady frequencies.
The physical time, required to complete an entire period of the whole domain, can be easily
computed from the ratio α ω = 2.88 * 10 −4 s where ω is the rotational speed and α is the periodic
angle (16.744 Deg). The nominal total quantities are used as boundary conditions at the NGV inlet
assuming flat profiles for both T0 and P0. For the coolant jet, inlet conditions are set in order to
match a global mass flow rate as observed in the experimental tests. At the outlet of the stage the
integral value of the nominal experimental outlet static pressure is imposed.
In this regard one hundred steps per subdivision for the periodic pitch seemed enough to
guarantee the accuracy of the unsteady solution and to capture the first main frequencies of the
unsteady flow. The numerical time marching convergence of each unsteady physical solution can be
achieved within 10 numerical sub-iterations with a reduction of the initial residuals larger than 4
orders of magnitude. The unsteady flow field converges to a pattern periodic in time after five
complete passages of 2 stators and 3 rotors vanes. The viscous solution has been obtained starting
from the solution obtained from the in viscid computation using the grid sequencing strategies and
the ad hoc interpolation technique previously mentioned.
The computations have been performed with the same solver but using 16 processors on
CINECA Origin 3800. The grid has been divided in about 400 blocks distributed amongst the 16
processing elements and two hundred steps have been chosen to complete the periodic passage. The
number of sub iteration is 10 while the unsteady flow field converged to a new periodic pattern in
time after 3 complete passages.
Results and discussion
Inviscid results
Once the periodic solution is achieved for the unsteady numerical computation, an overall mass
error less than 1% has been observed from the stage inlet and outlet sections.
Hub and tip static pressure profiles are measured in the test rig at a station placed 0.035 axial
chords downstream the nozzle trailing edge, using both Kulite transducers and static pressure taps
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(Denos et al., 1999). The instantaneous numerical pressure profiles have been time averaged both at
hub and tip and compared against measurements in Figure 6 for a NGV blade pitch.
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Figure 6: hub and tip time-averaged pressure profiles
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Figure 7: Time averaged Pressure Profiles

Moving from 0 to 1 along the abscissa, the measuring points move from the pressure side
towards the suction side of the nozzle blade. Fig. 6 indicates a quite correct estimate of the average
inter-stage working pressure in the numerical simulation. The steep pressure rise observed for the
phase value around 0.2 can be explained by the over estimation of vane trailing shock intensity in
the numerical computation caused by the absence in the calculation of viscous effects. This
behaviour is more pronounced near the hub surface where the inviscid assumption is expected to
give a less accurate prediction in view of the more relevant role played by the boundary layer
thickness on the lower wall contouring. The time-averaged pressure profiles on the rotor blade are
reported in Figure 7, for three radial sections at 50%, 15% and 85% of the blade span. In these
figures static pressure over stage inlet total pressure is plotted against curvilinear abscissa on the
rotor surface (positive/negative values indicate respectively locations on the suction/pressure side).
The agreement with experiments is satisfactory on the pressure side, while on the suction side
and close to s/smax=0.2, the flow acceleration is slightly under predicted. This might indicate either
a three-dimensional effect or a slight underestimation of the incidence (see Michelassi et al. 1999,
2001). The pressure rise and the shock location is correctly captured for s/smax=0.6.
At the 15% section close to the hub the computed pressure profile agrees closely with the
experiments except for s/smax=0.1 on the suction side. In this location it is argued that the strong
shock detaching from the stator trailing edge interacts with the rotor blades suction side giving the
observed pressure rise on the rotor surface.
The instantaneous views of wall pressure patterns, indicate that the flow on the LE of the
suction side may periodically undergo a strong acceleration, followed by a recompression shock in
correspondence of some relative positions. For other phase angles, the flow pattern is quite
different, and the same acceleration/compression pattern is not detected. A similar pattern can be
detected close to tip, although slightly smeared with respect to the 15% section. This effect is
responsible for the steep pressure rise shown by the hub averaged pressure comparison of Figure 7.
The near tip region pressure field of figure 7 reveals a stronger acceleration of the flow on the
suction side close to the rotor trailing edge (s/smax=0.6). This over expansion is followed,
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downstream the minimum value, by the pressure rise typical of a recompression shock, which is
more pronounced than in the experiments.
The absence of smoothing effect of the fluid viscosity on the pressure rise in a shock wave
seems to be partially responsible for the overestimation of pressure unsteadiness. Moreover, the
flow pattern at 85% span, close to the trailing edge is affected by the tip clearance, as indicated by
the stage simulations by Michelassi et al. (2001). As a consequence a significant mass can flow
from pressure to suction side, thereby decreasing the blade load and, ultimately, increasing the
minimum pressure level on the suction side TE.
Figure 8 reports the pitch-wise unsteady averaged quantities obtained with the inviscid
simulations. The axial flow angle distribution at the rotor blade exit is compared with both
experimental data and the results obtained from a NISRE computation (from Dènos et al. 1999) in
which losses are evenly distributed along the rotor span. The agreement between the NISRE
approach and the unsteady averaged profiles is good. This is not surprising since both approaches
do not predict any sort of secondary flow. Actually the waving shape of the measured exit flow
angle is due to the combined effect of various secondary effects, mainly the presence of the blade
passage vortex and tip-hub horse shoe vortices.
Figure 8a also shows that the secondary flows penetrate quite close to the rotor mid-span, as
proved by the deviation from the nominal exit flow angle (12-deg at mid-span). Figure 8b compares
the experimental time and pitch-wise-averaged total temperature distribution with the unsteady
numerical results. For radial position above 0.4 the total temperature profile is followed closely, but
the absence of secondary effects in the calculations provokes a nearly constant total temperaure
distribution which is far from experiments close to the root portion of the blade. On account of what
seen for the exit flow angle, this disagreement is not surprising. Still the unsteady simulations
demonstrate that the mid-span value of the total pressure is remarkably well reproduced, thereby
proving the existence of a nearly two-dimensional flow portion around the rotor blade. The
agreement with the NISRE calculations are good, although both are not able to reproduce the
correct total temperature profile which, as seen for the exit flow angle, is strongly affected by
secondary flows which, while governing the exit flow angle, can alter the local extraction of energy.
Globally the integral value of the inviscid total temperatures is in good agreement with the
experimental data and NISRE estimate, allowing a reasonable forecast of energy exchanges. Near
hub, where secondary flows and wall boundary layers are well developed, the accuracy of the
unsteady computation is similar to that obtained with the NISRE approach.

a) Averaged Alfa Flow angle

b) Averaged Total Temperature

c) Averaged Total Pressure

Figure 8: Pitch-wise Averaged Quantities

The total pressure profiles shown in figure 8c allow the same conclusions to be drawn. The time
averaged values stemming from the unsteady inviscid calculations follow the experimental results
with better accuracy, especially in the lower part of the blade in spite of some inaccuracies
connected to the inviscid approximation. The capability of the unsteady approach to model the time
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dependent flow should be checked by the analysis of the frequency spectrum. Instantaneous
pressure has been monitored for several representative points located along rotor and stator blade
surface (Denos et. al., 1999, Figure 18-a).

a) Rotor Gauge Position

b) Rotor LE gauge 4

c) Rotor TE gauge 12

Figure 9: Frequency Spectrum

The frequency analysis for two points located near LE and TE of rotor blade on suction surface
are reported in Figure 9. For both gauges the main harmonic observed is the stator blades passing
frequency. These basic frequencies of the spectrum (figures 18-b and 18-c) can be computed from
the speed rotation (6500 RPM) and the blade count ratio (2:3) leading to a main peaks at f=4.66 kHz
and the corresponding multiples (9.32 kHz, 13.98 kHz …). The remarkable amplitude of the first
harmonic at LE is due both to the not uniform exit flow field from the stator blades (mainly due to
the presence of vane TE shock impinging on the rotor) and to the small gap existing between the
stator TE and the rotor LE. The amplitude of the pressure discontinuity varies considerably
depending on the location on the rotor blade. The maximum amplitude is at gauge 4 because
directly heat by the shock wave. Flowing toward the TE, the pressure fluctuations are strongly
reduced (two orders) by the action of the vane acceleration effect, as can be observed in figure 9-c.
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Figure 10: Unsteady Pressure Fluctuations

Figure 10 shows the unsteady pressure fluctuations ∆p P01 = ( p − p averaged ) P01 for two rotor
blade locations at mid-span. The two selected points lay on the suction side at approximately 20%
axial chord (again point 4 in Figure 9) and on the leading edge (point 14). On the axis the phase
spans from 0 to 2 while a complete periodic passage is completed (e.g. 2 NGV vanes and 3 rotor
blades). The experimental data have been described by Dènos et al., 2000, who proposed a detailed
interpretation of the flow in the stator/rotor gap. In the experiments pressure traces on gauge 4
clearly indicate high amplitude fluctuations in the rotor LE region, related to the passage of the vane
TE fish tale shock (periodically oscillating around the axial direction from about +20° to –20°). In
the same Figure two time-accurate computations, are compared with the experimental unsteady
profile, obtained doubling the number of time steps during the unsteady simulation and the accuracy
seems to improve with the increasing time resolution. The basic feature of the instantaneous signal
are reproduced by the numerical results even if peak amplitudes of pressure fluctuations are under
predicted mainly at gauge 4. Anyway in this point the under estimation behaves coherently with the
pressure disagreement already observed at the same station in the averaged profiles of Figures 7.
Moreover, in this location the stator wake hits the rotor blade almost tangentially (Michelassi et al.,
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1999). This could provoke a complex interaction between the rotor boundary layer and the stator
wake, which is clearly governed by viscous effects.
Viscous results
The time-averaged static pressure profiles on the rotor blade are reported in Figure 11 against
curvilinear abscissa, for the same radial sections of Figure 7. The agreement with experiments at
50% span on pressure side confirms the in-viscid results. On the suction side the under prediction of
flow acceleration is still present confirming the slight underestimation of the incidence but the
pressure distribution of the experimental results near the shock location is more accurately
followed.

a) Averaged rotor pressure - 50% span

b) Averaged rotor pressure - 15% span

c) Averaged rotor pressure - 85% span

Figure 11: Time averaged Pressure Profiles

As expected in the viscous computation the up-down shape shown in the in viscid assumption
disappeared due to the presence of smoothing effect of the fluid viscosity on the level of
acceleration and recompression in correspondence of some relative positions of the two rows. Also
the strong acceleration of the flow on the suction side close to the rotor trailing edge at tip and hub
disappeared (Figures 11a and 11b), according to the more accurate physical assumption and the
agreement with experimental results is improved.
Phenomena such secondary flow development inside the stator blade and their evolution in the
rotor blade, depending on the relative blade position between rotor and stator and the blade wakes
development have a deep impact on loss profile and distribution and thus on the whole
turbomachine performances.
The viscous approximation can provide an useful tool for the basic understanding of such
phenomena. In this regard in Figure 11.b the entropy contours at the stator exit are shown in axial
plane 1, situated at 10 % of the axial chord downstream the stator TE. The stator wake is well
outlined by the high loss region in the middle of the area.
As can be noticed the mid-span flow is essentially 2D, most of the loss being confined in the
blade wake. Near hub and tip other high loss areas (1) can be underlined due to the development of
wall boundary layers in the stator channel. The extension and thickness is small in comparison to
the radial and pitchwise extension of the blade, limiting their influence in the regions very close to
solid surfaces. As expected the boundary layer growth doesn’t seem to affect the core of the flow,
which remains almost undisturbed.
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b) Entropy Contours – Plane 1

d) Entropy Contours – Plane 3

e) Entropy Contours – Midspan

c) Entropy Contours – Plane 2

f) Entropy Contours – ½ Period

Figure 12: Entropy Contours

In Figure 12 e the entropy contours at 50% span are shown and the TE wakes can be clearly
identified. These contours confirm that the entropy production in the NGV is essentially provoked
by the SS boundary layer that grows until the final part of the blade, detaches in correspondence of
the stator TE region, diffuses and finally impinges on the rotor blade. On the pressure side the
boundary layer is almost invisible till the LE is reached, due to favourable pressure gradient
experienced by the flow field in most of wall surface. On this side of the blade the more relevant
loss seems to be represented by the mixing process between coolant injection and the main flow
downstream the TE, responsible for the second high loss stripe of the wake. The shape of the wake
from the NGV is almost independent from the relative position between the two rows while losses
in the main core of the flow are not evident. When the wake moves toward the rotor blade the effect
on the flow can be different depending on the relative position of the two rows. For instance in
figure 12.e the wake impinges on the LE of the blade and is split in two different branches, the first
one on the PS and the second on the SS. After a half period the wake impinges directly on the blade
PS effecting primarily the SS flow on the LE.
In figure 12.d the entropy carpet plot is shown for reference plane 3, located downstream the
rotor blade TE for tangential position corresponding to that of fig 12.e. In this plane high loss
regions can be clearly identified corresponding to the rotor blade wake. Near the tip entropy
production bubbles can be detected according to the combined effect of the tip leakage vortex and
shroud boundary layer that are both contributing to the secondary flows in this region.
The ad hoc grid refinement performed for viscous computations in this area were necessary for
the more accurate description of the viscous boundary layer profile and the velocity distribution.
The shape and the distribution of the high loss region appears to be quite dependent on the relative
row positions of the stator/rotor rows. Deep discussion of the results could be possible but is out of
the scope of this paper intended to report mainly the challenge and the effort required in solving the
unsteady flow field in real stage configuration.
6. CONCLUSIONS
A 3D unsteady solver has been discussed in the viscous and in-viscid assumption through the
comparison against experiments. The peculiar aspect of the present application, compared to
documented works, is given by the completely hybrid-unstructured nature of the approach. This
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feature allows an easy and flexible representation of the stage in view of future more detailed flow
investigations, as required by viscous simulations or shock interactions, and of more complex
geometry as required by cooling systems or by row leakages.
The use of unstructured grids posed new difficulties for the matching of the stator/rotor rows,
which have been here overcome by a crude but general and automatic linear interpolation strategy,
but on the other hand offers a great flexibility in the grid generation and modelling with substantial
reduction in the grid points demand. The potential stator rotor interaction has been reproduced with
a satisfactory accuracy demonstrating that the unsteady Euler approach allows a more realistic
description in comparison to steady state computations of the flow pattern, especially in the
presence of physical phenomena such unsteady shock interaction which can not be accounted by in
a steady assumption.
In order to have a deeper insight of phenomena concerning the periodic evolution of the NGV
wakes, tip vortex structures and the effect of unsteadiness on the global stage efficiency, a more
accurate analysis , based on full viscous, calculation was required. Viscous calculation on the other
hand posed serious problems for the management of the data file and the CPU usage. To accurately
reproduce those viscous effects more stringent requirements were imposed on the grid cell
dimension especially near boundary layers in the solid surfaces at hub tip and blade profile. The
grid dimensions typical of a realistic viscous computations (about 1.8 ML node elements) created
difficulties for the management and storage of the input and output data required or produced
during the processing of the solution and compelled the complete reconsideration of all the phases
involved in the CFD solution and the optimisation of all the pre and post processing routines. The
most advanced programming tools such Fortran 90 dynamic memory allocation and de-allocation of
unused matrices were necessary for the full storage of geometry, exceeding the capacity of local
workstation. Efficient interpolation techniques and a rationale use of the I/O management were
necessary to reduce the length of the grid sequencing technique and all the post processing phases
of the results management. In conclusion great effort have been successfully carried out on the
different aspects of the calculation to face correctly and profitable the challenge to compute and
investigate unsteady flow in a full turbine stage.
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Validation of Plasma Injection for
Hypersonic Blunt-Body Drag Reduction
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Summary
The optimum blend of numerical and physical fluid experiment for risk and cost reduction is an actual
reflection of the stage of maturation for individual technology development. As an illustration, the detailed
validation of drag reduction technique using plasma injection was investigated using a side-by-side
experimental and computational approach. The major portion of the reduced drag is found from the favorable
counter-flow jet shock interaction and thermal deposition.
Introduction
Improving aerodynamic performance of air vehicles via drag reduction has been steadily pursued since the
days of the Wright brothers. In high-speed flight, the need of significant drag and heat load reduction for a
better performance becomes even more critical. In an assessment of aeronautical science for the future, one
realizes that the air vehicle design has fallen into an evolutional process because the technical innovation is
limited to aerodynamics [1]. However, Sear et al pointed out as early as the later 50’s, an added new physical
dimension of magneto-aerodynamic interaction would revolutionize the performance of high-speed flight [25]. Collectively, they demonstrated that electromagnetic force could significantly alter the aerodynamic
behavior in plasma media. Therefore, the large volume of magneto-aerodynamic research from Russia in the
80’s has stirred a great amount of interests [5-8]. In this interdisciplinary endeavor, at least three
independent science disciplines; aerodynamics, quantum chemical kinetics, and electromagnetics are
interwoven. In addition, the air plasma (more precisely the weakly ionized air) always associated with an
extremely high temperature state, which is a common occurrence in hypersonic flow. This flight environment
is not always duplicable in a ground testing facility [9]. Therefore it is essential that the physical-based
computing simulation capability be developed if the advantage of a favorable magneto-aerodynamic
interaction is to be harnessed for hypersonic flight.
The possible contributors to drag reduction via plasma injection are widely speculated. It is commonly
accepted that the counter-flow jet–shock interaction, non-equilibrium thermodynamic state of highly excited
international degrees of freedom, and the electromagnetic force could play significant roles. The
interdisciplinary phenomenon is extremely difficult to investigate alone by either experimental or
computational simulation because each can yield only a partial answer. Also not all observations can be
verified independently. Thus, the present investigation resorts to a combination approach.
Optimum blends of numerical and physical fluid experiments span a very wide range of variations for the
purposes of validation and calibration of modeling and simulation capabilities. For an interdisciplinary
technology development where the aerodynamics, electromagnetics, and quantum chemical physics are
integrated both physical and numerical experiments are facing challenges. The synergetic effects to minimize
risk therefore are uncertain. In the present effort, a computational and experimental side-by-side investigation
on plasma injection for hypersonic blunt-body drag reduction is presented.
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Systematic pursuit is guided by hypotheses on physical mechanisms that can generate a favorable magnetoaerodynamic interaction - the counter flow jet shock aerodynamic interaction, the non-equilibrium
thermodynamic and chemical phenomenon, and the electromagnetic-aerodynamic interaction. Threedimensional and axisymmetric, mass-averaged Navier-Stokes equations were solved for counter-flow jet
shock interaction. The experimental investigation of the plasma injection was conducted in a nominal Mach
6 open jet, blow-down tunnel. The weakly ionized, counter-flow jet generated by a plasma torch has an
electron temperature around 20,000 k, and electron number density greater than 3 x 1012/ cm3.
Experimental Facility
The counter-flow plasma jet and shock interaction is investigated in a blow-down, open-jet, high Reynolds
number wind tunnel. At the stagnation temperature of 610 K and a range of stagnation pressures from 3.44
102 to 1.40 104 kPa, the air stream sustains a uniform test section from the nozzle exit plane and a diameter of
203 mm at the Mach number of 5.8. The mass flow rate of the tunnel spans a range from 0.77 to 4.63 kg/s.
For the present investigation, the tunnel is operated at the lowest density of 0.012 kg/m3 at the free stream
pressure of 2 Torr and static temperature of 79 K. Under this operational condition, the Reynolds number is
45,200 per meter.
The force-measuring model is a hemispherical cylinder, which has a nose radius and a total length of 38.1
and 203.2 mm respectively. The model was fitted with three nozzles (Dt = 2.44, 1.5, and 1.27 mm) to
accommodate the plasma torch. However, the drag data is collected only from the nozzle with the throat
diameter of 1.27 mm. At the stagnation pressure and temperature of 344.7 kPa and 294 K, respectively, the
exit Mach number is 3.63 and yields a mass flow rate of 0.001 kg/s. The nozzle flow changes from over- to
under-expanded condition at the stagnation pressure of 1,077 kPa.
The aerodynamic force is measured by a set of 3 piezoelectric force sensors or load cells. The model is
isolated from the support strut by these load cells to receive the total axial aerodynamic force exerted on the
model. In this arrangement, the wave drag, skin friction drag, and the base drag are not separable but
measured together [14,19].
A plasma cutting torch with the PAK Master 50XL power supply and the PCH/M-28 torch supplies the
ionized air the counter-flow jet. The maximum power output from this plasma torch is rated at 35 Amp by an
AC input single-phase voltage 208. However in the present application, this unit is strictly operated in the
starting mode. Therefore, the power output is far below the rated value. The arc starting circuit has a high
frequency generator that produces an AC voltage from the 5 to 10 kV at a frequency of approximately 2
MHz. This frequency is far beyond the spectra range of oscillatory drag measurement (up to 5 kHz) for
interference. In fact, the basic oscillatory behavior of both air and air plasma is similar, and the predominant
oscillatory mode occurs around 100Hz.
The properties of air plasma, such as the electron density and temperature of the air plasma, were measured
by a double Langmuir probe. The probe is constructed from a 0.5 mm platinum wire with a double-hole
ceramic sleeve and a wire separation distance of 1.0 mm. The sensing area of each probe tip is limited to 2.1
mm2. A 100 V Keppco bipolar power supply provides the applied electric potential. Meanwhile, a variable
resistor in the circuit has an operable range from 75 to 1,000 Ohms to enable the electric current
measurement in microampere range.
Counter-Flow Jet
There is a great deal of literature on the jet-spike or counter-flow jet [10-14]. A number of investigations
focused on the aspect of thermal protection. The rest concentrated on the understanding of this intricate flow
field structure [10-12]. The counter-flow jet issued from a blunt body in supersonic regime has two distinct
states. At the lower injecting pressure, the jet displaces the bow shock upstream. The displaced shock
envelope is generally conical and the flow field is unsteady [12,13]. At higher injecting pressures, the
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displaced shock actually retracts back from the conical to a blunter configuration and the oscillatory motion
ceases. The basic flow field structure is depicted in Figure 1.
The driving force of this interaction mechanism is the expanding jet into a low stagnation pressure shock
layer, and then the jet is stagnated by a Mach disk. The jet reverses its direction downstream as a free shear
layer. A part of the jet stream is also entrained to form a toroidal recirculating zone beneath the free shear
layer. At the reattachment point of the free shear layer to the blunt body, it induces a series of compression
waves coalescing into a reattachment ring shock. The counter-flow jet interaction with the bow shock
replaces the single wave to a triple shock structure [14]. This multiple shock structure degeneration is the
major contributor of wave drag reduction for the plasma injection.

Figure 1. The streamline trace of the jet spike flow field
The shock bifurcation was also discovered by the side-by-side computational and experimental study of the
jet spike [14]. At the bifurcation point between the steady and unsteady states, the drag reduction also attains
the maximum value. The bifurcation is the consequence of breakdown of the subsonic upstream feedback
loop between the Mach disk and the unsteady free shear layer [15]. As the jet injecting pressure increases,
the subsonic region connecting the Mach disk and the free shear layer diminishes in size. At the bifurcation
point, a part of the supersonic jet actually diverts from the Mach disk and effectively cuts off the feedback
loop from the free shear layer and the oscillatory fluid motion ceases. The Mach number contours of the
distinct dynamic states astride the bifurcation point are given in Figure 2.

Figure 2, Subsonic Mach number contours of the steady and oscillatory states
An implicit, unstructured Navier-Stokes equations solver, Cobalt [16] was used exclusively to obtain all
numerical results. The basic algorithm is that of the Godunov’s Riemann formulation coupled with implicit
time stepping to yield a second-order spatial and temporal accuracy. The cell-centered, finite-volume
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approach can accommodate either the tetrahedron or the hexahedron in three-dimensional space. The
governing equations are discretized by the implicit approximation as;
[3(Un+1-Un) – (Un – Un-1)] / 2 ∆ t + ÿ ·F = 0
Where the U’s are the conservative dependent variables U(ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρe) and F’s are the flux vectors of
the Navier-Stokes equations. The reconstruction of the flux vectors at the cell faces is by a least-square
approximation.
q i ± 1/2 = q i ± r · ÿ q I
Where q is the vector of primitive variables q (ρ, u, v, w, p) at the centroid of cell i, ÿ qi is the gradient vector
and r is position vector from the centroid to the cell faces.
An outstanding feature of the unstructured grid approach is also derived from the neighbor-cell connectivity
of its formulation. The cobalt exhibits an exceptionally scalable, parallel computing performance on all
multi-computers using a message passing interface (MPI) library [17]. On an IBM SP3 32-node computation,
the data processing rate is 5.28x10-6 sec per cell per time step versus a value of 4.22x10-5 on a 4-node
computation. This parallel efficiency exhibits a nearly linear performance over the range of operations.
In the present application, the no-slip velocity components and adiabatic temperature conditions are imposed
on the blunt body surface. For the plasma torch, the sonic throat is prescribed as the entrance boundary for
the conical injecting nozzles. The unperturbed free stream condition is specified at the upstream boundary
and the no-reflection condition downstream for the far field. The Spalart-Allmaras one-equation model is
adopted to achieve the turbulent closure [18].
The computational error is assessed by generating solutions on consecutively refined grid density
immediately adjacent to the shock waves. For an embedded conical nozzle in the hemispherical cylinder
with a throat diameter of 2.44 mm and exit diameter of 4.70 mm, the exit Mach number is 2.86. Numerical
solutions at a free stream Mach number of 5.80 on three grid systems of 185,484, 256,824, and 303,804 were
obtained. After the second grid density refinement, the numerical results are essentially grid independent.
The identical process was also applied to nozzles of smaller throat diameter (Dt = 2.5 and1.27 mm).
In Figure 3, the first validation of the measured and computed results in the form of schlieren images is
presented for the nozzle with a throat diameter of 2.44 mm and the injecting to tunnel stagnation pressure of
0.75 (Pj/Po=0.75). Under this condition, the blurred schlieren photograph reveals the oscillatory flow field
structure. For the long-exposure photograph, the blurred image band actually defined the extremes of shock
movements. However, the computed schlieren image is limited to a single event in time, and in general has a
shorter penetration length in comparison with experimental observations. The resultant shock wave system
exhibits two oscillatory frequencies at 100 and 435 Hz. However, the lower frequency oscillation has a
dominant magnitude over the others.

Figure 3. Comparison of Schlieren with computational result at Pj/Po=0.75
The comparison of schlieren with computed result at an injecting pressure beyond the bifurcation point is
depicted in Figure 4. The specific comparison is made for the injecting to the tunnel stagnation pressure of
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1.05 (Pj/Po= 1.05). At this injecting pressure, the shock wave system jumps to a nearly steady state. The
schlieren photograph yields a sharper image than the highly unsteady motion at the lower injection pressure
domain. In this figure, the Mach disk that terminates the forward motion of the counter-flow jet, the
coalesced reattachment ring shock is clearly exhibited. Even the slipstream originating from the intersection
of the bow shock and the ring shock is clearly visible. Both the measured and computed standoff distance of
the bow shock shows an identical value of ∆ /r = 0.744. The agreement of the overall flow filed structure
between the experimental and computational results is excellent.

Figure 4. Comparison of Schlieren with computed result at Pj/Po= 1.05
In Figure 5, the more critical verification of experimental data and the computational result of drag is given.
In this graph, the normalized drag coefficient of the blunt body with the counter-flow jet is depicted with
respect to the pressure ratio of injection and tunnel stagnation pressure. The drag coefficient is normalized
by the drag of the same blunt body at the identical flow condition. Two different wind tunnel stagnation
pressure conditions are presented at the tunnel stagnation pressures of 50 and 100 psi (0.344x103 and 0.688x
103 kPa). The calculated drag includes the base drag correction from experimental measurements. The base
drag evaluated from two pressure taps on the model base region yields a nearly constant value over the entire
injection pressure range. A reasonable agreement is noted over the entire tested range including the
bifurcation. The numerical results also capture the oscillatory force behavior at both tunnel stagnation
conditions. However, the numerical results also predicted pressure bifurcation value lower than experimental
observation. Nevertheless, the computational error and experimental data scattering band are estimated from
1.7 to 5.1%.

Figure 5. Verified measured and computed drag for blunt body with counter-flow jet
From both experimental observations and computational results, the wave drag reduction for blunt body by a
counter-flow jet can be substantial. The reduced drag is mostly derived from the degeneration of a single
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bow shock wave to a multiple structure. The amount of drag reduction is strongly dependent on the relative
mass flow rate of the oncoming stream versus the injection, the jet exit Mach number, and the specific heat
ratio, γ of the injectant (or the chemical composition of the injectant)[12,13]. For the present investigation of
the counter-flow jet, the drag reduction increases as the stagnation pressure of the tunnel is decreased to
reflected the effect of the higher relative mass flow rate to the drag reduction. This behavior is clearly
demonstrated by both computational results (Figure 5) and experimental measurements.
Four sets of normalized drag coefficients with respect to the blunt body data without injection are presented
as a function of stagnation pressure ratios of tunnel and the counter-flow jet (Pj/Po) in Figure 6. The tested
wind tunnel stagnation pressures varies from 344.7 103 to 2,068.4 103 kPa, the maximum drag reduction
reaches a value of 40% at the bifurcation point at the lowest wind tunnel stagnation pressure. The drag
continuously decreases over the entire tested stagnation pressure range despite the steady rising of the reverse
thrust. Associated with the large amount of drag reduction, there is also an abrupt change of dynamic states
across a shock bifurcation point. When the injecting pressure or more appropriately the injecting mass flow
rate is less than a critical value, the jet-shock interaction will initiate an oscillatory flow motion through the
feedback loop of the free shear layer instability [14,15].

Figure 6. Drag measurements for different wind tunnel stagnation pressures
Non-Equilibrium Phenomenon
The injecting air plasma is generated by a plasma torch embedded within the model and issues from the
stagnation point. In Figure 7, a composite picture of the model in the testing condition is depicted. The top
half of the figure consists of the video image of the plasma torch in operation; the lower half of the
composite is the schlieren of the same test. Overlaid is the sketch of the plasma torch. For the plasma
generation in the starting mode of the torch, the power input is relatively low in comparison with the fully
rated capacity of 7.28 kW. In order to be compatible with the energy input to the air supply of the torch, the
stagnation pressure input to the torch has a limited operation range from 482.6 to 965.2 kPa. At the air
supply stagnation temperature of 294 K and the stagnation pressure of 482.6 kPa to the plasma torch, the
calculated mass-flow rate is 0.52 gm/sec. This injecting rate is small in comparison with the wind tunnel
mass-flow rate of 0.77 kg/sec. Under the testing condition the counter-flow jet and shock interaction is in the
subcritical state of shock bifurcation, and the entire flow field is in a self-sustained oscillatory motion. The
measurement at a fixed point in space also collected data with wide range of temporal variation. Therefore,
the measured data exhibited a large data scattering band.
The temperatures of internal degrees of freedom were determined by the optical emission from the positive
electronic transition C3πu ⇔ B3πg of molecular nitrogen N2, and C2π u+ ⇔ X2πg+ transition of the ionized
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nitrogen N2+ [19,20]. A composite spectrum of the plasma torch in the 3400 to 4400 angstrom wavelength
range stood out from the obscured by other emission from other species, such as the molecular oxygen, nitric
oxide, as well as vapors of copper and iron. Therefore, the spectral match of the positive electronic transition
of N2 for rotational temperature cannot be performed. However, the averaged vibrational temperature,
determined from the Boltzmann plot and a blackbody modeling, is 4400±400k. At the relatively highpressure shock layer region, it would be reasonable to assume that the translational and rotational
temperatures are equilibrated to the vibrational excitation. The electron temperature deduced from the
langmuir double probe is around 20,000 K. Therefore, the only distinct temperatures are that of electron and
the heavy particles [23,24]. The thermodynamic properties are similar to that reported in the works of
Ganiev et al [6] and Malmuth et al [7].

Figure 7. Composite presentation of the air plasma injection
At this temperature and static pressure within the shock layer of 10.5 kPa (78.9 Torr), the air plasma
chemical composition in equilibrium condition can be determined from numerical data bases [22]. In term of
mass fraction, N2, O, and NO have the value of 0.69, 0.26, and 0.5 respectively. As one may notice, the
molecular oxygen is depleted from the air plasma mixture. The components of NO+, O+, N2+, and N+ are in
the order of magnitude from 10-5 to 10-10.

Figure 8. A typical measured electron number density in the shock envelope
The electron number density and electron temperature of the plasma were measured by a double Langmuir
probe. The survey locations of the probe are restricted to the outer envelope of the high temperature jet
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plume. The closest survey radial distance from the centerline of the plasma plume is 7.6 mm. In general, the
electron number density, electron temperature, electrical conductivity, and field strength attain the maximum
value in the plasma plume. This observation can easily be made by examining the electron density and
electron temperature distributions along a fixed radial distance from the model’s axis of symmetry.
Figure 8 displays the electron number density in the axial coordinate z, from the body surface to the bow
shock along a fixed radial distance (r = 7.6 mm). This radial distance is also the minimum separation distance
between the probe and the plasma torch so that the plasma plume will not thermally shattered the ceramic
sleeve. The highest electron number density is around 5x1012 /cm3. The sharp drop of the measured value
indicates the bow shock location. The bow shock exhibits an oscillatory range from 21.2 to 24.6 mm from
the blunt body surface. The electron number density upstream of the shock is less than 1010, which is beyond
the validated measurement range of the present probe capability.
The electron temperature distribution at corresponding location is presented in Figure 9. Again, the data
scattering band is the greatest among all measurements within the entire shock layer envelope. Along the
constant radial array, the calculated translational temperature is changing rapidly; the electron temperature is
nearly constant to yield a value slightly higher than 20,000 K. Beyond the bow shock envelope, the electron
temperature of the oncoming air falls below the value which can be measured with any certainty.

Figure 9. A typical measured electron temperature in the shock envelope
Although the injected air plasma has two distinct temperatures, but the chemical composition of highly
excited species only present in trace amount. The plasma counter-flow jet is in a thermodynamically nonequilibrium state, the true species composition and internal energy partition at the present finitely can’t be
predicted with certainty [24]. Therefore, the detection of the non-equilibrium phenomenon is approached
from a calculation based on a locally equilibrium chemical composition. The significance of non-equilibrium
phenomenon to drag reduction is assessed through the departure from this state.
The plasma injection is evaluated by the mass-averaged, time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations without the
aide of detailed chemical kinetics rates but with equilibrium air plasma composition. In addition, the
vibrational temperature (4400 K) is assumed to be equilibrated with the translational and rotational degrees
of freedom, but not with the electron temperature (20,000 K). From these stipulated conditions, the specific
heat γ, deduced from the chemical equilibrium composition yields a value of 1.281. The comparison of the
computed shock structures with the schlieren at an injection pressure of 582 kPa is depicted in Figure 10. It
becomes clear that the computed shock structure using the equilibrium air plasma injection captures all
essential features of the plasma jet interaction [25,26].
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Figure 10. Comparison of schlieren and computation of plasma jet interaction
Figures 10 present two numerical results and a schlieren photograph. The left most image depicts the
computed air injection with the perfect gas model at stagnation temperature of 300 K and the stagnation
pressure of 582 kPa. The middle image is obtained by solving the Navier-Stokes equations with the
equilibrium air plasma composition and at the stagnation temperature of 5280 K. At the numerical boundary
of the sonic throat, the temperature then matches the experimental measurement of 4400 K. The computed
result using the equilibrium chemical composition exhibits all flow field behaviors as observed in the
experiment. When plasma torch is ignited, the overall shock wave system of air plasma injection retracted
from the air injection at room temperature. The shock standoff distance of the computation attains a closer
value to the experimental observation. Most importantly, the calculated drag agrees with data within a few
percents as that of previous counter-flow jet interaction [14].
Analyzing all the computations based on perfect air and equilibrium air plasma composition, the retraction of
shock wave system by the air plasma injection is mostly associated with a reduced mass flow rate by the
elevated plasma temperature [25,26]. The mass flow rate of a nozzle is linearly proportional to the stagnation
pressure, and inverse proportional to the square root of the stagnation temperature m ~ (Po/√To). Therefore,
at the investigated condition, the mass flow rate of the plasma injection is reduced by a factor of 3.9 from the
room-temperature counterpart. For the present experimental process, the record of drag data starts with room
temperature air injection. The plasma is then introduced by igniting the plasma torch and is sustained for a
duration of 15 seconds. This realization of diminished mass flow rate of plasma injection succinctly explains
the contradicting experimental observation that the measured drags actual rise when the plasma is ignited.

Figure 11. Drag data versus the ratio of plasma injection and tunnel stagnation pressures
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In Figure 11, drag data of counter-flow jet from three different nozzles were included. However, the
corresponding data of plasma injection is only obtainable at the smallest nozzle throat diameter of 1.27 mm.
A single data point at the lowest injecting pressure also contained the effect of an applied magnetic field in
the axial direction of the plasma chamber. Its significance will be discussed later.
The data of air injections were collected on different dates and by different procedures. One set of the data
was collected by a data sweep for which the data is sampled at 500 points per second. Another set of data
was collected in each individual test when plasma injection took place. These data sets indicated the
scattering band of measurement about 3.5% over the entire tested range. In this graph, the drag of the blunt
body with air plasma injection is reduced from the case when there is no injection, but the drag is greater
than the air injection counter part. This erroneous perception is drawn from the incorrect interpretation of
data in an inappropriate parametric space of stagnation pressures ratio rather than the mass flow rate.
The drag computations using equilibrium air plasma composition and perfect gas model are presented
together with data in mass flow rate in Figure 12. The mass rate is normalized by the maximum air plasma
injection rate achievable by the plasma torch. The calculated mass flow rate of 0.13, 0.19, 0.23, and 0.26
corresponds to injecting stagnation pressure ratios, Pj/Po of 1.4, 2.0, 2.5, and 2.8, respectively. Solutions of
Navier-Stokes equations using the perfect gas model over the complete tested range are included as the point
of reference. The overall agreement between computations and experiment is reasonable. Numerical results
have a maximum discrepancy with the data of about 5% at the low injecting mass flow region. This
quantification is believed to be the accuracy bound of the present investigation.

Figure 12. Comparison of computed and measured data of plasma injection
In this physically meaningful parameter of mass flow rate, the drag reduction via air plasma injection can be
easily explained. First, at the identical mass flow rate, the air plasma injection indeed produces a greater
drag reduction than its room-temperature counter part. The major portion of the reduced drag is derived from
the thermal deposition of the air plasma. Based on the computational results using perfect gas and
equilibrium air composition of the air plasma at the measured injecting conditions, the drag reduction
diminishes for the latter. This observation is understandable in view of the fact that energy is redistributed
among different internal degrees of freedom instead of the simple thermal to kinetic energy conversion
process by the expansion. Finally, the numerical simulations using the chemical equilibrium composition of
the air jet approach that of the data. The difference between computations and experiments is confined
within the band of measurement uncertainty.
From the present investigation of air plasma injection from a blunt body, it is clearly demonstrated that the
major portion of the drag reduction is derived from the counter-flow jet and shock interaction. The
additional advantage of air plasma injection is gained from the thermal deposition. A higher thermal energy
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content of the injected plasma leads to a lower required mass injection flow rate. In this sense, the air plasma
injection is a more efficient drag reduction system. To achieve the same level of drag reduction, the mass
flow rate of plasma injection is less than the air injection counterpart. However, the thermodynamic and
chemical non-equilibrium effects in plasma injection are not directly assessable based on the state-of-the-art
technique. From the present incremental analyses, these non-equilibrium phenomena under the tested
condition are deemed not significant.
Electromagnetic effects
The first significant magneto-aerodynamic interacting phenomenon was demonstrated by the pioneering
work of Ziemer [5]. He has shown that the shock standoff distance over a blunt body in a plasma stream
increased drastically by an applied magnetic field. His pioneering work indicated that the standoff distance
increased by a factor of 7.5 for an electromagnetic interaction parameter (σB2L/ρu) of 69. The
electromagnetic force has been known to modify the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition across a shock
[2,23]. Taking it one step further, Shang has illustrated that the two additional entropy change mechanisms
have been introduced by the electromagnetic field into the second law of thermodynamics across a onedimensional normal shock [9].
ρu∆s = ∫(κ /T2 )(dT/dx)2dx + ∫ [(2µ +λ )/T](du/dx)2dx + ∫J2/(σT)dx – ∫u(J×B)x/Tdx
The above equation clearly shows that the electromagnetic-aerodynamic interaction has the potential to
reduce the wave drag for blunt body in supersonic flow. However to obtain the benefit of aerodynamicelectromagnetic interaction, the plasma medium must be introduced upstream of the shock and interacted
with an applied electromagnetic field. To obtain the maximum effectiveness, the applied electromagnetic
field is preferred in the transverse direction to the charge carrying flowing medium. These conditions were
not met in all plasma injection experiments for drag reduction [7-9].
A single data point presented in Figure 11 has recorded a preliminary study of an applied magnetic field to
the plasma injection. The applied magnetic field was imposed by a set of Neodymium rare earth (NeFeB)
magnets around the plasma torch chamber. The applied field is aligned with the axis of the nozzle to enhance
the plasma pinch effect. The magnet has a maximum magnetic flux density of 0.47 Tesla at the pole, but the
field strength diminishes rapidly toward the nozzle axis. The estimated value is about 0.17 Tesla locally, the
interaction parameter is uncertain far less than unity. This fact is verified by the observation, that the
magneto-aerodynamic interaction is negligible. From this experimental setup, one observes that even if the
electromagnetic field induced by the injecting plasma would reach the magnitude of the applied magnetic
field, the interaction of magneto-aerodynamic interaction is still negligible.

Conclusions
The shock bifurcation phenomenon was discovered by a combined computational and experimental effort in
analyzing the injecting plasma phenomenon. The shock structures of the counter-flow jet have two distinct
dynamic states. In the sub-critical range, the flow field is in a self-sustained oscillatory motion. In the supercritical range, the entire flow field returns to the steady state. At the bifurcation point, the total aerodynamic
force including the wave drag, skin-friction drag, base drag, and the reverse thrust of the counter-flow jet
reaches the minimum value.
The present investigation reveals that the major portions of drag reduction by plasma injection are derived
from the favorable shock and counter-flow-jet-shock interaction and thermal energy deposition. The nonequilibrium thermodynamics and chemical kinetics has insignificant effect. The contribution from the
electromagnetic-aerodynamic interaction is negligible.
It may be interesting to note that an efficient combination of simulation technologies for risk and cost
reduction is an actual reflection of the stage of maturation for each individual technology development. The
present result also reveals the need for integrating computational fluid dynamics, electromagnetics, chemical
kinetics, as well as, quantum chemical physics for future interdisciplinary application.
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Abstract
The past 40 years have known a spectacular development of CFD capabilities. It
is now possible to compute complex three-dimensional unsteady flows even at the
design stage by solving the Unsteady Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations (URANS
approach) and progress are made every day in still more advanced approaches
such as LES and DNS. However, the confidence in CFD methods is still limited
because of uncertainties in the numerical accuracy of the codes and of the
inadequacy of the turbulence models they use. Thus, there is still a need for well
made and well documented experiments to validate the codes and to help in their
improvement. Such experiments must also fulfill quality criteria to be considered
as safe enough and really useful for code validations. The paper presents a
discussion of the strategy to be followed to ensure the reliability and accuracy of
a code by placing emphasis on the experimental aspects of code validation. The
purpose is illustrated by considering recent examples of CFD validation
operations based on basic - or building block - experiments. The first case
considers an experiment on a purely laminar shock wave/boundary layer
interaction used to assess the numerical accuracy of several codes. Other
examples deal with the crucial problem of the validation of turbulence models in
strongly interacting flows. The conclusion stresses the importance to constitute
high quality data banks on typical flows still difficult to predict. The problem of
data dissemination is also briefly addressed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Formerly, validation of predictive methods was made by comparison of the computed results
with some measured wall properties, essentially the pressure. In many situations, this kind of
comparison was sufficient since "old" predictive methods, which were either fully empirical
or based on a multi-component type approach, allowed only the prediction of the wall
properties (pressure, skin-friction, heat-transfer) and the global performance of the vehicle.
They could also give a gross idea of the flow organization by predicting, for example, the size
of a separated region and the location of a separation point, but this information was more or
less considered as qualitative. The flow prediction landscape has completely changed with the
advent of theoretical models based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. It is clear
that this approach is the only suitable to compute complex flows containing shock waves,
centered expansion waves, separated regions, shear layers, etc… the dissipative region being
turbulent in nearly all the practical situations. Then, not only the wall properties are computed
but also field quantities including the mean velocity and the turbulent quantities. However, in
its present state the Navier-Stokes approach is still far from being free of critics, difficulties
Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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persisting both on the numerical side and in the physical modeling, in particular of turbulence.
There is thus a strong need to validate Navier-Stokes codes before their routine use for design
purposes.
Though the prediction of wall properties remains a key target for most predictive methods,
since the drag and the thermal loading are the quantities of most practical interest, it rapidly
became obvious that a comparison restricted to wall properties was insufficient to properly
validate the most advanced predictive methods. In general, Navier-Stokes codes give a
faithful and impressive picture of the flow field structure. For example, in propulsion
applications, the complex organisation of the jet with its pseudo-periodic pattern of shocks
and expansion waves, the separated zone forming inside an overexpanded nozzle or on the
afterbody in case of jet pluming are most often well reproduced. However, a more careful
analysis of the data shows that the situation is far from being entirely satisfactory.
Firstly, it is observed that a fairly good prediction of the wall pressure can coexist with a poor
quantitative prediction of the velocity field. Frequently, the extent of the separated region is
underestimated, sometimes considerably. In addition, the turbulent quantities are poorly
predicted, especially if the flow is separated. Such discrepancies render suspect the validity of
the code since they are indicative of some basic deficiency, either in its numerical scheme or
its turbulence model, or both.
Secondly, a rather fair prediction of the flow field can be accompanied by large errors in the
calculation of surface properties affecting mainly transfer coefficients such as skin-friction
and heat transfer.
Lastly, in certain applications, the knowledge of the outer field itself is of prime interest. This
is the case for problems dealing with infrared signature where detailed description of the hot
propulsive jet, with an exact localization of the Mach discs, is essential. Pollution studies
necessitate a good prediction of the jet properties to allow accurate evaluation of chemical
processes and species concentration. A good representation of the flow resulting from
interference between the external stream and the propulsive jet(s) also requires a faithful
prediction of the flow field. This is also the case of shock intersections which can be of prime
importance for the performance of air-intakes at high Mach number.
The problem of code validation is still more stringent in three-dimensional applications where
the Navier-Stokes approach becomes mandatory. Due to the complexity of such flows, it is
clear that the consideration of the surface pressure alone is completely inadequate because this
information gives a very partial view of the flow (in three-dimensional flows, it is no longer
possible to infer separation from an inspection of the wall pressure distributions).
In these conditions, the validation of advanced computer codes requires well documented
experiments providing detailed and reliable flow field measurements. The progress
accomplished in the measurement techniques over the past 40 years, mainly with the advent
of laser based optical methods, has operated a true breakthrough in our capacity to investigate
complex turbulent flows, containing shock waves, strong expansions, thin shear layers and
recirculating regions. We therefore possess now the necessary technical means for performing
such investigations.
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This paper deals with the global problem of code and models validation by comparison with
experiments. After purely numerical tests, this step is essential for determining the degree of
reliability of a code using a given model. Two parts can be distinguished:
 A first part is devoted to the strategy for code verification and validation with emphasis on
the experimental facet of this action. This strategy is presented in the optics of a physical
approach of the problem in which one focuses on the prediction of the flow fundamental
properties. The performance aspect is not considered, although it is the end product of the
validation chain; this ultimate step is more in the hands of engineers than scientists.
 In a second part, the verification/validation strategy is illustrated by examining problems
met in propulsion aerodynamics. They concern phenomena of internal aerodynamics,
affecting supersonic air intakes, base flows and propulsive after-body recently studied at
Onera.

2. THE CODE VERIFICATION/VALIDATION PROCESS
2.1 What is required from the code
Before considering a verification/validation action, first of all, the aim of the calculation must
be clearly stressed and identified.
 If calculation is used to predict the performance of a system or a sub-system, accuracy is
mandatory since then the engineer has to rely on the calculation to define the object which
must satisfy prescribed specifications or to evaluate the aerodynamic performance
achieved by a given object, in terms of drag, thrust, maximum range, stability, fuel
consumption, manufacturing and maintenance costs, etc . This consideration applies to an
airfoil, a wing, an air-intake, a nozzle, a propelled afterbody, etc. Such aerodynamic
calculations are frequently coupled with structural analysis, aeroelasticity, thermal
calculations, flight mechanics.
 In the design of machines involving complex flows whose experimental simulation is
difficult, if not impossible, a calculation showing the flow field organization is of great
help for the designer. In this case, accuracy is not essential, but reliability is crucial since
one must be confident on the physical features of the computed field. This applies to flow
in turbomachines where a detailed experimental description of the flow is still largely out
of reach. This is also true for the flow past multi-body space launchers where information
on the main flow features can be useful to detect possible hazards and to take precautions
to avoid them.
 From a fundamental point of view, the physical understanding of complex flows has to be
based on a parallel theoretical analysis whose aim is to help in the interpretation of the
phenomena and to establish the descriptive approach on firm rational arguments. In this
case, accuracy is not needed since, for example, theoretical analyses are nearly always
derived from more or less strong simplifying assumptions rendering quantitative results
questionable. This is for example the case of stability analyses, perturbation methods or
asymptotic expansion techniques. These theories have greatly helped in the understanding
of critical phenomena, in spite of a relatively poor quantitative agreement. Numerical
calculations are also a precious tool to construct the structure of complex flows by
providing information on "hidden" faces of the phenomena which cannot be reached by
direct observation. This point concerns for example the topological construction of threedimensional separated flows. Here accuracy is not essential; even reliability can be limited
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since in the process there is a continuous exchange between experiment and calculation or theory - which allows a cross fertilization of the two approaches.
 In the last issue, a code is used as a tool to test a new physical model (or to introduce
some improvement in an existing one). Then, numerical accuracy is mandatory since it
would be vain to implement a good turbulence model (if there is one) in an inaccurate
code in which high gradient regions where turbulent is at work are not correctly captured.
2.2 The different steps of the validation
Considering the above points, it appears that the verification/validation procedure has to be
submitted to a four step strategy or tactical actions.
First step : assessment of the code numerical accuracy : Before going into a more involved
operation of code validation, encompassing all the aspects of the computing action, it seems
obvious to first establish the accuracy and reliability of the code by focusing on its numerical
aspects. A clear assessment of this point is not a straightforward issue in the sense that the
numerics involves several closely linked aspects. Assessment of the code numerics can be
done first from comparison with exact analytical solutions or with well established empirical
results. Most often these exact solutions are only available for laminar flows.
In a second phase, verification can be made by confrontation with other codes developed by
independent teams. This action implies a close co-operation between the persons involved in
the procedure with a complete exchange of information on the calculation methods and a
common evaluation of the results. A precaution for this action to be conclusive should be to
agree on exactly the same configuration and to insure spatial convergence in all the
calculations. If the comparison between the codes exhibits differences which cannot be
resolved after a thorough analysis of the results, then one has to refer to the verdict of an
independent authority which can be experiment.
A further - and hopefully conclusive - step will be to run the competing codes on a
configuration for which good and reliable experimental results exist. This point is far less
obvious that it would appear at first sight, since the experimental data should allow to draw
clear conclusions. Thus, one should avoid to mix modeling and numerical problems by
considering a simple laminar case, in a calorically perfect gas in order that the basic flow
physical properties (thermodynamics constants, molecular viscosity) are well known. This
point is far from being easy to achieve since it is most often very difficult to maintain an
entirely laminar regime in classical aerodynamics.
The geometry of the body should be simple and completely defined to avoid complex
meshing problems. From this point of view, a two-dimensional case is preferable but, as it
will be seen below, an axisymmetric configuration is preferable. Experimental requirements
will be exposed more completely below.
Second step: Validation of the physics implemented in the code on elementary configurations.
This is the most important point for the specialist in flow physics, the first step being only a
preliminary step simply aiming at verifying the tool. In the second step, the code is used to
compute what can be considered as the elementary components of an aerodynamic flow:
attached boundary layer, laminar-turbulent transition on a flat plate, separation induced by an
obstacle, flow past a base, shock wave/boundary layer interaction, start and development of a
vortex structure, vortex breakdown, shock/shock interference or shock crossing, etc. Twodimensional - preferably axisymmetric - as well as three-dimensional basic situations have to
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be considered. For this first validation step, the numerical results are compared with building
block experiments focusing on a specific elementary phenomenon.
Third step: validation on more complex sub-systems. Once the code and its physical model(s)
have been validated on basic cases, a more complete configuration must be considered
consisting in a sub-system of a complete vehicle, where several elementary phenomena are
combined. This is the case of a profile on which one encounters laminar-turbulent transition,
attached boundary layers, transonic shock wave/boundary layer interaction, separation, wake
development, etc. The wing constitutes a three-dimensional extension with the additional
problems of the vortices emanating from the wing and control surfaces extremities. The
supersonic air-intake involves shock/shock interference, shock wave/boundary layer
interactions, corner flows with vortex development. After-bodies combine supersonic jets
with complex shock patterns (Mach disc formation), shock induced separation, either inside
the nozzle (overexpanded nozzle) or on the fuselage (jet pluming at the exit of an
underexpanded nozzle). Many other examples can be cited: propulsive nacelle,
compressor/turbine cascade, helicopter rotor, etc.
Fourth step: validation on the complete vehicle or object. This is the ultimate target in which
the code is applied to a complete airplane, an automobile, a space launcher, a helicopter, etc.
This part of the exercise is the domain of engineers and will not be developed here.
2.3 Requirements for good test cases constitution
We are thus naturally led to define what are the requirements for really useful experimental
results and ask the question: is the data bank safe? This is a vital issue on which we will
concentrate since the points which follow are the every day concern of experimentalists.
Definition of the geometry. A first condition for any experiment aiming at the verification of
the numerical accuracy of a code and the validation of its physical models is to focus on a
configuration whose geometry must be both representative of a typical situation, precisely
defined and as simple as possible. A combination of plane surface (like a two-dimensional
ramp) is a good choice but one should carefully avoid special situations, like a sharp leading
edge, leading to singularities and to meshing difficulties. When possible, an analytical
definition of the contour should be provided. It is preferable to give the dimensions in metric
units to avoid risk of confusion in the reference length used to compute a Reynolds number.
When possible, a two-dimensional geometry should be adopted - even for three-dimensional
problems - since it offers many advantages to visualize the phenomena and to execute
measurements, in addition of the lower cost of the test-set up fabrication. Furthermore, the
original set-up must frequently be modified before arriving at a fully satisfactory flow; such
modifications are far easier on a two-dimensional arrangement.
Boundary conditions. The boundary conditions must be well identified and accurately known.
This concerns the upstream flow conditions (Mach number, velocity, pressure, density) when
a uniform incoming flow exists. In transonic experiments executed in a channel type
arrangement, one often considers phenomena taking place on the channel walls, the test
section itself being the model. In this case, a well defined origin with a uniform state at
upstream infinity does not exist. Then, the data should provide all the flow conditions in a
section located sufficiently far upstream of the region of interest, including the boundary layer
properties (mean velocity profile, turbulent quantities).
In all cases the stagnation conditions (pressure, temperature) and the incoming stream
thermodynamic properties must be given. Downstream boundary conditions leading to a well
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posed problem must be provided. If the flow leaving the zone of interest is supersonic, then
no-conditions have to be imposed to perform the calculation. The question of the downstream
conditions is more delicate if the configuration is such that the flow leaving the test region is
subsonic. When the downstream flow is again uniform, most often a downstream pressure is
given, since this quantity is easily obtained. It is far more difficult to provide the pressure
field in a complete plane, as some theoreticians sometimes ask for. In transonic channel
experiments where a shock is produced by the choking effect of a second throat, the best way
is to provide the geometry of the second throat and, in the calculation, to impose downstream
conditions insuring the choking of this throat.
Perturbing effects. Side effects or uncontrolled perturbations must be avoided, except if they
can be taken into account by the calculation. The side effects due to the finite span of any
experimental arrangement strongly affect the flow when separation occurs. Then, the
experimented flow can be very different from the assumed ideal two-dimensional flow which
would correspond to the infinite span condition. Confrontation of such an experiment with a
planar two-dimensional calculation can be deprived of any signification and lead to entirely
erroneous conclusions. Much has been said and written about the side effects to arrive at the
conclusion that comparison of a two-dimensional calculation with a "pseudo" twodimensional experiment should be forbidden! Even if many experiments show a limited zone
in the vicinity of the wind tunnel mid longitudinal plane that can be considered as reasonably
two dimensional, this is never a warranty of two dimensionality, at least locally, since the
entire phenomenon can be displaced by side effects. This is the case of the separation line on
profiles. If one desires to keep the mathematical simplicity of two space dimensions, the best
is to compute an axisymmetric flow.
Experimental needs. The description of the flow must be as complete as possible in order to
permit a thorough validation of the code and to provide all the information useful to
understand the physics of the flow and to help in the elucidation of causes of disagreement.
This concerns wall quantities, like pressure, heat transfer, skin-friction, field quantities such
as stagnation pressure and temperature, mean velocity, Reynolds tensor components, density,
species concentration, etc. Flow visualizations are highly desirable to give a precise idea of
the flow field structure: shock waves, location of shear layers, separated region, vortices. A
really complete description of the flow is never possible because the experiment cost would
become incompatible with the budgets currently allocated to fundamental aerodynamics.
Measurements reliability and accuracy. The experimental data must be reliable. This means
that the experiment is not "polluted" by an extraneous phenomenon due to a bad definition of
the test arrangement or to a bad functioning of the facility. The general regulation tends now
to impose to experimentalists precise information on the uncertainty margins of their
measurements. This information, although important for an in depth validation of codes, is not
always as essential as claimed if the objective is to test the physical validity of a complex
model. The problem is different in the case of performance determination, where quantities
like lift, drag, efficiency must be known with high accuracy.
The physical interpretation. Constitution of safe data banks is not restricted to the execution
of hopefully good experiments in relation with code development. The experimentalist must
also be a physicist able to interpret its findings and to understand the physics of the
investigated flow field. This interpretation, which must be based on theoretical arguments, is
essential to insure the safety of the results. It must precede any numerical exploitation.
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3. APPLICATION OF THE STRATEGY TO INTERNAL AERODYNAMICS AND
AFTERBODY FLOWS
3.1 Scope of the action
The propulsion of aerial vehicles, such as military or civil aircraft, missiles, space-launchers,
involves parts where aerodynamics plays a major role, both as components participating to the
engine functioning and as elements contributing to the thrust of the propulsive unit. These
components, or sub-systems, are basically the air-intake, the nozzle and the afterbody. The
role of the air-intake is to supply the engine with low Mach number and "good" quality air
(i.e., with high stagnation pressure and low distortion). The air-intake contributes also to the
thrust and is an important cause of drag (captation and cowl drag). The main roles of the
nozzle is to regulate the mass flow traversing the propulsion unit and to insure an optimum
expansion of the combustion gas to produce maximum thrust. The afterbody part is most
often characterized by recirculating zones situated close to the walls, the pressure level in
these zones determining the drag level (base drag). The aerodynamics of propulsion involves
interactions between the internal flow and the outer stream which may strongly affect the
propulsion efficiency. These phenomena are specially important at the nozzle exit and around
the afterbody since they can lead to separation, either inside the nozzle or on the fuselage,
according to the nozzle expansion ratio. Internal aerodynamics is probably a domain where
major progress can be made in the coming year since it concerns flows involving strong shock
waves and stream confluence's which are at the origin of shock/shock interactions, extended
separations, shear layer developments, large scale fluctuations, these phenomena taking place
in turbulent compressible flows (except in very high altitude flight). In addition, in most
applications, the configuration is highly three-dimensional (twin-nozzle of combat aircraft,
multi-body space launchers, etc.). All these points make the prediction of such flows difficult
since they involve the hardest points met in applied fluid mechanics. The present predictive
capacity being still limited there is a strong need to maintain a sustained research effort both
on the experimental and theoretical sides for propulsion applications.
These problems are more critical for a hypersonic air-breathing spacecraft which flies in
conditions where shock phenomena are much amplified leading to still more severe
interactions between the internal and outer flows. Then, integration of the propulsion unit in
the vehicle architecture is a vital issue.
The conception of the air-intake must take into account two major aerodynamic interactions.
Firstly, compression of the capted high Mach number flow is achieved partly by taking
opportunity of the shape of the vehicle front part which allows to realize a nearly isentropic
compression, partly by a succession of ramps and/or shock reflections constituting the airintake itself. The design of the compression ramp system is a complex matter combining the
search for maximum efficiency, minimum cowl drag, minimum length or weight of the
system, possibility of adaptation, etc. In particular, one is confronted with the risk of
separation at a ramp or a shock reflection, with the subsequent loss of efficiency, possible
occurrence of instabilities and air-intake unstart. This problem is not restricted to air-intake
since separation is likely to occur in several other parts of the vehicle. As it is well known,
separation is most often avoided by designers since it leads to a degradation of performance and
a rise of the nuisance produced by the vehicle. In addition, at hypersonic velocity the reattaching
shear layer of a separation bubble leads to extremely severe high level of heat fluxes. All these
reasons make essential an accurate prediction of separated flows.
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At the other extremity of the propulsion nacelle, one is faced with another class of phenomena
resulting from the confluence between the propulsive jet(s) and the outer flow. In many
circumstances, the co-flowing streams are non-adapted, which, in supersonic or hypersonic
regimes, generates shock waves interacting with the boundary layers. When the flow issuing
from the nozzle is at a pressure well superior to the outer pressure (underexpanded case), the
strength of the interaction shock can be so severe as to force the external flow to separate. On
the other hand, if the nozzle is overexpanded, the rise in pressure at its exit may cause
separation in the nozzle. The non-adaptation phenomena induced by flow confluence have an
influence: on the afterbody drag and thrust balance, on the aerodynamic stability and
maneuverability of the vehicle, when flow instabilities occur, and on the base heat-flux levels
since hot gases are present inside the separated fluid regions.
The examples which follow present typical test cases, constituted at Onera for the majority of
them, to help in the development of safer and more accurate codes. These experiments are all
(relatively) news, which explain that they have not yet been really exploited, except the first
one which is a good example of a nice verification action involving five codes. For the other
cases, only one home-made Navier-Stokes code has been run with the main objective to check
the completeness and safeness of the test cases.
3.2 The cylinder-flare case for hypersonic laminar separation
Aim of the operation. The aim of the present operation was to assess the ability of numerical
codes using various schemes to predict separation on a 30° axisymmetric ramp flow at a
Reynolds number sufficiently low to insure laminar flow over the whole interaction domain
(Chanetz et al., 1998, 1999). The action consisted in extensive comparisons between
measured and calculated wall and flow field properties. Since the calculated wall quantities
are particularly sensitive to grid constitution, great attention was paid to the quality of the
grids. The results of five codes have been compared in this action:
 Two Navier-Stokes codes from Onera using a finite-volume approach. These are the FLU3M
code (Borrel et al., 1988) and the Nasca code (Benay and Servel, 1995).
 The Navier-Stokes code HIG-2XP from the University of Rome ‘La Sapienza’ using a finitevolume approach (Grasso and Marini, 1996).
 The Navier-Stokes code FLOW from DLR using a finite-element approach (Schulte et al.,
1998).
 A Direct Simulation Monte-Carlo code (DSMC) from NASA-Langley Research Center
(Moss and Olejniczak, 1998).
This operation corresponds to step 1 of the strategy defined in Section 2.3: assessment of the
code numerical accuracy.
The experimental part. The experiments have been executed in the low Reynolds number
Onera R5Ch wind tunnel. For the nominal stagnation conditions (pressure pst = 2.5×105Pa,
temperature Tst = 1050K), the upstream Mach number was equal to M0 = 9.91.
The model (see Fig. 1) is constituted by a hollow cylinder, with a sharp leading edge, followed
by a flare terminated by a cylindrical part. The flare angle, β = 30°, induces a large separated
zone. The flare is followed by a cylindrical part in order to facilitate the computations by
displacing the base flow sufficiently far downstream of the interesting area, in such a way that
the complex phenomena occurring in the base region have no effect on the interaction region.
The model has a total length of 170mm, the reference length, based on the distance between the
sharp leading edge and the beginning of the flare being equal to L = 101.7mm. The Reynolds
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number calculated with L is equal to ReL = 18,375. The outer diameter of the cylinder is equal to
65m and its inner diameter to 45m.

Figure 1: Geometrical definition of the cylinder-flare axisymmetric model
The flow has been qualified by surface flow visualization, wall pressure and heat transfer
measurements and probing of the outer field by use of the X-ray electron beam fluorescence
technique
CFD codes confrontation. As far as the three finite-volume Navier-Stokes calculations are
concerned (FLU3M, Nasca and HIG-2XP), a preliminary grid dependency study by
successive dichotomic mesh refinements in both directions was performed with the FLU3M
code. As a result, the calculations were performed with the three codes on a (289×97) grid.
For the FLOW results, the computational domain is discretized by using a hybrid grid
consisting of approximately 61,500 elements (after grid adaptation). The structured subgrid
situated on the isothermal model wall is composed of 40 layers, growing with geometric
progression.
For the DSMC results, the calculation is made with a four-region computational domain
containing 78,100 cells, where each cell is further subdivided into four (2×2 subcells). The
collision partners are selected within the subcell; consequently, the flow resolution is much
higher than the cell resolution (however, the microscopic properties are extracted from averages
within the cell).
A comparison between the three finite-volume Navier-Stokes codes and the FLOW and DSMC
codes reveals that the wall pressure distributions plotted in Fig. 2a are in good agreement with
experiment in the case of the HIG-2XP and Nasca codes, as far as the prediction of separation
extent is concerned. However, the pressure obtained on the flare is higher than that obtained in
the experiment. The figure indicates that the HIG-2XP code is in good agreement with
experimental values.
In the vicinity of reattachment, the experimental results present a non-smooth behavior. It was
not possible to ascertain whether it is due to experimental uncertainties or to a real physical
phenomenon (that neither of the codes capture). However, it is interesting to point out that the
major discrepancies between codes in the prediction of the wall pressure on the flare start in the
reattachment zone.
The examination of the skin friction coefficient distributions (see Fig. 2b) shows a good
agreement between the HIG-2XP results and the experimental separation point. The locations of
the separation and reattachment points are summarized in Table 1.
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Abscissa(X/L)

FLU3M

Nasca

HIG-2XP

FLOW

DSMC

Experiment

Separation

0.72

0.74

0.77

0.74

0.75

0.76 ± 0.01

Reattachment

1.33

1.33

1.32

1.33

1.32

1.34 ± 0.015

Table 1 : Separation extent
Concerning the Stanton number distributions (see Fig. 2c), the Nasca and HIG-2XP codes give
results on the flare showing the best agreement with experiment.
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Figure 2: The cylinder flare-model at Mach 9.92 . Comparison of wall quantities
a - Pressure coefficient, b - Skin friction coefficient, c - Stanton number
Since the three finite-volume Navier-Stokes codes (FLU3M, Nasca and HIG-2XP) give nearly
the same results, only three codes are considered: the finite-volume Navier-Stokes code Nasca,
the finite-element Navier-Stokes code FLOW and the DSMC code.
Three density profiles have been measured by use of X-ray electron beam fluorescence
(Chanetz et al.,1999). The profile at X/L = 0.3, shown in Fig. 3a, is located upstream of the
separation line. At this station, the increase of density is due to the shock generated by the
strong viscous interaction at the sharp leading edge. There is a good agreement between
numerical and experimental results for the density peak amplitude. However, the calculated
radial shock position varies with the simulation used.
At this station (X/L = 0.3), leading-edge effects probably subsist, their influence being not
accurately represented by the Navier-Stokes codes. This can be due to slip effects that are not
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taken into account and the difficulty to keep the correct leading edge location with the mesh in
Navier-Stokes approach. The DSMC calculation is in excellent agreement with experiment. For
the profiles at X/L = 0.6, shown in Fig. 3b, the inverse behavior appears on the radial shock
location, the best predictions being furnished by the two Navier-Stokes codes. However, this
difference on shock location needs to be confirmed before concluding on this subject. The
profiles at X/L = 0.76, shown in Fig. 3c, present the same tendencies.
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Figure 3: The cylinder flare-model at Mach 9.92 Density profiles in the interaction
region. (X-Ray EBF measurements)
a - Station X/L = 0,30, b - Station X/L=0,60, c - Station X/L=076
3.3 Shock wave / boundary layer interaction control in transonic flow
Aim of the operation. Shock-waves and their interaction with the boundary-layer play a major
role in determining the performance of propulsion systems such as air-intakes, diffusers,
turbomachine cascade, etc. One way to reduce the harmful effects of these shocks is to
perform a control action in the interaction region (Délery, 1984, Stanewsky et al., 1997). In
the present study, the following techniques have been considered: 1) active control in which a
part of the boundary-layer is sucked off through a slot, 2) passive control, 3) hybrid control
which is a combination of a passive control cavity and a suction slot (or cavity) located
downstream of it. The aim of slot suction is to swallow part of the low energetic flow close to
the surface before interaction of the boundary layer with the shock or during the interaction
process itself. The principle of passive control consists in establishing a natural circulation
between the downstream high pressure face of a shock and its upstream low pressure face.
This circulation is achieved through a closed cavity, placed underneath the shock foot region,
the face in contact with the outer flow being made of a perforated plate. It has been shown
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that, in very limited circumstances, passive control may produce a reduction of an airfoil drag,
while postponing to higher incidences the limit of buffet onset. However, the gain being
frequently problematic, it has been proposed to combine passive and active control to realize
what is called hybrid control. Control methods are more likely to be used in air-intake
applications to diminish stagnation pressure losses (improved efficiency) or stabilize a shockwave.
The experimental part. These experiments were executed in the S8Ch transonic-supersonic
basic research wind tunnel of the Onera Meudon Center. This facility is a continuous wind
tunnel supplied with desiccated atmospheric air mainly dedicated to LDV measurements. The
stagnation conditions were: pst0 = 96,000 ± 800 Pa and Tst0 = 300 ± 4 K. A photograph of the
test set-up is shown in Fig. 4. It is constituted by a transonic channel having a test section with
a maximum height of 100mm and a span of 120mm. The lower wall is rectilinear and
equipped to receive the control devices, the upper wall being a contoured profile designed to
produce a uniform supersonic flow of nominal Mach number equal to 1.4. A second throat, of
adjustable cross section, is placed in the test section outlet to produce by choking effect a
shock-wave whose position, and hence intensity, can be adjusted in a continuous and precise
manner. It also isolates the flow field from pressure perturbations emanating from
downstream ducts, reducing unwanted shock oscillations. The two side walls are equipped
with high quality glass windows to allow visualizations and LDV measurements.

Figure 4: Shock wave/boundary layer interaction control. Test arrangement
in the S8Ch wind tunnel.
The type of control taken as example here is passive control. For this device (see Fig. 5), a
70mm-long passive control cavity was used, the shock being centered on it. The cavity, which
extends between X = 130mm and X = 200mm, is covered by a perforated plate, with a 5.67%porosity and 0.3mm-diameter holes.
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Figure 5: Shock wave/boundary layer interaction control.
Arrangement for passive control
The flows under study were qualified by schlieren visualizations and quantified by
measurements of wall pressure distributions (pressure orifices being located in the vertical
median plane of the test set-up) and probing of instantaneous velocity with a two-component
LDV system (Bur et al., 1998).
A Navier-Stokes code confrontation. The numerical simulations were performed with the
Nasca code which solves the classical Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.
Turbulence modelling was first carried out by means of the [k-ε] transport equation models of
Chien. (Ch model) (Chien, 1982) and Launder-Sharma (LS model) (Launder and Sharma,
1974). These two models were compared in the reference and passive control case with the
new [k-σ] turbulence model, where σ represents a length scale (Benay et al., 2001).
The calculation domain is a part of the experimental channel extending from a well chosen
section of the divergent expanding zone, where experimental velocity and turbulent shear
stress profiles (obtained by LDV probing) are imposed, to the end of the channel, where the
experimental pressure is imposed. Passive control is simulated by prescribing the unit mass
flow ρv at the wall, the conditions on the other variables remaining unchanged. The ρv value
at the wall is obtained by relations expressing a direct dependence of the wall vertical velocity
to the pressure difference between the cavity and the external flow. The cavity pressure is
taken as the experimental one. The relations used for the computations are the calibration law
of Poll (Poll et al., 1992) and the Bohning-Doerffer law (Bohning and Doerffer, 1997).
Both transpiration/suction laws were implemented in the code and their respective results
compared to experiment. The Mach number contours plotted in Fig. 6 are obtained with the
[k-σ] model, the three models giving nearly identical pictures at this level. These contours
show a good prediction of the large spreading of the shock system, which begins at the origin
of the cavity. The difference in the location of the crossing (quasi normal) shock is weak. The
thickening of the viscous zone due to the control device is well reproduced by the calculation.
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Transonic interaction with boundary layer passive control
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Figure 6: Shock wave/boundary layer interaction with passive control. Mach number
contours: confrontation between experiment and Navier-Stokes calculation
The computed wall pressure distributions plotted in Fig. 7 show the difficulty to simulate
injection through very small holes by a continuous distribution and a discrete mesh. A
rigorous calculation of this problem should have been done by meshing each hole, which is
unrealistic with present computing capabilities. We will see in the following results that the
apparently rough approximation made to treat the porous wall condition is almost correct. At
the beginning of the perforated plate (see Fig. 7), the peak on the computed wall pressure
values at X = 130mm is a consequence of the sudden change of boundary condition between
the two surrounding mesh points. The numerical approximation and the experimental
resolution are not sufficient to give an account of the true physical process. Downstream of
the mid cavity, the computed pressure recovers more satisfactory levels. A modification from
the imposed experimental pressure levels on downstream boundary was necessary with the [kε] calculations in order to adjust the shock to its experimentally observed position. The
amplitude of this shifting can be seen on Fig. 7. The agreement with experiment of computed
wall pressure from the end of the cavity to the terminal downstream section is satisfactory
with the [k-σ] model.
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Figure 7: Shock wave/boundary layer interaction with passive control
Computed and experimental wall pressure distribution
As shown in Fig. 8, the streamwise velocity profile in the region of maximum wall pressure
gradient, at the beginning of the cavity (X = 130mm), is submitted to the effect of the oblique
thin compression fan starting from the junction between the solid and porous walls. The
evolution of the boundary-layer velocity profiles at the beginning of the interaction is
predicted satisfactorily by the models. An effect of passive control on the interaction is the
occurrence of a separated flow of small size, above the perforated plate. As a consequence of
the poor capture of the reversed flow by the models, the response of the boundary-layer flow
to local compressions is too roughly simulated. This fact can be observed in Fig. 8, at X =
180mm and 220mm.
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Figure 8: Shock wave/boundary layer interaction with passive control.
Streamwise velocity profiles in the control region
An important test for the validity of wall transpiration/suction modeling is the prediction of
near-wall vertical velocity profiles. As a preliminary verification, the residual mass flow rate
per unit span across the perforated plate, which should be zero, has been computed. In all the
cases, the value of the ratio of this mass flow to the mass flow rate deficit ρ0U0δ0* in the
upstream boundary-layer has been found to be lower than 10-5. More detailed information is
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presented in Fig. 9. Upstream of the compression system (X = 140mm), wall injection is
predicted by all the models, the data at this station being compared to those obtained without
control. We verify that the near wall values without injection, which should tend to zero, are
affected by an error representing 1% of the upstream external flow velocity. Taking into
account this experimental uncertainties, it is seen that the modeling of the passive control
gives a fair prediction of the gross tendencies of the field's evolution.
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Figure 9: Shock wave/boundary layer interaction with passive control.
Transverse velocity profiles in the control region
At the interaction beginning (X = 140mm), the LS and [k-σ] models anticipate the growth of
the maximum u ′v′ level, which is not the case with the Ch model (see Fig. 10). The
agreement between the LS and [k-σ] models at X = 180mm is remarkable for this controlled
interaction, the Ch model strongly overpredicting the maximum level of u ′v′ . Downstream of
the interaction region, the agreement between the LS and [k-σ] models is confirmed. The too
rapid near-wall variation of the turbulent shear stress level in the downstream boundary-layer
characterizes the Ch model.
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Figure 10: Shock wave/boundary layer interaction with passive control.
Cross-correlation profiles in the control region
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3.4 A supersonic base flow
Aim of the operation. Validation of turbulence models requires an important number of
calculations to perform the adjustment phase of the constants, which is the indispensable
complement of the theoretical development of a turbulence model. Such parametrical studies
are still difficult to execute with three-dimensional configurations because of the present
technological limitations of the computers. Therefore, two-dimensional tests are still
important and, among them, axisymmetric flows are the most appropriate configurations to
obtain effective experimental two-dimensionality.

A satisfactory prediction of the turbulence evolution in largely separated flows is still not
assumed by any of the presently existing turbulence models. A typical configuration where an
extended zone of recirculation exists is the base flow, which constitutes an excellent test case
for validating models. Base flows have been the subject of numerous experimental and
theoretical studies since the fifties in order to understand the physics of such flows which are
of prime importance for projectiles, missiles or space launchers. Due to the complexity of
base flows, there is still a need to constitute reliable theoretical tools for predicting the drag of
afterbodies and also the aerothermal loads on the base region of propelled afterbodies.
The main goal of the present study was to assess the ability of the [k-σ] two equation
turbulence model to predict the mean field and some fluctuating quantities in a supersonic
axisymmetric base flow. The chosen test case is an experiment executed by Herrin and Dutton
(Herrin and Dutton, 1993) whose results are widely accepted for testing simulations and
which has served as data base for previous theoretical studies on the subject (Sahu, 1992;
Tucker and Shy, 1993; Espina and Piomelli, 1997; Fureby et al., 1999). Assessment of the
model, using the Nasca code, is done by comparisons with these data and with the results
given by three other well known models.
The flow field physics. The experiments of Herrin and Dutton were performed in a test facility
specially designed to generate axisymmetric flows (Sauter and Dutton, 1989). In particular,
profiles of mean and fluctuating velocity fields in the recirculating flow are provided by LDV
measurements. The upstream Mach number has been determined from LDV (Herrin and
Dutton, 1993) to be 2.46 ± 1%, while the static wall pressure measured just upstream of the
base corner corresponds to a uniform flow with a Mach number of 2.44. During the present
calculations we have chosen an upstream Mach number M0 = 2.45.

The rapid variations of the fields and the turbulent mixing in the shear layer forming at the
base shoulder are the first challenge for the modeling of the mean and fluctuating fields. Good
precision in the prediction of the nearly constant pressure in the recirculating bubble, limited
by the mixing layer and the rear stagnation point on the axis, is fundamental for base drag
prediction. The recompression subsequent to the flow field realignment at the rear stagnation
point is visible in Fig. 11, at the point where the recirculating flow progressively changes into
a wake.
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Figure 11: Base flow in supersonic flow (Mach = 2.45).
Streamlines and pressure levels computed with a [k-ε] model

The experiment of Herrin and Dutton provides us with data on the evolution of the boundary
layer on a restricted part of the body beginning at a distance X = -0.079D from the base (D is
the cylindrical body diameter). The experimental profiles at this location must be taken as
upstream boundary condition for the computations.
A Navier-Stokes code confrontation. Here, turbulence modeling was carried out by means of a
[k-ε] transport equation models whose derivation is based on a renormalisation of the NavierStokes equations. (RNG model) (Yakhot and Orszag, 1986), the Launder-Sharma (LS model)
and three versions of the [k-σ] turbulence model.

The distributions of the calculated and experimental pressure distributions on the base are
shown in Fig. 12. The experimental value of the ratio p c / p ∞ of the mean base pressure to the
uniform upstream pressure is equal to 0.55. This level is 10% higher than data on base flows
at the same Mach number extracted from earlier experimental compilations (Délery and
Sirieix, 1979). These computed base pressure values are considerably closer to experiment
than that obtained with a Baldwin-Lomax calculation (see Fig.12), in agreement with previous
studies (Sahu, 1992). However, they contradict overpredictive results obtained with other two
equation models (Espina and Piomelli, 1997). In a recent computation using LES (Fureby et
al., 1999), a level of 0.52 for the mean base pressure was found.
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Figure 12: Base flow in supersonic flow (Mach = 2.45).
Base pressure prediction by the models
Profiles obtained in the middle of the bubble, at X = 0.63D downstream of the base, are
shown in Fig. 13. A salient fact is the smoothing by the models of the shear stress evolution
during the rapid transition between the mixing layer and the reversed flow. This smoothing
explains the incapacity of the models to predict the nearly constant reversed flow region in the
immediate vicinity of the base, the defect coming from an overprediction of the negative axial
velocity on the axis. This too large radial variation of the axial mean velocity is also due to an
excessive evaluation of the eddy-viscosity in the part of the bubble situated near the axis.
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Figure 13: Base flow in supersonic flow (Mach = 2.45)
Profiles at X / D = 0.63
The results obtained by the RNG and [k-σ]1 models are satisfactory at the rear stagnation
point, located at X = 1.26D (see Fig. 14), except for the k profile. The good agreement of the
axial velocity profile with experiment proves that the position of this stagnation point is well
predicted by the two models.
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Figure 14 : Base flow in supersonic flow (Mach = 2.45)
Profiles at X / D = 1.26
3.5 Plug nozzle aerodynamics

Aim of the operation. The plug nozzle concept has been proposed in the 60s to limit thrust
losses due to jet overexpansion and to confer to the nozzle some self-adaptation capabilities
without having to modify its shape. In this arrangement, the supersonic expansion is realized
along a center body - or plug - is place of an external contour, as in a classical nozzle. This
idea has been reconsidered to equip hypersonic vehicles or space launchers having to fly in
conditions strongly out of adaptation. Such nozzles can be linear or axisymmetric. In the later
case, the flow coming from the engine can be ejected either through an annular throat or a
series of small nozzles surrounding the plug. The present investigation has been focussed on
the effects of interactions taking place between the flow produced by the nozzle and an outer
supersonic stream (Reijasse and Corbel, 1997).t
The experimental part. This experiment was also executed in the S8Ch wind tunnel. A
photograph of the afterbody model in the test section is shown in Fig. 15. The stagnation
pressure pte and the stagnation temperature Tte were equal to 0.99×105Pa and 297K,
respectively. The 120×120mm2 test section was equipped with a two dimensional nozzle
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designed to give a uniform Mach number equal to 1.95. The axisymmetric afterbody model is
mounted at the end of a 40mm diameter central sting fixed upstream of the nozzle throat. The
diameter of the model is also equal to 40mm. The model consists of a central annular plug
nozzle mounted inside of a hollow cylinder. The cylinder is terminated by a boattail and a
small base. The contours of the full-length annular plug nozzle was calculated by the method
of characteristics in order to provide, in the case of a perfectly adapted jet, a uniform flow
with a Mach number of 3 in the section at the end of the spike. The plug nozzles was fed with
desiccated high pressure air at room temperature. The jet stagnation pressure could be varied
from 1 to 10 ×105 Pa.

Figure. 15: Plug nozzle aerodynamics. Test set up in the S8Ch wind tunnel
The flow was qualified by means of schlieren visualisations (continuous and short exposure
time), surface pressure measurements and probings in the flow vertical meridian plane with
the two-component LDV system.
A Navier-Stokes code confrontation. The computed results for an expansion ratio pstj/pste=5,
have been obtained with the Nasca code by using the Launder-Sharma [k,ε] turbulence model
and the [k,ε] RNG model . The comparison of the iso-Mach contours shown in Fig. 16 for the
case of the Launder-Sharma model demonstrates again that a RANS calculation gives a
faithful picture of the flow, although a deeper analysis of the results shows that discrepancies
exist in the prediction of the strong interaction.
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a

b
Figure 16: Plug nozzle aerodynamics. Mach number contours for pstj/pste=5.
a - From LDV measurements, b - Navier-Stokes calculation
The aim of the theoretical exploitation of this experiment is to closely examine the ability of
two equation turbulence models to predict mean and fluctuating fields evolutions around the
spike. We take as examples, the profiles of the axial velocities, of the estimated turbulent
kinetic energy and of the cross correlation u'v' on two stations of the spike situated
respectively at 0.1 and 0.75 diameter downstream of the base (see on the preceding figures
for these locations). The Launder-Sharma model (in red) is compared with the RNG model (in
green) and with the experimental values. We see in Fig. 16, at 0.1 D, that the Launder-Sharma
model predicts more satisfactorily the boundary layer developing on the strongly curved wall
of the beginning spike. More downstream, at 0.75 D, we observe that the models overpredict
the axial velocity (see Fig.17).
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Figure 16: Plug nozzle aerodynamics
Longitudinal velocity profiles at X/D=0.1
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Figure 17: Plug nozzle aerodynamics
Longitudinal velocity profiles at X/D=0.75

The levels of cross-correlation are more satisfactorily predicted by the Launder-Sharma model
(see Figs. 18 and 19).
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Cross correlation profiles at X/D=0.75

4. CONCLUSION

The spectacular increase in our computing capacity during the past 30 years led to a certain
despise of the experimental activity. It was anticipated that "numerical wind tunnels" will
soon replace the noisy, difficult to operate, dangerous and costly real wind tunnels. This is not
our purpose to enter into this polemics. It would not be wise, by reaction, to despise the
computational activity which has taken a considerable place in the design and development of
nearly all the industrial products (and in many other sectors too!). Because of the technical
and scientific difficulties encountered in the domain and the necessity to rely on safe methods,
the aerospace industry has strongly invested in the development of codes since the beginning
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of the CFD era. Many of the numerical schemes have been devised to improve calculation
methods for fluid mechanics applications, notably in the field of aerodynamics.
However, the development of more and more performant codes has not completely killed the
experimental activity. Rather soon, it appeared that the confidence in code predictions was
limited, the cause of the shortcomings being due partly to uncertainties in the numerical
handling of the equations, partly to the lack of accuracy and representativity of the physical
laws - or models - implemented in the codes. This perception of the reality has motivated a
renewal of interest for experiments since only the confrontation with experimental data can
validate - or invalidate - a code. To validate their codes, numericians need an as complete as
possible information on some representative test cases. This information constitutes what is
called a data bank which must respect certain rules to be useful. Thus, the data bank must
contain a precise description of the configuration, along with all the necessary flow and
boundary conditions. The measurements must be considered as safe, and if possible accurate.
A great accuracy is not always mandatory (it costs much money), but uncertainty margins
must be given.
Constitution of a data bank is not a straightforward operation. In addition of technical skill to
fabricate a test set up, to operate the wind tunnel and execute the experiment, to perform the
measurements, it requires a solid background in fundamental fluid mechanics. The data bank
constitution is not limited to the acquisition of a vast amount of results, but must be
accompanied by an in depth analysis of the flow physics. Because of the investment needed
by such operations and their strategic importance for the development of predictive methods,
the question of the data bank dissemination inevitably arises. It is now realized that a good
data bank can be as precious as a code and cannot be freely transmitted. Even basic
experiments have now an economic weight and cannot be put on the market without
something in exchange. Thus, dissemination rules have to be more precisely defined
according to the more or less precious nature of the data bank treasure.
In addition of the permanent scientific concern about more accurate, safer and less expansive
predictive methods, the problem of the constitution of valuable, safe, well identified and
permanent data banks is now considered as a strategic issue and addressed seriously. In this
perspective, the Onera Fluid Mechanics and Energetic Branch has started the constitution of a
data bank containing the most prominent experimental results obtained in its research wind
tunnels of the Chalais-Meudon Center over the last 30 last years (Benay, 2001). This task will
be actively pursued and the data bank contents fed with new experiments satisfying the
quality criteria here above defined.
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Abstract
Numerical simulation of airborne vehicle performance is of increasing importance to military. Such
simulations become integral to procurement strategy when they can provide fast answers to performance
related inquiries. Except for being able to identify the more challenging real time turbulence scales and other
grid dependent issues related to complex configuration studies, the computational methods have matured to a
stage where they are bringing virtues of different disciplines together, to couple efficiently for the best
possible design. Increasing computational power has provided modelers the ability to seek more knowledge
per design cycle and to increase the actual number of cycles. This article discusses some of the defence
related projects in which IAR has used simulation techniques to provide timely answers to such questions as
the performance of advanced missile systems, prediction of trajectories of stores released from rotor based and
fixed wing aircraft and the use of optimization techniques for aircraft performance. The paper also emphasizes
that for most standard performance studies, one may be able to use lower order computational methods to
reach satisfactory conclusions.
Keywords: MDO, CF18 store release, Helicopter flow analysis, Missiles, Neural Network
Nomenclature
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Introduction
CFD based simulation is beginning to play a very important role in military acquisition of hardware. The old
and tried methods of using quick empirical formulation for preliminary estimates are still useful, but the
availability of cheaper computer power means that one can, at least in the initial phase, resort to lower order
computational tools to obtain better information regarding the performance of the vehicle. These methods
provide fast answers to most of the steady state problems encountered under normal operational conditions.
Under demanding maneuvers, it is accepted that the lower order computational methods may not be able to
meet the complexity of the simulation challenge. For more critical performance regimes one may have to
resort to more time consuming rigorous methods to provide the answers. Advances in multi-disciplinary
optimization have also provided access to powerful tools for implementing extensive searches of performance
parameters across disciplines to obtain optimal combination of characteristics available.
The paper outlines the methods adopted at IAR for conducting simulation studies of military aerospace
vehicles to examine their attributes and capabilities both for procurement and in- service performance under a
variety of deployment situations. These numerical simulations may range from direct understanding of vehicle
performance under standard flight envelope conditions to studies of stores and non-conventional mission kits
attached to, and released from airborne military vehicles. For the new procurements, as indeed for the case of
the Maritime Helicopter, the Department of National Defence may authorize advanced studies of vehicle
performance for a better understanding of the expected service from the anticipated purchase. Very often, the
numerical methods of different orders of accuracy as well as optimization techniques may be utilized in
conjunction with the wind tunnel measurements to obtain quick and economically efficient answers to some of
the more urgent questions.

The Simulation Methods and Discussion
Procurement of fixed wing or rotor-based aircraft, for example, has to go through a very orderly sequence of
milestones. In the first stage, it is appropriate to prepare a list of performance requirements expected from the
new procurement. The second step would be to identify a short list of the potential contenders, which satisfy
all or many of the requirements. Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) techniques are advanced at the
present time to provide information on the best performance configurations during the program definition
phase. Recently, IAR carried out an instructive exercise using the advanced decomposition MDO algorithms,
the Bi-Level Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS) [1], the Concurrent Sub-Space Optimization (CSSO) [2]
and the Collaborative Optimization (CO) [3] methods to achieve at an optimized configuration designed for a
supersonic performance.
The first phase in this procedure is to identify potential configurations in the market, which agree best with
this configuration. For an easy management in design, these three methods decompose the complex system
design into several subsystems along the line of different expertise, such as the structure, aerodynamics,
propulsion and performance in an aircraft design optimization. These subsystems are able to perform
optimizations concurrently and then the system gathers information from the subsystems to optimize the
maximum range. The coupling information is exchanged between the subsystems and the system through the
proper definitions of the objective functions and the constraints (CO), the simulation models (CSSO), and the
sensitivity analysis (BLISS). For example, Figure 1 describes the typical steps needed in the BLISS
optimization procedure. Table 1 is the optimization results for a supersonic jet design performed by the three
methods. The analysis in each subsystem used empirical functions at the current stage. In future studies it
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would be appropriate to use more advanced specific CFD techniques to simulate the characteristics of the
chosen models. The design time would mostly depend on the CFD analysis for a specific configuration.

Table 1: Optimization results for a supersonic jet design.

What is most relevant perhaps is that the optimization techniques are being applied to disciplines beyond the
traditional line of thinking where one may have considered balancing structural parameters against
aerodynamic characteristics. It is providing aerodynamicists a better means to bring the combined benefits of
such diverse disciplines as maintainability, variation within the design process as well as design reconfiguring,
life cycle costs, fuel economy, maintenance, training, support and a whole new approach to the complete
system integration processes. Advanced MDO methods and other numerical modeling techniques have also
increased the ability to obtain more knowledge per cycle and the number of design cycles executable in a
given time. In a recent neural network study of at IAR [4], optimization based solution were readily used in
conjunction with wind tunnel testing to reduce the total number of runs required to clear the store trajectory of
a missile released from a CF-18 aircraft. Figure 2 shows the predicted results of the four aerodynamic
coefficients by the trained network at M = 0.95, AOA = 0o, and AOA = -3o and -15o respectively. The
predictions are in good agreement with the wind tunnel data for all travel paths.
Following the initial phase of shape estimates and performance definitions, the simulation team should
produce suitable CFD models of the selected configurations to critically investigate the performance under all
operational regimes. For performance investigation under cruise conditions with attached and/or mild
separation flows on exposed surfaces, most panel methods are satisfactory. Figure 3 shows a typical example
of CFD calculation for a helicopter. With sufficient expertise available in a team it would be possible to
produce a good potential method based solution in a couple of days on an SGI Origin 2000 type platform with
8 CPU’s. Clearly, panel methods are not expected to cope with flow complexities typically associated with
landing and take off maneuvers and more demanding Euler and/or Navier Stokes based computational
methods for such studies should be used.
For a more thorough understanding of viscous separating flows, one should to utilize more suitable Navier –
Stokes methods. However, there is still an element of uncertainty because of the unsteadiness and interference
from the rotor flow. There have been attempts made to acquire a better understanding of the rotor flow using
coupling techniques, which treat the rotor as an actuated disk boundary condition in the main flow field [5].
However, this is still an empirical fixing, as the method cannot account for the instantaneous flapping or
twisting of the rotor blades. A more advanced simulation would involve treating the rotor blades as separate
surfaces represented individually in a Chimera block, which is housed in the outer parent grid. The flow past
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each rotational setting of the Chimera block is updated in a quasi-steady fashion to obtain a better
understanding of the flow. Results from one such study on ROBIN generic helicopter configuration is shown
in Figure 4. A purely unsteady version of this simulation would be addressed when the rotation of the Chimera
grid is automatically synchronized with the computational time step of the overall calculation. In terms of turn
around times, more complex Navier-Stokes methods for steady solution may require a couple of weeks of
meshing and solution. Whereas, quasi-steady or unsteady flow investigation for moving rotor equipped
vehicles may require several months to obtain a satisfactory solution. CFD simulations on fixed wing aircraft
are comparatively easier to perform. Given that the Navier Stokes method can be considered as most reliable
predictive tools next to the actual wind tunnel measurements, panel methods can provide most of the design
features during cruise conditions. A comparison of the computational effort required in producing CFD based
simulations on an SGI Origin 2000 machine with 8 CPU’s for a Bell 412 helicopter using panel methods and
more rigorous Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions is shown in Table 2.

Method
Grid (PY- days)
Steady solution at one
rotor setting
Complete quasi- steady
solution

Potential
based
Panel
Methods
5
Up to 4 hours, depending
on the number of panels
1 day

Euler equations
solution
6
5 days
10 days

based

Navier-Stokes equations
based solution
7
10 days
20 days

Table 2: Comparison of turnaround times for CFD based solution on Bell 412 helicopter.

Frequently, equipment vendors have not addressed the extended military implications, which are of primary
interest for the procurement. For example, under theatre military situations, the helicopter may be required to
perform under conditions for which it was never planned. It was perhaps never designed to carry the type of
mission kits and pods that it is subjected to under battle conditions. Computational models do provide the
expediency, convenience and accuracy of conducting such studies.
The simulation techniques become increasingly useful when one considers small variation in designs or
impact of small protuberances on otherwise smooth aerodynamic designs. In fact one such study was
conducted to examine the effect of tiny attachment lugs, which support a missile to a wing surface under
carriage conditions. It was learnt through a CFD study that the attachment lugs have strong aerodynamic
implications on the performance of the released missile. Figure 5 shows the computed flow past the missile
with lugs. The lugs invoke separation effects on CD and CN and other aerodynamic interference beyond their
size and blockage area.
As mentioned earlier, IAR is also involved with the Canadian Department of National Defence (DND) in
studying safe trajectories of weapon systems ejected from a moving platform. Again as the first option one
would use the quick and ready potential based methods to carry out the preliminary investigation. However, it
would be necessary to carry out a comprehensive validation exercise before applying panel methods for
trajectory calculations. The results from one such exercise involving the use of USAERO to calculate the drop
of a store from a standard wing are shown in Figure 6. The computed results show encouraging agreement
with measurements obtained from literature. The same approach was then adopted to compute the trajectory
of the MK82 missile when released from the Bell412 helicopter [6]. The solution is shown in Figures 6 and 7.
For a fixed wing aircraft the approach is very similar. Figure 8 shows a typical CF-18 aircraft configured in a
panel grid format. USAERO based computations were carried out to study the path of the stores as they are
released from the aircraft. More rigorous studies of this concept have been performed at IAR by Fortin and
Benmeddour [7], using more advanced Euler techniques. A typical JDAM store separation from CF-18 is
shown in Figure 9 at 0.24s after release. The resources, time and effort required to conduct a panel method
based trajectory computation is much smaller than those required for more accurate Euler and Navier-Stokes
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investigations. Typically one would require a period of up to one week to construct a satisfactory panel grid
followed by a few days of USAERO computations. This would be a fraction of the time, effort and
computational resources required to perform a similar Euler or Navier-Stokes equations based study. The first
order method may provide a good estimate of a store release trajectory, which has substantial safety margins.
In situations where the miss distances are small, one would require more rigorous Navier-Stokes based
analysis.

Conclusion
Simulation techniques are beginning to play an increasingly important role in assessing the performance of
airborne vehicles procured by DND. Optimization techniques and other CFD methods can be used effectively
for evaluating the most appropriate configurations, for given requirements.
Numerical modeling is also extremely useful for studying off-design military applications and other small
variations in configuration during the in-service life of a procured vehicle. Fast panel method techniques could
be very useful in quick estimates of performance under normal operations. For more challenging maneuvers
involving complex surface deployments, one may have to resort to more tedious numerical techniques.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of BLISS Algorithm.
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Prediction of the Store Loads at AOA=0 and –3 deg.
At M=0.95
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Figure 2: Predicted results of the four major aerodynamic coefficients by
the trained network at M = 0.95, AOA = 0o, -3o and -15o, respectively [4].

Figure 3: Typical example of CFD prediction of a helicopter flow field.
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Figure 4: Robin generic helicopter configuration, meshed by Chimera grid technique.

Figure 5: The aerodynamic effect of attached lugs.
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Figure 6: Panel method based modeling of MK82 missile dropped from Bell 412
helicopter.
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Figure 7: Store release trajectories for a calibration model.
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Figure 8: USAERO based computations for the flow around a typical CF-18 aircraft.

Figure 9: Store release calculations at IAR showing Mach number flow field, M∞= 0.962,
AOA = 0.46° altitude 6332 ft. , dive angle = 43° [7].
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Introduction
The accuracy of the numerical solution of a Partial Differential Equation (PDE) is a function of the
order of the leading terms of the truncation error of the numerical algorithm. These terms in turn
depend both on the higher order derivatives of the solution variables and on the local mesh size. In
practical applications it is important to guarantee a sufficient level of accuracy, if not mesh
independence, of the solution. This condition is normally reached by comparing solutions obtained
on successively refined grids, a procedure that is empirical and time-consuming, and further
complicated by the fact that mesh generation is conducted heuristically, since the solution is not
known in advance.
Given the nature of the truncation error of the numerical algorithms for the solution of PDEs, two
basic methods for improving the accuracy of a solution can be readily identified: a) construction of
higher-order schemes or, given a fixed numerical scheme, b) to control the numerical error via grid
optimization.
In industry, while run-time efficiency is important, access to a code’s source may not be guaranteed
and it can be impractical to modify existing codes. In addition, commercial code vendors may not
be over-enthusiastic about introducing a generic and revolutionary mesh adaptation process,
because it may show the shortcomings of the current version of their code. Therefore, a more
effective approach consists in adapting the grid to the solution, without access to the source. The
process ideally begins with an arbitrary mesh, hopefully coarse and generated by a non-expert, and
leads to a highly adapted customized grid, tailor-made to each application. Thus, no expensive
algorithm modifications are required and any CFD code can satisfy a predefined level of accuracy,
as desired or as required by the problem specifications, without user intervention. This strategy is
ideal for parameter sensitivity studies, for example, where all the different solutions could be
obtained on automatically adapted grids generated from a single original grid. In such case one
becomes sure that the change in performance I sure to the change in parameter and not due to any
sensitivity to the grid.
The code discussed here represents an advanced novel anisotropic mesh adaptation approach for
unstructured grids that allows the customization of grids based on a specified error level. Equally
important, it maintains the CAD integrity of the given geometry. Perhaps the best showcase of the
abilities of this software is the adaptation of unstructured tetrahedral meshes over a complete
Airbus 320 and a Boeing 747 with flow-through engine nacelles.
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Methodology
Any (anisotropic) mesh adaptation algorithm requires two fundamental components: an aposteriori error estimator and a mechanism to coarsen, refine, swap and stretch the mesh. In
general it is impossible to evaluate the exact truncation error of the numerical approximation of a
PDE or system of PDEs, since the numerical approximation is only piecewise continuous and in any
case the exact solution is unknown. Most of the error estimators in use are based on the first
derivative or the residual of a user-specified solution variable. The error estimator proposed here is
based on the Hessian (matrix of second derivatives), which is a better representation of the
truncation error between the PDEs and the discrete equations actually solved. The Hessian matrix
provides not only information on the error density, but also on its directionality, thus making
anisotropic mesh adaptation possible.
The edge-based error density γ can be written as:
γ=

∫

1
0

∆sT M ∆s dt

where ∆s is the edge length, M is the Hessian matrix and t is the non-dimensional parametrization
variable along the edge. Once the error density is determined for every edge in the grid, the user
must select the desired error level for the adaptation. Unless dictated by the specific problem, an
appropriate error density can be selected visually with any graphic interface.
The Mesh adaptation procedure consists of four main steps: a) edge coarsening, b) edge refinement,
c) edge swapping and d) node movement. Steps a) and b) can be deemed binary operations, since
two connected edges are combined into one, or one edge is split in two, respectively. These two
operations may produce grids that are not optimal, therefore the edge swapping mechanism will
correct the orientation of any edge that might not be properly positioned and lead to distorted
meshes. Node movement stretches and realigns the edges along the proper direction, and ensures
that the error is equi-distributed and the maximum and minimum edge lengths and the minimum
aspect ratio are respected. Coarsening, refinement and swapping can be regarded as accelerators
for mesh movement.
Node movement is based on a spring analogy, where each element edge in the grid is represented by
a spring with a coefficient of elasticity proportional to the error density. The goal in this case is to
equi-distribute the error across the computational domain. The original CAD surface definitions
are used at each step to ensure that surface nodes are reprojected on the proper surfaces and the
original geometry is fully respected. Since the mesh adaptation procedure is a nonlinear process,
steps a) to d) are repeated in cycles at every adaptation.
Several control parameters are available to control the quality of the final mesh, among them
aspect ratio and a maximum deviation on curvature. High maximum aspect ratio values can lead to
extremely stretched grids, and while FENSAP has no difficulties handling highly stretched grids,
other flow solvers might. Maximum deviation on curvature allows one to determine the acceptable
level of coarseness on curved surfaces that prevents poor surface rendition. This may be noticeable
on the lips of the nacelles or on wing tips, where surface curvature is high. In general the meshes
adapted show much more faithful renditions of the original CAD than even the finest original
meshes.
There is no question that mesh adaptation provides a useful and necessary tool. The expense
incurred in adapting the mesh and recomputing the flow solution again and again is not negligible,
therefore the focus of our research is to provide some guidelines to facilitate the choice of
parameters by illustrating their effect on the mesh quality and overall solution time. The subject of
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grid convergence, important from the point of view of computational efficiency, will also be
addressed.

Results: Mesh Adaptation on a Boeing 747 and an Airbus 320
Both the Boeing 747 and Airbus 320 feature fuselage-wing-pylon-nacelle geometries, but the Airbus
320 has simple flow-through engine nacelles, while the Boeing 747 has both engine nacelles and fan
shrouds and in addition some detail of the cockpit windows. For both geometries, the outer
boundary is a hemisphere with a diameter of approximately 40 fuselage lengths. Flight conditions
for the Boeing 747 are: Mach number=0.88, altitude of 35,000ft and AoA of 4º. Flight conditions for
the Airbus are: Mach number=0.8, altitude of 30,000ft and AoA of 3º. The CFD solutions were
obtained with FENSAP (Finite Element Navier-Stokes Analysis Package), also a proprietary
technology of Numerical Technologies International.
For the Boeing 747, the initial tetrahedral grid contains 431,181 nodes and 2.3 million linear
tetrahedral elements. The error density target value was set y=0.15 and remained constant for all
the subsequent adaptations. The minimum and maximum element edge sizes were set at 0.025 in
and 25,000 inches. respectively, compared to a fuselage length of approximately 2,700 inches. Eight
complete cycles of solution and adaptation were performed. After six adaptations, the final grid size
had decreased to 242,310 nodes and 1.3 million tetrahedral elements, an decrease of 43%, for an
immense improvement in accuracy.
It should be noted that some intermediate grids, say from iteration 1-3, may become somewhat
larger than the original as mesh adaptation begins to cluster the mesh near the salient features
(discontinuities and vortices in this case). This phenomenon is related to the density of the original
mesh, and how well it captures the initial solution. Initially the discontinuities are smeared and
require much refinement, but as they become sharper stretching and coarsening remove some of
the grid points and the mesh size begins to decrease. Note that in 3D discontinuities are surfaces
and hence it is difficult to estimate the extent of the refinement just by looking at the surface mesh.
The adapted grid shows substantial coarsening on the lower wing surface and refinement on the
upper surface. The outboard wing shock is very well captured, and the inboard shock is also
beginning to appear. A comparison of the initial and final upper wing grids and corresponding
solutions of the Airbus 320 are shown in Figure 1. Figures 2, 3 and 4 show some surface grid details
and solutions of the Boeing 747. Note in Figure 5 how adaptation has improved the discretization of
the fan cowl lip. Figure 6 shows the Cp distribution at three spanwise locations before and after
adaptation. Finally, Figure 7 shows the sequence of error distributions in the computational domain
as the adaptation-solution cycles evolve. Note that there is little change from cycle 5 to cycle 6 and
the adaptation procedure is converged.

Conclusions
Mesh adaptation is a powerful and cost-effective tool that can be used to increase (or decrease if so
desired), to a specified and uniform level, the computational accuracy of any given CFD code
without extensive algorithm redesign or initial investment in grid generation. Furthermore the cost
of ensuring mesh independence is substantially reduced, and the error level of the results can
always be guaranteed.
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Figure 1. Airbus 320: initial and final grids and solutions
after 6 adaptation cycles

Figure 2. Boeing 747: initial and final grids after 6 adaptation cycles
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Figure 3. Boeing 747: initial and final grid, pylon-nacelle detail

Figure 4. Boeing 747: initial and final grid, pylon-nacelle detail
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Figure 5. Boeing 747: initial and final grid, fan cowl lip detail

Figure 6. Boeing 747: initial and final Cp distribution at three wingspan stations
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Figure 7. Boeing 747: Error distribution at each adaptation cycle
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The aim of this paper is to present an integrated environment (FINE/HexaTM, HEXPRESSTM) for the error
controlled simulation of industrial flows in complex geometries. The approach uses hexahedral unstructured
meshes to ensure accurate solutions and mesh adaptation to optimize mesh resources. Initial hexahedral
coarse meshes are automatically generated for complex domains with minor CAD model manipulation
thanks to a volume to surface mesh generation approach. A multigrid method tightly coupled with the mesh
adaptation history allows the fast resolution of the non-linear discrete flow problem resulting from a secondorder cell-centered approximation.

INTRODUCTION
There is still an important effort to make for Computational Fluid Dynamics to become routinely used and
trusted in the industrial design environment. Industrials are faced with extremely complex flows within
complicated geometries. Besides real physics modeling and turbulence flow aspects, which still remain
exploratory domains, it is our duty to provide industry with numerical tools capable of accurately solving the
Navier-Stokes equations. The goal is to perform accurate CFD simulations for a new geometry in less than
24 hours with reasonably sized computers, with most of the time being spent for the flow computation. This
means that, compared to current CFD tools, it is necessary to reduce the time for importing CAD model in
grid generators, limit grid generation time to an hour and minimize computational time by optimizing the
grid size for a given flow problem. Error controlling also plays an essential role to gain trust. The present
approach accounts for this aspect by emphasizing on mesh adaptation to optimize mesh resources and
accuracy in the intricate flow regions.
The first aspect of this quest is the interpretation of CAD models in grid generators. CAD definition of a
model is usually poorly defined. Encountered problems are related to overlapping NURBS patches or holes
and faults in the geometry definition, etc. Most of them can be attributed to the surface modeling paradigm
or to the multiple translations between various formats equipped with different tolerances. A ParasolidTM
CAD engine is integrated in the NUMECA generator HEXPRESSTM which allows to automatically import
solid models generated with this engine. In case the CAD model is unclean, it is necessary to employ a CAD
repair system in order to create a water-tight volume. The computational domain supported by
HEXPRESSTM is a triangulated representation of the CAD model. Each surface is supported by a
triangulation whose unique purpose is to define the geometry. There is no requirement on its quality except
that it has to approximate the geometry sufficiently well. The mesh generation procedure is a top-down
approach where the volume mesh is directly created without any reference to a surface mesh. This is an
advantage compared to other more common unstructured meshing approaches, which usually require a large
human investment in the definition of a surface triangulation compatible with the CFD simulation.
In this work, we choose to exploit the potential of hexahedral unstructured meshes (Schneiders, 1996)
although they are much less popular than hybrid tetrahedral prismatic grids because of their inherent
topological difficulties to mesh complex geometries. Hexahedral meshes potentially offer higher accurate
solutions than tetrahedral meshes when using classical numerical methods. It is the best choice for resolving
highly sheared flows such as boundary layers. The computational domain is initially covered with a
structured mesh corresponding to the bounding box of the domain. This initial mesh, which does not
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conform to the geometry, is successively refined anisotropically in order for the cell sizes to match the
geometry length scales. Unlike similar Cartesian based methods (Aftosmis, 1997), we do not cut the cells
intersecting the geometry in arbitrary polyhedra since they are impossible to use for high-Reynolds number
flow simulations. Those cells are removed from the initial grid. Reconnecting the remaining staircase shape
of the volume grid to the geometry is a challenging issue. Several procedures have been proposed such as the
creation of hybrid grids intersected with the remaining Cartesian volume grid, or overlaid with the latter by a
Chimera procedure, or finally connected to it by a tetrahedralization of the remaining gaps. The present
technique differs from the latter by directly fitting the non-body fitted Cartesian grid to the domain
boundaries using a snapping method (Taghavi, 1996). Sophisticated algorithms are implemented to recover
the geometry features such as corners and ridges not preserved by the surface snapping.
The flow solver is tightly connected to the mesh generator by sharing common C++ classes and can therefore
benefit from the mesh generator cell subdivision machinery to perform aggressive adaptation of the mesh to
the flow solution. It is based on a finite volume cell centered approach. Space discretization is based on the
classical Jameson-type centered scheme augmented by blended second and fourth order scalar dissipation.
Fast convergence to steady state solutions is obtained thanks to an explicit Runge-Kutta scheme accelerated
by a multigrid strategy. This method is combined with a second-order backward time-integration through a
dual time-stepping approach for unsteady computations. The Spalart-Allmaras model and several variants of
the k-ε model have been implemented to simulate turbulent flows.

CAD model
The starting point of any simulation is the definition of an appropriate computational domain, which, in most
cases, can be interpreted as the complementary of the solid parts present in the model. HEXPRESSTM expects
a water-tight computational domain. In fact, it is equipped with a topology and a geometry part as presented
in Figure 1. The topology describes the skeleton of the model. Basically it allows to define a closed volume.
It thus provides information on the connection of the model surfaces (topological faces) trough common
curves (topological edges). Similarly, it also connects curves together by common corners (topological
vertices). The geometry part defines the actual geometry of the model. Each surface of the model is
described by a triangulation; each curve by a list of points connected by segments and the corners eventually
are defined by a single point.

Figure 1: HEXPRESSTM computational domain definition.
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HEXPRESSTM is equipped with a ParasolidTM CAD engine. Thus, any CAD model native from this engine is
transparently loaded by the mesh generator. Other native model must be translated to the ParasolidTM format
before being processed.
A CAD model usually exhibits complex features which are useless for the flow simulation. It is therefore
wise to remove these geometry details from the model before proceeding to mesh generation. In
HEXPRESSTM, such removal is not applied to the model directly but the complexity of the computational
domain is simplified by merging some surfaces. The edges in common between the merged surfaces are then
removed and are not captured in the mesh. This merge is performed at the topology level, hence no NURBS
or surface representation is reconstructed. The solution of HEXPRESSTM to the geometry simplification is
therefore simple and fast. Figure 2 presents the computational domain of a draft tube before (left) and after
(right) simplification.

Figure 2 Triangulated ParasolidTM CAD model (left), simplified model (right)

Automatic Hexahedral Mesh Generator
Geometry adaptation
The HEXPRESSTM mesh generator is based on a volume to surface mesh approach. The methodology is

described in details in Delanaye et al (2000), a short description is presented in the following. An initial
mesh surrounding the computational domain is created. This mesh is not conforming to the geometry in most
cases. The cell sizes of this initial mesh are most of the time not compatible with the local length scales of
the geometry. Mesh adaptation is performed by successive subdivisions of cells in order to achieve clustering
of points compatible with geometry length scales typical of high curvature regions, corners, ridges, etc.
Further refinements and adaptations of the mesh are subsequently performed during the simulation
depending on some indicators measuring the quality of the computed solution.
The local cell subdivision may result in the occurrence of neighboring cells with possibly very different
sizes. Since those variations are incompatible with the accuracy of the numerical scheme, the difference of
cell refinement levels across a common face is limited to a single level. This criterion advantageously forces
the transport of refinement tags to neighboring cells and guarantees some level of smoothness in the mesh. In
addition, the propagation of refinement tags from tagged cells to their neighbors and further in the mesh is
controlled by a user defined diffusion depth parameter. Anisotropic subdivisions are moreover employed to
avoid excessive growth of the number of cells as presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Anisotropic subdivision of hexahedron

At each adaptation iteration, the cells intersecting the geometry are searched. The cell sizes of the latter are
compared to target cell sizes, which are defined by the user or automatically by the grid generator itself.
Cells are refined if the criteria are not matched.

Geometry Fitting
Once the non body-fitted grid has been sufficiently refined to match the typical length scales of the
geometry, we proceed to the recovery of the geometry surface. Cells lying outside the computational domain
or intersecting the surface geometry are marked for removal. Starting from a seed cell, a painting algorithm
marks all the cells located outside of the computational domain; the latter are removed from the mesh. At this
level, the boundary of the volume grid is a staircase surface inappropriate for flow simulations. Hanging
nodes which can be present on this boundary due to the cell subdivisions are not removed since finite volume
solvers are capable of handling such configurations.
Next, the staircase boundary of the volume mesh is snapped on the geometry surface. A Laplacian-like
smoothing procedure is first applied to smooth out the staircase boundary. This smoothed boundary forms a
front of quadrilateral facets whose vertices are projected on the geometry by a closest distance criterion. A
closest projection point is accepted if the geometry normal computed at that location does not differ too
much from the front normal at the corresponding facet vertex.
Important geometry features such as corners and ridges (e.g. trailing edges of wings) are not preserved by the
snapping procedure. They are actually never present except sometimes if extremely fine grids are employed.
For the accuracy of physics simulation, it is important to recover those special features. This step is crucial to
produce a final mesh of high quality. Failure to choose the most appropriate vertices to attach to corners and
ridges may create a mesh with distorted or even negative cells. The difficulty of associating a vertex to a
corner or a curve is to make a choice in a set of several candidates that will eventually lead to the highest
quality mesh without actually being able to measure the quality of the final mesh. The reader is referred to
Delanaye et al (2000) for more details on the procedure. The projection of the smoothed staircase volume
mesh boundary and the edge capturing produce angles close to 180 degrees for specific configurations. A
layer of cells is extruded off the geometry surfaces and curves to remove these degenerate cells. The
procedure is a generalization of the method of Mitchell and Tautges (1995).

Optimization
Some degenerate cells may remain in the mesh after automatic mesh generation. These are due to the high
distortion created in the mesh during geometry projection. The presence of those cells may hinder the
convergence of the simulation tool or create negative cells during h-adaptation. Therefore, a very innovative
optimization technique has been developed in HEXPRESSTM. It consists in the successive applications of an
algorithm which locally untangles concave cells and transform them in convex ones. The untangling
algorithm applies to the set of triangles or tetrahedra which decomposes a quadrilateral or hexahedral cell
respectively. An additional optimization algorithm improves the orthogonality of the cells by locally
optimizing a functional defined on the convex cells. The reader is referred to Kovalev et al (2002) for more
details.
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High aspect ratio cell layers
High aspect ratio cell layers are subsequently introduced to correctly resolve high shear flow phenomena
such as boundary layers. This step can be performed either before any flow computation by the grid
generator or during flow computation while adapting the mesh based on flow feature detectors. The user can
specify several parameters such as first cell thickness, stretching value and number of layers. They are
inserted by successively subdividing the buffer cells closest to the wall. The newly inserted vertices are then
redistributed to match the specified distribution requirements. This creates a set of layers which are related to
each other through the tree structure produced by the recursive subdivisions. This aspect is important for the
performance of the multigrid solver because it allows the easy recovery of coarser cells through parent-child
relationship.

Adaptive Flow Solver
Space discretization scheme
The spatial discretization method is based on a cell centered finite volume approach. The advective fluxes
across a face are computed by flux averaging with added artificial dissipation (Jameson, 1995). The latter
results in a blend of fourth and second order dissipation terms. A pressure switch triggers the second order
dissipation factor in discontinuities or in very high gradient flow regions to avoid large amplitude
oscillations. The calculation of the artificial dissipation term requires the computation of the solution first
differences on the faces and of the second differences in cell centers (Van de velde et al, 1998). In a first
loop over the cell faces, the variation of the solution vector across each cell face is calculated and stored. In a
second loop, these variations across faces are transferred to the cell centers, with a plus sign for the upwind
cell center and a minus sign for the downwind cell center. The viscous fluxes require the computation of
temperature and velocity gradients on the cell faces. For this purpose, a diamond control volume is created
around each face and consists of two pyramid elements. Each of them is formed by the face itself, and the
left or right cell center as opposite summit respectively. For this purpose, the solution at the vertices is
interpolated from the values stored at the cell.
The two equation k-ε turbulence model (Jones et al, 1973) is used to simulate the effect of turbulence on the
mean flow. The linear low-Reynolds model implemented in the code is due to Yang and Shih (1992, 1993).
The particularity of this model resides in a redefinition of the turbulent time scale which removes the
singularity at the solid wall. A wall function variant (Hakimi, 1997) of this model is also available. It
dramatically reduces the number of mesh points required to resolve the boundary layer. The first mesh point
should reside in the log-law region. The turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate ε in the cells next
to the solid walls are updated according to formula based on DNS data, instead of solving the governing
equations. In turbulent calculations, at inlet and outlet boundaries, the turbulent kinetic energy and
dissipation rate are extrapolated from interior cells or imposed on the boundaries. On solid walls, the kinetic
energy is zero, while the dissipation rate is again extrapolated from interior cells. In addition to the k-ε
models, the one-equation turbulence model from Spalart and Allmaras (1992) has also been implemented.

Multigrid acceleration
An explicit Runge-Kutta scheme integrates the discretized set of equations in time to eventually reach the
steady state. Convergence acceleration is obtained thanks to local time stepping and multigrid acceleration.
In our multigrid approach, the creation of coarse grid levels is tightly coupled with mesh geometry and flow
adaptation. Indeed, the initial mesh is used as the coarsest level, additional levels are created at each mesh
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adaptation either during geometry adaptation and/or flow adaptation by using the parent-child connectivity
stored in the adaptation module. Since each multigrid level covers the whole computational domain, the final
composite grid contains cells at many different refinement levels. The coarse multigrid level generation
strategy used in the unstructured solver is derived from Aftosmis et al (2000), and consists in replacing all
the leaf sibling cells by their parent. If one or more of a set of siblings has children of its own, then
coarsening is suspended until those children are removed. In addition, in order to ensure sufficient mesh
quality at each grid level, only one hanging node per edge is accepted. Therefore, a balancing function
locally suspends the coarsening if a forbidden situation is found on the coarser level.
The grid transfer operators also use the cell parent-child connectivity. The restriction of the residual is simply
chosen as the sum of the residual of the children, whereas a weighted averaging is used to restrict the
solution. The prolongation operator interpolates the solution correction from a coarse level to a fine level.
Basically, the correction is the difference between the new solution on the considered grid level and the
restricted solution on the same grid level. A first order prolongation operator is used (Léonard et al, 1999).
At first, the corrections in the cells of the coarse grid are interpolated in the vertices of the fine grid. In a
second step, the corrections in these fine grid vertices are distributed to the cell centers.

Flow adaptation
In the unstructured adaptive solver, mesh adaptation is performed automatically. The basic structure of an
adaptive solution procedure consists in:
•

Calculation of the solution on the current grid

•

Identification of the cells to be refined and the cells to be removed

•

Refinement or removal of the flagged cells

The anisotropic refinement functionality allows cells to be split in 2, 4 or 8. In order to ensure mesh quality,
refinement flags are propagated to permit only one hanging node per edge. Furthermore, “islands and voids”
in the mesh are prevented. A hierarchical mesh coarsening technique has also been integrated. To remove a
cell, at least 75% of its siblings have to be flagged for coarsening. Then, the parent cell is recovered by
removing all the siblings, including the non-flagged ones. As only one hanging node per edge is accepted, a
balancing function is used to locally block the coarsening where forbidden configurations are foreseen.
Mesh adaptation is governed by criteria based on flow physics and geometry particularities. The first ones
are flow feature sensors aiming at the detection of regions where significant flow variations exist. The choice
of appropriate feature detection parameters is guided by the physical nature of the flow. Various criteria
based on the flow physics are used. The undivided difference of pressure gradients is used to detect shock
regions. Undivided and divided differences of the velocity magnitude as well as vorticity are used to capture
viscous effects. No single sensor can adequately capture all flow features. An ideal sensor is usually defined
for each testcase by combining several sensors. Refinement and coarsening threshold values are determined
using a statistical formula (Kallinderis et al, 1989).

Results
We first considered the simulation of inviscid and viscous flows around the LANN wing (Muller et al,
1996). In particular, the CT9 case is characterized by off-design conditions (M∞ = 0.82, Re∞ = 7.17 106,
angle of attack equal to 2.6 deg.). This test case presents a strong interaction with a separated flow behind the
strong shock system. Experimental data (AGARD AR-702, 1982) are provided.
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An inviscid computation is carried out starting on an initial all-hexahedra unstructured grid involving 46435
cells (see Figure 4). The geometrical difficulty of this case is the presence of the very thin but blunt trailing
edge, which needs to be resolved by the mesh. The mesh is adapted twice using finite differences of the
velocity norm as adaptation criterion. After one adaptation, the mesh contains 128819 cells, and after two
adaptations, it contains 211119 cells. After each adaptation, the number of grid levels used in the multigrid
strategy is increased with a maximum of 3 levels.

Figure 4 LANN wing, adapted meshes

Figure 5 presents pressure isolines on the surface. The solution actually better and better match the
experiments (not shown) after each adaptation in the leading edge area, while the shock position is moved
further downstream and the shock becomes crispier. Furthermore, the λ-shock structure becomes wider after
each adaptation, i.e. the shock junction is moved further in the spanwise direction
The initial mesh is refined close to the wall in order to generate high-aspect ratio cell layers to resolve the
boundary layer, 7 layers are added, the total number of cells now reaching 127675 cells. After carrying out
one adaptation, the adapted mesh contains 233923 cells. Turbulence is initialized by assuming an initial
value of 1% for the turbulent intensity. The pressure distributions computed on the fine mesh match better
the experimental data than those computed on the coarser mesh, as shown in Figure 6 for the section located
at 20 % and 32.5 % of the span.
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Figure 5 LANN wing, adapted mesh solutions, pressure isolines

Figure 6 LANN wing, surface pressure distributions, viscous flow simulation

The second case is an aircraft wing-fuselage system referred to as the DLR-F4. This geometry has been
recently analyzed in the framework of a CFD drag prediction workshop organized by the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics. The flow is simulated at a Mach number equal to 0.75 and angle of attack
equal to 0.93 deg. The unstructured hexahedral mesh contains 1402841 cells, the first cell size is 2.5 10-5 m
and a streching ratio of 1.2 is applied to the 15 layers of high aspect ratio cells used for the boundary layer
resolution. The Spalart-Allmaras model is used to simulate turbulence. Figure 7 and Figure 8 represent the
mesh and pressure isolines on the aircraft respectively. A converged solution is obtained in 500 cycles, using
a full-multigrid approach to initialize the solution (Figure 9). Figure 10 presents the pressure distribution
across two sections located at 0.238 and 0.844 fraction of the wing span respectively. They agree well with
the results obtained with other codes in the context of the AIAA CFD Drag Prediction workshop.
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Figure 7 DLR-F4, 1402841 cells

Figure 8 DLR-F4, pressure isolines
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Figure 9 DLR-F4, convergence history

Figure 10 DLR-F4: pressure distribution at two span sections
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Figure 11 F16 military aircraft. Unstructured hexahedral mesh, 432759 cells (half body)

Figure 11 shows the mesh generated around a F16 military aircraft configuration. An inviscid flow
simulation is carried out at a Mach number equal to 2 and no incidence. The mesh involves 432759 cells.
The solution presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13 shows strong shock systems on the wings and fuselage. A
residual drop of 3 orders of magnitude is obtained in about 200 cycles (Figure 14).

Figure 12 F16 military aircraft at Mach number equal 2, angle of attack 0 deg. Pressure isolines.
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Figure 13 F16 military aircraft at Mach number equal 2, angle of attack 0 deg. Pressure isolines.

Figure 14 F16 military aircraft at Mach number equal 2, angle of attack 0 deg. Convergence

Conclusion
An error controlled system for flow simulation around complex geometries is presented. The approach is
based on automatic hexahedra meshes adaptive flow. Hexahedral meshes present the advantage of preserving
the accuracy of well known numerical methods developed for structured meshes, they also minimize the
number of cells used to resolve boundary layers for complex geometries. Hexahedra cells can be easily
decomposed anisotropically which results in a powerful adaptation technique for flows presenting very
different scales. The inherent tree structure resulting from mesh adaptation by successive subdivisions to
geometry and further to the flow solution is exploited to devise a fast multigrid convergence acceleration
method. These advantages have led to the development of a powerful environment, tightly integrated through
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a common object oriented language (C++) capable of solving very complex flows in complex geometries of
industrial interest.
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Abstract
The current state of the art of flight flutter testing is reviewed, and areas where this part of the certification
procedure could be improved are discussed. It is argued that the key towards speeding up the flight flutter test
procedure, and also to reduce costs, is to reduce the number of flight test points that are required as part of the test
clearance programme. To achieve this aim, the entire modelling and testing procedure needs to be improved,
particularly with respect to non-linearities. Non-linear aeroelastic phenomena will then be able to be predicted
more accurately. Current work in a number of relevant technologies is considered in relation to flight flutter
testing. Suggestions are made as to how these aspects could be improved in order to speed up and reduce the cost
of flight flutter testing, while maintaining, if not improving, the levels of safety.
1

Introduction

Flutter is potentially the most disastrous of all aeroelastic phenomena and there have been many instances of
structural failure from the resulting unstable oscillations [1,2]. Although the first recorded incident was the
Handley Page O/400 bomber in 1916, it was not until the mid 1930s that Von Schlippe introduced the concept of
a dedicated flight flutter test. Since then, flight flutter testing [3,4] has matured to become a critical stage in the
certification process, see figure 1, providing the final validation of the analytical predictions. All aircraft must be
demonstrated to be flutter free throughout the entire flight envelope, plus an additional safety margin. A similar
process must also be undertaken for the clearance of new types, or combinations, of stores on military aircraft.
The classical approach to flutter testing has changed little over the past half century and, as can be seen in figure
2, systematically expands the flight envelope for increasing speeds over a range of altitudes. At each flight test
point, three separate procedures are performed:
1. The aircraft is excited in some manner and the vibration response measured.
2. The data are curve-fitted using system identification methods and the modal parameters estimated.
3. The decision is made to progress to the next flight test point.
There have been 3 major international meetings held to discuss the progress of flight flutter testing, in 1958[5],
1975[6] and 1995[7]. The major technical developments that have had greatest influence on the test procedure are
shown in figure 3. In essence, the basic test philosophy had been developed by the time of the first meeting, the
second meeting demonstrated the influence of new computational and other test hardware. The third meeting
described advances in analytical methods, new forms of excitation devices and consideration of aeroservoelastic
effects. Despite these advances, the basic procedure has remained the same [87,88].
Flight flutter testing is very expensive, time consuming, and often undertaken at a time critical part of an aircraft’s
development programme. The design flight envelope must be cleared as swiftly as possible so that the rest of the
flight testing (systems, etc.) may be completed. However, at no time must safety be compromised. Compared to
ground testing, it is often difficult to excite the aircraft with an adequate amount of energy, resulting in data with
Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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poor signal / noise ratios due to atmospheric turbulence corrupting the data. Consequently, the quality of the
resulting curve-fits becomes worse, leading to less confidence in the estimated parameters and thus the speed
increments between flight test points must be relatively small. The number of flight test points considered is often
large. Although the test hardware, computational equipment and analysis techniques used for flight flutter testing
have improved with time, aircraft have also become progressively more complex in construction, geometry,
flexibility and aerodynamic improvements have led to thinner wings. Also, the influence of non-linear effects is
becoming greater although the industry bases most of its analysis on linear aerodynamic and structural models
that cannot predict such phenomena as Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCO). Consequently, no reduction in the time
required to clear the flight flutter envelope has materialised despite the considerable improvements in technology.
Meanwhile, costs have increased dramatically. Henshaw, McKiernon and Mairs [8] state that 75% of effort for
flutter clearance is in the modelling and analysis stage, and this results in 25% of the costs. The other 25% of the
total effort is devoted to the validation and qualification phases with an associated 75% of the total cost.
In this paper, the current state of the art of the key elements that make up flight flutter testing and also aeroelastic
computational modelling and prediction, structural and control modelling, and ground vibration testing, is
reviewed. Suggestions are made as to how recent advances in a range of research areas could be used to speed up
the whole flight flutter test process and reduce costs whilst still keeping, if not improving, the levels of safety.
2. The Changing Nature of Aircraft Design and Its Effect on Flight Flutter Testing
Recent aircraft designs have tended to differ in a number of significant ways from the designs of, say, 20 years
ago. Airframe structures are more flexible with less damping, primarily through the use on modern construction
techniques such as use of composites and diffusion bonded structures. The application of structural optimisation
methods to optimise the structure with minimum mass has led to designs with far less excess structure than
before. The design of aerodynamic surfaces has become more advanced leading to thinner wings and more
complex aerodynamic shapes. The complexity of flight control system technology has also developed, leading to
a far greater variety and number of aeroservoelastic cases that must be considered [129,132]. Likewise, the use
of new technologies such as stealth has led not only to different types of aeroelastic problem, but also a dramatic
increase in the number of flutter cases that need to be considered. Further changes in aircraft design will follow,
for instance there are a number of research programmes [9-11] world-wide investigating the use of aeroelastic
behaviour as a positive benefit rather than as a problem that requires a stiff, heavy structure to reduce its effect.

FE Model

Control Laws

Aerodynamic Model

GVT
Structural / Coupling Model

Iron Bird Test
Aeroelastic / Aeroservoelastic Models

Flight Flutter Tests

Figure 1. Aircraft Certification Procedure.
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These fundamental changes in aircraft design and manufacture have increased the importance of non-linear
aeroelastic phenomena [12-14]. The non-linearities manifest themselves via structural (freeplay, stiffening
effects, large displacement effects [15]), aerodynamic (transonic effects) and control (time delays, non-linear
control laws [16]) mechanisms. One of the key phenomenon that needs to be considered is Limit Cycle
Oscillations (LCO). Although not immediately catastrophic, unlike flutter, LCO can be thought of as “only” a
fatigue or weapon aiming problem. However, in terms of the prediction of aircraft aeroelastic behaviour, and in
particular flight flutter testing, such non-linear phenomena cause significant problems [113]. The vast majority of
aeroelastic modelling and flutter clearance is undertaken using linear methods, and these techniques cannot
predict the occurrence of non-linear phenomena. Consequently, there is a danger of unforeseen non-linear
aeroelastic effects occurring during a flutter test which, at best, cause a significant delay in the flutter clearance
and, at worst, can cause an “incident” to occur [114]. A good example of this is the prediction of LCOs occurring
when different stores combinations are used on military aircraft; a large amount of flight testing is required to
establish the safe flight envelope as there is no efficient predictive alternative. [115,116]
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3. Future Developments in Flight Flutter Testing
The last decade has seen a dramatic rise in the interest in modelling and prediction of non-linear aeroelastic
effects that can arise due to structural, aerodynamic and control non-linearities. There has also been much interest
in identifying non-linear structural models and also predicting flutter boundaries using coupled CFD / structures
codes. Other work has considered the analysis of measured flight test data in order to determine flutter
boundaries. However, these new developments have not found their way, as yet, to becoming standard use in
industry and there is still an overriding reliance upon linear models.
The goal of “Certification by Analysis” has much merit, although this author is horrified at the idea of totally
eliminating experimental testing altogether. In respect to flight flutter testing, it is foreseen that a certain amount
of testing on the ground and in the air will have to remain. Reductions in both the time and cost of flutter
clearance will be achieved by decreasing the number of test flights that are required. This goal can only be
achieved by developing more accurate aeroelastic models that can be partially achieved by deducing more
information from the data obtained during the ground tests and also during the flight test. The inclusion of more
non-linear effects than are currently used will be particularly important along with consideration of the variation
in aeroelastic behaviour across aircraft fleets and the effects of ageing. With this in mind, the following sections
review the current status of all aspects of the certification process, from aeroelastic modelling through to the flight
flutter test itself, in order to examine where possible advances can be made.
3.1

Computational Aeroelasticity

The past decade has seen a significant amount of effort [17-19,83,84] devoted towards the numerical solution of
transonic aeroelastic phenomena, not only in the prediction of transonic dip effects but also towards that of LCO.
Euler and Navier-Stokes schemes have been both weakly and strongly coupled with structural FE models. Much
work has been directed towards the consequences of dealing with two separate meshes, one fluid and the other
structural. These approaches are a major advance compared to the linear doublet / vortex lattice types of approach
that is still widely used throughout industry and enable non-linear aerodynamic effects to be modelled [82].
Results show that in order to capture all of the physics of non-linear aeroelastic systems in the transonic regime
(i.e. the displacements rather than just the frequency of the LCO) very sophisticated models need to be used. The
researchers in this field are to be applauded for the development of numerous test cases [20,70] that act as
benchmarks used to compare different approaches.
Despite the continual improvements in computational speed and memory, we are still many years, if not decades,
from achieving the goal of computing every conceivable case in a practical time scale. Rather than performing a
simulation clearance as opposed to flight testing, other techniques should be used to show where in the flight
envelope such accurate simulations are needed. Current implementations tend to concentrate upon the non-linear
aerodynamic aspects and there is a need to consider the interaction of non-linear structural elements and control
systems [85].
3.2

Wind Tunnel Testing

Wind tunnel testing is often used for new configurations in order to obtain aerodynamic data, particularly in the
transonic regime [72,79-81,75,76] in support of the CFD calculations [21], particularly in regimes such as buffet
where accurate prediction is rather problematic, and also to correct simpler aerodynamic models. There are
various areas of uncertainty when performing such tests, for instance: the constraint effects of the tunnel walls and
boundary layer, interference effects of the model support, tunnel blockage effects and scaling issues resulting
from testing at Reynolds numbers much less than those achieved in real flight. CFD calculations can be used to
provide corrections for the wind tunnel effects [74].
Wind tunnel testing is very expensive, both in the construction of scaled models and the use of transonic wind
tunnels. Effort is required in order to make the procedure more efficient, through the use of non-contact
measurement approaches and simpler models. There is a need to support some of the other technical topics
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discussed there through the provision of more benchmark test cases, particularly of aeroelastic models, and also
tests where the structure itself is non-linear [73,77,78].
3.3

Structural Modelling

A vast amount of experience has been gained [22] in the use of Finite Element (FE) models for the prediction of
structural behaviour although there are still concerns regarding the accuracy of predictions of ultimate loads for
static behaviour. As regards dynamic calculations, the FE method has gradually replaced the “stick” models
traditionally used by the aerospace industry. A limitation is that the majority of modelling is based upon linear
elements, and much work is required to reliably include non-linearities such as joints into structural models. Part
of this process will rely on accurate “updating” methods that adjust (i.e. correct) the FE model based upon
vibration testing results. Although much work has been devoted to updating methodologies over the past two
decades, there are still serious issues in the applicability to real size structures. A recent Garteur exercise [23,24]
showed that much progress has been made, although the structures considered are still on a laboratory scale.
A further important issue with structural modelling is that of damping. For many years it has been assumed that it
is acceptable to use proportional damping, however, this is not always the case in real structures even if they
behave linearly. It can be shown that the proportional damping assumption can cause significant inaccuracies in
dynamic response calculations [25], and this will in turn lead to inaccuracies in the aeroelastic calculations where
damping is a very important parameter. The damping also has an important contribution to the magnitude and
phase of active control feedback [16]. More work is required towards the inclusion of accurate damping models,
initially in the measurement and modelling of non-proportional damping, and then non-linear damping.
3.4

Ground Vibration Testing

The standard approach for ground vibration testing in the aerospace industry has not changed a great deal over the
past 40 or so years. Traditionally a multi-shaker force appropriation (phase resonance) approach [26,100-102] has
been used to excite each mode individually, which enables immediate comparison with the FE model via direct
measurement of the natural frequency, mode shape and generalised mass. By exciting around the mode the
damping ratio can also be measured. The original manual approach has been replaced with automated procedures.
Although most of the modal analysis community tends to use phase separation methods as they are much quicker
and easier to implement, these methods are not so commonly used in the aerospace industry as the resulting
complex modes are difficult to compare with the FE normal modes.
There is a need to advance the test methodology to gain further information about any structural non-linearities
that may be present in the structure. It is required to determine whether non-linearities exist, what type they are,
and whereabouts on the structure they can be found. Much work has been devoted [27] to the identification of
non-linear structures, but this has resulted in a wide range of different models that have varying degrees of
usefulness as regards to the resulting FE models. Also, most experimental validations of these techniques have
only been undertaken on laboratory structures containing a few modes. One very promising approach [28,71] is
to identify any non-proportional damping and non-linearities as an addition to the usual modal model using the
so-called resonant decay method. By using a modal approach it is possible separate modes in terms of whether
they have linear or non-linear characteristics and to consider groups of modes that are coupled either due to nonproportional damping or by non-linearities.
3.5

Aeroelastic Modelling

Having established the linear structural and unsteady aerodynamic models, it has been traditional to use one of a
number of frequency matching techniques in order to determine the flutter condition, frequency and associated
modes. The inclusion of structural and aerodynamic non-linearities does away with the ability to simply predict
the flutter point, and there are at present not many techniques that can be used to predict behaviour such as LCO
without resorting to numerical simulation of every test point. The harmonic balance method [67] has been used to
predict LCO behaviour for non-linear structural cases such as freeplay but there are limits as to the effectiveness
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of this approach. There has been much work on characterising non-linear aeroelastic behaviour, and this now
needs to be extended to larger systems [118-128].
3.6

Aeroservoelastic Modelling

There are typically many control laws in any flight control system, with the inclusion of notch filters to eliminate
any undesirable behaviour. The resulting transfer function contain discrete non-linearities, not only from the
different laws, but also from time delays due to signal processing constraints[16, 29-31,37]. It is usual to model
these non-linearities with linearised approximations, which enable flutter calculations to be made in a similar
manner to a non-FCS aircraft. The number of failure cases that need to be considered also increases dramatically
when a FCS is involved [131].
In order to achieve a greater accuracy in aeroservoelastic modelling that will no doubt be needed in the future, the
use of non-linear models will have to be employed. As with aeroelastic testing, there is a danger that a large
amount of simulation will be required to investigate every case, particularly as the non-linearities will be of a
discrete nature and will include switching between a large number of different laws.
3.7

Structural Coupling Tests

For aircraft with active control systems, the coupling of the structure and the flight control must be tested [16,3036,130] to see how well the linearised laws compare with reality. The procedure consists of frequency sweep
excitation of the flight control system, and also the application of loads on the control surfaces with open and
closed loop control system. Although there are no airforces present, such tests are extremely important, as this is
the only chance to test whether there are coupling problems that could have disastrous consequences. This is one
testing element of the certification procedure that is not seen as changing dramatically.
3.8

Reduced Order Modelling

Despite the dramatic increases in computational power, typical aeroelastic models are very large if non-linearities
are included, even if considered in a modal sense. Consequently, a number of researchers are investigating means
of developing a reduced order modelling capability that will enable predictions to be made using much smaller
models. Such approaches will enable a wide range of design cases to be considered efficiently in order to
determine the critical cases and also to perform parameter design studies. Outputs from full aeroelastic models
are then curve-fitted in order to produce the reduced order model [103,106,107]. Examples include curve fitting
impulse responses [38] to produce a linearised model of the aerodynamic state space model [108-112], and fitting
of a Volterra series to determine the non-linear effects [39]. Many investigations have considered the POD
approach[111].
Other work has examined the use of Normal Form Theory to model aeroelastic systems containing non-linear
structural and aerodynamic effects [40,41,104,105]. This approach enables the full non-linear behaviour to be
predicted, including the shape of the LCO. There has to be a compromise between including enough non-linear
terms to model the behaviour accurately while reducing the model to a small enough size to allow the normal
forms to be computed.
3.9

Excitation Signals and Devices.

One of the key difficulties with flight flutter testing is the noisy environment that it is performed in. Although
there have been many cases where stick raps or simply turbulence has been used as an excitation signal, some
form of excitation device must be used if good quality data is to be obtained. It is very difficult to obtain
estimates of the modal properties if the data is poor, and this is ever more the case if non-linear identification is
attempted. Since the invention of the slotted rotating cylinder flutter vane [42-44] in the early 1990s, no further
advances in excitation technology have been made apart from the suggestion of a contra-rotating propeller driven
device for stores[133]. When ground testing an aircraft, it is considered better to use multi-shaker technology in
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order to excite close difficult modes, so surely multi-exciter technology should be used in flight. A number of
issues are raised as to how to achieve this. One possibility is to use a variety of different exciters (inertial masses,
fcs, vanes) placed around the aircraft [45,46], or to use a number of aerodynamic vanes for instance attached to
combinations of stores. The positioning of both the exciters and transducers should be optimised using theoretical
models before starting the test.
The type of excitation signal should also be considered. When the conventional linear or logarithmic chirp (fast
swept-sine) excitation is used, the time data between modes is effectively wasted. Some work has been
undertaken to develop both chirp [48] and random signals [49,50] that will give consistently good signal noise
ratios with effective crest factors. It would be of interest to implement some of these methods on real aircraft in
order to see how well the estimated parameters compare to those obtained using more conventional
approaches[86]. There is a need to develop a device for applying random signals in flight apart from the fcs.
3.9

Modal Parameter Identification Methods for Flight Flutter Testing

There is a wide range of different modal parameter identification methods [51] that have been used for flight
flutter testing in order to identify natural frequencies and damping ratios from the test data. These techniques
have varied in sophistication from a simple half power points analysis [44] to multiple input – multiple output
maximum likelihood algorithms [52]. The modal filter approach has been the only recent innovation in this area
[69]. All these methods have been used in a form that assumes that the system is at a constant flight condition
and is linear. Surprisingly it is unusual to make use of the mode shapes [54] which benefits the mode tracking
procedures. Also, there has been little consideration [52,53] of the differences between a conventional modal test
on the ground and a test performed in flight. The major difference is the presence of significant process noise
acting through the aircraft structure in the form of turbulence. This corruption affects the data in a different way
compared to that of the small amounts of measurement noise encountered on a ground test. Further work is
required to investigate the reported improvements in using parameter estimation methods that take this into
account. The use of techniques such as blind signal processing should be investigated to determine whether this is
a suitable means of improving the quality of flight test data. In flight non-linear identification should also be
considered.
Recent studies have investigated the use of using some form of on-line estimator [55,58,66,86,97-99] to track
changes in the modal parameters as the aircraft changes between flight conditions. The current vogue is for timefrequency methods such as wavelets [56,57,64] or short term Fourier transforms [59], however, an on-line time
domain method is just as suitable. If it were possible to track accurately on-line frequency and damping
estimates, then this would be a key advance in extending the gap between different flight test points. Taking the
view that reaching a test point is a good indication that most (but unfortunately not all) flutters will not occur, then
an exciter could be used continuously (the methodology does not work so well for turbulent input [60]) to excite
the aircraft as the flight envelope is expanded.
An extension of the multi-shaker test is to apply force appropriation in flight. The burst appropriation approach
could also be used to identify non-proportional damping and non-linearities.
3.10

Flutter Prediction Based Upon Flutter Test Data

One of the most critical decisions during any flight test programme is the decision to move onto the next flight
test point. Traditionally this has been achieved by tracking and extrapolating the damping values and determining
whether stability is maintained. Methods such as the flutter margin and the envelope function [61,93] can be
employed to use the estimated frequency and damping values to predict the flutter speed. A notable recent
development is the use of the µ robustness methodology [62,89,94] to predict the flutter speed, along with
methods based upon neural networks [65,91,95,96,117], time domain methods [63,68] and others [90,92]. These
approaches can be combined with the on-line identification methods to produce an on-line estimate of the critical
speed that again can aid an increased gap between test points.
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The above approaches are suitable for the analysis of linear systems, but cannot be used reliably when there are
non-linearities of whatever form. Procedures need to be developed to analyse data from the earliest flight test
points in order to establish what non-linearities exist and whereabouts on the structure they occur. These nonlinear models could then be used to predict points of instability and also non-linear phenomena such as LCO.
4. Discussion
The above analysis shows that there are a number of improvements that can be made so that the amount of flight
flutter test points can be reduced. From the aeroelastic (and aeroservoelastic) point of view, we are well on the
way towards improving the modelling capability in terms of non-linearities. However, this is only one step in
producing a truly predictive capability and there is a requirement to use the CFD methods in an efficient and
intelligent manner. Improvements in reduced order modelling are needed so that prediction of LCO and flutter
behaviour can be made efficiently. These efficiency gains will enable parameter studies and consideration of all
critical cases to be considered. Having defined the critical flight envelope regimes, the CFD methods can be used
to explore them in more detail. These improvements in the modelling capability will provide a greater confidence
in the aeroelastic predictions and the number of flight test points can be reduced.
As regards the actual test, further improvements need to be made in the type of excitation signals, along with
multiple excitation sources, which will improve the noise signal ratios. The possibilities of using more advanced
system identification algorithms that account for process noise should be considered, along with on-line
identification schemes with continuous excitation signals throughout the flight envelope to allow for constant
monitoring of the stability. Methodologies such as the µ robustness method need further examination for the
prediction of the flutter speed, along with consideration of the confidence of the estimated parameters. Such
approaches will enable bigger steps to be taken between flight test points. Flight test data should be analysed to
determine whether there are non-linearities in the data, and the reduced order modelling approaches adapted to
produce in-flight estimates of the characteristics of any non-linear behaviour and its whereabouts in the flight
envelope.
In order to achieve the savings in flutter test time, greater effort will have to be placed in the analysis part of the
certification process. Ground Testing should not be eliminated but enhanced in order to obtain more information,
particularly non-linearities. The 75:25:25:75 distribution of effort/cost for analysis/clearance described by
Henshaw, McKiernon and Myers [8] will need to change to become something more along the lines of
90:10:10:90. Also, as the number of flight flutter test programmes decreases, along with the number of
experienced practitioners, there is a greater need for more comparative studies using benchmark data and
discussions / workshops between interested parties e.g. the recently started TTCP activity in flutter testing. To
help maintain the level of expertise, another possibility is the development of a “flight flutter test simulator”
where the flutter clearance of an aircraft could be undertaken using predefined sets of data which could contain a
variety of different problems (noisy data, non-linearities, etc.) It is dangerous to consider reducing the amount of
testing whilst reducing the expertise that could determine whether problems were likely to arise during a test
programme.
5. Conclusions
The current status of all elements in aeroelastic / aeroservoelastic modelling and flight flutter testing has been
reviewed with the aim of determining how flutter testing can be performed in less time and cost while
maintaining, if not improving, safety. Modelling capabilities should be improved to include all forms of nonlinearity and Ground Testing improved to aid this. Improvements in reduced order modelling will be required in
order to make efficient use of the CFD based simulations. Flutter test procedures and analysis should be extended
to allow for on-line updating of the stability and also non-linear identification to predict phenomenon such as
LCO from the flight data. The world-wide flutter test community should ensure that expertise is not lost through
loss of personnel and should strive towards the development of benchmark flight flutter test data sets.
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Abstract
Store-induced limit-cycle oscillation of a rectangular wing with tip store in transonic flow is simulated
using a variety of mathematical models for the flow field: transonic small-disturbance theory (with and
without inclusion of store aerodynamics) and transonic small-disturbance theory with interactive
boundary layer (without inclusion of store aerodynamics). For the conditions investigated, limit-cycle
oscillations are observed to occur as a result of a subcritical Hopf bifurcation, and are obtained at speeds
lower than those predicted (1) nonlinearly for clean-wing flutter, and (2) linearly for wing/store flutter.
The ability of transonic small-disturbance theory to predict the occurrence and strength of this type of
limit-cycle oscillation is compared for the different models. Solutions computed for the clean rectangular
wing are compared to those computed with the Euler equations for a case of static aeroelastic behavior
and for a case of forced, rigid-wing oscillation at Mach 0.92.

Nomenclature
α
c
cg, ea
CL,, CM
i, j, k
l
M
Re

ρ
t
T

τ
U
x, y, z

ζ

angle of attack, degrees
chord, ft
center of gravity and elastic axis, ft from leading edge
lift and moment coefficients (moment about leading edge)
computational index coordinates
span, ft
Mach number
Reynolds number (based on root chord)
density, slugs/ft3
time, nondimensional (based on freestream velocity and wing chord)
temperature, °R
thickness to chord ratio
velocity, ft/sec
physical coordinates (streamwise, spanwise, vertical), feet
structural damping coefficient, nondimensional

Subscripts
∞
freestream condition
s, w
store or wing property, respectively
o
wing root property
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Introduction
High-performance fighter aircraft with external stores are required to operate with high manoeuvrability
in the transonic flight regime. In this regime, the potential exists for encountering transonic nonlinear
flutter, known as limit-cycle oscillation (LCO). LCO is a limited amplitude, self-sustaining oscillation
produced by an aerodynamic-structural interaction, which for the cases of interest, is exasperated by the
occurrence of shock waves on the surface of the wing and/or stores. LCO results in an undesirable
airframe vibration and limits the performance of the flight vehicle.
The main goal of the current work is to determine the range of applicability of models of varying fidelity
to the numerical prediction of store-induced LCO. This form of LCO typically occurs near linear flutter
boundaries in the nonlinear, transonic regime (Mach number ranging between 0.8 and 1.1), suggesting
that classical flutter predictions using linear aerodynamic theories can be applied to the identification of
lightly damped modes that may nonlinearly participate in LCO. Indeed, using traditional approaches,
Denegri (2000) had limited success in relating observed store-induced LCO to “hump” (or “soft”
crossing) modes found in velocity-damping diagrams. However, in many cases, the linear approach is
inadequate in predicting response characteristics of vehicle configurations in the transonic regime.
The transonic regime differs from the linear, subsonic regime by the appearance of shocks. These
structures may strongly interact with vehicle boundary layers, with the possible consequences of flow
separation or significant shock movement. Following advances in nonlinear modeling and computer
hardware, nonlinear aeroelastic predictions, including viscous effects and manoeuvre loads, are tractable
for reasonably complex configurations (Melville (2001, 2002), Farhat et al. (2000)). Still, the use of
modeling techniques that account for viscosity is too computationally demanding for preliminary design.
In a coordinated manner, we examine the ability of aeroelastic models of varying fidelity to predict
accurately LCO onset and amplitude. Models based on linear analysis, transonic small-disturbance
theory (TSDT), and TSDT with interactive boundary layer are considered. Through this approach, we
discern: (1) the limitations of linear theory for LCO prediction vis-à-vis the simplest nonlinear theory
capable of producing weak shocks; (2) the ability of TSDT to predict store-induced LCO in inviscid flow,
and (3) the effects of viscosity on store-induced LCO. This work provides the increased understanding of
the LCO phenomenon, while also serving to determine the range of applicability and computational cost
of various modeling techniques to the prediction of this phenomenon.
Three computational methodologies are employed in this investigation: the MSC/NASTRAN aeroelastic
analysis program, the TSDT-based NASA/LaRC CAPTSDv computational aeroelasticity algorithm for
inviscid and viscous flow, and the AFRL ENS3DAE Euler/Navier-Stokes computational aeroelasticity
algorithm. MSC/NASTRAN is used in the development and analysis of structural models, the prediction
of linear aeroelastic response of selected wing/store configurations, and the search for configurations
speculated herein to produce LCO. The CAPTSDv algorithm is used to carry out relatively fast
aeroelastic analyses for inviscid flow and viscous flow through interactive boundary layer coupling,
starting with cases previously identified by MSC/NASTRAN as LCO-susceptible. ENS3DAE is then
applied to validate CAPTSDv predictions for static aeroelastic and dynamic rigid behaviour for a
representative set of flow conditions.

Problem Formulation
The wing studied herein is derived from the “heavy” version of the original Goland wing. Like the
original, the heavy wing is structurally represented by a beam, but with additional non-structural mass,
as defined by Eastep and Olsen (1980). This latest version, referred to as the Goland+ wing, is a heavy
wing modeled with a box structure to enable a variety of store attachment options.
Geometry
The Goland+ wing is rectangular and cantilevered from an infinite midplane. A planform schematic is
given in Figure 1a (including store) and geometric parameters are assigned values in Table 1. The airfoil
section is assumed to be constant over the spanwise extent of the wing and is chosen to be that of a
symmetric, parabolic-arc airfoil, defined by z = 2 τw x (1 – x/cw) (0 ≤ x ≤ cw). The wing-tip store is
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mounted flush to the wing tip (see Figure 1a). The sectional shape of the store is also assumed to be
described by a parabolic arc uniform in the spanwise direction. The leading edge of the store is offset
(defined positive) upstream of the wing leading edge, thereby providing the shape formula:

z = 2 τs (x + coff) [1 – (x + coff )/cs]

(-coff ≤ x ≤ cs - coff ).

Wing Structure and Inertial Properties
The wingbox structure finite element model is built-up from shear panels, modelling the spars and ribs,
and membrane elements, modelling the wing skins. In addition, rod elements are included to model spar
and rib caps as well as posts that connect the wing skins at every spar/rib intersection. Every element is
modelled using the same material properties (shown in Table 1). Notice that the density of this “material”
is extremely low. The model was built this way to allow the stiffness and mass properties to be
decoupled. This decoupling allows the elements to be sized to tune the model to match the structural
dynamic characteristics of the beam model of the heavy Goland wing.
Parameter

Value

cw , lw

6, 20

cs , ls

10, 1

coff

3

ea

2

τw, τs

0.04, 0.036

Young’s Modulus

1.4976 × 109 slugs/ft2

Shear Modulus

5.616 × 108 slugs/ft2

Structural Density

0.0001 slugs/ft3

Table 1: Selected values of geometric and material parameters.
The geometry of the wing is simple. The origin is at the mid-height of the root of the leading edge spar.
The three spars are un-swept and placed at 0, 2 and 4 ft along the positive x-coordinate. The eleven ribs
are evenly spaced on 2 ft centres along the positive y-coordinate. The shear elements are defined by the
intersections of the spars and ribs, with 10 elements per spar and 2 elements per rib. Next, each spar and
rib is 0.33334 ft high and each cell defined by the spars and ribs is capped with a single wing skin
membrane element. This results in a total of 40 skin elements. Finally, rods are added on the top and
bottom of each shear element and at every spar/rib intersection. The total number of rod elements is 137,
consisting of 60 spar caps, 44 rib caps and 33 posts.
The mass properties of this wing are modelled by placing lumped masses with no rotational inertia at
each grid point. The lumped masses are sized to match the mass properties (total mass, cg, and inertia) of
the heavy Goland wing. For the beam model Goland wing, the mass properties are simply modelled as
lumped mass with rotational inertia centred at the cg of sections placed at 2 ft intervals. For the internal
rib locations of the (i.e., 2 ft, 4 ft, 6 ft, etc.) beam model, the lumped mass properties were a mass of
22.496 slugs, with a rotational inertia in pitch of 50.3396 slug-ft2, centred at x = 2.6 ft. For the external
rib locations (i.e., 0 ft and 20 ft), the lumped mass properties were halved. In the built-up wing model, the
masses used for the internal rib locations are as follows: 1.9650 slugs at each leading edge point, 3.9442
slugs at each point on the centre spar; and 5.3398 slugs for the trailing edge points. Also, similar to the
beam model, the masses used at the external spar locations are half of the amount used at the internal
locations.
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The final step in developing the built-up model is sizing the elements so that its structural dynamic
characteristics match those of the beam model Goland wing. For this model development, the elements
are sized to minimize the error between the first three frequencies of the built-up and beam models. The
boundary condition for each model is cantilevered. To maintain symmetry, the elements are grouped by
their component. The thicknesses (in ft) for the 2-D elements are: upper and lower wing skins – 0.0155;
leading and trailing edge spar – 0.0006; centre spar – 0.0889, and rib – 0.0347. For the 1-D elements, the
areas (in ft2) are: posts – 0.0008; leading and trailing edge spar caps – 0.0416; centre spar cap – 0.1496,
and rib cap – 0.0422.
Store Mass and Linkage
The store configuration examined in this work is that of a tip store. This store structure is modelled as a
series of rigid bar elements that result in a 10 ft long rigid bar. The resultant bar is centred 0.5 ft outboard
of the wing tip and 2 ft aft of the wing leading edge. The store is then rigidly connected to the six wing
tip grid points. This is accomplished by defining a seventh wing tip grid point at the centre of the rib
structural model (i.e., x = 2 ft, y = 20 ft, z = 0 ft) and connecting this point to the other six points with a
MSC/NASTRAN RBE3 element. This results in the displacement of the seventh grid point being the
average of the displacements of the original six points. Finally, an RBAR element is used to connect the
seventh wing tip point to the corresponding point (i.e., x = 2 ft, y = 20.5 ft, z = 0 ft) of the tip store model.
The mass properties of the tip store are chosen to match the properties of one section of the wing: a mass
of 22.496 slugs and a rotational inertial of 50.3396 slug-ft2. During this study, the position of the store
mass is fixed at the lateral and vertical centres of the store (i.e., y = 20.5 ft and z = 0 ft) and varied in the
streamwise direction.

Computational Aeroelasticity Methods
CAPTSD and CAPTSDv
CAPTSD solves the three-dimensional, transonic, small-disturbance, potential-flow equations for partial
and complete aircraft configurations (Batina (1988,1989)). The standard, most widely distributed version
of the program computes inviscid, compressible flow for combinations of wings, fuselage, horizontal tail,
bodies/stores, and rectangular planform vertical surfaces. CAPTSD solves the aerodynamic equations of
motion using a time-accurate algorithm that is capable of simulating both steady and unsteady flow
(Batina (1992)). The method is capable of computing aeroelastic interactions by coupling the
aerodynamic module with a structural dynamics simulation. The structural dynamics of horizontal
surfaces are simulated in CAPTSD by using a modal structural model. The structural analysis is coupled
to the aerodynamic analysis by a process that transfers generalized aerodynamic forces and generalized
displacements between the aerodynamics and structural dynamics modules. Using this approach,
CAPTSD is capable of simulating both static and dynamic aeroelastic phenomena.
A viscous-inviscid interaction version of CAPTSD, known as CAPTSDv, has been developed (Howlett
(1987), Edwards (1993)) and applied to a variety of problems involving mildly separated and separation
onset flows (Edwards (1998)). The method couples the inviscid CAPTSD algorithm with an inverse
integral boundary layer model. The boundary layer equations are solved in a quasi-steady formulation
similar to that recommended by Green et al. (1977). The outer inviscid solution and the inner viscous
solution are computed independently and are coupled using an active control mechanism that minimizes
coupling errors for unsteady flows. In this investigation, a single version of the CAPTSDv algorithm is
used to perform both inviscid and viscous aeroelastic analysis (execution mode controlled by user).
CAPTSD solves the equations of motion on a sheared Cartesian grid system where lifting surfaces are
modeled as thin plates. Thickness and camber information for the upper and lower surfaces of each
lifting surface is supplied through a set of surface slopes that are specified as boundary conditions for the
algorithm. Similarly, structural mode shapes are supplied as surface slope perturbations. This approach
greatly simplifies the modelling task required for an aeroelastic analysis, since the grids are typically
simple to generate, and no moving grid algorithm is required for the aeroelastic simulation. CAPTSD is
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1-1.5 orders of magnitude more computationally efficient than higher fidelity methods, and offers the
potential for nonlinear aerodynamics analysis within a design framework using the CAPTSD
methodology.
ENS3DAE
Aeroelastic analysis of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations is carried out with the Euler/Navier-Stokes
3-Dimensional Aeroelastic (ENS3DAE) method. The Lockheed-Georgia Company, under contract to the
Air Force Wright Laboratory, developed ENS3DAE in the late 1980's (Schuster et al. (1990)). This
program has been used to solve numerous aerodynamic and aeroelastic problems about a wide range of
geometries including wings, wing/fuselage, wing/control system, propulsion, and integrated
airframe/propulsion configurations (Smith et al. (1996), Schuster et al. (1998), Lewis and Smith (2000)).
ENS3DAE solves the full three-dimensional compressible Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations,
the thin layer approximation to these equations, or the Euler equations using an implicit approximate
factorization algorithm. Central finite differences are used for spatial discretization, and a threedimensional implementation of the Beam-Warming implicit scheme is employed for the temporal
integration. Blended second- and fourth-order dissipation is added to the explicit right-hand-side of the
equations, and implicit second-order dissipation is added to improve the diagonal dominance of the
matrix system. For time-accurate cases, global or local time stepping within an inner sub-iteration loop
for each physical time step is employed. The sub-iteration procedure effectively removes the stability
limit on the time-step for unsteady flow cases, and improves the temporal accuracy of the method,
provided that relevant time-scales within the computed flow field are captured by the selected time step
and that a sufficient number of sub-iterates are computed.
The method accepts either single- or multiple-block curvilinear grids. Boundary conditions are imposed
explicitly on each computational face of each grid block and the current release of the program requires a
one-to-one match of grid points at block interfaces. Turbulence characteristics are predicted using the
Baldwin-Lomax algebraic turbulence model or the Johnson-King model (Huttsell et al. (2001)). The
code is written to take advantage of vectorization; directives for parallel operation on shared memory
processors are also included in the programming. The method is regularly executed on eight or more
processors.
A linear generalized mode shape structural model is closely coupled with the aerodynamic method to
analyse structurally flexible vehicles. ENS3DAE uses a highly efficient, grid-motion algorithm for
aeroelastic and control-surface simulations that is based on an algebraic shearing technique. Since
dynamic aeroelastic and oscillating control surface simulations require grid models that deform in time,
the algorithm now enforces the Geometric Conservation Law (Thomas and Lombard (1979)).

Results
Physical Conditions
The aeroelastic analysis is carried out with enforced consistency between velocity and dynamic pressure,
assuming constant density at sea-level conditions. Mach number and Reynolds number are treated as
independent variables, such that match-pointed conditions are not achieved. Reynolds number is not
varied in this investigation. Structural damping is assumed to vanish for all baseline cases investigated.
The selected values of various parameters are summarized in Table 2.
Summary of Grid Construction
Three grids are constructed for the CAPTSDv calculations reported in this paper. Owing to the geometry
of the wing/store configuration and the mid-plane formulation of the surface boundary condition used in
CAPTSDv, these grids are rectilinear. Clustering of grid points is enforced along the edges of the
geometry and normal to the wing and store surfaces. Grids are generated by first computing grid-point
distributions in each of the three coordinate directions external to CAPTSDv, subject to the specified
clustering conditions, and then using the generator internal to CAPTSDv to obtain the full rectilinear
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grid. The first grid (G1) is used for inviscid, clean-wing and wing/store (store mass only) computations;
the second grid (G2) is used for inviscid, wing/store computations, and the third grid (G3) is used for
viscous clean-wing and wing/store (store mass only) computations. The values of parameters governing
grid construction are given in Table 3.
Parameter

Value

ρ∞

0.0023771

T∞

518.67

Re∞

15 × 106

αo

0

ζ

0

Table 2: Selected values of physical parameters.
Parameter

Grid G1

Grid G2

Grid G3

Domain Size (x,y,z)

(41,13.5,40)

(41,13.5,40)

(41,13.5,40)

Grid Dimensions (i,j,k)

(90,55,60)

(90,55,60)

(150,55,60)

Leading-Edge Spacing

0.01

0.01

0.008

Trailing-Edge Spacing

0.01

0.01

0.008

Normal Spacing (top, bottom)

(0.002,0.002)

(0.002,0.002)

(0.002,0.002)

Wing-Tip Spacing

0.025

0.025

0.025

Wing Index Dimensions (i,j)

(41,32)

(41,32)

(101,32)

Store Index Dimensions (i,j)

N/A

(57,5)

N/A

Table 3: Selected values of CAPTSDv grid parameters (lengths in wing chords, cw).
A view of grid G2 in the x-y plane in the neighborhood of the wing/store configuration is shown in Figure
2a to illustrate the effect of grid clustering along the combined planform.
For the ENS3DAE calculations presented in this paper, only the clean wing (to which the store mass may
be added) is considered. A two-block, HH-type grid is used for this configuration and is generated with
GRIDGEN V13. The two blocks have equal dimensions and grid spacings, and correspond to the upper
and lower halves of the computational space. It should be noted that the wing-tip geometry is slightly
modified from the description given above to close the tip and simplify the grid-generation process.
Characteristics of the grid are given in Table 4.
Contrary to the convention shown in Figure 1a, in ENS3DAE, the physical coordinates are defined with x
streamwise, y normal, and z spanwise. However, consistent with CAPTSDv, the computational
coordinates are defined with i streamwise, j spanwise, and k normal. Figure 2b shows a portion of the
grid in the root plane. The inset shows a highly magnified view of the leading edge and highlights a gap
between the upper and lower blocks equal to 0.053% of the chord. A sharp leading edge is difficult to
model using an Euler/Navier-Stokes solver; the gap helps by removing the leading edge from the
computational domain. The leading edge is captured numerically through the boundary conditions
applied at points around the physical leading edge. In the spanwise direction, the wing tip is modeled by
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transitioning the geometry from the full airfoil thickness at the wing tip to zero thickness at the first
spanwise station outboard of the wing tip.
Parameter

Value

Domain Size (x,y,z)

(406,400,80)

Block Dimensions (i,j,k)

(161,71,51)

Leading-Edge Spacing

0.02

Trailing-Edge Spacing

0.02

Normal Spacing

0.0006667

Wing-Tip Spacing

0.05

Wing Index Dimensions

(81,41)

Table 4: Selected values of ENS3DAE grid parameters (lengths in feet).
Modal Analysis
Modes of the structural model are computed with MSC/NASTRAN and then splined to aerodynamic
surface grids (specified at z = 0) with the infinite plate spline, as implemented by Smith et al. (1995,
1996). The modes are scaled to yield generalized masses of magnitude 1. Modal amplitudes are
computed through time integration of the generalized structural dynamics equations to yield updated
approximations of wing/store surface deflections. Unless otherwise stated, results given in this paper are
obtained by retaining the 4 modes of lowest frequency in the aeroelastic analysis and by excluding inplane modes. Sets of retained of modes are shown in Figure 3 for two cases: clean wing with no store
and wing with store mass positioned 1.75 feet forward of the wing elastic axis (see discussion below).
With the exception of mode 4, the modes in the two sets are quite similar; slightly more torsion is evident
at the wing tip in the modes associated with the clean wing.
Linear Analysis
To determine a parameter space (velocity and Mach number for specified altitude) where store-induced
LCO possibly exists, a linear flutter analysis of a clear wing and a wing/tip store combination is
conducted. The linear flutter speeds (those from linear aerodynamic theories) are determined from data
calculated from the p-k method of MSC/NASTRAN. The flutter and divergence instabilities can be
determined from an inspection of calculated data in graphical form, the so-called V-g and V-ω diagrams.
These diagrams are shown in Figures 4a (clean wing) and 4b (wing with tip store mass) for a selected
Mach number of 0.92. From Figure 4a, the flutter speed of a clean wing is determined by the first
crossing of one of the modes from negative to positive values of the damping parameter, g (i.e., 334
ft/sec), and a corresponding flutter frequency of 2.17 HZ. Additionally, shown in Figures 4a is a
divergence instability, whose speed is determined by the simultaneous occurrence of zero damping and
zero frequency for another mode (i.e., 630 ft/sec).
The V-g diagram of the clean wing is compared to the V-g diagram of the wing/store configuration (mass
only), shown in Figure 4b, when the store cg is located 1.75 ft upstream of the wing ea (equivalent to the
store pitch axis). By comparing the two diagrams, it is seen that the flutter speed is increased to 559 ft/sec
when the store cg is placed at this position and that the severity of the flutter instability of the clean wing
has been reduced (reflected by less damping). The flutter mode of the wing/store has been converted into
a “hump,” or lightly damped mode. It is speculated that the initiation of store-induced LCO is associated,
in some way, with hump modes, such that the linear flutter investigation defined a beginning region to
search for LCO. Of course, since this hump is determined from linear aerodynamics, the region of LCO
must be modified by taking into consideration transonic (nonlinear) aerodynamics. This modification is
discussed in the following sections for a determination of store-induced LCO.
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Linear analysis is carried out for other store mass positions, but not reported herein. These results show
the reduction of the peak damping parameter with forward movement of the store mass. The offset
position of 1.75 ft (upstream of the wing ea) is selected for use in the CAPTSDv calculations reported
below, because of the small peak value of g attained with this parameter value.
Flutter Boundaries
Boundaries of flutter and LCO onset are computed for the clean wing configuration and for the wing with
store mass (i.e., store not modeled aerodynamically). The flow is assumed to be inviscid. These results
are compared to those obtained with MSC/NASTRAN using linear analysis. LCO solutions are observed
at Mach numbers above Mach 0.9 when the store mass is present; these cases will be discussed in greater
detail in the next section. Flutter and LCO boundaries are compared in Figure 5a. For the clean wing,
CAPTSDv predicts a flutter speed of 433 ft/sec at Mach 0.7, a value 3.5% higher than that predicted by
MSC/NASTRAN. With the store mass included, CAPTSDv predicts a flutter speed of 648.5 ft/sec
(CAPTSDv), a value 6.8% higher than that provided by MSC/NASTRAN. At Mach 0.7, the
aerodynamics are linear and the reasonable comparisons between CAPTSDv and MSC/NASTRAN are to
be expected. CAPTSDv clearly confirms that forward movement of the store mass has a stabilizing
effect on the aeroelastic system for Mach numbers at or below 0.9.
As Mach number increases beyond 0.7, the clean-wing flutter boundary obtained with CAPTSDv
develops a transonic dip with a minimum flutter speed (355 ft/sec) at about Mach 0.88. The boundary is
much flatter when the store mass is included; flutter speed averages around 645 ft/sec. Both boundaries
show a rapid increase in flutter speed near Mach 0.9. However, at selected Mach numbers between 0.90
and 0.95 (0.91, 0.92, 0.93, and 0.94) with the store mass present, LCO solutions are observed. These
nonlinear oscillations are computed at flight speeds much lower than the nominal, wing/store flutter
speed, and, for some Mach numbers, lower than the clean-wing flutter speed. Thus, the presence of the
store destabilizes the system at higher Mach numbers in an adverse manner, i.e., to lower flight speeds.
On the flutter boundary for the wing/store configuration, two different flutter modes are observed. These
are contrasted in terms of the computed lift and moment coefficients (taken about the leading edge) for
Mach 0.84 and Mach 0.9, as shown in Figures 5b and 5c. Note that unstable test points are selected
above the flutter boundary: U = 750 ft/sec at Mach 0.84 (flutter at 642.5 ft/sec) and U = 850 ft/sec at
Mach 0.9 (flutter at about 825 ft/sec). Two different frequencies of divergent oscillation are observed:
1.90 Hz (Mach 0.84) and 9.52 Hz (Mach 0.90). These frequencies are somewhat larger than the natural
frequencies corresponding to modes 1 (1.69 Hz) and 3 (9.17 Hz), respectively. For both flutter modes,
the phase relationships between peak lift and moment are the same (about 180 degrees out of phase).
Differences in frequency correlate well with differences in modal participation between the flutter modes.
As shown in Figures 5d and 5e, response is dominated by modes 1 and 2 at Mach 0.84, whereas modes 3
and 4 dominate the response at Mach 0.9. The impact of varying modal participation on wing shape is
described in the next section.
A switching of flutter modes is perhaps suggested by the linear MSC/NASTRAN results shown for Mach
0.92 in Figure 4 (the results for Mach 0.9 are not markedly different). The effect of nonlinearity appears
to be large in terms of stabilizing the interaction between modes 1 and 2, predicted by MSC/NASTRAN
to occur at about 560 ft/sec. At a larger frequency, coalescence of modes 3 and 4 is evident in the
MSC/NASTRAN results at a flight speed of about 800 ft/sec, a velocity near the flutter speed predicted
by CAPTSDv.
Store-Induced Limit-Cycle Oscillation
In a Mach number range between 0.91 and 0.95, fully developed LCO states are computed with
CAPTSDv for the wing/store configuration, excluding store aerodynamics (see Figure 5a). As will be
shown later, the effect of including store aerodynamics is not significant, while the effect of viscosity is
to reduce LCO amplitude. Two types of LCO are observed: (1) an expected form involving significant
time-periodic oscillations of the aeroelastic system that will be described first and referred to as simply
LCO, and (2) an unexpected form with very small amplitudes (~3 orders of magnitude less in magnitude)
that will be described second and referred to as “embryonic” LCO, or ELCO.
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As shown in Figure 5a, LCO is observed over a restricted range of Mach numbers. Generally, LCO
amplitudes increase with increasing velocity, and for sufficiently large velocities, computed oscillations
become so large that the assumptions of TSDT become invalid. Attention is first given to Mach 0.92,
where LCO is first observed at U = 390 ft/sec for inviscid flow (onset occurring between 385 and 390
ft/sec) and U = 410 ft/sec for viscous flow (onset occurring between 390 and 410 ft/sec). It should be
noted that the onset of LCO is computationally expensive to obtain, since very large integration times are
necessary for the aeroelastic system to approach time-asymptotic behavior at values of flight speed near
critical. In these calculations, the initial state is defined by a flow solution given by a rigid-body
calculation, and the modal amplitudes are assumed to vanish, except for the first mode, which is assigned
an initial value of 0.01.
The slow growth of lift coefficient to its asymptotic value is shown in Figure 6a for U = 410 ft/sec,
assuming inviscid flow. LCO frequency is observed to be 2.92 Hz. Time histories of fully developed lift
and moment coefficient are shown in Figure 6b; the phase relationship between these quantities is similar
to that observed for the two flutter modes previously described. The computed frequency corresponds to
the modal content of the aeroelastic response. As seen in Figure 6c, mode 2 (a natural frequency of 3.05
Hz) dominates the response, with strong participation also from mode 1. At this Mach number and flight
speed, the first two modes are much more strongly coupled than in the flutter mode found at low
transonic Mach numbers (cf. Mach 0.84), with an associated increase in response frequency.
A similar set of plots of LCO response are shown in Figure 7 for the case of viscous flow, assuming an
equivalent flight speed of 410 ft/sec at Mach 0.92. Grid G3 is used for viscous calculations, and the
aerodynamics of the store are assumed negligible. LCO amplitude is observed to diminish through the
effects of viscosity, and frequency slightly increases to 2.99 Hz. Viscous simulations of LCO are
somewhat stiffer than inviscid computations, requiring one Newton sub-iterate per time step for stable
calculation.
Structural response associated with LCO is contrasted with that of the two flutter modes through
visualization of wing-tip motion. Snapshots of instantaneous chordline orientation (lines connecting wing
tip leading edge and trailing edge) are shown in Figure 8 for each of the three characteristic aeroelastic
responses. The low-speed flutter mode is primarily first bending, which is reflected by a vertical
displacement of the wing tip at different times, with introduction of only a slight incidence angle with
respect to the freestream. The flutter mode observed at Mach 0.9 is a higher frequency mode involving
significant contributions from modes 3 and 4. The response of the wing tip involves both pitch and
plunge, with a motion akin to that of a ship moving into ocean waves (a visual rotation about the midchord). In the situation of LCO, the response is composed of first bending and first torsion contributions.
A pitching motion dominates the resulting movement of the wing tip, with visual rotation about the tip
leading edge.
LCO solutions of the type described above are not observed at flight speeds below 390 ft/sec for inviscid
flow at Mach 0.92. However, at speeds between 340 and 390 ft/sec, sustained oscillations of very small
amplitude and less regular character are computed. In this speed range, the magnitude of system
oscillations increases very slowly with increasing U. These ELCO states appear to be physical and not
numerical in origin, since ELCO formation is found to be persistent to variation of Mach number and
various numerical parameters. However, ELCO amplitude is sensitive to structural damping and the
numerical precision of the computation. When ζ is increased from the baseline value of 0 to 0.03, ELCO
amplitude is reduced by over a factor of 5 at U = 385 ft/sec, and is found to vanish at U = 350 ft/sec.
Also, increasing the baseline precision of the computation to double, ELCO amplitude is observed to
grow considerably (but remaining at levels small compared to LCO).
A time history of lift coefficient is shown in Figure 9 for U = 385 ft/sec and assuming baseline values of
numerical parameters: the frequency of 2.94 Hz is nearly identical to that found during LCO at U = 410
ft/sec, while peak lift coefficient reaches only about 5 × 10-5.
LCO Sensitivities
The variation of LCO amplitude with respect to changes in flight speed at Mach 0.92 is computed for
three categories of analysis: inviscid analysis of wing with store mass (grid G1); inviscid analysis of wing
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with store modeled aerodynamically (grid G2), and viscous analysis of wing with store mass (grid G3).
Results are compared in Figure 10a to show the effects of varying the level of modeling fidelity within
the context of transonic small-disturbance theory. Assuming inviscid flow, it is observed that modelling
the store aerodynamically has little impact on the onset or computed amplitude of LCO. However, at
speeds exceeding 420 ft/sec, solutions can not be stably computed. In these cases of increased wing-tip
twist, numerical destabilization appears to be a result of a very large, localized, pressure spike observed
in the region of the juncture between the store and the wing leading edge. This destabilization occurs at
about the speed for which LCO amplitude is predicted to grow rapidly when store aerodynamics are
ignored; peak lift coefficient begins to take a large jump at U = 427 ft/sec with this approximation. At
speeds exceeding this value, the validity of the computed inviscid solutions is considered to be
diminished, owing to the small-disturbance nature of the methodology. As described above for U = 410
ft/sec, the effect of viscosity is to diminish LCO amplitude. When the boundary layer thickness is
modelled, no large increase in LCO amplitude is observed, and peak lift coefficient remains bounded by
0.26 over the range of speeds examined, thus reducing the deformation of the wing and extending the
speed range over which the assumption of small disturbances is arguably satisfied. Near the bifurcation
point, at U = 388 ft/sec, non-unique states are observed. One state, obtained with the baseline initial
conditions exhibits very small-amplitude ELCO behavior, while the other state, obtained by restarting the
aeroelastic solution from U = 390 ft/sec, exhibits LCO behavior. However, as velocity is reduced below
388 ft/sec, only ELCO is observed, and as velocity is increased above this same speed, only LCO is
observed. These results are indicative of the presence of a subcritical bifurcation just above this speed,
causing relatively large jumps in LCO amplitude over a small range of flight speeds. This phenomenon
is explored further below for Mach 0.93.
The variation of peak lift coefficient with velocity is found to be more regular at Mach 0.93 than at Mach
0.92. For this higher Mach number, the effects of variation of root angle-of-attack are assessed in Figure
10b using the observed half-differentials between maximum and minimum lift coefficient (to separate the
dependence of oscillation amplitude on velocity from the dependence of static aeroelastic response on
velocity). When α0 is increased to 2 degrees, a considerable decrease in LCO amplitude is observed,
along with a significant delay in LCO onset to higher velocities.
As stated above for the results computed at Mach 0.92 (cf. Figure 10a), the onset of LCO is subcritical.
This is also observed at Mach 0.93, as shown in detail in Figure 11 (for the baseline condition of
vanishing root angle-of-attack). For this comparison, aeroelastic solutions are computed using two kinds
of initial conditions: the initial conditions described above, and initialisation of the flowfield using a fully
developed LCO solution obtained at a higher velocity. It is seen that the latter class of initial condition
produces fully developed LCO solutions for a small range of velocities (noted at 386 ft/sec and 388
ft/sec) at which the former class of initial condition does not produce LCO. While the range of hysteresis
is slight, the subcritical nature of the bifurcation does explain the rather large jumps in amplitude
observed beyond the critical points.
Not surprisingly, over the range of Mach numbers that sustain LCO, amplitude of response is found to be
highest over the midsection of the range. This is shown in Figure 12 for a velocity of 410 ft/sec. The
response near the low-Mach boundary of the LCO region is characteristic of the subcritical response
shown in Figures 10a and 11. However, at the high-Mach boundary of the LCO region, the computed
results are not suggestive of non-unique flow responses.
Comparisons with ENS3DAE
To assist in the validation of the transonic aeroelastic modeling employed in CAPTSDv, CAPTSDv
solutions (inviscid) are compared to ENS3DAE (Euler) solutions for two clean-wing calculations:
prediction of static aeroelastic response for a root angle-of-attack of 2 degrees and dynamic response of a
rigid wing undergoing 3-Hz pitch oscillations of ½ degree in amplitude. Both cases show good agreement
between the Euler and TSDT results, and are reported here for a transonic condition (U = 400 ft/sec and
Mach 0.92) in terms of the predicted values of lift and moment coefficients. For the case of static
aeroelastic response, CL predictions agree within 6% (0.126 for ENS3DAE and 0.134 for CAPTSDv) and
CM predictions agree within 15% (-0.0687 for ENS3DAE and –0.0809 for CAPTSDv). In the case of
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response to forced pitch oscillations, lift and moment coefficients are compared in Figure 13 as phase
portraits, where it is seen that amplitudes and phase relationships are in excellent agreement.

Summary and Conclusions
A class of limit-cycle oscillations was observed for a rectangular wing with tip store. These LCOs
occurred at speeds lower than that predicted using linear aerodynamics and at speeds lower than that
computed for the clean-wing configuration. The form of the bifurcation was subcritical, such that LCO
amplitude jumped abruptly as Mach number increased beyond a critical value. However, it was also
found that as Mach number increased to a critical value (~0.94–0.95), LCO states could no longer be
sustained. For the configurations examined, the presence of LCO was insensitive to the inclusion of
store aerodynamics in the aeroelastic model. Also, the effect of viscosity was to diminish LCO
amplitude. A second class of LCO solutions with small amplitude was observed that occurred over a
range of speeds below critical, i.e., prior to the initiation of LCOs characterized by large-amplitude
aeroelastic response. These states were found to be sensitive to structural damping, such that addition of
nominal levels of damping was sufficient to overcome the phenomenon.
The search for LCO states was conducted in two steps. First, linear theory was employed in the
identification of “hump” modes, which corresponded to placement of the store mass near the wing
leading edge. Such characteristic aeroelastic responses were expected to point to conditions susceptible
to LCO. Second, LCO states were computed using the transonic small-disturbance theory algorithm
CAPTSDv, assuming both inviscid and viscous flow. This nonlinear mathematical formulation was
sufficient to capture properly weak shock formation and movement. The validation of these LCO results
using higher fidelity methods (i.e., Euler and Navier-Stokes via ENS3DAE) is currently underway, and
preliminary results are encouraging. Also, static aeroelastic and dynamic rigid responses of the clean
wing computed with CAPTSDv and ENS3DAE are in close agreement. Additional work is planned for
the study of LCO including the presence of underwing stores and for the study of a swept-wing
configuration. Further investigation is required to yield a full explanation of LCO development for the
wing/store configuration examined herein and to better understand any potential connection between the
observed nonlinear LCO phenomenon and the development of hump modes in the reported linear
analysis.
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Figure 8: Snapshots of wingtip chordlines (G1) three characteristic aeroelastic responses: (a) flutter at Mach
0.84 (U = 750 ft/sec); (b) flutter at Mach 0.90 (U = 850 ft/sec); (c) LCO at Mach 0.92 (U = 410 ft/sec).
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Figure 9: Low-amplitude oscillations at Mach 0.92 and U = 385 ft/sec (grid G1).
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Figure 10: Comparison of LCO response boundaries for different CAPTSDv analyses: (a) inviscid analysis
with (G2) and without (G1) inclusion of store aerodynamics, and viscous analysis (G3) for Mach 0.92; (b)
inviscid analysis without store aerodynamics at selected angles of attack for Mach 0.93.
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Abstract
This paper highlights some technical features of an analysis methodology being developed for nonlinear
computational aeroelasticity. A conservative finite element formulation for the coupled fluid/mesh interaction
problem is proposed. Fluid-structure coupling algorithms are then discussed with some emphasis on
distributed computing strategies. Numerical results are finally shown for the Agard 445.6 wing.

Introduction
Aeroelasticity is the study of the mutual interactions between aerodynamic, inertial and elastic forces on
flexible structures, such as aircraft. The aerodynamic forces induced by the flow on an aircraft depend on the
geometric configuration of the structure. On the other hand, the aerodynamic forces cause elastic deformations
and displacements of the structure. Accurate prediction of aeroelastic phenomena such as static divergence and
flutter is essential to the design and control of high performing and safe aircraft. Transport aircraft of the
future are expected to become much more complex. With the advanced subsonic and the transonic civil
aircraft, it is becoming increasingly important to perform static and dynamic aeroelastic analysis using highly
accurate fluid and structural computational models. In general, classical aeroelasticity often leads to oversized
aircraft design. Thus, more accurate computational capabilities for aeroelascitity analysis are desired. In
general, aeroelasticity analysis treats static and dynamic aspects. Static analysis is usually associated with
performance. In dynamic analysis, the concern is focused on safety through stability, and dynamic response
studies. Instability problems occur when the structure sustains energy from the fluid that exceeds the capacity
of elastic potential energy. Thus, there exists a critical flight speed beyond which instabilities take place that
are characterized by high amplitude oscillations. Wing flutter is an example of such instabilities. Buffeting,
which is the unsteady response of a structure caused by the fluctuations in the incoming flow, is another
example. In aeroelastic response problems, one looks for the deformation and stress states in the structure as a
response to turbulence or any unsteadiness in the flow. When the response of the structure is finite, the
structure is stable. The structure flutters when its response to any finite disturbance is highly amplified.
We present an integrated CFD-CSD simulation methodology for flutter calculations based on distributedparallel finite elements solvers. The main technical features of the proposed approach are:
• Flow solver: Stabilized Finite Element Formulations are being used for space discretization of the threedimensional Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. An implicit parallel solver based on Schwarz Domain
Decomposition methods and on the nonlinear version of the GMRES algorithm is developed.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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• Mesh solver: Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian kinematics formulation is used in order to adapt the grid
motion with the structure displacement. An ALE formulation is developed where, at any instant, the mesh
configuration verifies the discrete form of the Geometric Conservation Law (DGCL). Furthermore, the
dynamic mesh is modeled as a linear elastic material which undergoes large displacements.
• Structure solver: Finite Element commercial models for linear elasticity are used to perform the
eigenvalue analysis. The time dependent structural displacement field is then computed using a classical
Newmark scheme.
• Distributed/Parallel computations: Aeroelastic analyses are computationally intensive. Therefore, they
can benefit from parallel processing technology. Intra parallelism (i.e., within each field) and inter
parallelism (i.e., to couple the three fields fluid-mesh-structure) is performed using the message-passing
paradigm. The computer code developed is designed to run on shared memory machines as well as on
distributed machines such as Beowulf clusters. A Beowulf cluster recently developed at ETS containing 24
PCs and 12 GB of RAM is used presently as the distributed computing platform.
• Fluid-Structure coupling: Implicit solution algorithms are proposed to solve the CFD-CSD-Mesh coupled
problem. It is based on the use of the Newton-GMRES algorithm for the entire problem along with a block
preconditioning technique. Each block corresponds to a functional domain.
• Matcher: A fourth module is built in order to perform the tasks of load transfer from the fluid to the
structure and the exchange of structure motion to the fluid.

The computational fluid dynamics code
PFES is our finite element code for the numerical solution of some multi-physics problems. For Euler and
Navier-Stokes equations, a new formulation referred to as EBS (Edge Based Stabilized finite element
formulation) is developed. This method combines in some way the best features of respectively the Galerkin
finite element method (provides high order schemes, easy to implement on unstructured grids, etc.) and the
Finite Volume based methods (e.g. ease to construct monotone upwind schemes on unstructured meshes). It
was numerically demonstrated [1-3] that EBS can be less diffusive than SUPG [4-6] and the standard Finite
Volume schemes. Accuracy is critical for solving shocks and separation regions present in the transonic
regime. The implicit solver used is based on the Flexible GMRES algorithm preconditioned by the incomplete
factorization ILUT [7]. The parallel version of the code makes use of the domain decomposition approach.
The Euler compressible equations in fixed meshes are written in a compact form and in terms of the
conservation variables are written in a vector form as
V,t + Fi,iadv(V ) = Fi,idiff (V )+ Fs
(1)
where V is the vector which components are the specific momentum, density and specific total energy.
Fiadv and Fidiff are respectively the convective and diffusive fluxes in the ith-space direction, and Fs is the
source vector. Lower commas denote partial differentiation and repeated indices indicate summation.
Diagonalizable Jacobian matrices can represent the convective fluxes Ai =Fi adv ,V . Recall that any linear
combination of these matrices has real eigenvalues and a complete set of eigenvectors. It is well known that
the standard Galerkin finite element formulation often leads to numerical instabilities for convective
dominated flows. In the Galerkin-Least-Squares method (or the generalized Streamline Upwind Petrove
Galerkin method), the Galerkin variational formulation is modified to include and integral form depending on
the local residual R(V) of equation (1), i.e. R(V )=V,t + Fi,iadv (V )− Fi,idiff (V )− Fs , which is identical to zero for the
exact solution. The SUPG formulation reads: find V such that for all weighting functions W,

∑ ∫ [W .(V
Ωe

e

,t

]

diff
+ Fi ,adv
dΩ
i − Fs ) + W, i Fi

− ∫ W ⋅ Fi diff ni dΓ − ∫ W. An- (V − V∞ ) dΓ +
Γ

Γ

(2)

∫

Ω

µ c∇W.∇VdΩ + ∑ ∫ A it .W, τ ⋅ R (V ) dΩ = 0
i

e

Ωe

In this formulation, the matrix τ is referred to as the matrix of time scales. The SUPG formulation is built as a
combination of the standard Galerkin integral form and a perturbation-like integral form depending on the
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local residual vector. The third integral term in (2) takes into account the far field boundary conditions and the
forth integral is a stabilizing term for the shocks. Recently, a new method referred to as the Edge-BasedStabilized finite element method (EBS) was introduced to stabilize the standard Galerkin method while
considering the real characteristics of the flow as computed on the normal direction of element edges. This
method has been proven to be stable and accurate for solving viscous and inviscid compressible flows, but
more time consuming as compared to SUPG. Let us now briefly present the EBS formulation.
−1
Consider the eigen-decomposition of An = Ai ni , An = Sn Λn Sn .

∑

Let Pei = λi h 2ν be the local Peclet number for the eigenvalue λi, h a measure of the element size on the
element boundary, ν the physical viscosity and βi = min (Pei/3, 1.0). We define the matrix Bn by
−1
Bn = Sn LSn
(3)
where L is a diagonal matrix whose entries are given by Li = (1 + βi) if λi > 0; Li = - (1 – βi) if λi < 0 and Li =
0 if λi = 0. The proposed EBS formulation is similar to (2) but the last integral term is replaced by:

+∑∫ W ⋅τ ned ⋅ R(V )dΓ=0
e

(4)

Γe

ed h
with τed
n the matrix of intrinsic length scales given by τ n = ⋅Βn

2

(5)

Geometrically conservative ALE formulation
One of the considerations in the mathematical formulation of conservation laws is the type of the kinematic
description used for the material particles. A Eulerian description is very often used in fluid dynamics, while a
Lagrangian is common in solid mechanics. When the material body contains moving boundaries, a mixed
description, partially Lagrangian and partially Eulerian (also called Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian), is more
convenient [8-9]. This occurs for any flexible structure surrounded by a flow. It therefore becomes necessary
to solve the fluid equations on a moving grid in order to match the fluid and the structure boundaries. Thus,
besides the fluid and the structure material fields, there is a third field constituted by the moving mesh, which
can be viewed as a material body having its own motion and dynamics. The three-field coupled problem is
constituted by a set of partial differential equations, which are coupled through boundary conditions. A class
of solution procedures called partitioned or segregated has been advocated to solve this coupled problem [1014]. Given the displacements of the nodes on the wing, i.e. after solving the structure displacement field, a
differential elliptic operator is designed to distribute the boundary motion inside the domain in order to avoid
nodes collapsing or elements degenerating. After updating the mesh configuration, the flow field is solved on
this mesh. It is shown [10] that the algorithm constructed for updating the dynamic mesh must obey a discrete
Geometric Conservation Law (DGCL). A physical interpretation of the GCL is that the motion of the nodes
must be compatible with the fact that the volume swept by the edges of the control volume or the element
should be exactly equal to the variation of its volume (i.e. volume preserving). Our interpretation of the GCL
goes as follows. The DGCL is equivalent to satisfying the kinematic Euler equation for the mesh, i.e.

∂J = J div w
∂t

(6)

where J is the determinant of the geometric gradient tensor F from the current mesh configuration to the
reference one and w is the velocity of a point of the moving domain. Equation (6) holds for the continuous
medium. However, when applying discretization methods in space (FE, FD or FVM) and in time, it is not a
priori satisfied due to time and space discretization errors. Those errors should not spoil the accuracy of the
coupled problem. In [10,12,13], special time integration schemes satisfying the DGCL for first and second
order time accuracy have been proposed in the context of FV methods. Substantial modifications to the
original code, which has been developed for fixed meshes, are then required. Given the above interpretation,
we propose to investigate the DGCL in another way. The mesh is not updated unless it satisfies equation (6)
in a discrete form. Then, a finite element formulation can be easily constructed to solve the operator for
distributing the boundary displacement inside the domain constrained to satisfying, in a weak form, the PiolaKirchoff equation. By doing this, standard time integration procedures usually used for fixed meshes are
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accurate and still valid for dynamic meshes. Thus, CFD codes built for rigid meshes could be still valid for
dynamic meshes. This idea is detailed in the following.
The conservation equations (1) in moving meshes are rewritten as
(JV),t + J (Fiadv −wiV ),i =J Fi,diff
(7)
i + Fs

(

)

In the above equation, space differentiations are done with respect to the actual coordinates at the current time.
Using simple differentiation operations, (7) is transformed into
(J ,t − J div w) V + J (V,t + Fi,adv
− wi V,i − Fi,diff
− Fs ) = 0
(8)
i
i
and the corresponding classical Galerkin variational form is :

∫

W ⋅(J ,t − J div w )V dΩ + ∫ W ⋅(V,t − Fi,iadv −wi ⋅V,i − Fs )dΩ + ∫ W,i Fi diff dΩ−∫ W ⋅Fi diff ni dΓ=0

Ω0

Ω

Ω

Γ

(9)

where Ω0 is the configuration of the mesh at a reference time t0 and Ω is the current configuration of the mesh
at time t. For the continuous solution, Euler identity (6) is satisfied at any instant and for every point of the
domain so that the first integral in (9) is identically zero. Thus, the variational formulation of the conversation
equations is similar to the case of fixed mesh (up to the additional convective term –wiV,i or in other words the
advective matrices Ai are replaced in the case of moving domains by Ai –wi I with I the identity matrix):

∫ W ⋅(V −F
Ω

,t

adv
i,i

− wi ⋅V,i − Fs )dΩ + ∫ W,i Fidiff dΩ−∫ W ⋅Fi diff ni dΓ=0
Ω

(10)

Γ

For a discrete numerical solution Euler identity is not necessarily satisfied. Thus the first integral term in (9)
could not, in principle, be neglected. The usual DGCL condition states that for a dynamic mesh and for any
arbitrary constant flow field Vc and for the case of Fs = 0, the solution of the discrete problem should be
exactly Vc , thus (9) gives
(11)
φ (J ,t − J div w ) dΩ=0

∫

Ω0

where φ is any weighting scalar function. Equation (11) is simply the variational form corresponding to the
constraint (6). Note that (10) actually satisfies the usual DGCL condition discussed above. More generally, if
it is desired for any purpose to use the non-conservative variational formulation (10) while satisfying explicitly
the DGCL condition, the mesh motion could be subjected to the constraint (11). In the finite element
methodology one usually interpolates w by continuous piece-wise functions, so that the mesh velocity field is
continuous in the continuous medium (i.e. the mesh). Then, equation (6) is satisfied for the exact time
differentiation of J. However, applying a time discretization scheme, similar to that used for the fluid, to the
mesh coordinates to obtain w and to ∂J yields a truncation error ∂J − J div w =o(∆t p) which is consistent

∂t

∂t

with the truncation error obtained for the discrete (fluid) conservation equations. Thus, one can adopt
formulation (10) along with an appropriate time discretization scheme for the evaluation of w , and the
stability and convergence in time are expected to be obtained. On the other hand, recent theoretical studies by
Letallec and his group [15] showed the impact of DGCL on the conservation of energy of the coupled fluidstructure system considered as a unique continuous medium. Energy conservation is a key point in studying
fluid-structure interactions. In particular, the evolution of the kinetic energy must be controlled. Most time
integration schemes do violate this principle of energy conservation when dealing with deformable domains.
More precisely, for fully coupled schemes using conservative formulations and non-volume preserving grid
configuration (DGCL), a small pollution term appears in the kinetic energy principle, which may grow
exponentially in time. More specifically, it can be shown that using the first order Euler time discretization, the
scheme is volume preserving if the fluid equations are integrated over a configuration Ω which is located at the
mid distance between two successive configurations of the mesh [10] .
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Mesh motion
Many choices can be considered in designing the operator that distributes the fluid-interface motion inside the
moving domain. We consider that the mesh motion is defined by the elasto-static equations defined in the
mesh configuration at time t :

ρmx,tt −div(P(x))=b

(12)

where ρm, P and b are fictitious density, the PK1 stress tensor and the body force. Equation (12) is solved for
the mesh displacements x with the kinematics condition at the moving boundary w · n = u · n for inviscid
flows, with u the fluid velocity. The mesh velocity w is computed using a finite difference scheme (similar to
that used for the fluid) to the differential equation w= x,t . We usually take ρm and b equal to zero.
As the mesh moves, it is not always guaranteed that all elements keep an acceptable shape for accurate CFD
computations. Especially, small elements are prompt to large distortions. In order to preclude negative
volumes or large distortions for small elements, a suitable constitutive law for the mesh medium should be
designed.
We consider the mesh as an elastic material undergoing small strains and large rotations. Thus, the PK2 stress
tensor S = P. F-t , (with F the deformation tensor) is linear with the Green strain tensor E= (F t F – I)/2, thus:
S= C E
(13)
where C is the fictitious elastic modulo tensor which entries are of order 0(h-3) with h the element size.
In summary, equations (12) are solved for the finite displacements x between the mesh configurations at time
t and time t+∆t along with the constitutive relation (13) and the boundary conditions. The non-zero boundary
conditions for the mesh equations are actually the imposed displacements at the moving boundary which are
computed by the CSD module. Note that the mesh motion problem can generate a large system of nonlinear
equations. These are solved, at every time step, using a preconditioned Krylov algorithm (CG or even
GMRES).

The CSD analysis
The finite element method is well established for solid and structure computations. In industry, commercial
codes are very often used for linear structure analysis. In this work, we consider a classical linear model for
the structure which can be described by modal equations as
••

•

zi (t)+2ηi ω zi (t)+ωi2 zi (t)= s 0i (t)

(14)

with zi the generalized normal mode displacement, ηi and ωi are respectively the damping and the natural
frequency of the ith mode. Newmark’s algorithm is used to integrate (14).

Coupling algorithms and distributed computing
In dynamic response problems, one looks for the successive flow and structure behaviours for a given set of
initial conditions, such as a perturbation in the flow. In linear theory, the flutter speed of an aircraft can be
obtained directly from the solution of an eigenvalue problem. In the nonlinear theory, for a given set of flight
conditions, predicting whether an aircraft will flutter or not is much more complex and computationally
intensive. There are two possible approaches (a) Starting from a deformed state of the structure the fluidstructure coupled solution is computed in the time domain [10-13], (b) Starting around an initial equilibrium
state an eigenvalue problem is established by linearizing the coupled dynamic system [14]. The first approach
is simpler to implement and enables to capture all the nonlinearities in the fluid-structure system.
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Implicit time marching schemes enable the use of large time steps for the structure as well as for the mesh and
the fluid fields. The conventional partitioned procedure commonly used in fluid-structure interactions is
illustrated in Figure 1. It is based on the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Update the fluid grid to conform to the structural boundary at time tn .
Advance the flow field using the new boundary conditions.
Update the surface load on the structure based on the fluid solution at time tn+1
Advance the structure using the new fluid surface load.

For parallel computing, one can use an inter-field partitioned approach as illustrated in Figure 2.
1.
The fluid grid is updated to conform to the structural boundary at time tn and the fluid is advanced using
the structural boundary conditions at time tn
2.
The structure is advanced using the fluid surface load at time tn.
With this procedure, the CFD and CSD solvers can run in parallel during the time interval [tn , tn+1]. Inter-field
communication and I/O transfer is needed only at the beginning of each time interval. As time progress, there
may be a lag between the fluid and the structure so that a spurious energy exchange at the interface may
generates undesirable instabilities.
In the following, an implicit iterative scheme is proposed to enhance the coupling between the mesh, the
structure and the flow fields. After time and space discretizations of the fluid, structure and mesh equations,
an algebraic system of equations for the unknown variables S= (V, x, q)t (i.e. flow quantities and structuremesh displacements) is obtained, which can be formally written as
G(S )=0
(15)
This non-linear system can be solved using Newton’s method as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Given an initial structure and mesh configurations and a flow field for the current time step tn;
Do n=1, maximum number of time steps;
Do i= 1, maximum number of iterations;
Find the correction ∆Si solution of :

H ∆S i =−G(S i −1 )

where H is the Jacobian matrix associated to G;
5. Check the convergence. If satisfied go to 6;
6. EndDo;
∆ Si
7. Update the global solution Si= Si-1+∆
8. EndDo.
In this algorithm, the Jacobian matrix H is needed. While it is difficult to develop its analytical expression, it
is possible to compute an approximation. On the other hand, using Krylov-based iterative methods, such as
the GMRES algorithm, to solve the linear system in step (4), one actually only need to compute the matrixvector product of H and a direction vector z. A good approximation can be computed using a finite-difference
formula like

Hz =

G(V0 +σz )−G(V0 )

σ

(16)

where σ is a small scalar.
To be efficient, Krylov methods need to be appended by a preconditioned, which is in principle a good
approximation of H. A straightforward choice would be to use a block-diagonal matrix, which entries are the
approximate Jacobians associated with respectively the flow, the structure and the mesh fields. In other words,
the coupled problem is seen as a set of non-linear equations obtained by discretizing a continuous medium.
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These equations are solved iteratively using preconditioned Newton-GMRES method. While the global
residual vector G(S) is needed, its main three components are computed by calling the corresponding modules
(CFD solver, mesh solver or CSD solver). Obviously, these computations can be performed in parallel and
inter-field communications are needed. This decomposition is referred to as the functional decomposition. On
the other hand, the residuals of the flow field and the mesh motion are computed using a classical domain
decomposition approach. For CFD, as well as for the mesh motion, we use a robust parallel iterative solver
(i.e. intra-parallelism) based on Schwarz-Newton-Krylov techniques. Thus, the available processors are
divided into groups of processors; each group is assigned to a specific field. Since CFD computations are more
demanding, we assign more processors for the CFD domain than for the mesh solver.
Note that repeated updates of the geometry, for different flow conditions, are needed during the NewtonGMRES iterations. Thus, the flow field continuously drives the geometry so that a better conservation of the
energy at the fluid-structure interface can be obtained. Since the main part of the computations is consumed
within the CFD solver, the additional communications will not increase the overall simulation cost
significantly, provided the number of time steps and non-linear CFD-iterations remains unchanged.
This algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.
1.
Given a geometry and a flow field at time tn.
2.
Compute the initial residual vector R0= G(S0).
3.
Perform Newton–GMRES iterations: Compute the residual for a perturbed solution in a direction z:
G(S0+ σ z); this has three major components each one is computed by its corresponding solver.
4.
Perform inter-field communications.
5.
Test for convergence and update the global solution for time step tn+1.
6.
Go to next step.
7.
Note that in the above algorithm one has to perform inter-filed communications in order to compute Krylovdirections for the global problem.
Several variants of this algorithm can be thought of. In its simplest form, one can perform a number of global
iterations in which inter-filed communications occur only at the beginning of every iteration (i.e. this is
nothing but the fixed-point algorithm). For a reasonable time step, one can observe the convergence for the
fluid force transmitted to the structure and for the generalized coordinates after few global iterations.

Inter-field communications
Fluid-structure interactions involve the transfer of loads from the fluid mesh to the structure and the transfer of
mesh structure motion to the moving mesh boundary. Since the CFD mesh is much finer than that used by the
structure, the traces of these two meshes at the fluid-structure interface do not necessarily match. Then, load
and displacements transfer cannot be done in a trivial way. The importance of conservative load transfer in
fluid-structure interaction problems has recently been addressed in [16]. We adopt here the algorithm proposed
in [16] which main steps consist of:
a) Pairing each fluid grid point Sj on the fluid interface Γf with the closet wet structural element ΩS(e) ∈ΓS
(see Figure 4);
b) Determining the natural coordinates χj in ΩS(e) of the fluid point Sj (or its projection onto ΩS(e));
c) Interpolating the displacement of fluid nodes xf inside ΩS(e) using the structure shape functions Nis ;
d) Projecting the generalized fluid force to the structure as:
j = jF

f i = ∑Φ j N is(χ j )
j =1

with, Φ j =

∫ (− pn+σ ⋅n)N
Γf

f

F
j

dγ

The generalized force associated to the fluid node Sj. It is proved that this algorithm preserves load and energy
conservation at the fluid-structure interface. On the other hand, in aeroelasticity, the structure is often
represented by plate, shell and beam elements which results in geometric discrepancies between the fluid mesh
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skin ΓF and the structure boundary ΓS (as illustrated in Figure 4). Thus, the above transfer algorithm is
preceded by a projection step of the fluid nodes M onto the structure elements to locate the point P and to
compute the gap vector PM. The motion of P is found using the above interpolation procedure and the motion
of M is obtained by considering that the vector PM rotates with the structural element as it is done in classical
plate theory.

Numerical results
Numerical tests have been carried out for the popular AGARD-445.6 [17] wing. The AGARD-445.6 is a thin
swept-back and tapered wing with a symmetrical NACA 65A004 airfoil section. The weakened model-3 is
considered here. A coarse unstructured grid is employed for Euler computations that has 37965 nodes, 177042
elements and generates 388464 coupled equations. For the structure, a mesh of 1176 quadrilateral shell
elements and 1250 nodes. Using the commercial software Ansys, the firs five dry modes have been computed.
There respective frequencies are the following: 9.6 Hz, 39.42Hz, 49.60 Hz, 96.095Hz and 126.30 Hz. The
shape modes compare well with those of Yates (figure 5). A flow at a free-stream Mach number of 0.96 and
zero angle of attack is computed first. At t=0, a Dirac force is imposed on the tip of the wing. The response
of the wet structure is computed for different free stream pressures q. We use a second order time
differentiation scheme with a non dimensional time step ∆t = 0.2 and three global iterations. The experimental
flutter pressure at M= 0.96 is q = 61.3 lb/sq ft [17]. Figure 6 shows that at the computed conditions (M= 0.96
is q = 62.0 lb/sq ft) the structure is neutrally stable and the first two modes are in coalescence. Figure 7 shows
a comparison of two models for the mesh motion (with q= 71.3), a nonlinear model as described previously
(used the above computations) and a linear one where F= I and where the second order terms in E are
dropped. In the linear model the mesh becomes distorted as the motion amplifies until it collapses at time step
290 (negative jacobians). With the nonlinear model, computations run for 900 time steps. Finally, figure 8
shows a comparison of the flutter boundary obtained with our code with the experimental observations [17]
and with some numerical results reported in the literature[18 , 19 and 20].

Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a CFD-based aeroelastic model. A suitable finite element formulation is used
for all computational fields (fluid, mesh and structure). A functional decomposition approach is used for the
solution of the coupled problem. For every physical field a parallel GMRES algorithm is employed to solve
the corresponding discrete system. Inter-filed communications occur during global quasi-Newton coupling
iterations. Numerical tests on the Agard 445.6 aeroelastic wing show that the inter-filed communications
strongly enhance the numerical stability of the time marching procedure. The flutter dip is well produced when
three global coupling iterations are used. On the other hand, a nonlinear model for the moving mesh is
proposed. Numerical tests show that this model improves the robustness of the aeroelastic code. Finally, an
accurate flutter boundary is obtained for the Agard445.6 wing aeroelastic test case.
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Summary
This paper presents results of simulations performed within the scope of the DLR-Project AeroSUM“Aerodynamic Simulation of Unsteady Manoeuvres”. The objective of the AeroSUM-Project is to
develop a numerical tool to simulate the unsteady aerodynamics of a free flying aircraft, by use of
coupled aerodynamic and flight-mechanic computations. To achieve this objective, the unstructured, time
accurate CFD flow-solver Tau is coupled with a computational module solving the flight-mechanic
equations of motion. By use of an overlapping grid technique (chimera), simulations of a complex
configuration with movable control-surfaces is possible.
Results of static calculations are presented to show the basic aerodynamics of the vortex dominated flowfield of the delta wing. The static simulation cases also serve as starting solutions for the unsteady
simulations. Results of the unsteady manoeuvre simulations are divided into guided motion and freeflight motion. For the guided motion an oscillating motion with a given frequency and amplitude is
presented. For the free-flight motion, the following cases are presented: free-to-roll from a non-zero
initial roll-angle (without flap deflection), and free-to-roll initiated by flap deflection from an initial rollangle of zero. These calculations demonstrate the functionality of the simulation system.
A 65-degree cropped delta wing model, with fuselage and movable trailing edge flaps, is used to gather
experimental data. Several forced and free-to-roll experiments around the body fixed axes, both with and
without flap deflection, are performed in order to validate the computational results obtained with the
simulation tool.

Nomenclature
Θ
α
Φ
∆Φ
η
y
s
S
cref
crefM
crefl=s
cB=0.676 cref

Incidence angle, pitch angle at φ=0°
Angle of attack
Roll angle
Roll angle amplitude
Flap deflection angle
Span-wise coordinate
Half-span
Reference area
Chord length of the model
Reference length pitching moment
Reference length rolling moment
Balance reference point

Ma

Mach number
On flow velocity
V∝
Reynolds number
Re=V∝cref/ν
Reference temperature
T0
Kinematic viscosity
ν
Pitching
moment coefficient
cM =M/(q∞FcrefM)
Lift coefficient
cL=L/(q∞F)
Pressure coefficient
cP=(p-p∞)/q∞
Roll moment coefficient
cl =l/(q∞Fcrefl)
f
Frequency
t
time

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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Introduction
The improvement of manoeuvrability and agility is a substantial requirement of modern fighter aircraft.
Currently, roll-rates of 200º/s and more can be achieved, especially if the design of the aircraft is
inherently unstable. Most of today’s and probably future fighter aircraft will be delta wing
configurations. The flowfield of such configurations is dominated by vortices developed by flow
separation at the wings and the fuselage. The delay in time of vortex position and condition to the onflow conditions of the manoeuvring aircraft can lead to significant phase shifts in the distribution of
loads. In this case, reliable results for the analysis of flight properties can only be achieved by a nonlinear integration of the unsteady aerodynamic and real flight movement. Today, these types of data can
only be obtained by flight tests, and not during the design period. Flight tests, as well as modifications
after the design phase, lead normally to an increase in costs. In order to decrease the costs incurred by
extensive flight-tests and the post-design phase modifications, it would be helpful to have a tool which
enables aircraft designers to analyse and evaluate the dynamic behaviour during the design phase.
The basic aerodynamic behaviour of a rolling delta wing is described by various authors, e.g. Er-Ei and
Weihs [1], Katz and Levin [2], Gordnier[3], Gordnier and Visbal [4], as well as Ericsson [5][6]. Fore the
dynamic forced and free-to-roll delta wing there exist several sources by Hanff [7] et al. [8][9][10], Hsia
et al. [11], Ericsson [12] et al. [13], Chaderjian [14] and Schiff [15], Stephens [16], Jenkins [17] et al.
[18], Jobe et al. [19] and Grismer et al. [20]. All these investigations were done by using structured CFD
methods and only the clean delta wing without moveable control devices was considered.
To address the challenge of simulating the dynamic behaviour of fighter aircraft during a flightmanoeuvre, a simulation tool is being designed within the framework of the DLR project AeroSUM. The
software package is divided into several independent modules, which can communicate with each other
via a computational interface. The computational interface manages the work- and data-flow between the
modules, and also serves as the main user interface. By using an unstructured CFD method in connection
with an overlapping grid technique, the capability to handle highly complex configurations with
components in relative motion is obtained. For the validation of the numerical results, extensive wind
tunnel tests are performed, using a generic delta-wing model. Figure 1 shows schematically the
workflow management, data flow and the components of which the simulation tool consists.

1. Solution Algorithm
1.1. CFD Solver Tau
For the simulation of the flow-field around the object of interest the CFD-code Tau, developed by the
DLR Institute of Aerodynamics and Flow Technology, is used [21]-[23]. The code solves the
compressible, three-dimensional, time accurate Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations using a
finite volume formulation. The Tau-code is based on an unstructured-grid method. This method makes
use of the advantages that hybrid grids offer in the resolution of viscous shear layers near walls, and the
flexibility in grid generation offered by unstructured meshes. In order to make the flow-solver
independent from the cell types in the initial grid, a dual mesh approach is used. The meshes used in the
AeroSUM project are created using the hybrid mesh generator Centaur, developed by CentaurSoft [24].
The unstructured-grid approach is chosen due to its flexibility in creating grids for complex
configurations, e.g. a full-configured fighter aircraft with control-surfaces and ordnance.
In the Tau-Code, a central scheme with artificial dissipation, as well as several upwind schemes, are
available for spatial discretization. Both Spalart-Allmaras and k-ω turbulence models are implemented.
For the results shown in this paper the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model is used. For steady calculations
an explicit multistage Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme is used. For time accurate computations, an
implicit dual time stepping approach is used. The Tau-Code is parallelised using grid partitioning, and a
multi-grid approach is used in order to increase the performance.
The Tau-Code consists of several different modules: the pre-processor uses the information from the
initial grid to create a dual-mesh; the solver performs the flow-calculations using the approaches listed
above; the adaptation module is used to refine the mesh to better capture flow phenomena like vortex
structures and shear layers near viscous boundaries, among others; the post-processing module is used to
create visual representations of the solver output. Furthermore, the overlapping grid technique is used to
enable calculations of manoeuvre simulations with movable flaps. The chimera technique is chosen due
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to its ability to handle large-amplitude deflections of the control-surfaces, the movement of the model in
wind-tunnel surroundings, and the option to extend it in the future to allow for store-release simulations.
The chimera mesh for the delta wing with trailing edge flaps is shown in Figures 2 and 3. In Figure 2 the
surface mesh of the delta wing and the chimera boundaries are shown. On the right side, coloured red, is
the boundary of the cut- out background model mesh, and on the left side, coloured green, the boundary
of the flap mesh. In Figure 3 the overlapping area of the model and flap mesh is depicted. The flap mesh
in this case is created to provide a flap deflection of ±15º. A more detailed description is given in
references [25] and [26].

1.2. Tau-Code Extension: Chimera Technique
The chimera technique, as implemented in the Tau-Code, provides the capability to simulate largeamplitude control-surface deflections, as mentioned above. The technique is based on creating
overlapping unstructured hybrid grids to handle a time-dependent relative motion of different geometries.
The use of the overset concept for unstructured grids was first explored by Nakahashi et al. [27] to solve
the Euler equations. The concept has been extended to unstructured hybrid grids for Navier-Stokes
equations within the scope of the AeroSUM project.
In the overlapping grids concept, there are two major procedures involved in establishing intergrid
communications. The first procedure is hole cutting (automatic or manual). For the cases presented in this
paper, manual hole cutting is used. The second procedure is the identification of interpolation stencils,
which involves a search of donor cells for all intergrid boundary points. The interpolation is based on the
finite element theory, as presented by Ciarlet [28]. Two types of interpolation are implemented. In case
the various control volume elements (prisms, hexahedrons, pyramids) are subdivided into tetrahedrons, a
linear interpolation is performed. If no subdivision is used a non-linear finite element type interpolation is
used. The search algorithm is based on a state-of-the-art alternating digital tree (ADT) data structure [29].
The ADT data structure optimises the search operations to O(logN/log2) as opposed to the total number
(N) of elements in the computational domain.
The current implementation of the chimera technique can handle both steady and unsteady simulations
for inviscid and viscous flows with multiple moving bodies. The technique currently runs in sequential
mode on both workstation and supercomputer (NEC SX5) architectures.

1.3. Tau-Code Extension: Multi-Body Relative Motion
In order to utilise the capabilities offered by the chimera technique, a hierarchy for multi-body relative
motion is implemented in the AeroSUM version of the Tau-Code. The current implementation can handle
an arbitrary number of moving bodies, as well as an arbitrary depth of branches on the hierarchy list. The
motion of each body, and the parent-node it belongs to, are specified in separate files for each body. The
available motion types are conventional periodic motion for oscillation, specified with Fourier series and
a reduced frequency, and rigid motion for constant rotation, specified with a polynomial series.
For coupled aerodynamic-flight-mechanic simulations, an external module handles the calculations of the
motion of the control surfaces relative to the aircraft, while the aircraft motion is handled by the flightmechanic module. The motions of the control surfaces are specified via a polynomial series, which is
based off of the actual motion of the control surfaces during the wind-tunnel experiments.

1.4. Flight Mechanics
For the numerical simulation of the flight mechanics, the multi-body simulation software SIMPACK is
used. SIMPACK is developed for the simulation of mechanical systems (automotive, aerospace, etc.) by
the DLR Institute for Aeroelasticity in Oberpfaffenhofen. In cooperation with the DLR Institute of Flight
Research, the software has been implemented with a module, which solves the flight-mechanic equations
of motion. Initially, the numerical integration of the flight-mechanic equations was performed using a
first-order Euler explicit scheme. Recently, a second-order Runge-Kutta scheme has been implemented to
increase the performance and stability of the integration, thus allowing for increased complexity in the
cases to be simulated. See also reference [30].
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1.5. Computational Interface – KAPS
For the work- and data-flow management between the several modules that make up the simulation tool,
for which the schematic is shown in Figure 1, a computational interface called KAPS [31] has been
developed. The interface is based on a socket and thread structure, that allows the different modules to be
executed on several different machines, as well as on different architectures, during a single simulation.
Currently, the user interface is completely based on text-files, which are used to specify the set-up of a
given simulation. In the near future, a graphical user-interface will be developed, based on the TENT [32]
simulation environment, developed by DLR. Some initial results of coupled simulations performed by
using the KAPS interface are presented in reference [33].

2. Experimental Data
For the validation of the numerical simulation software, various wind-tunnel experiments, designed
specifically for the AeroSUM project, are performed. The experiments are done in the Transonic Wind
Tunnel Göttingen (TWG). In order to perform these experiments, a wind-tunnel model has been designed
and built for the AeroSUM project. The model, shown in Figure 4, is a generic cropped delta wing
configuration, with fuselage and remote controlled moveable trailing edge flaps. Measurement equipment
is installed to determine the aerodynamic forces and moments on the model, as well as the span-wise
pressure distribution at two cut-plane locations, at 60% and 80% chord length. For the moveable flaps
experiments, a motor is installed in front of the balance support, equipped with sensors to measure the
aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the flap. The experiments contained forced and free-to-roll
movements around the body-fixed longitudinal axis. For the guided motion, the model is driven by a
motor connected to the sting, while for the free-to-roll experiments the motor is uncoupled. The rolling
apparatus and the whole testing assembly of the TWG is shown in Figure 5. A variety of results are
presented and discussed in [34].

3. Results
In this section, recent results obtained within the framework of the DLR Project AeroSUM, are
presented. These results provide a verification of the capabilities of the simulation environment.

3.1. Steady Results
The hybrid mesh used for the steady calculations without flaps is shown in Figure 6. Due to the lack of
an unsteady adaptation within the simulation tool, it is necessary to provide a refinement of the mesh in
those areas where the vortices take place over the whole simulation range. Sources implemented within
the grid generation provide a fine mesh on the upper and lower side of the wing from the tip beyond the
trailing edge of the CFD model. In Figure 7 a steady solution at Ma = 0.5 and α = 9° calculated using the
mesh shown in Figure 6 is presented. The leading edge is adapted once for a better discretisation of the
separating vortex sheet.
The results of the static test-cases presented in this section are a good representation of the basic
aerodynamics of the delta wing model at different roll angle locations. In Figure 8 the roll moment is
shown over the roll-angle range at a Mach number of 0.5 and a pitch angle of 17.7°. At this pitch angle
the roll moment for small roll angles is negative, i.e. the wing is forced to turn back into the trim point of
φ = 0°. At a roll angle of φ ≈ 9° the sign of the roll moment changes and the wing is forced to roll in a
clockwise direction. This discontinuity in the distribution is caused by a sudden movement of the point of
vortex burst upon the luff side of the wing forward in leading edge direction. Finally at a roll angle of φ ≈
18° the second trim point is reached and the sign of the roll moment changes again. The region of
statically unstable behaviour between the point of discontinuity and the second trim point is increased for
cases with higher starting pitch angles. At lower pitch angles the delta wing is statically stable in the
whole range of roll angles from φ = 0° - 90°. The comparison between the experiments and the NavierStokes calculation shows a good fit at φ = 0° and 9°. For higher roll angles the flow field is completely
unsteady, such that finding equivalent conditions is nigh to impossible, and therefore the differences are
much more pronounced.
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In Figures 9 to 12 the comparison of the surface pressure between the Navier-Stokes calculation and the
experimental data, corresponding to the flow-conditions listed above, is shown at a position of 60% chord
length. At φ = 0° the pressure distribution of the calculation fits well with the experiments. At φ = 9° it is
seen that the primary vortex is a little bit lower than in the experiments because of an over-represented
secondary vortex. One reason for this behaviour in the numerical simulation is the usage of a single
equation turbulence model, which leads to a higher dissipation in the boundary layer and to a stronger
secondary vortex at lower angles of attack.
In Figures 13 to 15 a static result of the model with trailing edge flaps using the overlapping grid
technique is shown. The on-flow Mach number is 0.5, and the pitch angle is 9.3º. In Figure 13 the
calculated surface pressure distribution is shown. In comparison to Figures 8 and 10 the effect of the flow
through the flap gap is seen to lead to a low pressure area at the flap tip because of the jet trough the gap.
The comparison between the calculated and the experimental pressure distribution at 60 and 80% chord
length is shown in Figures 14 and 15. The calculated distribution fits well with the experiments at this
low pitch angle.

3.2. Forced and Free-to-Roll Results
The results of the dynamic test-cases presented in this section highlight the current capabilities of the
simulation tool. In Figure 16 the integral lift and moment coefficients over roll angle are shown for a
simulation of the oscillating delta wing. The pitch angle is constant at 17°, the frequency is 4Hz and the
oscillation amplitude is ∆φ = 20° around the body-fixed longitudinal axis. The hysteresis of the rollmoment coefficient moves in a counter-clockwise direction, which indicates that the system is highly
damped dynamically. In Figure 17 the hysteresis of the calculated and experimental roll-moment
coefficient cl, over the roll angle φ are compared. The hysteresis obtained from the calculation is larger
than the experimental values. This indicates that the calculation predicts the system to be more damped
than it is according to the experimental results. One of the reasons for this difference is that the
calculation does not predict the bursting of the vortex correctly at these flight conditions, which has a
major impact on the results in such a vortex dominated flowfield. One of the reasons for this may be a too
low grid-resolution of the vortex structure, and affected flow phenomena, due to a lack of an unsteady
adaptation being implemented in the simulation environment. Furthermore, as shown in the steady testcases, the secondary vortex is predicted to be much stronger than in the experiment. A stronger secondary
vortex results in higher lift on the luff side of the delta wing and consequently in a higher roll-moment.
Furthermore, simulations that investigate the influence of the real-world experimental surroundings need
to be done.
For the free-to-roll coupled flight-mechanics/aerodynamics simulations, two different geometries are
used for the calculated simulations. The initial geometry is the same as for the forced-to-roll simulations,
a clean delta wing without any control surfaces, while for the final geometry trailing-edge flaps are
added. The simulations are restricted to a flight-mechanics model with one degree of freedom for motion,
in these cases a rotation around the body-fixed longitudinal axis. In Figures 18 and 19, a comparison
between a coupled flight-mechanics/aerodynamics calculation for the delta wing without flaps and the
experimental simulation is shown. The delta wing is released from an initial roll angle of φ = 40°, at a
constant pitch angle of 17°, and moves into a trim point due to the effects of the aerodynamic forces. In
Figure 18 it is seen that the trim points of the experiment and the calculation are vastly different. In the
experiment the trim point is at φ ≈ -18°, which corresponds to one of the trim points observed in a static
experimental test-case, depicted in Figure 8. The calculated trim point, however, is located at φ ≈ 12°.
The gradient of φ versus time is also much higher for the calculated results, indicating that the calculation
predicts a higher rotational velocity than is encountered in the experiment. The roll-moment coefficient
over the roll angle, shown in Figure 19, exhibits a similar tendency towards higher than expected values,
as previously observed in the forced-to-roll simulations. One reason for the differences between the
calculated and experimental behaviour may be the lack of mechanical friction being modelled into the
simulation, which results in a higher acceleration of the model after release; also, the effects of the
experimental environment are not included in the simulation. Thus, together with the higher damped
characteristic of the numerical system as previously mentioned, the numerical calculation predicts a
totally different manoeuvre trajectory than the experiment indicates.
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In Figures 20 to 27, the results of a free-to-roll simulation initiated by a prescribed flap deflection are
shown. The delta wing is released from rest at a roll angle of φ = 0°, and a constant pitch angle of 9.3°.
The flaps are asymmetrically deflected using the prescribed polynomial shown in Figure 20, which
induces a positive roll-moment on the aircraft and forces it to rotate around its longitudinal axis (a
clockwise rotation when looking in the direction of the nose of the aircraft). In Figure 21 the roll moment
is shown over the roll angle. The states of surface pressure distribution shown in Figures 22 to 27 are
specifically marked in Figure 21. It is seen that the wing is accelerating up to a roll angle of φ=16°.
Figure 22 shows the surface pressure distribution at the initial state, where the roll moment is zero and
the flaps are not deflected. Figure 23 shows the distribution at the first maximum of roll moment, where
φ=2.2°, and the flaps are half-way deflected at η=2.5°. At φ=16° the roll moment changes sign from
positive to negative. The corresponding surface pressure distribution is depicted in Figure 24. At this
point the flaps are fully deflected at η=5°. From here on the system is damped, and the corresponding
surface pressure distributions are shown in Figures 24 to 26. As can be seen in these figures, the lower
pressure distribution on the luff-side of the wing than on the lee-side causes a negative roll moment and
decelerates the wing. At φ=50° the sign of the roll moment changes again, for which the corresponding
pressure distribution is shown in Figure 26. The wing accelerates once again, but at a lower rate than
previously, as can be seen by looking at the gradient of the roll moment in Figure 21. The corresponding
surface pressure distribution, shown in Figure 27, also indicates a reduced rate of rotation, as the pressure
difference between the luff- and lee-side is very slight. It is expected, according to experimental data, that
the wing will enter a periodic rotational motion. The calculation would have to be continued to verify that
the wing behaves as expected from the experiment.

4. Conclusions
In this paper a simulation tool designed for the simulation of manoeuvring aircraft with moveable control
devices has been presented. The simulation tool combines time-accurate aerodynamics and flight
mechanics calculations to achieve this objective. Verification of the functionality of the simulation tool
has been shown by simulating a delta wing aircraft, with moveable trailing-edge flaps, during a roll
manoeuvre.
The validation strategy for the simulation tool consisted of comparisons to experimental data for static,
guided motion, and free-to-roll motion simulations. The comparison between the calculations and the
experimental data revealed areas for improvement within the simulation tool. One of these required
improvements is in the area of turbulence modelling for vortex-dominated flows. Investigations of
alternative turbulence models that are currently available in the Tau-Code, but were not used for the cases
presented in this paper, need to be done. Also, further investigations into grid adaptation for both steady
and unsteady flow conditions need to be done in order to better predict flow phenomena in a vortexdominated flowfield.
Another area that is currently being improved is the parallelization of the chimera technique inside the
Tau-Code, which will result in a more efficient code and a reduction of the simulation time. Furthermore,
unsteady adaptation for de-/refining the grid where needed is being implemented, which is expected to
reduce the discrepancies owing to the non-dynamic grid-sources not fully capturing the vortex structures
affecting the model.
The main objective of this paper is to focus on the necessity for developing an interactive,
multidisciplinary engineering tool for predicting the unsteady critical states of complex manoeuvring
aircraft. Such a simulation environment has to bring together aerodynamics, aeroelasticity and flight
mechanics in a time accurate simulation tool. In order to deliver such a tool in the near future, the DLR
Project SikMa-“Simulation of complex Manoeuvres” has been initiated to combine these three
disciplines into one simulation environment.
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6. Figures

Chimera Boundary Flap
Chimera Boundary Model

Figure 1: Work-flow and data management

Figure 2: AeroSUM-Model: Chimera mesh

Trailing edge flaps

Figure 3: AeroSUM-Model:
Slice through the overlapping mesh

Figure 4: AeroSUM-Model
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Rolling apparatus

Figure 5: Test facility surrounding (TWG)

Figure 6: Unstructured Tau-Code hybrid mesh
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Figure 18: Roll angle φ over time t,
free-to-roll coupled simulation
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Figure 22: Surface pressure distribution,
free-to-roll with flap motion
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Figure 23: Surface pressure distribution,
free-to-roll with flap motion

Figure 24: Surface pressure distribution,
free-to-roll with flap motion

Figure 25: Surface pressure distribution,
free-to-roll with flap motion

Figure 26: Surface pressure distribution,
free-to-roll with flap motion

Figure 27: Surface pressure distribution,
free-to-roll with flap motion
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Summary
The process of certifying a component or system for operation in an icing environment involves two basic
steps, analysis and design, followed by icing tests, both of which can be streamlined by the use of 3-D
CFD icing technology. The FENSAP-ICE modular system was conceived to support both design and
certification of ice protection systems. The droplet impingement module is used to accurately predict high
catch regions, which may require protection. These predictions can be obtained for complex 3-D
geometries such as swept wings, air induction systems, radomes and complete aircraft or rotorcraft. The
ice accretion module is used to compute ice shapes on unprotected surfaces. The heat load module is used
to optimize power output required to protect critical surfaces.
Thus, the judicious use of 3-D CFD technology in the design methodology of ice protection systems
yields high-performance configurations for operation in icing conditions and thus reduces or focuses the
scope of development testing. In addition, CFD can be used in the certification process to pinpoint the
most critical conditions in order to produce a smaller test matrix, but yet ensure adequate coverage of the
flight and icing envelopes. The present paper shows validation results of FENSAP-ICE and illustrates
examples of the application of 3-D CFD icing technology in support of icing certification.

Introduction
Aircraft icing regulations in the United States have evolved greatly over the years. The federal
government started regulating pilots and aircraft in 1928 by the creation of the Civil Aviation Agency,
which published the Civil Air Regulations or CARs. Prior to 1945, airplanes were certified to CAR 4. The
sole reference to aircraft icing in CAR 4 was in Section 04.5814, which required that if deicer boots were
installed, then positive means must be provided for the deflation of all wing boots. In 1945, the CARs
were divided into two broad categories: CAR 3 for general aviation airplanes, or Part 23 in the modern
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), and CAR 4 for transport airplanes, or Part 25 in the modern CFR.
The requirement of Section 04.5814 was incorporated without change as §3.541, which later was
renumbered §3.712 in 1949. In 1953, Section 04.5814 became CAR §4.640 and was modified to include
the requirement that for pneumatic deicers, two independent power sources shall be provided. Icing
envelopes similar to the current Part 25 Appendix C were introduced in CAR 4 in 1955. There were two
significant differences between the icing envelope introduced at that time and the current one: the
minimum mean effective droplet diameter for intermittent maximum conditions was 20 microns as
compared to the current 15 microns and the LWC/distance factor was 1.5 statute miles versus the current
0.26 nautical miles. The icing envelope was revised in 1957 to the current Appendix C. Ice protection was
not addressed in CAR 3 until 1962. During that year, Amendment 3-7 added two articles §3.772 and
§3.778, which required that the information provided to the crew specifies the types of operation and the
meteorological conditions to which the airplane was limited by the equipment installed. In 1964, CAR 3
became Part 23 when §3.712 was recodified to become §23.1419. §3.772 and §3.778(h) became §23.1559
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and §23.1583(h), respectively. In 1965, CAR 4 was recodified and §4.640 became §25.1419. Since that
time the icing regulations have been modified through successive amendments to address propeller,
pneumatic deicers, engine installation and several other issues affecting performance of the airplane in
icing conditions.1,2,3
Currently, demonstration of aircraft compliance to the icing certification requirements is a complex
process, which may involve design, analysis and test of several components or systems such as propellers,
engines, air induction system, airframe, ice detectors, probes and ice protection systems. The choice of the
means of compliance is made through the establishment of a compliance plan, which can include testing,
analysis and similarity as means of demonstrating compliance of all systems.
It is believed that design, analysis and testing of an aircraft or rotorcraft for flight in icing conditions can
be streamlined by the use of 3-D CFD icing technology. The FENSAP-ICE system originated from an
idea enunciated in Ref.4 took form in successive modules (flow, impingement, accretion, heat loads,
performance degradation) described in Refs.5-9 The FENSAP-ICE system was conceived to support both
design and certification of ice protection systems. The droplet impingement module is used to accurately
predict high catch regions, which may require protection. These predictions can be obtained for complex
3-D geometries such as swept wings, air induction systems, radomes and complete aircraft or rotorcraft.
This type of analysis is sufficient to determine adequate coverage for pneumatic boots or optimal
geometry for inertial separation systems. However, for hot air deicing or anti-icing systems, the external
wet air calculation is coupled interactively with the internal flow problem and conduction through the
solid interface, thereby necessitating a conjugate heat transfer approach. This procedure allows the
calculation of minimum anti-icing heat loads required to prevent hazardous ice accretion and water
runback. Thus, the judicious use of 3-D CFD technology in the design methodology of ice protection
systems yields high-performance configurations for operation in icing conditions and therefore reduces or
focuses the scope of development testing. In addition, CFD can be used in the certification process to
pinpoint the most critical conditions in order to produce a smaller test matrix, but yet ensure adequate
coverage of the flight and icing envelopes. As not all certification conditions can be tunnel-tested, flighttested, nor encountered in natural icing testing, only analytical methods can make it possible to safely
explore, even if only qualitatively, the entire icing envelope.
Advanced notions of using CFD for coupled aerodynamics and icing, using CFD to assess the stability
and control of iced aircraft or building a CFD-based in-flight icing simulator, currently absent from the
icing community, are within our reach. These state-of-the-art applications of icing CFD technology will
ensure vastly improved pilot training and increase our understanding of aircraft flight characteristics in
icing conditions, thereby resulting in an increase in flight safety in adverse environmental conditions.
Thus, we advocate that a 3-D Navier-Stokes system is the concurrent engineering tool needed between
aerodynamics and icing groups to exchange pre-design information that enhances safety without
compromising performance. This is made possible because the icing analytical tools are slowly catching
up with the level of sophistication of aerodynamic analyses used to design the aircraft, e.g. 3-D CFD,
CAD-based, advanced visualization, multi-disciplinary couplings, inverse design and optimization. Icing
can be considered much earlier in the design stages because the incremental cost of the impingement
calculation and ice growth prediction is very small compared to the investment required to generate a
CAD-based mesh and to solve for the flow at different conditions. Even though 3-D CFD computations
may seem intimidating in terms of complexity and CPU time, their cost pales in comparison to a test
flight or, worse, an incident or an accident. In addition, any well-written 3-D system like FENSAP-ICE,
can be degraded to a 2-D mode, to steady flow, to inviscid flow; simplifications often used in early design
stages.
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Description of FENSAP-ICE
As shown in Figure 32, FENSAP-ICE is a suite of modules designed for the performance prediction of a
system or component in an icing environment. The modularity of FENSAP-ICE is reflected by the fact
that each calculation module could be replaced by a commercial package or proprietary code with
equivalent functionality.
-

FENSAP5, the Euler/Navier-Stokes solver, can be interchanged with an existing flow solver, which
would be coupled to FENSAP-ICE through software interfaces. FENSAP is used for the initial
aerodynamic calculation, as well as for the prediction of performance degradation due to the presence
of ice6. The k-epsilon and k-omega two-equation models are available both as low-Reynolds and
high-Reynolds versions. In addition, the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation model is also implemented,
with surface roughness and transition.

-

DROP3D7 is an Eulerian particle-tracking module used to compute the catch efficiency distribution
on 3-D complex bodies. DROP3D can be used to simulate supercooled water droplets or snow
particles. Both FENSAP and DROP3D use a weak-Galerkin finite element method.

-

ICE3D8 is a 3-D ice growth calculation module, or 2.5-D following the surface, and is based on the
finite volume method. Surfaces altered by ice accretion are hugged automatically by an Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) moving grid method inside the flow solver.

-

CHT3D10 is a conjugate heat transfer interface to couple the convection heat transfer calculations with
the conduction through the solid medium. It is crucial for hot air ice protection systems design and
analysis.

-

Finally, OptiMesh11 is an anisotropic automatic mesh adaptation module. Starting from a rapidly
generated grid, OptiMesh will move grid points, refine edges, coarsen edges and swap edges, to yield
a nearly-optimal mesh for the geometry and flow conditions at hand and greatly increase accuracy,
besides drastically reducing mesh generation efforts.

All the modules are interlinked seamlessly so as to render possible complex multi-physics calculations
such as hot air ice protection with wet air, droplet impingement and runback as illustrated in Ref.10 Figure
32 illustrates the interaction between all modules.
The last component of the FENSAP-ICE suite is the graphical user interface (GUI), which cements all
modules seamlessly. The FENSAP-ICE GUI is quite advanced and comprises file management, windowbased inputs, convergence and global values dynamic monitoring, job launch on networks, multi-domain
and multi-solver calculations and results archiving. The ease-of-use and complete integration of the icing
analysis process reduces engineering time, and therefore costs, ensures traceability and repeatability, and
eliminates errors of data transfer between disjoint codes. Figure 33 shows some screen shots of the
FENSAP-ICE GUI.

Validation
FENSAP-ICE’s flow, impingement, accretion, heat loads and degradation models have been extensively
validated against experimental data.5-8,12,13 FENSAP-ICE’s impingement module DROP3D is further
validated in the present paper against experimental impingement data gathered by NASA on a 3-D nonaxisymmetric Boeing 737 nacelle inlet.14
An Euler analysis flow solution was obtained on a tetrahedral mesh. Two cases were analyzed at different
incidences of the nacelle, at a true airspeed of 173.33 mph, inlet mass flow of 22.96 lbm/s, droplet Mean
Volumetric Diameter of 20.36 µm, and nacelle incidences of 0 (run id 092385-1,2,3-737-0 in Ref.14) and
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15 deg. (run id 092385-13,14,15-737-15 in Ref.14). The comparison of Mach number distributions along
circumferential cuts for both incidences is presented in Figures 1 to 10. In order to compute the local
catch efficiency β, DROP3D was run for a Langmuir-D droplet distribution. The comparisons of local
catch efficiency distribution along the same circumferential cuts are presented in Figures 11 to 20.
The calculated Mach number distributions are in very good agreement with experimental data for all
circumferential positions at both incidences.
The comparison between DROP3D and experimental data is very good for most circumferential positions
for both incidences. The limits of impingement are correctly predicted and the local catch efficiency peak
is also within experimental repeatability estimated in Ref.14 to vary by 0.20 to 0.25.
The curve for 15 deg. incidence and 135 deg. circumferential position is, however, not in close agreement
with the experimental data. Nevertheless, the predictions of LEWICE are even further from the
experiments. Since the comparison at zero incidence for the same circumferential position is very good
and all the other comparisons at 15 deg. incidence are also quite acceptable for both codes, it is only
logical to conclude that the difference for that particular curve may be due to experimental inaccuracies.
Figure 21 illustrates the gain in accuracy that can be achieved by using anisotropic mesh adaptation. The
original mesh had 108 000 nodes and 624 000 tetrahedra. After two adaptation cycles, the mesh size
increased to 152 000 nodes and 824 000 anisotropic tetrahedral elements. The increased smoothness of
the mesh and solution becomes readily apparent when comparing the unadapted mesh and solution shown
in Figures 22 and 23 to the adapted mesh and Mach number distribution presented by Figures 24 and 25
respectively.
The ice growth module ICE3D has also been validated against 2-D test cases and 3-D geometries such as
a sphere and a helicopter blade.13

Numerical Results
Some examples of industrial applications are presented. Because of the proprietary nature of the test
cases, only a limited number are shown and the results are only discussed in a qualitative fashion.
Figures 26, 27 and 28 show the structured mesh, streamlines and catch efficiency distribution,
respectively, calculated on a helicopter upper cowl with a side-facing inlet. The upper cowl, rotor mast,
engine compartment and radial engine intake case down to the first rotor were modeled using a multiblock structured hexahedral mesh. The presence of the inlet screen was neglected. The results shown are
for forward flight conditions. Since the engine is installed with the cold end towards the rear, the flow
follows the upper cowl skin, turns 90 degrees into the engine plenum and finally turns another 90 degrees
into the engine radial intake. The flow field was obtained with a proprietary FENSAP-like viscous flow
solver. With the DROP3D Eulerian approach to droplet impingement, the trajectories forming the capture
tube of the air induction system were obtained as a post-processing step. For complex geometries, this is
vastly more efficient than the hit-and-miss Lagrangian approach to calculate capture tube areas and
therefore the ingested water flow rates. This type of capture tube analysis can be used in support of
certification to demonstrate that, for side-facing helicopter inlets, forward flight conditions in wet air are
very mild in comparison with hover. This is due to the very strong inertial separation effect of the sidefacing inlet.
Figures 29, 30 and 31 show the unstructured adapted mesh, Mach number distribution and catch
efficiency distribution predicted on a helicopter upper cowl with a forward-facing inlet. The results are
shown for a forward flight condition. Several droplet sizes and engine mass flows were simulated in order
to understand the effect of engine power on water capture due to the scoop effect of the forward-facing
inlet. The analysis was required because an engine growth had to be considered while the geometry of the
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air induction system would remain unchanged. In order to determine the necessity of repeating the air
induction system icing certification, the potential water ingestion increase had to be quantified. First, a
map of mass flow increase as a function of altitude and ambient temperature was constructed for different
flight phases such as hover, climb, cruise and descent. Using FENSAP-ICE to calculate droplet
impingement, this map was translated to a water capture increase map. Superimposing the Appendix C
icing envelope on this map highlighted critical conditions. Decision whether to repeat icing tests is based
on such an analysis.
These examples demonstrate the efficiency of the Eulerian particle tracking approach for complex threedimensional configurations. Because collection efficiency is obtained on all walls and water volume
fraction is obtained everywhere in the field, the method yields the particle trajectories of interest as a postprocessing step.

Conclusions
FENSAP-ICE, a complete in-flight icing CFD simulation package, was developed to tackle industrial
problems involving complex three-dimensional bodies in a timely and cost-effective way. Its accuracy for
droplet impingement prediction was demonstrated on a non-axisymmetric nacelle geometry. It can help
reduce the amount of testing required by demonstrating the severity, or lack thereof, of certain
certification conditions in an accurate, scientific, repeatable and traceable manner. The use of icing CFD
in support of aircraft certification offers enormous advantages such as the elimination of the need for
scaling or similitude studies, the exploration of the complete icing envelope in a risk-free fashion, the
synergy between methods used to design the aircraft and ice protection systems, the elimination of
experimental inaccuracies generally associated with icing tests (measurement and control of droplet size,
relative humidity, ambient temperature, water flow rate), all of which lead to significant cost reduction.
Although certain phenomena or interaction cannot be simulated at this moment, it is believed that
advanced CFD technology, used hand in hand with tunnel or flight tests, can considerably shorten the
certification cycle time, reduce the associated costs, reduce post-certification issues and more importantly,
increase flight safety in adverse atmospheric conditions.

Future Work
Additions are planned to further increase the range of problems that can be simulated using FENSAPICE: SLD models, ice shedding models, ice particle trajectory tracking, one-shot MVD calculations,
droplet splashing and breakup, simulation of electro-thermal heater pads, simulation of sand, dust, hail
and rain particles, stability and control of iced aircraft, etc.
To further enhance the ease-of-use and integration aspects of FENSAP-ICE, it is planned to very shortly
integrate proprietary data post-processing and visualization to the package.
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Figure 1: Mach number comparison for zero
incidence and 0 deg. circumferential position

Figure 5: Mach number comparison for zero
incidence and 180 deg. circumferential position
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Figure 2: Mach number comparison for zero
incidence and 45 deg. circumferential position

Figure 6: Mach number comparison for 15 deg.
incidence and 0 deg. circumferential position
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Figure 3: Mach number comparison for zero
incidence and 90 deg. circumferential position

Figure 7: Mach number comparison for 15 deg.
incidence and 45 deg. circumferential position
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incidence and 135 deg. circumferential position
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Figure 9: Mach number comparison for 15 deg.
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Figure 12: Local catch efficiency comparison for
zero incidence and 45 deg. circumferential position
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Figure 15: Local catch efficiency comparison for
zero incidence and 180 deg. circumferential
position

Figure 18: Local catch efficiency comparison for 15
deg. incidence and 90 deg. circumferential position
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Figure 16: Local catch efficiency comparison for
15 deg. incidence and 0 deg. circumferential
position

Figure 19: Local catch efficiency comparison for 15
deg. incidence and 135 deg. circumferential position
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Figure 17: Local catch efficiency comparison for
15 deg. incidence and 45 deg. circumferential
position

Figure 20: Local catch efficiency comparison for 15
deg. incidence and 180 deg. circumferential position
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Figure 21: Mach number comparison for 15 deg.
incidence and 90 deg. circumferential position,
with mesh adaptation
Figure 23: Unadapted mesh and Mach number
distribution on nacelle and symmetry plane

Figure 22: Tetrahedral unadapted mesh on
nacelle and symmetry plane
Figure 24: Tetrahedral adapted mesh on nacelle and
symmetry plane
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Figure 25: Adapted mesh and Mach number
distribution on nacelle and symmetry plane

Figure 27: Streamlines on side-facing helicopter
inlet

Figure 28: Catch efficiency distribution in helicopter
engine compartment

Figure 26: Hexahedral mesh on side-facing
helicopter inlet

Figure 29: Tetrahedral adapted mesh on forwardfacing helicopter inlet and upper cowl
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Figure 30: Mach number distribution on helicopter
forward-facing inlet and upper cowl

Figure 31: Catch efficiency distribution on
helicopter forward-facing inlet and upper cowl

Figure 32: A 3D state-of-the-art Integrated System for
Aerodynamics, In-Flight Icing Simulation and Certification
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OptiMesh: Mesh Adaptation
FENSAP : Mesh Movement

CHT3D: Conjugate Heat Transfer
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Abstract
The design of a modern airplane brings together many disciplines: structures, aerodynamics, controls, systems,
propulsion with complex interdependencies and many variables. Recent aircraft programs, such as
Bombardier’s Continental Jet program (Figure 1) use participants located around the world and selected for
their cost, quality and delivery capability. These participants share the risk on the program and must therefore
be fully implicated in the design. A big challenge is to provide information on current design configuration
simultaneously to all disciplines and all participants in the appropriate format. Another challenge of
multidisciplinary optimization is to bring together technologies and methodologies of various disciplines in a
way that is both practical and inclusive of the expertise that must accompany these individual technologies.
This paper discusses progress made to address these challenges, streamline the aircraft design process and
implement multidisciplinary optimization in an effective manner [1]. Initiatives include: implementation of the
Bombardier Engineering System (BES) and of an MDO software environment (VADOR), linking of
aerodynamic and structural design and analysis codes, validation of advanced wing design methods and
calibration of viscous flow analysis and drag prediction methods.
Systems
Performance

Controls

Certification

Aircraft
Program

Stress

Aerodynamics
Propulsion
Structural
Dynamics

Figure 1:Bombardier Continental Business Jet

Figure 2: the complex interaction of various disciplines

Bombardier Engineering System (BES©)
The design of a modern airplane brings together many disciplines as illustrated in Figure 2: structures,
aerodynamics, controls, systems, propulsion with complex interdependencies. The Bombardier Engineering
System (BES©) was introduced to define clearly the phases, milestones and processes of an airplane design
cycle and allow each process to be optimized. BES© describes how Bombardier defines, develops, certifies and
validates commercial aerospace products. The system was implemented in response to various pressures on the
aircraft design and development business. New and derivative aircraft have been launched almost every year in
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the past dozen years. Many teams were involved in activities at multiple sites and for multiple programs and
there was strong pressure from customers to reduce price, improve quality and deliver on time. On the basis of
the company best practices, the roles and responsibilities of each engineering function were clearly defined.
The first key elements of BES© are phases and milestones, illustrated in Figure 3. A phase is defined as a
significant planned segment of a development project. Each project evolves through seven distinct phases (D1
to D7). A milestone is a planned event at a specific point in the project. It is not necessarily a single point in
time. It is an opportunity to check progress and to evaluate plans. Management decision to proceed or not to
proceed is determined at each milestone.

Specification
Review

D1

Design
Definition
Production
Exit
Critical
Design
Review Design Review
Freeze

Launch
Review

D2

D3

D4

Feasibility Authorization Preliminary
Study
to offer
Design
Readiness Review
Review

P0

D5

Type
Certificate
Issued

D6
First Flight
Readiness
Review

Operation
Validation
Review

D7
Entry to
Service

Manage the Project

P1 Dev. Conceptual Def.
P2 Dev.
Dev. Prelim. Def.
Def.
P4
P5

P3 Produce Product Defin.
Defin.
Conduct Product Verification
Support Product Development
Figure 3: BES Phases, milestones and business processes

An important milestone is the decision to launch a new airplane, which occurs at the end of phase D2. At this
point, the aerodynamic configuration must be frozen. This implies that most of the CFD and multidisciplinary
design activity must take place in phases D1 and D2. The partners and suppliers of an aircraft program are
brought together at two specific occasions. First, during the “Joint Conceptual Definition Phase” (JCDP,
occurring in D1) where early configuration trade-offs take place. The second gathering occurs immediately
after the aircraft formal launch, during the “Joint Definition Phase” (JDP, in D3).
The next important elements of BES are the product development processes. These are structured in a
hierarchy, starting with five top business processes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manage the Program and Project
Develop the Conceptual Definition
Develop the Preliminary Definition
Produce the Product Definition
Conduct Verification of the Product
Support Product Development

Each business process is made of “Tier 2” Cross Functional Processes with deliverables associated to each
process. A function’s deliverable is a tangible data or a document required by an internal or external customer
and used to monitor a project’s progress. The next level of processes is the “Tier 3” level which describes
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functional activities. A Tier 3 process map shows what activities are required to produce BES deliverables,
what inputs are required to complete an activity, who supplies these inputs, who the customers for the
deliverables are and the interactions with external entities such as vendors, partners or certification authorities.
“Tier 4 Functional Tasks” are tasks required for preparing a specific deliverable. They are linked to a
function’s role and responsibility. Mapping Tier 4 functional tasks is a prerequisite to the wrapping of these
tasks in a design automation software environment.
The BD-100 Continental Jet aircraft program is the first one to be developed entirely following BES
procedures. The aircraft, shown on Figure 1, is designed to have a true north-American coast-to-coast
capability with eight passengers. The overall design is geared towards shared ownership operations, requiring
low cost, high utilisation, high dispatch reliability and good maintainability.
The aircraft technical specifications include:
•
•
•
•
•

A maximum take-off weight of 37,500 lbs.;
A range of 3,100 nautical miles NBAA/IFR with 8 passengers and baggage;
A normal cruise speed of Mach 0.80 and a high cruise speed of Mach 0.82
An initial cruise altitude of 41,000 ft and a maximum cruise altitude of 45,000 ft;
A balanced field length below 5,000 ft;

The BD-100 program completed the Joint Conceptual Definition Phase before the formal program launch.
This provided better definition of the aircraft early on. Partners and suppliers joined early. All functional
groups participated in the design from the outset and all partners and suppliers used common design
technology. Key milestone dates for the program so far are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Market Debut
Joint Conceptual Definition
Full Program Launch
Joint Definition
First Flight

October 18 1998
Aug 98 - May 99
June 1999
June 99- Dec 99
August 14, 2001

Extensive cost trade-off parameters were prepared in all disciplines and all design decisions were subjected to
an economic trade-off analysis. Weighing design proposals from vastly different disciplines is a challenging
process. Only a fully integrated or collaborative multi-disciplinary optimization approach can guarantee the
achievement of a true minimum of an overall aircraft level objective function. In reality, the merit of a design
is heavily dependent on the experience and skill of the senior designers called to make the required decisions
and on the experience of the design organisation as a whole.
On the multi-site and multi-partner BD-100 project, BES provided an effective method, to monitor and
execute projects effectively, determine deliverables of the engineering process by function and harmonize
product development processes and practices. BES offers two advantages. First, it helps clarify the company
processes and deliverables. An objective analysis of these processes can then be made, possible deficiencies
identified and corrected. Wherever possible, improved, more robust processes can be substituted. Secondly,
because it requires process flowcharts down to the “Tier 4” functional activities, BES is a natural platform
from which to establish integrated design procedures and automate them.
VADOR: an MDO Infrastructure Program
The design of a unique software framework tailored to Bombardier's Engineering System and capable of
supporting Multi-Disciplinary Optimization (MDO) was entrusted to CERCA, a research center in numerical
methods, located in Montreal. The software CERCA is developing is known as VADOR, for Virtual Airplane
Design and Optimization Framework. [2]. The central contribution of VADOR is the development of a
software infrastructure permitting a seamless integration of technical applications and providing a global
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perspective of a given design project. The software is capable of representing information, including data and
methods, from the BES work flow charts to the detailed engineering tasks. It provides critical information on:
• The location of the data;
• The methods used to produce the data;
• The status of data and tasks;
• The validity of the data;
• The owners of the data and methods
The two main components of VADOR are “Data Components” and “Strategy Components”. Data components
are objects that encapsulate design and analysis data, usually contained in data files. A data component can
encapsulate one or several data files. Strategy components are objects that encapsulate programs or analysis
methodologies or processes. A program can be any piece of software that requires an input data and produces
output data files. A process is a set of programs that must be executed in a sequence corresponding to a given
algorithm. This sequence may include conditional loops. Both components have a set of attributes such as
owner information, access permission, history, comments and present status. The framework allows
collaboration and sharing of data and enforces proper documentation and promotes standardization of
engineering methods. New processes and data are defined in the system during an integration phase.
Subsequently, in a typical every day usage, the users simply execute these existing processes to create the
required data and inspect the data using appropriate visualization tools provided through the framework. The
clear separation between the data and the programs is intended to allow many different programs and
processes to produce functionally equivalent data, reinforcing the standardization based on the data. This is
crucial because the development and certification of a modern airplane requires extensive and rigorous
documentation of all design characteristics.
Figure 4 illustrates the basic architecture of VADOR, composed of five elements, as described in [2]:
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) is a Java program running on the user’s machine providing an interface
between the engineer and the VADOR services.
The Librarian Server or Data server is a Java server program responsible for the handling and archiving of
components.
The Executive Server is a Java server program that manages the execution of “Strategy Components” to
create “Data Components”. After receiving requests from the GUI to create data, it communicates with the
Librarian server to retrieve data components and generates the data creation sequence according to the strategy
invoked. The Executive server communicates with the CPU servers to run the required analysis programs and,
after execution, notifies the Librarian Server to update the status of the components in the database.
The CPU servers are Java programs that wrap programs. They can be installed on any suitable machine. On
request from the Executive server, they get the input files required for the execution, run the analysis programs
and transfer the output files to the required locations.
The Database Management System (DBMS) is used to store, maintain and provide access information for
components. The information is stored using a relational model. It should be noted that the framework does
not manage detailed engineering data but rather references and information about the detailed data, stored in
data files on the network.
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Figure 4: Typical VADOR Architecture

Aerodynamic analysis of transonic flexible wings
One important multi-disciplinary study is fluid-structure interaction. An initial objective was the prediction of
wing weight and wing structural deformation (Figure 5) and the influence of this deformation on the
aerodynamic load distribution. The prediction of the bending and twisting of wings was achieved by coupling
the transonic CFD code KTRAN [3] with a thin-walled structural analysis program (TWSAP). The linear
structural capabilities of the NASTRAN structural analysis software are utilized to predict the bending and
twisting of a simplified finite element model (stick model) of the actual wing. Deformations predicted using
stick models of transonic supercritical wings are in very good agreement with the results of full Finite Element
Models (FEM) [4]. Results obtained for the static equilibrium (convergence) state of the Challenger and
Global Express wings in 1g flight were found to be in very good agreement with experimental data. This suite
of multi-disciplinary programs is wrapped in the VADOR framework.

Wing Structure Conceptual Models
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(a) Rigid wing geometry
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Wing Structure
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(b) Wing geometry under loads
Figure 5: Static aeroelastic deformation of a
transonic wing computed by the KTRAN /TWSAP
/NASTRAN package at Mach 0.80 and CL=0.5

Figure 6: Canadair Challenger wing structure and
examples of conceptual structures generated by
the TWSAP program
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In a following step, the methodology was extended to predict the aeroelastic deformation of wings at the
conceptual design stage. The program generates conceptual layouts of wing structural components and creates
a beam finite element model of the wing structure (Figure 6). To establish the accuracy of the stick model
designed by TWSAP, its prediction of the wing bending and twisting were compared with results obtained
with the full finite element model of the real Challenger wing structure, without winglets. Figure 7 shows that
the comparison obtained is sufficient for preliminary design purposes
12
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Figure 7: Comparison of wing bending predicted by the conceptual stick
model and the full FEM of the Challenger wing without winglets.
Advanced aerodynamic wing design methods
To design wings, several methods are used. The most commonly used at Bombardier is the wing shape
optimization program ALLOP developed in-house. Using a gradient-based optimizer, it is used to match a
user-supplied target pressure distribution. The control points of a NURBS representation of the geometry are
used as design variables in order to optimize the pressure distribution locally or globally. The ALLOP
optimizer can call a variety of 2D and 3D high speed or low speed aerodynamic analysis codes. These codes
return results that are used to calculate the current value of an objective function to minimize. Geometric
constraints are imposed using penalty functions. Several developments were made to the representation of
wing shape in order to include typical manufacturing constraints on the aerodynamic lines.
A second method, INDES [5, 6], an inverse design code originally developed by Tohoku University, in Japan,
was linked to two transonic analysis codes. First, INDES was linked to the MGAERO 3D Euler code for
complete aircraft configurations of Analytical Methods Inc. The MGAERO version used included a boundarylayer coupling introduced at Bombardier. INDES was also linked to the KTRAN transonic small disturbance
code for complete aircraft configurations. This method can also be used to match a given target pressure
distribution.
A third method, AeroPointer [7], recently licensed from Synaps Inc. of Atlanta, is an optimization
environment capable of performing multi-disciplinary optimizations using a global parameter as an objective
function, such as the total aircraft drag or weight. AeroPointer was linked to Bombardier's KTRAN transonic
analysis code. The different capabilities of these methods are complementary, and each can be used effectively
in the overall wing design process.
The main differences between ALLOP and INDES, the two methods for optimizing pressure distributions, is
their relative speed of execution and flexibility. Since it is an inverse method, INDES is significantly faster.
INDES will converge or achieve its best result in some 20 calls to the analysis code. In comparison, ALLOP
requires hundreds of function calls, with the length of the optimization depending on the number of design
variables. ALLOP optimizes the location of the control points of a NURBS representation of the geometry, so
the more points are used or the greater the number of airfoil sections, the longer the optimization will last.
INDES may or may not achieve a given target pressure distribution. If INDES does not converge on the
specified target, the best that can be done is to modify the target pressure distribution itself. ALLOP is more
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flexible because it can be restarted with a different set of design variables, and will usually continue to
converge towards the target. Typically, for a complex design, ALLOP must be restarted a number of times,
and the complete process may last in the order of two or three days. Unlike INDES, ALLOP will always
produce smooth airfoil sections since it uses NURBS to describe the geometry. Another advantage of ALLOP
is that it allows the user to work on a portion of a wing, or on a part of an airfoil section. For instance, the user
may optimize only the upper surface of the wing, or only the leading edge, etc. For these reasons, INDES will
typically be used to initiate an optimization process, because it does a good part of the work in a short period
of time. ALLOP is then used to refine the design.
The major disadvantage of using either ALLOP or INDES is the requirement to define a target pressure
distribution. This is not only a time consuming process but it also assumes that the designer has enough
experience to “know” what an optimal pressure distribution is for a specific wing. In contrast, no target
pressure distribution is required when using the AeroPointer software. The latter is capable of performing a
multi-disciplinary optimization by minimizing a global parameter, such as a combination of the total drag and
the weight of an aircraft. This capability is very useful since it makes no assumptions about the pressure
distribution, and it effectively automates the design process.
Automation in the design process is important not only from the point of view of efficiency, but also because it
makes multi-disciplinary optimization possible, since the latter can only be done through the minimization of
global parameters. AeroPointer achieves this capability through the use of a hybrid optimizer that combines
the capabilities of genetic, gradient, and simplex methods. AeroPointer also allows the user to define any
geometric parameter as a design variable or a constraint, and can perform weighted multi-point optimizations.
Naturally, the quality of the final design will depend on the fidelity of the analysis code and on the topology of
the design space. Typically, a careful selection of design variables and constraints is required to ensure a
successful optimization, and the methodology developed for one application may not necessarily be optimal
for another. In some cases, AeroPointer will produce a good design but one that can clearly be improved in
some areas. In such a case, an AeroPointer optimization would be followed by the further optimization of the
pressure distributions using either INDES or ALLOP.
The current best approach therefore is to initiate the design process with AeroPointer to define the general
characteristics of the optimal design in an MDO sense (Figure 8). This process would typically be initiated
with a low fidelity analysis code and completed with a higher fidelity code whenever practical. Once the
general characteristics of the configuration have been defined, any further improvements required in the
pressure distributions could then be achieved using INDES if possible or ALLOP when detailed refinements
are required (Figure 9).

(b)

Cp

(a)

AeroPointer
Refined Design

x/c

Figure 8: (a) Initial business jet configuration; KTRAN
solution; M=0.8 CL=0.5. (b) Configuration optimized
with AeroPointer/KTRAN; M=0.8 CL=0.5

Figure 9: Pressure distribution achieved with an
MDO sense optimization compared to a final design
including a locally refined pressure distribution.
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CFD flow analysis and drag prediction
Bombardier recent CFD development efforts have concentrated on the Full Aircraft Navier-Stokes Code
FANSC [8]. The program uses multi-block structured grids, with an unstructured block topology, i.e. it allows
any number of blocks to merge at the same location. It uses a cell-centered finite volume approach with a
choice of space-discretization schemes and an explicit Runge-Kutta time-marching method. The code can be
run in Euler mode, in Euler mode with boundary-layer coupling and in Navier-Stokes mode. The NavierStokes code uses the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model [9].
To be useful in a realistic design environment, the FANSC code was made robust for solutions on complex
aircraft geometry. Boundary conditions include no-slip and slip walls, transpiration wall for boundary-layer
coupling, symmetry and degenerate lines and points, Riemann and engine inlet/outlet boundary. The code
allows also the specification of multiple boundary conditions on each block face. Its run time efficiency was
considerably improved by adding coarse grain parallelization on blocks (3.6 out of 4 CPUs) and vectorization
(94% efficient).
The large CPU time of Navier-Stokes computations still precludes their inclusion in routine design and
optimization loops. Euler/boundary-layer computations are used instead. A boundary-layer code was
developed and coupled with FANSC first through the use of a direct Viscous/Inviscid Interaction (VII) scheme
[10]. The coupling uses a transpiration velocity approach, with no need to regenerate a new mesh at every VII
cycle. Since a direct VII procedure fails when separated flow is encountered, as often found during design
iterations, an inverse boundary-layer code was also coupled with FANSC using a quasi-simultaneous VII
scheme. The viscous flow is solved with the CIBL3D inverse code, developed by Cebeci et al. at California
State University, Long Beach [11]. With this code, separated boundary layers can be computed with accuracy
comparing favorably with more time-consuming Navier-Stokes computations for many cases of interest. This
is illustrated in Figure 10, showing a pressure distribution computed at mid-span of a Challenger wing-body
configuration.
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Figure 10: Euler/Boundary layer and Navier-Stokes
computations of flow on the Challenger wing/body
configuration Mach 0.82, Alpha = 1.5 degrees, Rec = 6
Million, station at 40.5% of the wing semi-span
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Figure 11: FANSC prediction of drag polar for
the DLR-F4 configuration, Mach 0.75, Reynolds
number 3 Million.

To be used effectively in aerodynamic design loops, CFD codes must produce accurate, reliable and repeatable
drag estimates. Drag modules were constructed as a post-processing step to the Euler/Boundary-layer
solutions. They include a semi-empirical module for fuselage and nacelle drag, a Multhopp algorithm for
induced drag, Lock’s method for computation of wave drag based on shock strength and a Squire-Young
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module for the computation of wing and tailplane viscous drag. Far-field methods for the induced drag and the
computation of wave drag from the integration of entropy variation across shock waves were also investigated.
More recently, investigations were made in the prediction of drag from direct integration of pressures and skin
friction obtained with a high-accuracy Navier-Stokes solution.
The difficulties of drag prediction with Navier-Stokes computations were illustrated at an AIAA Drag
Prediction Workshop held in June 2001 in Anaheim, California [12]. FANSC was used to predict the drag
polar of a DLR-F4 wing-body for which experimental results had been collected in NLR, ONERA and DRA
wind tunnels. Drag was obtained from integration of pressure and skin friction coefficients, as specified for the
workshop. Initial predictions made by FANSC with the grid supplied by the workshop organizers showed drag
levels much higher than experimental values (DPW grid results, in Figure 11). A new mesh of the DLR-F4
configuration generated using Bombardier’s MBGRID program was prepared. The mesh had good
orthogonality on the solid surfaces, 10-6 chord wall spacing, 3.8 Million mesh points, an open wing tip and a
blunt trailing edge. Calculations with the same program on this mesh showed excellent correlation with the
experimental values (BBD grid results, in Figure 11). The main difference between the two grids was in the
orthogonality near solid surfaces (Figure 12). FANSC showed excellent convergence characteristics (density
and turbulent viscosity) on the Bombardier generated grid and on the workshop supplied grid, despite its
excessive skewness. Integrated lift and pitching moment predictions on the workshop grid were accurate.
Mesh skewness introduced discretization errors on the skin-friction evaluations whereas pressure drag was
correctly predicted on both grids. This illustrates the great care that must be exercised if drag from NavierStokes computations is used as the function to be minimized in a wing design process. One must ensure that
mesh modifications do not introduce variations not due to the wing geometry changes. Figure 11 shows that an
excellent drag polar was also obtained on the NLR-F4 configuration with FANSC running in Euler/boundarylayer mode with the post-processing drag formulas. The grid required for this calculation was much simpler,
with 1.3 million grid points. A solution for one angle of incidence is obtained in 0.45 hours on 8 CPUs of a
Cray SV1 computer instead of the 6 hours required by the Navier-Stokes calculation. The Euler solution
required 600 Mbytes memory instead of the 2.2 Gbytes required by the Navier-Stokes analysis. There are
therefore advantages in using Euler/boundary-layer methods in large parts of the wing design process.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Close-up views of DLR-F4 grids for the AIAA 2001 Drag Prediction Workshop. (a) Initial supplied
grid; (b) Bombardier-generated grid.
Despite considerable progress made to date, the use of Navier-Stokes methods in aircraft design integration is
still a challenge. The best approach seems to be the use of a full suite of low and high fidelity codes, starting
for instance with low fidelity codes and finishing with the more sophisticated methods. The goal is to
implement Navier-Stokes codes in design loops in the coming year, following a significant upgrade of the
available computing hardware.
Conclusions
The toughest challenge of MDO in the aerospace industry is to bring together technologies and methodologies
of various disciplines in a way that is both practical and inclusive of the expertise that must accompany the
individual technologies. MDO procedures asking experienced engineers to change completely their methods
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have often met with mixed success. Our approach, described here, is to develop this capability in a step-bystep approach that includes either the actual methods in use by the various disciplines, or simplified versions of
these methods. Bombardier’s approach to automated design integration includes the following steps:
•
•
•

Understanding, documention and optimization of all engineering procedures required to develop an
aircraft (BES)
Implemention of a software design environment which erases geographical distance and differences in
computing platforms and automates BES tier 4 processes (VADOR)
Implemention and validation of multi-disciplinary analysis and optimization procedures (fluid-structure,
aerodynamics and systems simulation, etc.)
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Q: You have stated that external shape fixed in stages 1 & 2. What do you do about ensuring
internal items can be packaged within the external shape?
A: We try and examine structural and systems implications as early as possible in the design stages
(D1, D2) hence the value of MDO at conceptual design stage. If this is well done, only minor
modifications to the external shapes are needed at D2.
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Abstract
This paper provides an overview of the Undersea Weapon Design and Optimization (UWDO) program
sponsored by the United States Navy’s Office of Naval Research (ONR). Progress, status, and future
research directions of the UWDO program are presented. The objective of the UWDO program is to
develop computational tools and simulation-based methodology to optimize undersea weaponry system
designs with respect to cost and performance. The design tools and environment developed in this
program continue to be improved and implemented in the ONR Torpedo Guidance & Control, Undersea
Warheads/Explosive, Torpedo Stealth, and High-Speed Supercavitating Undersea Weapons programs.
Specifically, the design tools and collaborative design environment are used for the design of torpedo
sonar system, new warhead configurations, virtual acoustic design using active control techniques, cost
analysis, and simulation of high-speed supercavitating weapons in the virtual environment. Lastly,
recommendations and future research directions in UWDO are provided.

Introduction
The objective of the UWDO program is to develop computational tools and simulation-based
methodology to optimize undersea weapon system designs with respect to cost and performance. UWDO
is the infrastructure that is being developed to support the design of various undersea weapons as shown
in Figure 1. The weapons include the High-Speed Quick Reaction, Torpedo Defense, Coordinated
Attack, Long Range Stealth, and Advanced Weapons. These undersea weapons cover close-in and
extended range scenarios, with affordability as the key requirement.
The UWDO program is based on the Simulation Based Design (SBD) approach. As shown in Figure 2,
SBD spans the design, prototyping, acquisition, and operations of undersea weapons. Specifically, it is
used in the simulation-based design and engineering, virtual manufacturing, virtual testing [1], training
simulations, operations and logistics simulations, and warfare analyses.
The UWDO system architecture (as depicted in Figure 3) consists of four major components-- multi-user
access server, design tools, simulation environment, and life cycle factors. The multi-user access server is
the project data manager that communicates and interacts with the other three components. The design
tool consists of analytical and numerical models, computer codes, and technology object library that
supports product design and development. The simulation environment provides performance simulation
and virtual training, testing, and tactics evaluation. The life cycle factors component deals with logistics
modeling, cost modeling and analyses, and manufacturing process modeling
The ONR UWDO team consists of members from the Naval Undersea Warfare Center- Newport
Division, Pennsylvania State University/Applied Research Laboratory, Naval Surface Warfare CenterIndian Head Division, Science Application International Corporation (SAIC), SRI International, Georgia
Institute of Technology, and University of Maryland.
Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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Technical Challenges
Affordable Science & Technology (S&T) product development, acquisition, and support for future
undersea weaponry requires a software driven simulation based design process that provides:
1) improved (reduced time and cost) product development, 2) a good cost and benefit estimate of new
technologies to meet future war-fighting needs, and 3) efficient transition of technology to the end users.
The UWDO program develops the infrastructure that supports the development of undersea weapons in
torpedo guidance and control, warhead, propulsion, stealth, and torpedo defense technologies, as well as
advanced weapons system concepts such as the high-speed supercavitating weapons. This program
establishes a modeling and simulation environment that integrates the United States Navy’s S&T with
Engineering Development efforts in undersea weaponry. The goal of the UWDO project is to develop a
system that determines the design that gives optimal performance with a minimal Total Ownership Cost
(TOC).
Some of the key technical challenges and S&T issues include:
• Interface of the various design tools and computer codes
• Connectivity of multi-users in a collaborative design environment
• Affordable, optimized designs
• Effective visualization of large amounts of data

Collaborative and Distributive Design Environment
The UWDO program focuses on the development of system architecture and design tools for the
collaborative and distributive design environment. Design tools such as a virtual prototype design,
Multidisciplinary Optimization (MDO), and cost/performance analyses are emphasized. Cost and
performance trade-off studies are conducted by applying the methodology and tools to rapid prototyping
of a torpedo upgrade, a new capability, or a new weapon system design. Figure 4 illustrates the virtual
prototyping of a torpedo. Given overall system attributes in speed, depth and range, the designers can
select the subsystems in power, guidance & control, propulsor, hydrodynamics, shell and structures, and
payload. Cost analyses and simulated engagements are then performed to determine the optimal design.
Connectivity needs to be developed for disparate languages, Computer Aided Design (CAD) systems,
performance models, external libraries, and users. Boyars et al. [2] identified connectivity among
designers and users as one of the key requirements for the collaborative and distributive design
environment. The design and optimization process involves building the SBD architecture using physicsbased models to provide data for process/mechanical/environmental simulations, which, in turn, forms the
basis for the vehicle subsystems, and creates a virtual prototype system design that can be used for
performance, cost, and quality assessment. As an example, a web based collaborative and distributive
design environment was used to design a torpedo sonar array (Figure 5). Engineering analyses and design
were performed by geographically dispersed designers/users.

Multidisciplinary Optimization
Multidisciplinary Optimization (MDO) helps the users and designers to gain the understanding of the
interaction among the various components to make effective and efficient tradeoff decisions. Kusmik [3]
used MDO, and Belegundu et al. [4] used attributed-based MDO to design undersea vehicles. MDO
needs a rapid convergence on optimal system-level design using the various models, simulation tools, and
information management systems. Considering the conflicting requirement of the various sub systems
and components, such optimization is indeed very complicated. Research efforts in Interval
Programming and Probabilistic Methods are underway to develop effective and fast algorithms for
optimization.
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Multi-objective MDO is being used for a new warhead design (Figure 6). Given the design requirements,
and objectives and constraints, the optimizer interacts with the warhead server, torpedo shell analyzer and
lethality evaluator to produce the optimal warhead design. In this optimization, warhead lethality,
radiated noise, and probability of kill (Pk) are considered simultaneously.
In the electric propulsion design and analysis, thermal and structural analyses are performed
simultaneously to optimize motor design. As shown in Figure 7, thermal analysis and finite element
analysis are integrated in the motor design.

Cost Analysis
Total Ownership Cost (TOC) has become one of the critical criteria in the weapon system acquisition
process. TOC consists of costs from: 1) research and development, 2) production and manufacturing, 3)
operation, and 4) maintenance. There are commercial parametric cost estimating software and cost
models, e.g., PRICE, CORBA, for cost analyses [5]. Typical cost estimation requires inputs such as
design, schedule, and deployment information. The outputs of cost estimation consist of total program
cost, cost by phase, cost by type, and cost by category. The cost by category includes drafting, design,
system engineering, project management, prototype, production, tooling & test equipment, general &
administrative, and overhead. Maintenance cost is one of the most challenging cost estimations, in
particular when there is a lack of repair records or cost data.

Virtual Design Environment
Recently, substantial progress has been made in virtual reality and scientific visualization to translate
large amounts of data to visual representation. Aukstakalnis and Blatner [6] defined Virtual Reality as “ a
way for humans to visualize, manipulate and interact with computers and extremely complex data.” The
virtual design environment provides visualization techniques that designers can see design changes and
their impact on the overall system.
Virtual reality and collaborative design environment is used for the development of advanced undersea
weapons. Specific interests and focus are on torpedo stealth, warhead design, and high-speed
supercavitating weapons. For example, the Virtual Reality Laboratory at the University of Maryland is
developing the active noise and vibration control techniques [7] for stealth torpedo using this approach
(Figure 8). Numerical results from the finite element model of the torpedo shell are displayed in the
virtual environment. The animated structural noise radiation can be heard using the sound system and the
vibration of the shell can be felt with the touch glove.
With the virtual environment, designers can select a range of subsystem technologies to assemble a
conceptual design. This virtual prototyping capability dramatically reduces development time and total
ownership cost. The virtual environment provides simulation and modeling capabilities, as well as
evaluation of realistic operational scenarios.
The immersive visualization facilities at the Penn State University/Applied Research Laboratory, Virginia
Tech, and University of Maryland, are utilized together with basic and applied research related to
supercavitation physics, torpedo silencing and warheads to develop a unique integrated design
environment. The three virtual reality sites are connected to form a collaborative design cluster among
UWDO team members.
The capability to visualize real-time simulations of the high-speed
supercavitating weapons has been demonstrated at the Penn State University’s Applied Research Lab.
Modeling and simulation capabilities are augmented with the capability to generate immersive
simulations from a synthesis of individual subsystem designs. Collaborative design architecture, multidisciplinary optimization scheme, cost analysis tools and other relevant subsystem synthesis methods are
incorporated into this virtual design environment. The advanced weapon designs are evaluated in
operational scenarios modeled using the concept of operations requirements from the operational Naval
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community. Standard protocols are utilized so that the conceptual designs can be evaluated in warfare
simulation involving real players. This virtual design environment provides a faster, more effective, and
affordable design space to develop undersea weaponry to meet future threats.

Recommendations and Future S&T Directions
Simulation Based Design (SBD) is an effective approach for system design and product development.
The UWDO environment provides the foundation for timely, information-based engineering and
programmatic decision-making.
Future S&T directions should focus on Multidisciplinary Optimization, cost analysis, and virtual
environment for simulation. Specifically, the following areas should be of great interests:
• Efficient optimization schemes
• Fast convergence algorithms
• Accurate cost analyses
• Representation and interaction with large amounts of digital data in the virtual environment
• Interfacing design tools and computer codes
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Discussor's Name: Professor Ramana Grandhi
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Q: You are doing research in multidisciplinary optimization and also in probabilistic mechanics. Are you
doing any work where the probabilistics is combined in MDO or reliability optimization or MDO based
on stochastic finite element analysis?
A: We do multidisciplinary optimization, and modeling using the various numerical techniques including
finite element analysis. We also use probabilistic methods in the undersea weapon design. Our design
methodology is based on integrated system approach. Accordingly, we combine the various numerical
techniques, computer codes and tools in the multidisciplinary optimization.
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The design of a hypersonic cruise or space launch
vehicle is a large undertaking requiring the team effort of
many engineers having expertise in the areas of
aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, flight control,
performance and mass properties. As the design takes shape,
specialists are requested to design such things as the crew
station, landing gear, interior layout, weapons location, and
equipment installation. The completed vehicle design is a
compromise of the best effort of many talented engineers. It
should be clear that the design process is a complex
integration effort requiring the pulling together and blending
of many engineering disciplines.

Figure 1: Trans Atmospheric Vehicles

Like all organizations, the Air Force is interested in conducting its vehicle studies as quickly as possible
with as high fidelity an analysis as is feasible and with a proven, repeatable design and analysis process.
This research is in support of an approach formulated by engineers at Wright Patterson Air Force Base who
seek to integrate design and analysis tools into a collaborative, network-distributed design environment. The
benefits of using an integrated design environment to reduce the time and potential errors associated with
the transfer of data between design and analysis codes are well documented.1,2 This research presents the
integration of an initial set of space access and future strike vehicle analysis codes designed to improve the
entire conceptual-level design process and documents the advantages of using the tools in a collaborative,
network-distributed environment. This paper focuses on the design environment including geometry
modeling, object design, discipline interactions, and design tools built for this effort including weight,
propulsion, and trajectory analysis.
REUSABLE LAUNCH SYSTEMS
Both the US Air Force and NASA have indicated that next-generation reusable launch systems are
needed within the next few years. Indications of the area’s high importance can be seen through funding of
projects like the X-33 and Hyper-X experimental launch concepts. At this stage of the study program,
similar technologies and vehicle concepts are being examined to meet both the space access and future
strike requirements. Consequently, rapid assessment of a Reusable Military Launch Systems is becoming
increasingly important. There is a large array of RMLS options and promising configurations must be
selected quickly for higher fidelity analysis. Furthermore all proposals must be analyzed uniformly using
the same base-lined analysis tools and objective constraints.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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The initial user of the web-based, collaborative application for launch vehicle design is the Air
Force’s Reusable Military Launch System (RMLS) analysis team. The core of this team has members from
five different organizations that are located in four different buildings at two different bases. The team
focuses on capability assessment for both future strike and space access vehicles. The goal is to impartially
judge RMLS designs without restrictions on mode of operations. These modes include Horizontal TakeoffHorizontal Landing, Vertical Takeoff-Horizontal Landing, and Vertical Takeoff-Vertical Landing. The
team will also judge vehicle configuration options such as air breathing vs. rocket based propulsion and Two
Stage to Orbit vs. Single Stage to Orbit.3,4 A better understanding of the RMLS design space will dictate
future areas of research and development needed to increase the viability of promising configurations.
Because of the distributed nature of the team, the initial method
used to conduct analyses was to pass files manually via email
and a web site bulletin board. This system is sufficient for the
relatively small team. However it has obvious areas of
inefficiency in communication. Moreover there exists the
possibility of errors being introduced due to data translation and
loss of configuration control. An improved design and analysis
process was needed to prevent these potential errors and to allow
the RMLS team to efficiently interact with technology experts
from other government agencies, industry and academia.
The current vehicle under study is an in-house design of
a fully reusable TSTO. The design (Figure 2) is a departure from
the Bimese concept of identical booster and orbiter stages
arranged “piggy-back” with an external payload mounted on the
orbiter. The in-house concept consists of a booster and orbiter
with a similar aeroshape but internal differences. Future vehicles
under consideration include a stacked (serial burn) version of the
Figure 2: Reusable Military Launch System
Bimese concept and an air-breathing design.
LAUNCH VEHICLE DESIGN ENVIRONMENT
The conceptual-level design process for hypersonic and space access vehicles is dominated by
geometric modeling, aerodynamics, aerothermodynamics, engine performance (air-breathing or rocket)
analysis, trajectory simulation, mass properties analysis and cost modeling. This process is shown in Figure
3 as a design structure matrix. A design structure matrix is used to graphically display the interactions
between the various disciplines in a design process. 5 Each block in Figure 3 represents a different analysis
code. These codes could be further associated with different engineers, different computers or even
computer platforms.
The process starts with a designer
formulating a possible outer moldline of
the vehicle. This can be done anywhere
from a “back of the envelope” sketch to
lofted model in a CAD package. From
the geometry, the aerodynamic,
propulsion and mass properties analysts
generate their models. Using the results
of these analyses, a set of trajectories or
missions is simulated to determine if the
concept vehicle will meet its
requirements. Then, from the results of
Figure 3: Design Structure Matrix
the
trajectory
simulation,
an
aerothermoelastic analysis can be performed to determine the heating loads on the vehicle and subsequently
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size the thermal protection system (TPS) and internal structure. The TPS size affects the geometric model by
reducing the available internal volume for fuel and payload. Conventionally, this design cycle is repeated,
varying geometric parameters, until the size and shape of the vehicle converges to the smallest vehicle that
will perform a given set of missions.
One of the well-known shortcomings of this process is that it takes far too long for the design to
progress to a point where operations, logistics and life cycle cost analyses are performed.6 The long-term
goal of this research is to demonstrate that, by integrating all the launch vehicle design disciplines into a
collaborative design environment, the design data can be fed to the cost and operations disciplines sooner. In
addition, by capturing the design process, the results of these analyses can be fed back to the conventional,
conceptual design disciplines. By removing the manual data transfer steps, more design iterations can be
accomplished in the same amount of engineering time.
The current status of the project is that some tools for the geometric modeling, aerodynamic analysis,
propulsion analysis, trajectory simulation and mass properties disciplines have been integrated. Structural
weight and aerodynamic results are calculated directly from an initial geometry specification, with the total
weight being determined by adding the thermal protection system (TPS), propulsion system, payload and
propellant weights. These three disciplines (mass properties, aerodynamics, and propulsion) provide the data
that is needed by the trajectory simulation code to determine if the vehicle meets mission requirements
(altitude and inclination angle). Finally, an iterative process is employed to vary the vehicle’s fuel fraction
ratio, and consequently the overall size of the vehicle, to correctly size the vehicle and propulsion system for
a specified mission, or to determine that a specific vehicle class will not work for the required payload and
orbit.
The Adaptive Modeling Language
For this effort, the Adaptive Modeling Language (AML) developed by Technosoft Inc., was
selected as the design-modeling environment. AML is a framework for Knowledge Based Engineering that
provides the ability to capture the launch vehicle design and analysis process and manage the data transfer
between codes. It is by using the logical functions and calculations in AML, to capture process knowledge
and design intent, that the significant timesavings in performing repeated analyses on a family of designs
can be achieved. Previous research has demonstrated this knowledge capture in AML models for structural
analysis and cost modeling. 7 The current version of AML has a wide variety of features that make it well
suited for developing applications to capture a complex, multidisciplinary design process.8 Perhaps the
most important and least unique feature of AML is that it is an object-oriented language. A consensus has
been reached in the software industry that object-oriented programming is vital for ease of software
development and reuse. By applying the object-oriented paradigm to engineering models, AML allows the
reuse of these models (objects). A well-formulated model will represent the component in general,
parametric terms. For instance, the 747 and F-16 have very different wing shapes and sizes, but both wings
can be represented by the same set of parameters (i.e., aspect ratio, root chord, taper ratio, airfoil section,
twist distribution, dihedral and sweep angle). By developing a wing model this way, the same object can be
used to model both aircraft.
A second important feature of AML (inherited from its Allegro Common LISP infrastructure) is its
hierarchical, dynamic part-model. This feature is what makes AML “adaptive”; that is, models do not need
to be recompiled to change the object hierarchy. The subobjects can be added interactively or specified in
the definition of the class that was chosen for the top-level model (or in the definition of classes that were
added as subobjects). This capability also allows objects and their properties to be added, edited or deleted
independent of the order of instantiation. Included in the hierarchical structure is the Unified Part Model
paradigm. This paradigm allows the model of a given component, the wing for example, to contain all the
data about the wing that will be required by the various analyses. For instance, the wing model could
contain a panel aerodynamic model, which would be used for low-speed calculations; a finite-element
model of the wing box, which would be used for structural analysis; a second aerodynamic model that
includes control surfaces, which would be used for stability analysis; and a thermal model, which would be
used to size the wing’s thermal protection system.
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This modeling paradigm allows the model to grow as the design matures and new parts are created
or new analyses are required. By keeping all the design information in a unified model, the “bookkeeping”
of the data can be simplified. AML has built-in dependency tracking and demand-driven calculation
capabilities to assist in this data management. Dependency tracking is important for ensuring that each
discipline of the model is working with the current set of design parameters. With a manual design or
configuration management system, it is easy for the various discipline specific models to get out of sync.
AML automatically builds and maintains a list of dependencies. This list is updated as the objects are
instantiated or deleted; or as the formulas associated with a property are changed. AML’s dependency
tracking also works in the other direction. That is, AML maintains a list of the properties that are affected by
each property. The demand-driven calculation feature is complimentary to the dependency tracking
capability. While the dependency tracking capability notifies all the parts of the model that have been
affected by a change in a design parameter, the demand-driven calculation feature ensures that the only
calculations to be performed are those needed for the current item of interest.
The last important feature of AML that will be covered here is the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
included in AML. AML provides the powerful ability to automatically generate GUI’s from an objects
coding, eliminating the need for a designer to specifically develop a GUI structure. When writing an object,
a developer specifies which parameters should be included in the user interface with only minor
modifications in the parameter classes used. AML builds the GUI’s during runtime. This eliminates a
substantial volume of required coding from an object and reduces object development time. Additionally,
when a design is being run over a network, form information does not need to be transmitted because the
forms are part of an objects code, and generated on each individual client machine.
Collaborative design requires a distributed set of users running various analyses, possibly hundreds
of miles apart. Bringing together a set of analysis tools under a unified environment is only a first step in
achieving a fully integrated collaborative environment. Because of the large number of disciplines, an
application would be extremely inefficient if limited to a single computer. A new feature being added to
AML, under an Air Force Dual Use Science and Technology program termed Web-Based Design
Environment (WDE) allows users to be distributed over a wide area network.9 Users log into a server that
contains the vehicle model via a standard WDE browser. Vehicle geometry modification and analysis can
then be performed real-time over the network. The browser is platform independent and can access analysis
codes on any computer across the entire network. By allowing pieces of the model to reside on different
machines, each computer can specialize in a single discipline. This reduces the number of analysis codes
needed and can save money by reducing the required software licenses and simplifying the system
administration. The tool only passes parameter values of the model, which means that a high-fidelity
graphical model requires a very small bandwidth.10 Security and design configuration control issues are
addressed within the modeling environment.
DESIGN DISCIPLINES
Design begins with geometry or an array of geometric considerations. Preferably the geometry
object should be fully parametric, allowing the user to change shape into any other shape under
consideration. However, the author has found that a single geometric object capable of all design
configurations is not desired. The large number of parameters (e.g. number of fuselage cross sections, cross
section geometries, cross section positions, wing type, and wing location) for a design forces a user interface
to be complicated and unwieldy. There are a number of design possibilities, creating a huge array of very
different vehicle designs. A series of parametric models tailored for each vehicle class (e.g. 2-D airbreathing and rocket based lifting body) is being created as part of the ongoing RMLS research. Using only
a few parameters these models can be rapidly changed to any vehicle design within a given class. When a
desired vehicle falls outside a class, other classes may have to be used or built to accommodate the new
vehicle. A new parametric model takes about two weeks to create. The Bimese parametric vehicle class
developed in conjunction the RMLS team at WPAFB for the current research with the help of TSI is shown
in Figures 2, 8, 10, and 12. The model is able to be non-photographically stretched for vehicle sizing and
includes links to previously mentioned analysis tools. The geometry objects developed for this class will
also be used for future horizontally stacked configurations.
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Rocket Engine Design Code
A focus for any launch vehicle design is centered on the propulsion system. Engine selection
impacts several crucial design decisions including fuel type and associated fuel tank selection. Fuel
fractions for SA/FS vehicles can be as high as 90% so fuel selection becomes a very important issue.
Hydrogen fuels have a higher ISP (a measure of the overall energy contained in a rocket) but are less dense
and require cryogenic tanks. Hydrocarbon fuels require smaller fuel pumps that reduce the size and weight
of the rocket engine. Trade-offs for both fuel types require detailed analysis to determine the best fuel type
for a specific rocket configuration. The importance of the propulsion system requires a rapid rocket design
and performance analysis tool for vehicle modeling. The Parametric Rocket Model 11, developed at Wright
Patterson AFB, uses a historical data trend approach primarily taken from “Design of Liquid Propellant
Rocket Engines”.12
The author chose to incorporate the simple Parametric Rocket Model into the AML environment
because of its simplicity and fast run times. Additionally it provides information required for other analysis
codes with a minimal input. The basic procedure for designing the propulsion system using the Parametric
Rocket Model is as follows:
1. Select a specific rocket type and fuel, the characteristic velocity and combustor pressure, ratio of
specific heat, propellant flow per unit throat area and characteristic combustor length based on
previous engine designs are set. This represents the performance level of the engine class.
2. Given the specified nozzle expansion ratio(s) and nozzle type (1 position, 2 position, or dual bell) a
nozzle thrust coefficient is calculated as a function of altitude.
3. Thrust at a reference throat area is then calculated as a function of altitude.
4. Given the specified thrust at a specified altitude, a scale factor is calculated that is applied to the
reference thrust function to obtain the specified thrust.
5. The scale factor is also applied to the reference throat area to properly scale the geometry.
An example of how engine performance parameters are
calculated are the equations used for exit nozzle pressure. The
theoretical nozzle expansion ratio is calculation using Equation 1, where
γ is the specific heat for a given fuel type, pe is an assumed exit pressure
and pcns is the chamber (nozzle stagnation) pressure for a given fuel.
This doesn’t include boundary layer displacement correction, heat
Equation 1: Theoretical
transfer or shifting γ effects, but it is close to actual values. The exit
Expansion Ratio
pressure is then calculated using Equation 2, where ε is the desired
expansion ratio. Equations 1 and 2 are related to each other so a NewtonRhapson iteration method is used for convergence. The iteration is
Equation 2: Exit Nozzle Pressure
performed on 1/ε because it is more linear than ε.
A plot of engine performance (given
by thrust coefficient) for several nozzle
types vs. altitude is plotted in Figure 4. The
plots are characteristic of typical engine
performance curves. The discontinuity in
the graph for the Space Shuttle Main Engine
(SSME) 150 2p (two position) nozzle is a
result of moving a secondary nozzle into
position at a specific altitude. The method
has been correlated with advanced LH-LOX
and RP-1-LOX engines. This simple model
calculates thrust and Isp as a function of
altitude, weight and geometry of the engine
based on thrust at a specified altitude, rocket
type, nozzle type (1-position, 2-position, or
Figure 4: Engine Performance
dual bell nozzle), and expansion ratio.
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Simply changing one parameter such as fuel type can radically change the
engine geometry; Isp, thrust, and weight are also affected.
Weight Analysis
Weight analysis is a crucial aspect of RMLS design. Too much
vehicle dry mass and fuel fractions will never be high enough to get a
payload to orbit. Additionally, weight and aerodynamic parameters such as
G-loading, calculated from trajectory and aerodynamic analysis, drive
Figure 5: Engine Geometry
structural sizing.
Weight analysis equations tend to be strictly proprietary information
tightly held by their parent organizations. Consequently no commercial off the shelf weight estimation
software was found that suited the RMLS design group. Weight estimation software should be simple, use
available information associated with the model and track the physics well. To build weight estimation
software, engineers at WPAFB compiled historical trends in launch vehicle design as a way to predict future
vehicle designs. Data was compiled from Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab reports produced in the 1970’s
and 1980’s including the Space Shuttle, NASP and BETA vehicle.13,14,15,16,17,18
Weight Estimation
The weight analysis software was written
directly into the AML environment, and highly coupled
with the geometry. Component weights are generally
calculated from a vehicle’s gross weight, empty weight
or geometry (also a function of gross weight). For
example, Figure 6 plots the relationship of tail area with
tail weight. The relationship is almost linear for a
variety of vehicles.
The vehicles used for this
comparison are the XB-70 Valkyrie (Mach 3 USAF
experimental bomber 1964-1969), STS (Space Shuttle),
F-106A Delta Dart (supersonic USAF operational
interceptor 1956-1960), B-58A Hustler (Supersonic
Figure 6: Historical Weight Trends
USAF Operational Bomber 1960-1970), F-4 MK-2
Phantom (Supersonic USAF Operational Fighter 1965Weight = 5 * Svt 1 .09 * 0 . 89
1992). The actual relationship used for the weights
Equation 3: Tail Weight Estimation
equation (Equation 3) was chosen to match the Space
Shuttle data. Because this weights equation is based on
geometry, which is based on gross vehicle weight, iteration of the overall vehicle is required to close the
vehicle size and weight calculations. Component weights can be known values, such as an electrical system
power supply that has been set at 770 lbs based on Space Shuttle requirements. Setting a weight to a
deterministic value is equivalent to pulling a known power supply off the shelf and adding it to the model.
Component weights can also be a simple equation or expanded into geometrical objects depicting subsystem placement. Components can be further broken down into constituent parts for increased model
fidelity. The basic procedure for calculating an overall vehicle weight using the system is as follows:
1. Guess the empty weight fraction
2. Calculate component weights based on initial guess
3. Sum the weights and determine difference in empty weight calculations
4. Size the vehicle and adjust the empty weight guess
5. Iterate until vehicle closure
Once the weight estimation and sizing procedure are complete, the model is run through trajectory
analysis that is used to update the propellant fraction. The weight estimation procedure is then rerun
iteratively with trajectory analysis until overall vehicle closure. This research has discovered that only two
to three iterations are required to close the vehicle.
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Thermal Protection System Weight Estimation
As part of the weight estimation process, Thermal Protection System (TPS) weight must be addressed.
The model uses a simple water-line scheme to estimate what TPS types are needed in what areas. With the
knowledge that the vehicle will re-enter the atmosphere at a specified angle (i.e., 30°) surfaces that are in
direct line with or at specified increments from the stagnation points are calculated. With the knowledge
that surfaces nearest the stagnation points will require the highest temperature TPS, a lookup table of TPS
materials (based on Shuttle tiling) is used to place tiles in specific regions. The density and thickness of the
tiles is then used to calculate the entire weight of the TPS.
A more physics based approach for predicting TPS design is currently under development through
an Air Force Small Business through Innovative Research (SBIR) program. Using high fidelity
aerodynamics and heating analysis calculated directly from the geometry of the rocket design and its
trajectory profile, the transient heating profile will be coupled with a TPS optimization routine. The
thickness of the TPS is varied so that a maximum temperature on the inner rocket structure is not exceeded
throughout the trajectory. The heating loads are then applied to the Finite Element model of the inner
vehicle structure for sizing. The updated vehicle weight can then be sent back to trajectory analysis in an
iterative cycle until vehicle closure. This will not only yield higher fidelity TPS design, but will also
include the transient effects in the heating profile. Currently most TPS designs are sized to the point in the
trajectory that yields the highest temperature; this overestimates the required TPS and consequently
increases the weight of the vehicle.
Weight Estimation Error
There are errors in the weight estimation routines. The vehicles currently being analyzed are
roughly five percent under weight, based on historical vehicle designs. The additional weight is accounted
for using a weight correction factor, but additional work needs to be done to model vehicle weight better.
Five percent under estimation is a considerable factor considering that the RMLS type vehicles may have
growth factors of 30 or more. The higher fidelity methods previously discussed could be used to refine the
weight synthesis equations for future increased model accuracy. Additionally, members of the RMLS team
have modeled aerospace partners design to compare and verify the analysis. Results have shown a good
comparison between the reports. Additionally, the comparison found that a few parameters in the model
weight were not feeding back into the weight estimation scheme. Future studies will allow higher
confidence in the model. Despite these errors, the current weight estimation routines are a good start to
capturing vehicle weight, and accurate enough for the level of fidelity desired.
The weight estimation software developed is only for preliminary design. The author knows there
are dangers to base weight estimation on historical data trends. This is especially true when the only data
point that has been built and flown is the Space Shuttle that was designed for an immense 80,000-pound
payload and is an operational nightmare. The Space Shuttle is not a good data point, but it is widely used
because it is the only point available. Future work may incorporate higher fidelity tools, which will benefit
from the vehicle-sizing starting point this tool gives. Additionally, the physics in the higher fidelity tools
could then be captured to increase the accuracy of the preliminary weights equations developed.
Trajectory Analysis
As previously discussed, trajectory analysis is an integral part of RMLS design. The two main
trajectory analysis codes used within the industry are OTIS (Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation)
and POST (Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories). Within the aerospace industry, the author has
found that new codes are not easily accepted, and various organizations (even within the RMLS team) live
and die by their selected code with no thought of change. Consequently both codes have been integrated
into the environment using program wrappers. However, the author favors OTIS because its solutions have
yielded better results, coupled with the ability to use more parameters and constraints.
OTIS 3.0 is a FORTRAN77 program for simulating and optimizing the point mass trajectories of a
wide variety of aerospace vehicles. The version used at Wright Patterson AFB was recently compiled for
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use on NT-based windows machines. The most advanced simulation uses implicit integration to generate an
open-loop optimal control of a prescribed vehicle.9 OTIS was designed more like a math program; give it a
series of parameters (possibly hundreds), constraints and objectives, and it will solve for the optimal
mathematical solution. POST is also a FORTRAN 77 program for a generalized point mass with discrete
parameter targeting and optimization.19 POST behaves more like a traditional trajectory program; give it a
series of parameters (under 100), constraints, objectives and a trajectory that the user thinks is good, and it
will yield a slightly better trajectory. POST has the benefit of being fast but is hampered by only running in
DOS mode on PC-based machines. The POST integration uses a LISP function to traverse the tree to
collect data, reformatting it into an input text file required by POST. The text file must then be sent to the
trajectory analyst to run POST and send back the updated fuel fractions.
The OTIS 3.0 integration currently only contains the specific information relevant to a particular
RMLS class of vehicles. The properties allowed in a specific model are tailored such that a limited set of
trajectories can be performed, reducing the incredibly large array of options OTIS 3.0 allows. This reduces
the strain on a user of the tool by reducing the number of properties understood and checked during program
execution. The few properties relevant to a given design are easily accessible within the design
environment. However, the initial trajectory file relevant to a particular vehicle class is required to be
generated by an expert user of OTIS 3.0. Trajectory analysis is extremely complicated, and eliminating the
expert entirely from the design process would be impossible. Vehicle configuration properties such and
aerodynamics, weight, engine propulsion are automatically formatted into the OTIS format, and the updated
fuel fractions are automatically read back into the collaborative environment for automated iterative design.
Aerodynamic Analysis
The aerodynamic analysis application used for the Bimese trade studies was Missile
DATCOM. DATCOM requires geometry to be broken down into simple known components and then uses
empirical equations of the known shapes to calculate the desired aerodynamic coefficients for the overall
vehicle. Consequently only simple geometry can be modeled using DATCOM. Multiple bodies also pose a
problem becuase they are not handled in DATCOM. The author chose to model the orbiter and the booster
separately, with the payload treated as a protuberance on the orbiter. The drag of the orbiter and booster is
then summed. The calculated drag using this method ignores whatever interference exists between the
wings, which adds to the drag calculation. But this decreases at higher Mach numbers and is not
unreasonable to ignore. To check this assumption, a CFD model is being run for the concept. However, the
results are not expected soon because of the huge computational expense of CFD analysis.
The analysis shown in Figure 7 demonstrates the
expected drag rise going through Mach 1.0; the large increase is
a result of the NACA 0012 airfoil chosen for the Bimese
concept. The analysis is consistent with predictions on how the
model should behave, allowing confidence in the aerodynamic
analysis.
For a sanity check a more detailed analysis could be
performed using PANAIR, an example of an analysis of the
Bimese concept is shown in Figure 8. PANAIR is a linear
Figure 7: Coefficient of Drag
aerodynamic solver using the technique of boundary elements
Calculation Using DATCOM
(commonly referred to as aerodynamic paneling).
Surface
geometry is “body-fitted” with an array of quadrilateral panels.
Continuous surface singularities (both sources and doublets) are distributed using a number of schemes to
meet a number of needs.20 The program is accurate but requires longer run times, and is not applicable to
the quick trade studies desired for the RMLS team. Additionally, PANAIR requires a continuous structured
body grid that is difficult to model around protuberances such as wings in an automated fashion. The
RMLS Bimese model was not constructed with PANAIR in mind so the wings could not be included in the
PANAIR analysis. Consequently, only the body is analyzed in Figure 8 and the analysis cannot be
compared with DATCOM. Both aerodynamic analysis objects contain information on how to break the
smooth geometry of the model into their respective application inputs. No additional user work is required
to run the analysis within the limits of the Bimese concept.
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Future work will include adding ZONAIR to the list of
aerodynamic analysis tools included in the environment. ZONAIR
is a panel method aerodynamic solver based on ASTROS for very
accurate results with limited computational time. A benefit of
ZONAIR is that meshing can be unstructured, allowing input grids
to be automatically generated. Additionally, multiple wingsets will
be able to be modeled.

Figure 8: PANAIR Pressure Distribution
on RMLS Bimese Vehicle

EXCERSIZING THE MODEL
The majority of the research has focused on the design environment development, and, as a result,
the majority of this research is concerned with the environment and associated analysis modules. However
the environment is only a foundation for rapid trade studies. Using this tool, the author performed various
trade sweeps of the Bimese concept. The vehicle sizing routine incorporating weights and propulsion takes
60-180 seconds (sizing both the orbiter and booster) running on a Pentium III processor with 500 Mbytes
RAM. The time difference depends on how many sizing iterations are required (which depends on how
close original model sizing guess is to final design). Initial trajectory analysis using POST must be run
offline because of the limitations of POST (which must be run in DOS mode), so trajectory and its required
aerodynamics analysis are not run in an automated fashion. The input file required for the automated OTIS
3.0 analysis has recently been built and will be used to run through the series of designs the RMLS team
wants to look at. With the limited number of analysis tools incorporated (weights, aerodynamics,
propulsion, and trajectory) only a few trade study parameters can be considered. But the parameters
considered are critical to design formulation. Trade study parameters able to be handled by the model
include payload sizing, thrust to weight ratio, fuel selection for both booster and orbiter, wing thickness,
rocket nozzle type, and staging velocity. The author will limit discussion to the first three trade studies
mentioned.
Payload Sizing
Payload size comes from mission
requirements.
The payload size trade study
performed shows what a top-level mission change
will cost in terms of vehicle weight for a given
design.
In this study, the author changed the
payload weight from 4k to 64k pounds, sized both
the orbiter and booster vehicles and plotted the

Figure 9: Vehicle Fractions Based on Fuel

Figure 10: Payload Sizing Comparison

resulting overall vehicle fractions in Figure 9. In this
plot, the propellant fraction (Pf) plotted is 1-Pf (i.e.,
about 76% of the vehicle weight). If the ordinate was
scaled to one, the entire area between the Pf curve and
one would represent the propellant fraction. Payload
fraction is the difference between propellant fraction
and empty weight. The empty weight plotted is the
true empty weight of the vehicle. The increase in the
empty weight fraction at the lower vehicle gross
weight is largely a result of nearly constant TPS
weight, resulting in greater weight fractions. The
propellant fraction was held constant at 76% for the
payload sweep; the slight decrease seen is a result of
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the weight equations not summing the weights properly. Within the range of payloads that were analyzed,
greater vehicle efficiency is realized with larger payloads. At a lower liftoff weight, no payload is able to fit
within the vehicle.
The vehicles at the extremes of the analysis (4k and 64k pound payloads) are shown in Figure 10.
Notice that the sizing is not photographic. The wings grow at a faster rate in comparison with the fuselage.
This is a result of the wings depending on the empty weight of the vehicle to maintain an acceptable rate of
sink, span loading, and wing loading during landing conditions. The weight mainly depends on the size of
the fuel tanks, the engine, and thrust structure, which depend on the fuel volume. Volume is a cubic
function, so a small change in the fuselage will lead to a large increase in weight. The planform area only
grows by the square of the increase in fuselage size, so if the fuselage grows by a factor of two, the weight
increases by a factor of eight, and the wings increase a factor of four.
Thrust-to-Weight Optimization
In the second analysis sweep the thrustto-weight ratio of the orbiter was varied and
plotted as a function of vehicle dry weight
(Figure 11). Thrust-to-weight and propellant
fractions are closely related; higher thrust to
weight ratios require less vehicle fuel fractions.
Iteration was required with the trajectory
analysis to solve for the fuel fraction.
The
results ranged from 77.5% at a thrust to weight
ratio of 1.0 to 74.5% at a thrust to weight ratio
of 1.8. Because the orbiter operates at high
altitudes, the thrust to weight effect on vehicle
Figure 11: Thrust to Weight Optimization
weight is mostly a result of gravity losses (a
factor of ∆V). Consequently there is only a small shift in dry weight and slight differences in vehicle
design. The increase in dry weight at higher thrust to weight ratios results from limiting the G-loading on
the vehicle. Additional increases in thrust only add additional engine weight to the vehicle. An optimum
thrust-to-weight ratio is found to be between 1.3 and 1.7.
Fuel Selection
In this study, the
fuel of both the orbiter and
booster where set to either a
hydrocarbon (kerosene) or
hydrogen based fuel with a
LOX (liquid oxygen) for the
oxidizer. The vehicles in
Figure 12 show that the
hydrogen-fueled concept is
much larger than the
hydrocarbon design. This is
a result of the very low
density of hydrogen, which
requires a larger volume for
the same propellant mass,
increasing
the
volume
required
to
store
it.
However, the vehicle dry
weight is still roughly the

Figure 12: Fuel Selection Vehicle Comparison
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same for both concepts. In fact, further studies have shown that the hydrocarbon design could be made
lighter than the hydrogen concept by increasing the staging Mach number. The non-photographic scaling in
the vehicle concepts results from the same sizing constraints of the payload trade study. Further analysis is
required, particularly in the operations area, to determine the optimal staging mach number. The scaled
picture of the Space Shuttle is included only as a yardstick as to the size of these concepts.

SUMMARY
The Reusable Military Launch System design environment under development at WPAFB has
demonstrated dramatic design and analysis timesavings. The collaborative design environment currently
incorporates parametric geometry, aerodynamics, mass properties, aeroheating, rocket propulsion, and
trajectory analysis disciplines for the Bimese rocket configuration currently under study by the RMLS team.
Continuing Research will incorporate additional analysis tools and optimization techniques for complete
vehicle formulation. As the number of analysis objects grows, the usefulness and efficiency of the tool will
increase. Further trade study analysis will define optimal vehicle design. These trade studies include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Load-factor
Allowable wing loading
Number of engines (engine out capability)
Engine type
Fuel selection
Parallel vs. serial burn
Staging Mach number

However, performing various single degree of freedom trade studies does not necessarily produce
optimal results. The interconnectivity of the various disciplines found in the design structure matrix almost
guarantees non-linear results that must be analyzed as a whole. Future work will include optimization
across the disciplines to produce optimal vehicles for particular mission categories. The research reported
here has created a design environment for rapid design analysis at a conceptual level. This work will be
useful for assessing optimal design solutions and will dictate future air force requirements and direction for
building RMLS vehicles. This is only the beginning of a much larger process. With additional object
creation, higher fidelity analysis will be achieved.
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Abstract
The use of modern simulation tools in the development of new armoured vehicles permits shorter
development times and a reduction in the number of prototypes. This paper shows the importance
of virtual prototypes in the development process. Owing to more stringent protection requirements, the design layout of new vehicle concepts is possible only with the help of a complete vehicle simulation. Modelling techniques and simulation methods are presented by the example of
mobility and mine protection analyses.

1

Introduction
The requirement for lightweight, armoured vehicles with a high level of protection and good mobility presents a major challenge to development engineers. Based on successes achieved over the
past several years in the area of mobility and protection improvements, the focus is now on a
drastic reduction in vehicle weight. For instance, unrestricted transport by C130 aircraft requires a
transport weight of less than 17 tons, which is no longer practicable with today’s vehicle platforms in light of increased protection and mobility requirements.
Today, new drive concepts, such as hybrid drives, and protection concepts, such as modular mine
protection, are being developed for future lightweight armoured vehicle platforms. In the overall
vehicle concept, suspension and mine protection are of key importance. The suspension is a determining factor for mobility and payload volume, the level of mine protection largely defines the
vehicle structure and configuration of the crew compartment.
In developing mine protection characteristics, the design and tuning of the dynamic behaviour of
the vehicle structure, along with occupant protection systems, are a demanding task which can be
solved only in the context of the complete vehicle. The required test series and qualification trials,
some of which are conducted with fully equipped vehicles, are very time-consuming and costly.
Apart from the high cost pressure, the short procurement times sought by the customer for new
vehicle systems call for a significant reduction in development times.
In order to meet these challenges, modern CAE methods must be consistently applied throughout
the development process. Numerical simulation in this process is an important tool for the design
layout as well as to substantiate vehicle development data. Generating virtual prototypes in an
early phase of the process is an indispensable requirement, as the design and optimization of subsystems is possible only within the complete vehicle system.
The following paper describes the use of simulation in the development process with the emphasis on mine protection and mobility analyses.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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2

Virtual Prototype
The concept and layout phase for new vehicles today includes systematic studies of the capabilities, performance potential and technical limitations through simulation. This makes it possible to identify the key system components and to assess them in terms of cost and risk. Simulation techniques are primarily used in the following areas:
•

Mobility (longitudinal, transverse and vertical dynamics)

•

Structural design (stiffness)

•

Mine protection (short-time dynamics)

•

Ballistic protection (short-time dynamics)

A virtual prototype of the vehicle is generated from computation and CAD models as early as
during the concept phase. Figure 1 and Table 1 gives an overview of the computation models
and simulation tools used for this purpose.
CAD - Model

Hybrid Electric Driveline
Virtual prototype

MBS -Model

FEA – Model

Figure 1: Virtual Prototype
Simulation
Mobility Analysis
Power/Energy Management
Structural Analysis
Geometry/Assembly
Mine Protection
Human Dummy
Ballistic Protection

Model
Multi Body System (MBS)
Longitudinal Dynamic
Finite Elements Model
CAD Model
Finite Elements Model
Finite Elements Model
Finite Elements Model

Design Tool
ADAMS/Car
Matlab
ANSYS
Pro/Engineer
LS/DYNA
LS/DYNA
LS/DYNA

/1/
/2/
/3/
/4/
/5/

Table 1: Computation models and simulation tools
During the concept phase, the virtual prototype primarily consists of physical functions. As the
development process progresses, geometries and components are increasingly added and detailed.
The virtual prototype then describes the complete vehicle in geometrical, technical and functional
terms. The geometrical CAD data, computation and simulation data of the virtual prototype are
stored in a common product database (PDM) which serves as a work platform for the various development teams.
The digital mock-up (DMU) of the vehicle can be generated with the CAD models contained in
the virtual prototype and the document structure (PDM). The DMU models describes the vehicle
topologically and technically and serves the entire product development and design process as a
database, e.g. to conduct installation, ergonomics and crash studies. Concurrently with the development activities, the virtual prototype may be integrated into tactical and operation simulations
conducted by the contracting authority in order to verify vehicle requirements and, if necessary,
adjust these requirements. Figure 2 and 3 show possible uses of virtual prototypes within the development process.
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Strategic/Tactical
Scenario

Strategic
Simulation

Analyses

Virtual Reality
Requirement

Operational
System

Concept
Development

Technical Scenario

Operational
Simulation

Virtual
Tests & Trials

Virtual Prototype

Design Process

Figure 2: Use of virtual prototypes in the development process

Human
Dummy

Hybrid Driveline

Ballistic Protection

Geometry / Assembly
Structural Analysis

Mine Protection

Stowage

Ergonomics

Mobility Analysis

Figure 3: Use of virtual prototypes in analyses and design
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3
3.1

Modelling and Simulation Tools
Structural Analysis and Design
Finite element models linked to the CAD model are used to design the vehicle structure. The
meshing of the intermediate surfaces with shell elements is most conveniently carried out with the
assistance of the mesh generator of the Pro/Mesh CAD software. For linear structural analyses and
modal analyses with ANSYS, this mesh quality will normally be sufficient. For explicit non-linear
FE analyses, the models are meshed in the FE pre-processor in order to obtain a better mesh quality. The global design of the structure is initially based on standard load cases which are derived
from measured data. For the local design of load introduction points, e.g. the suspension, load data
are used from mobility analyses conducted with the MBS model. To optimize the structure in
terms of stiffness and weight, topology and parameter optimizers provided by the ANSYS/OPT
simulation tool are increasingly used.

Suspension Analysis and Design
The multi-body simulation tool ADAMS/CAR developed specifically for the automotive industry
is used for the preliminary layout of the suspension concept. The MBS tools provides a library of
suspension concepts and evaluation functions which permit the efficient analysis of various concepts. Initially, a simple MBS sub-model of the suspension is generated to analyse and design the
axle kinematics and spring/damper system. The design and tuning of the spring/damper system to
match a variety of operational environments and trackway conditions is a demanding optimization
task. Basically, a high level of ride comfort requires soft suspension tuning, whereas driving safety
relies on a stiff suspension setting. In order to resolve this discrepancy, simulations increasingly
use active suspension elements /6/.
The design layout of the suspension components is performed with the assistance of CAD and FE
models. The CAD model reproduces the axle kinematics in order to carry out crash studies and to
generate the envelope curve for all wheel positions. The envelope curve describes the wheel arch
contour and thus defines the interior payload area of the vehicle. The FE model equally reproduces
the axle kinematics in order to take account of the influence of elasticities and to optimize the
component parts. Experimentally defined standard load situations are normally used to verify the
strength of suspension components.
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Figure 4: Modelling and Simulation in suspension design
A complete MBS vehicle model is generated to analyse the dynamic vehicle behaviour. The required data, unless already available, are derived from target value functions or measured data.
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4

Simulation Techniques Used for the Development of Mine Protection
The design of mine-protected vehicles places high demands on the development. In case of a mine
detonating under the vehicle, the floor structure must have a high level of stiffness in order to absorb as much energy as possible and at the same time ensure a low level of deformation of the
floor into the crew compartment. On the other hand, the stiffness of the structure must not be such
high that the floor structure breaks up and collapses due to material failure. The seat system itself
and its connection to the vehicle structure must be of a certain compliance in order to keep the
loads imparted to the occupants by forces and shocks as low as possible. All measures taken to
protect the occupants must be highly responsive. After 0.3 milliseconds of a mine blast, the floor
structure will already show local deformation. After 10 milliseconds, initial movements of the
dummy caused by the introduction of forces and shocks can be observed. Initial vehicle movements occur after appr. 30 milliseconds.
In the area of vehicle development activities, mine protection measures generally relate to the following areas:
•
•
•
•

Structural measures (floor deformation, introduction of forces and shocks, penetration
behaviour)
Occupant protection systems (seats, footrests, airbag, energy-absorbing elements)
Interior equipment (padding, mounting of personal equipment, spall liner)
Measures to preserve residual mobility

In designing mine protection systems, all measures must be well balanced. Computer simulation
has proved to be an effective tool in developing mine-proof vehicles. The numerical simulation of
the dynamic effects of a mine blast on the vehicle structure makes it possible as early as during the
concept phase to predict the structural behaviour and to assess the effectiveness of different design
approaches and their effects on the occupants.

4.1

Assessment Criteria
A key objective in vehicle development is the fulfilment of the occupant protection requirements
in mine blasts. Generally, the following criteria are used to assess the mine protection level of a
vehicle:
•
•
•
•

Probability of occupant injury (DRI, dummy values, g loads, forces)
Hazards caused by local failures (e.g. fuel leakage)
Hazards caused by flying debris (secondary projectiles)
Residual mobility

The probability of occupant injury is determined from stress values calculated in simulations with
the assistance of dummies or in mine blast tests. The dummies used during these tests included
the Hybrid III 50th dummies, which were developed and validated for the motor industry. Figure 5
shows the stress values of a dummy which are today evaluated with respect to the probability of
injury.
hip + pelvis
Fmax

head
HICmax
amax

spinal column
DRI

chest
SImax
Fmax
amax

upper leg
Fmax

knee Fmax
lower leg Fmax

Figure 5: Stress values used to assess the probability of occupant injury
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4.2

Model Harmonization With Blast Tests
Mine protection development activities include numerous blast tests conducted to verify and harmonize the simulation models. Experimentally determined are specifically data for material models, e.g. foam materials or welding seams and for pressure curves. The data and models obtained
can be used to perform complete vehicle simulations for the purpose of verifying and optimizing
mine protection. A comparison of the dummy stress values obtained with complete vehicle simulations with the values measured during qualification tests shows a high level of agreement. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the calculated and measured vertical g loads acting on the pelvic
area of a Hybrid III dummy during a mine blast under a vehicle.
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Figure 6: Comparison of calculated and measured vertical g loads in the pelvic area of a
Hybrid III dummy

4.3

Mine Simulation
An FE computation model is based on a CAD model of the vehicle structure. During the development phase, the calculation engineer and design engineer consult each other to make sure that
the CAD model of the vehicle stucture can be meshed easily. In this way, it is possible to avoid
the frequently considerable effort required to generate a intermediate surface model capable of
being meshed. The generation of intermediate surfaces from the ProE data is possible with the assistance of the ProENGINEER module ProMECHANICA. For meshing and the further set-up of
the computation model, the FE program ANSYS is used under the ANSYS/LS-DYNA user interface. This is where the vehicle equipment relative to mine protection (e.g. floor liner, stiffening
profiles, tank, transfer boxes, etc.) are added, the contacts of the component parts among one another are defined as well as loads are applied and further boundary conditions defined. Also carried out as part of ANSYS is the installation of the dummy in the model as well as the correct orientation of the limbs.
A great deal of attention must be given to those components that are located between the inner
and the outer vehicle floor. These components, such as the transfer box, tank or floor liner, reduce
the load on the mine protection floor by their very mass (shock absorption) when they are hit and
accelerated by a dynamically denting floor structure.
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These components must therefore be included in a simulation. However, in conjunction with the
simulation, they also represent a good opportunity for design and optimization.
For the actual calculation of the model, the explicit, non-linear equation solver LS-DYNA is
used. For the usual model sizes of 100,000 – 300,000 elements, LS-DYNA requires approximately 20-30 hours on a workstation (SGI OCTAINE2) for a computation period of 20 milliseconds, depending on mesh refinement and model structure. Owing to the relatively small storage
capacity requirement of LS-DYNA, such an analysis can also easily be performed on a wellequipped PC.
The evaluation of the computation results is subsequently carried out in the LS-POST processor.
LS-POST also includes the output and evaluation of the dummy stress values.
The FE model for the explicit dynamic analysis shows a very high level of detail and a high mesh
quality. This FE model can therefore also be used without any major effort to conduct implicit
static structural analyses or modal analyses.

Load Introduction
The level of protection of the vehicle is normally specified by the contracting authority. It can be
used to calculate the effective energy, the local and time-related impulse of the mine and to derive
load conditions for the simulation. Loads created by a mine blast are introduced into the vehicle
structure in the form of a pressure distribution on the vehicle floor variable in terms of time and
location. In this case, time-variable pressure loads are applied to the vehicle underfloor in a radial
pattern starting from the centre of the blast, Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Pressure distribution of a mine blast at 500 mm distance from the floor (freely positioned
in a steel collar)
The time-variable pressure distribution is determined as a function of type of mine, type of emplacement, soil condition, underbody ground clearance, shape of the underbody and radial distance
from the centre of the blast. The pressure distribution is calculated by means of the SHAMRC
program, an explicit simulation program (2D-Euler Code) /7/ operating with higher-order finite
differences. The calculated mine load cases have been validated through simulated blast tests with
steel plates and vehicle structures.
In the complete vehicle simulation, the decoupling between the load simulation and then structural
response analysis is possible, in those cases where loads occur instantaneously as in the case of
mine blasts, when boundary conditions (ambient geometry) vary only slightly during the period of
load introduction. While the dynamic vehicle floor deformation takes on the maximum value after
appr. 1.5 to 3 ms, the pulse load of a mine laid on the surface will have reached almost its final
value after 1 ms. The peak pressure at the centre of the blast even has only an effective period of
up to 0.3 ms after the start of the blast.
The interaction between the propagation of the detonation fumes and underfloor deformation can
therefore be neglected in a first approximation. This permits the separation between load simulation and simulation of the structural response.
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4.5

Example: Mine Blast Under Driver’s Station
In a mine blast, the vehicle outer floor is dented instantaneously. Components (e.g. propeller
shafts, transfer boxes) located directly above the vehicle outer floor are thus subjected to g loads
and partly impart the deformation to the inner floor (Figure 8). Depending on the position and orientation of the feet or lower legs, injuries to occupants may result if the necessary safety distance
from the inner floor is not sufficient or if the contacting structure is too stiff.
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Figure 8,9: Deformation condition after a mine blast in the driver’s foot area
Figure 9, the structural response of the vehicle outer floor and inner floor to a pulse-like mine
blast. As can be seen, the inner floor of the vehicle is still heavily deformed owing to the coupling
effects in the intermediate floor area. Figure 10 shows the effects on the driver’s feet resulting
from the deformation of the inner floor with the assumed safety distance and the assessment criteria. While the left foot of the driver is not notably stressed, the right foot is exposed to distinct but
still negligible loads. Based on such considerations, the blast simulations make it possible to
largely analyse the interaction between the vehicle outer floor, intermediate floor components and
inner floor in order to be able to take suitable measures for structural optimization. The dummies
are used to define the necessary safety distance (footrests) between feet and inner floor or to determine non-critical crew stations.
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Figure 10: Forces acting in the lower area of the driver’s lower leg in a mine blast underneath the
driver’s feet and assessment criteria

5

Simulation and Analysis of Vehicle Dynamics and Mobility
In the concept phase of vehicle development, driving dynamics and mobility analyses are of special importance in order to determine the loads, required spring travel and steering angles. The
space claim of suspension and steering in turn determines the payload area in the vehicle interior
and thus the total vehicle concept.
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Real test tracks are modelled to simulate and assess the mobility of the vehicle. The geometrical
description and discretization of the virtual road and terrain profiles as well as single obstacles are
performed with FEM. The surface characteristics, such as coefficient of friction and compliance,
are allocated to the individual elements.
In future, load cycles will also be determined on virtual test tracks in addition to mobility assessments. During the development, the calculated load cycles are to be used for structural analyses,
computational component part life assessments to activate test stands.
5.1

MBS - Model
The fully parametric MBS complete vehicle model, Figure 11, is composed of the following submodels and functions, using ADAMS/CAR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chassis and suspension components
Axle and steering kinematics
Drive model (torque control); with differentials
Tyre model
Spring/damper elements
Active suspension elements with controllers
Driver model (steering and speed controller)
Trackway profiles (terrain courses, bad roads, single obstacles)
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Fig. 11: MBS-Model 6x6 Off-Road Vehicle
The individual axle systems are built up from the kinematic points, the structures, joints and force
elements. The spring/damper system can be replaced with active elements using control algorithms.
In the case of the tyre model, the measured data of the tyre manufacturers are used in the Pacejka 89 format. It is possible to provide a 3D contact between the contact patch and road profile.
The various 3D trackways are reproduced with triangular elements.
The driveline is reproduced from the wheels to the transmission output shaft. Lockable transverse
and longitudinal differentials are used. The torque acting on the transmission output shaft is controlled by the driver model.
The driver model is an intelligent model and controls the steering angle, input torque and brake
forces.
The individual systems are easy to replace and modify. During the concept phase, it is possible
for example to assess and select centre-of-gravity positions, wheelbases, different axle concepts
and suspension systems.
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5.2

Assessment Criteria
The mobility of a vehicle is generally assessed at the maximum possible average speed on specified terrain courses. The maximum off-road speed is generally limited by traction, input torque,
driving safety and ride comfort.
When obstacles are to be negotiated, the speed at which a maximum driver’s station vertical acceleration of 2.5 g occurs, the pitch behaviour and vibrations under bad-road conditions are the
subject of the assessment. The reference criteria are data obtained from similar off-road vehicles.
In terms of handling, the objective is neutral or a slight understeer behaviour. The roll reactions
are to be minimized. Also desirable is a broad and easily controllable handling limit. This assessment is based on the methods used by the commercial vehicle and car industry.

5.3

Simulations
The following capabilities are verified through mobility analyses:
•
•
•
•

Negotiation of single obstacles (step, ditch, ridge)
Movement on rolling terrain (sinusoidal, offset sinusoidal)
Bad-road conditions (Belgian block, washboard surface)
Movement on soil with limited load-bearing capacity

The dynamic driving behaviour in double lane changes, fast cornering, braking in bends, is simulated on different coefficients of adhesion.

Results – Mobility analyses
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the calculated and measured vertical g loads acting on the
driver’s station of a 6x6 vehicle when crossing a single obstacle at 60 kph. The use of highly effective bump stops keeps the vertical acceleration below the allowable value of 2.5 g.
Figure 13 shows the cornering behaviour of a 6x6 off-road vehicle for different speeds on dry and
wet pavements. Following optimization of the axle kinematics, slight understeering was achieved
for all required load conditions. The vehicle remains safely controllable at the handling limits.
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Fig. 12,13: Harmonisation simulation-measurement Single obstacle at 60 kph , Steering behaviour
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Figure 14 shows the mobility required for off-road vehicles with the vehicle moving on a ramp at
40 kph. The virtual tuning of the spring/damper system (including the hydraulic bump stops) and
the required wheel travel was defined during the mobility simulation runs.

Figure 14: Ramp 1.5m at 40 kph; virtual and physical prototype
Driving safety and ride comfort of a vehicle are essentially influenced by the spring/damper system. Figure 15 shows the effect of a passive and partially active spring/damper system on bad
roads and on a sinusoidal course. The simulation shows that the use of active spring elements can
significantly reduce the level of vibration and pitch movements of the vehicle. On terrain courses,
this helps achieve a greater average speed.
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Fig. 15: Comparison of the effect of an aktive (sky hook controlled) and passive spring/damper
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6

Summary and Outlook
Simulation today is an integral part in the development process for new armoured vehicles. The
use of simulation tools makes the result of a development predictable and design solutions can be
verified or changed or optimized early on in the program. The identification and quantification of
discrepancies permit fast decisions and trade-offs between different approaches.
This paper shows the importance of virtual prototypes in the development process to reduce development cost and times. Owing to more stringent protection requirements, the design and optimization of new light armoured vehicles is possible only with the assistance of complete vehicle
simulations. To design the suspension and assess vehicle mobility, simulation runs are conducted
with verified vehicle models and virtual test tracks. Mine protection is designed and assessed with
the assistance of complete vehicle simulations using FE dummies.
The plans for the future are to replace partial qualifications of vehicle variants with simulations in
order to further reduce the number of required prototypes. At this time, it is not yet foreseeable
that prototypes will become totally unnecessary, as numerical simulations can only answer questions that are explicitly factored into the model. No direct statements can be made on manufacturing influences, spreads in material characteristics and test conditions. The reliability of the solutions calculated can however be assessed with stochastic simulations, e.g. based on the MonteCarlo Method /8/.
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Abstract
This paper will examine the military engine preliminary design process used by Rolls-Royce to
support ‘capability vs. cost’ trades conducted at the weapon system level.
The engine is a major sub-system of all air vehicle assets making up a force mix. Changes in the
engine capability, e.g. thrust/weight and specific fuel consumption, can be tracked through to
air-vehicle performance and ultimately to the force mix capability. In the same manner these
changes will impact on the engine and air-vehicle life cycle costs and hence the total system
costs.
These trades are vitally important in establishing the optimum affordable system solution early in
the design and development cycle thereby preventing the need for expensive changes during
full-scale development.
Rolls-Royce has developed a preliminary design process to quickly assess engine capability
incurred costs. The process has evolved to enable the rapid definition of an engine including
performance attributes and Through Life Costs (TLC’s).

1.0 Introduction
Military engine designs are no longer focused solely on achieving performance targets, the cost of achieving
that performance must be understood. This cost is incurred on several levels, those being unit, development,
in service and disposal costs the summation being referred to as through life costs (TLC’s). Modern military
equipment procurement policies are now more dedicated to providing affordable capability. It is important
that this trend is reflected in the design practices within the industries that support the armed forces.
Rolls-Royce has recognised this and has developed preliminary design (PD) tools to enable affordability to be
assessed at the concept stage of an engine design. This paper will give a brief description of these tools and
will also present an example of a study carried out on the engine options for an unmanned combat aircraft
(UCAV).
The Rolls-Royce design process is separated in six distinct groupings that take the engine from its early
beginnings to retirement. This process is referred to as the “Create Customer Solutions Cycle” (formally
Derwent) and is depicted in figure 1 below.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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Preliminary Design - where and why
Product Life Cycle - Rolls-Royce Create Customer Solutions Cycle
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Full
concept
definition

Preliminary
concept
definition

Stage 4

Product
realisation

Production
Stage5

Service Support
Stage 6

Disposal

Preliminary
Design

Detail
Design

Full Production
Design

Figure 1. Rolls-Royce development cycle
The preliminary concept definition phase, stage 1, outputs a preliminary design and describes the functional
attributes, including cost, that the engine or power system will exhibit.
Preliminary design is a key stage in the design process especially with respect to cost. The basic definition of
the engine’s thermodynamic cycle defines the fuel burn, the definition of the architecture and hardware
defines the weight and so on, all of which have a direct impact on the in service costs.
However, during the preliminary design phase there is a paradox presented: there is little product knowledge
but there is a powerful impact on the final design.
The aim therefore of any preliminary design tool set or process is to eliminate as much uncertainty as possible,
to increase product knowledge and enable design trades and options to be understood.
The impact of design knowledge vs. determined product cost is depicted in figure 2 which shows that by the
end of stage 1, using traditional theory, 70% of the cost is determined but only 5% of the product is defined.
The bold line indicates the desire of the Rolls-Royce preliminary design teams, to increase product knowledge
in the early stages, to reduce risk for the company and importantly for the customer.
Preliminary Design methods
The Cost of Design
Cumulative Life Cycle Cost

100%
Determined
Cost
75%

95%
85%

70%
60%
Knowledge of
the Design

50%

50%
Incurred
Cost

20%

20%
5%
1%

7%

18%

Time

0%
Preliminary
Design

Detail
Design

Development
& Qualification

Production

Product
Use

Figure 2. The cost of design vs. knowledge
In order to reliably understand the effects of design decisions in stage 1, it is necessary to have a reliable
design tool, one that is also able to produce solutions quickly and enable the whole of the design space to be
explored.
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Rolls-Royce has developed several design tools to enable this design space exploration to be carried out in
stage 1. The tools, which will be described in the first chapter of this paper, cover all the major data
groupings:
1. Performance
2. Mechanical design
3. Unit cost
4. Aircraft performance
5. Development cost / inc. production investment
6. In Service and disposal costs
With the outputs from these tools the preliminary design teams within Rolls-Royce are able to assess the
affordability vs. the capability of a new or derivative engine. A later chapter in this paper will present an
example of a study carried out using these tools.
This paper will conclude by looking at the future of preliminary design within Rolls-Royce. This review will
also consider the issues of data integrity and source.

2.0 Preliminary Design methods
The preliminary design process is started with a set of customer requirements that traditionally define the
capability requirements of the airframe and power system. A typical requirement will specify the thrust (Fn)
and specific fuel consumption (sfc) values around the flight envelope. From this limited data the definition of
a possible engine solution can be started. The design iteration loop that is involved is shown in figure 3. This
is of course a simplistic representation of the PD process, the iteration often being an order of magnitude more
complicated.

Preliminary Design methods
The Design iteration
Altitude

Step 3

Mach No.

Thrust,
sfc,
Mass,
Size,
Cost

Customer
Requirements

Step 2
Mission Analysis
Basic Engine
Geometry
Step 1

Step 4

Design Iteration

T

£
Unit Cost
Life Cost

s

Thermodynamic
cycle

Design Step 5
Solution

Figure 3. The PD design iteration
2.1 Thermodynamic cycle creation
The first step in the process is to create a basic thermodynamic cycle. This is where the first design choices
are made, e.g. pressure ratio, bypass ratio, cycle temperatures etc. Using the Rolls-Royce tools, called RRAP
(Rolls-Royce Analysis Programme) it is possible to generate station vectors or thermodynamic data at key
stations throughout the engine. The programme makes basic assumptions about engine component
characteristics.
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2.2 Geometry creation
The second step in the process is definition of the basic engine geometry. This can be a more complex step
than that taken by RRAP with the number of variables and the complexity of the calculation being much
greater.
The software that is used to calculate these parameters is called Genesis. This programme has been developed
by Rolls-Royce over the last 30. The programme is able to make basic assumptions about key aerodynamic
and mechanical parameters to enable the calculations to be started. An automatic iteration process is then
employed to find a solution.
A feature of the programme is the use of correlations based on a database of Rolls-Royce engines. These
correlations are used by the programme to allow for real features and correct geometry for Rolls-Royce design
practices and rules. This is done because the level of detail is insufficient at this stage in the design to define
features such as seals, bolts, drive arms etc. The correlations allow these features to be accounted for in the
mass results as appropriate. An example of this process is shown in figure 4 which describes pictorially how
the corrections effect the shape of a high pressure turbine (HPT) disc.

Preliminary Design methods
 Example of CS01 methods:
INPUTS:
Speed
Blade Mass
Rim Geometry
Material
Maximum:
Hoop and Radial Stress
Cob Width & Depth
Minimum:
Bore Radius
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Vibration
Transient Loading

Overspeed and
LCF design criteria

Profile
Synthesis
Process

Disc Profile

Correlation Data
Final
Disc
Mass

Revised
Disc Profile

f [O/SDisc Mass ,
Geometry, etc]

Figure 4. Genesis correlation effect
The main outputs from this element of the Genesis programme are the geometry and mass breakdown. The
mass is defined for the whole engine (along with a centre of gravity) and also down to a reasonable level detail
e.g. blades and discs.
Once these component attributes have been defined within Genesis this is passed downstream to the aircraft
performance and cost analysis phases of the iteration.

2.3 Aircraft performance modelling
Aircraft performance modelling is generally the third step in the iteration problem and Rolls-Royce uses
several codes to understand the effect of an engine design on the total weapons system. The most important to
this phase in the design process is the scaling capability. This enable the engine to be scaled with the aircraft
to understand how the size of the engine improves overall mission capability, e.g. larger engine, larger
aircraft, more fuel = longer range. This information is critical to understanding the relationship between the
customer requirements and exploring the trade between affordability and capability and its use will be shown
later in the UCAV case study.
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2.4 Cost calculation methods
The engine unit costing methods are again part of the Genesis package. They rely on geometric and mass data
to define simple parameters such as features and numbers, e.g. compressor blades, discs etc. Correlations are
applied to once again account for real world features.
The unit costs are calculated using a series of correlations and current cost rate information (manning and
material data). The correlations account for scrap rates, casting features (e.g. runners, risers, inserts),
machining times and assembly/test times, see figure 5 below.

Preliminary Design methods
Geometry & Mass
Numbers off
Correlation
Machining costs
£/hr
Correlation

Whole engine assembly costs
- more parts more cost
Correlation

measure of complexity
+ Test costs

Cast shape = total mass used
Scrap rate + foundry labour costs
£/kg, £/hr

Engine
Unit Cost

Figure 5. Genesis cost calculation
The development costs are traditionally calculated using correlations based on historical development
programme costs. Recently methods have been developed to move away from this arguably pessimistic view.
The new methods are risk based and allow the engineer to decide the level of “right-first-time” that will be
achieved. This revision has been used to great effect when considering the development costs
The new methods provide the facility to vary the number of assets used during the bench and flight
development programmes. Combined with a statistical analysis approach this method will output the leastlikely or most-likely non-recurring costs.
The in service costs are calculated using information from the unit cost outputs with the addition of the
following:
• Production investment
• Initial support, e.g. support equipment
• Maintenance material, e.g. engine spare parts
• Maintenance labour
• Sustained support, e.g. replacement support equipment
• Fuel and oil
The costs of the above service operations are calculated using a separate programme. This is an engine fleet
maintenance simulation model that relies on statistical distributions to predict engine parts failure and
rejection. This information is used to calculate investment spares and maintenance labour and material costs.
The method takes account of; routine maintenance and inspection, probability of parts rejection due to primary
failure, secondary damage or secondary inspection, and probability of repair or replacement.
Fuel and oil costs are approximated by using a mean mission fuel burn per hour, based on an historically
derived % of the uninstalled engine max fuel flow. Oil is assumed to be a fixed factor of the fuel usage. The
total cost per flying hour is then multiplied by the total fleet flying hours. Alternatively a more rigorous
approach can be adopted whereby the engine capability is installed into an aircraft definition and then flown
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around a defined mission to calculate total mission fuel usage. Codes for this process are available within
Rolls-Royce and airframe manufacturers.
The individual cost elements are combined in the ‘Engine TLC’ routines together with fleet assumptions to
calculate the total engine fleet TLC. These routines also calculate Production Investment, Initial Support and
Sustained Support costs based on historical data and the fleet assumptions. In addition, the routines take into
account other factors such as learner rates associated with large production runs.
3.0 Example of Trade Study
The following is an example of how the tools described in the previous chapter have been used for a recent
engine study.
The aim of the study was to examine the options for a new UCAV due to enter service in the latter part of the
next decade. The airframe requirements were received from the aircraft manufacturer and the study team
chose to consider five different engine types:
A. Off the shelf (available)
B. Off the shelf derivative with additional current technology
C. Off the shelf derivative with additional new technology
D. All new engine at current technology levels
E. All new engine with new technology
The examples of the engine architectures created in Genesis are displayed in the figure 6. The off-the-shelf
engine (option A) is representative of a current military turbofan which is then modified (with a fixed core
size) to give option B. Option C is derived directly from B with the addition of new LP spool technology.
The new engines are D and E. Engine D is all new at current technology levels from and E is derived with the
addition of new technology. The study team worked closely with the team from aircraft supplier to derive the
scale and size of the engines.

Example of trade study for affordability
[A]
Drawings not to scale

Off-theShelf

[C]

[B]
OTS
derivative
( fixed core
size )
New
LP technology

[D]

New
Core technology

[E]

All new
( scalable )
Current technology

New technology

Figure 6. Engine architectures for trade study
The team took all of the engine options and created a series of cost models. The costs (unit, development and
ultimately TLC) were calculated to permit a trade of capability vs. affordability.
The results of this study are plotted in figure 7. The engines are plotted against a datum requirement with the
y-axis describing the relative TLC, the x-axis radius of action (a measure of capability), both as a % of a
datum.
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Figure 7. Capability vs. Affordability
The off-the-shelf engines are plotted as single points as they are of a fixed size whereas the all new engine
have been scaled to permit a range of sizes. All engines have been modelled in a UCAV with a constant
payload and in-flight performance.
From figure 9 it can be seen that the OTS engine achieves approximately 50% of the datum radius-of-action
but for 16% lower TLC. A derivative engine, with current technology, will increase the radius-of-action to
60% of datum for an 11% saving in TLC relative to the datum. This is due to the better SFC of this engine and
the higher thrust enabling a larger fuel fraction. Technology insertion into the LP system of the derivative
engine increases the radius-of-action by a further 6%, relative to the datum, for virtually no increase in TLC.
This TLC is approximately 6% less than an equivalent current technology all-new engine. For increases in
range greater than this it is necessary to use an all-new engine where the scale of the engine can be increased
to match the increase in vehicle size. There is a steady increase in LCC with radius-of-action as vehicle and
engine size increases. At all but the lowest levels of radius-of-action the new technology all-new engine
achieves a given radius-of-action for a lower LCC. This is due to the better SFC and the higher Thrust/weight
ratios, both of which enable smaller and lower cost air-vehicles.
This study is an example of how affordability can be traded against capability and the next chapter will go on
to discuss the future of the tools used to calculate this type of data.
4.0 Improving the solution
The dilemma faced by any preliminary design team is the need for accurate and comprehensive data and the
obvious lack of any data at all. The following chapter will look at the relative accuracy of the Rolls-Royce PD
tools and also review studies for future improvements.
4.1 Accuracy of the solution
The Genesis tools described in the previous chapters use a set of basic correlations against existing engine
designs to provide the start point and enable the calculated data to be corrected for the real World. The
accuracy of this method is relatively good as depicted in figure 8 below. The accuracy of the solution depends
on the nature of the engine, e.g. mixed turbofans are generally very well modelled in Genesis, however,
significantly different architectures are less well modelled.
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Improving the solution
Predicted vs. Actual Gas Turbine Engine Masses
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Figure 8. Accuracy of Genesis models
The differing levels of accuracy are due to the database being more populated with data from some types of
powerplant, an obvious drawback with the correlation based methods employed. However, the mean error is
only in the order of 4%, an accuracy level that is acceptable for this type of stage 1 tool
4.2 The design space
The example study that was carried out and described in the previous chapter highlighted the need for a
comprehensive survey of the available design options. By completing a full survey, the proper choice
between a new or derivative engine can be made and the proper compromise between capability and
affordability chosen.
The next question asked of the preliminary design tools and methods is how to improve the coverage of the
design space especially where a solution is more likely to develop. This improvement can be achieved
through reduced computation times or use of computer driven intelligent optimisation techniques.
The computation time varies depending on the tool that is being employed. The definition of computation
time can be simply defined as the time taken for the computer to execute a series of commands and achieve an
answer. With today’s computer systems this is less of an issue, the computation time for these relatively
simple codes is small. The definition of computation time must therefore be broadened to include the time
taken to first generate and subsequently modify the model.
The computation time for a full Genesis geometry model, using the above definition, is in the order of 25
hours for a new model, falling to approximately 10 minutes for a derivative model. This can be compared to
the time taken to produce a full TLC model, a more complex and more stage 3-biased tool. On average a new
TLC model can take over 80hrs falling to 25 hrs for a derivative model.
It is clear from the above comparison of computation time that a bottleneck downstream of the basic product
data creation occurs. Methods development should be directed into this field especially if affordability is to be
better understood and for it to emerge as a primary design driver.
Intelligent optimisation is the next step, providing that the time taken for each leg of the calculation is reduced
to a more realistic time frame. There are many software codes available in the marketplace that are capable of
multi-attribute optimisation (MAO). However, the real difficulty lies in defining how to move the gas turbine
engine in a computer based optimisation environment and still use existing “tried-and-tested” modelling
codes.
The intelligence in today’s optimisation activities are driven by engineers with experience and a great
understanding of the nature, form and being of a gas turbine engine. For true MAO to occur using this human
interface will be extremely time consuming even if computation times are reduced. The computer offers the
better solution but in order to achieve this transition, the computer will have to learn how the gas turbine
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works, learn how the armed forces operate engines and learn boundaries and limits to the mechanical machine.
Research is underway in one of Rolls-Royce’s groups within the USA in partnership with a technology
University but the results are unfortunately not yet available.
A feature of computer driven optimisation is the need for the limits of design and the range of customer
requirements to be defined simply and in such a way as to be understood by an computer. The next few
paragraphs will describe one possible method of improving the understanding of customer requirements.
4.3 Understanding the Customers Requirements
The design limits are relatively easy to define, and indeed they can be bracketed to allow for new technology
to be input into the process. However, customer requirements are not as easily understood or refined.
The solution to this is still being debated, however, a possible remedy has been developed and reviewed by the
preliminary design team in Rolls-Royce. The solution is based on an analysis method developed by Japanese
industry in the post-war period called Quality Function Deployment (QFD). QFD enables the engineering
teams to take a set of customer requirements, weight them and turn them into a set of engineering attributes.
An example of the customer requirements being used in current QFD analysis is shown in figure 9 below.

Improving the solution
 Customer Requirements
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Control
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Operation

Engineering units &
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Projection
Effect
Survivability
Timeliness

optimisation

Figure 9. QFD customer requirements input
QFD enables the customer requirements, or WHATS, to be scored against the design criteria or HOWS. An
example of the type of output being generated by the Rolls-Royce process is displayed in figure 10 below.
Input

Output
Characteristic

0.00

No reheat
Convergent Nozzle
No Air Systems
Good accessory/gearbox layout
simple configuration/fewer stages
Low Part Count
Health Usage Monitoring Systems
Low Turbine Entry Temperature (TET)
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Mixed Flow Compressor
large surge margin
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Axial compressors
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Less exotic materials materials
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High Manoeuvrability Capability
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Requirement for minimal diameter

Figure 10. QFD example outputs
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In the example above, the customer requirements are predominately focused on low cost and as a consequence
the outputs focus on items like no re-heat, low parts count and simple configuration. Using data of the type
produced by this example would eliminate some of the options available in the process, e.g. re-heat, and using
the basic high level scoring of the customer requirements the optimisation could goal seek more effectively.
5.0 Learning from the past
Looking across the CCS life-cycle there is engine data available in all stages, the accuracy of the data
improving as full maturity is reached. Returning to figure 3, the opportunity to increase the design knowledge
and therefore reduce risk in stage 1 for derivative or growth engines is great.
A good example of where this opportunity will have greatest effect on affordability is reliability data. The
reliability of engine hardware in service is extremely difficult to calculate let alone predict. However, it has a
significant effect on maintenance requirements hence LCC and affordability. Therefore, if stage 4 data from
fleet engines is imported into models used in stage 1 the accuracy of the solution will only be enhanced.
This future desire for data compatibility throughout the whole life-cycle of the gas turbine engine is currently
being designed and worked by teams within Rolls-Royce. The systems design challenges are significant,
however, they are perhaps less significant than those of getting the data from in service engines. Co-operation
between manufacturers, suppliers and operators will be essential to achievement of this vision through the use
of e-enabled environments.
The benefits to the Customer and manufacturers will be reduced risk, the opportunity for more right-first-time
programmes and the reduction of overall TLC’s. Of course, having more accurate stage 1 data does not lead
automatically to this conclusion and it must be complemented by continued capability acquisition through rig
or engine test data. However, it will mean that cost will be determined on the basis of robust data early in the
design process where the level of design freedom is highest.
6.0 Summary
Rolls-Royce has developed a series of tools that enable is to quickly and reliably define gas turbine engines
for the purposes of preliminary design. These tools define cycle data, geometry, mass, unit cost, development
cost and finally through life costs. They have been developed to bridge the gap between the knowledge of a
design and the determined cost of that design, the aim being to better predict the total impact of design
decision as early as possible in the process.
The majority of the tools are at a level of maturity that would make further development a classic case of
diminishing returns. However, some of the tools, especially those that have a significant impact on the ability
to fully explore affordability aspects of a design are in need of development.
This paper has presented an example of the output from these tools and demonstrated an ability to assess the
trade between capability and affordability. The intention behind this is to enable the customers of the future to
define the acquisition in terms of capability but also in terms of affordability. To aid this process, RollsRoyce is developing processes and tools that will enable customer requirements, specified in general terms, to
be turned into engineering specifications and weighted to account for their relative importance.
The future of preliminary design tools described in this paper may be somewhat more complex. There is work
ongoing within Rolls-Royce to enable more comprehensive surveys of the design space, to further bridge the
gap between determined cost and knowledge. This future may include more automated optimisation and more
sharing of data across the engine life-cycle. However, the challenges that these futures present are not to be
underestimated and will require a great deal of co-operation between all levels of the manufacturing chain and
the customer alike.
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Introduction:
Conceptual design in a technology-driven environment happens when reliable and rapid analysis procedures
respond to creative design ideas. The value of a design depends on a number of factors. These factors include
accurate weight and cost estimates. The Scenario-Based Affordability Assessment Tool (SBAAT) concept
addresses these factors with a new approach toward product development and technology investment planning.
The resulting design environment (code named MISTC) is currently in the earliest stages of commercial
development.
Product development derives benefit from high fidelity data early in the design process. Design intelligence is
developed and decisions become responsive to high-level changes. The output of this high fidelity design
process allows a system definition with a lower development risk. The authors believe these assumptions are
commonly held among the majority of designers.
The improved design activity described in this paper has been called “concept refinement” (CR). CR is
appropriate after mission requirements and configuration concepts have been established. These starting
concept designs are based on historical regressions and intuition for weight and cost. The CR phase adds
significant knowledge where the concept design deviates from historical precedent. The proposed CR process
involves the integration of geometric design tools (for vehicle level innovation), knowledge based modeling
tools (for rapid product description and modeling), high fidelity modeling tools (for physics-based data
generation including manufacturing cost) and operations modeling tools (for system effectiveness studies such
as engagement modeling done for the military). Through a philosophy of smart product modeling, the CR
process is facilitated. To prove the utility of these assumptions, the Scenario-Based Affordability Assessment
Tool (SBAAT) is a design-modeling product, which draws from several commercial sources including
MSC.Software and TechnoSoft Inc.
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and Lockheed Martin Aeronautics Company (LM Aero) have
joined in the cost-shared development of a dual-use product-modeling environment for guiding a concept
refinement process in terms of affordability. The target customers will include vehicle manufacturing
industries (aerospace and automotive) where early decisions in product development have large consequences
in subsequent production. AFRL interests lie in the development of a modeling environment for technology
assessment, which anticipates (by necessity) military system product development. The target military
application is the Simulation-Based Research and Development (SBR&D) initiative at AFRL Air Vehicles
Directorate. At the heart of SBAAT is AFRL’s role in identifying technology needs and prioritizing
technology solutions with unprecedented attention to affordability issues.
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The objective of this paper is to describe and document the practicality, usefulness and payoff in the proposed
CR process for meeting affordability interests related to new product design and vehicle technology
development.
Simulation-Based Research and Development:
SBR&D provides a common, affordable and flexible environment to improve all phases of a technology’s or
weapon system’s life cycle. In Figure 1, the components of SBR&D are depticted. These are (1) the design
analysis process (2) the weapon system analysis and (3) the cost analysis. These three components are all
required to generate a meaningful Distributed Product Description. A number of new software developments
are required before this process will respond at the envisioned high rate and with the required fidelity. The
SBAAT initiative described in this paper will support the rapid Design Analysis component.
The rapid response of the CR models is dictated by the needs of the SBR&D process. SBR&D operates at the
engagement level with different mixes of mission objectives, blue and red team assets, and proposed
technologies (either individually or integrated as a package). CR models must be rapidly synthesized to set up
the SBR&D experiment and capable of overnight reconfiguration with new datasets reflecting new concept
capabilities afforded by technology variants.

Figure 1: Elements of Simulation-Based Research and Development Initiative
Candidate SBR&D scenario scripts:
The recent proliferation of UAV concepts requires the military to take a fresh look at technology investment.
For instance, with the pilot safely out of the cockpit, the relationship of vulnerability and cost can be revisited.
For instance, SBAAT will help technology planners identify the best investments for maneuverability and
stealth technologies.
The military focus on hypersonic systems also requires a fresh look at technology investment. The cost of
sustained hypersonic system operations is heavily influenced by maintenance costs associated with thermal
systems. SBAAT will help technology planners identify the best technology investments for affordable
operations. For instance, research and development for reducing the cost of hot structures products may be
given higher priority over extending hot structures performance.
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Background:
Adaptive Modeling Language (a product of TechnoSoft Inc known as AML) has evolved from an in-house
(Materials Directorate of AFRL) feature-based design project to a commercial product in use by a number of
industries. AML is an object-oriented environment with built-in dependency-tracking and demand-driven
calculations that facilitate the integration and control of all aspects of the design process. With dependency
tracking, AML facilitates the control of a large number of design alternatives with a single set of driving
requirements. Dependency tracking can also be used to facilitate design parameterization and rapid product
description through associative properties. With demand-driven calculations, the designer can readily control
when and how design information flows.
A significant number of design process innovations have arisen from the AML and it’s Web-enabled Design
Environment initiative (ref 9 - 11). They cover a number of topics including concept modeling,
manufacturing, cost and optimization. Boeing Co developed the PACKS code (ref 5) for composite laminate
process modeling. Currently, PACKS is under commercial development. LM Aero internally developed CADC in the AML environment for vehicle assembly planning. AFRL entered into a contract with LMAC, which
led to the development of Scenario Based Synthesis (SBS), a pilot code for SBAAT development (ref 3).
Foster-Miller was funded by AFRL to explore the potential for AML to model their processes with a view
toward Web-enabled Design Environment. This proprietary work is documented in reference 12. SBAAT
team member, MSC.Software, has developed MSC.FLD (Flight Loads and Dynamics) environment (ref. 13) to
work seamlessly with their flagship products, MSC.Nastran and MSC.Patran. In addition, AFRL has invested
in a number of other structures modeling innovations such as Interface Elements with Applied Research
Associates (ref 6) and MSC.ASTROS for preliminary level multidisciplinary structural optimization (ref 7).
Past and ongoing in-house research in the application of AML in AFRL is documented in references 1, 2, 4
and 8. An early vision for the current development arose from references 1 and 2. An in-house cost-modeling
endeavor was covered in reference 4. An example of ongoing in-house effort with joined-wing modeling is
addressed in reference 8.

High Fidelity Physics

Nonlinear Aerodynamics

Mission Simulation
Smart Product Model

FEM & Flight Loads

- Geometry & analysis models
associative
- Environment to operate with
COTS & Industry production
tools
- System level assessments
extract data
data from
from analysis
models via smart product
model

Combat Effectiveness /
Airframe Cost
Ratio

Structural Sizing

Figure 2: SBAAT Technical Vision is to Implement Smart Product Modeling for Rapid Assessment of
Structural Integrity and Costs
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Technical Goals:
The technical goals for this program range from successfully implementing the SBAAT conceptual approach
to validating concept payoffs. Specifically, the SBAAT program will
•
•
•
•

Create a streamlined software environment for integrating high-fidelity physics-based simulation tools
with mission simulation tools
Reduce cycle time for mechanical-structures concept definition, integrity analysis, and manufacturing cost
assessment by 75%
Integrate a process-based affordability assessment into technology development
Demonstrate our proposed system in a USAF technology planning exercise and a commercial technology
planning exercise.

These goals will be accomplished with available commercially based software products that are currently
being used to model many products. The SBAAT team will provide integration of structural analysis tools
such as MSC.Nastran, MSC.Patran, and MSC.FLDS (Flight Loads and Dynamics System). Through
TechnoSoft’s AML smart product model concepts will be implemented. Smart product modeling is modeling
that builds automatic associativity between product description and product behavior. Smart product model
requirements establish context of product development that facilitate layout, sizing, and producibility
assessments of structure. Aircraft and automotive applications will be developed.
The technical vision for the SBAAT program is depicted in Figure 2. In the middle of the figure and the
process is the development of product data and an associative smart product model. At the left side of the
figure are the models that are required to evaluate the structural integrity of a product. At the right hand side of
the figure are the system level metrics of the product. The desire is to expedite product behavior analysis such
that the product user may understand the benefits of the product concepts and technologies in terms of system
performance and cost.
Functional Description:
A primary objective in the SBAAT program is to define and develop smart product modeling relationships in a
modeling and simulation environment that facilitates the types of studies performed in the concept
development and technology assessment phase of product development. These studies are performed on
configuration variants and historically, are known as trade studies. The process of evaluation includes
definition of variants to be studied, development of product geometry and associated product data, assessment
of product behavior and cost, and finally, a roll-up of behavior and cost into a system level scenario. The
variants are evaluated across the range through established performance metrics. Metrics such as weight and
cost roll-up into scenario based assessments such as life cycle costs and mission performance. The SBAAT
program is focused on the structural integrity and costs aspects of the overall system.
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Figure 3: Conceptual Workbench for Product Definition
Configuration Trade Studies: The SBAAT environment will allow a geographically distributed team of
engineers to create, maintain, store and retrieve configuration variants in the most efficient approach. While
AML does provide a powerful demand-driven environment with run-time object creation, the volumes of data
which result from such data operations (finite-element models, aerodynamic models, costing etc) demand the
use of efficient database operations for configuration studies and reviews. With SBAAT, configuration
changes can branch off at any level of the product description. Objects are not copied. Instead the use of
AML’s dependency tracking allows rapid propagation through all dependent configuration variants. Data
dependencies then are tracked through the user workbench as illustrated in Figure 3.
From the workbench depicted in Figure 3, the user may define multiple weapons carriage concepts that are
tracked as configuration trade variants. Another example (not shown) would depict a family of spar spacing
concepts that are stored as well, as configuration variants, while maintaining dependency on wing geometry.
Of course, changes in geometry may result in large number of calculations for each analysis model in the
configuration study. With the demand-driven feature of AML, calculations are performed only when the user
demands the output. New configurations are developed by editing the current model and saving the results
along with the other configuration variants. Configuration options are callable from an automatically
generated tree structure using the efficient filtering operations made possible through the AML environment.
Time intensive calculations may be saved for batch processes that are scheduled at convenience.
Geometric Modeling: AML has been successfully deployed with a number of geometry engines. While
supporting standard interface for geometry, initial SBAAT development emphasizes ParaSolids with its open
environment and existing links to MSC.Software products. Using AML to drive ParaSolids, a number of
geometric modeling innovations are being considered for rapid generation of conceptual design studies. One
such innovation, Morphing-object, was developed under an SBIR contract with TechnoSoft. This is a
procedure for developing a refined geometry transition between controlling sections along a prescribed
trajectory. Polygon sections can be morphed into curved sections. Another geometric modeling innovation is
the seamless link between AML geometry models and Patran meshes. With this capability, mesh refinement
can be controlled at the object level with user-specified dependency on a number of geometric parameters.
Control at the object level is key to the smart product modeling concepts because it propagates associativity.
Resulting meshes will be used as input to MSC.Software products such as MSC.FLD and MSC.Nastran.
Analysis Tools: Within the SBAAT approach, a product concept is defined, modeled, analyzed and iterated. In
defining the product the user emphasis is in describing; geometry, material properties, wing attachment
concepts, control surface hinge and actuation concepts, manufacturing processes. The product description
acquires modeling information for associated analysis. Regions of the structure are tagged for meshing by the
user within the AML workbench. This is done through the use of rules applicable based on historical needs
and then is meshed within MSC.Patran. Rules for mesh density are provided in the interface for the user to
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select as the model is developed. Within a menu driven system, the user may define product functionality, and
the analysis models will derive associated attributes.
A variety of emerging technologies are being considered within the SBAAT environment. One such
technology is interface element technology in which parts may be meshed independent of assembly.
Geometric compatibility may be provided through the AML environment. The interface element then
provides the integration of subassemblies.
MSC.Software products will allow structural integrity assessment within the SBAAT environment.
MSC.Nastran provides industry with the standard finite element analysis capabilities merged with a
multidisciplinary suite of tools for aeroelasticity and structural optimization. This tool suite is well advertised
http://www.mscsoftware.com/. Functional analyses such as static, modal, and aeroelastic analyses are
performed within MSC.Nastran. An example of such associative modeling and analysis is provided at the end
of the paper.
Cost Synthesis: From a design perspective cost at the early stages of technology development is relative as
well as absolute. Compared costs and cost consequences are used in trade studies to prioritize technology
implementation and thus, technology maturation. There are many ways to account for cost at the conceptual
level. There are simplified weight-based parametric cost models based on historical regression. These are
useful for projecting cost with old technology - but potentially misleading where new technology is
considered. For instance, technology development in composite materials and manufacturing is focused on
reduced labor and processing time. Weight based approaches have no parameter to capture such attributes.
Integration issues in technology or concept development are evaluated with respect to cost consequences, and
cost is one of those areas where “the devil is in the details.”
An alternative to weight-based parametrics is process-based cost models. These models are readily developed
with currently available software tools as will be shown in this paper. We expect they can be usefully
formulated in terms of confidence intervals for identifying cost risk. Process based models decompose the cost
down to whatever level of detail is required to make a judgement. However, decomposing the cost in terms of
materials, labor, assembly, outsourcing, capital investment and any other overhead is not the whole story. This
capability has to be put into the hands of the lead designer who is making rapid decisions, which have a strong
influence on the cost. This capability is addressed in reference 4.

Figure 4: Proposed Edit Manufacturing Operation Form
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Manufacturing operations are gathered from various sources for the purpose of synthesizing a cost strategy and
identify opportunities for affordability. With SBAAT, the concept designer will have easy access to the
operation’s time estimates through a graphical user interface. Likewise, other properties and relationships,
such as labor rate ($/hr – which is unique within each company), will be customized by the user within an Edit
Operation form as depicted in Figure 4.
In general terms, the manufacture of a component occurs by a single operation or by an ordered sequence of
operations. The user can browse through the Operation Catalog by utilizing the quick view capability. This
allows the user to get a top-level view of any selected operation’s properties and children (operation
sequences). In order to assign an operation or predefined operation sequence, the user must select it from the
Operation Catalog, and then transfer it to the Operation Sequence list. This notifies CAPTURE (ref 4) that the
selected process is required to define the component’s fabrication. For a multi-step manufacturing procedure
the user continues to select and transfer operations to the Operation Sequence list in a user-prescribed order.
The form that drives a carbon-carbon woven beam is depicted in Figure 5.
Once the components have been created, the user begins the second task of creating subassemblies. Two-part
in nature, this task requires the user to group any number of components and/or subassemblies together, and
apply manufacturing assembly techniques to join the components into a unified assemblage.

Figure 5: Proposed Manufacturing Operation Catalog
The CR process needs to be responsive to SBR&D data needs at the engagement level. The SBAAT cost
models must anticipate the SBR&D needs with prior synthesis, which can be rapidly recalled during the
exercise. While the exact cost will never be achieved, specific affordability issues can be addressed. For
instance, the projected consequence with respect to a limited set of technologies will be anticipated in SBAAT
models.
Smart Product Modeling:
The most time consuming paths in CR is the creation of product analysis models from product description and
the update of product description from design changes based on product analyses. Our philosophy of smart
product modeling (SPM) is to facilitate the modeling functions needed as depicted in the illustration shown in
Figure 6. SPM enables user-defined automated operations that tightly integrate geometric and nongeometric
product description data with product behavior data.
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Figure 6: Smart Product Model Role in SBAAT
For example, an aircraft control surface is defined through geometric representation, and it behaves by rotating
about a hingeline. The intelligence related to rotation about a hingeline delineates an aircraft maneuver and
control mechanism. These attributes are required in the development and use of aerodynamic, structural, and
loads models for structural integrity and weight analyses. In another example, an automobile door panel may
be defined with a resin-transfer mold process that thus, determines design allowables for structural sizing.
Applying smart product modeling provides building blocks for automated modeling and thus, rapid modeling
for rapid development of product behavior data. This philosophy will decrease modeling time and enhance
trade study capacity in lieu of time and manpower constraints.
The SPM operations encapsulate engineering analysis processes including data flow and translation and thus,
enhance multidisciplinary design. Extensive detail of engineering processes are mapped through an objectoriented approach from the creation of a product data description through the development of analytic models
and the ensuing high fidelity computational analysis. SPM then provides traceability from the derived design
back to the product description. Thus, in the end of trade studies, design decisions are traceable directly to
design requirements.
Technology trades and configuration trades will be worked together. With rapid-response product behavior
data, scenario based mission performance and cost may be evaluated rapidly as well.
The evaluation process may provide either (1) a sound suite of technologies optimal for a given scenario or (2)
to assess technology maturation requirements for a given scenario. The parametric based smart product model
lends to design of experiments, probabilistic design, and genetic based algorithms.
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Figure 7: Stages of Product Description and Evaluation
Concept Pilot - Wing Design Example:
A concept pilot environment was developed to initiate the integration of AML, MSC.Nastran, MSC.Patran,
and MSC.FLDS and demonstrate key features of smart product modeling. A wing design concept was defined
and analyzed. Within the environment, structural arrangement variations are analyzed rapidly including modal
and static aeroelastic disciplines. Weight approximation, flight control flex-to-rigid ratios and structural load
paths will be available for future refinements in the context of smart product modeling. Figure 7 illustrates
various stages of product definition and assessment.
The wing aspect ratio, span, taper, leading edge sweep and airfoil definition are specified. The trailing edge
control surfaces and hinge lines are specified. The front spar of the control surfaces and the rear spar of the
wing box are set by spacing criteria from the hingeline. Since there is no leading edge flap, the front spar is set
by spacing criteria from the leading edge. The wing box spars and rib locations are specified in case
parametrically, but may be quite arbitrary.
From the product definition, the structural finite element model is developed automatically. For a wing of this
description, the solution is easy within a tightly integrated computer aided design system. The point of this
demonstration however is in the concurrent tasking in server/client relationship; in this case, AML and
MSC.Patran. In addition to the discrete components that are modeled (i.e., wing box and control surfaces) is
the automated linkage through hinges and actuators. The user specifies hinge and actuator locations and types
in AML, and the system creates the attachments.
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The second row of pictures in Figure 7 illustrates the concurrent tasking between AML and MSC.FLDS
(Flight Loads). A doublet lattice aerodynamic model is created through a user defined model that extracts key
features from the product description (e.g., planform, control surface definition). Then from user parameters
that drive the mesh density, MSC.FLDS automatically creates the aerodynamic model. To link this model to
the structural FEM, a spline definition must be created. Historically, a user must perform the tedious task of
creating spline boundaries and selecting structural grid points suitable for the spline. This is performed
automatically with the aid of predetermined standards in the structural finite element and aerodynamic panel
models as well as the selection of grid points only along defined structure (as depicted in Figure 7 for the
Aeroelastic Spline).
The third row of pictures in this figure depicts results from a modal analysis and a static aeroelastic analysis. A
key feature also explored in the pilot concept is the spline verify feature in MSC.FLDS. This feature uses the
mode shapes to graphically verify the spline. The deformation shape for each structural mode is superimposed
on the aerodynamic model through the spline. The Modal Analysis picture is captured from this analysis with
the structural finite element model and the aerodynamic model shown together. Once assured a valid spline,
the user may confidently proceed with the aeroelastic analysis.
The second point of the pilot was to initiate definition of the smart product modeling scheme for SBAAT. In
so doing the utility of the pilot should demonstrate rapid response in the definition of a configuration variant.
In Figure 7, the concept has four spars and nine ribs. Note that there is no root rib. In the Modal Analysis, the
root is cambering as the wing deflects. A second concept and associated results are shown in Figure 8. This
concept includes five spars and eleven ribs. A root rib has been defined in this concept. Note the modal results.
There is no cambering in this concept. The point, here, is not that cambering is a feature of interest, but rather
the behavior of the structure may be rapidly assessed for configuration variants.
Figure 8 repeats the sequence of operations depicted in Figure 7 for a four-spar configuration. While one
might not expect a large weight difference and subsequence performance improvement, questions still remain
as to the most effective structural layout in terms of weight and cost. This simple design trade example is
appropriate for the SBAAT team to get started. More complicated design trades will be encountered during the
course of the program.
Summary and Conclusions:
It goes without question; vehicle systems in the next generation will grow more complex. Complexity tends to
favor conservative design evolution. Design revolution requires a design modeling environment that can
reduce design complexity into metrics that a single designer can understand. For instance, multifunctional
structures promise drastic performance improvements and reduced maintenance cost. However, the vehicle
designer still needs to capture the fundamental metrics of weight, drag and cost before technology benefits can
be understood rationally. Instead of prescribing miracles based on historical guesswork, MISTC software
enables a designer to clearly demonstrate how and why new ideas will work and where to place one’s
developmental focus.
There is little doubt the ongoing developments are setting the stage for designing innovative vehicle systems
for the next generation. SBAAT software developments will decrease the time for a team to synthesize a
technology-laden design. Subsequently, a single lead concept designer will further explore design space with
rapid reacting physics-based models. The customer will communicate needs more clearly with technology
development placed in a vehicle and mission context, the raison d’etre for Simulation-Based R&D.
Ultimately, this environment will replace risk aversion with excitement for sound technology development.
SBAAT represents a bold step by MSC.Software with aggressive software innovation made possible in this
collaboration with TechnoSoft. There is every reason to believe this approach will grow and succeed for
future generations with their commercially supported open software approach.
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Abstract
The shipping of water on the deck of a vessel in head-sea conditions and zero-forward speed is investigated by
experimental and numerical means. The main stages of the fluid-dynamic phenomenon are identified and the related
structural loading conditions are studied. It is shown that potential-flow modeling suffices to give a robust estimate of
green-water loads until large breaking phenomena, usually following impact events, are observed.

Introduction
The practical prediction of wave-induced ship motions and loads has reached a reliable degree of
maturity since the 70's, when the strip-theory codes became available, Salvesen et al. (1970). The
need to estimate occurrence and severity of dangerous events, such as the shipping of water on
the deck of vessels, is not of minor importance but rational prediction tools are not yet available.
A fuller understanding of the fluid dynamics involved in, and the ability to predict and control
water-shipping events are the general goals of an ongoing research activity, Greco et al. (2000a) Greco et al. (2002b), which will be partly recalled in the following.
Here, we consider a synergic investigation where experimental studies are combined with
numerical modeling to identify the relevant parameters and to define possible simplified
approaches of practical value. In particular, we focus our attention on the structural consequences
of the water invading and flowing along the deck, and finally impacting against the deck house in
the bow region of a Floating Production Storage and Offloading ship (FPSO) with zero forward
speed in head-sea conditions.
FPSO units represent a relatively new concept of oil platform, where a ship moored in open
sea is used for production, storage and offloading operations. Generally, FPSOs are cheap to
build. However, the lower price is balanced by narrower limits of operation conditions because of
the larger motion amplitudes with respect to those of other platforms types. Further, the
construction of dedicated equipment (for instance the turret) can be expensive. Unlike semisubmersible and TLP structures, an important feature of FPSOs is represented by the possibility
of providing storage capacity for the crude oil. Further, FPSOs can work in a wide range of water
depths, and have a larger deck space for operation and equipment. Finally, in hurricane or iceberg
areas FPSOs can disconnect and move away from the danger. On the downside, FPSOs can suffer
relatively large vessel motions, since natural periods in heave, pitch and roll lie within the wave
frequency range. FPSOs are supposed to be weather-vaning, that is head-sea condition is the
most-occurring operation condition, and water on deck in the bow region is considered an
important risk be taken into account to define operational strategies and ship design. Green-water
accidents documented both deck wetness in the bow region and from the ship sides, with damages
for deck house and equipment. The location of the deck house can vary: usually FPSOs working
in the North Sea have the deck house in the bow region, while units operating in South America
have the deck house near the stern.
In this paper, a first global understanding of the phenomenon is gained through experimental
investigations. In particular, these allow for identifying the main stages of the flow-field
evolution. Each of these is of concern from a structural point of view, and will be further
investigated in the second part of the paper. Upon assuming realistic parameters for the ship
structure, we define the criticality of the different flow stages and the reliability of the
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mathematical model to deal with. Finally, the role of hydroelasticity in deck-house impacts after
water shipping is addressed.

Experimental investigation of water shipping
Three-dimensional model experiments
Three-dimensional experiments have been performed to study water-on-deck phenomena on the
Esso-Osaka tanker, restrained to move, in head-sea conditions and without forward speed. The
model has draft D=0.284m, length between the perpendiculars L=4.44m and beam B=0.74m. The
tests have been carried out at INSEAN facilities, in the Towing Tank 2 (length 220m, breadth 9m
and depth 3.6 m). By considering FPSO ships and their usual operation conditions, we have
determined the main incident wave parameters. In particular, the FPSO water-on-deck accidents
in the North Sea documented that the most interesting wavelengths are of the order of the ship
length. Further, several casualties occurred during full-loaded conditions, when the effective
freeboard is smaller than the nominal value, see Ersdal and Kvitrud (2000). To have realistic
heights of water relative to the deck for representative design conditions, the upper portion of the
bow has been modified by reducing the freeboard to f=0.064 m, resulting in the non-dimensional
parameters D/L≈0.064, B/L≈0.166 and f/L≈0.015.
The analysis has been carried out by combining flow visualizations, image analysis and
wave elevation measurements around the bow region. In particular, the uppermost portion of the
hull and the bow region of the deck have been made by transparent material to permit
visualizations of the water running up along the bow, entering the deck and flowing against a
vertical Plexiglas plate to mimic a deck-house wall. To the purpose, a video camera has been
used in combination with a mirror placed under the ship deck. The flow evolution was recorded
through a black/white video camera with a frame rate of 30Hz.
In real cases, water shipping may be due either to a single large wave, or to the cumulative
effect of a small number of events associated with wave groups approaching the ship. In the latter
case, the first event is not necessarily the most severe one. In the present tests, the water on deck
is caused by a single event due to a wave packet. In this way, we also avoid effects due to wave
reflections from the tank walls. The incident wave packet results from the focusing of several
wave components generated with suitable phase relationship, Rapp and Melville (1990). The
wave spectrum and the focusing point along the tank represent the input data. In the present case,
each component has the same amplitude a. A characteristic steepness kca of the wave packet can
be defined by the wavenumber kc associated with the mean frequency fc of the spectrum. In tests
here reported, we have chosen fc = 0.6 Hz and the frequency bandwidth ∆f = 0.4 Hz, respectively.
This gives a characteristic wavelength λc=2πkc =4.33m≈0.98L. The shortest and the longest wave
components correspond to about 0.5 L and to about 2.6 L, respectively. The wave steepness kca
has been varied between 0.125 and 0.25. A fuller presentation and an in-depth discussion of the
experimental results is reported in Greco et al. (2002b), here we summarize the main physical
findings.
The sequence of pictures in Fig.1 shows the interaction of the wave packet approaching the
ship bow from left to right. After the water exceeds the freeboard, it enters the deck in a nonuniform manner because of the three-dimensionality of the hull form. At the beginning, the water
plunges onto the deck at the fore portion of the bow, as indicated by the white arrows in the
pictures. As time passes, the shipped water starts to flow along the deck, while the freeboard is
exceeded along the ship sides. Later on, the water impacts against the vertical wall in a complex
fashion, starting from the lateral sides.
The bottom view in Fig.2 highlights the formation of air entrapment during the early stages
of the water shipping. In particular, the right picture shows two cavities developing along the
bow edges, with varying cross section and maximum area near the ship centerline.
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Figure 1. Side view of the water shipping on an ESSO-Osaka model induced by a wave
packet, propagating from left to right. The white arrows indicate the region where the
water front plunges onto the deck. Time increases from left to right and from top to
bottom. The two bottom pictures show the interaction with the vertical wall.

Figure 2. Initial stages of the water shipping. Left: the red arrows show the direction of the
water flow entering the deck. Right: the green arrows indicate the location of the cavity
structures along the bow sides.
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A more complete analysis of the taken flow visualizations led to the interpretation of the
fluid-flow evolution during the initial stage of the water shipping, as explained in Fig.3. When
the water exceeds the freeboard, the fluid front plunges onto the deck, forming the already
mentioned air cavity (sketch 1). As the wave packet propagates downstream the hull, "fresh"
water enters the deck along the bow sides, and moves initially inwards. Because of the symmetry
of the phenomenon, the lateral water fronts approach each other in proximity of the ship
centerline and are diverted outwards by the mutual interaction (sketch 2). An inner blunt fluid
structure results from this interaction. As time passes, this structure is fed by the water shipped
laterally and moves along the deck towards the deck house (sketch 3). The fourth sketch shows
the structure of the water front before the impact against the vertical wall. It is worth stressing the
non-uniform distribution of water height, with a maximum value occurring around the ship
centerline.

Figure 3. Interpretation of the fluid-flow evolution during the initial stage of the water
shipping. 1: The water exceeds the freeboard and plunges onto the deck; 2: The fluid flowing
from the lateral sides is diverted outwards along the centerline, and a central blunt water front
appears; 3: Intensification of the fluid motion transverse to the dam break-type front and
growth of the inner water tongue propagating along the ship centerline; 4: Gross structure of
the water front before the impact against the vertical wall.

Two-dimensional laboratory tests
For a clearer understanding of the water shipping dynamics, and to guide the developing of
numerical methods, two-dimensional water-on-deck laboratory tests have been performed in the
narrow wave flume (length 13 m, depth 1 m and width 0.6 m) at the Department of Marine
Hydrodynamics of NTNU. Incoming waves are generated by a flap wavemaker. The bodyparameters here considered are: draft D = 0.2 m, length L = 1.5 m, freeboard f = 0.05 m. The
bottom corner at the model was rounded with a radius of curvature 0.08 m to avoid significant
vortex shedding. Body motions are restrained. Since the generated wave system is highly
transient, with the first crest generally steeper than the following ones, we decided to focus our
study on the first water-shipping event.
The fundamental stages of the water shipping and the interaction with the deck first, and
later with the superstructure are described through the pictures in Figs. 4-6. In particular, Fig. 4
reports the enlarged view of the water front entering the deck. The shipping of the fluid initiates
with water plunging directly onto the deck, cf. the top-left frame. At this stage, high impact
pressures are expected. However, the very high pressures last too short and are too concentrated
in space to be dangerous for the structure. After the impact, a cavity entrapping air is formed, as
shown in the top-right and following frames. The changes of the cavity volume due to the motion
of the surrounding fluid determine time-varying loads on the deck. This phase of the fluidstructure interaction may damage the deck at least if the air in the cavity cannot escape. The latter
occurs more easily in three- dimensional conditions rather than in the two-dimensional flow field
here considered.
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Figure 4. Initial stages of the water shipping: the water front plunges onto the deck forming
an air pocket, which is squeezed and stretched downstream by the main flow. Time increases
from left to right and from top to bottom.

Figure 5. Dam break-type flow developing along the deck and eventually hitting the vertical
superstructure. Time increases from left to right and from top to bottom.
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Figure 6. Late evolution of the impact against the vertical superstructure: after the maximum
run-up the water plunges backwards onto the deck.

After a time short with respect to the duration of the entire water-shipping, the gross features
of the flow field resemble those originated after the breaking of a dam, as shown in Fig. 5.
Namely, a tongue of fluid develops along the deck, without observation of free-surface breaking.
Therefore, the gross fluid dynamics is rather simple, with practically hydrostatic loads in
proximity of the water front. In this context, an additional important contribution to local loads
would be given by ship motions, though not allowed in our experiments. Actually, numerical
results show that there are important interactions between the flow on the deck and the flow field
exterior to the vessel. This limits the similarity with dam-break flows and the practical possibility
of using shallow-water models (see Greco et al. (2000c)).
Finally, the impact against the vertical structure is observed (bottom frames in Fig. 5). In the
following evolution, cf. Fig. 6, the fluid rises rapidly along the vertical wall. The fluid run up is
slowed down by the action of the gravity, and the water front thickens. After the maximum run
up has been reached, the water collapses downwards, and a backward overturning is observed.

Analysis of the fluid-structure interaction
In the following, the structural implications of the fluid-structure interaction associated with the
shipping of water are investigated. To the purpose, both numerical and experimental data will be
used in a combined fashion. According to the previous discussion, three different stages of the
water shipping will be considered.
Initial plunging phase and deck impact The first three plots of Fig. 7 show the initial plunging
phase observed in the two-dimensional experimental investigation, and the comparison with the
numerical prediction obtained by a potential-flow model. The statement of the mathematical
problem and the details of the Boundary Element Method developed for its solution are discussed
in Greco et al. (2000b). In the figure, the waves (λ/D = 10.1, H/D = 0.808) approach the obstacle
from left to right and the numerical results are in rather good agreement with the experimental
visualization. In the simulation, surface-tension effects have not been modeled, which suggests a
limited role of surface tension in determining the initial volume of the entrapped cavity, at least
for the wave parameters here considered. Upon this validation, we can use the numerical tool to
investigate in more detail the local features of the phenomenon. In the right plot of the same
figure, the numerical free-surface configuration (solid line) at the impact is given. It is also
shown that close to the separation point at the bow, the cavity profile is well fitted by the local
solution z1 = C (t )x12 / 3 (line with circles, cf. Zhao et al. (1997)) around the fixed separation
point. This approximation is obtained by assuming a potential flow and neglecting the gravity
effects. In this local solution, the origin of the local coordinate system (x1,z1) is at the edge of the
deck, the x1-axis is along the deck and the z1 axis is vertically upwards. The coefficient C(t) is a
time dependent parameter which depends on the complete flow, and therefore cannot be
determined by a local flow analysis. The part of the water front impacting on the deck agrees
well with a parabolic contour (line with black squares), which would be the path of a free-falling
fluid particle. Therefore, at the beginning of the water shipping, the fluid undergoes three stages
of evolution: (i) the fluid is diverted vertically upwards, with negligible effects of the gravity; (ii)
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an intermediate phase with almost horizontal motion where gravity and pressure gradients are
comparable, and (iii) a free-falling evolution up to the impact point.

Figure 7. Initial stages of water shipping. Left: the numerical results (red lines) are compared with
the experiments. Time increases from left to right. Right: the numerical solution (solid line) is
compared with a local solution (line with circles) and with a free-fall trajectory (line with squares).

From a structural perspective, the plunging phase is characterized by the water impact
against the deck and the air-cushion phenomenon. In the following, the related effects on the
deck of a real FPSO unit have been investigated. In the considered ship, the steel stiffeners along
the deck are sketched in the left diagram of Fig. 8. The deck is designed to stand against a
maximum spatially uniform pressure of 60 KPa and has been modeled as an equivalent beam (cf.
the left sketch in Fig. 8) along a longitudinal stiffener.

Figure 8. Left: example of stiffeners on the deck of a FPSO, top view and cross-section of the
equivalent beam to model the deck in the longitudinal direction. Dimensions are in millimeters.
Right: numerical solution at the impact. Close to the impact position, the free surface (solid line) is
approximated by a circle with radius r ≈ 0.1 m. The free surface resembles a fluid wedge of about
20o, inclined of approximately 26o with respect to the vertical direction. The two horizontal arrows
(b1 and b2) indicate the length of the first and second equivalent beams along the deck.

At full scale, we consider the water impact following the shipping of water caused by
incident waves with length 182 m, and height 14.55 m (corresponding to the wave parameters
mentioned above, with the FPSO draft equal to 18 m). The free-surface configuration as obtained
by the numerical simulation is given in the right plot of Fig. 8. The two horizontal arrows
indicate the length of the first two equivalent beams along the deck. The impact starts close to the
middle of the second one. From the numerical simulation, an impact velocity of 4.3 m/s is
estimated. This value is not large, and in particular is close to the orbital velocity in free-wave
conditions (4.4 m/s). The free-surface shape near the initial impact position is rather blunt, with
radius of curvature r ≈ 0.1 m.
The portion of flow field on the deck and closer to the bow is characterized by the cavity
originated at the impact instant. During the evolution, the air cavity is stretched by the flow
entering the deck and above it. As a consequence, the beam b1, initially under the action of the
atmospheric pressure, suffers loads due to the compressibility of the air entrapped in the cavity. If
we assume a uniform pressure in the cavity, and we model the air evolution as an adiabatic
γ
process of an ideal gas, the pressure p(t) in the cavity can be obtained by p (t ) p0 = (V (t ) V0 ) .
Here, p(t) and V(t) are the pressure and the volume at time t and p0 and V0 are the corresponding
reference values, e.g. the atmospheric pressure (p0=1 Atm ≈ 105 Pa) and the air volume in the
cavity at the impact instant. The usual value γ = 1.4 is used for the ratio of the specific heats.
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Figure 9. Evolution of the air cavity at the bow edge. The time increases from left to right with a constant interval of
0.38 s (at full scale, D = 18 m). The digitized cavity profiles (colored lines) are superimposed to the video images.

By using the above model and the pictures taken from the experiments, we have carried out
a simplified analysis to evaluate the pressure acting on the first beam. In the sequence of Fig. 9,
the post-impact evolution is shown with snapshots separated in time by an interval of 0.38 s.
Because of the relatively poor resolution of the images, at least for the present purpose, the cavity
profile is not sharply detectable from the pictures, and for each snapshot several different curves
are candidates as cavity boundary. Therefore, all of them have been considered and are reported,
superimposed to the corresponding video images. For each instant of time, the cavity volume has
been evaluated and used to estimate the pressure inside the cavity. Because of the uncertainty in
the determination of the cavity boundary, for each time step several scattered results will be
obtained. Actually, even this simplified analysis requires some extra data, which have been
deduced from the numerical simulations. In particular, the cavity volume V0 at the impact instant
timp is computed numerically. The circles in the left plot of Fig. 10 represent the pressure
computed according to the above procedure. As anticipated, different pressure values at the same
time instant are obtained, corresponding to different digitized cavity boundaries. The pressure
envelope (dashed lines) gives an indication of the order of magnitude of the uncertainty involved
in. In the plot, the horizontal solid line is the design pressure for the deck. According to the
present analysis, this value can be exceeded during the cavity evolution, and likely this occurs for
a time interval not small compared with the first natural dry-beam period Tdry 1. Therefore, the
collapse of the cavity can be critical for the strength of the deck structure and hydroelastic effects
may be also relevant.

Figure 10. Left: estimated pressure evolution along beam b1. Right: evolution of the
maximum tension (t) and compression (c) stresses along beam b2 by assuming a Dirac's
delta load. All the quantities are given in full scale (D = 18 m).

The evolution of the loads on the second beam b2 is roughly characterized by (i) an acoustic
phase, (ii) a blunt-impact phase and (iii) a wedge-impact phase. The pressures associated with the
initial phase are high but too localized in time and space to give any problem for the structure, cf.
Greco et al. (2001b). The time duration of the second impact phase is larger than the first one,
and of the same order of magnitude as the highest natural dry period of the beam, thus the elastic
response of the beam could be relevant and should be further investigated. The region of the
beam loaded during this blunt-impact phase is small relative to the beam length. Therefore, the
evolution of beam stresses can be estimated by considering the beam subjected to a spatial Diracdelta load, f (t )δ (x − x imp ) , located at the initial impact position. The amplitude f (t ) can be
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estimated as the vertical force on a rigid circle penetrating a flat free surface, Faltinsen (1990),
and expressed as ρ C s (t )rV 2 . The time dependent coefficient C s (t ) has been derived
experimentally by Campbell and Weynberg (1980) and is represented by the formula
C s = 5.15 (1 + 8.5h / r ) + 0.275 h / r . Here, h = Vt is the instantaneous submergence of the circle and is
equal to the radius r when half-circle penetrated the free surface. From this analysis, right plot of
Fig. 10, the resulting maximum stresses on the beam are safely below the yield stress (about 220
MPa). The last wedge-impact phase is more complicated and would require a more direct
analysis, investigating also the possible excitation of hydroelastic effects.
Dam-break stage On a longer time scale, the observed water shipping resembles a dam-break
type phenomenon. In our experiments, during this stage, the loading is mostly determined by the
‘hydrostatic’ pressure, since ship motions have been restrained. In reality, additional
contributions are due to three-dimensional effects and deck accelerations. This phase is not
expected to be dangerous for the deck structure although, depending on the amount of shipped
water, it can be relevant for the dynamic behavior of the ship. This issue is not addressed here.
Deck-house impact The water front approaching the vertical superstructure resembles a thin halfwedge, and, at the beginning of the impact with the wall, only small amount of the fluid sharply
deviated upwards by the obstacle is affected by the phenomenon. A jet originates vertically
upwards, and spray formation is observed. Though without the modeling of the initial plunging
phase, the BEM method captures well both the flow evolution on the deck and the water run-up
along the vertical wall, as shown in Fig. 11 where the red lines represent numerical results. On
this ground, the initial plunging phase appears not relevant for the gross features of the deck
flow, as well as for impact loading on the superstructure.

Figure 11. Left: dam break-type flow after the initial impact. Right: impact of the shipped
water against the vertical wall of the deck house. The red lines are the present numerical
simulations.

The pressure evolutions on the wall, measured at 0.012 m and at 0.032 m above the deck
(model scale), are reported in the left and right plots of Fig. 12, respectively. Along the horizontal
axis, t = 0 s corresponds to the time instant when the numerical pressure (thick line in each plot)
at the lowest gauge location attains a non-zero value. Two test results are shown for each
pressure gauge (full and empty symbols), showing a not-perfect repeatability and suggesting
more careful measurements of local loads.
The experimental data show two pressure peaks of the same order of magnitude. The first
peak is associated with the initial water impact against the superstructure. By combining the
pressure measurements with the video images, we found that the second pressure peak is related
to the backward water overturning, shown in Fig. 6, and appears equally important for the
structural safety as the initial impact load.
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Figure 12. Pressure evolution measured on the vertical wall under impacting conditions, at
0.012 m and 0.032 m above the deck (left and right plots, respectively). Two test results are
given for each gauge location. The solid lines give the numerical results, before breaking
occurs and computations stopped.

The numerical prediction is rather satisfactory and recovers correctly the first pressure peak.
Though the computations have been stopped as soon as the water flux entering the deck attains a
zero value, the second pressure peak would not be captured anyway numerically because the
boundary element method cannot handle free-surface breaking. In this respect, Level Set,
Colicchio et al. (2002), SPH, Tulin and Landrini (2000), and VOF techniques, Greco et al.
(2002b), have been recently proposed to handle the post-breaking evolution but they require
further development and validation for extensive and practical use in this context.

Simplified tools for loading estimates
From a pre-design perspective, it is very important to develop simplified tools to quantify greenwater loads. Here, we discuss a few of them by using the dam-break problem as a test case. In
this framework, the BEM method has been adopted to provide reference data.

Figure 13. Free-surface profiles (a1-a4) and pressure distributions (b1-b4) during the
initial stage of the impact against the vertical wall. Solid lines: present numerical
simulations; •: similarity solution from Zhang et al. (1996). The plots are progressively
enumerated as the time increases. ∆τ imp = τ − τ imp = 0.0138, 0.0243, 0.0738, 0 .1338.

τ imp is the initial non-dimensional impact time.

During the initial phase of the impact, the gravity plays a minor role and the phenomenon is
governed by the local-flow accelerations. Hence, the gravity-less similarity solution of a fluid
wedge hitting a rigid wall, Zhang et al. (1996), describes correctly the flow field and can be used
to evaluate the pressure evolution along the structure. Figure 13 shows the actual comparison
between the similarity and the exact solution: as it can be expected, the two results start to
diverge as time increases, with the approximate method over-predicting the pressure along the
wall.
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Within this simplified analysis, the parameters defining the impact conditions are
represented by (i) the velocity V and (ii) the slope β of the water front. By using the similarity
solution, Greco (2001b) has shown that d pmax / ρV 2 dβ is large only for β larger than, say, 60

(

)

degrees and is small for β smaller than about 40 degrees. Therefore, for small enough front
slopes, the impact velocity V is the most important factor influencing the maximum pressure pmax.

Figure 14. Maximum pressure along the wall. Left plot: the asymptotic solution for small
water-front slopes β is compared with the similarity and the Wagner solutions. Right plot: for
larger β, only the Wagner and the similarity solutions are shown. V: impact velocity, β: angle
of the (half) wedge.

On this ground, the maximum pressure can be evaluated by even simpler methods. Figure 14
gives pmax onto the wall associated with the initial impact by using two different approximations
valid for small and large values of the water front slope β, respectively. The first one is given in
Faltinsen et al. (2002a), while the latter is a Wagner-type solution, Wagner (1932). The former
appears suitable for β ≤ 30 , while the latter is efficient for 45 ≤ β ≤ 90 .
Hydroelastic effects
During the most impulsive stages, if the loading time is comparable with the structural natural
wet period, hydroelastic effects are excited, and for a correct structural design the hydroelastic
effects should be assessed. The influence of hydroelasticity during the water impact with the
vertical wall has been investigated in Greco et al. (2001a) by using the dam-break problem to
model the water flow along the deck and by modeling the wall structure as an Euler beam, simply
supported at the ends. The structural properties are chosen by using data from typical steel
stiffeners of the deck house of an actual FPSO (see sketch Fig. 15). The fluid-structure
interaction is studied by coupling the nonlinear potential-flow model with the linearized beam
dynamics.

Figure 15. Example of stiffeners of a deck house (front view on the left) and cross-section
of equivalent beam (on the right). Lengths are in millimeters.

The results of this analysis are summarized in Fig. 16, through the free-surface evolution
during the water run-up along the structure (left) and of the maximum stresses (right) on the wall,
always occurring at the lower edge of the beam. The hydroelastic results are compared with the
solution obtained by assuming the structure perfectly rigid in the hydrodynamic solution and by
evaluating a posteriori the structural deformation in a quasi-steady fashion. It is found that the
free-surface configurations agree well and the magnitude of the hydroelastic stresses weakly
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oscillates around a mean value slightly different than the quasi-steady solution. These
observations document the limited role of hydroelasticity during the water impact with the
superstructure, at least for the case here considered.

Figure 16. Impact of water with a vertical wall, the incident wave is generated by the break of
a dam with initial height of the water reservoir h = 10 m. Left: free surface for three different
instants after the impact for the case with rigid wall (solid lines) and hydroelastic solution (ο).
Right: Maximum tension (t) and compression (c) stresses as a function of time as obtained by
the quasi-steady analysis (dashed lines) and by the hydroelastic analysis (solid lines).

Conclusions
The shipping of green water on a FPSO ship in head-sea has been studied by experimental and
numerical means. The main stages of the flow-field evolution have been highlighted and the
related loading regimes have been addressed.
It is shown that water shipping starts always with the fluid front plunging onto the deck and
entrapping air in cavities of complex shape and evolution. A simplified analysis of twodimensional experimental data shows that this air-cushion stage can lead to high pressure (very
localized in space and time), and therefore to possible structural damages.
After the cavity disintegration, the following dam break-like evolution is grossly unaffected
by the presence of the air bubbles dispersed within the main bulk of water. Numerical
simulations, where the presence of the air-phase has been neglected, reproduce well the overall
flow scenario and can be used to compute the initial conditions to study the impact against deck
structures. In this context, shallow-water models may be useful although the need of boundary
data may pose severe limitations to their actual applicability, see the discussion in Greco et al.
(2000c). This stage is probably more relevant to the dynamics of the vessel rather than to the
strength of the deck.
The impact against vertical deck structures is finally addressed. Although the impact loads
are of main importance, laboratory measurements have shown that pressure peaks arising during
the gravity driven evolution can be of the same magnitude and, therefore, of concern for design
purposes.
In this framework, the potential-flow modeling has been proved reliable to simulate the flow
and to predict the hydrodynamic loads at least up to breaking and fragmentation of the free
surface occurs. Within this regime, even more simplified tools have been proposed which can be
easily used for design and certification purposes. In the breaking regime, new strategies of
numerical simulations are under development, e.g. Greco et al. (2002b).

INSEAN research activity has been supported by the Italian Ministero per le Infrastrutture e i
Trasporti through INSEAN Research Program 2000-02.
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Optimal Shape Design of a Surface Combatant
with Reduced Wave Pattern
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Optimal design techniques have received considerable attention in many industrial contests: on
contrast, the application of automatic optimization to the hydrodynamic ship design has not yet reached
the same maturity. Nevertheless, numerical tools, combining together modern computational fluid
dynamics and optimization methods, can aid the ship designer, enhancing the operational performances
and reducing development and construction costs. Moreover, specific problems that arise during the
design phase could be corrected with the aid of a properly defined optimization problem solution.
In this paper, a new approach to the design methodology, involving together designer experience and
optimization strategies, is presented. The forebody geometry of a frigate ship, whose original design
produced steep bow wave and consequently hydrodynamic noise near the sonar dome due to breaking,
has been modified to reduce wave height and suppress the breaking. The numerical optimised geometry
has been produced and tested against the original design to experimentally assess the validity of the
procedure.

Ship Design methodology
In common practice, the design of a ship involves several cycles, in which desk studies and model
basin experiments are coordinated: solutions coming from the design department are tested in the
model basin, and than the experimental results drive the new solution to be produced, as soon as the
designer's requirements are fulfilled. A fully automatic and non-interactive alternative approach may be
based on a use of optimal design methodology. This choice may lead to a sensible cost reduction in the
design phase, since effort in the experimental testing is drastically decreased. A trade-off between these
two proposals may be the best choice: an initial solution, to be tested, is proposed by the design team,
and than further improved by the CFD group. A final test will verify the so obtained results.
In this paper this strategy is depicted. An alternative solution for the bulbous bow of an already
operating frigate ship was tested in the basin. This proposal becomes the parent hull form for an ad hoc
optimization problem performed by the CFD group. The solution of the optimization problem has been
experimentally tested, and the results compared against the performances of the alternative solution.

Problem description
A naval combatant, with a bulbous bow including the sonar dome, is usually applied in anti-submarine
(ASW) activity. During these types of missions, a hydrodynamic noise problem was encountered. Due
to the presence of the large sonar dome, a high and steep bow wave was observed at the speed on 10-12
knots. As a consequence, depending also on the sea condition, wave breaking may be cyclically
produced and, because of the hydrodynamic noise, the effectiveness of the sonar may be greatly
reduced.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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In figure 1, a picture taken during the towing tank tests (in calm water) of the original unit, is reported.
The wave pattern produced by a 6.5 m model at the critical speed (12 knots in full scale) shows a deep
hollow in the nearby of station 19. For
the wave lengths produced at model
scale, the action of the surface tension
tends to reduce and postpone the
incipience of the breaking, preventing air
bubble entrainment in water and hence
reducing both noise and post breaking
phenomena with respect to the behaviour
at full scale. Nevertheless, it is evident
that the crest between stations 19 and 18
shows the insurgence of breaking
Fig. 1 A view of the experimental tests on the original bow.
phenomena.
In order to resolve this problem, the
design team has produced an alternative
bulbous bow, moving down the sonar
dome location. As a consequence, the
interference between the dome and the
free surface has been decreased, and the
wave elevation has been lowered. In
general, the benefits of this choice are
questionable, since the bulb is pushed
outside the projection of the ship hull on
the front plane, hence increasing the
Fig. 2 Numerical verification on the PHF in the same
frontal area of the ship and augmenting
conditions of fig. 1.
the ship's drag. Moreover, as the depth of
the ship increase, a possible reduction of
the operability of the ship in shallow
water is also encountered. Anyway, the
alternative solution proposed by the
shipyard was accepted by the purchaser
and tested in the INSEAN model basin.
The tests confirmed the goodness of this
choice, since the bow wave at the critical
velocity was greatly reduced and the
incipient breaking was suppressed, as
reported in fig. 3.
Fig. 3 A view of the experimental tests on the modified bow in
However, the suppression of the breaking
the same conditions and viewpoint of fig. 1.
wave near the bow did not mean that a
truly optimal solution for the problem was found and a better design may be able to produce even a
lower wave pattern. For this reason, starting from the alternative solution (from now on referred as
Parent Hull Form - PHF), a numerical optimization cycle has been performed, searching for a better
design.
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The optimization problem
The numerical prediction of the hydrodynamic noise is quite a difficult task, the accuracy required on
the pressure value being too high for available computational tools. Beside that, the numerical
prediction of the incipient breaking is another complicated problem, mainly due to the difficulties
encountered in the free surface treatment. To
solve the problem, the wave pattern has been
estimated by using a steady free surface
potential flow model, previously developed
and currently applied at INSEAN for the
wave resistance computations [2]. This
solver is able to compute the wave pattern
around a ship with good accuracy. As a
consequence, the slope of the wave profile
Fig. 4 An example of hull surface modification by
along the hull has been adopted as objective
superimposition of a Bezier patch. A Bezier surface (middle) is
function inside the optimization cycle. The
summed to the original hull surface (left), obtaining a modified
lower the wave slope, the less the probability
geometry (right).
of breaking waves occurrence near the hull.
As to the geometrical constraints, small variations of the PHF are allowed, the maximum displacement
of each grid point being of 1 meter (ship scale). The keel line of the PHF is not modifiable, and the
region of the hull to be varied is the same as the one used by the design team in producing the
alternative design. The volume of the bulb
is constrained, and cannot vary of more
then the 2.5% of its initial value. These
limitations are necessary because the sonar
must fit in the new bulb too.
The adopted optimiser is described in [5],
[6]: it is a derivative-based optimiser,
whose main algorithm is a ConjugateGradient
(Polak-Ribiere).
Geometry
handling is performed by superimposing
of a Bezier surface to the original one, as
reported in fig. 4. A Bezier surface is
controlled by a fixed number of control
points, much less of the number of points
of the computational grid. By using this
approach, the control points of the Bezier
surface are assumed as design variables of
the optimization problem, and the shape of
the PHF can easily be varied. In figure 5, a
detail of a Bezier patch is reported.
Control points (the black dots) at the
external boundaries of the surface patch
are fixed at zero in order to allow a
smooth
connection
between
the
Fig. 5 An example of Bezier patch.
unmodified hull portion and the modified
part. Indeed, if one row (or column) of
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control points is fixed at zero on the boundary, the Bezier patch starts from zero, and the position of the
grid points at that boundary is not modified. In the same way, if two rows of control points are fixed to
zero, the Bezier surface starts from zero with zero tangent, and the modified shape is perfectly faired
with the unmodified hull. As a consequence, a careful choice of the control points placement is
necessary, in order to obtain a new producible geometry.

Gradient computation: RSM methodology
As stated before, the adopted optimiser is a derivative-based one: in this class of optimiser, a descent
direction in the space of the design variables is searched using information derived from the local
gradient of the objective function. After a descent direction is fixed, the optimal steplength along this
direction is selected, looking at the obtained improvements on the objective function. After that, a new
descent direction is searched again, as soon as an optimal condition (zero gradient of the objective
function, very small improvement, maximum number of allowed iteration reached, etc.) is found.
The gradient of the objective function is usually computed by a central difference scheme: each design
variable is varied, one at time, from the actual value by +/- ∆ξ, the objective functions F+ and F- in
correspondence of (ξi +∆ξ) and (ξi -∆ξ) are computed, finally obtaining the gradient as gi = (F+ - F-)/(2
∆ξ).

Fig. 6 Pitch motion as function of two design variables: effect
of different step of investigation

An alternative approach to this strategy is
to use a local approximation of the
objective function with an analytical
function. To construct this approximation
model, some trial values of the objective
function are computed (using the potential
flow solver describe before) for geometries
close to the PHF. The careful choice of this
trial points, together with the construction
of the approximating model, is performed
by applying the Response Surface
Methodology (RSM), described in [4]: it is
based on the Design Of Experiments
(DOE) theory.

The position of the training points is crucial for the correct approximation of the objective function.
Usually the training points are placed on the vertex of a hypercube centred on the actual solution. The
length of the edge is connected with the portion of the design variable space we are interested to
investigate: since we are looking at the local behaviour of the objective function, the length of the edge
should be very small, as well as the step ∆ξ adopted in the central differences scheme.
This method has the great advantage of applying an implicit smoothing of the noise usually introduced
by the numerical computation of the objective function for small perturbations of the shape. These
inaccuracies have strong effect on the optimization process, since wrong information on the local
behaviour of the objective function cause a wrong descent direction: for this reason, often a premature
stop of the optimization process is reported. Noise effects on the objective function are clearly reported
in figs. 6, 7.
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Fig. 7 Global rebuilding of the pitch motion as a function of
two design variables.

In the case reported in figure 6 the peak of
the pitch response of the ship in head seas is
computed. The shape of the combatant has
been parameterised by means of two design
variables. The function has been computed
on a 10 x 10 regular mesh, increasing the
wideness of the investigated design variable
area, each picture representing a different
grid density, i.e. from top to bottom, the
amplitude of the interval is increasing. If the
mesh is too small (small investigated area),
no variation at all is detected for the
computed function, while sudden change in
the objective functions are detected for
some intermediate values of ∆ξ. As a
consequence, the step ∆ξ must be selected
carefully: if it is too small, spikes should
contribute to an erroneous gradient
computation, while the local behaviour is
loosed if a too large value is adopted.

In fig. 7, the complete reconstruction of the objective function is reported: here all the previously
computed values are plotted together on a single surface. Numerical noise is here evident, and the
investigated function suddenly changes his value. As a consequence, local gradient is very unstable,
depending on the entity of the selected step ∆ξ, and a smoothing strategy become essential if we need
correct information on the local gradient without applying higher order methods for the gradient
computation.
A comparison of the gradient components computed with the RSM technique and via a finite
differences approach is reported on the following table. The bulb of the PHF was parameterised by
using a Bezier patch with 4 design variables, and each gradient component is here presented, as from
the two different methods. The high similarity of the exposed values confirms the goodness of the RSM
implementation. As a consequence, the following optimization process will be performed by applying
this last technique.
Design variable

Finite differences
1
2
3
4

RSM technique
0,791
0,523
0,281
0,149

0,792
0,519
0,282
0,156

Numerical results and experimental verification
Before start the optimization process, a verification of the capability of the adopted numerical solver
have been verified on the original geometry: results are reported in fig. 2, that is comparable with the
picture of experimental relief, reported in fig. 1. After this first verification, the previously defined
optimization problem has been faced and solved, starting from the PHF.
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In fig. 8, the numerical results are reported: blue line represents the wave profile along the hull, while
the black lines on the models are the buttock lines, that is, the lines at constant y. Bold black lines are
the block subdivisions for the numerical grid defining the model. The optimised model has a narrowed
leading edge. Also the sonar dome is much narrow than the PHF, and it is curved in the upper part.
Numerical results are reported in fig. 9. The wave profile along the hull is reported for the original
model, the PHF and the optimised model. In abscissa the longitudinal coordinate along the model is
reported, non-dimensionalized by the model length, while in the abscissa the wave height (ship scale) is
reported. Model is cantered on the 0 value, lying in the interval [-0.5 / 0.5]. A strong reduction in the
wave profile is predicted, and advantages
are also reported in fig. 9.

Fig. 8 Geometrical differences between the optimal hull shape
and the alternative design. Contour lines of the lateral
coordinate (y) are reported on the hull. Blue line is the wave
profile along the hull.

Fig. 9 Comparison of the wave elevation along the hull as
computed by the numerical solver for the three hulls.

After that, experimental tests have been
conducted on the two new geometries. A
quantitative estimatation of the obtained
results is deducible by the pictures in figs.
1, 3 and 10. Looking at the horizontal lines
traced on the hull, for the original model
the wave profile touch the line traced on the
model numbered by 6, that means 6 meters
from the keel line. Since the draught of the
model is 4.6 meters, a wave of 1.4 meters is
generated by the original hull. Looking at
the PHF (fig. 3), the wave is placed in the
nearby of the line at 5.5 meters, so the
produced wave is 0.9 meters high, with a
reduction of 0.5 meters on a wave of 1.4
meters, that means a gain of about 36%.
Finally, the wave produced by the
optimized model (fig. 10) touch the line
placed at 5 meters on the model: a wave of
0.4 meters is produced by this geometry,
and the corresponding gain is of 71% if
computed with respect to the original
model and of 56% with respect to the PHF.
These results are exposed also in the
following table.
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Bulb
Original
PHF
Optimized

Wave height

% gain (experimental) % gain (numerical)
1,400
0,000
0,000
0,900
35,714
52,400
0,400
71,429
78,800
On constrast, while the total resistance at 12
knots is reduced, a small increase on the
total resistance at the other speeds is
obtained for the optimized model, as
reported in fig. 11, because the flow
characteristics are not controlled at the other
speeds: as a consequence, the total
resistance value at higher speeds is not
guaranteed.

The gain on total resistance is very low at
12 knots (of about 1%) if compared with the
strong reduction of the wave pattern: this
could be addressed to the strong limitations in shape modification toghether with the low optimizing
speed. In fact, the form factor of the optimised hullform is very similar to the one of the PHF, due to
the small allowed changes in shape: as a consequence, all the differences are addressed to the wave
resistance, that is the lower part of total resistance at low speed, being the viscous and frictional part the
greater ones: for this reason, a strong reduction on wave resistance component becomes a small
variation on total resistance.

Fig. 10 Experimental verification on the optimal hull shape in
the same conditions and viewpoint of fig. 1

Conclusions
The experimental results here exposed
indicate how the numerical optimization
techniques are useful in the design cycle. A
further reduction of the objective functions
has been achieved, even thought starting
from an improved hull form. Drawbacks
could be avoided by defining a
multidisciplinary
(or
multiobjective)
optimization problem, in which more than a
single objective function are considered
together, trying to find a solution that is able
to enhance the ship under more than a single
standpoint: attempts in this application field
are presently obtained [7].

Fig. 11 Experimental value of the total resistance (model
scale) for the optimised hull and the alternative design.
Optimised hull reduce the total resistance only at the
optimising speed.
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Abstract: The gas turbine engine is a complex aerodynamic machine with performance,
structural and manufacturability challenges. This paper gives an overview of a multidisciplinary
optimization approach applied to the conceptual design of small aircraft engines. A description
of major turbomachinery disciplines and the numerous interactions between disciplines is given
followed by a discussion of the need for preliminary design optimization. The approach to
development of such a system undertaken at Pratt & Whitney Canada is described including
identification of appropriate design tools and their influence on the geometrical definition of an
engine cross-section. Finally, preliminary optimization results are presented.

1

INTRODUCTION

Over the past five decades, the gas turbine engine has evolved rapidly to provide a reliable and
efficient business solution for global transportation. The engine design process is clearly a large
contributor to this evolution. This process is highly iterative, multidisciplinary in nature and
complex. The success of an engine depends on a carefully balanced design that best exploits and
considers the interactions among the numerous traditional engineering disciplines such as
aerodynamics and structures, as well as the life cycle disciplines of cost, manufacturability,
serviceability and supportability. A crucial task in the engine design process is to define a concept
because “the best engineering effort cannot totally right a poor concept selection” [Ref.1].
Employing multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) at the conceptual phase of design is important,
since it is at that stage that the largest influence on the final product is realized. In this paper, the
application of MDO methodology to the conceptual stage of the design cycle will be referred to
as Preliminary Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimization (PMDO).
Over the last few years, the increasing complexity of engineering systems has stimulated progress
towards developing an MDO capability and implementing it into the design process. The concept
of MDO can be interpreted as a formal methodology that facilitates exploration and exploitation
of interdisciplinary interactions to achieve a better overall system. The earliest MDO
developments occurred in the 1970s and have been progressing ever since, revealing great
potential to improve product quality and significantly reduce development time, thus, helping the
product to remain competitive in a global market.
Current industry applications of MDO include biomechanics, automotive, electromagnetics,
nuclear, electronics and, also, aerospace where the interest in MDO has been particularly intense.
An extensive survey of MDO applications in aerospace design has recently been presented by
Sobieszczanski-Sobieski and Haftka [Ref.2]. This paper identifies the main challenges of MDO
implementation as being computational cost and organisational challenges which are being

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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addressed by developing various approximation and decomposition strategies. Another paper by
Sobieszczanski-Sobieski [Ref 3] describes five MDO conceptual components: Mathematical
Modelling, Design-Oriented Analysis, Approximation Concepts, Optimization Procedures,
System Sensitivity, and Human Interface.
In an effort to solve engineering optimization problems, a number of promising MDO methods
have been developed. These include the All-in-One (A-i-O), Individual Discipline Feasible (IDF),
Multidisciplinary Feasible (MDF) [Ref. 4], Collaborative Optimization (CO) [Ref. 5], Concurrent
Sub-Space Optimization (CSSO) [Ref. 6], and Bi-Level Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS)
[Ref. 7] methods. To address the problems of limited computational resources and to analytically
substantiate the practical applicability of MDO methods, a two-phase study has been conducted
on the performance of a selected set of MDO methods that included MDF, CO, IDF, and BLISS
methods at the NASA Langley Research Center. A comparison of the performance, classification
of the methods, guidelines for using specific methods and systematic method testing procedures
are presented in Refs. 8 and 9.
In any type of MDO applications, the efficient solution of the problem depends greatly on the
proper selection of a practical approach to MDO formulation. Six fundamental approaches are
identified and compared by Balling and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski [Ref.10]: single-level vs. multilevel optimization, system-level simultaneous analysis and design vs. analysis nested in
optimization, and discipline-level simultaneous analysis and design vs. analysis nested in
optimization. From the results presented therein, two conclusions are apparent: 1) no single
approach is fastest for all implementation cases, and 2) no single approach can be identified as
being always the slowest. Therefore, the choice of approach should be made only after careful
consideration of all the factors pertaining to the problem at hand.
With the increasing acceptance and utilization of MDO in industry, a number of software
frameworks have been created to facilitate integration of application software, manage data, and
provide a user interface with various MDO-related problem-solving functionalities. A list of
frameworks that specialize in integration and/or optimization of engineering processes includes:
iSIGHT (developed by Engineous Software), ModelCenter (developed by Phoenix Integration),
Epogy (developed by Synaps), Infospheres Infrastructure (developed at the California Institute of
Technology), DAKOTA (developed at Sandia National Laboratories) and many others. An
extensive evaluation of select frameworks has been performed at NASA Langley Research
Center. The report by R. Krishnan [Ref. 11] presents a number of primary requirements for the
"ideal" framework, describes the positive and negative aspects of each of the evaluated
frameworks with respect to those requirements, and recommend frameworks that deserve a closer
look. Additional detailed descriptions of MDO framework requirements are provided in Salas and
Townsend [Ref. 12].
A significant amount of MDO research has been conducted in the field of turbomachinery design.
A number of reports have been published presenting the development of optimization
environments [Refs. 13 and 14], optimization methods, and procedures for turbine engine design.
Particular aspects of multidisciplinary optimization for different turbomachinery design stages are
investigated by Dornberger et al. [Ref. 15]. The differences in the optimization approaches and
methods used in preliminary and final design steps are also shown. The present paper describes
the ongoing work related to the development and implementation of a MDO environment with a
focus on its application to the conceptual design of the gas turbine engine.
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2

TURBOMACHINERY DISCIPLINES

Overall Design Process
The process of engine design starts at the aircraft level. As depicted in Figure 2.1, an engine is a
system that seamlessly integrates into the larger system of an aircraft. Engine design is a topdown procedure in which two processes, design and manufacturing, start and proceed from
opposite ends of the system configuration. The design process starts at the overall system level
and gradually moves down to the component level. The manufacturing process proceeds in the
opposite direction.

Large
System

System
Level

Manufacturing
Process

Design
Process Subsystem
Level
Intake

Gearbox

Compressor

Combustor
Blade

Turbine

...

Disc

...

Component Level

Figure 2.1: Design and manufacturing processes [Ref.16]
The efficient and reliable integration of design and manufacturability aspects of a project has
been the focus of Concurrent Engineering (CE). Concurrent Engineering can be defined as a
systematic approach to concurrent design of products in which all disciplines, including
manufacturability and supportability, are addressed simultaneously. A comprehensive definition
of the CE concept is provided in Ref. 17. An example of the implementation of the CE approach
for turbomachinery applications is the Agile Engineering Design System developed by Concepts
ETI, Inc. The potential benefits of the Agile system for the turbomachinery design process and
the latest developments in the field are presented by Japikse in Ref. 18.
Traditionally, the design of the gas turbine engine follows three major phases: Conceptual
Design, Preliminary Design, and Detailed Design that involves designing for manufacturing and
assembly. As was stated in the introduction, the scope of this paper is the conceptual phase of the
design process which involves the exploration of different concepts that satisfy engine design
specifications and requirements.
The gas turbine design is a sequential and highly iterative process that is represented by a net of
tightly coupled engineering disciplines. The interaction that takes place among the disciplines is a
series of feedback loops and trades between conflicting requirements imposed on the system. The
complexity of the process is depicted in Figure 2.2. A close-up view of the process that takes
place within the discipline of aerodynamics is shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Gas turbine design steps [Ref. 19]
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Figure 2.3: Aerodynamic design process
Every design must be grounded in sound physical principles that are grouped into categories
named disciplines [Ref. 1]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the hierarchical breakdown of an engine into
different engineering disciplines that govern the design of major engine components that, in
turn, combine to make the final product.
Product
Level

ENGINE
Inlet
Fan

Component
Level

Compressor

Turbine

Combustor

Shaft

Fuel Nozzle

Bearings

Mixer

Exhaust Duct

Reduction Gearbox

Aerodynamics

Supporting
Disciplines
Level

Vibrations

Structures
Combustion
Materials

Controls

Dynamics
Manufacturing

Fluids
Testing

Acoustics
Heat Transfer

Figure 2.4: Product, components and the supporting disciplines
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Interactions Between Disciplines
At the Concept Design stage of an engine, the aim is to develop a concept far enough to be able to
estimate with reasonable accuracy the feasibility, weight and the potential production and
development cost. This information is used directly in formulating a proposal to the Aircraft
manufacturer. In such an advanced system as an engine, the couplings among disciplines are
numerous and strong, requiring a multidisciplinary approach to design. The performance of the
system depends on harmonious interaction of these disciplines and components that must meet a
large set of strict operational requirements and standards. A typical list of parameters usually
addressed in the Concept Design Study, and the supporting groups involved, include the
following:
1. Basic requirements – Marketing and Customer
2. Thermodynamic cycle – thrust, specific fuel consumption, maximum temperature, pressure,
etc. - Advanced Performance Group
3. Installation requirements - Fluid Systems Group
4. Compressor and Turbine definition - Compressor and Turbine Module Centres
5. Materials available and their allowable limits such as temperature, creep, oxidation, strength,
low cycle fatigue life capability, and buckling limits - Materials Engineering Group
6. Weight - Product Definition and Weight Groups
7. Air and Oil systems - Fluid Systems Group
8. Manufacturing cost targets and factory standard cost - Product Cost Group
9. Envelope requirements - Design Groups, Customer and/or Nacelle Engineering Group
10. Direct operating costs - Customer Support
11. Manufacturing limitations - Manufacturing Engineering Group
A perfectly balanced design requires all of the above factors to be considered and selected
appropriately. There are inherent contradictions between some of the disciplines that make this
task difficult. The thermodynamics dictate that parameters that make an engine more efficient
(e.g. higher operating temperature) are exactly the opposite of what is required for low cost.
Materials capable of operating at high temperatures imply higher development costs as well as
use of more advanced manufacturing processes which are, therefore, more expensive.
Alternatively, introducing turbine cooling also increases the cost due to manufacturing
complexity. The same applies to weight. Lower weight for a given performance requires stronger
or advanced light alloy materials, which in general are more expensive. One should not be
surprised that current solutions may not be optimum because there is insufficient time to carefully
study the interactions between the variables which, generally, are the responsibility of numerous
disciplines.
Issues with the technical interaction between disciplines
Over time, the way Concept Design studies are conducted has changed significantly. For many
years, a single department (Advanced Engineering) was involved in defining the concept using
established rules of thumb, simple 1-Dimensional analysis and past experience. This was
followed by the involvement of the groups responsible in the end for bringing the concept to
production. In this manner, there was little interaction between Advanced Engineering and the
downstream disciplines. Engine concepts were therefore proposed with relatively low effort up
front and resources were added as the development program proceeded. This process resulted in
end-loaded engine development, where changes to the design in the detail design and
development phases were time consuming and expensive.
The model of product development in use at present in P&WC is somewhat different to this.
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A larger portion of the work is expected to be done up front, in the Advanced Design/Concept
stage, with a smaller increase in resource usage during the detail design and development. Figure
2.5 illustrates the old procedure for engine development versus the current system.

Committed resources

Certification

Resource Profile Comparison:

Pre-detail Design
Review

Currentand
and future
Todays
future
process
process

P4
P3
P2
P1

P0

Past process

Time

Additional work now
required during the
Concept Design stage

Figure 2.5: Resource usage in a typical engine development program
Since the amount of effort at the Concept Design stage is now much greater than before, the
burden could not be carried entirely by the Advanced Design group. A process, which evolved
therefore, was to involve the specialist groups directly in the Advanced Concept work. This
would potentially avoid downstream redesign. However, it results in significant delay of the
concept evolution. The Advanced Design group was expected to deal independently with each of
the specialist disciplines, obtain the required input and re-assemble the data into the study and
make the required association between the individual inputs in terms of effect on the overall
performance, installation envelope and design features. Because the specialist disciplines work
with more detailed, such as 2-D and 3-D methods, the results were obtained in a time-scale not
commensurate with the time for the concept study and have to be re-inserted into the study
manually. A good design is optimized considering all of the parameters above, it is quite clear
that interaction between the disciplines must be highly ordered and highly efficient to produce
answers in the required time. Many of the parameters or groups are bypassed in the decisionmaking by resorting to rules of thumb and past experience. Conversely, the decision making may
be delayed to the point that competitions are missed.
Some of the common problems with interactions of the disciplines are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tools of the different disciplines, usually, do not have a common file structure
No automated system for transferring data
Problems with manually transposing data – typos, etc.
Traditional exchange of data is by tables and spreadsheets or graphical.
Inefficient and unreliable tools.
Time consuming. (Other discipline not available for consultation when needed)
Only small areas of the problem are explored because of the time constraint.
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Figure 2.6: Disciplines infrastructure
Figure 2.6 depicts a schematic representation of the infrastructure of the multi-discipline
interactions required for a proper preliminary product definition phase in the Advanced
Engineering group. This is a simplified chart, whereby data flow between the supporting
component groups have not been included to avoid a diagram that is visually unreadable.

3

PRELIMINARY PRODUCT DEFINITION PROCESS

To fully understand the challenges associated with the definition of a preliminary engine
configuration, an overview of steps and activities to be performed is required. The design of a
new gas turbine engine begins in the New Products Definition group, or “Advanced
Engineering” department. It is here that a new powerplant (or a major derivative engine
modification) is conceptualized for further follow-on detailed engine definition and hardware
materialization. The engine definition in the Advanced Engineering phase normally begins with
one of the following circumstances:
•

Direct request from a customer (Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)) for a new engine
to cater to a specific vehicle propulsion need or power generation application.

•

Internal company strategic investigation on potential market niche for a suitable powerplant
that will fill this gap.

It is from there that the Advanced Engineer will commence a product definition study to
conceptualize a new engine to address the request. As will be described, this phase of study
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applies all the disciplines needed for proper product definition. Each of the disciplines
involved has its own domain of design parameters. Moreover, there is no one unique parameter to
optimize, but numerous variables and criteria to consider when optimizing an overall combined
vehicle/ engine system. Designing a powerplant to best cater to the overall aircraft requirements
in itself encompasses a whole realm of engine design parameters that need to be carefully
selected and optimized. A classic example of a gas turbine design optimization is the Overall
Pressure Ratio (OPR) and cycle temperature selection. The Figure 3.1 illustrates cycle pressure
ratio and temperature influence on basic engine characteristics, such as Specific Fuel
Consumption (SFC) and Specific Power. OPR and Temperature in itself are linked to other interdependent parameters such as component efficiencies, air-system flows, engine weight,
durability, cost, etc., all having an impact on the optimum OPR-Temperature selection.
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Pressure Ratio

Better
Fuel
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Specific Power (shp/lb/sec)
Lighter engines

Figure 3.1: Cycle pressure ratio and temperature influence
Other examples of parametric optimization in gas turbine design is the core size optimization as
illustrated in Figure 3.2. Maximum power (typically hot day take-off) influences the core size
needed to respect the turbine operating temperature limit. Again, a parametric study of this nature
will encompass many other inter-dependent parameters influencing the optimum; i.e. air-system
flows, component size effects, engine weight, durability, cost, etc. Choosing the right size of the
core will need to take all the parameters into consideration.
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Figure 3.2: Turbofan core size sensitivity
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A good example of a multi-parametric optimization is the bypass ratio (BPR) / fan diameter
sensitivity study. An optimization study of this nature typically has many influences on the
overall aircraft performance and its associated operating cost (Figure 3.3). Here, increasing the
engine fan diameter (higher BPR) will typically improve the engine Specific Fuel Consumption.
However, associated with increasing fan diameter is a higher powerplant weight and increased
nacelle drag that will inversely impact the overall mission fuel burn. Moreover, the mission
fuel burn must also be weighed with the impact of aircraft maximum take-off weight (MTOW),
noise levels and ultimately its global impact on the aircraft direct operating cost. As can be seen,
optimizing solely on the basis of best engine SFC may not necessarily provide the best for the
overall aircraft point of view. Only after considering all the pertinent metrics will the proper
optimum be found.
These examples of cycle optimization only touch a few of the many parametric studies necessary
to design the best powerplant for a vehicle. Each of the studies will typically involve many
disciplines and a multitude of design parameters. There is obviously great potential for process
improvement through the creation of an automated multi-disciplinary design system.
Upon receipt of the powerplant requirements, the first technical study involves a parametric
“thermodynamic cycle” investigation to establish a viable engine configuration and performance
attributes that satisfy the needs of the customer. The cycle investigation, or Advanced
Performance study, already encompasses several disciplines. Typically, the following key
disciplines will be dealt with during the Advanced Performance activity:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compressor aerodynamics (fan, low and high pressure compressors…)
Turbine aerodynamics (low and high pressure turbines…)
Air system (particularly hot end cooling)
Compressor/Turbine structures
Combustion aerodynamics
Dynamics
Weights,
Cost, etc.
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Figure 3.4 illustrates the disciplines involved in an Advanced Performance design study.
Numerous variables come into play in the Advanced Performance study that typically include (to
name a few):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flows
Temperatures (and work)
Pressures (and pressure ratio)
Efficiencies
Duct losses
Spool speeds
Air system...
Performance Design
HP Compressor Aero
Fan Aero

Advanced Engineering
encompasses the complexity of
many multi -discipline / component
center interactions

Mechanical Design
HP Turbine Aero
LP Turbine Aero

Combustion

Mixer

PPS/Engine Weight
Engine & Maintenance Cost

Noise
Emissions

Air System

Structural - Static & Rotating
Nacelle

Oil System
Accessories

Dynamics

Figure 3.4: Disciplines and components encompassed by Advanced Engineering
An Advanced Performance study requires the analysis and evaluation of individual component
performance levels, be it through empirical means or where more critical, a full interactive work
process with the corresponding specialist group. With the later, a specialist will analyse/design
the component typically using 1-D meanline design tools. When the initial thermodynamic cycle
assessment has proven feasible (with the addition of an acceptable business case), a further
follow-up Advanced Engineering study is conducted on a more detailed level.
One of the key attributes to be evaluated in an Advanced Engineering study, which follows an
Advanced Performance study, is the geometry associated with aerodynamic flowpaths and
rotating component discs corresponding to the selected engine configuration (Figure 3.5).
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As mentioned in the previous section, the design of an engine starts at the aircraft level. In the
aircraft regime, for example, several key criteria that are critical to the optimization and definition
of the product include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

MTOW (maximum take-off weight)
TOBFL (take-off balanced field length)
Time to climb
Mission fuel burn
Environmental criteria (noise, emission)
Maintenance cost …

The application, market driving force, vehicle selling attributes, etc. drive the weighting of each
of the parameters. Examples of various interactions between the engine design parameters and the
aircraft attributes are illustrated in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Design dependencies between aircraft and engine parameters
Several process levels are evident, each with its own design optimization and all interdependent:
Aircraft
Engine Thermodynamics
Engine components: Aerodynamics / Stress / Dynamics…
Engine Nacelle: Aerodynamics/Mechanical...
Manufacturing
Key deliverables of an Advanced Engineering study include the following:
•
•
•
•

Performance
- Power
- Fuel consumption
Emissions and Noise
Preliminary engine layout/cross-section
Propulsion system (engine/nacelle) weight
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•
•

Factory standard cost
Estimated aircraft performance:
-

MTOW (maximum take-off weight)
TOBFL (take-off balanced field
length)
Time to climb
Mission fuel burn

To fully exploit the best system design, the mentioned parameters require the aircraft/engine
design optimization to be conducted in unison and not in isolation. Of course, this can only be
most effective with quick data exchange, commonality of tools and fast response rate.

4

THE NEED FOR PRELIMINARY MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGN
OPTIMIZATION (PMDO)

From the previous sections, it is evident that Advanced Engineering conceptual and preliminary
designs encompass a wide field of engineering disciplines and make the largest influence on the
final product configuration. Although knowledge increases as the design process goes forward,
the freedom to make major design changes decays or causes major delays in the schedule and
increased design cost. Therefore, it is of a primary importance that more knowledge is captured in
the conceptual phase of the design process in order to avoid problems occurring later in the cycle
which require costly efforts to correct.
In general, the concept/preliminary design of gas turbines requires a wide range of factors to be
considered and weighed against each other to achieve a viable and competitive gas turbine engine
solution. This must usually be achieved in a time scale that is not commensurate with the
importance of the task. Thus, decisions are often made with incomplete data and, hence, an
increased risk of not meeting all of the design requirements. In the past, it was possible to obtain
quick solutions using correlations based on previous engine designs and experience but this will
not usually result in an answer of sufficient fidelity for current designs. This method may also
lead to data which is conservative by virtue of the fact that the data used is a product of the way
things were and not the way things could be. This can lead to sub-optimal designs and
uncompetitive bids in engine competitions. Furthermore, designing in isolation is not viable for a
good system design but requires a constant data exchange between the customer and supplier with
each expecting fast response to allow immediate reaction for proper design changes to ensure a
true optimum system. Another obvious problem with the traditional sequential design approach
is the short conceptual phase with unequal distribution of disciplines which does not allow the
designer any freedom to improve quality and integrate disciplines for optimization [Ref.20].
Considering the challenges and complex discipline interactions described in previous sections,
significant potential benefits can be gained through the incorporation of an automated integration
and optimization system. This was the goal of Pratt & Whitney Canada when it initiated the
development of an integration/optimization system tool named PMDO (Preliminary MultiDisciplinary Design Optimization) specifically for use in the Advanced Engineering community.
It is the intent at P&WC that Phase I of the PMDO project addresses integration and automation
with an optimizer that will quickly generate “Aerodynamic flowpath” results (whole engine) with
a follow-up Phase II project to include all basic rotating disc geometry auto-generation. PMDO
will be constantly developed and expanded to include additional disciplines (air-system,
dynamics, weight, cost, noise, emissions), ultimately leading to the full generation of the
engine cross-section (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: PMDO system deliverables
The expected benefits of PMDO include:
•
•
•
•
•

The automated linking of component specialist tools with the thermodynamic cycle program
to provide a seamless data transfer with minimal manual intervention
With the automated link, lead-time for preliminary engine design is significantly reduced
Reduce the possibility of human error with the elimination of manual data manipulation.
A more thorough analysis with increased iterations is possible with improved fidelity in
design results
Improved confidence/success level of finding the correct optimum engine design choice

Figure 4.2 illustrates additional goals and improvements in the design process that will be made
possible by the PMDO system. The steeper slope of the solid curve reflects that more knowledge
will be brought forward to the conceptual and preliminary design phases ensuring that the target
engine deliverables are met. Although the time spent in the conceptual phase will increase to
capture more knowledge and explore alternative configurations, the time spent in the detailed
design will be reduced. The development and implementation of such system is the key to
reaping the benefits of improved turnover time and quality of first design during concept study.
Thus, the PMDO system will effectively simulate increased resources that are available for the
Concept Design stage (Figure 2.5).
Engine
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X
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Figure 4.2: Shorten overall design cycle with the PMDO system
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5

APPROACH TO PRELIMINARY MULTIDISCIPLINARY DESIGN
OPTIMIZATION

The effective introduction of MDO at the conceptual and preliminary design stage depends on
adopting the appropriate strategy.
Other requirements include adequate information
infrastructure and robust design-oriented analysis tools. The use of high fidelity analyses has
always been part of the detailed levels of design. The benefits of effective inclusion of high
fidelity data into the design optimization process at the conceptual stage have been investigated in
the Numerical Propulsion System Simulation (NPSS) project [Ref.21]. This multidisciplinary
system of analysis tools enables accurate prediction of propulsion system parameters such as
performance and life to be determined in the early stages of the design process. One of the aspects
NPSS focuses on is the numerical zooming between 0-dimensional and 1-, 2-, 3- dimensional
component engine codes. A detailed description of the development of the NPSS environment
and results of a successful zooming of 1-dimensional high pressure compressor results to a 0dimensional simulation are presented by Lytle [Ref.21] and Follen [Ref. 22]. The approach taken
by PMDO is to integrate 0- and 1-dimensional analytical tools of various disciplines. A visual
illustration of the location of the PMDO system in terms of the three major elements of complex
system simulation is depicted in Figure 5.1.
Disciplines
Integration

Zooming

PMDO

Aerodynamics
Combustion
Heat Transfer
Controls

Coupling

Fluids
Structures
Materials
Economics
Manufacturing

Components

Accuracy
Turbine
Combustor
Compressor

Fan
Inlet

0D

1D

2D

3D

4D

Figure 5.1: Three main elements of complex system simulation [Ref. 21]
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The development of an integrated, multidisciplinary optimization tool for the Phase I/II PMDO
project is progressing in four steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop a robust tool base
Apply single discipline optimization to individual analytical tools
Create an integration framework
Implement multidisciplinary optimization

The first two steps are well underway and are described with preliminary results. The second two
steps are currently being investigated and discussion will be limited to an examination of
requirements.
Robust Tool Base
The Phase I/II PMDO project seeks to obtain an optimal engine cross-section (compressor and
turbine gaspath and disc shapes) that meets thermodynamic cycle and other constraints at a given
design point. Low-fidelity aerodynamic and structural tools (0-D and 1-D) are appropriate for the
PMDO project since these tools are robust, execute quickly, and provide sufficient accuracy for
the purpose of an advanced engineering study. It is essential that the tools used in optimization
are well validated. The optimizer must be constrained to use the tools within their validated
ranges so as not to exploit unreliable tool outputs. Higher-fidelity tools (2-D and 3-D) will be
incorporated into PMDO in the future to provide additional information to guide configuration
decisions.
The aerodynamic characteristics of multi-stage axial compressors and turbines are predicted using
1-D meanline programs in PMDO. Flow prediction in a meanline program is based on the
calculation of velocity triangles at the mid-span of the gaspath with empirical models to account
for losses. Further information on P&WC meanline programs and loss models is available in
Refs. 23 - 25. Typical input to a meanline program includes geometric parameters and engine
operating conditions. The output from a meanline program includes a prediction of Mach
numbers, pressure ratio and efficiency.
Simple “layout” programs are used to predict the aerodynamic characteristics and geometric
cross-sections of fans and centrifugal compressors in PMDO. These programs are based on
simple physics, design rules, and audits of previous engines. Losses in ducts such as the engine
inlet, bypass duct, and inter-compressor ducts are modeled using either (i) simple correlations
with geometric parameters and basic engine operating conditions as input, or (ii) the numerical
solution of one-dimensional flow equations with calibrated source terms for blockages such as
struts. In the traditional design process, these empirical correlations, “rules of thumb”, and
calibrated models have been applied manually. As part of the PMDO project, the rules and
correlations are captured in computer programs for inclusion in the automated optimization
procedure.
Simple 2-D structural tools are used to size rotating compressor discs and predict the stress and
life of discs with minimum weight. Cross-sectional geometric disk parameters, standard fixings,
and gaspath shape are combined to define the disc shape. A 2-D analysis predicts stress levels,
burst speed estimated on the basis of material utilization factor (MUF), average disc hoop stress,
and life based on the stresses at critical areas shape. Airfoil weight, which is used as a boundary
condition for the analysis, is estimated based on airfoil cross-section and flow parameters from
an aerodynamic meanline analysis combined with empirical data.
Rotating turbine discs are sized using a P&WC program that employs empirical equations that
simplify the physical modeling of a rotor from the shroud to the disc. The program includes an
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airfoil cross-section generator, a fixing designer, and links to a finite element code for disc hub
stress evaluation.
Single Discipline Optimization
Optimization with a single tool has been investigated for three cases: axial compressor gaspaths,
turbine gaspaths, and turbine discs. In each of these cases, the tool has been linked with an
optimizer and successful optimization runs have been accomplished. The purpose of the singlediscipline investigations was to:
•
•
•
•

Become familiar with the characteristics of various optimization methods
Determine the best optimization methods for each tool
Ensure that the selected tools are robust enough for use in optimization
Explore the effect of alternate sets of optimization variables on convergence and
robustness of the solution

The optimizer used for the PMDO project is iSIGHT, developed by Engineous Software Inc.
[Ref. 26]. The iSIGHT software is a generic shell environment that supports multidisciplinary
optimization. The shell represents and manages multiple elements of a particular design problem
in conjunction with the integration of one or more simulation programs. In essence, iSIGHT
automates the execution of the different codes (in-house or commercial), data exchange and
iterative adjustment of the design parameters based on the problem formulation and a specified
optimization plan.
Axial Compressor Gaspath Optimization
A three-stage axial compressor optimization case was run at design point using a P&WC
meanline program with the following optimization variables:
•
•
•
•

shape of the hub and shroud
location and corner points of each rotor and stator
number of airfoils per blade row
airfoil angles

Constraints were imposed on the following variables:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

diffusion factor
swirl angle at stator trailing edges
exit Mach number
ratio of hub to tip radius
blade angles
pressure ratio
choked flow

The objective of the optimization was to maximize efficiency. The optimization was run for
approximately 1000 iterations which took about 1 hour on an HP C-class workstation using a
Genetic Algorithm followed by a Direct Heuristic Search. The number of iterations required to
achieve an optimum seems excessive and several opportunities are being explored to reduce the
iteration count: (i) alternate optimization strategies, and (ii) alternate sets of optimization
variables based on “physical” quantities.
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The iSIGHT optimizer has a suite of explorative and gradient-based optimization methods that
can be applied in any sequence. Different combinations of optimization methods will be
investigated in an attempt to improve the efficiency of the optimization process.
The design variables used by the optimizer are expected to have a significant influence on the
robustness and speed of optimization. In the current axial compressor meanline application, the
optimizer alters the gaspath shape by varying the coefficients of splines representing the hub and
shroud curves. The dependence of the compressor pressure ratio and efficiency on the spline
coefficients is not direct. An improved set of “physical” optimization variables has been
suggested in which the optimizer varies axial distributions of mean radius and area. The
advantage of this formulation is that area and radius are “physical” variables that have a direct
link to the pressure ratio and efficiency predicted by the meanline program. This direct link
should result in a “cleaner” design space, a reduced number of iterations to converge to an
optimal solution, and improved robustness of the optimization procedure.
Turbine Gaspath Optimization
A three-stage turbine optimization case was run with a P&WC meanline program in which the
optimization variables included the number of airfoils per blade row, the location and crosssectional shape of each blade and vane, and the shape of the hub and shroud. The only constraint
on the output parameters was to keep the Zweifel Coefficient, which is a measure of airfoil
loading, constant. The objective of the optimization was to maximize efficiency and minimize
the Degree of Reaction which represents the proportion of the static temperature drop occurring
in the rotor and, also, reduction in total relative temperature which results in a lower metal
temperature for the airfoil. The optimization plan involved three optimization techniques
available in the iSIGHT software: Genetic Algorithm followed by Hooke-Jeeves Direct Search
Method followed by Exterior Penalty technique.
The results of the optimization run were compared with “baseline” results, as shown in Fig. 5.2.
The baseline results were obtained by a turbine design expert in ¾ of a day of dedicated time. In
contrast, the optimizer took twenty minutes to set up and two hours and twenty minutes to run on
an HP C-class workstation. The baseline solutions are shown as dotted lines in the figure and the
optimizer solutions as solid lines. The gaspath shape and number of airfoils per blade row
obtained by the optimizer were close to the baseline results. The efficiencies were almost
identical with slightly higher efficiencies obtained by the optimizer. Of most significance is order
of magnitude reduction in human time required to obtain the solution.

Manual
iSIGHT

Figure 5.2: Comparison of “baseline” and “optimized” turbine meanline results
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Turbine Disc Optimization
The iSIGHT optimizer was linked with a P&WC program used for preliminary 1-D/2-D design
and analysis of the turbine rotor discs, as described above. The main objective of the test was to
optimize the turbine disc while keeping the airfoil, platform and fixing geometries constant. The
problem variables for this particular case included a number of disc shape parameters based on a
simplified disc parameterization (Figure 5.3).
The objective of the optimization was to minimize disc weight and maximize burst speed margin.
The optimization plan contained three sequential optimization techniques: Genetic Algorithm
followed by Sequential Quadratic Programming (NLPQL) followed by Mixed Integer
Optimization (MOST). As a starting design point, the optimizer was deliberately given a set of
input parameters that generated an unacceptable solution for the disc. The goal of this case was to
see how quickly the optimizer could learn about the given design space and obtain a viable design
configuration. The first feasible solution satisfying all of the output constraints and objectives
was obtained in approximately half an hour on an HP C-class workstation. Relative to a manual
design, there was a significant reduction in time required to obtain a feasible solution, the weight
of the disc was slightly reduced, and a higher burst speed margin was obtained. Future investigation of optimization strategies will include the use of the Design of Experiments (DOE) to
reduce the number of design variables and shorten the time required to converge to a solution.
Integration Framework
In order to automate the design process, an integration framework is required to link the tools in
the PMDO project. The requirements for an integration framework are being finalized and
several integration frameworks, including commercial products and solutions in development by
research groups, are being investigated. A description of framework requirements is given in
Ref. 12. The integration framework must satisfy the following requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

automate the transfer of data between tools
model the links and interactions between all tools and disciplines
enable concurrent analysis
allow linking with multiple optimizers
manage data
allow automatic execution of optimization involving multiple, user-selected tools
support task decomposition for multidisciplinary optimization
have an intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI)
be platform independent

Furthermore, the integration framework must be extendable and flexible to meet the requirements
of a growing number of tools and disciplines. Future phases of PMDO will encompass additional
engineering and economic disciplines and the incorporation of these tools into the PMDO
framework in a straightforward manner with minimal effort is necessary. Although PMDO is
initially to be used exclusively by P&WC, other UTC divisions such as the Small Military Engine
(SME) division will use later versions and the tools of the other divisions will be integrated into
the PMDO framework.
Later versions of PMDO will include higher-fidelity tools. The framework must also permit
“zooming” [Refs. 21 and 22] to facilitate the selection of a tool with a given level of fidelity for
each discipline and include capabilities for transferring data between analyses of different
fidelities. As an example of data transfer between data sets of varying fidelity, a feedback
mechanism will be included in later versions to allow performance data predicted by the 1-D
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aerodynamic meanline tools to effect the data in the thermodynamic cycle analysis. The
integration framework must allow zooming, feedback mechanisms, and inclusion of high-fidelity
tools.
The integration framework must also be compatible with several large development projects that
are underway at P&WC in parallel with the PMDO project. These projects include the
integration of parametric CATIA V5 geometry and analysis data, as managed by a Product Data
Manager (PDM), to form the basis of a Digital Engine. The PMDO system will be integrated into
the Digital Engine which will be seamlessly integrated into the P&WC Digital Enterprise.
PMDO will both draw data from and contribute data to the Digital Enterprise database. The
Digital Enterprise will manage data and make PMDO data available to the rest of the enterprise to
be used, for example, as initial geometry and boundary conditions for detailed engineering
design.
Multidisciplinary Optimization
Multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) involves the simultaneous optimization of multiple
coupled disciplines and includes the frequently conflicting requirements of each discipline. MDO
is an active field of research and several methods have been proposed to handle the complexities
inherent in systems with a large number of disciplines and design variables [Ref. 2]. MDO can be
described as an environment for the design of complex, coupled engineering systems, such as a
gas turbine engine, the behavior of which is determined by interacting subsystems. It attempts to
make the life cycle of a product and the design process less expensive and more reliable.
The optimization problem is often divided into separate sub-optimizations managed by an overall
optimizer that strives to minimize the global objective. Examples of these techniques are
Concurrent Sub-Space Optimization [Ref. 6], Collaborative Optimization [Refs. 5 and 28], and
Bi-Level System Synthesis [Ref. 7]. Simpler optimization techniques, such as All-In-One
optimization (in which all design variables are varied simultaneously) and sequential disciplinary
optimization (in which each discipline is optimized sequentially) can lead to sub-optimal design
and lack of robustness [Ref. 28].
Various MDO methods are being investigated to determine the most promising methods to be
implemented in PMDO. The selected MDO method must achieve the following goals:
•
•
•

quick turnaround time
robust convergence of optimization
convergence to a robust optimum solution

MDO eases the process of design and improves system performance by ensuring that the latest
advances in each of the contributing disciplines are used to the fullest, taking advantage of the
interactions between the subsystems. Although the potential of MDO for improving the design
process and reducing the manufacturing cost of complex systems is widely recognized by the
engineering community, the extent of its practical application is not as great as it should be due to
the shortage of easily applied MDO tools.

6

CONCLUSION

In the gas turbine engine design process, the multitude of requirements, criteria and competing
objectives can be effectively managed with a system that supports process integration and
multidisciplinary optimization. An integrated MDO system will be of most benefit at the
conceptual design stage since it is at this stage that the greatest impact on the final engine
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configuration is made. The approach to the development and implementation of such a system at
Pratt & Whitney Canada is described in this paper.
The goal of the initial phase of PMDO is to create a system that uses 0-D and 1-D tools to
automatically generate compressor and turbine gaspath/disc cross-sections that are optimal with
respect to given objectives and constraints. The expected benefits of the initial phase of PMDO
include automated data transfer between analytical tools, improved turnaround time, reduced
design costs, and improved designs.
The development of a robust tool base is the essential first step in the development of a
multidisciplinary optimization system and this first step is well underway at P&WC. An
understanding of optimization characteristics and requirements is being attained through
investigation of optimization on individual discipline tools and this understanding will be applied
to multidisciplinary problems. Further work is underway to examine the effect of alternate
optimization variables and algorithms on the convergence and robustness of optimization.
Investigations into integration infrastructures and various aspects of multidisciplinary
optimization such as decomposition have also been initiated.
Future phases of PMDO will include additional disciplines and higher-fidelity tools. The
effective inclusion of high fidelity data into the optimization process at the preliminary design
level using numerical zooming will be investigated in future phases. An additional area of future
research is the use of approximation techniques to accelerate optimization.
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Abstract
A wing structural layout design experiment conducted with a commercial aircraft manufacturer indicates that a
systematic, evolutionary structural design process helps to focus integrated discussion, analysis, and decisionmaking efforts. The process systematically incorporates optimized structural information into the design process.
The technical complexity of aircraft design requires technically skilled individuals to communicate disciplinary
needs to people outside of their own disciplines. Tools and methods that help interdisciplinary information transfer
and can evolve with the fidelity required by the design process will improve a design organization’s capability to
produce an integrated aircraft that meets all of design requirements. This paper shows that advanced structural
design tools, used in a multidisciplinary team setting, will improve structural information generation and
communication. This will enable a design team to better identify and meet structural design requirements. A
realistic example demonstrates how high fidelity computational structural tools can generate and communicate
structural information appropriate to the process needs. This means that the information is actually used to make
decisions.
Introduction
Improving the aircraft development process will produce higher quality, innovative designs faster and at lower cost.
In this paper we examine structural design process needs and tool requirements and then explore a wing structural
design problem. For design we define a systematic process for evolving structural detail that integrates physicsbased structural analysis and optimization with experience to support higher-quality fact-based design decisions.
Finally, we present the results of this approach applied to the design of a wing structural layout for a business jet.
This work augments earlier work by Taylor and Weisshaar1.
Aircraft Structural Design Process
As an aircraft
structural design
evolves, the need
for
structural
Concept Def. SRR
definition
and
PDR
Aircraft
loads definition
Advanced Dev.
System
increases. As a
Structural
First Flight
Production Dev .
Level
result,
design
Configuration
Design
Structural
Design
Certification Test
freedom
is
Trades –
Sizing, Detail
Trades
reduced as it is
weight, cg
Structural
Verification –
Design, Test
traded for design
Goal is no modification
fidelity. In early
design
phases,
designers
can
Design Freedom
make
decisions
Design Fidelity
and
changes
relatively easily,
but the design
Figure 1— Design process structural needs
lacks fidelity so
the team cannot

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
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held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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fully evaluate the impact of these decisions on product cost, manufacturing details and quality. When design fidelity
finally appears later it may conflict with earlier assumptions; the cost of design changes to bring these objectives
back into alignment is large.
Whitney2 observes that design is both an organizational and a technical activity; successful design processes must
integrate tools and information from both aspects of design. Process definition provides the foundation for
successful integration and application of technical and organizational tools and methods. In a well-designed
process, core knowledge - in the form of people and tools - exists at the appropriate places to meet process
information needs and dependencies. The customer ultimately defines product quality. The design process, through
customer-oriented requirements and design traceability, must reflect this definition.
As shown in Figure 1, system design evolution places requirements on the structural design process, from early
design trades to detail design and verification later in the process.
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase N

ASTROS

AML, DRACO
OptiStruct

NASTRAN

Process Need–FEM 1
Topology Optimization
Load Paths
Order-of-Magnitude Loads
Material Selection

Process Need–FEM 2
Structural Layout
Sizing Optimization
Realistic Loads
Stability Analysis
(Composite Tailoring)

Process Need–FEM N
Component Detail Design
Structural Analysis,
Verification, and Certification
Accurate Loads
Fatigue Analysis

Fidelity–Structural Model, Loads,
Requirements, Constraints
Cost to Change

These process needs place
requirements on structural
tools and models.
As
shown in Figure 2,
structural models reflect
systems
engineering
process needs by evolving
from
broad
conceptualizations
that
enable exploration of the
design space. The systems
engineering
process3
establishes
a
formal
evolution of detail and flow
of information, promoting
design
activities
that
provide the level of detail
and fidelity specified by
requirements. Information
quantity and quality will
increase and evolve as the
design moves through the
funnel.

Figure 2— Structural design funnel

At the beginning of the structural design process (Phase 1) structural designers need information, either from tools
or experience, to guide configuration and topology decisions to determine the number of ribs and spars and their
locations and orientations. This phase is marked by conceptualization and creativity. The latter part of the process
(Phases 2 through N) involves structural member sizing, optimization and analysis. Information for later activities
requires increasingly greater model fidelity and detail
Effective, appropriate tools to meet the specific needs of each phase will improve the structural design process.
Identification of what questions structural design tools answer, what level of structural detail must be input, and
what level of structural fidelity results leads to an understanding of the specific value added by each tool set and
areas for improvement.
Tools and models that generate and communicate physics-based structural information early in the process elevate
the level of the structural design task so that structural issues, and therefore manufacturing and cost issues, can
impact top-level aircraft configuration and design. Phase 1 tools must provide quick, communicable, modifiable,
and deployable structural information given low-fidelity geometric and loading input. To lay out structural
members effectively, structural designers need load path information. Moreover, to interact with non-structural
design team members and requirements, structural designers need to be able to present this load path information in
a clear, graphical form. Furthermore, to be useful in the early conceptual phase, structural models must become the
equivalent of the “back of the envelope” calculation, providing results to evaluate feasibility in real time. Finally,
when the time for conceptualization is over, the models must be seamlessly deployable, evolving directly into the
models necessary for the remainder of the structural development process.
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Background
Multidisciplinary teams drive projects through aircraft development because of the complexity of product and
process and the need for technical specialization. However, such teams face tremendous challenges that accentuate
the need to integrate organizational and technical activities
Waszak, et al.4 use a systems thinking approach5 to model multidisciplinary team dynamics and then identify six key
determinants of team effectiveness. The present paper addresses methods for improving two of these determinants:
effectiveness of team processes; and, balanced levels of technology.
A systematic design process using structured design methods (as opposed to structural design methods) improves
the ‘effectiveness of team processes’ determinant by formalizing and managing information flow throughout the
team, providing insight into design problem structure and a baseline for understanding and improving the design
process. Systematic approaches formalize information flow, promoting communication so team members share
mental models and learning. In addition, systematic approaches are self-documenting, preserving learning at each
stage of design progression.
Systematic approaches clarify the customer’s “voice” to team members so they can identify how their function
traces back to and adds value to the customer. This clarification pushes the issue of quality upstream into the
design process itself, which is much more effective than fixing the design product after the fact6.
Research in structured design methods is very active; the design and engineering management literature contains
many references which provide a scientific foundation to design, for example: Ulrich and Eppinger7, Eppinger8,
Pugh9, Dym10, Cross11, and many others. Alexander12 and Simon13 discuss the nature of design problems.
A Structural Design Process Model
Traditionally, the aircraft preliminary design phase lays out structural configurations based on the insight of
experienced designers. Analytical structural design tools enter the process only when system-level design is
concluded or near conclusion, so their impact on the aircraft outer mold-line configuration is minimal.
Conventional use of finite element methods depends on detailed models that require large time investments and
depend on detailed geometric models. By the time finite element results are available the design team has already
committed to a structural configuration. Engineers can use these results to perform sizing optimization, subsystemlevel design, and analysis, but the opportunity for configuration design trade studies based on theory has passed.
Weisshaar and Komarov14 advocate modification of the traditional aircraft design process to include structural
theory early by generating load path information in a preliminary finite element optimization model (FEM I).
Structural designers then use this load path information as the basis for structural configuration and a more detailed,
traditional finite element model (FEM II) of the load carrying structure for shape and sizing optimization.
Structural detail evolves through a series of finite element analysis and optimization activities (FEM 1-FEM N)
alternating with team-based design activities (Design 1-Design N). This is opposed to the traditional method of
specifying full detail and constraints in the first structural model, locking in details before design trades can be made
and neglecting nonstructural requirements in the analysis. At the end of the process, the documented evolution of
concepts and evaluation enables traceability of design decisions.

Wing Structural Layout Design Process Experiment
A design experiment was performed at Raytheon Aircraft in Wichita, Kansas to test the validity of a new structural
design process that incorporates early-on use of finite element models. Technical team supporting this process
included personnel from loads, structural integrity, producibility engineering, and geometric configuration. Our
process is described in the ensuing sections.
Wing Structural Design—Problem Definition
The wing structure has weight and cost objectives but must meet requirements and constraints consistent with the
aircraft mission and FAA certification. To begin our process, a document was drafted to communicate wing
structural requirements to project participants. This document provides the foundation for design and analysis
activities, establishing metrics, target values, and scope of the project. The requirements established by this
document also flow to lower-level design activities as part of the systems engineering process.
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This project focused on primary wing structure and considered additional structure only as it influenced wing
structure through interfaces or constraints. For example, flap and aileron structure was not considered. Loads from
flap and aileron attachments, however, were applied through flap tracks, hinges, and actuators as appropriate.
Requirements for the wing structural design include the 7 categories shown in the panel below:
Because loads and constraints drive the structural
configuration design, choosing the correct,
representative set of load cases is critical to designing
structure that can evolve into an optimal system
whose form fits its function. Too many loads with too
much fidelity restrict the design freedom needed to
satisfactorily explore the design space during
conceptual design. Conversely, insufficient fidelity in
load number or distribution leads to missed or
misplaced structural connections. Load fidelity must
match requirement and design levels of detail within
the systems engineering process.
The 5 load cases applied in our experiment were:
1. Static landing with flaps, maximum positive
torque and shear
2. Head on gust, landing with flaps, maximum
negative torque
3. Dynamic gust at cruise, maximum negative
bending moment
4. Dynamic gust at cruise, maximum positive
bending moment
5. Static Maneuver, maximum positive torque and
shear

Concept selection without structural analysis
Our design team came from two different experience
areas. Part of the team came from a culture that
favored multi-spar design, preferring a many spar
concept, while others came from a different culture
that favored two-spar wings. In the beginning, a
design decision based solely on experiential input
would have been contentious.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Requirements list
Structural Performance
1.1. Stiffness
1.2. Deflection
1.3. Strength
1.4. Durability
1.5. Structural Stability
1.6. Geometric Interface
Environmental
2.1. Loads
2.2. Ground Wind Gust Durability and Protection
2.3. Lightning Strike Protection
2.4. Ice Protection
2.5. Fuel Slosh and Vibration
Size
3.1. Dimensions
3.2. Weight
3.3. Fuel Volume
Costs
4.1. Recurring Costs
4.2. Direct Operating Costs
4.3. Producibility and Process Characteristics
Support
5.1. Service Life
5.2. Structural Inspection
5.3. Towing, Jacking, and Hoisting
5.4. Reliability
5.5. Maintainability
Safety
6.1. System Safety
6.2. Fire Safety
6.3. Crash Safety
6.4. Bird Strike
6.5. Emergency Egress
Certification

The Weighted Objectives Method is a useful
structured design technique. The table in Figure 3
7.
shows a hypothetical weighted objectives scoring
matrix that might have resulted if the inputs to this method were based solely on experience. Inputs into this matrix
based solely on previous experience lead to little differentiation among the concepts and consequently no basis for a
design decision. Inserting finite element “physics-based” information will change this, as we shall see.
Wing Structural Design—Solution Synthesis
Figure 4 depicts the cycle of design and analysis activities used by our process. This section will describe each
phase of the process and present results from each phase.
Structural finite element analysis and optimization models address configuration layout with stress constraints.
Presentation of these results to project participants generates knowledge feedback to modify the models, generate
new practical structural concepts, and evaluate these concepts for manufacturing. This iteration between analysis
and design activities is repeated through a series of models and evolves into models with greater configuration detail
and additional analytical constraints. The first level of detail develops structural members driven by stress, such as
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spar webs and skin thicknesses. The next level of detail adds buckling and deflection constraints, defining ribs and
stiffener design.

W eight
Stiffness
Fuel Volume
Cost
Fabrication
Assembly
Accessibility
Inspection
Maintenance
Fuel Considerations
Certification Issues
fail safe
verification
W eighted Sum

weight
factor
0.30

0.30

0.05

0.05
0.25
0.05
1.00

2 Spar
wtd
raw
0
0
4
3
0.90
4
1
4
0.20
4
4
2
0.10
1
0.25
4
0.20
1.65

3 Spar
wtd
raw
0
0
3
2
0.60
3
2
3
0.15
4
2
4
0.20
4
1.00
3
0.15
2.10

7 Spar
wtd
raw
0
0
1
3
0.90
1
4
1
0.05
1
1
1
0.05
4
1.00
1
0.05
2.05

4 Spar
wtd
raw
0
0
2
2
0.60
2
3
2.5
0.13
2
3
3
0.15
4
1.00
2
0.10
1.98

Figure 3— Scoring matrix with low quality information input

Requirements Definition

People

FEM 1
Design 1
FEM 2

Design 2
FEM 3
Design 3
Computer
Design Freedom

Design Fidelity

Design Definition
(PD Exit Reqs)

Figure 4— Alternating evolutionary finite element models and design activities for design process
experiment

Phase 1
The goal of Phase 1 activities is to provide high quality structural feedback during aircraft system-level design
activities; traditionally this phase has only historical weight and center-of-gravity structural input. Phase 1 models
provide meaningful structural feedback as early as possible with as little internal geometric definition as possible.
The purpose of the first finite element model, FEM 1, is to generate information about load paths in a hypothetical
monocoque structural domain enclosed by the outer mold lines to determine preferred regions for primary structural
members. These load paths indicate preferred regions for stress-driven members: spar webs and skin thickness
buildup. Following FEM 1, Design 1 activities use the FEM 1 information to generate spar web and rib structural
concepts. Structured methods for concept generation, evaluation, and selection communicate and leverage this
information for effective design decisions.
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Finite Element 1
The FEM 1 model is a very general shell skin with in-plane normal and shear stiffness and a core with out-of-plane
normal and shear stiffness, as shown in Figure 5. Output from this model will be load path plots in the form of
principal shell forces in the skins, skin thickness distribution plots, and the structural weight of the optimized skin.
The analytical structural information that results from the FEM 1 model forms the basis for Level 2 concept
generation.
The FEM 1 model generates optimized skin thicknesses based on strength constraints alone and provides a
theoretical weight estimate. This weight estimate serves as a reference point to track the effect of each constraint set
as it is added and additional model fidelity is developed, and to serve as an early predictor of true wing weight.

Figure 5 — Initial FEM 1 model showing upper and
lower skin with in-plane normal and shear stiffness
and core with out-of-plane normal and shear
stiffness

Figure 6— Final FEM 1 model showing upper and lower
skin with in-plane normal and shear stiffness and lattice
core with out-of-plane normal and controlled directional
shear stiffness

Figure 7— FEM 1 wing structural model—skin
Figure 8— FEM 1 wing structural model— internal
lattice structure
Structural modeling for the FEM 1 attempted to allocate bending and in-plane shear carrying capability to the wing
skins and out-of-plane normal and shear carrying capability to a core filler material as shown in Figure 5. The initial
FEM 1 model used shell elements for the skins and orthotropic brick elements for the core. However, in this model
shear stiffness in the core changed direction with element skew and orientation.
To circumvent this problem, a modification of this FEM 1 model used a lattice of chordwise and spanwise shell
elements between each brick element in the core as shown in Figure 6. These shell elements have controllable
directional shear stiffness properties, while the brick elements have out-of-plane normal stiffness. Figures 7 and 8
show the wing finite element models chosen to represent the structure.
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Results from the FEM 1 models indicate optimized skin weight and patterns of force flows through the structural
continuum. The force flows are displayed through plots of maximum and minimum shell forces in the skins. As an
example, Figure 9 shows these shell force plots for the positive dynamic gust load case applied to the FEM 1 model.
Figure 10 shows the skin thickness distribution optimized over all four load cases.
The optimized skin weight for this model allows us to estimate the overall wing structural weight. Subtracting the
weight of the elements representing flap and aileron sections of the wing allows estimation of structural box weight.

Figure 9 — Maximum/minimum principal shell
forces for Critical Load Case 4, Positive Dynamic
Gust at Vc-Mc Knee – upper figure— lower skin,
lower figure — upper skin

Figure 10 — Skin thicknesses optimized over
all load cases. Left— Lower Skin, Right—
Upper skin

The wing structural box weight was somewhat higher than expected. The primary reason for this is probably
insufficient fidelity in the optimization model, causing high skin thickness over large regions because of local stress
concentrations, both computational and real.
The structural information generated during FEM 1 flows into the team-based design activities of Design 1.

Design 1
Design 1 is a series of meetings that bring together the people in the organization capable of applying experience to
satisfy requirements. This phase of the structural design process uses the FEM 1 results in a structured
organizational process, bringing together people and technical information to evolve structural detail to the next
level. Spar web concept generation takes here.
The structural designer presents to the design team the load path results of the FEM 1 model, which identify
structural needs and preferences for the design based on strength. Presentation of these results graphically
communicates structural needs in a format understandable by non-structural team members so they can provide
critical feedback from their area of expertise. The FEM 1 model provides a scientific basis for generating structural
concepts. The output of Design 1 is a manageable set of structural concepts that address spar web layout.
The Design 1 activities for the model wing structure yielded four structural concepts that were carried into Level 2.
These activities included presentation of the FEM 1 models and generation of FEM 2 concepts. The structural
designer presented load path results to the team in the form of principal shell force vector plots, explaining the
meaning and purpose of the plots. The design team discussed spar web concept possibilities and settled on a
concept pool comprised of 2, 3, 4, and 7 spar web concepts with rib design moved to the FEM 2/Design 2 phase.
Design 1 meetings also established manufacturing constraints on rib design, specifying that ribs must be oriented
normal to spars.
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The FEM 1 models from this experiment were unable to significantly guide design activities due to at least four
factors. First, the accuracy of the FEM 1 model formulation was not established, resulting in low confidence levels
for the results by the structural designer and other team members. Furthermore, because the design problem was not
novel (a high aspect ratio wing is a beam), the structural designer knew from experience what the force flows should
be and did not gain new information from the FEM 1 model. In addition, the FEM 1 models may have been more
useful had they been present to interact at an earlier stage before aerodynamic and performance design maturity
when outer mold line definition could still be influenced. Finally, because there was no established relationship
between the FEM 1 weight and the final wing box weight, FEM 1 model utility as feed forward devices was
reduced.

Phase 2
The goal of Phase 2 activities is to integrate medium fidelity analysis and optimization results with an organizational
design process to promote higher quality design decisions supported by both analysis and experience.
The purpose of the FEM 2 model is to generate useable analytical and optimization information sufficient to
evaluate the spar web concepts generated during Design 1. The Design 2 activities that follow then juxtapose the
structural evaluation with nonstructural evaluations (e.g., manufacturing cost estimates) to select a spar web/rib
concept through structured selection methods. Additionally, Design 2 activities generate structural concepts at the
next level of structural detail, stiffeners and fasteners.
Finite Element 2 (FEM 2) model
Figure 11 shows the FEM 2 finite
element model for the 2-spar concept
generated during Design 1. The FEM
2 finite element model adds new
details to the FEM 1 model. Ideally,
this would be a seamless evolutionary
process with only some parts of the
finite element model being replaced
(in this case the shear core replaced by
rib/spar web layout). The reality of
current tools, however, dictated
significant rework for the FEM 2
model

Figure 11- FEM 2 model for 2-spar concept

The FEM 2 model adds buckling,
deflection,
and
manufacturing
(minimum gage) constraints to the stress constraints considered in FEM 1. The FEM 2 model includes shell
elements for skin, ribs, and spar webs and the same representative set of loads from FEM 1. To effectively design
for buckling, the structural designer included circular cross-sectional area rod elements as low-fidelity stringers.
FEM 2 used NASTRAN-based optimization. In addition to skin thicknesses used by FEM 1, FEM 2 models also
include spar web, rib thicknesses, and stringer cross-sectional areas as design variables. The design process
experiment produced FEM 2 output for each FEM 2 concept as follows:
• A stress map for each load case
• A buckling eigenvalues and mode shape plot for the maximum bending load case
• Optimized thickness distribution for skin, spar webs, and ribs
• Optimized weight (normalized to FEM 1 weight)
• First order cost evaluation (relative ranking)
The addition of buckling constraints required high mesh density for accuracy. These finite element models included
about 90,000 degrees of freedom. This caused technical difficulties because the optimization solutions with models
of this size consumed large amounts of time and memory. Computer memory limitations caused significant delays
and problem reformulation. These design tool limitations impacted the process and the resulting product quality.
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Rib design began with the minimum number of ribs for structural connectivity for flap, aileron, systems, and landing
gear. The activity then proceeded to iterate with FEM 2 model creation and solution. The structural designer placed
ribs, solved the optimization model to determine buckling margin, and experientially placed or moved ribs to bring
this margin to the level dictated by defined
requirements.
Once the structural designer obtained acceptable rib
layouts and buckling margins, he then optimized skin
and web thicknesses using stress and buckling
constraints to determine minimum weight
distributions.
This procedure was followed to
optimize rib number and placement for each of the
four concepts.
Each structural concept model contained 7 stringers,
whose locations corresponded with possible spar
locations. On the 7-spar model, each stringer
represented a spar cap. On the 2-spar model, 2 of the
stringers represented spar caps and 5 represented
actual stringers.
Structural results for the FEM 2 models include
stress, buckling, thickness and wing structure weight.
Figure 12 shows typical optimized thickness
distribution results from the FEM 2 process for the 2spar concept.

Figure 12 - FEM 2 thickness distribution results for 2
spar concept (lower skin, upper skin, rib/spar web)

The FEM 2-level structural definition
enabled generation of geometric
layouts to address cost, certification,
accessibility, and fuel considerations
(slosh, volume, and vibration). These
layouts defined concepts for stiffeners,
access panels, joints, fasteners, and
part counts, providing information for
manufacturing cost estimates. All of
this information flowed into Design 2
activities to support decision-making.

Stress
Constrained

FEM 2 Wing Structure Box Weight

FEM 2 Lbs./FEM 1 Lbs.

constraints together.
This plot
provides a structural basis for a design
decision and demonstrates the shift in
structural preference depending on
what constraints are considered.

Figure 13 shows optimized weight results for the
FEM 2 models normalized to the optimized FEM 1
weight. This figure shows weight results under stress
constraints alone and under stress and buckling

Stress & Buckling
Constrained

2.2
2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
2

3

4

7

Number of Spars
Figure 13 - Weight as a function of spar count for stress only
constraint and with buckling constraint

Design 2
The FEM 2 results were presented to the full design team during the Design 2 effort; the team evaluated rib/spar
web layout concepts against a manageable set of differentiating requirements, distilled from the full set of wing
structural requirements. These differentiating requirements are not the typical constraints a structural designer would
expect to see because all of the concepts meet key analytical constraints such as buckling, stress, and deflection.
These were built into the optimization model. Differentiating requirements are objectives such as optimized weight,
estimated cost (producibility), maintainability, and other objectives that are not analytical in nature but determine the
viability of each concept.
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Table 1- Design 2 concept scoring matrix

Weight
Stiffness
Fuel Volume
Cost
Fabrication
Assembly
Accessibility
Inspection
Maintenance
Fuel Considerations
Certification Issues
fail safe
substantiation
Weighted Sum

weight
factor
0.30

0.30

0.05

0.05
0.25
0.05
1.00

2 Spar
wtd
raw
1
0.30
1
4
2
0.60
4
1
4
0.20
4
4
2
0.10
1
0.25
4
0.20
1.65

3 Spar
wtd
raw
4
1.20
2
3
4
1.20
3
2
3
0.15
4
2
4
0.20
4
1.00
3
0.15
3.90

4 Spar
wtd
raw
3
0.90
3
2
3
0.90
2
3
2.5 0.13
2
3
3
0.15
4
1.00
2
0.10
3.18

7 Spar
wtd
raw
3
0.90
4
1
1
0.30
1
4
1
0.05
1
1
1
0.05
4
1.00
1
0.05
2.35

Requirements reduction does not eliminate unstated requirements from consideration. Those requirements that are
analytical in nature must be included in the analytical models at the appropriate level of modeling. Qualitatively
evaluated requirements must likewise be evaluated at the appropriate level of modeling. The key to this process is
documentation of assumptions about how each requirement will be dealt with in each modeling and design phase.
The set of differentiating requirements for the model wing includes weight, cost, accessibility, fuel considerations,
and certification issues.
The set of differentiating requirements goes into the concept selection matrix in Table 1 where the rows represent
requirements and the columns concepts.
In the team meeting held to populate this matrix, the team scored each concept on a scale of 1 to 4, where 4 is best.
These raw scores were then multiplied by weighting factors, determined by the strategic objectives for the aircraft
product in the marketplace. This project team placed greatest importance on weight, cost, and certification. Each
concept received a weighted sum score that represents the team’s evaluation.
The results clearly show the 3-spar and 4-spar structural concepts as preferred choices. The relative difference
between the 3 and 4-spar scores is insignificant compared to the scores of the 2 and 7-spar concepts. Furthermore,
these choices are insensitive to adjustments to weighting factors. Even 25% changes in weighting factors yields 3
and 4-spar as clear winners. The quality of the numbers that go into the matrix is extremely important.
The Table 1 scoring matrix represents the results of extensive discussion and team learning. It brings the team to
consensus and provides a more solid foundation for design decisions than mandate or vote. The numbers
themselves mean very little except that they help to direct the team toward clear design decisions that balance
alternatives and maintain or improve the level of team members’ commitment.
FEM 2 models in the design process experiment significantly improved the quality of not only the structural weight
inputs into the matrix, but also all of the other objectives. The FEM 2 models provided concrete evidence of the
effects of stress, buckling, and deflection constraints on the end weight, enabling rational concept evaluation.
The other matrix inputs improved with increased structural input quality because the FEM 2 model provided the
specific structural details to enable meaningful discussion and evaluation. The structural definition provided by
FEM 2 models enabled preliminary design for access panels, stiffeners, and joints. This geometric configuration
then allowed for evaluation of manufacturing cost, accessibility, certification, and fuel considerations (volume,
slosh, and vibration).
Unlike Design 1, Design 2 took several meetings. The level of detail included in the FEM 2 models and Design 2
requirements required iteration between FEM 2 modeling and Design 2 assessment. The team refined initial FEM 2
concepts produced by the structural designer through experiential evaluation in preliminary meetings. The final
FEM 2 structural models shown earlier in Figure 11 represent significant input from the design team.
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Design 2/Fem 2 model and team interaction led to an evolution of detail throughout the level 2 process. Stiffener
concepts emerged as part of the FEM 2 model to be carried forward into FEM 3.
The Design 2 process systematically narrowed the wing structural concept pool to the 3 and 4-spar structural
concepts with buy-in from all team members. These concepts will be carried forward into FEM 3 and Design 3 for
the next level of structural detail to evolve.
Phase 3
Phase 3 activities leverage the remaining design freedom to optimize and validate the final structural design against
all constraints and requirements.
The purpose of the final finite element model, FEM 3, is to add structural fidelity sufficient to convey stress and
optimized weight information to be able to evaluate stiffener concepts and select a full wing structural concept. The
final structural design activity, Design 3, develops the structural concept with full detail.
Finite Element 3
The last stage of structural modeling, or FEM 3, addresses the final level of structural detail considered, as defined
by the phase exit requirements for preliminary design. This detail includes stiffener definition and analytical cost
and producibility models in addition to the FEM 1 and FEM 2 detail and constraints.
Output of the FEM 3 exercise includes analytical structural results that will then be fed into the Design 3 evaluation
and selection process for the final structural concept. Objectives for FEM 3 are to generate useable information
sufficient to evaluate stiffener layout concepts from Design 2 and to determine fastener requirements.
The FEM 3 structural model, a portion of which is shown
in Figure 14, consists of a master finite element model and
several sub-models. The master model determines global
behavior of the structure. Solution of the master model,
essentially the FEM 2 solution, establishes constraints and
boundary conditions for each of the sub-models. The
master model contains detail similar to the FEM 2 model,
including shell elements for skins, ribs and spar webs and
rod elements for stiffeners.

Figure 14— Example of FEM 3 model

Dividing the master model into sub-models allows for
detailed design and analysis. Sub-modeling enables finer
finite element meshing, improved definition of design
variables, and distributed work. Boundary conditions for
these models come from the master model deflection
solution at the FEM 2 level.
These models use
NASTRAN-based optimization with constraints on stress,
buckling, and deflection. Design variables for the submodels include the number and dimensions of stringers and
caps and the thicknesses of the skin, ribs, and webs. The
increase in detail at this level justifies improved loads
definition, incorporating design definition from previous
structural design activities and perhaps expanding the load
set to include additional conditions.

Design 3
The Design 3 process evaluates the structural concepts that address all of the structural and non-structural
requirements. The Design 3 evaluation matrix will contain the same 5 distinguishing requirements as the Design 2
evaluation matrix. The difference between these matrices lies in the fidelity and quality of the information that goes
into them and the nature of the concepts being selected. The FEM 3 models not only generate improved structural
information, but also enable improved geometric definition. This improved geometric definition enables improved
cost, certification, fuel, and accessibility evaluations. These evaluations must be of sufficient quality and fidelity to
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select and define a structural concept that meets the preliminary design phase exit requirements. Structural items for
this concept include
• skin thickness distribution
• spar and rib locations
• spar cap and stiffener geometry, size and location
• fastener selection and spacing
Observations and Conclusion
This structural design process experiment provided insights into the evolutionary structural design process model
and the nature of the interactions between the technical and organizational design processes. Feedback from project
participants suggested the following:
• Interactions between the technical and organizational design processes exist and should be addressed through
process definition and design
• An evolutionary structural design process helps to integrate design tasks
• The proposed evolutionary structural design process must adapt to organizational needs and should be refined
for a specific organizational culture. The organizational processes that occur during design activities influence
the design team’s effectiveness in making informed design decisions that lead to a quality design.
• The design framework comprised of systematic problem definition (i.e., systems engineering requirements
management and process definition) and structured solution synthesis (i.e., matrix-based scoring) improves
team processes through more effective communication, problem awareness, and team member commitment.
These structured design activities bring the design team to consensus, strengthening team member commitment
more than decision by vote.
The evolutionary structural models reduced the technical deficiency of the structural discipline. The structural
designer was an important contributor in the design process (not just an analyst) and improved his ability to
communicate his needs. However, an undesirable level of technical deficiency was apparent during several attempts
to assess producibility and rank concepts for cost. Producibility experts were reluctant to commit opinions until
sufficient detail existed to support their opinions. This understandable reluctance reduced the effectiveness of the
team.
This tendency to want to delay decisions until sufficient detail exists persisted throughout the design experiment in
all disciplines. All participants wanted technical risk reduced to acceptable levels before committing their expert
opinions to support design decisions. The longer the process goes without decisions, however, the more unwittingly
committed the team becomes to the details being cemented into evaluation models.
The tremendous force for decision postponement must be countered by process definition that promotes decision at
appropriate levels of detail and no greater. Quality designs will not result unless design freedom is exploited when it
exists. To fully explore the structural design space, structural models must have complexity only as required to
support informed decisions at the current level of detail. Additional detail must be withheld to prevent the process
from stalling or the design from becoming committed to that detail.
The particular evolution of detail (FEM N and Design N) must be refined to meet organizational needs. When these
definitions of the different finite element models and their purpose are understood, activities and decisions are
traceable. There will be little need to revisit preliminary design-level activities after preliminary design review, due
to requirements creep or other problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern combat aircraft increasingly incorporate more and more operational functions.
These functions use a wide range of frequencies over the entire electromagnetic spectrum.
They are essentially related to three functions areas, which are :
• Radar function
• Electromagnetic Countermeasures (ECM)
• Communication - Navigation - Identification (CNI).
Each of these functions calls upon a whole suite of equipment units, to ensure the necessary processing, and of antennas,
to ensure the associated radio-electric coverage. Each function has its own antenna, or set of antennas, which, more
particularly in the case of the ECM and CNI functions, makes it obvious that :
• such antennas form protuberances, becoming less and less compatible with the aircraft's global performance
characteristics (drag, RCS,...)
• the great number of them makes installation, more and more costly.
Also, in the case of the Radar function, the antenna, whether of parabolic, mechanical scan or of active, electronic scan
type, is generally positioned on the aircraft forebody, with the consequence that the restricts the obtained coverage and
furthermore, wastes a "precious" location which could be profitably used for other functions.
To handle this increasing complexity, new technologies and tools are required which reduce time and cost of the system
integration on aircrafts

2. WHAT NEW GENERATION ANTENNAS SHOULD BE
When seeking to remedy these impediments on the performance capabilities of the aircraft and its systems (optronics, air
data system,...) by use of new solutions, it becomes obvious that our efforts should be directed towards :
• FEWER ANTENNAS, by use of compatible radioelectric grouping methods, so as to satisfy the needs of the
growing number of operational functions, whilst maintaining the number of antennas to be fitted within
reasonable limits
⇒ this corresponds to concept of multi-function antennas.
To be noted in this context is - taking the example of CNI functions - that if previous generation aircraft (rougly 20
years ago) often followed the "1 function = 1 antenna" principle, nowadays some degree of function grouping, such
as in VHF/UHF/MIDS/TACAN antennas has already been achieved, although the involved dimensions of such blade
antennas sometimes prove penalizing for their integration with the aircraft (Fig. 2.1).
• ANTENNAS THAT BETTER CONFORM TO THE STRUCTURE, so as to overcome the drawbacks of the
protuberances caused by present-day antennas
⇒ this corresponds to concept of conformal antennas, antennas that fit the aerodynamic shape.

Paper presented at the RTO AVT Symposium on “Reduction of Military Vehicle
Acquisition Time and Cost through Advanced Modelling and Virtual Simulation”,
held in Paris, France, 22-25 April 2002, and published in RTO-MP-089.
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3. OPERATIONAL INTERESTS
Use of such conformal multi-function antennas should contribute towards improving :
• the performance characteristics of the operational functions making use of such antennas
• the global performance capabilities of the aircraft and their systems
• the maintainability/ reliability aspects.
3.1

Operational function-related aspect

Radio-Electric Coverage
Radio-electric coverage improvements may arise from a better distribution of such antennas. The latter are aircraft
structure members and, as such, must be able to be fitted to the spine as well as to the leading edge of the wing, to the
lower surface of the forward fuselage...
Three aspects amongst these needs for improvement are currently clearly identified :
• coverage of the radar surveillance and IFF interrogation function, to provide for surveillance of an area of a
surface larger than what is currently possible
• possibility to ensure, for firing control purposes, radar target tracking and aircraft/ missile links over larger sectors
and not, as currently feasible, exclusively limited to the aircraft front sector
• possibility to have larger antenna bases so as to increase the ESM functions accuracy.
Emission control
For most operational functions, it is furthermore desirable to endow such antenna types with a coverage, and hence,
scanning adaptativity function which will provide for improvement of discretion during transmission (via direction, beam
provision), or even, for protection against jamming during reception (implying, in this case, via antenna milling
provision).
Inter-function compatibility
The problems relative to the compatibility between the different operational functions have to be resolved by use of
communal, elementary antennas in conjunction with the necessary components, whether radio-electric (multiplexers,
filters,... or processing) sequencing (temporal comparability) units.
Here again, two examples may be given ; the compatibilities between radar/ ECM-jammer and IFF interrogator responder/ MIDS Data Link.
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3.2

Aircraft and Systems Global Performance Characteristic Aspect

Aerodynamic Characteristics
Elimination of the current antenna-generated protuberances (essentially in the ECM and CNI function case) will result in
less aircraft drag.
Electromagnetic Signature
Use of conformal, multi-function elements, since this would mean fewer antennas, is expected to result in less global
aircraft RCS. This will however, require particular care with such new antenna installations. The apparent RCS reduction
that would result from the absence of protuberances, must not be cancelled out by new problems which are bound to
arise : gaps, impedance disruption at the aircraft/ antenna interface,...
Global Aircraft System Aspect Integration Constraints
Use of conformal antennas spread over the whole aircraft surface is expected to contribute to global improvement of the
airborne system.
As an example and as already mentioned, the benefits of replacing the current antennas ensuring the radar function on the
aircraft forebody by conformal antennas spread over the aircraft surface would be :
• liberation of installation areas, thus making them available for accommodation of other sensors (optronics, for
example)
• new possibilities to improve the aircraft's air data system performance capabilities (today we remove the pitot tube
so as not to interfere with the radar performance capabilities).
Maintainability/ Reliability Aspects
Potential benefits for these aspects would be :
• the need of fewer antennae to be integrated with the aircraft and hence, ultimately, of fewer associated
maintenance action. To be noted also is that the conformal antenna aspect will also improve their erosion
resistance, which again concurs towards reducing maintenance
• to offer the possibility of using the operational functions in degraded modes without, however, in the case of
active antennas, complete loss of the involved function. This would arise from the adaptativity notion which
would imply the use of a great number of active modules. Failure of the modules may tolerate progressive,
although not necessarily total, function degradation.

4. ROLE OF MODELLING TOOLS
Significant progress has been yielded over recent years by both the processors and the software used for
electromagnetism modeling numerical simulation plays an increasingly important role which is complementary to that
of test means. Measurements are a pre-requisite for identification of the elementary constituents' characteristics, for
analyses and for validation of electromagnetic systems. Computations offer essential additional functionality for
designing antennas that fit the aircraft.

4.1

Hybrid Methods

The DASSAULT AVIATION developed computation code SPECTRE gathers numerical and asymptotical
electromagnetic computation methods. The numerical methods use finite-element field modeling. The latter offer great
accuracy and robustness for computations on complex structures composed of different dielectric materials which may
be prone to attenuation losses. These methods are, however, limited by the size of the matrix problems that can be
handled by the processors. On current computers, it is challenging to conduct numerical method computations on the
whole aircraft that exceed the Giga Hertz range.
Asymptotical methods are the numerical methods' natural complement to conduct higher frequency computations. These
methods describe the electromagnetic field propagation along the ray traces, by use of analytical reference solutions Fig.
4.1 shows the ray tracing taken into account for the computation of a fraction of the antenna pattern. As asymptotical
formulations show serial 1/Kα+N developments, their validity rather applies to the higher frequencies, but is not suited for
geometrical parts which are of small-size, compared to the wavelength.
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Such methods require continuous validation efforts. The used validation cases are generic cases.
In order to associate the different methods' respective contributions, the SPECTRE code uses hybrid methods. By
combining numerical methods, by means of which are computed the fields in small-size complex areas, with
asymptotical methods, which take into account larger areas, a great variety of problems can be solved. An example of the
use of these methods is given in Fig 4.2. The computation of a blade antenna placed on a circular plate breaks down into
2 parts :
1. Numerical method modeling of a blade antenna placed on a plane gives the field in even point of its surface of allows
definition of electric and magnetic currents equivalent to those of an antenna with respect to electromagnetic
emission,
2. Asymptotical method modeling of the equivalent current distribution radiation gives the reflections on the plate ant
the scattering by the circular rim, to determine the far field pattern.
These methods although very attractive by their potential capabilities require fully mastery in their employment. The
choice of how a problem is to be broken down into different sub-domains according to the different associated
computation methods calls upon a physical sense of apprehension of the encountered phenomena.
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4.2

Optimization of Antenna Locations

Determining preferred antenna locations is a task becoming increasingly complex on account of the number of antennas
and the number of constraints that come into play. From the radioelectrical point of view, such optimization must take
into account the sought coverage pattern, as well as the compatibility between the different equipment such optimization
must also account for the thermal and chemical aeromechanical environment constraints, notably with respect to
structure deflections liable to reach amplitudes that risk jeopardizing the systems' performance capabilities.

Figure 4.3 : Falcon model for
comparison of antenna locations

Detail

4.3

Antenna Field Isolation

With the near field computations can be obtained the impedance inputs and the mutual impedance between antennas. The
computations require detailed modeling of the geometry around the excitation accesses, together with a precise
description of the dielectric materials.
The elementary result leads to the coupling power between 2 antennas. For more global analysis can be represented in
each point of the surface, the coupling level vis-à-vis one antenna of a given type. A presentation example is given in
Fig. 4.4, showing the coupling vis-à-vis an antenna fitted to the fuselage upper surface.
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4

4.4

Designing Electromagnetic Windows

Radome designing has to take into account a great number of constraints :
• aeromechanical environment (vibrations, deflections)
• thermal and chemical environment
• low observability (radar and improved)
• radioelectric transparency in the used frequency bandwidths.
Electromagnetic computations are used to determine the geometry and materials that offer on acceptable compromise.
Fig. 4.5 shows an S-band transparent leading edge structure that allows integration of radiating elements.

5

On account of the discretion related constraints, the radom transmission bandwidths have to be limited to those of the
used frequencies V/UHF antennas, for example, have RCS of considerable levels. One solution consists in using a
radome whose transmission bandwidth is limited to frequencies of less than 1 GHz, with low transmission above such
levels.
This characteristic property can be achieved by certain frequency-selective surfaces (FSS) Fig. 4.6 shows the
transmission factor, via FSS composed of 3, very dense, cross dipole or tripole type layers. This allows to achieve low
transmission factors between 5 and 20 GHz.
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6

5. AEROELASTICITY
Some sensor which are sensitive to phase shift are affected by deflections of the aircraft structure. The analysis of this
aerodynamic – structure – electromagnetism coupling is not tractable by ground tests. Multi physics simulations are used
to rank the main parameters affecting the system performance, and to develop sensor algorithms robust to these
deflections. Fig 5.1 shows the synoptic of such a coupled simulation
Such simulation requires a electromagnetic computation at each time step, on the deflected geometry of the aircraft.
Asymptotical methods are well suited because they model accurately the main electromagnetic effects, and their
computational time is not affected by the geometrical deflections.

Figure 5.1 : Multi-physics simulation for a wing mounted antenna

6. NEW TRENDS (1) : COLLABORATIVE SIMULATIONS
The before mentioned modeling tools provide for the use of new methodologies to determine the locations of antennas
aboard the aircraft the object is to bring into play an equipment model and an aircraft model so as to derive, as early as
possible, the behavior of antennas that are to be integrated with the aircraft.
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The equipment model accurately represents the antenna (power supply, shapes, material...) and gives the radiated fields
on a fictitious surface area around the antenna, the lather being fitted to a locally representative surface of the aircraft
shape (typically, over a few tens of centimeters).
The aircraft model gives a fine-grid representation of what is fictitious interface surface-external and indicates the
electric currents on this electrically bonded surface for each incidence direction.
The reciprocity principle, the date of the two models (fields and currents) can be simply connected on the interface
surface and thus give the radiated far field, where :
• Eα(x) is the equipment model's electric fields on the interface surface, antenna emitting
• Js(x) is the aircraft model's electric courant on the bonded interface surface, the aircraft being exposed to a unitary
plat wave in î-direction
• G(î) is the antenna gain in î-direction.

jωµ
G ( i ) =
4π

∫E

α

(x) . J s ( x)dS( x)

Sint

This principle is classically used for the hybridization methods presented hereabove. There are several variants to this
principle, which, allow adaptations to the cases under study in accordance with the used computation methods.
A validation of a simple case consisting in a monopole antenna mounted on a parallelepiped box is shown in Fig. 6.1, 6.2
and 6.3. The validity of the approach is demonstrated by the compared results of the models coupled with direct
computations and a measurement.

6

6

6
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7. NEW TRENDS (2) : SHARING APERTURES
• It is at present obviously not conceivable to have, for the envisaged applications, wide band antennas that can
globally cover the entire electromagnetic spectrum used on combat aircraft. This hence means that choices have to
be made.
• Also, given that, for certain functions, radiation pattern adaptativity is wanted (the lather, here again, depending
on the covered spectrum), the possibilities for achieving such adaptativity within one single unique radiation
element must not result in elementary antenna sizes that are too big and hence, difficult to integrate.
• Lastly, the functions to be integrated in these new multi-function antennas must be compatible amongst
themselves, as regards the performance characteristics to be ensured.
A first line of thought thus could lead to :
7.1

Grouping of the CNI functions, from the IFF to the GPS band within one and the same elementary
antenna

A first analysis, essentially focused on printed circuit or wave guide-type antennas, has, indeed, shown that the required
sizes of a radiating surface covering the considered bandwidth (200 to 1500 MHz) and providing a potential antenna
pattern modulation minimum are in the order of the 700 mm diameter and 100 mm depth.
Given such sizes and the difficulty to integrate them with the aircraft, designing conformal antennas of lower bandwidth
(for a civil non-crypted voice transmission VHF function, for example) and of the same performance level as current
solutions (faired printed circuit-type antenna in fin tip) cannot be envisaged.
Also, the vast majority of CNI functions require omnidirectional coverage types (voice, IFF response, date transmission...
which must be compatible amongst themselves.

7.2

Grouping the Radar/ESM/ECM/IFF Interrogation functions, in conjunction with using a lower radar
band

These three functions must, indeed, have common coverage areas and common scanning domains, especially if the lather
are to be more extensive than in current practice.
Furthermore, the use of common radioelectric scanning axes (in surveillance areas will, operationally, lead to a better
association of the tracks provided by these different sensors.
Also, in the case of the radar function, the fact of distributing several (conformal) antennas over a greater aircraft surface
than in current practice, will provide for lowering the working frequency (> = L band) and thus, improve the detection of
stealthy targets and enhance anti-jammer protection, both currently inexistant in such frequency domains.
As a conclusion, for future aircraft which should be endowed with conformal multi-function antennas, there are two
such-type equipment families that appear to emerge :
• one "low band" family (essentially grouping the CNI functions)
• one "high band" family (countermeasures and radar, amongst others).
An industrial example of a coupled simulation illustrates those recommended solutions. The previously described
methodology was successfully applied between DASSAULT AVIATION and THALES Airborne Systems during a
feasibility study to install CNI conformal and multi-function antennas on Rafale.
The GPS, IFF, MIDS and TACAN functions were grouped within the same antennas block, located on the Rafale spine
behind the canopy. This development was performed to achieve the following specifications :
• conformal antennas
• adaptative patterns for MIDS and GPS to ensure resistance to jamming.
Fig. 7.1 shows the magnetic currents, induced by the radiation of a MIDS element, on the fictitious interface, computed
by THALES AS.
Fig 7.2 shows the Rafale fine grid mesh used by DASSAULT AVIATION to compute the radiated pattern of this
element, installed on the aircraft.
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Figure 7.1 : magnetic field on fictitious interface

Figure 7.2 : Rafale fine-grid mesh
Improved antenna integration with the aircraft may furthermore arise from exchanges with partner contractors involved
in such new design methodologies.

Paper #59
Discussor's Name: David McInroy
Author's Name: Gerard LeFlour
Q: Do you use spectre code for analysis on interference between the radar and an on-board jammer?
A: This will be more easily achieved in the next 5 years or so with modeling. Sodelobe predictions are
currently difficult.
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DASSAULT AVIATION
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F-92214, Saint-Cloud Cedex
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1. Introduction :
Il y a encore quelques années, le développement des méthodes et des outils de calcul en
aéroélasticité constituait chez Dassault aviation un challenge important. L’outil de calcul
CATIA-ELFINI-AEROELASTICITY connaissait à cette époque un essort important, soutenu
par des budgets et des équipes de développement conséquents, ainsi que par des besoins
grandissants dans le domaine du design et de la justification d’avions modernes tels que
RAFALE ou FALCON 2000.
Aujourd’hui, les priorités changent et visent principalement à parvenir à maitriser
complètement les outils complexes disponibles, plutôt que de rechercher de nouvelles
méthodes. Des stratégies industrielles de calculs et d’essais sont mises au point autours des
outils existants. Elles ont pour but de permettre à des ingénieurs de calculs spécialisés, mais
aussi à des ingénieurs de conception dans les bureaux de dessin ou à des ingénieurs d’essais
en vol, de disposer de modèles fiables au plus tôt dans le cours du projet et à réduire le
nombre de configurations à tester, ainsi que le nombre d’essais en vol. L’objectif clairement
affiché est la maitrise des risques et des coûts en aéroélasticité dans le cadre du projet avion.
Dans les sections qui suivent, nous illustrons les points les plus importants de ces travaux
chez Dassault Aviation. Nous mettons ainsi en relief :
• L’ensemble des méthodes de calcul aujourd’hui disponibles en aéroélasticité.
• La mise ne œuvre de ces techniques dans le cadre de la maitrise des risques et de la
réduction des couts.
• A plus long terme, les techniques d’optimisation indispensable pour permettre à
l’avionneur de prendre en compte rationnellement dans ces plans de qualification et dans
ses dossiers de justification les problèmes liés à la multiplicité et à la variabilité des
configurations.
• L’utilisation systématique de méthodes de calibration des procédures de calculs et des
modèles numériques sur des résultats d’essais réels.
Plus concrètement, nous donnons des éléments sur la qualité que l’on peut attendre
aujourd’hui des prévisions, ainsi que les gains espérés en matière de réduction du nombre
d’essais en vol.

2. Outils et méthodes disponibles en Aéroélasticité
2.1 Etat de l’art en aéroéalsticité linéaire
Sur le plan théorique, l’état de l’art en aéroélasticité linéaire est encore globalement fondé sur
la méthodologie linéaire classique, dont les principes étaient déjà bien établis dans les années
60. Le détail des méthodes, les stratégies de calcul et les techniques de calibration associées

Communication présentée lors du symposium RTO AVT sur « La réduction des coûts et des délais
d’acquisition des véhicules militaires par la modélisation avancée et la simulation de produit virtuel »,
organisé à Paris, en France, du 22 au 25 avril 2002, et éditée dans RTO-MP-089.
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ont été largement décrits dans la Réf [1]. Nous en résumons les principales caractéristiques
dans cette section.
Les modèles mathématiques intervenant dans la chaine de calcul aéroélastique sont décrits cidessous :
Finite Element
model
Flight conditions

Reduction

Reduced
structural
model

Reduction

Flutter analysis
FCS transfer function
Static & dynamic analysis
Flight maneuvers
Turbulence

Aerodynamic
database

Critical case selection
(severity indicators )

Design load cases

Figure 1:Aeroelastic analys process
On utilise un modèle élastique éléments finis (FEM) de l’avion complet comprenant de
l’ordre de 10000 à 100000 degrés de liberté. Pour la modélisation aérodynamique une
modélisation en potentiel linéaire par la méthode des singularités est établie dans le domaine
fréquence. On pallie les imprécisions de ce modèle en recalant certains termes par des
résultats de calculs CFD ou en les recalant sur des résultats d’essais en soufflerie ou d’essais
en vol.
Le principe est alors d’effectuer les opérations lourdes sur le modèle éléments finis et sur le
modèle aérodynamique indépendamment de toutes les configurations de vol et de toutes les
répartitions de masses à considérer. Ces opérations lourdes sont les suivantes :
• Le calcul des déplacements du modèle éléments finis pour quelques centaines de
chargements de base. Ces chargements de base correspondent à des charges unitaires de
pression ou d’inertie par zones. Tout chargement statique ou dynamique peut être
représenté par combinaison linéaire des chargements de base.
• La construction du modèle aérodynamique exprimant les charges aérodynamiques
stationnaires et instationnaires dans la base de charges précédentes, en fonction du
mouvement de l’avion. Ce mouvement est défini par une combinaison de formes de base
aérodynamiques indépendantes des degrés de liberté du modèle élastique.
• L’extraction, à partir de ces modèles élastiques et aérodynamiques encombrants des
‘opérateurs de base condensés’ contenant les seules données intervenant dans le couplage
aéroélastique : matrices de rigidité et de masses réduites dans la base de charge, opérateurs
de lissage des déformées éléments finis de base par les forces aérodynamiques de base,
‘indicateurs de sévérité’ des charges de base.
A partir de ces opérateurs de base, les calculs qui suivent sont très rapides :
• L’élaboration des coefficients des équations de l’aéroélasticité pour les configurations de
vol et de masse considérées.
• Les analyses de stabilité (divergence et flutter).
• Le calcul du mouvement souple de l’avion en quasi-statique, ou en dynamique (incluant la
prévision des fonctions de transfert pour les études de stabilité CDVE) avec le suivi des
indicateurs de sévérité.
• La sélection des cas de charges dimensionnants.
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• Lifting surfaces grids
• Boxes (fuselage and
external stores)

Maneuver
conditions

Frequency

General FE model with
reference loads

Aeroelastic
calculation

Flutter global analysis

Speed

Damping

Analysis of a flutter mode

Figure 2: Linear aeroelasticity typical outputs

2.2 Prise en compte des non-linéarités
Afin d’illustrer les méthodes aujourd’hui disponibles et industrielles dans ce domaine, nous ne
donnons ici que quelques exemples typiques de traitement des non-linéarités aéroélastique.
• Non-linéarités aérodynamiques :
En pratique, que ce soit en stationnaire ou en instationnaire, la méthode lourde consiste
aujourd’hui à itérer avec une analyse d’aéroélasticité linéaire recalée à chaque itération sur
des calculs CFD (full-potentiel, Euler, …). Les efforts aérodynamiques provoqués par les
déformations souples sont alors calculés par la méthode classique des singularités linéaires et
servent de pré-conditionneur. La convergence est alors acquise en quelques itérations comme
le montre la figure 3 (calcul du Cz d’un avion FALCON équilibré à 1g – M=0.85 – Couplage
CATIA/ELFINI/AEROELASTICITY – EULER/EUGENIE) :

CSM : Catia-Elfini-Aeroelasticity

Euler -CFD : Eugenie

Pitch moment (m3) for a unitary angle of attack maneuver
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

N° Iteration between CFD and CSM

Figure 3: Example of iterative CSM-CFD coupling process
Même si l’augmentation des performances des moyens de simulation numériques permet
d’envisager dans l’avenir l’utilisation plus courante d’outils CFD en aéroélasticité, le nombre
de cas de calculs à balayer pour couvrir l'ensemble du domaine de vol et l'ensemble des
configurations structurales restent trop importants pour pouvoir envisager l'utilisation massive
de ces outils à moyen terme. On utilise donc plutôt, lorsque cela est possible, les outils de
CFD linéarisés qui permettent d’intégrer les résultats de calcul CFD dans la structure de la
base de données aéroélastique linéaire classique (Cf. § 2.1), ce qui permet d'en conserver les
performances (coût, stabilité, précision). A titre d’illustration, la planche suivante donne
l’exemple de forces généralisées instationnaires calculées sur les premiers modes de
flexion/torsion voilure d’un FALCON 2000, par couplage de l’outil CATIA-ELFINI avec
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Imag Part (Mode 1, Mode 1)

Real Part (Mode 1, Mode 1)

l’outil EUGELIN (outil CFD Euler linéarisé – Cf. Réf [2]). Elles sont comparées aux mêmes
forces généralisées calculées par la méthode linéaire classique des singularités.

Linear Doublet lattice
Flutter mode analysis
EUGENIE

EUGENIE

Linear Doublet lattice

Generalized unsteady aerodynamic forces
CSM (ELFINI) / Linearized CFD (EUGENIE)

Classical flutter analysis (PK method)

Figure 4: Example of generalized unsteady aerodynamic forces computed using linearized CDD

• Non-linéarités mécaniques :
Dans ce domaine, les types de non-linéarités les plus souvent rencontrées sur avion sont
principalement dues :
 Aux effets des grandes rotations de l’avion (mécanique du vol),
 aux non-linéarités de contact liées à la présence de jeux mécaniques (rails,
systèmes Fail-Safe, timonerie de servo-commandes, …),
 aux couplages de l’avion avec des systèmes mécaniques à comportement
non-linéaires (train d’atterrissage, servo-commandes, ejecteurs d’emports,
…).
Sur avion militaire, l’exemple typique illustrant la prise en compte de ces phénomènes est la
modélisation des phases d’éjection en vol de bidons sous voilure de RAFALE (Cf. figure 5)
ou la modélisation des phases de tirs de missiles sur rail au point extrême de voilure du
RAFALE, pendant des manœuvres complexes de l’avion (Cf. figure 6).
RAFALE M=0.7, nz=1g

4 0

RAFALE M=0.9, 8000 ft, Nz=8g

( µd ef )

Simulation

50 0

Simulation

3 0

FC P2 D 1

100 0

Missile thrust
accleration (g)

5 0

Flight measur ement
(M=0.7, nz=1)

150 0

2 0

Flight test

1 0

0

0
0. 00

0.05

0. 10

0.15

0. 20

0. 25

0 .30

0 ,1 0

0 ,1 5

0 ,2 0

0 ,2 5

0 ,3 0

0 ,3

0,30

0,35

- 1 0

t ( s)

Time (s)

-50 0

60

Shear loads in the wing ribs / spars

Missile pitch
Velocity (°/s)

40
20

0
0 ,10
-20

Simulation
0,15

0,20

0,25

-40
-60

Thermodynamic model of the ejector
(non-linear behavior equations)

Guiding Rail (aircraft side)

Link element

F light test

Time (s)

Variable missile aerodynamic
coefficient as a function of the
missile position in the guiding rail

Contact between pylon and tank
+ hook system
Guiding Rail (missile side)

Contact between missile and
wing guiding rail

Missile thrust

Figure 5: In-flight tank ejection simulation

Figure 6: In-flight wing-tip missile launch simulation

using CATIA-ELFINI-AEROELASTICITY

using CATIA-ELFINI-AEROELASTICITY

Dans ces deux cas, l’outil de calcul doit pouvoir rendre compte avec une bonne précision du
couplage simultané des 3 types de non-linéarités précédentes dans la simulation.
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Il est à noter que ces analyses non-linéaires nécessitent des intégrations dans le domaine
temporel avec formulation préalable des forces aérodynamiques instationnaires dans ce
domaine. Les techniques utilisées pour cela sont issues des travaux de Karpel (Cf. Réf. [3])
sur la rationalisation des forces aérodynamiques instationnaires (Cf. figure 7).
Unsteady generalized forces
(real and imag part)

Karpel rationalisation

Frequency Doublet-lattice

Laplace flutter analysis
(Using Karpel rationalized aéro)

Classical P-k flutter
(Using doublet lattice aéro)

Figure 7: Rationalization of unsteady aerodynamic forces using Karpel method

2.3 Recherche des configurations les plus critiques
Les moyens d’analyse de l’aéroélasticité que nous venons de présenter dans les sections
précédentes sont extrêmement utiles pour le calcul d’une configuration particulière de l’avion.
Cependant, l’activité de calcul aéroélastique se traduit par un nombre important (voire infini)
de configurations structurales et massiques à étudier.
En général, le balayage des cas de calcul s’effectue sur un choix a priori des configurations les
plus critiques. La pertinence de ce choix repose sur l’expérience du calculateur et sur sa
compréhension des phénomènes physiques.
Dans le cas des calculs de flutter, nous avons été amené à développer un outil d’optimisation
pour la recherche des configurations les plus critiques (configurations dites ‘les pires’), afin
de guider le raisonnement du calculateur, limiter les risques d’oublis et appuyer la
démonstration qui conduit au choix de ces configurations. Cet outil est également utilisé pour
permettre de tester la sensibilité des analyses de flutter vis à vis des paramètres incertains des
modélisations ( paramètres ‘flous’ des modélisations : position du réservoir dans les
réservoirs, rigidité des interfaces, interactions aérodynamiques complexes, …).
Les principes théoriques de cet outil ont été abondamment décrits dans la référence [4].

3. Exemple de retombées des études aéroélastiques sur la maitrise
des risques et des coûts : études dites ‘de transposition’
Les études dites ‘de transposition’, mises en place chez Dassault Aviation ces dernières
années sur les programmes MIRAGE 2000 et RAFALE, concernent la stabilité aéroélastique
(flutter) et aéroservoélastique (accrochage du système de commande de vol sur la structure)
de l’avion. Elles ont pour objectifs :
• De prédire par calcul, avec un niveau de précision suffisant, le flutter et les fonctions de
transfert souples CDVE1, pour les configurations de base de l’avion.
• De vérifier et de recaler éventuellement ces prévisions sur la base d’essais de vibrations au
sol et/ou en vol.
1

On appelle fonction de transfert CDVE les fonctions de transfert des déformations souples au niveau des
capteurs gyromètre et accéléromètre du système de commande de vol sur les braquages de gouvernes.
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•

De transposer ces résultats sans essais supplémentaires, pour toutes les versions d’avions
(proto <-> série, monoplace <-> biplace, Air version <-> Marine version),dans tout le
domaine de vol et pour toutes les sous-configurations.
Ceci suppose de disposer de modèles capables de prédire les instabilités aéroélastiques et les
fonctions de transfert souples CDVE, dans tout le domaine de vol, quelque soit la complexité
de la configuration et avec un niveau de confiance maximal. Ceci suppose également
d’avoir maitrisé, intégré et validé des méthodes de recalage expérimentales de modèle
efficaces (Cf. §4).
Les retombées importantes attendues de ces études concernent :
• La vérification avant vol des marges de stabilité de l’avion : retombées sur la maitrise
des risques
• La définition des ouvertures de domaine de vol au ‘juste assez’ (définition des
progressions des vols d’ouverture suivant les marges aux calculs) : retombées sur la
maitrise des couts.

Le chemin critique de cet organigramme est constitué par les délais (souvent trop courts) entre
la fin des essais au sol (dont le T0 est soumis à l’approvisionnement des maquettes d’emports)
et le début des essais en vol d’ouverture de domaine. Opérationellement, les plannings
d’essais en vol doivent donc être organisés pour laisser suffisamment de temps à
l’aéroélasticien pour calibrer les modèles élastiques sur la base des essais de vibrations au sol
de l’avion. L’exploitation des vols d’ouverture de domaine donnera lieu, après coup, à un
recalage de la partie aérodynamique instationnaire du modèle aéroélastique. Ce modèle sera
alors utilisé pour transposer les résultats d’essais à tout le domaine de vol, aux sousconfigurations et aux autres types d’avions (proto <-> série, monoplace <-> biplace, Air
version <-> Marine version), ce qui permettra d’écrire les dossiers de justification de la
définition de l’avion.
Afin d’illustrer la précision que l’on peut attendre aujourd’hui des modèles dans ce domaine,
la figure ci-dessous donne les prédictions de la fonction de transfert ‘Pitch/symmetric control
surface deflection’ du RAFALE au sol en présence de missiles aux points externes et médians
de voilure et de 3 bidons lourds sous voilure et fuselage. Ces calculs sont comparés à des
résultats d’essais de vibrations au sol dans 2 configurations : bidons pleins et bidons vides.

Full Tanks (fuselage + wing) :Q/Dm

Empty Tanks (fuselage + wing) : Q/dm

1,00E+03

1,00E+03

1,00E+02

1,00E+02

1,00E+01

1,00E+01

1.

Tests

1.

Tests

1,00E+00

1,00E+00
1

10

1,00E-01

1

10

100

1,00E-01

Prediction

1,00E-02

1,00E-03

10

freq (Hz)

Hz

Prediction

1,00E-02

100

1,00E-03

10

Freq (Hz)

100

Hz

Figure 8: FCS transfer function prediction (on the ground)

Comme le montrent ces comparaisons, la précision du calcul est très bonne. Le modèle prédit
bien en particulier le couplage des modes ‘2 nœuds fuselage’ et ‘tangage missile au point
extrème de voilure’, à 9.5 Hz et 11.5 Hz lorsque les bidons sont pleins, en un seul et même pic
de fréquence 11 hz, lorsque les bidons se vident. Comme le montrent le modèle et les essais,
ce couplage conduit à une augmentation de la fonction de transfert de nature à diminuer la
marge de stabilité des commandes de vol. Dans cette affaire, la bonne prévision des modèles
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nous a permis, sur la base des calculs, de réduire le nombre de vols d’ouverture de domaine
initialement prévus d’environs 50 % (6 vols réalisés au lieu des 12 initialement prévus).
Autre exemple d’illustration : la prédiction de l’influence d’un lest augmenté en pointe avant,
sur la fonction de transfert en vol (Mach=0.6) ‘Pitch/symmetric control surface deflection’ du
RAFALE en configuration Air/Air :

In-flight Transfert Function Mach = 0.8 :
Q/Dm
Flight RAFALE C01 100 kg Ballast
Prédiction before flight Rafale C01
430 kg Ballast

Flight RAFALE C01 430 kg Ballast
Fréquency (Hz)

Figure 9: FCS transfer function prediction (on the ground)

Comme le montre ces courbes, le modèle aéroélastique prédit bien la diminution en fréquence
du mode ‘2 nœuds fuselage’ due à l’augmentation du lest. Cette diminution en fréquence se
traduit a contrario par une augmentation de l’amplitude de ce pic en vol, qui peut être source
d’accrochage des commandes de vol sur la structure si ce phénomène n’est pas correctement
maitrisé.

4. Validations expérimentales des procédures de calculs et des
modèles
Comme il a été vu dans les sections précédentes, l’utilisation des outils de prédictions
aéroélastiques dans le cadre de la maîtrise des risques et des coûts suppose que l’on progresse
en parallèle sur les techniques expérimentales pour la validation des procédures de calcul et
des modèles. Ceci suppose également un niveau de maîtrise comparable des méthodes
expérimentales au sol et en vol.
La stratégie aujourd’hui retenue en la matière chez Dassault Aviation est globalement la
suivante :
• Utilisation de maquettes souples en soufflerie pour la mise au point des outils, leurs
validations et la formulation des procédures d’emplois. Cette tâche supporte également le
choix des méthodes et des procédures d’analyse.
• Utilisation d’essais ‘grandeur nature’ sur avions au sol et en vol pour le recalage des
modèles aéroélastiques qui serviront dans le cadre des programmes avions.
4.2 Maquettes souples en soufflerie
Le recours a des essais en soufflerie sur maquettes souples nous paraît capital. Il permet de
mettre en correspondance mesures et modélisations, afin de valider les procédures et les
méthodes de calculs en aéroélasticité. Il nous est en effet apparu très clairement dans le passé
que l’utilisation de résultats d’essais réels permet de faire progresser et de valider les
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techniques de calcul, en dévoilant des difficultés non décelables dans le cas de validations
purement numériques.
Dans la mesure du possible, on s’arrange pour que l’organisation de ces essais suive une
trame semblable à celle de l’enchainement conception/calculs/essais d’un projet avion :

Aircraft development

Study logic

Design
Computation
Manufacturing

Design
Computation
Manufacturing

Ground Static Test
Gauge Calibration
GVT

Ground Static Test
Gauge Calibration
GVT (Clamped Tail)

FEM Calibration
Computation Update

FEM Calibration
Test prediction Update

Flight Test
Unsteady Aerodynamic
adjustment

Wind Tunnel Test
Unsteady Aerodynamic
adjustment (from WTT)

Figure 10: Flexible Wind Tunnel mock-up study logic

Un exemple typique d’étude expérimentale menée dans ce cadre a été réalisée en coopération
avec l’ONERA, EADS et DASSAULT dans une étude financée par le MOD Français. Il
s’agissait de l’étude en soufflerie (S2 – Modane) d’une maquette souple d’empennage
horizontal d’avion de type AIRBUS dotée d’une gouverne de bord de fuite, en présence de
jeux mécaniques. Cette étude avait pour but de valider notre méthodologie complète de calcul
de flutter en présence de jeu mécanique intervenant pour la certification des timoneries FailSafe des empennages de nos avions FALCON. La figure 15 donne un extrait des résultats
principaux de ces travaux. Le détail complet de la méthodologie, du montage et des résultats
d’essais/calculs peut être trouvé dans la référence [5].
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Figure 11: Flexible horizontal tail mock-up in WT : main results

Nous avons montré dans cette étude qu’en procédant à partir des modèles structuraux et
aérodynamiques recalés classiquement, la simulation restituait les résultats d’essais à la fois
qualitativement (comportement amorti, cycles limites et divergences) et quantitativement
(niveaux d’accélération des cycles limites provoqués par les phénomènes de contact de l’axe
de rotation de la gouverne sur les butées élastiques).

4.3 Essais réels sol et vol sur avion
Ces essais sont utilisés pour calibrer et valider les modèles aéroélastiques avions dans le cadre
des études programmes. Ils sont effectués pour une configuration de base et quelques
configurations identifiées comme les plus sensibles : on admet alors qu’après calibration sur
ces essais, le modèle aéroélastique puisse représenter les autres configurations.
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Les essais au sol sur avion (statiques ou vibrations sol) ont pour objectif de calibrer le modèle
élastique de l’avion. Les caractéristiques modales identifiées lors de ces essais peuvent être
utilisées pour remplacer le modèle dynamique théorique dans les calculs de flutter et ainsi
évaluer les différences de vitesses critiques obtenues par rapport au calcul utilisant le modèle
éléments finis. Les essais en vol (manœuvres, vibrations par les gouvernes) serviront eux à
calibrer le modèle aérodynamique à travers la mesure des paramètres de vol, des accélérations
rigides et des réponses de la structure (jauges et accélérations).

Predictions
Structural F.E. model
adjustments

Ground Tests
Unsteady aerodynamic
model adjustments

Flight Tests

Figure 12: Test versus model calibration strategy

Les techniques associées de recalage des modèles élastiques sur les ‘modes mesurés’ et de la
partie stationnaire des charges aérodynamiques ont été développées et intégrées dans notre
code CATIA-ELFINI-AEROELASTICITY dans les années 80. Elles sont aujourd’hui
utilisées industriellement dans le cadre des programmes avions et ont fait l’objet de nombreux
articles de notre part qui les détaillent (Cf. Réf. [6] et [7] par exemple). Ces outils sont fondés
sur une technique mathématique originale d’identification de modèles.
Ces dernières années, notre effort a essentiellement porté sur les outils de recalage des charges
aérodynamiques instationnaires, sur la base des essais de vibrations en vol (Cf. figure 16).
Dans ces méthodes, nous utilisons toujours la même approche mathématique (Cf. Réf. [8]) :
• Les paramètres d’ajustement λ, inconnues du problème, sont soit les forces généralisées
instationnaires, soit directement les composantes des champs de pression sur la grille
aérodynamique.
• La fonction de coût à minimiser est l’écart entre les valeurs λ recherchées et leurs valeurs
théorique λth dans le modèle.
• Les contraintes à respecter sont les équations de restitution, par le modèle, des fréquences
et des amortissements des modes aéroélastiques mesurés à une précision ε donnée.
Afin d’illustrer le fonctionnement de cette méthode dans le cadre du recalage des champs de
pressions sur la grille aérodynamique, nous l’appliquons au cas du calcul en flutter de la
maquette en soufflerie souple décrite en Réf. [5]. Le diagramme à gauche de la figure 18
donne la prévision de calcul comparée aux mesures en soufflerie. On constate que la vitesse
de flutter est surestimée par le calcul par rapport à la mesure. Le diagramme de droite de la
figure 18 donne la courbe de flutter après recalage des champs de pressions instationnaires à
partir des deux premiers points de fréquences et amortissements mesurés à 37800 Pa et 60000
Pa (points nettement inférieurs à la vitesse critique). Comme le montre ce diagramme, le
calcul, recalé à l’aide de points de mesures nettement inférieurs à la vitesse de flutter, prédit
désormais la bonne vitesse critique à 84500 Pa.
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Test / Computation comparison
Before aerodynamic adjustment

Test / Computation comparison
After aerodynamic adjustment
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Figure 13: Example of unsteady aerodynamic adjustment on WT tests

Un autre exemple de résultat de cette méthode a été obtenu lors du recalage des forces
généralisées instationnaires du MIRAGE F1. La configuration d’étude est représentée sur la
figure suivante :

Mirage F1 flight configuration :
• 1 AM39 Pt1 right ; 1 bidon 1700 l left
• 2 Remora Pt2
• 2 Magics Pt3
• 2 Gondoles Pt0

Experimental structural model

Theoretical aerodynamic model

Figure 14: Mirage F1 : configuration studied

A partir de cette configuration, un calcul couplant les modes mesurés au sol de cette
configuration à un modèle théorique de forces aérodynamiques instationnaires par la méthode
des doublets a été réalisé. La comparaison essais/calculs en flutter est présenté sur la figure
suivante. Comme le montre la planche précédente, le calcul de flutter présente une vitesse
critique nettement supérieure à celle des essais.
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Adjustment domain

Pr edicted critical
speed

Measured critical speed

Figure 15: Mirage F1 : comparison test/prediction

before adjustement

Figure 16: Mirage F1 : comparison test/prediction

after adjustement

Pour améliorer les prédictions, ce calcul a donné lieu à un recalage des forces généralisées
aérodynamiques instationnaires du modèle, suivant la méthode que nous venons de décrire.
Pour cela, les mesures des fréquences et des amortissements des trois premiers points de vol
(200 m/s, 300 m/s, 400 m/s, de vitesses nettement inférieures à la vitesse critique) sont
utilisées. Le calcul de flutter à l’aide de ce modèle recalé est présenté ci-dessous. On constate
que la vitesse critique calculée à l’aide du modèle recalé se superpose maintenant à celle issue
des essais en vol.
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tool for achieving cost and time reductions which are needed to field new systems. Such tools are being
applied to lower the cost and design cycle times from both a design/development and recurring
manufacturing perspective. Early identification of problems dramatically reduces costs and improves
procurement as well as operations, increasing performance as well as cost effectiveness. The maturing of
virtual manufacturing tools led to the review of the various approaches in the NATO framework.
Advanced simulation in design, manufacture, and support were treated in four sessions on:
– Virtual Prototyping and Simulation
– Tool Integration
– Qualification by Analysis
– Design Synthesis
Avoiding cost overruns and schedule delays connected to aerodynamic or hydrodynamic performance was
treated in three sessions:
– Cfd Modelling Of Non-Linear Phenomena
– Cfd Validation Procedures And Error Evaluation
– Dynamically Coupled Cfd
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